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C

ontinuing a long tradition of more than 40 years, the Department of Production
Engineering of the Faculty of Technical Sciences organizes 13th International
Scientific Conference MMA 2018 – Flexible Technologies.
The conference will cover current issues in the field of production engineering as well as
multidisciplinary fields of mechanical engineering, information technologies, environmental
engineering, bio-medical engineering and other related engineering fields, that play a
significant role in successful functioning of manufacturing industry, agriculture, transport,
electric power industry, oil industry, military industry, health care and other branches of
economy and society.
The scientific-expert conference MMA, with its long tradition and regular organization since
1976, aims to gather and exchange experience of researchers and experts from faculties,
institutes and industry, and thus wants to contribute to more intensive scientific and economic
development.
The thirteenth International Scientific Conference MMA 2018 - FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGIES is
being held for the tenth time as an international conference. By the number of papers, their
quality and participation of domestic and foreign authors achieved so far, the Conference has
gained eviable reputation among scientific and professional employees from the faculty and
industry. The content of the MMA 2018 – FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGIES involves the following
areas:








MATERIAL PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES
MACHINE TOOLS AND AUTOMATIC FLEXIBLE SYSTEMS,
CAx AND CIM PROCEDURES AND SYSTEMS
METROLOGY, QUALITY, FIXTURES, CUTTING TOOLS AND TRIBOLOGY
PROCESS PLANNING, OPTIMIZATION, LOGISTICS AND
INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES IN PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
MATERIALS, METAL FORMING, CASTING AND WELDING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
BIO-MEDICAL ENGINEERING

With around 90 scientific papers, out of which almost 30% comes from abroad, the 13th
International Scientific Conference MMA 2018 - FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGIES is keeping the pace
with the previous conferences. The participation of many domestic and foreign authors, as well
as issues covered in the papers, confirm the efforts put in organization of the conference and
thus provide contribution to the exchange of knowledge, research results and expert experience
from industry, research institutions and universities working in the field of production
engineering.
On behalf of the International Scientific and Organizing Committee of the Conference we
would like to thank all domestic and foreign authors, reviewers, as well as institutions and
individuals who contributed to the realization of high-quality program of the Conference.

Novi Sad, September 2018

Chairman of the International Scientific Committee
Prof. dr Mijodrag Milošević
Chairman of the Organizing Committee
Prof. dr Dejan Lukić
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COMBINING DIGITAL TWIN AND PROGNOSIS IN FACTORIES OF THE FUTURE

Abstract:
Advanced manufacturing depends on the timely acquisition, distribution, and utilisation of information
from machines and processes across spatial boundaries. These activities can improve accuracy and
reliability in predicting resource needs and allocation, maintenance scheduling, and remaining service life
of equipment. As an emerging tool, digital twin provides new opportunities to achieve the goals of advanced
manufacturing. This talk will first present the current status and the latest advancement of CPS in
manufacturing in general and digital twin in particular. In order to understand CPS and its future potential
in manufacturing, definitions and characteristics of CPS will be explained and compared with digital twin
concept. This talk will then review the historical development of prognosis theories and techniques, and
project their future growth enabled by the emerging CPS and digital twin technologies. Techniques both
digital twin and CPS are highlighted, as well as the influence of these techniques on prognosis in smart
factories of the future. Research and applications will also be outlined to highlight the latest advancement
in the field. While digital twin shows great promise in factories of the future, challenges towards Internetof-Everything in the areas of future trends remain to be identified in this talk.
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Dušan Šormaz
DISTRIBUTED PROCESS PLANNING FOR DIGITAL MANUFACTURING AND
INDUSTRY 4.0
Abstract:
Digitization of manufacturing has been happening for many years, starting with NC machines in1970’s,
FMS cells, and extending to CAD/CAM integration and application of computers in manufacturing
planning and execution (for example CAPP and MES). An expansion and ubiquitous use of internet in all
engineering activities also includes increased connectivity of manufacturing design, planning and
execution. There have been several paradigms in recent research: digital manufacturing, smart
manufacturing, cloud manufacturing, and, in Germany, Industry 4.0. Fundamental to the current expansion
of those technologies is represntation of manufacturing planning data in distributed format with covering
the data model and semantic marking of the planning and resource data in order to provide an intergrative
framework for new paradigm of design everywhere - manufacture everywhere.
This presentation will provide an overview of tools and methods for integrative manufacturing planning,
which includes distributed (agent-based) applications for product development cycle: design, process
planning, setup planning, manufacturing scheduling and FMS simulation. Product development cycle starts
with a product design in CAD software and its CAD model transfer to other applications. The first
application is feature mapping/feature recognition in order to convert part geometry into valid
manufacturing features. Process planning starts with a process selection using rule based tools, proceeds
to machine and tool determination, cost and time estimation, and completes with a process network
generation and plan optimization through sequencing and clustering for necessary setups. Process plans
can be optimized statically (before actual manufacturing) or dynamically (during the manufacturing
execution). In the latter case, significant improvements are expected, as process plan network is optimized
during execution, and the savings and performance are usually verified by discrete simulation of the
manufacturing (FMS) process. We wil briefly mentione few extensiosn of the core model.
In order to accomplish teh proposed real time optimization it is necesasry that the [propose dsemantic
data model interfaces with real time manufacturing control systems and also that the planning model
rerieves rlae tiem feed back in terms of machine capabilities, wear and tear, and other data from intelligent
sensors. In te secodn part of teh presentation we wil discuss methods to integrate digital manufacturing
planning with Industry 4.0 tools for real time monitoring of the resources.
We wil propose a distributed platform which is built on agent-based framework where various service
agents can register and collaborate. Along with the service agents the platform also employs dealer agents
(broker agent) to discover service agents for a particular service request. Ontology based agent
communication uses semantic message structure to exchange information among different agents.
Semantics used in the message structure are in turn referenced by IMPM ontology. In this loosely coupled
platform, even AnyLogic simulation software is integrated as a simulation agent, capable of performing
real time simulation of job scheduling and machine sequencing on the design data. We will briefly discuss
our current work on deveoping manufacturgin planning ontologies as a prerequist tool to accomplish truly
semantiaclly integrative distributed manufacturing planngi system.
Key words: Process Planning, Digital Manufacturing, Industry 4.0
Author:
Dr. Dušan Šormaz, Professor
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, Russ College of Engineering and Technology,
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DESIGN OF CUSTOMIZED ANATOMICALLY ADJUSTED IMPLANTS
Abstract: Personalization in medicine mainly refers to the use treatments which are adjusted to a specific patient.
Design and manufacturing of customized implants is a field that has been developed rapidly during recent years.
This paper presents an originally developed method for designing a 3D model of customized anatomically adjusted
implants for particular fractures. With this method it is possible to design volumetric implants used to replace a part
of the bone or a plate type for fixation of a bone part. It could be used as a guideline for modifying standard implant
and / or for creating personalized type of implant. Each of the stages of creation of implant should enable possibility
of adequate requirements, knowledge and recommendations of the orthopaedic, and thus, in addition to automation,
to provide flexibility to the patient at all stages regarding design and manufacture.
Key words: plate implant, 3D model, UDF, personalized medicine
1. INTRODUCTION
CAOS (Computer Assisted Orthopedic Surgery) is a
scientific and technical discipline where computer
technology is applied for the treatment of the patients
in the field of orthopedic surgery. CAOS brings
together various fields of science and technology, like
medicine,
engineering,
mathematics,
robotics,
computer vision, information systems, and other [1, 2].
The main requirement of CAOS is to provide the best
possible medical treatment to the patient in preoperative, intra-operative and/or post-operative
procedures. One of the elements which greatly
influence on the outcome of applied CAOS procedures
are accurate geometrical models of human bones. The
geometrical
accuracy,
topological
similarity,
anatomical and morphological correctness of these
models are required goals of every procedure applied
for theirs creation. Also, such models enable creation of
customized bone implants [3, 4].
For the treatment of bone fractures surgeons apply
techniques of internal and external fixation. Both
internal and external fixation can be used for the
healing of the bone fracture, but internal fixation is
preferable, because it provides better functional
recovery of the bone [5, 6, 7].
In the case of internal fracture treatment, in some
clinical cases, it is of particular importance to utilize
internal fixation elements whose geometrical and
topological characteristics fully correspond to the shape
and size of the patient’s bone [4]. This paper focuses on
implants which are not of a standardized shape and
size, but are adjusted to patient specific needs
(customized, personalized implants). The term
‘customization’ in medicine mainly refers to the use of
the treatments which are adjusted to a specific patient.
There are not many examples of this kind of approach
in the process of implant design.
The geometry and topology of those implants are
adjusted to the anatomy and morphology of the bone
and fracture of the specific patient. Their application
has a positive effect on patients, but on the other hand,
requires more time for preoperative planning and
manufacturing. Therefore, they are used in areas where

the application of predefined fixators can lead to
complications in the surgical interventions or in the
process of recovery.
Plate implants are the most used internal fixators.
They are made in the various sizes and shapes, in order
to be used for different patients [6, 7]. In such cases it
is hard to find proper position of the plate, the patient's
treatment may be hampered due to inadequate transfer
of load during bone healing process, This problem can
be reduced by the application of so called Patient
Specific Plate Implants (PSPIs). The geometry and
shape of PSPIs are adapted to the anatomy and
morphology of the bone belonging to the specific
patient [9]. Application of PSPIs has a positive effect
on patients, but on the other hand requires more time
for preoperative planning and their manufacturing [8,
9].
Plate implants are fixed to the bone with screws (Fig.
1). These kinds of implants are placed on the external
surface of the fractured part of the bone [4. 7, 8]. In this
way, fractured bone fragments are connected into a
whole (reduction), and position and direction of the
fragments are kept.
There can be found only few described examples of the
methods for creating a 3D model of anatomically
adjusted internal implants which correspond to the
bone contour in the literature. In general, these studies
are based on the use of scanned bone 3D model and
standard reverse engineering procedures for creating
3D models of plate implants [10-12].
In [13] the description of a method and procedure of
designing an internal fixation with plate shape type
“medially locking plate” (MLP) is described, which is
used for treating fractures of the femur from its lateral
side. The position of a plate related to the femur is
defined by creating a datum plane. Medial sketch of the
MLP was created on the sagittal plane. Sketch was then
extruded in both normal directions. The inner side of
the fixator are approximated by polygons, and try to
follow the bone surface.
In [9] the method which is used for designing an
internal plate implant according to Mitkovic type TPL
(tibia-plato-lateral) is shown.
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custom implant design adjusted to the patient’s bone
anatomy. 3D models of implants can then be used for
the production of implants, after manufacturability
analysis.

Fig. 1 Insertion of a plate for the upper part of tibia and
distal humerus
The suggested method is based on the application of
MAF - Method of Anatomical Features and newly
developed techniques for designing fixation supporting
surfaces, developed by the authors of this research.
With this approach it was allowed to change the shape
of a fixation in order to adjust it to the patient’s bone
shape, in this case tibia, based on parameters values
(dimensions) read from a suitable X-ray or CT Computer Tomography – scan.
Many methods for creating customized implants try to
create a mirror image 3D model of a sound part of
patient’s bone.
The case related to reverse engineering of sternum
(chest bone) body presented in the paper [14] brings
out a method for creating customized implants. The
missing part of the sternum, affected by cancer, was
redesigned in accordance with the virtual model of the
sternum bone that is generated from preceding
geometrical analyses of the healthy sternum samples
which were geometrically and dimensionally similar to
the diseased one..
2. DESIGN PROCESS OF CUSTOMIZED
IMPLANTS
The general engineering techniques for design, analysis
and manufacturing of customized implants, for specific
bones, used in this research, include several tasks [4, 9]
(Fig. 2):
1. Creating a 3D parametric model of bones.
2. Creating a 3D parametric model of a fracture
using a CT scan of a patient’s fractured bones.
3. Selecting the places on the bone where the
implant will be placed.
4. Adjusting the geometry of the implant according
to the requirements of the surgeon.
5. Creating a customised 3D model of the implant.
6. Simulation of implant placement to bones.
7. Analysis and optimization of the shape and
dimensions of implants.
8. Implant manufacturing.
This methodology gives the opportunity to create a
6

Fig. 2 Phases for designing and manufacturing of
customized implants
The creation of 3D models of customized implants are
based on the parametric 3D models of the patient bones
and 3D model of fracture which is made on the 3D
model of the bone.
Design process of anatomical adjusted customized
implants, used in this paper, is shown in Fig. 3.
Import full
Medical Image

UDF creation for
bone fractures

Generic
model of
bone

Building 3D model
of bone

Building 3D model
with fracture

Design of anatomical
adjusted implant

Analysis and
optimization
3D model of
implant
UDF of
implant
Manufacturing
implant

Acceptable
Design

Fig. 3 Typical design process of anatomical adjusted
customized implants
For this purpose, the first step is to create a 3D model
of a selected bone.
The creation of geometrically accurate 3D models of
human bones utilizes a number of different techniques
and presents a unique challenge, because their

geometry and form are very complex. These types of
shapes can be modelled by using surface patches
represented by Bezier or B-spline surfaces, or by using
NURBS patches, which are commonly used in
traditional CAD applications, e.g. CATIA [2].
The output of CATIA is presented in the STL
(Stereolithography) format, which allows it to be
directly transferred into an RP (Rapid Prototyping)
machine.
Reverse engineering of human bones implies the use of
some kind of medical imaging device for the
acquisition of medical data (Computer Tomography –
CT, Magnetic Resonance Imaging – MRI), then
processing the data in medical or CAD software, and at
the end, creating a valid geometrical model (surface,
volume).
2.1 Reverse modeling of the bone: Human humerus
example
The reverse modeling procedure for humerus surface
model creation contains several important steps and
they are:
1 Filtering point cloud model acquired from CT
scanning [2]
2 Creating polygonal model of the whole bone by the
use of technical features implemented
3 Definition of the Referential Geometrical Entities
(RGEs) [2, 15]
4 Creation of spline curves referenced to the RGEs
5 Creation of adequate surface models of the
anatomical sections

Fig. 4 RGEs defined on humerus bone
The surface models of humeral anatomical sections
together with constructed spline curves are presented in
Fig. 5. The proximal part and the shaft were created by
the use of splines created in the axial planes (Fig. 5a
and 5b).

2.2 Definition of the RGEs
The basic prerequisite for successful reverse modeling
of a human bone’s (humerus in this case) geometry is
identification of RGEs. RGEs include characteristic
points, directions, planes and views. The Anatomical
axis of the proximal part of the humerus (metaphyseal
axis) is defined as axis of the cylinder formed in the
upper part of the humeral shaft [8].
This is Z axis – axis of the coordinate system. X axis is
defined as a projection of the line which goes trough
tips of the epycondules of the distal part of humerus on
the plane perpendicular to Z axis. Y-axis is the line
normal to the plane formed by Z and X axes. Three
important planes were defined: Anterior-Posterior
plane (X-Z), Lateral-Medial plane (Z-Y), and Axial
plane (Y-X). Created RGEs are presented in Fig. 4.

a) Proximal humerus

b) Shaft

2.3 Surface model of Human humerus
In order to create surface model of the humerus, spline
curves were created in cross-sections of planes parallel
to axial planes, and polygonal model was created for
three anatomical sections: proximal section, shaft
section, distal section. The initial cross-section curves
were adapted to the geometry and shape of humerus by
inserting additional points, or deleting unnecessary
points. The positions of the spline curves were adjusted
to the anatomical landmarks of the adequate anatomical
section of the humerus.

c) Distal humerus
Fig. 5 Geometrical models of the individual parts of the
humerus bone
Distal section was created as an assembly of four
surface parts. This is done because shape of the distal
part is very complex. The upper part was created by the
use of spline curves positioned in rotational planes,
with the upper ending curve (closer to the shaft)
constructed in axial plane. These planes follow the
7

curvature of the distal part of the humerus. Right and
Left bottom parts were created by the rotational curves
and middle part was created by the parallel planes
normal to the bottom ending plane of the upper part.
The surface model of the distal part of the human
humerus is presented in Fig. 5c.
2.4 Parametric model of the fracture Creating 3D
parametric model of fracture
By using bone a 3D model and spline design
techniques in CAD system, according to CT scan of
fractured bones, it is possible to create a 3D parametric
model of fracture. From a CT scan of the patient’s
fracture and the surgeon suggestions characteristic
points of fracture are measured and transmitted to the
3D bone model.
With connecting them, the outside contour of fracture
is obtained. The complete model of fracture is created
using adequate engineering techniques for free form
surfaces and spline modeling.
For this purpose AO/OTA Fracture and Dislocation
Classification [16] is used. Some examples of created
3D model of tibia’s fracture are shown in Fig. 6.

3.1 Designing technique of an anatomically adjusted
3D volumetric implants
According to a CT scan of patient’s fracture, and the
surgeon’s suggestions, the model of fracture is created,
using adequate engineering techniques for free form
surfaces and spline modeling (Fig. 8).
When the fracture is created, and surfaces of the
fracture satisfied the needs of surgeons, healthy bone
fragments, that do not belong to the implant, are
removed (Fig. 8). By removing desired bone fragments
a basic 3D model of the implant is created. By using
advanced engineering techniques for free form
modeling, the initial model of implant can be modified.
For instance, bevels, rounding and additional screw
holes can be added and everything else that is needed
for implant’s production and implementation.

Fig. 8 3D model of fracture & Basic 3D model of
volumetric implant
Fig. 6 3D models of a different types of fractures on
proximal tibia

3.2 Designing technique of an anatomically adjusted
implants type plate

3. DESIGN OF AN ANATOMICALLY ADJUSTED
IMPLANTS

The first step is creating a model of the fracture (Fig.
9).
Close to the model of the fracture, a datum plane, not
far from the lateral surface of bone, is created, which is
placed opposite the contour of the fracture (Fig. 9). The
surgeon sugest and defines the position and orientation
of this plane. Inside it, the contour of the proximal part
of the plate is drawn.
Following that, the contour extrusion in the direction of
the lateral bone side is performed so as to ensure that
extruded contour surface penetrates the bone surface.
The intersected closed contour of the plate’s internal
side is created in this way. Inside of that contour, curve
drawing of the 3D splines that follow the bone contour
is performed. After this step, the moment comes when
all the surfaces are removed and the only surface left is
the one that actually presents the internal side of the
plate that is put directly on the bone. Now this surface
is extruded to transform it into a full model. With this
process completed, we get a full 3D model of a
proximal fixation plate that is completely anatomically
adjusted to the surface of the proximal part of the bone
(Fig. 10).
The the remaining parts of the internal fixator plate
type are made with standard technical elements. After
the plate has been shaped, the creation of the screw
holes on the proximal side of plate part is performed.
The process of screw holes creation is based on

Our research aim was to develop a design method and
technique for creating several types of customized
implants (Fig. 7).
CUSTOMIZED
IMPLANTS

3D
VOLUMETRIC
IMPLANT

BONE
IMPLANT

SCAFFOLDS

3D PLATE

PLATES FOR
CONNECTION

SPECIAL
PLATES

Fig. 7 Different types of customized implants
The principle of anatomical adaptability implies that
the internal fixation with its contact surface fully
corresponds to the surface of the part of a bone where
the fracture is located. In this paper, we present the
process of designing anatomically adjusted 3D
volumetric implants for long bones, and type plate, by
using CATIA V5 software package. For both designs
of implant the first step is to create the parametrical 3D
geometrical model of bone, or a part of bone, made on
the basis of patient’s CT scan [2, 8, 14, 15].
8

projection points and created tangent planes and is
performed on the part of the proximal plate surface.

bone 3D model. In order to create a representation of
the fracture, specific points on the bone surface are
selected, and spline curve is created. Final UDF is
created by slicing the bone model with a fracture line.
UDF contains dialog window with defined fracture
type and its geometrical components, and type of UDF.
UDF can be considered as a template model for the
creation of fracture models defined by OTA
classification, as presented in Fig 13 and Fig 14.
Parametric
bone models

OTA classification

UDF for
fracture type
3D parametric
model of
specific bone
OTA
classification

3D model

3D model of
the bone with
fracture

Fig. 9. Plate contact surface creation

Database of
the UDFs c

UDF

fracture

Definition of the
main data for the
UDF

Fig. 11 Definition process for UDF for fracture

Fig. 10 Plate implant solid model
The assembly module of CAD system can be used to
check whether the implant model plate type is
appropriate by creating a assembly of a bone part, plate
and fixation elements (Fig. 10). In this way, we can
check the model, seating, the number of necessary
screws, etc..
By combining two previously described techniques a
3D volumetric implant and a plate for its fixation can
also be made. Moreover, a set bone-volumetric
implant-fixation plate-bonding elements can be
designed. The designed set is used for implementation
simulation and all the other analyses (FEM etc.).

Fig. 12 OTA classification of tibia fractures

Fig. 13. UDF definition

4. USER DEFINED FEATURE CREATED FOR THE
PARAMETRIC FRACTURE

UDF defined for the bone with fracture is created by
the use of complex process presented in Fig. 11. Bone
fractures in UDFs are defined according to the OTA
classification [16].
First element in UDF application is a selection of
fracture type, which are presented in Fig. 12.
Next step is to define local coordinate system on the

Fig 14. Referential geometry of the tibia fracture
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Fig 15. Selection of the UDF type
¶
5. FINAL REMARKS
¶
The presented method is based on designing implants
directly on a patient’s parametric three-dimensional
(3D) bone model.
The created 3D model of plates is ideal for 3D printing
or their production using a CNC machine. The method
presented in this paper can be used for various kinds of
internal fixators, which are directly attached to any
bone surface.
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ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE COSTS IN CO2 LASER CUTTING OF MILD STEEL
Abstract: Selection of the laser cutting conditions for satisfying different dimensional, quality and productivity
characteristics while ensuring cutting with the lowest cost is of great importance for companies which use laser
cutting technology. Given that laser cutting costs may vary considerable, in this paper an analytical mathematical
model for variable cost estimation in CO2 laser cutting was developed upon proposed influence chart for variable
costs. Upon realization of an experimental investigation of CO2 laser cutting of mild steel, the developed analytical
mathematical model for variable costs estimation was translated to an empirical mathematical model. Using the
model an analysis of the variable costs in CO2 laser cutting for different cutting conditions and in relation to the
material removal rate was performed.
Key words: CO2 laser cutting, variable costs, mild steel, material removal rate

1. INTRODUCTION
Trends in small batch manufacturing in the sheet
metal industry are a further decrease of batch sizes,
shorter delivery times and lower prices [1]. In order to
be market leader in sheet metal industry it is necessary
to be able to provide high quality products at the lowest
price. Therefore determination of the associated costs
for a given application is of great importance as the
cost calculation is a basis for proposing the final price
for a given job to potential customers so that all direct
(prime) costs and indirect costs are covered while a
certain amount of profit is ensured. In modern industry,
use of non-conventional machining processes for
contour cutting such as laser cutting is being more
implemented every day for its optimal characteristics
[2]. In laser cutting cost calculation is complex task
considering that one needs to decide which cutting
method is to be used for a given workpiece material
and its thickness, which performances are to be
achieved and finally which set of main factor values,
regarding laser power, cutting speed, type and pressure
of assist gas, nozzle type and diameter, will be used. In
order to consider laser cutting cost in line with other
performances like quality criteria, productivity, etc. it is
necessary to consider all constitutive aspects of laser
cutting costs through development of a mathematical
cost model. In such a way, based on the mathematical
model, for a given laser cutting application one can
simultaneously analyze different performances
including cost and make certain trade-offs ensuring that
all requirements are satisfied with the least cost [3].
Given that laser cutting costs may vary considerable
with respect to selected cutting conditions, the present
study aims at proposing an analytical mathematical
model for estimation of variable costs in CO2 laser
cutting considering main contributing variable
parameters such as laser power, cutting speed, assist
gas pressure and nozzle diameter. Upon realization of
an experimental investigation of CO2 laser cutting of
mild steel, the developed analytical mathematical
model for variable costs estimation was translated to an

empirical mathematical model. Using the model an
analysis of the variable costs in CO2 laser cutting of
mild steel was performed considering default and
optimized cutting conditions as well as for cutting
conditions
suggested in literature and by
manufacturers. The conducted analysis included joint
analysis of variable costs and material removal rate
(MRR) through multi-objective optimization.
2. VARIABLE COSTS IN CO2 LASER CUTTING
Apart from investment cost for buying a laser
cutting machine, considerable amount make costs of
assist gases and electricity costs, followed by cost of
laser gases, maintenance costs (cleaning and
replacement of lenses, nozzles, guiding mirrors, etc.),
labour costs, etc. All associated costs in laser cutting
can be grouped into fixed and variable costs.
Investment costs, maintenance costs, labour costs and
laser gas (mixture of CO2, He and N2) costs constitute
fixed costs.
Selection of the laser cutting conditions for a given
application is predominantly affected by cutting
performances which are aimed to achieve (dross
absence, perpendicularity of cut, surface roughness,
productivity, etc.). As there are no specific
recommendations for a given application, process
planners and engineers are usually conservative in
selecting laser cutting conditions. They are primarily
guided by acquired experience and knowledge as well
as manufacturers recommendations, often overlooking
laser variable costs which are affected by a number of
parameters (Figure 1).
According to the basic constitutive cost components
(Figure 1) the variable costs in CO2 laser cutting can be
determined as [3]:
C=
Ce + Cag (1)
v
where Ce (EUR/h) is laser electrical power cost and Cag
(EUR/h) is assist gas cost.
Laser electrical power cost can be determined as the
function of the CO2 laser cutting machine electrical
power, electricity price and maximal and operational
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laser power in the following form [4]:

P
(2)
Ce = 0.8 ⋅ ce ⋅ PE ⋅
Pmax
where 0.8 stands for power factor, ce (EUR/kWh) is
electricity price (0.12 EUR/kWh), PE (kW) is CO2 laser
cutting machine electrical power, P (kW) is laser power
and Pmax (kW) is the maximal laser power.
The assist gas cost can be determined as [3]:
Cag
= cag ⋅ Qag (3)
where cag (EUR/m3) is the price of the assist gas and
Qag (m3/h) is the consumption of the assist gas.
The general mathematical model for consumption
of the assist gas, provided by TRUMPF laser cutting
machine manufacturer, is as follows:
Qag= 0.555 ⋅ d n2 ⋅ p (4a)
where dn (mm) is the nozzle diameter and p (bar) is the
assist gas pressure.
Also, based on the tabular data provided by
Bystronic laser cutting machine manufacturer, one can
derive the following mathematical model for
consumption of the assist gas, which is valid for low
pressure cutting, i.e. laser cutting of mild steel with
oxygen:

Qag= 4.554 − 5.775 ⋅ d n − 1.513 ⋅ p
+2.036 ⋅ d n2 + 0.046 ⋅ p 2 + 1.725 ⋅ d n ⋅ p

(4b)

The above developed model for the assist gas
consumption is valid for nozzle diameters of 0.8, 1,
1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 mm.
The price of the assist gas cag (EUR/m3) on the
Serbian market is variable and is dependent upon the
quantity of assist gas ordered as well as assist gas
supplier. For smaller quantities the price for oxygen
3.5, provided by one of the leading suppliers of
industrial gases, is somewhere around 3.07 EUR/m3. It
should be noted that for quantities exceeding 70 tons
per year, the price can be ten or more times smaller.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Experimental details
On the basis of previous equations one can estimate
variable costs in CO2 laser cutting for each particular
cutting condition, i.e. combination of cutting

Fig. 1.
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parameters (nozzle diameter, assist gas pressure,
cutting speed, laser power) as well as cutting method
(oxygen or nitrogen cutting). In the present study an
analysis of variable costs in CO2 laser cutting of mild
steel is attempted. The previous analytical model for
the estimation of variable costs can be transformed into
empirical relationship between laser cutting parameters
and variable costs for a given experimental hyperspace. In the present investigation an experiment was
performed by using full factorial plan 33 whereby three
main laser cutting parameters (cutting speed, laser
power and oxygen pressure) were varied at three levels
(Table 1). The experimental hyper-space was chosen
such that wider region around the manufacturers
recommendations is included. The experiment was
conducted in real manufacturing environment whereby
combination of laser cutting parameters as in trial 14 is
used for cutting by default. Apart from estimating
variable costs for each particular combination of laser
cutting parameters, MRR was also calculated so as to
reveal possible relationship between these two laser
cutting performance characteristics. MRR was
calculated after measuring kerf widths in all trials as
the product of kerf width, workpiece material thickness
and cutting speed.
In the experiment Bystronic (Switzerland)
“ByVention” 3015 CO2 laser cutting machine with a
maximal power of Pmax = 2.2 kW was used. Electrical
power consumption of this machine and its units is PE
= 35 kW. In all trials conical nozzle with diameter of
dn=1mm was used. The nozzle-work piece stand-off
distance of 0.7 mm was kept constant during cutting.
The Gaussian distribution beam mode (TEM00) was
used in trials. Workpiece material was mild steel with
thickness of 2 mm. A focusing lens with a focal length
of 5 in. (127 mm) was used.
3.2 Analysis of variable costs
As could be observed from Table 1 variable costs in
the covered experimental hyper-space range from 7.1
EUR/h to up to 15.96 EUR/h. On the other hand MRR
range from 1782 mm3/min to up to 4860 mm3/min. The
adopted default cutting conditions in the production
practice produce 10.97 EUR/h variable costs and MRR
of 3120 mm3/min which represent intermediate values.

Influence chart of variable costs in CO2 laser cutting

Cutting speed,
Laser power,
Oxygen pressure,
v (m/min)
P (kW)
p (bar)
1
3
0.9
3
2
3
0.9
5
3
3
0.9
7
4
3
1.1
3
5
3
1.1
5
6
3
1.1
7
7
3
1.3
3
8
3
1.3
5
9
3
1.3
7
10
5
0.9
3
11
5
0.9
5
12
5
0.9
7
13
5
1.1
3
14*
5
1.1
5
15
5
1.1
7
16
5
1.3
3
17
5
1.3
5
18
5
1.3
7
19
7
0.9
3
20
7
0.9
5
21
7
0.9
7
22
7
1.1
3
23
7
1.1
5
24
7
1.1
7
25
7
1.3
3
26
7
1.3
5
27
7
1.3
7
* adopted default cutting conditions (currently used in production)
Trial

Variable costs,
Cv (EUR/h)
7.10
10.66
15.35
7.41
10.97
15.66
7.71
11.27
15.96
7.10
10.66
15.35
7.41
10.97
15.66
7.71
11.27
15.96
7.10
10.66
15.35
7.41
10.97
15.66
7.71
11.27
15.96

MRR
(mm3/min)
1782
2094
2136
2226
2016
2805
2226
2232
2556
3195
2945
3125
3045
3120
3045
2965
3265
3685
3710
3115
4774
3535
4466
4368
3710
4683
4860

Table 1. Variable costs and MRR in each experimental trial
Based on the provided tabular data one can derive
empirical relationships between laser cutting
parameters and variable costs and MRR so as to
analyse its effects in the covered experimental hyperspace. Using the least square method one can obtain the
following models:
Cv = 2.502 + 1.527 ⋅ P + 0.65 ⋅ p + 0.141 ⋅ P ⋅ p (5)
MRR =−1456.31 + 425.25 ⋅ v + 3833.33 ⋅ P − 148.31 ⋅ p
− 3.97 ⋅ v 2 − 1380.56 ⋅ P 2 + 14.94 ⋅ p 2 − 30.83 ⋅ v ⋅ P (6)
+ 20.5 ⋅ v ⋅ p + 10.83 ⋅ P ⋅ p
The accuracy of developed mathematical models
was confirmed with coefficient of determination having
high values. Using these models one can estimate
variable costs as well as MRR for each particular
cutting condition inside the covered experimental
hyper-space. Also one can estimate variable costs in
laser cutting of mild steel based on manufacturers and
handbook recommendations. The comparison of
variable costs in EUR/m for different suggested cutting
conditions for the adopted laser cutting machine is
given in Table 2.
Cutting conditions
Adopted default conditions
Optimized conditions
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

Nozzle diameter,
dn (mm)
1
1
0.8
0.6÷1.2
1.5
0.6÷1.5

As could be observed from Table 2 there exists a
considerable difference in variable costs for given laser
cutting conditions and in some cases multiple
difference is evident. All afore-given laser cutting
recommendations are derived for ensuring stable, dross
free cutting conditions. It has to be noted that although
optimized cutting conditions produce less variable costs
(0.017 EUR/m) than adopted default cutting conditions
the problem which arises is dross formation. Given that
the mathematical model for MRR was developed an
aim was imposed to determine laser cutting conditions
so that acceptable trade-off between variable costs and
MRR is achieved. Therefore, a set of Pareto optimal
solutions was determined using the epsilon constraint
method (Figure 2). As could be observed from Figure 2
there exists a perfect linear relationship between
variable costs and MRR. All solutions on Pareto front
are equally good with respect to trade-off of variable
costs and MRR. However, as these optimization
solutions correspond to different combinations of
cutting speed, laser power and oxygen pressure, one
has to consider other criteria.

Cutting speed,
v (m/min)
5
7
5
7
4.4
5÷6.5

Laser power,
P (kW)
1.1
0.9
1.2
1
1.2
1.5

Oxygen pressure,
p (bar)
5
3
4.5
2.5÷4
3
3÷4

Variable costs,
Cv (EUR/m)
0.037
0.017
0.022
0.01÷0.029
0.055
0.012÷0.038

Table 2. Tabular summary of variable costs for different laser cutting conditions
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4600
4500

y = 77.58x + 3247.
R² = 0.999

MRR (mm3/min)

4400
4300
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optimization
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3800
0
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10

12

14

16

18

Variable costs (EUR/h)

Fig. 2.

Pareto front of optimization solutions

variable costs and MRR through the development of
Pareto front. Perfect linear relationship between these
two performance characteristics was observed and as a
result cutting conditions for dross free cutting and
enhanced MRR and decreased variable costs were
determined.
By using the developed model one can calculate
variable costs for different possible cutting conditions
prior to actual CO2 laser cutting operation. Also, one
can optimize laser cutting process considering variable
costs and other performance characteristics which are
of prime importance for a given job shop.
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROCESS PARAMETERS FOR STABILIZATION AND
IMPROVEMENT OF THE TURNING PROCESS CAPABILITY
Abstract: The paper deals with a narrow tolerances turning process. A statistical process control (SPC) on the
existent machining process showed that the process was not stable and incapable. Before the machining process
analysis a measurement system analysis (MSA) of the applied measuring system has been performed. In order to
stabilize the process the machine tool linear axis calibration has been performed. The stability and capability of the
machining process increased but the problem of the roundness was still present. The possible process parameters,
which could affect the roundness, were examined with the design of the experiment methodology (DOE). The results
showed that the clamping force has the largest effect. Therefor a new clamping fixture was suggested to eliminate
the roundness problem.
Key words: Roundness; MSA; SPC; DOE

1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s highly demanding markets the industrial
organizations are under big pressure of competition and
can only survive when high-quality products are
produced. Manufacturers can achieve higher levels of
quality by improving their manufacturing process
and/or by product inspection where several different
strategies are often available [1]. Each option has its
own cost implications that must also be taken into
account when the production cost are considered. Juran
[2] was one of the first quality leaders who has
connected quality control and assurance with costs, and
includes all the costs that would appear if defects were
produced. These quality-related costs are classified into
prevention costs, appraisal costs, and failure costs.
In real production these costs are usually not clearly
understood. These costs of quality often disappear as
the costs of testing, the general developments costs, or
the operating expenses, etc. which is misleading.
Several studies present and evaluate the impact of
quality management activities using cost of quality as a
metric [3, 4] or by modeling [5, 6].
In our study cost related to the product inspection
would like to be reduced by improving the
manufacturing
process.
The
product
under
consideration is die-casted part of the gearbox housing.
Machined surfaces, where bearings are fixed, have
narrow tolerances of 20 µm. The production batch is
more than 500.000 pieces. 100 % dimensional control
of the machined parts is performed at the measurement
station, which requires a high level of control over the
processing process and, consequently, the loss of time.
1.1 Problem statement - machining process
instability
A problem occurs during the machining process in
real production, because the machine tool, i.e. CNC
lathe does not provide sufficient stability in terms of
keeping the produced parts within the tolerance range.
When the CNC lathe is in regular operation, the

dimensions are either within the tolerance range or are
moved against the tolerance limits. The problem also
occurs when the machine tool is stopped (unexpected
stop, cleaning, lunch break ...), and consequently
cooled down. After the restarting of machine tool, the
dimensions deviate considerably; thereby the produced
parts are unaccepted. Because of this, 100 %
dimensional control and on-line cutting tools offsets
correction are necessary. This results in time and cost
losses.
The aim of the presented work is to analyse the
problem of dimensional deviations of produced parts.
With the use of different quality management tools, the
stabilization and the capability improvement of turning
is expected.
2. MACHINING PROCEDURE AND QUALITY
CONTROL
The produced part is bearing housing made of Al
alloy with 5 key diameters (Fig. 1). They are
manufactured in a tolerance range from 20 to 40 µm.
The dimensions of all five holes are 100% controlled at
a special measurement station. The other dimensions
have a wider tolerance range, so there is no need for
100% control, and they are checked only twice a day.
Φ65±0,04

Φ64,3±0,02

Φ72±0,02
Φ88h6
Φ88e6

Fig. 1. Cross section of the bearing housing. [7]
1cm
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2.1 Machining procedure
The product is manufactured with longitudinal
internal and external turning on 4-axis (X, Y, Z and C)
CNC lathe with sub-spindle. Poly-crystalline diamond
(PCD) cutting inserts are used because their wear is
negligible when machining Al alloys. The negligible
wear consider as wear, which does not represent an
influential factor on the stability of the processes. The
used cutting parameters are presented in the table
below.
Diameter [mm]
64.3
65
72
88e6
88h6

Cutting insert
DCMW 11T304
DCMW 11T304
DCMW 11T304
CCGW11T308
CCGW11T308

fn [mm/rev]
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.12

ap [mm]
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37

Table 1. Cutting parameters.
The clamping of the workpiece is carried out
automatically with a robot. The workpiece is placed in
a clamping device with three supporting points (Fig. 2),
which form a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal
(Z) axis of turning.

Fig. 2. Three point clamping device. [7]
2.2 Quality control
In the mass production, it is important that the
machining process runs smoothly without stops. At the
end of the production process the prescribed
dimensional tolerances and surface roughness have to
be achieved. The stability of the machining process is
monitored by measuring the dimensions of the
workpiece on the special measuring system (Fig. 3),
which is located next to the machining centre.

Fig. 3. Measurement system for ϕ64.3 mm. [7]
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3. OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT STATE OF
THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
An overview of the existing situation is an important
step that gives us a feedback on the quality of the
production process. In our case the production process
consist of the machining and the measuring process. If
we realize that the quality of produced parts is not
adequate, three characteristic states of the production
process occur:
1.
The part is acceptable, but the measurement
system does not show exact result, thus the product is
detected as unacceptable.
2.
The machining process is inadequate, which
results in an unacceptable product.
3.
The measurement process and the machining
process are inadequate.
Therefore, the measuring and machining process
have to be analysed to establish the current state of the
production process.
The measuring process is analysed with the use of
Measurement System Analysis (MSA) method, while
SPC (Statistical Process Control) and DOE (Design of
experiment) methods are used to analyse the machining
process.
3.1 Measurement System Analysis (MSA)
MSA is a set tool used to evaluate the statistical
properties of the process measurement systems. The
purpose of MSA is to statistically verify that current
measurement systems provide:

Representative values of the characteristic
being measured,

Unbiased results,

Minimal variability.
The following parameters have been used for MSA
analyze:

3 operators,

10 samples,

3 measurements for each sample.
The result of MSA method is the calculated percentage
of process variation (%GRR). If the %GRR is:

< 10% - The measurement system is
acceptable.

Between 10% and 30% - The measurement
system is acceptable depending on the
application, the cost of the measurement
device, cost of repair, or other factors.

> 30% - The measurement system is not
acceptable and should be improved [8].
The gage R&R study has been made on all 5 machined
diameters, which are 100% measured. The measuring
procedure consist of next steps:

Calibration of the measuring device.

First operator measures ten samples, which are
marked with numbers from one to ten.

Second operator measures ten samples.

Third operator measures ten samples.
This steps has been repeated two times. In this way,
every operator measured ten samples three times.

Before each operator start with the measurement, the
measuring device has been calibrated. Based on the
measured results, the percentage of process variation is
calculated for each machined diameters. Fig. 4
illustrates the results of Gage R&R study for diameter
ϕ64.3 mm.

Percentage of process variation

Fig. 4. Results of Gage R&R study for diameter ϕ64.3
mm. [7]
The calculated process variation for diameter ϕ64.3
mm is 18.3%. The measurement system is
conditionally acceptable.
The same procedure has been used to calculate the
measurement process variation for all other diameters.
Fig. 5 present the overall result of Gage R&R study for
all diameters.

3.2 Analysis of the capability of the machining
process
After analysing the measurement system used for
the control of machined parts, and found to be
appropriate, the ability of the machining process was
analyzed. SPC is a method that determines the ability
and stability of the machining process based on the
obtained data. The method provides feedback on the
past and current state of the process. Based on the
current state we can predict how the process will
behave in the future. In this way we can prevent the
destabilisation of the process, which leads to the
production of unaccepted products and consequently
increased costs.
After the measurements have been taken, the SPC
analysis has been carried out with the use of Minitab
program. The analysis has been performed on all
diameters of the workpiece, which are 100% controlled
in a regular production process.
Fig. 6 present the X–R chart of measurements for
diameter ϕ64.3 mm.
The upper graph (Fig. 6) shows the X-chart (Avarage),
that present the course of dimensional measurements.
The upper and lower control limits are printed on the
graph. If the measure is above or below the control
limit, the measurement is colored red. From the X chart,
we can determine whether the product is within
tolerance limits or predict when the product will no
longer be good.
The lower graph (Fig. 6) shows the R-chart (Range).
The R- chart tells you whether the variation of the
product's properties has been maintained within
acceptable limits. The lower control limit is always
zero because the range between two measurements is
viewed with an absolute value.
The process was stable up to 40th produced part (Fig. 6,
X- chart). It was not within the control limits, but it was
within tolerance. If the process is stable and is not
within the control limits, it means that there was a
mistake on the start of the process.

Fig. 5. Results of Gage R&R study for all diameters.
[7]
The Gage R&R study showed that the measuring
process is acceptable and capable for preforming
accurate measurement (Fig. 5, all the results of %GRR
are below 30%).
From the results of Gage R&R study it can be
concluded, that the causes of the instability of the
production process must be found in the machining
process. To find the cause of instability, the current
state of the machining process should be analysed.

Fig. 6. X – R chart of measurements for diameter ϕ64.3
mm.
Possible mistakes are:

the machine tool has not been warmed up to
the operating temperature or

the initially produced parts has not been
measured and consequently the cutting tool
offsets corrections has not been performed.
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From the X-chart (Fig. 6 above), it is apparent that a
small correction of the cutting tool offset (few
micrometres), would have resulted that the
measurements would be within the control limits. After
40th part produced, however, it is visible that the
measurement has slid to the upper control limit and
across.
From the R-chart (Fig. 6 below), it is evident that the
measurements did not fluctuate significantly. Just some
measurements range are out of the control limits.
The process capability histogram for a diameter of ϕ64.3
mm is presented in Fig. 7. A large dispersion of
measurements around the mean value is evident.

Analiza sposobnosti procesa

Process capability

Procesne karakteristike

Process
characteristics

accuracy of a single-frequency laser source containing
beam stabilization electronics, interpolation and
counting of interferential lines, the size of errors can be
measured with a nanometer resolution. With the use of
EC10 compensation device, the system ensures the
linear displacement accuracy of 0.7 μm/m. The
compensation device measure and compensate the
environmental effects (air and material temperature,
relative humidity and air pressure) [7].
For the positional accuracy measurement, the optics
were positioned as follows (see Fig. 8):

The stationary interferometer was placed on the
main spindle while the moving reflector on the
machine turret.

The reflector was moved with a certain step
along X-axis.

Trial Number: 101
Average: 64,264 mm

Statistika sposobnosti

St. dev.: 0,00445
mm

Moving
reflector

Process capability
Cpk: 0,69
Stationary
interferometer

Fig. 7. Process capability analysis for a diameter of
ϕ64.3 mm.

Average [mm]
64.264
65.018
71.95
87.914
87.986

σ [mm]
0.0044
0.0046
0.0040
0.0043
0.0049

Cpk
0.69
1.33
0.73
0.64
0.55

Table 2. Results of the SPC analysis for all diameters.
The table 2 shows that the existing situation is
unacceptable. The process capability index Cpk are in
all cases lover then 0.73 except in the case diameter
ϕ65 mm (Cpk = 1.33). However, this diameter is not
relevant for observing the process's capability due to
the width of the tolerance. This means that such
manufacturing process would produce more than
35.000 unaccepted pieces in a series of million. The
machining process needs to be improved.
3.3 Machine tool positional accuracy measurement
and calibration
To increase the accuracy of the machined parts, the
positional accuracy and repeatability of the used
machine tool has been analysed. The measurements of
the linear X-axis has been performed with the Renishaw
ML10 Gold laser interferometer system. With a high
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1 dm

-

Fig. 8. Positional accuracy measurement setup.
The results of current state of the machine tool positional
accuracy measurement are presented in Fig. 9.
TOČNOST
20
16

Error [µm]

Diameter [mm]
ϕ64.3
ϕ65
ϕ72
ϕ88e6
ϕ88h6

ML10 laser
interferometer

Napaka (µm)

The average of the measurements does not differ significantly
from the desired mean value, but their distribution around the
average value is poor, which result in standard deviation of
4.4 µm. The actual process capability index Cpk for diameter
of ϕ64.3 mm is 0.69, is not acceptable (it should be at least
1.3).The same procedure has been used to calculate the Cpk of
all other diameters. The results are given in Table 2.

12

8
4
0
-2

-200

-150

-100

-50

0

Machine axis coordinate [mm]

Fig. 9. Current state of X axis positional accuracy and
repeatability.
The results illustrated in Fig. 9 are showing a large
deviation of approx. 20 µm in the range of -80 mm to 180 mm (X machine coordinate), which is exactly in
the range of the maximum error of the machined parts.
Based on the measurement results, the compensations
are calculated and entered into the machine tool
controller. After the calibration of X-axis, the
positional accuracy and repeatability significantly
increase. The results are presented in Fig. 10.

TOČNOST

7

Process
capability
Analiza sposobnosti
procesa

Error [µm]

Napaka (µm)

5

Procesne karakteristike

Process
characteristics
Trial Number: 101

3

sposobnosti
Average: Statistika
64,260 mm
1

St. dev.: 0,0024316
mm

0
-1

Process capability

-2

-200

-150

-100

-50

0

Cpk: 0,74

Machine axis coordinate [mm]

Fig. 10. X axis positional accuracy and repeatability
after calibration.
From the presented results shown in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10, it is evident that the position accuracy of the
machine tool in the X-axis has been improved from the
initial 25 µm to 9 µm. The repeatability was approx. 3
µm.
3.4 Analysis of the capability of the machining
process after machine tool calibration
After verifying the accuracy of the machine tool and
subsequent calibration of it, the SPC analysis has been
performed again. The Cpk of the machined process has
been calculated from 101 workpiece diameter
measurements. Fig. 11 present the X – R chart of
measurements for diameter of ϕ64.3 mm. From the X –
R chart (Fig. 11) and the process capability histogram
(Fig. 12) can be seen, that the stability of the process
after the calibration of the machine tool has been
improved. Few measurements are still outside the
control limits, but the number of it in comparison with
karta
– -FI64,3
I-MR
FI64,3
the initial state (Fig.X-R
6)
is karta
negligible.
1

Vrednost
Average

64,270

1

64,265

ZKM=64,26473

64,260

_
X=64,26039
SKM=64,25604

1

64,255
1

11

21

31

41

51

61

71

81

91

101

Vzorec
Trial
Number
1

0,012

1

Range
Razpon

0,009
0,006

ZKM=0,00534
__
R=0,00163

0,003

0,000

SKM=0
1

11

21

31

41

51

61

71

81

91

101

Vzorec
Trial
Number

Fig. 11. X – R chart of measurements for diameter
ϕ64.3 mm after machine tool calibration.
From the results, presented in the histogram in Fig. 12 a
good dispersion of measurements is evident, but a shift
in the mean value is noticed. Also the standard
deviation of 2.4 µm is smaller than before the machine
tool calibration (Fig. 7).
As a result, the Cpk index for diameter of ϕ64.3 mm
increased to 0.74. From Table 2 and Table 3 it is clear,
that the Cpk index increased for approx. 20% for all
diameters (except for ϕ88h6). The capability of the
process significantly improved at ϕ65 mm and ϕ72mm
(Cpk>1,3). For all other diameters, the Cpk index has not
improved sufficiently (Cpk<1,3).

Fig. 12. Process capability analysis for a diameter of
ϕ64.3 mm after machine tool calibration.
For the diameters ϕ88h6, the Cpk index is lower than on
the initial state (Table 2). The result is not expected,
probably there was an error in performing the
measurements.
Diameter [mm]
ϕ64.3
ϕ65
ϕ72
ϕ88e6
ϕ88h6

Average [mm]
64.260
65.012
71.952
87.919
87.982

σ [mm]
0.0024
0.0024
0.0014
0.0038
0.0037

Cpk
0.74
1.63
2.18
0.81
0.34

Table 3. Results of the SPC analysis for all diameters
after machine tool calibration
As a conclusion, the stability of the machining process
after machine tool calibration is more stable, but the
problem of some diameter roundness deviation persist.
To analyze the influence of machining parameters on
the roundness deviation, DOE analyse has been
performed and is presented in next chapter.
3.5 DOE - Optimization of process parameters
The aim of DOE analyze is to determine the
influence of process parameters on the roundness of
machined diameters. Based on the influence of process
parameters, the optimization was performed for
minimal roundness deviation. The investigated process
parameters were:

Feed rate [fn],

Depth of cut [ap],

Clamping force [Fvp].
Preliminary experiments has been carried out in order
to prove the maximum and minimum values of the
input parameters (Table 4).
Level
-1
0
1

fn [mm/vrt]
0.05
0.12
0.19

ap [mm]
0.06
0.371
0.681

Fvp [kN]
3
7.5
12

Table 4. Machining and clamping parameters
The parameters ranges has been determined based on
the cutting tool manufacturer and clamping system
supplier specifications.
For the design of experiments, the central composite
design has been applied. The experiments were carried
out and the regression model has been calculated based
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Roundness [µm]

Ovalnost [µm]

on ANOVA. Fig. 13 illustrates the influence of the
input (process) parameters on the machining roundness
deviation. It can be seen, that the major influential
parameter is the clamping force Fvp, which affect the
roundness deviation proportionally.

The costs of such quality improvement were not
calculated, but the reduction of quality costs and time
for inspection is evident. No 100% quality control is
needed anymore. Parts are now sampled twice a day
and SPC for quality conformation is performed. Even
more reductions are expiated with the new clamping
device.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an industrial case study of quality
improvement of manufacturing process is presented.
The problem of dimensional deviations of produced
parts has been analysed. With the use of different
quality management tools, the stabilization and
improvement of the turning capability has been
achieved. With the use of DOE, the influence of
process parameters on the roundness deviation of
machined diameters is analyzed. It was found, that the
clamping force Fvp has the biggest impact on roundness
of the machined parts.
Furthermore, optimal input parameters for minimal
roundness deviation have been defined. However, a
new clamping device has to be designed to reduce the
influence of clamping force on the roundness of the
machined parts.
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A NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR PREDICTING JET TRAJECTORY IN THE
ABRASIVE WATER JET MACHINING
Abstract: Abrasive water jet machining (AWJM) is one of the most advanced non-conventional production
technologies. However, in order to obtain a product with good surface quality, the AWJM process must be precisely
regulated. In this paper, an artificial neural network is used for modeling of trajectory curvature in AWJM process,
respectively of the jet lag effect. For this work experiments were conducted and the influence of machining
parameters on abrasive water jet trajectory curvature is measured. Steel was used as a workpiece material while
water pressure, cutting speed and quantity of abrasive were varied. Based on experimental investigation, the trained
neural network establishes nonlinear relationships among the parameters of AWJM process and the jet lag.
Consequently the surface quality can be simulated and regulated by adjusting the input parameters of the abrasive
water jet machining. The satisfied results were obtained using the neural network model through the check data set.
Key words: AWJM process, jet lag effect, modeling, artificial neural network

1. INTRODUCTION
Abrasive water jet machining (AWJM) is one of the
most popular non-traditional machining processes used
in manufacturing industry. This process is used to cut
different materials or make the holes and kerfs. In
AWJM process there is no change in physical and
mechanical properties of the workpiece. Therefore, this
process is particularly suitable for heat sensitive
materials. Theoretically, this type of cutting can be
applied on every type of materials such as metal, stone,
glass, composites, ceramic etc. AWJM is especially
excellent for the cutting of difficult-to-machine
materials with complex shapes.
AWJM process works by forcing a large volume of
the water mixed with the abrasive through a small
orifice in the nozzle d. The set pressure of water p and
quantity of abrasive Q travelling through a reduced
cross sectional area causes the high energy impact of
jet into the workpiece. The extreme pressure of the
accelerated water and abrasive contacts a small area of
the workpiece material. In this small area the
workpiece develops small cracks due to stream impact
as a form of micro erosion. The extreme pressure of the
water and impact of the abrasive particles in the
following stream cause the crack to propagate until the
material is cut through. In Fig. 1 is shown the AWJM
process mechanism with surface topography.
Mechanism of AWJM cutting is an important
process for the machining productivity and quality,
especially from the standpoint of the jet velocity and
trajectory curvature. Due to loss of kinetic energy the
jet changes its shape, so that straight cut is transformed
into curved cutting which is reducing speed and quality
of processing. Observing the upper and the lower edge
of machined material, it is well known that jet traces
are visible in the form of lines. If the lines are too
straight, AWJM process is underrated sometimes, while
arched lines show the need for correction of the
machining parameters.

Fig. 1. Model of the AWJM process with the surface
topography
In the past, papers regarding the abrasive water
jet trajectory curvature have been published. Hashish
[1] was among the first to set a theoretical
mechanism of the AWJM process. In this model,
total cutting depth h consists of two different parts:
smooth zone h s and rough zone hr. In the smooth
zone material removal is striking without angles of
attack, while material removal in the rough zone has
visible angles of attack. Accordingly, the cutting
depth hs stands for the critical depth where the jet lag
effect is not presented.
Following previous model, Zeng and Kim [2]
obtained a semi-empirical equation for the calculation
of the jet lag ∆, the angle deviation δ and the radius of
the trajectory curvature r. Modeling of the abrasive
water jet surface topography, simulating the trajectory
of jet, is described in work [3]. Analytical correlation
for the jet trajectory shape, under different cutting
speed, has been developed in papers [4,5]. Evaluation
method of the abrasive water jet cutting quality is
realized by the experimental research [6].
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Although the presence of the abrasive water jet
trajectory curvature analysis is recorded, mostly
analytical solutions are found. In these days all trends
are heading to ever increasing use of computational
assistance in solving various tasks. Artificial
intelligence, as a tool for analysis and dependence
development, is gaining ever more popularity and
commercial use. Being aware of this fact and realizing
that a smaller number of works cover this subject it is
decided to support the scientific community and
present an intelligent approach in analysis of the
trajectory curvature in AWJM process. Realizing the
complexity of presented challenge, only very flexible
system could successfully live up to that task. Having
previous success with the computational intelligence in
other areas [7], in this paper, an artificial neural
network is used for modeling of abrasive water jet
trajectory curvature, respectively of the jet lag effect
between the upper and the lower edge of the machined
workpiece.

the jet lag ∆ between the upper and the lower edge of
the workpiece as output data set, Fig. 2.
The input/output data were divided randomly on
training data set, checking data set and validation data
set. Training process is accomplished by using Matlab
software. In order to determine the optimal network
architecture, different training algorithms were used,
and the number and type of membership functions,
method optimization hybrid or back propagation, and
number epoch were changed. For this purpose the
feed-forward back propagation network was used with
mean square error function as a goal setting path. Two
hidden layers are employed with ten neurons inside
and whole learning process lasting for one thousand
epochs.

2. NEURAL NETWORK APPROACH
Artificial intelligence is becoming prevalent
technique in solving critical problems of omnipresent
advanced manufacturing systems [8,9]. Such Intelligent
systems are aimed at exploiting the strong capabilities
of the intelligence tools at solving problems that are not
amenable for modelling and optimization using
traditional methods [10]. This paper discusses the
development and application of an artificial neural
network methodology for modeling jet lag effect of the
abrasive water jet machining.
Artificial neural network possess one trait which
separates them from other modeling techniques. It is an
ability to derive logical meaning from imprecise or
complicated data. They can also be used to extract
pattern and detect trends which are way too complex to
be noticed by other computer techniques or even
human himself. We can perceive trained neural
network as a true computer expert in the area for which
data was supplied. When properly trained, this
intelligence expert can be used to provide simulation of
possible "what if" outcomes and also the possible
outcomes of unknown situations.
Neural network processes one extraordinary feature
and that is an adaptive learning. This means that it has
an ability to learn how to perform task based solely on
data provided for purpose of training or initial
experience. It is also self organized and can create its
own organization or interpretation of the information
which are received during learning period. Important
trait which is characteristic on neural network is fault
tolerance via redundant information coding. Translated
into common language this means that partial
destruction of a network will lead to the corresponding
performance degradation. But in special cases some
capabilities can be recovered even when major damage
happens to neural network.
For neural network model of the abrasive water jet
trajectory curvature, main input data set of the
experiments are p is the water pressure, v is the cutting
speed and Q is the quantity of abrasive, respectively
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the AWJM neural network
model
3. EXPERIMENTS
Experiment investigation was carried out on the
abrasive water jet cutting machine, STM from Austria.
Cutting was done with sapphire nozzle of the jet
diameter d=0.9 mm, impact angle ϕ=90° and stand-off
distance z=1 mm. Sand was used as an abrasive with
0.1 mm grain size. S235JRG2 steel plate was used as
the workpiece. Thickness of the steel plate was h=15
mm.
During the experiments input parameters, the water
pressure p, the cutting speed v and the quantity of
abrasive Q were varied at five levels. Water pressure
was varied from 160 to 320 MPa at 40 MPa intervals.
Cutting speed was varied from 40 to 80 mm/min with
10 mm/min step. Abrasive quantity was 100, 250, 300,
350 and 400 g/min. The reference level was derived
using p=320 MPa, v=60 mm/min and Q=400 g/min.
On the machined samples parameters of the AWJM
trajectory curvature were measured: the smooth hs and
rough hr depth of cut, the angle δ, the radius r and the
jet lag ∆ of the trajectory curvature. Measurements
were conducted indirectly by reading the parameters of
the trajectory curvature with photos recorded using
digital microscope with 200x magnification.
Shown in Fig. 3 are the typical photos of created
workpiece surface by AWJM process. The photos are
obtained by changing the cutting speed for references
level.
Fig. 4 shows the results of experimental research of
the abrasive water jet trajectory curvature for the
chosen machining conditions. Shown are reference
results that illustrate how the input parameters impact
on the trend of jet lag.

conducted using procedures presented in chapter 2. The
main objective was to determine adequate prediction of
the trajectory curvature depending on the machining
conditions for the AWJM process.
Fig. 5 represents the results of modeling of the jet lag
procedure with neural network method. Comparison
between the modeled and the measured data is presented
for the represent machining conditions. The results for
low, medium and high cutting speed are shown beside
the water pressure and abrasive quantity, respectively. In
order to verify the simulation results was carried out
validation of the relative error of the modeled deviation
from the measured data.

Fig. 3. Typical AWJM workpiece surface topography
for different cutting speed

Fig. 5. Representation of the experimental and neural
network results of the trajectory curvature
Table 1 shows the results of experimental and
modeling investigation for the selected machining
conditions. It seems that the neural network and
experimental approaches are being close to each other
indicating good agreement.
Machining conditions
Water
pressure
p
(MPa)
160
200
240
280
320

320

Fig. 4. Influence of the machining parameters on the
trajectory curvature
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The modeling of the abrasive water jet trajectory
curvature based on the artificial neural network is

320

Cutting
speed
v
(mm/min)

Abrasive
quantity
Q
(g/min)

60

400

40
50
60
70
80

400

100
250
60
300
350
400
Average error

Jet lag
EXP

NNM

(mm)

(mm)

3.67
2.605
2.145
1.65
1.272
0.653
1.157
1.272
2.612
2.865
2.603
1.822
1.617
1.312
1.272

3.5821
2.7224
2.6686
1.871
1.4181
0.8762
1.3024
1.4181
2.955
2.6029
2.6941
1.7695
1.46
1.366
1.4184
13,1%

∆exp

∆nnm

Table 1. The results of experimental and neural
network modeling investigation
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The average error of the neural network model is
checked and is found to be adequate with 13.1 %
confidence level. So, this model can be used for
predicting the jet lag effect in AWJM.
Analysis of experimental and neural network
modeled results revealed that all the input parameters
have impact on the abrasive water jet trajectory
curvature. Increase of the cutting speed increases the jet
lag, while decrease in the water pressure or the abrasive
quantity also increases jet lag. Consequently, it is clear
that the AWJM machining parameters have inverse
effect on the jet lag, which largely complicates analysis
of the abrasive water jet trajectory curvature. However,
very important is the fact that high water pressure
causes with the appropriate abrasive quantity the
disappearance of the jet lag. In that context, dominant
impact on the abrasive water jet trajectory curvature
has the cutting speed.
According to that, regarding artificial neural
network model for predicting jet trajectory, results are
accurate within expectations. Artificial neural network
has once again proven its superb modeling ability of
the abrasive water jet trajectory curvature. In the case
of reliable experimental results neural network could
provide very flexible system for activity process
modeling of abrasive water jet trajectory curvature.
With the correct database generation the neural
network model could generate good output of
machining performance, i.e. achieving smooth zone of
the AWJM cutting.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Artificial neural network model used in this paper is
feasible and could be used to predicting the jet
trajectory in the AWJM process. Depending on the
machining conditions it is possible to estimate the jet
lag in the cutting zone with an acceptable error rate,
because values predicted by this model largely agree
with the experimental results. Thereby, the stability of
neural network method depends on the reliability of the
experimental data used in its training. In this respect,
the neural network modeling of the abrasive water jet
trajectory curvature shows good directions which could
be followed by future researches into the optimization
of the abrasive water jet machining. The neural
network model adequacy can be further improved by
considering more variables and ranges of parameters.
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EVALUATION OF INFEED STRATEGIES
FOR TURNING OF LARGE THREAD PROFILES
Abstract: Several infeed strategies for multipass threading operations on CNC lathes are well known and they are
implemented in form of apropriate canned cycles in system software of CNCs. These strategies are especially
suitable for triangular profiles of thread. Paper presents method developed for analysing of infeed strategy in
threading operations for arbitrary geometry of thread profile and geometry of tool profile, including trapezoidal
threads and worm wheels. Proposed method uses two criteria for evaluation of specific infeed strategy in multipass
turning of threads. The first one is the measure of balance of uncut chip area in subsequent passes (implemented
application in Matlab is described). Calculation of chip area is based on numerical integration The second criterion
is referred to predicion of cutting forces and their distibution in subsequent passes.. Cutting force estimation is
based on specific cutting forces and engaged chip area acting on discretized lenghts of cutting edges.
Key words: CNC lathe, threading, infeed strategy, turning operations
1. INTRODUCTION
CNC lathes enable very efficient machining of the
helix surfaces on rotating parts. It is possible, in mode
of strong kinematic connection (G32 function) between
main spindle an X and Z servo axis, to machine of
various internal and external threads, lead screws,
worm wheels and spiral slots on face of the workpiece.
In cases of small thread profile (small pitch and depth)
programming of machining of thread is very simple,
and it is reduced on one or two program blocks, with
call of specific canned cycle, and with specification of
input parameters (thread geometry, thread profile and
technology parameters) of this cycle. In such case
(small profile) critical element of whole system is the
cutting tool and its vulnerable nose.
In some cases, especially in machining of larger
thread profiles, these cycles may exhibit some
limitations. In these situations tool design is more
complex, larger length of cutting edges are engaged,
power consumption and required spindle torque are not
negligible. There is also higher tendency to vibrations
especially in machining of thin-walled parts.
Comparing to other machining methods, turning of
threads is treated in very small number of scientific
papers [1, 2]. This paper presents results of research
aimed to develop procedures for better insight in this
process, with focus on prediction of cutting forces.
2. TYPICAL INFEED STRATEGIES IN CANNED
CYCLES FOR THREAD TURNING
Different infeed strategies [5] implemented in
canned cycles for thread turning assume infeed with
constant radial increment, or with constant cross
section of uncut chip for subsequent machining passes
(strategy with decreasing increment). Also (Fig.1a)
infeed can be performed in radial direction (R), along
flank (F) of profile or with alternating infeed
(incremental infeed- I).

One of the most popular formula for calculation of
radial infeed amount for particular pass is derived,
according to Fig.1b, assuming zero radius of tool nose
(Hr denotes profile depth reduced for finishing
allowance, p-number of passes):



dAc,1  u12 tg ( ), dAc,i  tg ( / 2)(ui2  ui21 )
2
2
2
(ui  ui 1 )  K , Ap  H r2 tg ( / 2)
p

Ap   dAc (i)  pK , K  H r / p
1

u1  H r / p , ui  ( H r2 / p)  ui21 .

(1)

Fig1. Different infeed strategies (a) and model for
infeed strategy with constant chip area (b)
This strategy, simple but effective, is implemented
in many CNCs of lathes. Another, empirical, formula is
recommended from [3]:

ui  H r

i
p 1

, 1  0.3,  2  1,  i  p  1

(2)

 i  i  1 , for i  3,..., p .
Finally, recommended number of passes and quantity
of infeeds, for particular standard thread and its
nominal pitch can be found in form of tables [3].
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3. EVALUATION OF INFEED STRATEGIES
FOR TURNING OF THREADS
Among the other criteria, evaluation of quality of
infeed strategy for turning of particular thread can be
performed through analysis in two levels in order to
achieve:
1. Limited and balanced cross sections of uncut
chip area in subsequent passes.
This criterion is based on premise that cutting forces,
among other factors, are strongly influenced with area
of engaged uncut chip section. This dependence is not
quiet linear, but without some other criteria, balanced
chip area in all passes are indicator for well planned
process. Exception is the last pass, with intentionally
small chip area, needed for finishing of thread flanks
and root.
2. Limited and balanced cutting force component
s in subsequent passes.
Prediction of cutting forces is one of the most reliable
tool for evaluating of planned machining process. As a
rule this approach assumes more complex input data
structure, as well as more complex procedures
implemented in computer programs.
In chapter 3 of this paper, procedure and
implemented Matlab application for prediction of chip
area during passes of thread turning, is presented. In
chapter 4, mechanistic approach of cutting force
predicting is discussed and one procedure for
identification of chip thickness, for arbitrary element of
discretized cutting edge, is presented.
4. ESTIMATION OF UNCUT CHIP AREA
Calculation of chip cross section in particular
passes of thread turning process, based on specific
cutting tool geometry and infeed strategy, has not
trivial solution. Some authors [2] developed algorithms
of analytical obtaining of this area, but only for few
kinds of standard thread profile (API-Buttress).
Different approach, using discretization of workpiece
longitudinal section, and specific description of cutting
tool geometry, in our research was applied. Calculation
of chip cross section area is based on numerical
integration, and it is found that this approach is more
flexible and sufficiently accurate.
Developed Matlab application requires three input
data files: ThreadProfile, ToolProfile and InfeedStrat.
The last one is two column matrix with subsequent
infeeds, for all passes, in Z and X (radius) direction.
ThreadProfile matrix has rows with attributes of linear
segments and arcs of thread profile in form of:
[1, Zstart, Xstart, Zend, Xend , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
for linear segments, and:
[2(3), Zstart, Xstart, Zend, Xend, R, Xc, Zc, Astart, Aend ],
for arcs on cutting edge (constant 2 or 3 indicates if arc
is convex or concave, view from
X+). Matrix
ToolProfile has ToolSeg rows with almost the same
structure as rows of ThreadProfile. Additional attribute
in description of tool segment is indicator that shows if
the particular line or arc is part of cutting edge or
noncutting geometry of the tool. This noncuting
segments are useful in checking of possible collision
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during machining of thread.
Additional two input variables are radial allowance
(TopStockR) for full profile machining, as well as
resolution (Rf) of rays (fringes) parallel to Xaxis,
needed for discretization of the workpiece. In area of
worpiece with length of one thread pitch Nray fringes
parallel to Xaxis will be generated, according to
FrgRes, from raw material axis to its diameter. This is
the way for discretization of longitudinal cross section
of the workpiece. Default value for Rf is P/100, for
achieving of high accuracy of numerical integration of
particular areas. For certain threading pass (i=1:np)
several steps will be performed:
Step 1. Translation of each segment (j=1:tseg) of the
tool profile according to infeed parameters
(InfStrat(i,:)).
Step 2. For fringe (k=1:nf) check if Zf(k) is between Z
limits of particular j translated segment of the cutting
edge (Case1).
If the Case1 is satisfied, find intersection of fringe k
with ToolSeg(j). In case of Xf(k) > Xt,T(Zf) of
intersection, Calculate dAc(i)=Xf-Xint, as the
contribution of this fringe to the total chip area. Update
local radius of the workpiece Xf(k)= Xf(k)-dAc(i).
Proceed to next fringe (k=k+1)
If the Case 1 is not satisfied proceed with checking
of next segment of the tool edge (j=j+1)
Step 3. Go back to step 2
Step 4. Calculate chip area for current pass
Ac(i)=dAc* Rf .
Step 5. Return to step 1.
Results of this developed Matlab application in
(ThreadSimArea.m) are supported with diagrams of
workpiece/tool engagement for each threading pass and
with diagram of change of chip area for each pass. One
illustrative example of these results, for turning of ISO
Tr6 thread in extremely low number of passes (6 passes
are practically impossible) are shown in Fig.2.

Fig 2 One example of calculation of uncut chip area
in subsequent passes of thread turning

Accuracy of calculated chip areas were checked
through CAD program in number of examples, and it
was found that with error was not greater than 0.5%
with chosen resolution Rf=P/100.
Fig.3 shows comparison of calculated uncut chip
area for the same example, and another example with
16 passes according with recommendations [3]. Uncut
chip area is the same for the last pass in both cases
(both with same finish allowance).

 K tc (l ) 
 K (l )   T (l )  K v (l ) 
(4)
 K (l )
ob
 rc 
f


 K ac (l )
Supposing that chip flow angle (l) is equal to the local
inclination angle (l), elements of Tob can be calculated
from sine and cosine functions of (l) and local rake
angle (l) [2].
In order to build program application for predicting
of cutting force components in particular pass of thread
turning it is obvious that functions for calculation of
local chip depth are required. Further text of this paper
deals with this issue.
5.1 Uncut chip area on finite length of cutting edge

Fig 3 Comparison of two infeed strategies for ISO Tr6
One of practical problem in using of this Matlab
application is generation of required data for tool
profile description in proposed format. From this
reason, one program module is developed to complete
matrix ToolProfile, using generic geometry of several
thread profiles and data from tables in standards for
various threads (ISO-MM, ISO-Tr, DIN-Tr, Worms
20o). Creating of ToolProfile matrix, need just few
additional parameters (in dialog) for specification
details of cutting edge responsible for generating the
top of the profile (full profile machining).

It should be noted that previous application
(ThreadSimArea.m) creates Matlab workspace with all
of its input matrices, and results in form of vectors of x
coordinates of all updated fringes for all machining
passes. Procedure for calculating of chip area
corresponding to particular finite length of cutting edge
starts with discretization of its length. Increment for
discretzation (L on fig.4) need not to be too small, as
(Rf) for procedure for estimating chip area for entire
tool.

5. PREDICTION OF CUTTING FORCES IN
TURNING OF THREADS
During recent decades, very good results in
modeling of cutting forces using mechanistic models,
were achieved, for different machining methods. Basic
idea is very simple. It assumes discretization of cutting
edge(s) in small increment of length dL. Three cutting
force components (dFt(l), dFr(l) and dFa(l)), acting on
particular increment of cutting edge are functions of:
area of uncut chip corresponding to this increment,
orientation of incremental edge to cutting speed and
feed vectors and of specific cutting forces (Kv, Kf)
obtained from tests with orthogonal cutting. After
completion of calculation of dFt(l), dFr(l) and dFa(l),
for all l=1:ne, they should be integrated and project
onto three orthogonal directions (y,z and x) for
obtaining three corresponding principal cutting force
components (F1, F2 and F3) [2]:

 dFt (l )   K tc (l ) 
 dF (l )    K (l )  dL(l )h(l )
 r   rc 
dFa (l )  K ac (l )

(3)

With h(l) the local uncut chip thickness is denoted.
Specific cutting forces in oblique cutting can be
obtained from orthogonal cutting data and angles of
orientation of cutting edge dL(l):

Fig4.
Points of discretized edge can be found from
description of tool geometry (ToolProfile matrix), and
from offsets of tool coordinate system, according to
elements of InfeedStrat for current machining pass.
Establishing of local coordinate system S  for
particular segment of cutting edge is required. For all
points on profile of previous pass (T points) their  and
 coordinate need to be calculated (only points with
|T|< E ). All pairs (T, T) of one segment of cutting
edge can be used for interpolation in calculating of H
(local depth h of the chip) for particular H ( obtain
through discretization of edge segment). Local chip
area can be obtained as HL.
This approach has two problems, illustrated on
Fig.5. The first one is the fact that, in general case,
particular points on contour, made in previous pass,
have their orthogonal projections (E’, E’’, on Fig.5) on
more than one segment of cutting edge. As a
consequence, a part of chip area (Ai) contributes to chip
load corresponding to more than one edge segment, and
this situation should be avoided. Another problem is
obtaining the part (AR) of uncut chip area
corresponding to arc segments of the cutting edge
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For current arc segment of cutting edge points for
discretization are obtained keeping the same increment
of discretization as for linear segments. Obtaining of
local chip thickness, (l), and area, on finite length of
such edge segment is performing through scanning of
contour of previous pass with lines, each of them
connecting point on arc edge and its center:
(5)
d  d L / Rn ,  (l )  0.5(  (l  1)   (l ))

dAc (l ) 

Fig.5 Initial solution for chip thickness for finite length
of edge
In order to overcome these problems specific
algorithm was presented in [2]. It uses rediscretization
of workpiece contours in previous and current pass.
This rediscretization assumes that both contours for
analyzing have the same number of points, with
limitation of angles between connecting lines of
corresponding points and edge segment in previous and
current pass.
In this paper an alternative approach is presented.
Procedure of correction of H-coordinates (chip
thickness, h, Fig.5 ) corresponding to finite length of
the cutting edge assumes following steps:
For current linear segment of cutting edge (Fig. 6):
1. Find H coordinates of all T points from contour
Pi-1 in local coordinate  system of current linear
segment Ej.
2. Find angle between actual Ej and first previous
linear segment Epr.
3. If this angle is greater than 180o keep H
coordinates obtained through the step1. If this
angle is less than 180 o reduce H until to
intersection with symmetry line of Ej and Epr.
4. Find angle between current Ej and first next linear
edge segment Enx.
5. If this angle is greater than 180o keep H
coordinates obtained through the step 1. If this
angle is less than 180 o reduce H until to
intersection with symmetry line of Ej and Enx.

dL  ( Rn   (l ))d
d
 (l ) cos( )
2
2

(6)

6. CONCLUSION
Two procedures for evaluating of process of thread
turning are discussed in this paper. The first one is
based on calculation of engaged chip area in
subsequent machining passes, according to specified
infeed strategy. Developed Matlab application performs
these calculations, using very limited set of input data.
It is flexible and it can be use for arbitrary tool
geometry and infeed strategy. The second procedure for
evaluating of the process is based on mechanistic
approach in modeling of cutting forces. That model
requires relatively small experimental base and more
complex algorithm. In that sense, this paper presents
algorithm for computing of chip area on arbitrary finite
lengths of discretized cutting edge. Further work on
this problem assumes Matlab implementation of this
algorithm and its experimental verification.
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TAGUCHI-BASED GREY RELATIONAL ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS IN THE MQL TURNING PROCESS OF X5CrNi18-10 STEEL
Abstract: This study focuses on experimental investigation and effective approach to optimize the MQL performance
characteristics in the turning process of X5CrNi18-10 stainless steel. In order to achieve minimum surface roughness,
minimum cutting forces and maximum material removal rate with a minimum number of trials, a standard L9 (34)
Taguchi orthogonal array is selected. The effect of process parameters such as cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut
and volumetric concentration of the aerosol were simultaneously optimized using the Taguchi-based grey relational
analysis. According to the optimization results, which were obtained from the largest signal-to-noise ratio of the grey
relational grade, it was observed that cutting depth was the most dominant parameter in the optimization of all
measured output variables, followed by cutting speed, volumetric concentration and the feed rate.
Key words: Multi-response optimization, Taguchi method, Grey Relational Analysis, MQL machining

1. INTRODUCTION
Reducing the production costs and improving the
product quality are the effective ways to strengthen the
competitiveness of enterprises. This need gave birth to a
new technology called the minimum quantity lubrication
(MQL). MQL machining refers to the use of a small
amount of cutting fluid, and has achieved noticeable
attention in academic and industry research area. This is
because the usage of minimal quantities of fluid in MQL
machining can definitely reduce the cost of using cutting
fluids and the auxiliary equipment [1].
The determination of optimal machining parameters is a
continuous task which goals are to reduce the production
costs and to achieve desired product quality. In turning
process, one of the main performance indicators are
surface roughness. Achieving the desired surface quality
is of great importance for the functional behavior of a
part. At the same time, higher material removal rate and
lower cutting forces are considered as factors that
directly affect the production costs and the machining
hour rate. Therefore, a multi-response optimization
method based on a combination of Taguchi and the grey
relational analysis (GRA) was applied to evaluate the
optimal values of machining parameters (e.g. cutting
speed, feed rate and depth of cut), as well as the
volumetric concentration of the pulverized oil-on-water
aerosol are investigated in order to obtain better surface
quality, minimum cutting forces and increased material
removal rate [2].
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1 Material,
measurements

experimental

conditions

and

conducted under different settings of cutting speed, feed
rate and depth of cut, by using an advanced MQL system
as the cooling/lubrication technique, produced by Daido
Metal - Japan. This MQL system has the ability to
independently adjust oil and water delivery rates which
are in the range of 10-50 ml/h and 300-1800 ml/h,
respectively. Thus, there is a possibility of delivering
atomized aerosols of variable volumetric concentrations.
According to that, the atomized MQL mist in this study
was delivered to the interface of workpiece-cutting tool
at different oil-to-water mixture ratios using a vegetable
based cutting oil. The summary of experimental
conditions are listed in Table 1. Commercial WSM20
grade with Al2O3 coated carbide insert of Walter Tiger
Tec CNMG120408-NF and PCLNR 2020K-12 tool
holder were selected for the turning tests. In order to
minimize the influence of cutting tool wear on the
investigated quantities, each set of turning experiments
was conducted using a new insert edge.
A quenched and tempered X5CrNi18-10 austenitic
stainless steel was used as the workpiece material. All
machining tests were carried out on a bar of 70 mm
diameter with separated 15 mm long segments for each
cutting test. The cutting forces were measured using a
Kistler 5070 dynamometer connected to an amplifier
and a computer equipped with manufacturer’s
DynoWare software. Measurements of the surface
roughness parameter Ra (arithmetic average deviation of
the profile) were performed on a Mitutoyo Surftest SJ301 profilometer at three different locations to minimize
the deviation. The average values of Ra were considered
for the analysis. The material removal rate (MRR) was
calculated for each experimental run according to Eq.
(1):

MRR  v C  f  a
The experimental studies were performed on a
conventional lathe machine Potisje PA 501A. This
machine meets all the necessary requirements for
research objectives, ensuring sufficient rigidity,
accuracy and precision of turned parts. All tests were

(1)

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup for the turning
experiments.
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Workpiece

PA-501A-Potisje lathe

Cutting tool

Nozzle

Kistler 5070 dynamometer

Mixing chamber

Oil-on-water droplet MQL system

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for turning tests
2.2 Design of experiment
A specially designed experimental procedure is
required to evaluate the effect of machining and MQL
parameters on the performance characteristics [4]. In the
present study a full-factorial design would require 81
experimental runs. However, the experimental cost for
such selected design would be prohibitive and
unrealistic. Therefore, the Taguchi method – a powerful
and frequently used design of experiments was used.
According to the Taguchi quality concept, a L9 (34)
orthogonal array with nine rows was used for the
experiments as shown in Table 2.
Parameters

Symbol

Cutting speed
Feed rate
Depth of cut
Oil-to-water ratio

A
B
C
D

Notation

Unit

vc
f
a
OtW-ratio

m/min
mm/rev
mm
%

preprocessed into quantitive indices for normalizing raw
data for further analysis [3]. Preprocessing the raw data
is a process of converting an original sequence in
decimal sequences between 0-1. For data preprocessing
in the grey theory, the lower surface roughness and
cutting forces and higher material removal rate are
indication of better performance in the turning process.
For the calculation of normalized values of the surface
roughness parameter and the resultant cutting force, the
corresponding characteristic is “smaller-is-better”,
which can be expressed as [4]:

Level values
2
108,33
0,196
1
2,85

1
55,41
0,04
0,2
0,55

3
160,32
0,357
1,8
16,66

Table 1. Machining parameters and their levels

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Levels of cutting
parameters
A
B
C
D
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2

1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1

FX
(N)
55,02
349,7
871,6
189,2
526,2
104,3
313,8
95,54
349,6

Measured data of responses
FY
FZ
FR
Ra
(N)
91,7
296,6
604,6
125,1
319
272,7
133,2
205,8
399,1

(N)
83,9
673,1
1920
203,4
1044
359,6
321,3
228,4
961,3

(N)
135,9
814,4
2193,5
304,6
1211,8
463,2
468,4
321,9
1097,9

(µm)
0,416
0,750
1
0,950
1,023
0,763
0,753
0,463
1,070

MRR
(cm3/min)
0,459
11,252
36,891
4,333
38,218
7,734
11,543
6,284
57,234

Normalized values of responses
Norm
Norm
Norm
FR
Ra
MRR
1
0,670
0
0,918
0,477
0,841
0,838
0,909
0,532

1
0,489
0,107
0,183
0,071
0,469
0,484
0,928
0

0
0,190
0,641
0,068
0,665
0,128
0,195
0,102
1

Table 2. Machining parameters and their levels
3. GREY RELATIONAL ANALYSIS (GRA)
Grey relational analysis is used to determine the
optimum condition of various parameters to obtain the
best quality characteristics [3]. This method is widely
applied in complex and multivariable systems, where the
relationship among various parameters is usually
unclear. Grey relational analysis is an impacting
measurement method in so called “grey system theory”,
which analyzes uncertain relations between one main
factor and all other factors in an investigated system [4].
In this regard, the data to be used in GRA must be
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x i* ( k ) 

max x io ( k )  x io ( k )
max x io ( k )  min x io ( k )

(2)

The normalized values for the material removal rate are
obtained for the “larger-is-better” characteristic using
the Eq. (3) [4]:

x i* ( k ) 

x io ( k )  min x io ( k )
max x io ( k )  min x io ( k )

(3)

where i=1,…,m; k=1,…,n. m is the number of
experimental data items and n is the number of

parameters.
*
i

x (k )

x io (k ) denotes the original sequence,

denotes

the

sequence

after

the

data

o
i

preprocessing, max x ( k ) denotes the largest value of

x io (k ) , min x io ( k ) denotes the smallest value of
x io (k ) . After the process of normalization is carried out,
the grey relation coefficient is calculated using the
following equation [4]:

 i (k ) 

 min    max
 0i ( k )    max

(4)

Where  0i (k ) is the absolute value of the difference
between targeted sequence and the comparative
sequence and where  max and  min take maximum and
minimum obtained values.  is the distinguishing
coefficient and its value lies between 0 and 1. Then, grey
relational coefficient expresses the level of correlation
between the reference and comparability sequences.
Grey relational grade is a weighted sum of the grey
relational coefficients and is calculated as follows: [3,4]:

i 

1
n

better process performance. Thus, for data preprocessing in the grey relational process, surface
roughness and resultant cutting force are taken as the
“smaller-is-better” and material removal rate as the
“larger-is-better” characteristic using Eq. (2) and (3).
Results of the performed data normalization are listed in
Table 2. After the calculation of deviation sequences for
all nine experiments, the distinguishing coefficient can
be substituted into Eq. (4) to produce the grey relational
coefficient. In this particular case, the value of  is
taken as 0,5 since it provides a balanced effect on the
grey relational coefficient. The grey relational
coefficient and grade values for each of the L9 orthogonal
array were calculated by applying Eq. (4) and (5), and
are given in Table 3. According to the performed
experiment design, it can be observed from Table 3 that
the MQL and turning parameters, setting of experiment
no.1 has the highest value of grey relational grade. Thus,
the first experiment gives the best multi-performance
characteristics among the nine experiments.
In addition, the “larger-is-better” S/N quality
characteristic was used to obtain the optimal
combination for multiple response optimization because
higher grade was desirable. Quality characteristic of the
larger-is-better is defined as follows [4]:

n

  (k )

(5)

i

1 
S / N  10 log 10  
 n 

k 1

where n is the number of performance characteristics.

FR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
0,603
0,333
0,859
0,489
0,758
0,755
0,846
0,516

Ra
1
0,494
0,358
0,379
0,350
0,485
0,492
0,875
0,333

MRR
0,333
0,381
0,582
0,349
0,598
0,364
0,383
0,357
1

Grey relational
grade (GRG)
S/N
Grade
Rank
ratio
0,777
0,493
0,424
0,529
0,479
0,536
0,543
0,693
0,616

-2,182
-6,141
-7,433
-5,524
-6,389
-5,415
-5,291
-3,182
-4,198

1
7
9
6
8
5
4
2
3

Table 3. GRA coefficients and GRA grade for each
experimental setting

1 

2 

i 

y
i 1

(6)

The S/N ratios of multiple quality characteristic
calculated by applying Eq. (6) are given in Table 3.
Cutting speed, (m/min)

Mean of SN ratios for GRG

No.

Grey relational
coefficient (GRC)

n

Feed rate, (mm/rev)

-4
-5
-6
57,41

108,33

160,32

0,040

Depth of cut, (mm)

0,196

0,357

OtW-ratio, (%)

-4
-5
-6
0,2

1,0

1,8

0,5500

2,8500

16,6600

Signal-to-noise: Larger is better

Grey relational grade
Levels
1
2
3
Delta
Rank

Cutting
speed
0,5653
0,5149
0,6179*
0,1030
2

Feed rate
0,6170*
0,5552
0,5259
0,0911
4

Depth of
cut
0,6690*
0,5464
0,4827
0,1864
1

Oil-toWater ratio
0,6246*
0,5243
0,5492
0,1002
3

Table 4. Response table for the mean GRG
4. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the present research, the surface roughness,
cutting forces and material removal rate for different
turning and MQL parameters are given in Table 2. A
lower surface roughness, resultant cutting force and
higher material removal rate are the main indicators of

Fig. 2. Main effects plot of S/N ratios for GRG
Since the highest S/N ratio gives the best result (Fig. 2),
the optimum cutting conditions were cutting speed of
160,32 (m/min), feed rate of 0,04 (mm/rev), depth of cut
of 0,2 (mm) and minimum oil-to-water mixture of 0,55%
and were obtained for multiple quality characteristics.
The optimum process parameter levels can be shortly
given as A3-B1-C1-D1. In addition, according to the
Taguchi methodology, the GRG response table for
means was used for the analysis of control parameters
on the multiple characteristic value. This results are
given in Table 4. The most effective parameter affecting
the performance characteristics is determined by
comparing the difference between the maximum and the
minimum value of the grey relational grade. Therefore,
depth of cut was the most important parameter affecting
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the overall grey relational grade. The order of
importance of the controllable parameters to the multiperformance characteristics in the MQL assisted turning
process of X5CrNi18-10 stainless steel can be listed as:
parameter (C) depth of cut, cutting speed (A), oil-towater concentration (D) and feed rate (B). This
illustrates that the turning performance was strongly
influenced by the depth of cut. As listed in Table 5,
ANOVA analysis was carried out to see the effects of
the experimental parameters on the result of multipleperformance characteristics. The results of ANOVA
indicated that cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut and
the oil-to-water mixture ratio influenced the grey
relation grade values by 16,07%, 13,09%, 54,32% and
16,50%, respectively. According to this, depth of cut had
the most percentile contribution on the multiple
performance characteristic. Unlike the response table for
the grey relational grade, ANOVA analysis showed that
oil-to-water mixture ratio of the pulverized aerosol had
a higher contribution in the multiple-characteristic
performance compared to the cutting speed and feed
rate. Another interesting finding from the ANOVA
analysis is that none of the investigated parameters had
statistically significance at the confidence level of 95%.
Source
A
B
C
D
Pooled
Error
Total

Deg.of
freedom
(DF)
2
2
2
2

Sum of
Squares
(SS)
0,01592
0,0129*
0,05384
0,01635

Mean
square
(MS)
0,0079
0,0269
0,0081

2

0,01297

0,0064

8

0,09908

FValue
F
1,23
4,15
1,26

Contribution
PC (%)
16,07
54,34
16,50
13,09
100

Table 5. Results of ANOVA for GRG (*Pooled factor)
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the Taguchi-based grey relational
analysis (GRA) was used to determine the optimal
turning parameters in turning of X5CrNi18-10 stainless
steel under near dry cooling and lubrication conditions.
Since the used MQL system with oil-on-water droplet
mist has the ability to independently adjust water and oil
flow rate, one of the control factors in the experimental
investigation besides the machining parameters was the
volumetric concentration of the atomized mist. The
minimum surface roughness and cutting forces, and the
maximum material removal rate were selected as the
quality targets. All experimental results were evaluated
using the S/N quality characteristics and ANOVA. The
following conclusions can be drawn as follows:
 The application of the Taguchi-based grey relational
analysis, directly combines the multiple quality
responses (Ra, FR and MRR) into a single
performance indicator through the grey relational
grade. Based on the results, which were obtained
from the largest grey relational grade (GRG), it was
demonstrated that the optimum cutting and
lubrication conditions were cutting speed of 160,32
(m/min), feed rate of 0,04 (mm/rev), depth of cut of
0,2 (mm) and minimum oil-to-water mixture of
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0,55%. The optimum process parameter levels can be
shortly given as A3-B1-C1-D1.
According to the response table for the mean GRG it
was found that the depth of cut has the strongest
effect on the multiple-performance characteristic
among other parameters.
The order of importance of the controllable factors to
the multi-performance characteristics in MQL
assisted turning process of X5CrNi18-10 steel is
depth of cut, cutting speed, oil-to-water
concentration and feed rate.
Based on the results of ANOVA, the main parameter
affecting the multi-performance characteristics was
depth of cut with a percentage contribution of
54,32%. The contributions rates of cutting speed,
feed rate and volumetric concentration were,
16,07%, 13,09% and 16,50%, respectively.
Using a vegetable-based cutting oil with a flow rate
of 10 ml/h in combination of water flow of 1800
ml/h, a volumetric concentration of 0,55% showed to
be the best option in simultaneous optimization of all
measured response variables. Therefore, the cooling
effect is more effective than the lubrication effect,
and gives overall best process performance in the
simultaneous optimization. On the other hand, this
may be caused by better chip breakage, which
reduces cutting forces and provides lower surface
roughness.
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PRINCIPLE OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING OF NON-CONDUCTIVE
ZIRCONIA CERAMICS
Abstract: The electrical discharge machining (EDM) is a nonconventional machining process for precision machining
of hard and electrically conductive materials. Previously known that non-conductive materials could not be machined
by the EDM method. The new technology for electrical discharge machining non-conductive materials was named as
the assisting electrode method. In this method, an an electrically conductive thin layer is placed on the upper surface
of the workpiece, in order to establish discharge process. As the purpose of this paper is to present the new machining
method for the non-conductive ceramics by conventional EDM machine. The machining procedures and
characteristics were explained and the machining mechanism were discussed.
Key words: Electrical discharge machining, assisting electrode, zirconia ceramics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Die sinking electrical discharge machining (EDM) is
non-conventional machining process widely applied to
generate three-dimensional complex shapes in many
different classes of materials [1]. It is capable of
machining heat treated steels, heat resistant steels,
composites, super alloys, ceramics, carbides, etc., used
in various industry. The only condition is that the
materials must be electro-conductive [2].
EDM is an electro-thermal machining process used
to machining conductive materials. By applying an
assisting electrode (conductive layer on top of the nonconductive material) the EDM process can also be used
to machining non-conductive ceramics [3].
Insulating ceramic such as zirconium ZrO2 has been
widely used in die making and other industrial
applications [4]. Due to their high hardness and
brittleness properties zirconium ceramic is very hard to
machine by traditional machining method such as
grinding and diamond cutting processes [5]. Various
unconventional methods are also applied to the
processing of non-conductive ceramics like laser
machining, ultrasonic machining and water jet
machining. The efficient processing of non-conductive
ceramics is poor and shape parts are still difficult to
machine. Therefore, there is a need new possibilities for
machining these materials.
In this paper, the machining properties of ZrO2 is
evaluated on sinking EDM. The machining procedures
and characteristics were explained and the machining
mechanism were discussed. The theory of assisting
electrode machining method is explained and the effects
of different electrical parameters on the machining
process are presented.
2. ASSISTING ELECTRODE METHOD (AEM)
The assisting electrode can be made up of electrical
conductive material that can be applied on top of
insulating ceramic, fig 1. Some techniques have been
developed over the years to apply conductive material

on insulating ceramic. One way of applying a metal film
on top of the non-conductive ceramic is chemical vapor
deposition (CVD). However for stable machining
process, the conductive layer need to be more than 10
μm. To obtain a layer over this limit by method PVD is
very expensive and unprofitable. The conductive layer
on top surface insulating ceramic could also be deposited
by physical vapor deposition (PVD). Mohri et. al. have
used a conductive layer of titanium-nitride produced by
PVD process as an assisting electrode to machining nonconductive silicon nitride ceramic [6]. They concluded
that this method has the same disadvantage as the CVD
process.
Second way of applying conductive layer on top of
the non-conductive ceramic is baked carbon based
lacquer. Hosel et al. studied a new lacquer based
assisting electrode. They are eroded bars in zirconia
samples [7]. The assisting electrode made by baked
carbon has brittle. When EDM is performed with higher
energies leads to the removal of the layer in undesired
places.

Fig. 1. Assisting electrode method
Third and one of simple way would be to attach an
metal layer on top of the non-conductive ceramic [8].
The major disadvantage of this methods is drawback of
a direct contact between the metal and the nonconductive ceramic. This disadvantage can be
compensated using combination of metal foil and carbon
lacquer as hybrid assisting electrode or self-adhesive
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metal foil with electrical conductive glue. The carbon
lacquer would provide conductive adhesive between the
metal foil and the non-conductive ceramic.
This paper presents the EDM machining of
insulating ZrO2 ceramics with copper self-adhesive foil
as an assisting electrode on top surface. The major
advantage of this methods is its simplicity.

End wear was measured with an Abbe Length
measuring device. Before and after cut, the electrode
was measured to determine its overall length, equation
2.

3. MATERIAL REMOVAL MECHANISM

Surface roughness average measured in µm was
chosen as the standard method for defining surface
finish. Measurements were made using a Mahr MarSurf
PS1 instrument.
The electrical machining contitions was selected
based on previously examined results from litarture, for
various insulating ceramic [13, 14]. The detailed
machining conditions are given in Table 1.

The removal mechanism of non-conductive ceramic
is a different that for metals [9, 10]. The EDM of nonconductive ceramics consists of two stages. First, the
material needs to be removed. Second a condutive
adhered layer needs to be formed. Without formation of
condutive adhered layer, the EDM process will not
proceed further.
Compared to metals ceramics have a higher melting
point and lower thermal conductivity [11]. The material
removal mechanisms such as thermal spalling and
chemical decomposition takes place [12].
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments were performed on an Agie Charmilles
EDM machine (model SP1-U). The work piece material
was ZrO2 alloy with the dimension of 15×15×8 mm. A
Toyo Tanso TTK-50 graphite electrode cross section of
10×10 mm and the height of 100 mm was used as
electrode in this study. In addition, Castrol oil Ilocut
EDM 180 was employed as a dielectric fluid in this
investigation.
Self adhesive electrically conductive copper tape
(3M grade 1181) thikness 0.066 mm is used as assisting
electrode. Figure 2 shows an insulatuing ZrO2 ceramic
without and with assisting electrode.

EW =

Start lenght (mm) − Final lenght (mm)
∗ 100
Depth of cut (mm)

Working condition
Tool
Workpiece
Polarity
Adhesive foil
Discharge current
Pulse duration
Duty factor
High-tension current
No-load voltage
Dielectric
Electrode jumping interval
Electrode jumping height
Working time

(2)

Description
Graphite TTK-50
ZrO2
(-) negative
Copper 3M grade 1181
2A
75 µs
50%
0.5 A
300 V
Castrol Ilocut EDM 180
2s
1.5 mm
60 min

Table 1. Table Experimental conditions in EDM
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Non-conductive ceramic can be machined with the
EDM process by using a conductive layer marked as
assisting electrode. The assisting electrode is applied on
top of the non-conductive ceramic. This is provided
electric contact for the non-conductive ceramic and is
responsible for the initial discharges.
The insulating ceramic ZrO2 is covered with a selfadhesive copper foil (electrically conductive material).
The machining process is performed using only working
oil. The erosion start from electrically conductive
material, figure 3.

Fig. 2. Insulatuing ZrO2 ceramic: a) without and b)
with assisting electrode
The machining characteristics of material removal
rate MRR (mm3/min), end wear ER (%), and surface
roughness SR (Ra, µm) were adopted to the effects of
machining parameters on the EDM characteistics of
ZrO2 ceramic.
Material removal rate, which is the volume of metal
removed from a workpiece in a specified period of time,
is often expressed as cubic milimeters per minute
(mm3/min), equation 1. The erosion depth was read
directly from the machine.
MMR =
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Electrode area (mm 2 ) ∗ Depth of cut (mm)
Time of cut (min)

(1)

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of EDM for ZrO2 with a
self adhesive foil, initial stage

After removing the assisted electrode layer,
discharge occurs continuously troughout the selfadhesive foil and into the insulating ceramic area, figure
4.

surface of tool after machining is shown on figure 7.
Also, as with the machined surface of workpiece, there
are pores and cracks. Tool wear is more pronounced
because of the use of negative polarity during
machining.

Fig. 4. Removing assisted electrode and forming
condutive adhered layer
During the erosion process, a carbonized conductive
layer (figure 5) is generated on the non-conductive
ceramic from the dielectric oil and graphite electrode.
The continuous erosion indicates that electrically
conductive products (carbon from working oil and
graphite electrode) became adhered to the ceramic
during machining.
The conductive adhered layer maintains electrical
conductivity after the self-adhesive foil is removed.
Adhesion of conductive layer degrades the surface
properties and has harmful influence on erosion
accuracy. Machined workpiece of ZrO2 using EDM with
self-adhesive copper foil is showed on figure 5.

Fig. 6. Machined surface with condition from Table 2

Fig.7. Surface tool after machining ZrO2 (9x)

Fig. 5. Machined workpiece of ZrO2 using EDM with
self-adhesive copper foil

The typical curve of movement electrode is shown
in figure 8.

Table 2 shows result of machining ZrO2 ceramic by
die-sinking EDM. As a result, very high surface
roughness, small material removal rate and high end
wear are obtained by this process.
Surface roughness
Material removal rate
End wear
Depth erosion (60 min)

µm
mm3/min
%
mm

12.06
2.51
56.52%
1.5

Table 2. Result of experiment
The machined surface with conditions from Table 1
is shown on figure 6. There was many pores and cracks
that arise during resolidifying and shrinking process in
surface layer after melting arised by the discharges. The

Fig.8. Depth graph from machine display
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The typical curve can be divided into two stages. The
first stage corresponds to machining assisting electrode
and after that curve maintains constant value. In this
stage carbonized conductive layer is formed. The name
of this stage is transition region. The length of this stage
depended from assisting electrode material.
In the second stage, named stability region, the curve
has a steep slope. In this stage, constant discharge
generation occurs for a long period.
6. CONCLUSIONS
EDM requires both tool and workpiece to be
conductive. Insulating ceramic can be machined with the
EDM process using assisting electrode. In this
investigation, the process assisting electrode method in
electrical discharge machining of insulating ceramics
ZrO2 is presented.
The removal mechanism of non-conductive ceramic
are thermal spalling and chemical decomposition.
The EDM of insulating ceramic can be divided into
three sub processes. The first is removing assisting
electrode. The second is generation of conductive
adhered layer. Conductive adhered layer generated from
the dielectric and graphite electrode during erosion
process ensures maintained electric contact after
assisting electrode has been removed. And the third is
removal process with discharge generated under stable
conditions.
The paper describes principle of electrical discharge
machining of non-conductive zirconia ceramics. Further
experimental studies especially influence machining
parameter and analysis can be carried out in order to
better understand the process.
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES IN MOLD MAKING INDUSTRY
Abstract: A tool is a component that can be used to make other products. In most cases, the tool is used to fabricate
a large number of identical components before it is destroyed due to wear, corrosion, and mechanical failure. Tools
(molds) are essential in replication processes such as injection molding. Injection molding is by far the most
popular process used for the production of plastic parts for all kinds of applications.The available technologies for
tooling are changed, since traditional mold making technologies such as copy milling, die-sinking electro discharge
machining (EDM), wire EDM, grinding, polishing, etc… have lower limits as to the obtainable geometries,
complexity, surface roughness, costs, production time. New tooling technologies for mold making have emerged
which enable reduced costs and lead time. Mold delivery time can be reduced by 50% or more. This paper presents
recent technological changes in mold making industry which offers new possibilities to the customers.
Key words: mold making industry, technological, changes
1. INTRODUCTION
The mold making industry faces a number of key
challenges. The cost of manufacturing is on the rise,
and there are products demand across a number of
industries, including automotive, aerospace and
consumer goods. Product complexity continues to be
on the rise as new technologies are introduced and
consumer preferences evolve. For mold manufacturers,
increased product complexity results in an increased
demand for tools, which, of course, is positive for the
industry. However, with manufacturing costs on the

Fig. 1.

rise, companies must look for ways to decrease cost of
the manufacturing process, especially at the tooling
level. Mold makers can no longer afford to make molds
the same way they were done in the past. They have to
face an increasing pressure to improve quality, reduced
costs, and to meet stricter delivery times.
A process chain consists of all of the process steps
necessary to produce the mold. Mold production
process begins with a mold quotation request, and
finishes with the adjustment/change and pre-injection
stages, Fig. 1.

A process chain in mold making industry 1

The processes is shown in Fig. 1 can be classified into
business processes [1–3], design processes [4–12],
production processes [13–16], and assembly and try out
processes [17–20]. Driving down manufacturing costs
is only possible by redesigning and enhancing the

entire process chain. In production processes only tool
maker is responsible for time-to-market. Technological
process chain has a huge indirect influence on lead time
and costs. Optimization of machining time and costs
can be carried out through development of new
37

production concepts. Mould making companies must
have a clear technology strategy, based on the most
modern generation of processing machines. It’s a major
challenge for the mold making industry, because the
molds have to be manufactured to a high standard of
quality without driving up costs.

process chain in mold making is very huge.
Programming of NC programs often has small share of
the whole process chain (estimation: 5-10%) but only
few mold makers perceive the potentials of
optimisation in NC-programming.

2. EVOLUTION OF PRODUCTION CONCEPTS
IN MOLD MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
Actual state and time evolution of most relevant
molds manufacturing technologies are shown in Fig. 2.
In current practice, the process chain in mold making
involves milling, hardening, surface treatment by spark
erosion, and often final finishing by hand. After the
90’s, most of the introduced manufacturing
technologies are deeply based on microprocessors or
digital technologies able to support the programming
and control tasks 2. Digital based technologies can be
found from the design to the manufacturing processes,
where five-axis machining, coordinate measuring or
rapid tooling are only some examples.
Digital technologies was improved EDM process,
too (the electrode orbital movement, the improvement
of the discharging process through more sophisticated
electronic circuits based on transistor and capacitors
and the piloting of the spark generator, CNC
machining, inserting the electrodes in the tool changer
to a finished polished cavity or cavities, complete
integration with CAD/CAM systems, the tool changer
device).

Fig. 3. Programming time for different machining
strategies 3
Possible steps to generate NC-programs are shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Substantial steps for mold making 4

Fig. 2. Time evolution of most relevant molds
manufacturing technologies 2
Compared to 20 years ago, molds have become
much more demanding from a technical standpoint as
well as from customer requirements. Successful mold
making businesses today not only offer their customers
the most modern equipment and well-trained staff, but
additional services as well. These services can include
all aspects of process support, including part
development and design, FEM calculations, mold and
molding simulation, bench tests and prototyping. The
actual creation of the mold often does not occur until
the very end of the process.
Mold engineers depend on CAD/CAE/CAM
software applications for drafting, design and
manufacturing their molds. Importance of the CAx38

2.1 Full 5-axis and 3+2 machining
The amount of machining effort and time required
for manufacturing free-form surfaces in mold
manufacture is very high so that it is necessary to find
alternatives to conventional 3-axis milling machining
for fast and economical tool production. Logical step in
evolution of production concepts is the step up to 3 + 2
or full 5-axis machining. 3 + 2 machining allows the
use of a shorter, more rigid cutting tool that can be
angled toward the workpiece surface for faster feeds
and speeds. The tool axis is changed when the tool is
not cutting, and then remains fixed while the tool is
engaged with the material in a given area. Common
applications for 3 + 2 operations include roughing and
other aggressive high-speed machining techniques. The
shorter tool length also enables undercuts in cavities
and steep walls, a capability well suited for mold
making and other workpiece applications involving
curves or angled tubular shapes.
Using efficient 5-axis chip removal technologies
enables us to substantially scale back machining times.

The use of simultaneous five axis hard milling offers
significant optimization potential. In simultaneous 5axis machining, the machine tool’s three linear axes (X,
Y and Z) and two rotational axes (A and B) all engage
at the same time to perform complex contour surface
machining. There are many advantages of full 5-axis
machining, all of which significantly impact
productivity and profitability, a few of the more
common ones are:
1. Use fewer setups. 5-axis machining allows for
milling complex shapes with one setup, versus using
multiple setup to accommodate the machine, spindle
and tooling.
2. Finish with shorter cutters. This allows you to tilt the
tool axis around the part, allowing for the use of shorter
cutters and smaller L/D (length/diameter) ratios.
3. Mill deeper areas. Often deep areas of a part that are
difficult to reach from straight in the Z-axis can be
milled by rotating the tool axis, and performing a 3+2
or simultaneous 5-axis operation.

4. Reduce EDM processes. 5-axis milling of deep areas
and ribs can reduce the need for slower EDM
operations, reducing time to ship.
5. Save time and money. Using shorter cutters often
allows for faster feed rates, due to deflection and
vibration. Reducing EDM processes saves time.
Some obstacles for the more application of
simultaneous 5-axis machining in mold making
industry are: HSC machining provides capable
approaches for most of the machining tasks, high effort
during of CAM programming, limited availability of
capable CAM modules, complex NC-process chain
impairs process stability. Simultaneous five-axis
programming requires a significantly higher level of
programming expertise. Recent field tests indicate that
with a 10-percent increase in programming effort, fiveaxis machines can improve machining productivity up
to 30 percent. Molds with deep cavities and small,
vertical corners are the primary targets. Influence of
technological changes in mold making industry on
productivity/economic efficiency is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Influence of technological changes on productivity/economic efficiency 4
2.2 Rapid tooling
Molds are composed of functional (cavity, core
insert, punch) and support components (guide pins,
holder, die plate). Often support components and a
number of holes need only 2D or 2½ D machining, but
may require 50 to 60% of the total manufacturing time.
This fact is often neglected but must be considered in
effective planning of the machining operations.
Conventional mold making practice that depends on
machining operations to generate the desired mold
cavity is not found to be competitive any longer. This
has led to a significant growth in rapid prototyping
(RP) based tooling, referred to as rapid tooling 5.
Rapid tooling (RT) is the process of production of fast
tooling through the prototypes made by RP.
Technologists involved in RT development aims to
reduce lead-times and development costs through

manufacturing additively production tooling via RP.
There are a variety of rapid tooling techniques and
materials. These processes can be classified as patterns
for casting (the fabrication of patterns to produce the
sand molds), direct rapid tooling (layer-by-layer build
up of mold), in which molds are fabricated in a rapid
prototyping system-RP, or indirect rapid tooling
(shaping of mold from RP-made master pattern), in
which a rapid prototype master is converted into a mold
using a secondary process 6. These processes can also
be classified based on their expected mold life (number
of parts that can be produced in the mold), as soft (a
few injected parts), bridge (several thousand injected
parts) and hard tooling (above one hundred thousand
injected parts).
The soft and bridge tooling methods can produce
either nonmetallic or softer metal (compared to
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conventional tool steels) molds and usually cannot
withstand the pressures and temperatures involved in
conventional injection molding. The hard tooling
methods enable fabricating metal tooling that can be
used in injection molding machines, and result in better
quality and larger quantity of parts (compared to soft
and bridge tooling) 5. Classification of rapid tooling
processes is shown in Fig. 6.

3. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Classification of rapid tooling processes 6
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The major disadvantages and limitations of RT are
as follows:
 still very expensive equipments, materials and
services,
 a limited number of available materials
(permanently on the rise),
 a limited durability of mold inserts,
 the part produced by the rapid tooling still need to
be machined as the surface finish is not so good
which is a limitation over the conventional process
which can produce part to the required surface
finish tolerance,
 in the event of a sharper measurement tolerance,
most
procedures
unsatisfactory
(requiring
subsequent processing).
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Modern
information
and
communication
technologies and their application in mold making
industry enable ensure operative excellence (decreasing
of life cycle costs and time-to-market, increasing of
quality and productivity). These technologies offer new
possibilities to decrease development and production
times of molds. According to industrial analysis today
mainly subtractive machining processes like high speed
milling-HSM, EDM, grinding and polishing play a
major role in mold making. In order to shorten
manufacturing time for new products and their moulds,
the use and the development of modern techniques are
critical.
Some of such new technologies are simultaneous 5axis machining and the rapid tooling methods. These
technologies enable to reduce lead-times and decrease
development costs. Advances in technology does not
replace the necessity for training, knowledge, and
experience in creating a sophisticated plastic injection
mold. In fact, our reliance on today’s modern
technology necessitates a higher level skill set than the
outmoded technology of yesterday.
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TESTING OF THE ROUGHNESS PARAMETERS IN THE TURNING PROCESS OF
ALUMINUM PARTS
Abstract: This paper examines the influence of technological parameters (elements of the cutting process) on the
roughness of the surface in the turning process of a part of aluminium (more than 98% of aluminium alloy). The aim
of the paper is to analyse the impact of cutting speed, feed and depth of cut on the roughness parameter R a. The
machine tool, tool used, the material and the device for measuring the roughness parameters are shown. An
adequate mathematical model was developed by statistical analysis, which describes the effect of technological
parameters on roughness. The results of the experiments are presented in table and graphic and are suitable only
for observed cutting conditions, used tools and material.
Key words: technological parameters, roughness parameters, turning process, experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most manufacturing companies determine the
technological parameters of machining based on an
experience of workers or recommendations from
various manuals. The modernization of production is
constantly increasing over the past decades, so it is
essential to focus on economic analysis in combination
with technological knowledge in order to make
investments in production more logical and no random.
This paper examines the influence of technological
parameters on the surface roughness in turning process.
2. ELEMENTS OF THE CUTTING PROCESS
The production process is enabled by the certain
elements of the cutting process i.e. technological
parameters. There are specific technological parameters
for machining with cutting whose value derive from the
ability of the technical system in order to solve the
requirements of production. For the each process it is
necessary to specify the technological parameters
because they directly affect at the efficiency of the
turning process. The efficiency of the process cannot be
increased in any case, because there is a functional
relation between the elements of the cutting process
which results in individual value.
The elements of the cutting process are:
 The depth of cut ap [mm] is the layer of
material removed in the cut [1]. It is a
thickness of the layer in a direction
perpendicular to the machined surface. It is
half the difference between the work diameter
and the diameter of machined surface.

𝑎𝑝 =

𝐷−𝑑
2

surface of the cut in unit time in the process of
accomplishing the primary cutting motion. In
the machine tool with rotary as primary
cutting motion, the cutting speed is equal to
peripheral speed with maximum diameter of
workpiece.

𝑣𝑐 =

𝐷𝜋𝑛

1000

(2)

Where are:
D – maximum diameter of workpiece [mm]
 - Ludoloph’s number
n – rotational speed [min-1]
 The feed (more precisely, the rate of feed) f
[mm/o] is the travel of the cutting edge in the
direction of the feed motion during one
revolution of the workpiece. For the various
work conditions, the feed is being chosen as
maximal as possible. The feed depends on
material of workpiece, dimension of the
workpiece, the depth of cut, tool life and the
cutting edge resistance. Direction of feed is
perpendicular on direction of cutting speed vc
[2]
3. THE DEFINITIONS OF ROUGHNESS AND
PARAMETERS OF RUOGHNESS
The roughness of a machined surface is the whole
complex of microirregularities (relatively finely spaced
ridges and valleys), the height, width and direction of
which establish the predominant surface pattern. Those
microirregularities is caused by machining or by others
influences. [3]

(1)

Where are:
ap – depth of cut,
D – work diameter,
d – diameter of machined surface.
 The cutting speed vc [m/min] is the travel of a
point on the cutting edge relative to the

Fig 1. Surface profile [4]
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3.1 The parameters of roughness
There are different parameters in order to define the
surface roughness:
 Arithmetic average roughness (Ra)
It is arithmetic average value of filtered roughness
profile determined from deviations about the centre line
within the evaluation (sampling) length L This
parameter is most widely used one-dimension
roughness parameter. [5]

Fig 4. Ten point height of irregularities [7]
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Where are:
Ra [μm] – arithmetic average roughness,
l [μm] – the evaluation line,
z(x), zi [μm] – value of the roughness profile
determined from the centre line,
n – number of the measured points. [4]
 Maximum height of the profile Rmax
It is the vertical distance between the highest and
lowest points of the profile within the evaluation
length.

Fig 3. Maximum height of the profile [4]
 Ten point height of irregularities (Rz)
It is the average value of the absolute values of the
heights of five highest profile peaks and the depths of
the five deepest valleys within the evaluation length.
[6]

𝑅𝑧 =

(𝑅1 +𝑅3 +⋯𝑅9 )−(𝑅2 +𝑅4 +⋯𝑅10 )
5

≈ 4𝑅𝑎 (4)

Value of the ten point height of irregularities is
approximately equal to 4 Ra
The basic criteria is arithmetic average roughness while
the others two and many of unmentioned parameters
are additional criteria.
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Table 1. Roughness N ISO grade number (DIN 1302)
3.2 Relation between surface roughness and
machinning with cutting
Quality of machined surfaces in the turning
process depends on various factors and the basic are:
 technology parameters,
 material of workpiece and tool,
 tool geometry (tool angles),
 dynamic behaviour of operation system,
 uses of cutting fluids,
 tool wear etc.
These factors affect at the depth of the defect layer (D)
and its value is 15 to 80 μm. Due to large number of
factors, it is difficult to establish the interconnection
between various machining processes and the quality of
machined surface. [8]
4. TESTING OF THE ROUGHNESS
PARAMETERS
An analyse of influence of technological parameters
(cutting speed, depth of cut and feed) on arithmetic
average roughness Ra in longitudinal turning is
performed in this experimental testing. It is necessary
to determine the adequate mathematical model which
describes the real process.
The input (independent) sizes are:
 cutting speed (vc)
 feed ( f )
 depth of cut (ap)

The output size is arithmetic average roughness Ra and
function of machinability:
Ra = f(vc, f, ap) (5)
For determination of surface roughness in relation with
input sizes the fractional experimental design 23 is
being chosen. It has 3 factors and each factor has two
level and there are 8 experimental conditions in this
design. This composition of experimental conditions is
being added a number of experiments (n0 = 4) in the
central point of the plan. So, the total number of
experiments is:
N = 23 + 4 = 12 (6)
4.1 Equipment for the experiments
The machine tool is lathe machine made in Russia
(former SU) which is placed in laboratory at University of
Mostar. This machine has the transmission reduction for main
spindle with 32 rotational speeds and transmission reduction
for feed motion with 48 rates of feed. The ranges of rotational
speed and rate of feed are good and they fully satisfied the
values of input sizes of experiments.

For the testing of the surface roughness, following
device is used:
 Device name: Hommel-Etamic W5,
 Producer: Hommel-Etamic GmbH, Alte
Tuttlinger Str. 20, D- 78056 Villingen –
Schwenningen
 Version: 1.0
 Number of device: 10050286
This device is only used in testing of surface roughness
in accordance with standards. The device may only be
operated in perfect technical condition and not in
heavily dust-contaminated, chemically aggressive,
explosive or radioactive environment.
Hommel-Etamic W5 is used for simply wireless
measurement of roughness:
 flat surfaces,
 shafts,
 bore holes,
 concave and convex surfaces.

Fig 8. Device for measurement of roughness
Fig 5. Lathe machine used in the experiments

4.2 Performing of experiments

For longitudinal turning operation, tool produced in
Serbia (Corun, RS71.5-2525M 16).

Before the performing of the experiments it is
necessary to make the table of level of factors and table
of experimental conditions.
Factors
Fi,min
vc [m/min]
120
ap[mm]
0,5
s [mm/o]
0,08
Cod
-1
Table 2. Level of factors

Fig 6. Tool used in the experiments
Workpiece is pipe made from aluminium alloy (more
than 98% Al).

Fig 7. Workpieces before machining

No

No. of
measuring

Fi,sr
155
1,22
0,14
0

Fi,max
200
3
0,25
1

Input factors

vc
ap
1
3
200
3
2
7
200
3
3
11
200
0,5
4
5
200
0,5
5
10
120
3
6
1
120
3
7
4
120
0,5
8
9
120
0,5
9
12
155
1,22
10
2
155
1,22
11
8
155
1,22
12
6
155
1,22
Table 3. Experimental conditions

s
0,25
0,08
0,25
0,08
0,25
0,08
0,25
0,08
0,14
0,14
0,14
0,14

Output
factor
Ra
18,112
0,675
14,055
0,811
4,357
1,066
4,72
0,629
1,621
1,652
1,662
1,691
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Experimental conditions and the choice of experimental
design plan is performed by using of software
programme Design – Expert 11. After the input of
values of surface roughness (obtained from the
experiments) in programme Design – Expert 11, the
results are shown in Figure 9.

Fig 9. The analyse of the results of the experiments
The statistical significance of mathematical model is
depends on value of empiric F-value and p-value in
table ANOVA. The F-value is 8,96 and it shows that
chosen model is significant i.e. the model which
describes the arithmetic average roughness is adequate
and reliable. The p-value less than 0,500 shows a
significance of two factors in model. In this case, the
cutting speed and fees are significant.

There are many factors which influence on
roughness of machined surface but one of the most
important are technology parameters. The performed
experiments shows that the depth of cut has no
significant influence on the roughness of machined
surface. The other two elements of the cutting process,
cutting speed and feed have significant influence on
roughness. This conclusion are reliable only for this
material of workpiece, used tool and the other testing
conditions and equipment which were being used in
these testing.
As is already known from the theory, this testing
proves that the less roughness means minor feed rate
and moderately small cutting speed. But this is not
economic efficient in the real manufacturing conditions
because the machining time is multiple increases.
Future research will be focused on the other materials
of workpieces as well as on the other operation of
machining with cutting, i.e. drilling, milling, grinding,
etc. and this paper is one small step in the future study
of influence of technology parameters on surface
roughness.
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MECHANICAL TOYS AND SOUVENIRS OBTAINED BY CO2 LASER CUTTING OF
PLYWOOD
Abstract: Design and production of mechanical toys and souvenirs can be very attractive process for students of
technical faculties. They have opportunity to learn about mechanical principles on a fun way, opportunity to express
their creativity and to be innovative. 3D modeling software was used for product design and simulation of motion
and software for 2D drawing was used to prepare parts for laser cutting. CO2 process of laser cutting of plywood is
cheap, simple and the most importantly it is safe for students.
Key words: Mechanical toys and souvenirs, plywood, CO2 laser cutting
1. INTRODUCTION
Students of technical faculties learn about various
mechanical parts separately. The knowledge about
machine elements and mechanisms is very important in
their education. They see pictures, illustrations of
motions, production process in factories, but they have
rare opportunity to design these parts, produce them
and make experiments. New technologies like 3D
printing and laser-cutting are there to fulfill these gaps
and allow students to bring their ideas to life. There are
some limitations like the cost of these production units
and that they are used to produce small parts and to
obtain the prototypes. Used materials are usually
plastics, wood, plywood and cardboard. Best side of
these technologies is that they are safe for students.
Firmani, Kadhum and Wild (2015), [1], have started a
project that complements the theoretical content of
Theory of Mechanisms course and exposes students to
an engineering design problem. The project consisted
of designing and building an automaton for young
children – a mechanical toy operated by a hand crank.
They have reported that the project was a success and
that the students enjoyed designing and building the
automata, but they had recommendations about safety.
It has been noticed that students could be somewhat
careless with the use of powered tools.
Odlin and Fleming (2014), [2], concluded that the
design and construction of automata in the classroom
appeals to a wide range of students and contributes
significantly to students’ understanding of mechanisms
and their engagement with technology. ‘’Learning in
technology is further enhanced when it is integrated
into the other curriculum areas. Students learning about
mechanisms in science while making an automaton in
the workshop would learn to understand each subject
more deeply, and not experience technology as an
isolated subject.’’
Blauvelt (2006), [3, 4], highlights the advantages of
precise design and construction made possible by the
combination of design software and a laser cutter for
fabrication. He emphasizes a surprising number of
books and videos that are available describing the art of

the automaton maker ([5], [6] for excellent examples).
The process is similar in most respects to the design
and construction of any mechanical object:
1. An initial idea is conceived.
2. A design is created.
3. Prototypes are iteratively built and tested.
4. A final object is fabricated and assembled.
2. MECHANICAL TOYS AND SOUVENIRS
Mechanical faculty in Sarajevo and Mechanical
faculty in Zenica have started project to design
mechanical toys and souvenirs during student’s
diploma works (graduate theses). Students are
encouraged to realize their own ideas. Material for
models is poplar plywood, 4 mm thick, purchased as
sheet with dimensions 400x400 mm. Fabrication of
models is done by CO2 laser cutter. When choosing
idea, students should have in mind that toys (or
souvenirs) must have a size for office desk. Models
have to be fun and appealing for office workers or
tourists, simple and cheap for production. Idea that
distinguishes these souvenirs from others found in the
region is the presence of movable parts. Students are
suggested to use some of these:
• linkages,
• slider cranks,
• cams,
• gears,
• Geneva wheels,
• Scotch Yoke mechanism,
• Iris mechanism, etc.
All these components have to be operated by manually
turning a crank.
Project goals are:
• learning about mechanism and machines in a
fun way,
• learning to be creative and innovative,
• learning how to commercialize the idea.
From the beginning of academic 2017/18 year, three
models have been made by the students: the swinging
dove (Figure 1), simple marble machine (Figure 2) and
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box with Iris mechanism (Figure 3 and 4).

Kačmarčik (2018). Basic mechanism in SMM is made
of four cams operated with the crank. During each turn,
the pair of stairs is in the same level so metal balls roll
from one stair to another, which produces lifting effect.

Fig. 1. The swinging dove
Fig. 3 Box with Iris
Idea for swinging dove has been taken from web site:
Maschinenbau: einfache Maschinen für den Technikund Werkunterricht [7]. The swinging dove is operated
with the crank. Pair of gears has ratio 1:2. It takes two
full rotations of the small gear for one rotation of the
big gear. The shaft with big gear has a cam on which
there is a ring follower with lever connected to the
dove. The lever, in the middle, has an axle on which
another pair of levers is attached, which are connected
on one side to the rear axle and have wing wires
attached to them on the other side. During cam
rotations, these levers operate like scissor which allows
dove to swing and to wave with wings.

Third model is a box with Iris mechanism. Iris
mechanism is seen on numerous internet videos like on
the site: Making a mechanical Iris [10]. It has five
petals like spring flower. During ring rotation these
petals open, revealing mirror hidden inside. The box
has been designed with living hinges. The number of
required vertical bars in living hinges had to be
calculated due to allowable torsion stress.

Fig. 4 Box with Iris-petals opened
3. PROCESS OF DESIGN
Fig. 2 Simple marble machine
Simple marble machine (SMM) is made of poplar
plywood, 4 mm thick, unlike the original seen on the
site [8] Simple Marble Machine - Busted Bricks which
has been made of MDF board (medium density fiber).
The main concern during design was the ability of that
material to bend. So analysis of stress has been made
which is published in paper [9] by Žiga, Cogo,
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The process of design starts with an idea, most
commonly seen on the Internet. After some paper
sketches and initial dimensions selections, 3D models
can be made. Software for 3D modeling allows
students to create their designs, to match dimensions, to
see functionality, to check interferences and to see parts
in motion. On the other side the obtaining of physical
model of virtual part has numerous advantages: the first
is a real size of object, its ability to match with other
parts in mechanism, its strength or ability to be bent,

twisted, pulled or compressed. Another concern in the
real model is how to compensate friction during the
motion of parts.
Figure 5 shows motion analysis of SMM in software
for 3D analysis. The rotation of the shaft moves the
stairs. Each of the four stairs consists of three layers of
plywood with different lengths to achieve the slope of
the surface on which the balls roll. Cams are actually
circular discs with eccentrically positioned holes for the
shaft. The two adjacent holes are positioned so that
their tips (end positions) close a 180° angle. This
ensures that one stair is lowered when the one next to it
is being lifted up. When one stair is raised to the
uppermost top position, the adjacent one is in the
lowest position so that its level is slightly lower,
allowing the ball to roll from one onto the other. The
action is repeated so that the balls are lifted in a very
simple way to the track where they descend again to the
beginning of the stairs.

Fig. 6. AutoCAD drawing of parts for SMM, prepared
for laser cutting
This laser cutter has a number of advantages: it is
compact, highly precise, fast in operation, compatible
with commercially available drawing software, and
capable of cutting and etching a wide variety of
materials including wood, plastic, cardboard, paper and
fabric. The laser cutter is an excellent alternative to
traditional cutting tools like knives and saws.
Disadvantage is the initial investment; the capital costs
of laser cutting machine purchase are large, but the cost
of cutting process is generally very small.

Fig. 5. Parts of SMM assembly: 1-stand, 2- crank, 3housing, 4-cams, 5-stairs, 6-track, 7-balls
4. PROCESS OF CUTTING
When mechanical principles of 3D model,
dimensions and assembly have been tested, the
technical documentation can be made by using
SOLIDWORKS Drawings. This allows direct
transmission of parts of the model (in different views)
to the paper drawings. The resulting drawing is saved
in .dwg format so that it can be opened with AutoCAD.
After that, in AutoCAD 2015, the boundaries of
purchased plywood (400x400) are drawn, and all parts
were set within these limits (Figure 6). Some
boundaries of the parts have to be corrected. During
this process, a designer has to know functions of all
parts. Some parts need gaps for motion but others need
press-fit connection. Initial dimensions have to be
corrected including the width of the laser cut, called
‘’kerf’’. The openings need to be cut before the outer
contours, so they are painted in different colors so the
software that manages the laser cutter (Figure 7) can
recognize the cutting order.

Fig. 7. The 80 watt CO2 laser cutter in lab of MF in
Sarajevo
5. PROCESS OF ASSEMBLY
The assembly process has revealed some of
conceptual flaws and problems. These problems
couldn’t be identified in the conceptualization phase or
even in the preliminary design phase where the
simulations of the CAD models worked as expected.
However, once the prototype was built, the
transmission of motion failed in different places.
Common causes were: frictional force, lack of press-fit
connections, breakage of parts due to stress
concentrations, misalignment of parts. But good side of
working with plywood is its ability to compensate
small mistakes. Student can use wax to reduce friction,
add extra glue, or use additional ring to make press-fit
connection, increase moisture content to make parts
more flexible and reduce stress concentrations etc.
One student (constructor of SMM) concluded his
project with remark: ‘’Unlike other technical materials,
wood is made up of the remains of once-living cells,
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and in the same way it behaves like a living being,
every part in its manners, with unpredictable errors and
unexpected advantages.
When designing prototypes, there are always
imperfections and areas to improve design. No matter
how much time was spent in the preparatory stages,
some things remain unnoticed. After the entire design
and fabrication process completion, there are some
things that need to be changed, although in the software
they look good and work well. It can be said that the
situation in reality is always a little different from the
one assumed with the help of software and analytical
tools, and that production sometimes requires
improvisation in order to overcome the unforeseen
circumstances’’
6. FINAL REMARKS
This project provides a complete experience in
engineering design and complements the theoretical
content of the courses: Mechanics, Theory of
mechanism, Strength of material and Unconventional
processing technology.
Obtained models display a variety of levers, cranks,
and cams in their construction. Students have enjoyed
during the design and model building. Prototypes have
exposed some of conceptual flaws and helped students
to gain better insight in mechanisms motion.
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APPLICATION OF THE STEP-NC STANDARD ISO 10303 AP238 FOR TURNING
OPERATIONS
Abstract:. The paper considers the possibility of applying a new programming method according to the STEP-NC
standard for turning operations. The programming method in this paper is based on the STEP-NC standard ISO
10303 AP238. In order to verify the programming method, a virtual CNC lathe is configured that can interpret
STEP-NC programs. Virtual lathe is integrated with software STEP-NC Machine. The method for obtaining the
STEP-NC program is proposed, as well as the possibility for the current application of such programs, on the
current machine tool control unit that interpret G-code, using the export option of STEP-NC Machine.
Key words: STEP-NC, programming, simulation, turning operations, CNC lathe
1. INTRODUCTION
For more than half a century, programming of CNC
machine tools is based on G-code, according to ISO
6983 standard. This standard, commonly known as G
and M codes, focuses on programming the path of the
cutter centre location with respect to the machine axes,
rather than the machining task with respect to a part
[1].
Programs in G code address directly the individual
axes of the machine, so it is necessary to use
postprocessors for each control unit and the kinematics
of the machine in particular. It is necessary to prepare
the tool path for each type of CNC machine tools
individually using appropriate postprocessor. It requires
large number of different postprocessor for each type of
machine tool. Therefore, programs for CNC machine
tools in G-code do not include any useful information
about the product, such as data about the geometric
primitives of the model, tolerances, material properties,
setting up fixture, and other information created during
the design and planning of manufacturing technology.
All of this information will disappear when
postprocessing tool path into G code [2]. In this case,
information flow is one-way, from CAD/CAM to a
CNC machine tool, Figure 1a.

Today a new standard, informally known as STEPNC (Standard for Product Model Data Exchange for
Numerical Control), is being used as the basis for
development of the next generation of CNC controller
[3-6]. This new standard is ISO 14649 and ISO 10303
AP 238. STEP-NC is a new interface that has been
developed for exchange of information between
CAD/CAM systems and CNC controllers. Its object
oriented design and the use of data elements of the
widely disseminated STEP standard support
comprehensive bi-directional data exchange whilst
using common databases 7, Figure 1b.
Benefits of using STEP-NC are: (i) providing new
opportunities to support high level information from
design to CNC controller; (ii) the STEP-NC data
interface is a neutral data description; (iii) bidirectional information flow; (iv) STEP-NC is
independent from the machine tool vendor; (v) higher
quality of information on the shop floor; (vi) STEP-NC
programs in XML formats can be used for information
transfer and enable Web based manufacturing or emanufacturing.
However, classical programming in the G code is
still current and dominant, while the object
programming using STEP-NC standards has not been
introduced to the full extent so far, and both of these
programming methods exist parallel, as illustrated in
Figure 1.
There are plenty of results for the application of
STEP-NC standards for turning operations [1,8-10]
and all are generally based on ISO14649 standard. This
paper aims to explore the application of new STEP-NC
standard ISO10303-AP238 for programming CNC
lathes i.e. for CNC machining of turned parts to enable
data exchange of manufacturing rich information from
CAD/CAM to CNC.
2. STEP-NC FOR PROGRAMMING CNC
LATHES

Fig. 1. Current ISO 6983 and new STEP-NC interface
for programming CNC lathes

This section provides a literature review of the
STEP-NC compliant research focused on turning
operations.
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One of the first systems based on the STEP standard
related to the machining of rotational parts by turning is
the STEPTurn system [1,8]. The STEPTurn has been
developed by researchers from the Institute for Control
Engineering of Machine Tools and Manufacturing Units
at the University of Stuttgart (ISW), Germany. This
system is a CAPP system bridging the gap between CAD
and CAM and it reads geometry data firstly from a STEP
AP203 Part 21 file and displays the part geometry and
performs normal process-planning tasks such as feature
recognition and Workingstep sequencing in order to
generate a STEP-NC physical file [1].
The other such system, TurnSTEP is developed by a
mutual participation of researchers from the national
research laboratory for STEP-NC technologies
POSTECH (Korea) and from ISW University in
Stuttgart. The TurnSTEP is to be fully compliant with
ISO 14649 and suitable for e-manufacturing. In terms of
turning machining, TurnSTEP is one of the earliest
systems to have been developed for compliance with
STEP-NC and supported by XML schema [1].
The G2STEP system has been designed based on
design and functional considerations developed by
researchers from the National Research Laboratory for
STEP-NC, POSTECH, South Korea together with a
researcher from the EPFL, Switzerland and is based on
the ISO 14649 data model, the ARM model and
instruction schema on G-code based on the FANUC0
series. The main proposal for G2STEP is to generate a
STEP-NC part program from a G-code program with
additional information related to real machining that is
easily generated by skilled operators [1].
If we focus on turning operations, only three proposed
systems are available, STEPTurn, TurnSTEP and
G2STEP. For e-manufacturing, STEPTurn leads in this
aspect due to the capability of internet file transfer. The
TurnSTEP clearly defines the number of set-ups as either
one set-up or two set-ups dependent on the independent
machine format. The output of this system can be in text
and XML file formats. As reported TurnSTEP is at a
prototype stage and the implementation of another part,
which is intelligent and autonomous is still under
development [1].

1) Prepare a CAD model of the CNC lathe in available
CAD/CAM system [11];
2) Store the prepared model of CNC lathe in STEP
format (AP203, AP214 or AP224);
3) Prepare XML file, with description basic
information about machine;
4) Save XML and STEP file in folder ... / Machine;
5) Run the STEP-NC Machine and load the configured
CNC Lathe from the drop down menu Machine
Tool.
Basic information for machine in XML file
includes: (i) machine name, (ii) control algorithm, (iii)
name of the STEP file machine, (iv) description of the
machine base structure, which is stationary, (v)
description of tool side structure, (vi) defining
placement location for tool, (vii) description of
workpiece side structure, (viii) defining placement
location for workpiece, (ix) description of NC axes and
their feeds.
An example of the XML file fragment for
configured 2-axis CNC lathe (TCN410), with
comments and illustrations is given in Fig. 2.

3. TURNING MACHINE SIMULATION BASED
ON STEP-NC
Today, a small number of machines can directly
interpret the STEP-NC program. In this regard, for the
direct verification of the STEP-NC program, it is
advantageous to use virtual machines that can work in
the STEP-NC Machine environment.
This section demonstrates how to configure a
virtual CNC lathe, with a possibility of machining
simulations when the machine working using the
STEP-NC program according to ISO 10303 AP238.
Configured virtual CNC Lathe is able to interpret
the STEP-NC program in the software STEP-NC
Machine environment. To load the configured machine
in the STEP-NC Machine, it is necessary to follow the
next procedure:
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Fig. 2. STEP and *.XML representation of CNC
Lathe TCN410 for machining simulation in STEP-NC
Machine environment

In order to correctly create the XML file structure
and the description of the assembly components that
are loaded in the CNC lathe machine model for the
needs of simulation, the software ST Viewer is also
used to define geometry shape_eid for each part and
face_eid for corresponding surfaces. Three elementary
entities can be distinguished in a structure: machine
stationary components, chain target-tool and chain
target –workpiece. Movable sliders are placed here on
the side of the tool for moving along X and Z axes. The
third axis must be also defined since the algorithm for
3-axis serial kinematics is used. Moving along the third
Y axis does not exist, because it is the CNC lathe with
two control axes, and consequently Y axis define with
movement min=0, max=0.
Placement location for the workpiece is defined
with respect to a specific coordinate system of the CNC
lathe from the tcn_410_step_asm.stp file, Fig.2. This
coordinate system is a zero point, and it can be moved
along the Z axis.
Virtual CNC lathe does not need to include all
existing components of the original model, so the

virtual model is simpler and it is more easily and
quickly loaded. For the case of the CNC lathe TCN410,
because of the better visibility of working area and
simpler model, the cabin of the machine was not
include in model of virtual machine.
Thus prepared virtual CNC lathe is loaded in the
STEP-NC Machine environment, where it will appear
as a new machine in a dropdown menu of Machine
Tool, Fig. 3. In the STEP-NC Machine environment,
there have not been any CNC lathes up to now.
Upon selecting the machine from the menu, it is
loaded in the STEP-NC Machine environment and can
execute STEP-NC programs. This is of importance for
training in a new method of programming, because it is
now possible to check STEP-NC programs by
simulating work on a virtual machine.
Virtual simulation allows off-line programming
with verification and testing on a remote site without
machine engagement. Working in the virtual
environment is also suitable for training and education
in programming especially if you do not have CNC
lathe which has interpret STEP-NC programs directly.

Fig. 3. Virtual CNC Lathe TCN410 in STEP-NC Machine
4. PROPOSED STEP-NC PROGRAMMING
METHOD FOR TURNING OPERATIONS
To practice a new programming method in the case
of turning operations, it is currently not possible to load
the machine from the STEP-NC Machine software
because CNC lathe does not exist, but it is therefore
possible to configure and integrate own virtual CNC
lathe machine into the software, as shown in Chapter 3.
This chapter proposes the method by which to prepare
its own STEP-NC program for turning operations,
based on ISO 10303 AP238, using the manufacturing
technology in the available CAD/CAM system. For the
selected machining process, it is necessary to prepare

technology.
Preparation of the STEP-NC program for turning
operations involves the first preparation of the
necessary geometric information about the workpiece
and tool, in the STEP format. It is then necessary to
prepare the tool path in the available CAD/CAM
system in CLF/APT format. For this approach of
programming, the PTC Creo environment was used.
Figure 4 shows the procedure with the basic order
of events for the preparation of the STEP-NC program.
Procedure starts in the CAD/CAM system and ends in
the STEP-NC Machine software. For the considered
case of turning operation, the machining technology
was prepared in the CAD/CAM system. Model of
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workpiece and tool in STEP format and toolpath in
CLF/APT format were exported from CAD/CAM
system and loaded into the STEP-NC Machine
software, where all this information is integrated into a
single STEP-NC program.

Fig. 4. Turning process chain based on STEP-NC
The generated STEP-NC program can be simulated
in the STEP-NC Machine environment on the
configured virtual CNC lathe (TCN410), Figure 3. In
order to enable the workpiece to be machined on most
of the available CNC lathes that are controled using the
G-code, the STEP-NC program so obtained can be
converted into G-code using the Exoprt option of the
STEP-NC Machine software, or using own program
translator. For now, this is just a preparation for a new
programming method, with a lot of constraints, but
which can be applied to existing CNC lathes.
5. CONCLUSION
Promotion and dissemination of a new
programming method are usually performed on hybrid
machining systems. These machines are typically
programmed with the G code, but also have the ability
to convert, in some way, a program prepared by
programming using STEP-NC standard. In this paper
the STEP-NC Machine software is used for converting
the STEP-NC program directly into the G code.
The method proposed in this paper is one of the
possible ways of preparation for the new method of
programming using the STEP-NC standard ISO 10303
AP238. Configured and integrated virtual CNC lathe,
which running by the STEP-NC program in the STEPNC Machine environment, is aimed at practicing for
the future implementation of a new programming
method.
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A TEXTURE-BASED DESCRIPTORS FOR REAL TIME
TOOL CONDITION MONITORING
Abstract: All state-of-the-art TCM systems, especially those that use vibration sensors, in the tool wear recognition
task, heavily depend on the choice of descriptors that contain information concerning the tool wear state, which are
extracted from the particular sensor signals. We consider the module of the Short Term Discrete Furrier Transform
(STDFT) spectra obtained from the particular vibration sensors signal utterance, as the 2D textured image. This is
done by identifying the time scale of STDFT as the first dimension, and the frequency scale as the second dimension
of the particular textured image. The obtained textured image is then divided into particular 2D texture patches,
covering part of the frequency range of interest.
Key words: tool wear, texture descriptors, signal processing

1. INTRODUCTION
Real time Tool Condition Monitoring (TCM) in a
turning process is very important in manufacturing
processes and has been of great interest to many
academic and practical researches. In order to prevent
possible damages to the work-piece or the machine
tool, reliable monitoring techniques are required to
provide fast response to the unexpected tool failure [1].
Signal processing and information technology has
resulted in the use of multiple sensors for the effective
monitoring of tool wear conditions, which is the most
crucial feedback information to the process control and
tool wear prediction [2]. The tool failure can be
prevented by efficiently monitoring conditional
changes in the tool. Cho et al, in their basic work,
divided tool conditions into following categories: tool
breakage, tool chipping, and tool wear [3]. A key issue
for an unattended and automated machining system is
the development of reliable and robust TCM systems.
There are many different ways to gather information
about the tool failure, by the usage of adequate sensors,
and thus corresponding signals used in TCMs.
All Intelligent TCM systems, and especially those
that use vibration sensors, heavily depends on the
choice of descriptors, i.e., features extracted from the
particular sensor signals. This is due to the fact that if
the descriptors do not describe the signal adequately,
other techniques, such as feature extraction or feature
selection, as well as recognition methodology, fail to be
efficient as well. Bahr at all in [4], the first to apply the
descriptors obtained from vibration signals in the TCM
tasks. Actually, they used RMS and/or the mean of the
vibration sensor signal, in order to detect an increase in
vibration magnitude, which corresponds to the increase
in cutting energy generated due to flank wear. Also in
[5], the mean and peak values of vibration sensor
signals are used in the TCM task. In [6], Dimila
analyzed the correlation of vibration signal features to
cutting-tool wear, in both the time and the frequency
domains, during turning operations. Time domain
features were deemed to be more sensitive to the

cutting condition than tool wear, whereas certain peak
values in the frequency domain correlated well with the
measured wear values.
In this work, we propose toll wear monitoring
strategy which includes novel texture based descriptors,
to be applied in the TCM problems utilizing vibration
sensor signals. Actually, the texture based approach to
the descriptor construction is, to the knowledge of
authors, completely novel in the field of TCM. The
proposed descriptors obtained from vibration sensor
signals are spectral domain based. They rely on
considering the module of the Short Term Discrete
Furrier Transform (STDFT) spectra obtained from the
particular sensor signal, as the 2D textured "image".
We identify the time scale as the first dimension, and
the frequency scale as the second dimension of module
of the STDFT of the particular sensor signal of interest.
The 2D textured image obtained in such way is then
divided into particular disjoint narrow 2D texture
patches, covering part of the frequency range of
interest. Further, by applying appropriate filter bank,
for each predefined frequency band (where those bands
form the partition of the whole frequency range), we
extract 2D textons (see [7]), i.e., low dimensional
feature vectors in filter response space. The goal is to
increase the discriminativity of the obtained descriptors
in the task of tool wear classification. The reason for
that is that, discriminativity between texture patches
belonging to different tool wear condition classes is
contained in vertical lines spread across entire
frequency range, and many of the used techniques in
texture analysis could not take that into account. In this
paper, we apply the particular filter bank, proposed in
[7], used in the problems of texture recognition, which
has the mentioned capability. We apply it on 2D texture
patches, obtained from the STDFT of the vibration
sensor signal, in order to efficiently extract the
information concerning the mentioned lines, in the
form of textons, i.e. features in filter response space.
We additional model probability distributions, for
each frequency band, which describe every particular
utterance in filter response space, and use them as the
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low dimensional, robust descriptors. This is obtained
by using first four moments (averaging process is in
time), and obtain final descriptors that represent the
particular utterance to be used in the training or
recognition process.
2. APPARATUS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Machining experiments were performed on CNC GU
600 lathe manufactured by INDEX and installed in a
laboratory of the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi
Sad. Investigation of tool wear process encompassed
the monitoring of the dominant wear mechanism
through following parameters: wear band, crater wear
and tool life. In the course of the turning process,
vibration signal were registered at the tool shank. For
each tool pass the generated chip segments were
sampled. The setup of tool sensors, as well as the
dimension of workpiece used in this experiment is
shown in Fig. 1.

signal, of various lengths, obtained from the vibration
sensor. In this work, we view the problem of tool wear
state classification from the texture recognition
perspective. The most challenging difficulties present
in real texture recognition problem with 3D variations,
come from the variability of those textures, i.e., the fact
that the classical texture is primarily a function of the
following variables: the texture surface, its albedo (i.e.,
the reflection factor of the corresponding surface), the
illumination, the camera and its viewing position. We
note, that the texture that corresponds to the STDFT
spectrogram of the vibration sensor signal that we
consider is viewed as 2D texture. Nevertheless, the
presence of vertical lines in the STDFT (viewed as the
texture) of interest and our goal to efficiently extract
them, and/or to obtain the reliable information of their
presence, imposes the necessity for texture feature
extraction that utilizes appropriate and specific filter
bank, capable to capture those.
3.1 Forming the texton based descriptors

Fig. 1. Experimental setup
During the experiment two cutting speeds were
employed, 180 to 250m/min, in conjunction with 0.15
and 0.3mm/rev feed rates. Cross section of the tool
shank used in the experiment was 20x20mm. The
machining was performed with P25 tool inserts
designated TNMM 110408. Accelerometer Kistler
8002 was fixed onto the tool holder, and used to
measure acceleration of vibrations. This signal was
sampled at 625 kHz, using A/D converter NI 625 USB,
National Instruments. Workpiece material was
42CrMo4, 310 HB hardness and 950MPa respectively
with guaranteed mechanical and chemical properties
given in Table 1.
C% Si% Mn% S% P% Cr% Mo% Ni% Cu% V%
0,4

0,43 0,6 0,3

0,35 0,8

0,15

0,3

0,2

-

Table 1 Chemical composition of work material

Actually, we identify the discreet time frame k of
the STDFT spectrogram of the utterance of interest, as
the discretex-axis of the textured image, and the
discreet frequency ω, as the discretey-axis of the
corresponding textured image. The idea, that we later
confirm as a hypothesis in our experiments, is that
considering the STDFT spectrogram, discriminatively
between different tool wear states is in the great sense
contained in the characteristics (number, position,
structure) of (approximately) vertical lines that appears
on the corresponding textured images (see Figure 2).
Actually, the condition of the tool wear states is
strongly correlated with the characteristics of those
lines. The lines actually present sudden jumps in
frequency of the signal obtained from particular
sensors, on various frequency scales, induced by the
underlying tool cutting process.
We invoke novel texture based descriptors in the
task of TCM and call them the Texture Based Tool
Condition Descriptors (TBTCD). The TBTCD
descriptors are obtained by considering the STDFT
spectrogram of the windowed time frames delivered
from the previously mentioned utterance, as the 2D
textured image.
We proceed as follows: As it is common for most
texture recognition approaches, we divide the STDFT
textured image into texture patches spread across
different filter bands. The crucial is to select
appropriate filter bank that is able to efficiently extract
the information on the presence of mentioned lines, for
each frequency bend. Let F(x, y) be the textured image
that corresponds, i.e., is identified with the STDFT
spectrogram of the vibration sensor signal of the
particular utterance s. The STDFT spectrogram is
defined as the square module of the spectral density,
i.e., |S(k, ω)| , where

3. TEXTURE BASED FEATURES
The utterance ufrom which we extract descriptors and
consequently the features that we use in the training as
well as in the recognition phase of the classifier is the
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F(x, y) = |S(k, ω)|
x = 0, ⋯ , x , y = 0, ⋯ , y
k = 0, ⋯ , k , ω = 0, ⋯ , ω

(2)

We further do all our analysis on textured image F(x, y)
obtained as it is explained previously, where for the
easier modeling, without loss of generalization, we
consider the continuous case x ∈ [0, x ] and
y ∈ [0, y ].
We briefly describe the filter that we use: Let

θ∈
and
L=

jπ

6 | j = 0, ⋯ ,5

σ , σ |(1,3), (2,6), (4,12) .

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
G σ , σ , θ, x, y =

e

( ) [

]

( )

(3)
be the directed anisotropic Gaussian kernel. The fixed
terms σ > 0 and σ > 0 denote scales in x ∈
[0, x ], y ∈ [0, y ] direction, respectively, while θ
cosθ −sinθ
and A(θ) =
, for θ ∈ [0,2π], denote the
sinθ cosθ
orientation of the kernel (3) and its 2D rotational
matrix, respectively. The MR8 filter bank that we use
in our application consist of 38 Gaussian filters of the
jπ
form (3), at 6 different orientations θ ∈
6 |j =
0, ⋯ ,5 , and 3 different scales
σ ,σ

∈ {(1,3), (2,6), (4,12)},

and also 6 Laplacians of Gaussians, defined as
∆G σ , σ , θ, x, y , where ∆= ∂ + ∂ is the Laplace
operator of differentiation, evaluated at the same
orientations and scales (for more details see [13, 18]).
The filter outputs are collapsed, by taking only the
maximum values, across all orientations, obtaining 6
different filter responses. Additional two responses are
isotropic, thus unable to extract characteristic lines in
the textured image F, so we do not use them in
application.
Further we proceed with the procedure of texton
extraction. We divide the interval l[0, y ] where
texture image F have its values into M sub-intervals
y , y | q = 1, ⋯ , M ,y = 0, y = y
where for
every index x = 0, ⋯ , x , the sub-patch of F(x, y), is
defined as matrix of pixels bounded by y , y on
yaccess and by [x, x + T] on xaccess. Hire,T is
predefined width of the patch. We denote such
described textured patch as P , , q = 1, ⋯ , M. The
texton in the form of filter response are then formed for
every interval y , y and discrete coordinatex. We
note, that the interval y , y of the textured image F,
corresponds to the frequency band [ω , ω ] of the
STDFT spectrogram of particular utterance.
Actually, for each xand each different bandq, texton
v , is composed of Q = 6 components of the MR8
filter bank. Thus, we have:
v, = v
where
v
v

,( )
,
,( )
,

,( )
,

v

,( )
,

l∈L

= max G σ , σ , θ, x, y ∗ P ,
= max ∆G σ , σ , θ, x, y ∗ P ,

(4)

Tool wear state classification is conducted indirectly by
monitoring vibration signals during the cutting process.
The experiments have been conducted over 150
vibration signals, classified into 3 states (50 signals per
each state), based on the level of abrasion (new plate,
i.e., no wear, small wear, i.e., up to 0.25 mm, and a
large wear, i.e. above 0.5 mm). Bearing in mind that
the tool wears condition changes continually, the
borders between classes could not be ideally sharp. The
analyses of the results are provided by using 5-fold
cross validation, i.e., 120 vibration signals used for the
training of the classifier, and another 30 vibration
signals used for the test, while each 3 categories have
been equally represented in both sets). 5 results from
the folds have been averaged to produce final
estimation.

Fig. 2. Vibration signal spectrogram
Signal transformation for both sets begins by
computing the spectrum of vibration signals, using a
discrete-time Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
for M = 256 frequency points and the Hamming
window of equal length, with M/4 overlap between the
segments (example is given in Fig. 2). The signals are
125000 samples long, with the sampling frequency of
10 kHz. The result is a matrix containing 129
frequencies (M/2 + 1 for real signals and even number
of frequency points, although we used a limited
frequency range for subsequent transformations) and
650 time bins (the number of segments). Each segment
represents the estimation of a short-time, time-localized
frequency content of input vibration signals. The
convolution is conducted between the spectrum and the
appropriate filter from theMR8 filter bank described in
3.1. Thus, the robust features, i.e., descriptors are
obtained as it is described in section 3.1 where we
treated one simple band case, M = 1. We used P = 3
moments: variance, skewnes and kurtosis, while the
first moment, i.e., mean is excluded from our
consideration, since we treated only centralized
spectrograms, i.e., corresponding centralized textured
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image, Resulting total of 9 coefficients per each signal
are obtained.
The recognition is performed by using fuzzy
classifier over the selected set of features. The classifier
generates a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) structure of
the Mamdani type from input coefficients, using Fuzzy
C-Means (FCM) clustering algorithm, by extracting a
set of rules that models the data behavior. Each input
signal is represented by a vector of 3 (per scale) or 9
coefficients and classified into one of the 3 output
states, marked by numerical values 1, 2 and 3,
depending on the wear state (the level of abrasion) of a
steel plate. Rather than being attached to only one
cluster, each vector has a degree of belonging to the
clusters, depending on the distance from the center of a
cluster.

regarding the PDF. Of those textons in the form of
lower-order moments, where the averaging was done in
x dimension of the 2D textured image. Thus, we obtain
discriminative and robust tool wear state descriptors.
The experiments conducted on the real TCM system,
show that the proposed descriptors, together with the
fuzzy classifiers provide very high recognition
accuracy in the tool wear state recognition task, making
it suitable for application in efficient TCM systems.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

[2]

In Table 2, the average classification accuracy for 5
folds (F1 to F5) is presented for fuzzy classification
conducted per each scale separately (3 moments per
scale). The output values are averaged for all 3 scales
in order to obtain the final result. These values are
classified in the following way: less than 1.5 - class 1,
1.5 to 2.5 - class 2, more than 2.5 - class 3.

[3]

Tool Wear

new plate
(class 1)

0.25 mm
(class 1)

scale 1
scale 2
scale 3
final
classification

96 %
98 %
96 %
98 %

100 %
100 %
98 %
100 %

0.5 mm or
more (class
3)
98 %
100 %
100 %
100 %

Table 1. The average fuzzy classification accuracy
(separate scales)
The classification accuracy obtained by using 9
coefficients (3 moments per 3 scales) for 5 folds is
given in Table 2. The results are presented for 5 folds,
using 100 clusters. The optimal number of clusters was
smaller in this case, having in mind the fact that we had
the same amount of data (number of signals) in higher
dimensional space. Better results were obtained in the
case of sum of the output values for separate scales
pondered by 1/3, than in the case of classification for
all 3 scales together.
6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose Toll Wear Monitoring
Strategy, which relies on the novel texture based
descriptors. We use the module of the STDFT spectra
obtained from the particular vibration sensors signal
utterance and consider it as a 2D textured image, by
identifying the time scale of STDFT as the x
dimension, and the frequency scale as the y dimension
of the image. Then, we extract 2D texture patches,
covering part of the frequency range of interest. By
applying the appropriate filter bank, for each
predefined frequency band 2D textons are extracted.
For each band of interest, we extract information
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM FOR MONITORING TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION AND OPERATING OF HEAT SOURCES INSIDE HEATING DEVICE
Abstract: This study focuses on designing a system for monitoring temperature distributions and managing heat
sources inside an oven. Proposed protocol can be translated to different heating devices. The system displays
monitored temperatures gathered with temperature sensors. Thermocouple J-type sensors are distributed on
horizontal plane inside an oven, representing the baking load (for example baking tray). Heaters are operated with
relay module switch, which enables the splitting-off of electrical circuits. Relay module settings are altered by pulsewidth modulation (PWM) signal. Monitoring and operating of the system components is enabled by data acquisition
(DAQ) device. DAQ device sends information to heaters and records temperatures inside heating device. Designed
graphical interface offers visual and numerical information about temperature field during operating time. Included
safety protocol serves as an off-switch if temperature inside the oven reaches critical level. In the future the system
could be adopted for optimization of temperature inside heating devices aiming to achieve better temperature
control and homogenous temperature distribution.
Key words: heating devices, oven, graphical interface, temperature monitoring, temperature distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
In cooking, the conventional oven is a kitchen
device, used by many households for heating and
roasting. Foods normally cooked in this this manner
include meat, bread, cake and other desserts. Outside
the culinary world, heating devices are used also for
melting (furnace for steel manufacture) and drying
(kilns for ceramics, wood and cement manufacturing).
For controlling the conditions inside these kind of
heating devices companies have adopted different
techniques. Some have resolved oven issues with
supervisory control and data acquisition systems, both
on premise and even remotely. Other manufactures
have adopted other kind of computer software, such as
line cameras to monitor and provide remote assistance
or even fix problems around the world [1, 2].
Food industry in recent years gained on quality and
restrictions needed for the production of good and
acceptable products. The quality of food is influenced
by heating device properties, such as distribution of
heaters, fan properties, outside conditions, materials
used and many more. Backing operation efficiency is
determined by the oven properties and operating
conditions [3]. Baking is a simultaneous heat and mass
transfer phenomena (heat is transferred with
conduction, convection and radiation) [4], it’s a nonreversible process, thus any unsatisfactory product has
to be discharged. Backing is a very complex process,
during which products are exposed to numerous
physical, chemical and biochemical changes, such as
water and fat phase transition, denaturation of protein,
crust formation, water evaporation, volume expansion,
browning reaction, generation of porous structure etc.
Temperature and water content are responsible for all
physiochemical processes associated with baking
process and variations in the product can potentially be
minimalized by optimizing the processing conditions

[5]. There are few parameters that has to be monitored
inside a heating device; heat flux, humidity, air velocity
and temperature.
This study concentrates on designing a system, that
operates the heaters in an oven and simultaneously
depicts temperature field inside an oven. Research aim
is to design user friendly procedure to control the air
temperature parameters inside the oven. System of this
sort will in future enable the optimization of
temperature field variations and will be able to translate
into other kind of heating or cooling processes.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Sensors
Sensor is a device, whose purpose is the detection
of events or changes in the environment. Information
about environment is then sent and processed by
computer or other type of electronics. Sensors, also
called transducers, converts inputs representing to
physical phonomena in environment into measurable
signal output, that is readable to a human. Temperature
sensors monitor free stream air temperature associated
with convection. Mathematical models and computer
software are used to create temperature graphs. By
measuring the temperature one can analyze the precise
baking process and use that information to control
product quality. Thermocouple temperature sensors
work by producing a small electrical current, that is
proportional to temperature difference between two
ends, named hot and cold junction.
For this study J-type thermocouple sensors were
used. J-type sensor is made of iron and constantan alloy
combination and has a temperature range from 0 to 400
⁰ C. Sixteen J-type thermocouple sensors are connected
to sixteen analog input ports of DAQ. Temperature
difference between cold and hot junction is calculated
with following formula:
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,
(1)
where
is the voltage difference between junctions.
, , , , , , ,
and
represent specific
J-Type coefficients stated in Table 1. Real temperature
in the oven chamber is calculated with summation of
ambient temperature
and temperature
difference
.
Coefficients
2.5066947E+02
1.8014787E+01
-6.5218881E-02
-1.2179108E-02
2.0061707E-04
-3.9494552E-03
-7.3728206E-04
1.6679731E-05
1.3592329E+01

Fig. 2: PWM signal adjustable heater parameters
Relays are operated with three digital outputs of
DAQ device, one relay channel serve as safety switch
(if
is reached it cuts down electrical current of
other two channels that operate heaters). Fig. 3 shows
the circuit connection between heaters and relays.

Table 1: J-type thermocouple sensor coefficients
Fig. 1 shows the placement of sixteen sensors inside
an oven chamber. For this study single plane
arrangement was used. Temperatures were sampled
with
Hz samplint rate.

Fig. 3: Circuit connection between heaters and relays

Fig. 1: Sensors numbers and plane arrangement
2.2 Relays
Relay is an electrically operated switch that
separates electrical currents. Relays are used where it is
necessary to control circuits by a separate low-power
signal, or where several circuits must be contolled by
one signal. Many relays use an electromagnet to
mechanically operate a switch, but there are elso other
operating principles, such as solid-state relays.
For this study 4 channel 5V relay module was used.
Pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal parameters for
operating a relay are period, duty cycle and delay (Fig.
2). On the basis of a proposal of oven manufacturer we
decided that we will fixate a period parameter on
minimum 45 seconds value, because if the period value
was lower, the disturbances on an electric grid would
become too significant.
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2.3 Data acquisition system
Data acquisition (DAQ) is the process of measuring
real world physical phenomena and converting the
resulting samples into digital numeric values, that can
be manipulated with computer. DAQ systems exploit
the processing power, display, connectivity and
productivity capabilities of industry standard
computers. A DAQ system consists of sensors and
actuators, DAQ device, and a computer with
programmable software.
For this study NI USB-6343 DAQ device was used.
DAG device is connected to PC and manipulated it
with software. Sixteen thermocouple sensors were
plugged into analog ports
to
and
to
.
Relay switches were controlled with 3 digital ports
to
.

Fig. 4: Whole system; sensors, ASKO OCS8487S oven,
DAQ device and PC
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
Fig. 5 presents a flowchart of proposed system for
monitoring temperature distributions and operating heat
sources inside heating device. System enables real time
monitoring and altering of the conditions inside an
oven chamber.
First the user specifies a desired PWM cycle for
heaters (program), working temperature
(warm-up), limit temperature
and working time.
During warm-up procedure heaters are working with
full percentage duty cycle (and minimum delay), until
the desired
is reached.
is read from
desired temperature sensor, in our case we used a
sensor no. 4. Then the program (with specified PWM
signal) starts operating the heaters and simuntaniously
gather the temperature field and display it in real-time
to the user. Temperature field is shown in a 3D graph
and in an ordinary 2D graph that offer a countinious
user control of temperature field inside heating device.
is a part of a safety protocol, that stops the oven
if the limiting temperature is surpassed and informs the
user. At the end of working time the temperature field
results are exported.

Fig. 6: 2D graph of temperatures inside oven chamber
Fig. 7 shows a 3D temperature graph field inside
oven chamber. With slider the user can visualize a
temperature field through time. Sensors are located in
the positions as stated in Fig. 1. Sensor no. 1 has
position
, sensor no. 2 position
and so on
up to sensor no. 16 located at position
. User can
also monitor current temperature of all sixteen sensors
on the right side of Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: 3D graph of temperature field inside oven
chamber
4. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5: Workflow of the proposed system
Fig. 6 shows a 2D temperature graph of
temperatures inside oven chamber. Fig. 6 and 7 show a
temperature field of PWM signal with properties:
 duty cycle heater1
,
 duty cycle heater2
,
 delay heater1
,
 delay heater2
,
 period heater1
and
 period heater2
.

Proposed system is able to accuratly depict
temperature field inside an oven in real-time. Whole
procedure of defining the program with specified PWM
signals can be separated into desired number of subprocedures for more efficient baking operation,
offering better products to consumer.
In the future we plan to optimize the temperature
field differences inside oven by finding the right
sequence of ON/OFF turning the heaters (appropriate
PWM signal), in order to achieve uniform temperature
distributions. The optimization can potentially be
tackled with any heuristic optimization algorithm
(PSO; ABC, GA etc.), where fitness value function is
defined as difference between minimal and maximal
averaged temperatures, when temperatures in the oven
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chamber settle (start fluctuate around fixed values). We
also plan to include a fan to manipulate airflow velocity
in an oven chamber, that would increase heat flux to
the product and possibly increase temperature
uniformity.
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ANALYSIS OF LOAD DISTRIBUTION IN DOUBLE-ROW CYLINDRICAL ROLLER
BEARING FOR MACHINE TOOLS MAIN SPINDLE ASSEMBLY
Abstract: The internal bearing geometry (clearance, zero clearance and positive clearense) has the significant effect
on the load distribution in bearing. Cylindrical roller bearings for machine tools main spindles are mounted with
radial positive clearense due to necessary stiffness of assembly. The paper shows the application of Sheval load
distribution theory when the bearing is mounted with positive clearense. The effect of load distribution factor on the
static behaviour of the bearing has been considered. By the application of programmable system of general use on
the basis of finite element method the displacements and Von Mises stresses in bearing have been determined in
dependence on the load distribution per rolling elements.
Key words: Main spindle assembly, double-row cylindrical roller bearing, load distribution, static behaviour

1. INTRODUCTION
A large number of researchers have been involved
in and are concerned with the problems of load
distribution in the bearing over a long period of time.
Distribution of outer load in bearing mainly depends on
internal bearing geometry, i.e. on the mounting
procedure (clearance, zero clearance and positive
clearense). In addition, load distribution has the
significant effect on the static and thermal behaviour of
assembly into which the bearing is mounted [1].
Stribeck, R. [2] was the first one who considered the
problems of load distribution per rolling bodies of
inclined contact ball bearing. These problems are still
actual for research. The paper [2] shows the
expressions determined on the basis of Hertz contact
theory for computing of axial and radial load
distribution per rolling bodies – balls. Mathematical
model was defined for the load of bearing mounted
with clearance ε≤0.5, i.e. for the case when the total
radial load is transferred only to rolling bodies
accommodated under meridian plane. Experimental
testings of balls deformation were made under the
action of load transferred to the ball by the pressure of
flat surface or other balls accommodated into the cage.
Additionaly, the values of contact surface deformation
were determined in dependence on ball diameter and
load.
Sjoväll, H. [3] is considering load distribution in
radial and axial direction in roller bearings to and
above meridian plane. He also shows the distribution of
axial load per rolling bodies and concludes that the
axial load distribution in roller bearings is linear, while
the axial load distribution in inclined ball bearings is
non-linear. The author introduces the complete eliptic
integrals of the first and the second kind for computing
of radial and axial integral in order to determine the
load distribution on the rolling bodies above meridian
plane. He also defines the expressions for
determination of radial and axial load on certain
rolling bodies.

Russian scientist Makushin, in the field of Theory
of Elasticity is the author of a chapter included into the
Manual for the calculation of strength in mechanical
engineering, relating to stress theory, evaluation of
stiffness, as well as the statically undetermined systems
[4]. Here is also a chapter dedicated to Hertz contact
theory and its application to the load distribution in
roller bearings. After the clearly exhibited Hertz
contact theory for two elastic bodies Makushin exhibits
the theory of load distribution in rolling ball bearings
according to Stribeck.
Kovaljev, M. and Narodecki, M. [5] exhibited the
various technical solutions and theoretical reviews
relating to reliances in machines and devices as well as
the analysis of contact stresses and deformations
occurred in contact of elastic bodies. Previously there
was a basis for consideration of load distribution in
radial bearings. Load distribution in radial bearings was
considered with radial load and zero clearance, as well
as with radial load and clearance. Stiffness of radial
bearing has been also considered. The analysis covered
the cases of static and dynamic load of bearing.
Stribeck theory was exhibited in details. Then, Sheval
theory was shown, in which radial and axial integrals
figured out, expressed without application of eliptic
integrals, thus simplifying the estimate itself. The
application of software packages even more facilitate
the estimate procedue of load distribution.
Koshelj, M. V. [6] considers the types of roller
bearings at first and then in the second chapter analyzes
the kinematics, stresses and forces acting in bearings.
After the analysis of friction and its characteristics in
roller bearings he shows the analysis of stress and
deformation. The consideration is given to load
distribution in roller bearings and that for single-row
ball bearings under radial and combined load. The
application of Stribeck theory is shown in details. By
using Sheval theory the author determines the radial
and axial component of load and defines the
approximate expressions for computing of these
components containing the radial and axial integral.
Also, the tables shown contain the values of these
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integrals in the wide diapason of load distribution
factor.
Harris, A. and Kotzalas, M. [7] systematized the
equation for determination of load distribution in axial
and radial direction for roller bearings (inclined ball
bearings and cylindrical roller bearings). The values of
radial and axial integral for point and line contact are
shown numerically in the form of tables. The value of
exponent for point contact amounts to n=3/2, and for
line contact n=10/9. The shown are the numerical
values of load distribution factor ε for point and line
contact under bearing radial load.
Ricci, C. M. [8] uses iterative method for
calculation to determine the static load distribution in
single-row inclined ball bearings. The paper shows the
numerical aspects of iterative method. The numerical
results are classified according to the results of the
other authors. The total axial load of inclined ball
bearing of 17.800 N, amounts to 1.676 N for each
bearing ball according to Harris, and as shown in the
paper 1.681 N. The deviation of this method from
Harris method is -0,34 %. Shown is the dependence of
ball angular contact on the size of axial load as well as
axial displacement of rings. The results of Harris and
Ricci are lined up.
2. BEARING MOUNTING
Comprehensive analysis of cylindrical roller
bearings for special applications includes complex
testing of a large number of parameters influencing the
behaviour of bearing in exploitation. One of the most
important parameters in the analysis of behaviour is the
load distribution per rolling bodies in dependence on
load distribution factor, the method of bearing mounting
respectively.
Load distribution to rolling bodies depends directly
on the bearing internal geometry and the bearing
mounting is possible to be done in three ways:
 with clearance,
 with zero clearance,
 with positive clearense.
When the bearing is mounted with clearance, the
total radial load is transferred only to those rolling
bodies which are accommodated under meridian plane
(under the bearing central axis) Ɛ<0,5. When the
bearing is mounted with zero clearance Ɛ=0,5 the
distribution of radial load is done up to meridian plane
where the rolling bodies at the level of meridian plane
are unloaded. Load of rolling bodies from meridian
plane up to the rolling body accommodated under the
bearing central axis is increasing according to certain
regularity so that the rolling body accommodated
exactly under the central axis transfers the highest
load. When the bearing is mounted with positive
clearense Ɛ>1 all rolling bodies are radially loaded.
When the bearing is mounted with positive
clearense, preloading appears in the bearing. Preloading
represents the force acting between rolling elements
and bearing rings not resulting from the action of outer
active load. Preloading may be considered the negative
clearance (positive clearense). The reasons for
preloading are:
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higher stiffness,
higher guiding accuracy,
lower noise level,
longer bearing lifetime.

Figure 1 shows the view of cylindrical roller bearing
mounted with clearance, zero clearance and positive
clearense as well as load distribution.

Ɛ<0,5

Ɛ=0,5

Ɛ>1

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 1. Load distribution to rolling bodies of the bearing
mounted with clearance (a), zero clearance (b)
and positive clearense (c)
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR
DETERMINATION OF LOAD
DISTRIBUTION
Cylindrical roller bearings for machine tools main
spindles are mounted with positive clearense and
transfer high active radial loads in exploitation.
Being observed is the radial roller bearing exposed
to the action of combined load consisting of radial and
axial force. The action of axial force causes the uniform
elastic deformation in all rolling bodies due to which the
transversal straight lines of outer and inner rings, normal
to the bearing axis, remain parallel. Due to this fact the
load distribution in axial direction for roller bearings
must be linear, while the load distribution in radial
direction is non-linear. Distribution of axial and radial
load of roller bearing is shown in figure 2.

Fig.2. Axial and radial load of roller bearing
Force F acting on the bearing has two components:
(1)
(2)
Force Fr produces radial deformation

, which is

changeable in radial direction depending on angle

,

which describes the position of rolling body in relation
to bearing axis (Figure 3).

Sheval (Sjӧval Harald) was the first one who
introduced the radial and axial integral and its
calculation.
Radial
and axial integral
are the values
which are in the function of parameter
(load
distribution factor) and the units for determination of
these integrals are:
, (12)
i
. (13)
Value of radial integral is in the function of load
distribution factor and its values for line contact are
shown in table 1.
Line contact

Figure 3. Load distribution in radial direction
(3)
where n=3/2 is taken for point contact and n
for line contact. This value of
coefficient n was determined by Kunert (Karl-Heinz
Kunert). Harris and Kotzalas [7] determined the value
of coefficient n for line contact n=10/9. Coefficient ε
represents the load distribution factor and depends on
the type of bearing and preloading value.
The radial force can be calculated by applying the
following equation:
, (4)

i.e.
(5)

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
2.5
5

Harris
and
Kotzalas
1/z
0.1268
0.1737
0.2055
0.2286
0.2462
0.2576
0.2642
0.2662
0.2629
0.2519
0.1061
0.0536
0

Koshelj

Paper [9]
n=10/9

Paper [9]
n=1/0.925

1/z
0.1274
0.1744
0.2063
0.2295
0.2453
0.2568
0.2636
0.2658
0.2628
0.2523
0.1075
0.0544
0

1/z
0.126406
0.173175
0.204958
0.228038
0.244799
0.256362
0.263236
0.265492
0.262664
0.252530
0.108305
0.054901
0

1/z
0.127376
0.174432
0.206351
0.213746
0.246173
0.257602
0.264256
0.266188
0.262890
0.251962
0.106107
0.053588
0

Table 1. Values of radial integral for line contact

or:
.

(6)

The calculation of radial integral
explained in continuation.

will be

The procedure similar to radial force is applied to
axial force:

4. LOAD DISTRIBUTION IN CYLINDRICAL
ROLLER BEARING AND RESULTS
Figure 4. shows the algorithm for determination of
load distribution to each roller.

(7)

i.e.:
(8)

or:
.. (9)
Finally, the equations for determination of
maximum force in radial and axial direction can be
written down. Load distribution in axial direction in
roller bearings is linear and the total axial force is
shared between a number of rolling elements in a
bearing.
, (10)
. (11)

Figure 4. Load distribution for each roller
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The view of double-row cylindrical roller bearing
for machine tools main spindle assembly, designated
as: SKF 3011 NN TN/SP with numerical rolling
elements is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 6. Distribution of radial load per rolling
elements depending on their position.
5. CONCLUSION
The paper shows the mathematical model for
determination of load distribution per rolling elements
of roller bearing for machine tools main spindles.
Based on the results it may be concluded that the load
distribution factor plays an important role in the load
distribution, what is in the function of bearing
preloading. The load appearing on rolling bodies
above meridian plane has an opposite direction in
relation to those being under the meridian plane. It can
be also concluded that the load on rolling bodies above
meridian plane is dropping down up to the roller which
is the furthest from meridian plane.
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DESIGN AND STARTING UP OF AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY LINES IN THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
Abstract: In order to maintain and improve the competitiveness of its products, the production companies strives to
minimize the total production costs. In some industrial branches, this requirement is particularly pronounced. Due
to global business, a large number of competing manufacturers, constant product improvement requirements,
limited costs, etc., the automotive industry is the one of the most demanding and the most turbulent industry sectors.
Automation of all manufacturing processes in the automotive industry is a long-term trend that, in spite of high
investments, ultimately ensures a reduction in total production costs respecting the requirements set versus the
products quality level. However, implementation of this approach is associated with a number of problems, where
designing and starting up of such complex systems is a special challenge. One of the approaches that provides an
adequate solution to above mentioned problems is based on the application of parallel design, on the development
and the optimisation of the control codes and algorithms at an early designing stages of the of the production
process. In this way, in the earliest phases of the development and implementation of the project, with certain
degree of accuracy, the relevant characteristics of the production are established, which allows preventive action
and elimination of any defects and unwanted characteristics. This systematically conceived methodology is known
under the pseudonym of "digital factory", and comprehensively presentation of its characteristics and the specific
ways of its implementation in automotive industry is presented in this paper.
Key words: competitiveness, automotive industry, production/assembly lines, starting up, digital factory
1. INTRODUCTION
The contemporary consumer society with
permanent radical demands has shaped the global
economy for the last three decades, and thus directly
influences the processes of production of physical
products. Manufacturers acting on the local, and
especially on, the global market are forced to offer
innovative,
complex,
multifunctional
and
individualized products to the modern customer, which,
in addition, must possess the characteristics of a market
competitively product, i.e. product need to be: highquality, cheap, reliable, secure and desirable.
According to [1], with a view to achieving, maintaining
or improving existing company positions in relation to
competition, companies are forced to continuously
systematically upgrade existing or develop new
products, taking in to account to finding a compromise
between three essential aspects: price - quality - time,
with preconditions to achieve a certain degree of
adaptability, i.e., readiness to respond quickly to the
market demands.
Thanks to the specific demands placed to all
members in the production chain, the automotive
industry is surely positioned as one of the leading
industries in global industrial production that generates
and applies new specific strategies and methods to
increase the efficiency of all segments of direct
production as well as related activities. In this way, by
upgrading the existing ones and application the new
strategies and methods, it is possible to efficiently and
economically fulfil the specific goals of this type of
production: large quantities of products, production
without stock, forced tact, production without mistakes,

forced trend of reducing the costs of the components
over time, etc. The fulfilment of the aforementioned
requirements has resulted in a wide application of
dedicated production equipment in the automotive
manufacturing facilities, and the obvious representative
of that trend are the automated assembly lines, Figure
1. It is necessary to emphasize that in this case the total
connection of a few assembly cells synchronized that
are working in a forced manner into a single production
system is implied, and that detection only one fault
requires the halt of total production. Such automated
assembly lines are conceived as flexible manufacturing
structures due to the production and assembly of
different product variants with a slight influence of
replacement of tools on the production process, [2].

Fig. 1. Example of automated assembly lines in the
automotive industry
Due to its function, the importance and complexity
of development, design and adaptation to the new
demands of such complex production lines is a long65

lasting and complex task. Namely, the necessity of
applying a tool which has the possibility to enable
development and analysis of an intelligent, lean and
efficient production system at the preliminary design
phase of project has emerged. One of the potential
solutions to this task was to apply the concept of a
digital factory.
2. DIGITAL FACTORY
By constantly advancing of the science and technology,
the idea of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM)
has been improved daily and experienced various
transformations
and
mutations.
One
such
transformation of the CIM concept two decades ago
became known as the concept of a digital factory,
which according to VDI 4499 is defined as: „ a general

name for a global network of digital models and
methods, including simulation and 3D visualization,
whose purpose is to fully plan, realize, manage, and
continuously improvement all essential processes and
resources that are in interaction with the product“.
In essence, the technology of a digital factory is based
on the application of a virtual factory that integrates
models of products and devices that are simulated
based on the planned production process so that the
ultimate output of this activities is a developed process
whose results need to be utilised by "real" production.
Conceptual realization the digital factory model is
presented on the Figure 2. In addition to the aerospace
industry, the concept of a digital factory in the last two
decades has the highest practical application within the
automotive industry.

Fig. 2. Digital factory integrator of product and process development, [4]
3. AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY LINES WITH
DIGITAL FACTORY
Given the numerous advantages and opportunities
offered by automated assembly lines, they have become
a concept on which is based a modern manufacturing in
the automotive industry. However, the application of a
forced tact, as well as the synchronization of all
manufacturing/assembly processes is very complicated
to accomplish and requires a complicated designing
procedures that will be presented below.
3.1 Digital factory in automotive industry
The level of information that can be generated using
the concept of a digital factory in the earliest stages of
products development (e.g., the stage of development
of conceptual design), allows "with a little delay" the
design of the production processes for developed
products. Thanks to the above mentioned, the
integration of various CAx systems into the concept of
a digital factory has been significantly applied to a
series of developmental and accompanying processes in
the automotive industry. The mentioned integration of
all developmental and accompanying processes into
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one entity is the main adute that the concept of the
digital factory fully replaced the principle of "insular"
product development and manufacturing process that
was applied during the 1990s, [4].
By applying the new concept is enabled continual
adjustment-updating of real and digital models, related
strategies and solutions during the process of product
development, as well as, the planning of the
technological processes and realization of the
production of the developed product. According to [5],
within the automotive industry, the concept of a digital
factory is applied in the following areas:
• Design of factory layout;
• Implementation of Factory-DMpU (Digital MockUp) compiling of all data, formal examining, joint
alignment, CAD realization, delivery of new status;
• Logistical processes (planning and management of
warehouses, planning and simulation of material
flows (macro level), simulation of material flow
(micro level), planning and development of
resources for work;
• Planning of technological processes based on
deformation of metals (product analysis, feasibility
analysis of technological process, simulation of
technological process, development of tool

kinematics, tool construction);
• Car body production planning (product analysis,
technology process planning, layout development,
quantity determination, capacity availability
simulation, robot moving simulation and offline
programming);
• Planning of car painting (product analysis, testing
of painting possibilities, simulation, planning of 3D
Layout and painting plants);
• Planning of the production of sub-assemblies
(product analysis, planning of technological process
and plant planning, simulation of material flow on a
micro level, NC-simulation);
• Planning of final assembly of the car (product
analysis, plan of implementation of technological
processes, solution presentation, development,
planning and analysis of Layout, of working tools,
of ergonomics, planning of material needs by
default production cycle).
In view of the characteristic process structure that is
necessary to realize, in the following text, will be
presented the issues of the planning of the car
bodywork production (Figure 3) by implementation of
different production technologies. At the same time car
bodywork is conceived for assembly on the automatic
assembly line.

Fig. 2.

Car bodywork

3.2 Design of automated assembly lines
Considering to the large-scale and massive character of
production in the automotive industry, timely planning
of production is of utmost importance because
relatively small savings per unit of product with regard
to the number of pieces produced are profitable and
justified. Consequently, the process of optimization
must be carried out at an early stage of the preliminary
design of production concept, which is extremely
complex because of:
• usage of production equipment that often does not
even exist physically,
• application of concentration of procedures during
realization of the production,
• manufacturing with a forced tact,
• automatic stoppage of the entire production line,
which are often consist from several dozen of
manufacturing cells, if a fault is detected in the
production,
• application of internal standards that strictly define
certain parameters, procedures, mode of realization,

etc.
Considering all of the above mentioned issues, the
designing process of assembly lines can be summarized
on:
1. management of 3D CAx models;
2. Planning of investment realization costs and
production costs;
3. Planning of manufacturing processes (planning
of processes and products through the
application of rules, integration of calibration
and collision analysis, tact);
4. Virtual Start -Up / Start-Up.
3.2.1. Management of 3D CAD models
Given that projects related to the production of the
same type of car are carried out at different production
locations and have many working projects derived from
main project, it is extremely important to apply a clear
way of managing of 3D CAx models in order to realize
and follow the course of the project without any
problems.
As the first important prerequisite for the identical
creation of 3D CAx models is to set the model in space
according to the characteristic coordinate system:
• HallZero – in each 3d CAx model it is necessary to
set the zero position of the industrial hall (the mark
where the plant is located in order to correctly know
hls_hallzero) the position of the assembly line in the
space, Figure 3;
• FacilitieZero – it is necessary to set the Word
Frame cells to indicate the zero Point (FacilitieZero)
that is used for orientation of all 3D CAx models
within assembly line, Figure 3;
• AutomobilZero – For models in which any segment
of the car is used, all models are set to the zero
point of the car (according to DIN 70000) as shown
in Figure 4. This parameter is extremely important
for assembly lines. Namely, due to the constant
delivery of new products which request
manipulation within assembly line and for which a
car zero coordinate system is defined, it is necessary
to precisely define their positions that are used in
accordance with the given tolerances for calculating
of the compensation parameters for all
manufacturing equipment within the assembly line
which most often has a fixed position. In this way,
the positioning error decreases to the smallest value.

Fig. 3.

General coordinate system of the plant
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For this reason, internal rules have been created that
regulate the way of marking, storing, exchanging and
using of a 3D CAx models for the application of the
concept of a digital factory.
3.2.2. Planning of investment realization costs and
production costs

Fig. 4.

Basic coordinate system of the car

It is necessary to state that the all available data
necessary for designing the production process in its
entirety are used simultaneously by both direct car
makers and all subcontractors that are integrated into
the process of development, planning, and production
realization. The general model of the data structure is
given on the Figure 5.
All the aforementioned parties that participating in the
realization of a concrete project of a digital factory,
with the aim to fulfil the project requirements,
simultaneously generate a number of alternative
solutions from their field of activity that send on to the
superior level to be updated and to generate the current
state of the project. This state of the project is adopted
by the main project management at given time and it
becomes the approved state of the project, Figure 6.

Fig. 5. General data structure of project of a digital
factory

Fig. 6. Data structure in Tecnomatix/Process Design
(Siemens)
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Since the complete production structure is based on 3D
data management, the way of determining costs is done
by integrating already defined unit costs and
procurement costs for each component of the assembly
line. Costs are divided into:
• Costs of work equipment (expressed through costs
with / without costs of construction),
• Costs for non-cell elements (protective fence, PLC,
etc.),
• "The superior" costs (transport, production
management, etc.),
• Plant-specific costs.
Most of these data are only available to a direct
automaker and are the basis for negotiating with
suppliers.
3.2.3 Planning of manufacturing processes
The designing of production processes according to the
previous presentation is complex and it can be divided
into subprojects i.e. 4 phases:
1st phase – the feasibility study based on the coarse
planning and concept creation;
2nd phase - fine planning / simulation;
3rd phase – simulation / Offline - programing;
4th phase – delivery, final status.
Phase I – the feasibility study based on the coarse
planning and concept creation is the process of
generating of 3D CAx models where all the models of
products and elements necessary for the realization of
the manufacturing process are integrated into a single
entity, positioned on their places, kinematic
functionality of individual elements is established,
specific points and coordinated systems are inserted
and defined, as well as the analysis of possibility of
realization of the production process is carried out.
After the realization of afore mentioned procedures it is
necessary to generate a checklist and transfer it to the
next phase.
Phase II – fine planning / simulation is a process based
on generating of production process simulation with
special emphasis on process analysis within the
assembly line. At this stage, all the rules and order of
the assembly process are established, as well as the
trajectories of the movement of individual elements are
created. Here it is necessary to state that due to its
flexible application the most commonly used
manipulative element with production as well as
manipulative tool is the industrial robot. Therefore, at
this stage, as a first step, two different types of
calibration values are introducing with the aim to
minimize the differences in the positioning of the
model in reality and on the 3D CAx model:
• Calibration of the plant – determining of the actual
position of the model on the spot and its correction

in the 3D CAx model. Two specific cases may
appear in this step:
o
Calibration of industrial robots when the same
tool is used by several industrial robots;
o
Calibration of tools when one industrial robots
use several different tools;
• Calibration of the industrial robot – by usage of
mathematical alignment due to the presence of
tolerances (lengths and angles) between individual
axes of an industrial robot that occur when parts are
being fabricated.
The next stage of the production process planning is
based on the definition of real movement of industrial
robot, which requires the usage of a RCS-Module (Real
Controller Simulation), which is essentially an
auxiliary module that has the task to correct the
movement i.e. the trajectory of the executive member
(end effector) of industrial robot in accordance to
required load, speed and acceleration.
Solving the calibration problem using the RCS-Module
provided all preconditions for collision-free movement
analysis. Given that each car manufacturer has its own
internal rules for setting conditions for collision-free
movement analysis, in the Table 2 are given the
parameters used for mentioned simulations within the
VW group.
Parameter
Time Raster for detection
Tolerance area
Collapsing tool spacing
Secondary cable
Protective fence
The body of a robot

for determining of the tact of assembly line are met.
Presentation of the final concept of solving a specific
task and the delivery of the same to the superior level
signifies the completion of this phase.
Phase III – The simulation / offline programming
represents the final stage of the production process
planning in which all current 3D CAx models are
integrated within assembly line and the errors detected
during second phase of realization are eliminated.
Realizing of these activities often means correcting of
3D CAx models of individual components.
For purposes of simulation, to the obtained 3D CAx
model are:
• added instructions for communication with the
superior PLC;
• defined program structures required for control of
industrial robot;
• defined the correction values for: TollFrame,
BaseFrame and Load Definition;
• generated driver for industrial robots located in the
assembly line in such a way that the BaseFrame of
robot is zero-coordinate system of the car, Figure 8.

Values
0,2 [s]
5 [mm]
20 [mm]
50 [mm]
100 [mm]
100 [mm]

Table 1. Parameters for detection of collision of the
general elements of a digital factory
Furthermore, it is necessary to conduct an analysis of
the movement of industrial robots and to establish
safety zones on the places where possibility of
disruption of the safety collision space exist during
realization of production processes. Therefore, it is
necessary to define clear procedures that do not allow
presence and/or movement of more than one industrial
robot within certain security zone at the same time.
The next step at this stage of the production process
planning is to determine the load on an industrial robot
by determining of the centre of gravity, weights and
orientation of loads of industrial robot.

Fig. 8.

Results of Off-line programming

Phase IV – Delivery, Final Status - represents the final
act where are the generated documents and drivers
integrated into the real production / assembly cells and
are then released into operation. At this stage, it is
necessary to make certain corrections of mistakes or
deficiencies that are appear due to the difference
between the 3D CAx models and the real state. Those
corrections should be made on the spot if it is possible,
and if it is not possible then corrections should be made
in the simulation model.
3.2.4 Virtual launching of production

Fig. 7.

Detection of collision of parts

By applying all the above elements, all preconditions

Lately, the application of the digital factory concept is
expanding to the virtual launching of production
processes, where the existing simulation model is
extended by communication with real or virtual control
elements (PLC, electronics, and the like). In this way it
is possible to solve the possible errors caused by the
complex interaction of a multitude of elements that
make up the model of a certain digital factory.
Currently it is a trend that the process of virtual
launching of production is left as an auxiliary element
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to the real manufacturing due to the possibility of
storing the entire conditions and parameters that have
led to a certain event and its presentation in the 3D
environment. In this way, the detection and diagnosis
of the system states greatly accelerates, in comparison
to the approaches based on the storage of the process
parameters themselves in a database and which are
subsequently analysed to determine the causes that led
to a particular event.
3.3 Features of simulation tools

Delmia

Robcad

Database
Work out of database
Modelling
Modelling
of
kinematics
movement
Static and dynamic collision
detection
Human tasks simulation
Sequencing of operation
RCS
Module
and
Robot
Controller integration
Assembly and robotic path
planning
Spot Welding
Costs planning
Virtual Commissioning
Compatibility with requirements
of modern automotive industry
User friendly

RobotExpert

Functions of simulation tools

Tecnomatix

The following simulation tools are used to design
automated assembly lines in the automotive industry:
• Tecnomatix (Process Designer and Process
Simulate) producer: Siemens,
• RobotExpert, producer: Siemens
• Delmia, producer: Desault System,
• Robcad, producer: Siemens.
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Table 2. Characteristics of simulation tools for the
concept of a digital factory
In accordance with its capabilities, the simulation tools
can used: with integrated databases (Connect), outside
of integrated databases (Disconnect) and without any
database (Independently). The aforementioned feature
of integrating with/without databases is the main limit
of further spreading of the application of these
simulation tools to both large and small production
systems. Namely, it is only worthwhile for large
systems to have a simulation tool integrated with the
database, since from the aspect of the administration it
requires a considerable amount of data administration,
but also the significant investment. Therefore, for
clients with limited resources and the smaller scope of
usage of the concept of a digital factory in this segment
are developed simulation tools (such as: RobotExpert
and Robcad) that are not integrated into the database.
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4. CONCLUSION
The modern mode of manufacturing based on
efficiency and low production costs generated a
specific, complex and demanding generation of
automatic assembly lines. The application of this
concept of production in terms of production planning
has completely marginalized partial production
planning methods, and in the last two decades, the
integral concept of production planning based on the
application of the generated 3D production
environment known under the name of a digital factory
is increasingly being applied and developed.
Given that the integral concept is based on the parallel
development and improvement of the CAX model from
the conceptual project up to the end of the exploitation
of production / assembly equipment, as well as on the
cooperation of multiple development teams, the process
of applying the concept of a digital factory within the
automotive industry is fully defined by the application
of internal standards. By this way any form of
incompatibility between development teams are
eliminated, and the same components required for
assembly/production are in usage by different teams in
parallel for practical application and/or for
development/improvement of components.
A key factor for the successful application of the
concept of a digital factory is the characteristic of the
applied simulation tools. Namely, the possibility or
inability to integrate the used simulation tools with the
database as well as the extent of the technologies that
can be stimulated are the most important factors to be
taken into account when implementing the concept of
digital factory in a concrete situation.
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FUSION OF INFRARED SENSORS AND CAMERA FOR MOBILE ROBOT
NAVIGATION SYSTEM - SIMULATION SCENARIO
Abstract: This paper presents a simulation scenario of a mobile robot navigation system. Navigation system is
based on data collecting from three infrared sensors and camera, on which basis the fusion process of detection and
avoidance of obstacles is realized. Information from camera was used to detect edges of the obstacles in the
environment, while infrared sensors were used to measure the distance from the obstacles. Multilayer perceptron
network, trained with backpropagation algorithm, was used for classification of detected obstacles. Experiment was
realized through simulation in the simulation environment “Robotino SIM”. The control algorithm was
implemented in MATLAB. Sensor fusion has proven to be a much better solution than using infrared sensors or
cameras separately. This experiment showed that the developed algorithm gives very good results (accuracy:
89.61%), and the navigation system itself performs required tasks of detecting and avoiding most of the obstacles on
which it was tested.
Key words: Mobile robot navigation, Sensor fusion, Infrared sensors, Camera, Artificial neural networks

1. INTRODUCTION
Navigation is one of the main problems in the
design and development of intelligent mobile robots.
Different navigation systems, based on one or more
types of sensors, have been developed. Common
problems of all these systems are robot self-location,
route planning and environmental map construction. To
solve this problems, accurate and reliable information
are needed to determine the status of the environment
in which mobile robot is located. [1] Navigation system
of a mobile robot which is based on environmental data
obtained from only one type of sensor is a major
problem due to the disadvantages of each type of
sensor individually. Solution of this problem is in
combining multiple different types of sensors, or fusion
of data (measurements) from multiple sensor.
There are many methods for fusion of data obtained
from sensors used in a mobile robot, such as: Bayes’
theory, Dempster-Shafer's (DS) evidence theory,
weight factor model method, Kalman filter method,
fuzzy fusion, artificial neural networks fusion method,
etc.[2] Conventional numerical methods require quite a
lot of computing time and large memory capacity,
which creates difficulties and limitations in timelimited applications and functions. Artificial neural
networks, including Support vector machines (SVM),
Principal component analysis (PCA), etc., and their
applications, in recent decades have an important place
in many fields such as information processing and
control systems.[3] In the paper [4] a multilayer model
of neural network was introduced for avoidance of
obstacles through increased learning. The MONODA
system was implemented on the mobile robot
NOMAD, where fusion of infrared and ultrasonic
sensors was used to detect and avoid obstacles.[5] In
paper [6] it is shown that the mobile robot NOMAD
can categorize (note and classify) information from the
environment obtained from different sensors (camera,

infrared sensors, microphone, contact sensors, ...), and
link those categories to the values of the loaded signal
patterns, and then take the appropriate action. Fusion of
infrared sensors and sonar, based on preconfigured
neural networks, is presented in the paper [7]. The use
of computer vision, image processing and distance
measurement using infrared sensors was used in [8] for
detecting different shapes and colours. In the mobile
navigation system NEURO-NAV feedforward neural
network was also used to determine the approximate
angular values between the robot motion direction and
the corridor orientation to keep the robot on the path in
the middle of the corridor. [9], [10] In the paper [11],
neural units with higher-order synaptic operations have
been used for image processing applications, i.e. for
edge detection and for processing of edge detection
data with Hough's transformation. Kohonen type of
neural networks have been used to identify and provide
coordinates of landmarks with use of laser sensing
measurements. [12]
This paper presents a simulation scenario of a
mobile robot navigation system based on artificial
neural networks.
2. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USED
Hardware used in this paper includes mobile robot
Robotino 2 (Figure 1.a)) and mobile PC (laptop), while
the navigation system algorithm is implemented in
programming environment MATLAB/Simulink and
through software package RobotinoView2. Robotino
SIM simulating environment was used for the
simulation of navigation system based on artificial
neural networks, implemented on Robotino in the
environment cluttered with obstacles. Mobile
mechatronic system Robotino 2 is manufactured by the
German company “Festo Didactic”. Robotino possesses
various types of sensors, actuators and software
interfaces which are at the highest level in the field of
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mobile robotics. [13]

and to reduce the computational complexity of the
control algorithm, in the experiment only three front IR
sensors are used, labelled as IR1, IR2 and IR9 in Figure
1.b). Using only these three sensor proved to be
sufficient to detect obstacles in front Robotino, or left
and right of the Robotino.

Fig. 1. a) Robotino®2, b) Arrangement of 9 IR sensors
on Robotino [14]
Robotino moves with three independent,
omnidirectional drive units, mounted at an angle of
120° relative to another drive. This drive system
enables movement in all directions: forward, backward,
sideways and rotation. The system can work
independently as well as linked to the external
computer via Wi-Fi connection. Robotino has various
types of sensors. Some of these sensors come as
standard equipment, such as: 9 infrared sensors (IR
sensors - Figure 1.b)), VGA camera, incremental
encoder and anti-collision sensor. Infrared sensors have
the ability to detect objects at a distance from 3 to 40
cm, and 9 infrared sensors (IR1 - IR9) on robot are
arranged on a chassis at an angle of 40º. Robotino is
equipped with a camera Logitech C250 whose height
and inclination can be regulated. Resolution can be set
in Robotino View by selecting Camera (Block Camera)
in the Program dialog box.
MATLAB
(MATrix
LABoratory)
is
a
multifunctional numerical computational environment
that allows manipulation of matrices, drawing of the
functions, creating user interfaces and interfaces of
programs written in other programming languages. [15]
RobotinoView2 is an intuitive graphical programming
environment designed specifically for the creation and
implementation of control algorithms for mobile robot
Robotino. [16] Robotino SIM is a Windows program
for 3D simulation of Robotino in predefined virtual
experimental environment. This program allows control
of Robotino with the use of RobotinoView2 or
MATLAB programming interface. [16]

Fig 2. a) RobotinoView2 programming interface, b)
Robotino SIM simulation environment
3. STRUCUTRE OF THE PROPOSED
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Infrared sensors (IR1 - IR9) and cameras installed
on Robotino are used to provide information about
robot’s environment. In order to simplify the system
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Fig. 3. Structure of the proposed mobile robot
navigation system [16]
Obstacles detection is separated in two parts, for
readings from the cameras and from IR sensors. The
camera serves to detect landmarks and for localization,
i.e. to detect edges, overhangs, and free space for
unobstructed locomotion of the robot. IR sensors are
used to measure distance from obstacles and to detect
additional obstacles in free space in real time. For
image pre-processing, i.e. for detection of edges and
extraction of features Canny method is used combined
with LPQ descriptor. Artificial neural network
performs the task of learning the system to detect
obstacles in the environment using the information
obtained from the camera. After training the network,
the system is able to decide whether the robot should
continue to move forward, if no trace of obstacles is
detected, or to avoid an obstacle if any of them is
detected. Additional information on detected obstacles
are coming from 3 IR sensors. These data sets merge
with the previous information gathered from the
camera to give the final confirmation to the robot
which direction of motion should be selected.
Computer (laptop) is used to process all information

(sensor information, pre-image processing, and all
processes in neural networks), which is connected over
Wi-Fi network with control unit of Robotino.
4. PROPOSED APPROACH AND RESEARCH
METHODS
4.1. Collecting of information from the sensors
Robotino View program was used to collect images
for training of the neural network and also to set image
resolution. It is possible to lead Robotino to any
position in the environment using the block "Control
Panel". This block is connected to the omni-directional
module "Omnidrive" which controls the three motors
(Motor #1, Motor #2, Motor #3), and thus allows
movement of the robot in any direction. The camera
module is activated via the "Camera" block and the
image is saved using the "Image Writer" block. In this
module it is possible to select two image resolution,
320x240 and 640x480, and the resolution of the
collected images for training of the neural network in
the displayed navigation system is 320x240. Obtaining
information from three infrared sensors is done in
MATLAB. Where the three infrared sensors are
marked
in
sequence
as
DistanceSensor0,
DistanceSensor1 and DistanceSensor8. A voltage of 0.7
V or a distance of about 17 cm is taken as the reference
distance at which the obstacle will be detected.

environment such as walls, corridors, or furniture parts
of a similar shape, such as cabinets. The third class are
lines on the floor. This class should simulate negative
obstacles, such as stairs edges.
The artificial neural network used in this
experiment is a multilayer perceptron feedforward
network for pattern detection with one input, one
output and one hidden layer:
• Input layer consists of 256 input units (nodes)
representing the image obtained after preprocessing. Since 36 pictures were taken for
training, the network input is a 256x36 matrix.
• Hidden layer has 10 nodes.
• Output layer has 3 nodes. Nodes represent outputs
that determine one of the three input image classes,
and finally determine the direction of movement of
the robot (forward, right or left).
5. ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE RESULTS
Table 1. shows the classification of obstacle
detection by the type of obstacles, by the type of sensor
that has detected an obstacle and by accuracy of
detecting a certain obstacle.

4.2. Avoidance of obstacles detected by IR sensors
Depending on whether one of the three IR sensors
has detected the obstacle, an obstacle avoidance vector
is defined, i.e., the velocities vx and vy are set in the
direction of robot movement along x axis or y axis. The
velocity values are expressed in mm/s. Depending on
the direction of the obstacle avoidance, the speed
values are 0, 100 or -100 mm/s. By combining different
speed values, and considering the position of the
obstacle, the robot can move in the following
directions:
• forward, for vx = 100, vy = 0 (if there is no detected
obstacle in front of the robot),
• right, for vx = 0, vy = 100 (if obstacle is detected on
the left side of the robot),
• left, for vx = 0, vy = -100 (if obstacle is detected on
the right side of the robot).
4.3. Artificial neural network
After data collection, two steps must be taken
before using the training data:
• perform image pre-processing (Canny + LPQ),
• the data needs to be divided into different subgroups.
To train the neural network in this experiment, 36
images were taken, and 9 more images of the same
obstacles were taken for testing. Obstacles are divided
into three image classes. The first class consists of
cylinders (red, blue, yellow and pink). These obstacles
should simulate obstacles of a similar shape in a real
environment, such as furniture parts or a particular
bulkhead. The second class of obstacles is formed by
the images of obstacles that represent all types of walls.
This class should simulate obstacles in a real

Table 1. Classification of obstacles detection accuracy
This section shows simulation results of control
algorithm tested in the simulation environment
Robotino SIM. Since this is a demo version of this
program, it is not possible to make an arbitrary
environment. However, although the simulation
environment is limited, the results have shown that this
simulation environment is very suitable to simulate
proposed control algorithm. The table was formed in a
way that 20 attempts were made to detect each of the
obstacles. Robotino approached obstacles from
different sides, at different angles of approach and from
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different distances. Successful detection of a certain
obstacle is marked with "YES", while unsuccessful
obstacle detection is marked with "NO". Successful
detection is further classified according to the type of
sensor (camera - "Cam", infrared sensors - "IR") that
has detected an obstacle.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The total number of attempts to detect all obstacles
was 180. In 154 attempts obstacles were detected
successfully, while 26 attempts were unsuccessfully
(obstacles were not detected). Such a number of
detected and undetected obstacles resulted in 85.56%
accuracy of obstacle detection. Since the system is
based on camera and infrared sensor fusion, it is also
interesting to see the ratio of detected obstacles for
each sensor. Three infrared sensors detected 98 times
some of the obstacles (63.64%) while the camera
detected 56 times some of the obstacles (36.36%). IC
sensors had better efficiency when detecting the
cylinders and the camera had better efficiency when
detecting the walls. In the Robotino SIM environment
it is not possible to manipulate obstacles by using
certain commands, however, with the robot movements
some of the obstacles could be "knocked down". These
"knocked down" obstacles have become a good test for
the proposed system since the neural network is not
trained for such a "new" obstacles. In the case of
detecting these and similar obstacles, the system proved
to be the same accurate as in case of detecting obstacles
that were represented to the neural network through the
learning process.The sensor fusion has proven to be a
much better solution than using only infrared sensors or
cameras separately. The advantage of the IC sensor is
expressed through a faster response, i.e. through a
higher detection rate.
Disadvantages of the proposed algorithm are first of
all the ability to move the robot only left, right and
forward, without rotation, backward motion and
combined motions. The most important upgrade to
improve the system is the use of a greater number of IC
sensors and omnidirectional camera that will have the
ability to rotate and thus to cover a larger area around
the robot. Future work can be focused on the
application of other methods and sensors, which can be
incorporated into the existing algorithm. Also, the use
of other edge detection methods should be considered
in the future work.
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Abstract: Surface roughness is one of the most important factors which determines the quality and functional
properties of machined products. In this study, artificial neural networks model was used to predict the workpiece
surface roughness after the end milling process of thin-walled components. Three machining parameters, namely
machining strategy, thickness of the rib and feed, were selected as input parameters, while surface roughness was
output parameter. Furthermore, effects of same machining parameters were analyzed on machining time and
predictive model was developed. The proposed prediction models were validated with the experimental data and it is
observed that the present methodology is able to make accurate prediction of surface roughness and machining time
by utilizing relatively small sized training and testing datasets.
Key words: neural networks, surface roughness, thin-walled parts


ILQLWHHOHPHQWPRGHOVRIDKHOLFDOWRRODQGDWKLQZDOOHG
 ,1752'8&7,21
SDUW ZLWK D FDQWLOHYHU LQ RUGHU WR SUHGLFW WKH FXWWLQJ

GHIRUPDWLRQ RI D WKLQZDOOHG SDUW LQ PLOOLQJ SURFHVV
 ,Q RUGHU WR UHGXFH WKH VHOIZHLJKW LPSURYH WKH
:DQHWDO>@GHYHORSHIILFLHQWVWUDWHJLHVIRUFRQWUROOLQJ
VWUXFWXUH VWUHQJWK DQG UHSODFH ODUJH QXPEHU RI
WKH IRUFHLQGXFHG VXUIDFH GLPHQVLRQDO HUURUV LQ
DVVHPEOHGFRPSRQHQWPDQ\SDUWVXVHGLQWKHDHURVSDFH
SHULSKHUDOPLOOLQJRIWKLQZDOOHGVWUXFWXUHV
LQGXVWU\DUHXVXDOO\PRQROLWKLFFRPSRQHQWV0DFKLQLQJ
 7KH HQG PLOOLQJ RI WKLQZDOOHG FRPSRQHQWV LV
RI WKHVH PRQROLWKLF VWUXFWXUDO FRPSRQHQWV LQYROYHV
FRPSOLFDWHG DQG PDMRU FRQFHUQV WKDW VKRXOG EH WDNHQ
VHYHUDO WKLQZDOO ULE DQG IODQJH VHFWLRQV ZKLFK DUH
LQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQDUHWKHPLQLPL]DWLRQRIWKHPDFKLQLQJ
GLFWDWHG E\ GHVLJQ FRQVLGHUDWLRQ WR PHHW UHTXLUHG
WLPHZKLOHPDLQWDLQLQJWKHDFFXUDF\DQGTXDOLW\ZLWKLQ
VWUHQJWK DQG ZHLJKW FRQVWUDLQWV $OWKRXJK WKLQZDOOHG
DFFHSWDEOHOLPLWV7KHWRROSDWKVWUDWHJLHVDQGPDFKLQLQJ
SDUWVFDQEHIRUJHGRUFDVWWRWKHDSSUR[LPDWHILQDOVKDSH
SDUDPHWHUV DUH RQH RI WKH PRVW LPSRUWDQW SDUDPHWHUV
DQGWKHQILQLVKHGE\HQGPLOOLQJSURFHVVQRZDGD\VWKH\
ZKLFKVWURQJO\LQIOXHQFHVWKHVXUIDFHURXJKQHVVDVZHOO
DUH PDFKLQHG IURP D UDZ EORFN RI PDWHULDO E\ HQG
DV WKH PDFKLQLQJ WLPH %DVHG RQ WKLV LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ
PLOOLQJZLWKURXJKLQJDQGILQLVKLQJFXWVDQGUHPRYLQJ
RUGHUWRDVVXUHWKHEHVWSRVVLEOHSHUIRUPDQFHVLQWHUPV
XSWRRIWKHZHLJKWRIWKHLQLWLDOEORFN>@'XULQJ
RISURGXFWLYLW\DQGTXDOLW\LPSURYHPHQWVRQVHOHFWLQJ
PLOOLQJSURFHVVRIWKLVFRPSRQHQWDKLJKSURGXFWLYLW\
WKHEHVWWRROSDWKVWUDWHJ\DQGFXWWLQJSDUDPHWHUVLQHQG
FDQRQO\EHDFKLHYHGE\LQFUHDVLQJWKHPDWHULDOUHPRYDO
PLOOLQJRIWKLQZDOOHGFRPSRQHQWVFDQEHREVHUYHG7KH
UDWH 055 DVPXFKDVSRVVLEOH+RZHYHUDWKLJK055
REMHFWLYH RI WKLV SDSHU LV WR VWXG\ HIIHFWV RI WRRO SDWK
FRQGLWLRQVVWDWLFDQGG\QDPLFSUREOHPVRIWHQRFFXUGXH
VWUDWHJ\ DV ZHOO DV FXWWLQJ SDUDPHWHUV RQ VXUIDFH
WR WKH ORZ ULJLGLW\ RI WKH WKLQZDOOHG VWUXFWXUHV $V D
URXJKQHVVDQGPDFKLQLQJWLPHRIWKLQZDOOHGDOXPLQXP
FRQVHTXHQFH XQDFFHSWDEOH VXUIDFH URXJKQHVV ODUJH
DOOR\V $IWHUZDUGV D SUHGLFWLYH PRGHO IRU VXUIDFH
GHYLDWLRQVLQGLPHQVLRQDODFFXUDF\RIWKHPDFKLQHGSDUW
URXJKQHVV DQG PDFKLQLQJ WLPH XVLQJ DUWLILFLDO QHXUDO
RUHYHQSDUWGDPDJHPD\RFFXU
QHWZRUNV $11  ZDV SURSRVHG DQG YDOLGDWHG ZLWK
 %HFDXVHRIWKHLUSRRUVWLIIQHVVWKHPDFKLQLQJRIWKLQ
H[SHULPHQWDOUHVXOWV
ZDOOHG ZRUN SLHFHV LV FRPSOLFDWHG ZKHUH SHULRGLFDOO\
YDU\LQJFXWWLQJIRUFHVH[FLWHWKHIOH[LEOHSODWHVWUXFWXUHV

ERWK VWDWLFDOO\ DQG G\QDPLFDOO\ DQG OHDGLQJ WR
 (;3(5,0(17$/'(6,*1$1'6(783

VLJQLILFDQW GHIRUPDWLRQV >@ %XGDN >@ SUHVHQWHG
 7KH H[SHULPHQWV ZHUH SHUIRUPHG RQ PDFKLQLQJ
PRGHOV IRU WKH SHULSKHUDO PLOOLQJ RI YHU\ IOH[LEOH
DOXPLQLXP DOOR\ 7 'XH WR LWV D UHODWLYHO\ ORZ
FDQWLOHYHUHG SODWHV ZLWK VOHQGHU HQG PLOOV $LMXQ DQG
FRVWKLJKVWUHQJWK DQGGHQVLW\ WKHUPDOSURSHUWLHV HWF
=KDQTLDQJ >@ SURSRVHG DQ DQDO\WLFDO GHIRUPDWLRQ
WKHVH DOXPLQLXP DOOR\ LV ZLGHO\ XVHG LQ DHURVSDFH
PRGHOVXLWDEOHIRUVWDWLFGHIRUPDWLRQVSUHGLFWLRQRIWKLQ
LQGXVWU\ 7KH WHQVLOH VWUHQJWK RI WKLV DOOR\ LV ı  
ZDOOHGSODWHZLWKORZULJLGLW\1LQJHWDO>@DSSOLHVWKH
03D WKH PRGXOXV RI HODVWLFLW\ LV E   *3D WKH
ILQLWHHOHPHQWPHWKRG )(0 WRWKHTXDQWLWDWLYHDQDO\VLV
KDUGQHVVLV+%:DQGLWVFKHPLFDOFRPSRVLWLRQLV
DQG FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH GHIRUPDWLRQV RI D W\SLFDO WKLQ
VKRZQ LQ 7DEOH  $OO H[SHULPHQWDO ZRUNV ZHUH
ZDOOHGVWUXFWXUHLQWKHSURFHVVRIPDFKLQLQJ5DWFKHYHW
SHUIRUPHG RQ D YHUWLFDO D[LV &1& PLOOLQJ PDFKLQH
DO >@ SUHVHQWHG PDFKLQLQJ HUURU FRPSHQVDWLRQ
ILWWHGZLWKDPD[LPXPVSLQGOHSRZHURIN:ZKLFK
DSSURDFKIRFXVHGRQIRUFHLQGXFHGHUURUVLQPDFKLQLQJ
KDVDPD[LPXPVSHHGRIUSP3ULRUWRPLOOLQJ
RI WKLQZDOO VWUXFWXUHV 7KH SUHGLFWLRQ DOJRULWKP WDNHV
SURFHVVDOXPLQXPEORFNVZHUHSUHSDUHGE\GLPHQVLRQV
LQWRDFFRXQWWKHGHIOHFWLRQRIWKHSDUWLQGLIIHUHQWSRLQWV
RI îî PP 7KH FXWWLQJ WRROV XVHG ZDV VROLG
RIWKHWRROSDWK/LX>@SURSRVHGWKHWKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO
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FDUELGH VTXDUHVKRXOGHU HQGPLOO 6$1'9,.&RUR0LOO
3OXUD 5$.$ +) 7KH FXWWHU KDV D
GLDPHWHURIPPIOXWHKHOL[DQJOHRIDQGDQD[LDO
UDNHDQJOHRI
 ,QWKLVVWXG\WKUHHOHYHOVRIWRROSDWKVWUDWHJLHV ]LJ
]DJSDUDOOHOVSLUDODQGWUXHVSLUDO ILYHOHYHOVRIWKHIHHG
DQGPPPLQ DQGILYHOHYHOVRI
WKLFNQHVVRIWKHULE DQGPP 


ZHUH XVHG DV WKH YDULDEOHV IRU VXUIDFH URXJKQHVV
PRGHOLQJ $Q RUWKRJRQDO DUUD\ / KDV EHHQ XVHG IRU
GHVLJQ RI H[SHULPHQWV '2(  7KH VXUIDFH URXJKQHVV
ZDVPHDVXUHGZLWKDVW\OXVW\SHLQVWUXPHQW,QQRYDWHVW
5 7KH VXUIDFH URXJKQHVV UHVSRQVH LV WKH DYHUDJH
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 7KH DUWLILFLDO QHXUDO QHWZRUNV $11  DUH D
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH FRPSXWDWLRQDO DUFKLWHFWXUH DQG
ZRUNRIWKHKXPDQEUDLQ$11LVDFRPSOH[VWUXFWXUHRI
KLJKO\ LQWHUFRQQHFWHG SURFHVVLQJ HOHPHQWV FDOOHG
QHXURQVZKLFKKDYHVHYHUDOGLVWLQJXLVKLQJIHDWXUHVVXFK
DVQXPEHURILQSXWVLJQDOVZHLJKWIDFWRUWKDWLVDSSOLHG
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WRHDFKLQSXWVLJQDODFWLYDWLRQIXQFWLRQWUDQVIRUPDWLRQ
IXQFWLRQRXWSXWVLJQDODQGOHDUQLQJDOJRULWKP$OWKRXJK
YDULRXVW\SHVRI$11PRGHOVKDYHEHHQGHYHORSHGWKH
PXOWLOD\HU IHHGIRUZDUG $11 LV WKH PRVW SRSXODU DQG
WKLVPRGHOKDVEHHQXVHGLQWKHSUHVHQWVWXG\$VFDQEH
VHHQIURP)LJIHHGIRUZDUG$11KDVWKUHHW\SHVRI
OD\HUVDQLQSXWOD\HURQHRUPRUHKLGGHQOD\HUVDQGDQ
RXWSXW OD\HU FRQVLVWLQJ RI QRGHV ZKLFK SURFHVVHV WKH

LQSXW LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG SURGXFHV DQ RXWSXW 1RGHV DUH
IXOO\LQWHUFRQQHFWHGWRHDFKRWKHUH[FHSWWKDWWKHUHQR
FRQQHFWLRQVEHWZHHQWKHQHXURQVLQWKHVDPHOD\HU7KH
LQSXWOD\HUFRQVLVWVRIWKHV\VWHPVLQSXWVDQGQHXURQVLQ
WKHVHOD\HUWUDQVPLWWKHLQIRUPDWLRQWRWKHQH[WOD\HUDV
DYDOXH$IHHGIRUZDUGQHXUDOQHWZRUNFRQVLVWVRIRQH
RUPRUHQXPEHURIKLGGHQOD\HUVSODFHGEHWZHHQLQSXW
DQGRXWSXWOD\HUV+LGGHQOD\HUVUHSUHVHQWVWKHFRUHRI
WKH$11DQGFRQVLVWVRIPDQ\QHXURQVDQGWKHYDOXHV
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKHDFKQHXURQDUHHVWLPDWHGIURPWKHVXP
RIWKHPXOWLSOLFDWLRQVEHWZHHQLQSXWQHXURQYDOXHVDQG
ZHLJKWVRIWKHOLQNVFRQQHFWHGWRWKDWQHXURQ7KHRXWSXW
OD\HULVWKHOD\HUZKHUHWKHILQDORXWSXWIURPWKHQHWZRUN
DUHJHQHUDWHG
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 ,QRUGHUWRREWDLQGHVLUHGUHVXOWVLWLVQHFHVVDU\WR
GHYHORSOHDUQLQJVWUDWHJ\IRUQHXUDOQHWZRUNV7KHUHDUH
PDQ\OHDUQLQJPHWKRGVXWLOL]HGLQ$11DQGLQWKLVVWXG\
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 7KH SUHGLFWLRQV REWDLQHG IURP WKH $11 PRGHO
GHVFULEHGLQWKHSUHYLRXVVHFWLRQDUHFRPSDUHGZLWKWKH
H[SHULPHQWDOGDWDVHWWKDWKDVQRWEHHQXVHGLQWUDLQLQJ
QHXUDO QHWZRUN $V FDQ EH VHHQ IURP )LJ  WKH $11
SUHGLFWLRQV RI VXUIDFH TXDOLW\ DUH YHU\ FORVH WR WKH
H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV 7KH PHDQ DEVROXWH SHUFHQW HUURU
DQGQRUPDOL]HGURRWPHDQVTXDUHHUURUZHUHDQG
 UHVSHFWLYHO\ 0D[LPXP DEVROXWH SHUFHQW HUURU
ZDV  $EVROXWH IUDFWLRQ RI YDULDQFH IRU VXUIDFH
URXJKQHVVPRGHOZDVZKLFKLQGLFDWHDYHU\JRG
ILWEHWZHHQWKH$11RXWSXWVDQGWKHWDUJHW PHDVXUHG 
YDOXHV
5HIHUULQJWR)LJLQGLFDWHVWKHFRPSDULVRQRIHUURUVLQ
SUHGLFWLRQRIPDFKLQLQJWLPHREWDLQHGXVLQJGHYHORSHG
$11 PRGHO 7KH PHDQ DEVROXWH SHUFHQW HUURU DQG
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PD[LPXP DEVROXWH SHUFHQW HUURU ZHUH  DQG 
UHVSHFWLYHO\ 1RUPDOL]HG URRW PHDQ VTXDUH HUURU ZDV
DQGDEVROXWHIUDFWLRQRIYDULDQFHZDV
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URXJKQHVVDQGPDFKLQLQJWLPHYDOXHV)RUVHOHFWHG
DUFKLWHFWXUHRIIHHGIRUZDUGQHXUDOQHWZRUNEDVHGRQ
EDFNSURSDJDWLRQDOJRULWKPDJRRGDJUHHPHQWKDVEHHQ
IRXQGEHWZHHQSUHGLFWLRQVDQGH[SHULPHQWDOGDWDIRUWKH
 FXWWLQJ FRQGLWLRQV XVHG DV D WHVW GDWD VHW 7KH
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SHUFHQWHUURUZHUHZLWKLQDQDFFHSWDEOHUDQJHDQGPHHW
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CYBERNETIZATION OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
Abstract: Under the influence of globalization which brings many changes in all spheres of life and in the sphere of
industrial production, manufacturing enterprises are forced to adapt their manufacturing structure these challenges
in order to promptly and effectively respond to the complex demands of today's market, which is global and less
national. Over time, it's developed different concepts of manufacturing systems. They were intended to respond to
market demands in a time in which existed. Today, thanks to the developed information-communication
technologies, manufacturing enterprises tend to structure their systems in a spirit of cyber-physical systems.
This work presents a new concept for the restructuring of systemic and organization manufacturing structures in
manufacturing enterprises. In the proposed concept is the role of man improved and the role of manager will be
given to man, in real time. It is developed the basic concept of socio-cyber-physical systems of work that represents
a building blocks for the new conception of an advanced manufacturing systems in a spirit of socio-cyber-physical
systems (SCPS).
Key words: Cybernetics, cyber-physical systems, digitalization, manufacturing systems, Subject

1. INTRODUCTION
The term cybernetization refers to the application of
scientific-theoretical knowledge of cybernetics and
methodological concepts of system engineering.
Cybernetics as a science directs production systems
towards more efficient functioning and management of
the development of the production system as a
complex, dynamic, network and distributed system.
The concept of cybernetics derives from the Greek
word kybernáô, which at the same time means
managing, controlling, steering. In contemporary
scientific terminology, the term cybernetics is
introduced by Norbert Wiener in 1948 [1] through his
book Cybernetics or Control and Communication in
the Animal and the Machine. Wiener explains that
under the term "organism" is also meant a combination
of man-machine, and it follows that cybernetics is a
science of management in living beings, machines and
their combinations.
However, in today's literature there are different
definitions that point to the diversity of the concept of
cybernetics.
According to Bertalanffy's opinion, cybernetics is a
management theory as part of a general system theory.
Basically, such a concept of cybernetics is the use of
feedback and information principles. In 1954, in his
book The Human Use of Human Beings, Cybernetics
and Society, Norbert Wiener approached the
cybernetics of a wider circle of readers. Founded on
these Wiener works, the cyberspace has become a
major science of cybernetic management, regardless of
their physical form. Cybernetics has been raised to a
very high degree of abstraction where general
principles and governance are defined and set. Peklenik
defines cybernetics from the point of view of system
control in real-time [2]. Under the term "control",
Peklenik means the process we are organizing to
operate on a "management object" with the effort to
reach the object or the goals.

Product Cybernetics is oriented towards studying
the principles and the legality of the management of
technical-technological production systems. Today, its
focus on the field of development and management in
complex, distributed, complex and advanced
production systems is very strong, based on real
physical and cybernetic elements.
With globalization, the competitiveness of
production systems undoubtedly increases, and the
rapid development of science and informationcommunication technologies (ICT) open up new
opportunities and challenges to successfully manage
complex, distributed, network and advanced production
systems. The global market demands greater efficiency
of the above-mentioned production systems and better
service support for such production systems. Global
advances in the ICT and the Internet, as well as global
market demands, at the same time create new
momentum for the development of cybernetics itself,
and its applications in the domain of modern
production systems, their concepts and models [3].
The aim of this paper is cybernetization of
manufacturing systems, definition of socio-cyberphysical manufacturing systems, definition of its
building blocks and characterization of its relations to
production, service, and social network, as well as
smart environments. In this context, special focus is put
on the role of human resources.
2. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
In the last two or three decades, several influencing
attempts to reshaping industrial production have been
published, which can be recognized as cornerstones of
Industry 4.0 [4]. A review of the listed approaches and
concepts of manufacturing systems are presented in the
paper [5].
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Recently, a new approach is emerging in terms of a
cyber–physical production system (CPPS) [6], which
upgrades in a way the mentioned attempts. It originates
from the concept of cyber–physical systems (CPS) [7],
and links physical and virtual components of a
manufacturing system into a coherent whole.
Cyber–physical systems are a new generation of
systems that integrate computer and physical
capabilities [8].
Using the appropriate sensor and actuator
technologies, these systems are able to receive direct
physical signals and convert them into digital data and,
on the basis of such information, enable management
of systems in real time. They can share collected data
in the form of information and make them available
through digital networks, making in that way the
Internet of Things [9].
CPPSs partly break with the traditional automation
pyramid. The typical control and field levels, which
include common PLCs (programmable logic
controllers) close to the technical processes providing
the highest performance for critical control loops still
exist, while in the other, higher levels of the hierarchy a
more decentralized way of functioning is characteristic
in CPPS [6].
Contemporary manufacturing systems or factories
are composed of a social and technological part. When
designing factory, beside the technological system,
which includes processes, machinery, tools, logistic
means, etc., various social aspect must be considered,
such as organizational forms, management structures,
roles of employees, recruitment, education and training,
knowledge and specific know-how, work instructions,
human factors and ergonomics, safety, innovation
management, etc.
Therefore, manufacturing systems can be
characterized as socio–technological systems with three
main types of relations: between people, between
machines and between people and machines.
The social system and the technological system
follow different laws: the first one follows the laws of
social sciences, while the second one is subjected to the
laws of natural sciences. Yet, the systems are correlated
as the process of manufacturing requires the interaction
of both. Thus, improving either of the systems
independently cannot advance the system as a whole.
Only by jointly developing both systems can the best
match be achieved.
In this respect the socio-technological perspective is
not only important while designing a system, but
equally important in system’s operations, learning and
improvement.
Cyber-physical systems will introduce a cyber
system into manufacturing systems. Thus, a
transformation of manufacturing systems from a
traditional socio-technological system into a new kind
of socio-cyber-physical manufacturing system is
anticipated. It will result in significantly changed roles
of people or, better to say, human subjects in the next
generation manufacturing systems.
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3. SOCIO-CYBER-PHYSICAL
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
The transition to new manufacturing structures,
which will be based on the concept of cyber-physical
systems, requires the development of new reference
models of manufacturing systems. These models must
enable: (1) the appropriate position of man in the
manufacturing system, because his role in cyberphysical systems significantly changes, (2) digitization
and cybernetization of existing (traditional) work
processes, (3) development and realization of new
"smart" functionality that enables digitization and
cybernetization of work, (4) connectivity to "smart
environments", (5) vertical linkage to integrated work
structures, and (6) horizontal linkage to networks at
different levels of action.
The role of people, or Subject [2], will change
significantly in the future generation of manufacturing
systems. Due to automation and digitization, in some
processes the immediate influences of people are
almost excluded. There is a question as to what will be
the role of Subject in future manufacturing systems? It
should be borne in mind that it is only the Subject that
has the motive and the benefit of operating the
manufacturing systems. Based on that I have to be very
careful about the role of Subject in modeling and
structuring the future generation of manufacturing
systems, which will become socio-cyber-physical
systems. Such an approach opens up a new space,
cyber space, through which the Subject, as a social
element and physical work systems (PWS), will be
linked as a physical element. Such space can be
enriched with new digitized and cybernetised functions
such as real-time management, self-organization, selfdiagnosis, prognostication, self-adaptation, etc. and (2)
"unconnectively" connect to different network
environments, such as Industrial Internet of Things
(IIofT), service networks, production networks, etc.,
which open up new opportunities for action in the
horizontal integration of manufacturing systems.
To understand the new concept of manufacturing
systems, which is based on linking the social, cyber and
physical environments of the manufacturing system, it
is necessary to define the basic systemic manufacturing
structures that are present in traditional productionbusiness systems. Such system structures are:
elementary work system (EWS) [2], autonomous work
system (AWS) [10] and production system (PS).
Peklenik defined the manufacturing system or the
factory as a complexity adaptive manufacturing system
(CAMS) [11]. The concept of CAMS envisages three
organizational levels within the manufacturing
enterprise (1) the operation level in which the basic
EWS element exists, (2) coordination level (the AWS
and service unit (SU) exist), and (3) the business level
in which the key component is the manufacturing
system. Such a structure is shown in Fig 1.
The EWS is horizontally integrated into a
traditional organizational structure such as the Flexible
Manufacturing System (FMS) and Dedicated
Manufacturing Line (DML), and is horizontal
connectivity to the online manufacturing structures
(internet of things).

The vertical connecting of the operation and cyber
level of the traditional manufacturing enterprise is
ensured through the communication connectivity of the
systemic manufacturing structures (AWS and EWS).
Vertical integration of organizational manufacturing
structure of the operation level into more organizational
forms of co-ordination level is facilitated through the
integration of FMS and DML into manufacturing
departments and manufacturing plants.

Fig. 2. Concept socio-cyber-physical manufacturing
systems (SCPMS)

Fig. 1. Horizontal and vertical connectivity of
traditional systemic manufacturing structures
AWS represents the systematic manufacturing
structure of the middle part of the production company
or its co-ordination level. Enable vertical connectivity
of EWS to multiple system manufacturing structures
(e.g. manufacturing system) or network manufacturing
structures such as a manufacturing-oriented service
network. AWS is horizontally integrated into the
production plant/division and is horizontally connected
to the network structure.
The system production structure of a traditional
enterprise that represents the superior structure of AWS
(and their EWS) is a production-business system
(PBS). PBS as a basic element of the business
enterprise level of traditional manufacturing enterprises
enables horizontal integration into the organizational
manufacturing structure of the appointed factory and
horizontal connectivity of the enterprise to the network
manufacturing structure of the named production
network (PN).
Exceptional thinking about creating new concepts
of manufacturing systems based on the integration of
social, cyber and physical manufacturing environment
is Fig 2.
Figure 2 illustrates a reference model for
connectivity social, cyber and physical spaces and their
systems to a cyber functional system manufacturing
structure called socio-cyber-physical systems (SCPS).
Thus structured system manufacturing structure is
composed of three levels or spaces: social, physical and
cyber space.
Physical space of SCPS contains systemic
structures such as: physical system of elementary work
system, physical system of logistics system (LS),
physical system of service system (SS) etc.

The cyber space, shown in Fig 2, is on one side
connected to the physical space, on the other side with
the social space. The systemic basis for the vertical
connectivity of system manufacturing structures as well
as their horizontal connectivity to different cyber
network structures enables the establishment of a cyber
system within the cyber space.
The cyber system of a manufacturing company can be
defined as a three-tier structure with three levels: (1)
operation level, (2) coordination & collaboration level,
and (3) business level of cyber system.
The operation cyber level of cyber system contains
cyber system structures in the form of a cyber system
of EWS, cyber system of LS, cyber system of SS etc.
These structures are horizontally connectivity to the
Internet of Things network, which is part of the global
Internet of Things network.
The coordination & collaboration level of cyber
system is the interface between the operation and
business level of the cyber system. Enables the
existence of a cyber manufacturing structure of AWS
and SU as well as their inclusion in the global Internet
of Service.
The business level of cyber system is a part of a
cyber system that enables the establishment of a cyber
manufacturing structure in the form of a cyber
manufacturing and business system (PBS). Horizontal
connection of such a cyber system structure in the
cyber system enables the production company to be
included in the production network (PN) and the
establishment of different virtual enterprises (VEs)
within such a network structure.
The introduction of cyber elements, cyber system
structures, and their horizontal and vertical connection,
enables a significant change in role of Subject in sociocyber-physical manufacturing systems. This change is
realized through the cyber-physical manufacturing
system cybernetization of work in cyber space.
Cybernetization of work contributes to improving the
management, guidance and control of the future
generation of manufacturing and work systems.
In the developed concept of socio-cyber-physical
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manufacturing systems (SCPMS), a new role of Subject
has been defined. The Subject is placed in a separate
space or social space and is connected to other social
systems as well as cyber system. The connectivity with
the cyber system is enabled through different
communication interfaces. The horizontal and vertical
communication of the Subject with the elements of the
cyber system is shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3. Connectivity of Subject in the concept of sociocyber-physical manufacturing systems
The development of new concepts of socio-cyberphysical systems in the manufacturing domain
represents a major step in the evolution of
organizational and systemic forms of manufacturing
structures and their transition from socio-technical to
socio-cyber-physical manufacturing systems. Newly
structured SCPMS become systems with a certain
degree of intelligence, is become so called "smart
systems", which will significantly enable greater agility
and adaptivity of manufacturing enterprises to the
needs of the modern market and society. With these
SCPMS are systems based on the principles of the
forthcoming Industrial Revolution of Industry 4.0. Such
systems will in the future make it possible to enable the
business operations and operations of a manufacturing
company on a global market under competitive
conditions. It is expected that the changed role of a
man, capable of managing the manufacturing system in
real time, will affect the responsiveness, robustness and
efficiency of CSPS-structured manufacturing systems.
4. CONCLUSION
The paper presents an overview of the part of the
research work on the theme of cybernetization of
production structures and the structuring of the model
of cyber-physical production systems. The proposed
paper presents part of the concept of cyber-physical
manufacturing systems with an accent on the social
element as an indispensable component of all
manufacturing systems.
Based on the developed concept, the integration of
physical and cyber and social elements of the
manufacturing system, as well as the transformation of
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traditional manufacturing structures into new advanced
manufacturing structures based on cybernetization, is
enabled.
Future work needs to be directed to the description
of digitized and cybernetised functionalities of system
manufacturing structures within the developed concept
and their realization.
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ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION OF COMPLEX
SURFACESS MACHINING BY THREE AXIS MILLING MACHINE CENTER
Abstract: Machine tool accuracy is one of the most important performance properties which affect the part quality.
Manufacturing on machining centers with three numerical axes nowadays very often includes machining the
complex surfaces, which topology influences on the occurrence of different problems in the machine kinematics.
According to mentioned, inaccurate surfaces are given, caused by complex surface geometry which is machined and
increment of movement along the axis during the whole tool path. This paper proposes an efficient method based on
computer numerical control (CNC) program simulation analysis with aim to determinate inaccuracies on complex
surfaces during the design process. An inaccuracies analysis are conducted it two phases: by special software,
which allows comparison between computer aided design (CAD) model and model given by machining simulation.
Second phase was comparing point cloud given by contact method physical scanning of produced part by and
comparing with CAD model.
Key words: complex surface, process errors, tool path verification, contact scanning

1. INTRODUCTION
The parts commonly used in mechanical systems,
industrial structures and the functional products in the
mold, automobile and aerospace industries have
number of complex shapes. These forms are generally
obtained by multi-axis milling and specifically by 5axis milling. [1] However, in some cases, three axis
milling machine tools should do the job instead five
axis machine tool, of course within the reasonable
limitations. Through those limitations occurs
inaccuracy.
Accuracy of machining process on numerical
machine tools represents complex issue, which includes
all factors in process. These include machine tool
characteristics
(stiffness,
movement
accuracy,
measuring system accuracy...), tool system, fixture
stiffness, inaccuracies which are occurs during the tool
path approximation, etc. [2]
Modern machining centers efficient exploitation, on
nowadays level of automatization, cannot be imagined
without using computer and CAD/CAE/CAM software
systems. This especially can be noticed, while
machining the part with complex configuration.
Virtual manufacturing is the addition of simulation
to control models and actual processes, allowing for
seamless simulation for optimization during the actual
production cycle. The modeling as an approach in
which the complete machining process can be
simulated and optimized before resorting to costly and
time consuming physical trials on the real production
environment. Using computer models and simulation of
manufacturing processes in virtual environments have
provided key tools for presenting products with high
level of efficiency and accuracy. [3] Nowadays,
machining simulation plays an important role in
manufacturing. Machine simulation is the safest and the
most cost-effective way to verify tool paths. There are

many benefits of machine simulation. One of the most
important is safe and time unlimited testing of
machining program. Crashing machine on the computer
screen is not a big problem, whereas crashing a real
machine is catastrophic [4].
One of the important segments of product design
using a computer includes process planning with aim to
define production technology and design CNC program
using CAM software systems. Using them give a lot of
benefits, meaning for production, as productivity,
collision prediction, toll load, machine load, etc.
According to these results, multiple solutions can be
analyzed, and obtained the optimal. Previously could
be achieved by varying, strategies, cutting conditions,
tools, fixtures as well as tool path defining method,
until an optimal solution is obtained.
Observing the total error which occurs in complex
shape machining process, on numerical machine tools,
tool path approximation presents a very significant
factor. That is caused by converting a complex tool
path with linear, circular and polynomial segments.
The first part of research presented in this paper,
show analysis errors caused by approximation. While
the second one includes total error analysis, of
characteristic geometrical shapes, on the part. This
phase is conducted by physical scanning on CMM
(Coordinate Measuring Machine) were the result is
point cloud, comparing with CAD model which is used
for CNC program design. This comparison gives the
total deviation of nominal CAD model.
2. TOOL PATH APROXIMATION ISSUE
CAM software can produce commands for CNC
machines. Integral parts of these commands are
descriptions of desired motions of the cutting tool
relative to the workpiece. Such descriptions are
commonly referred to as tool paths. In general, tool
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paths are discretized and presented to a machine's
controller as a locus of poses. A single pose defines a
tool's position and orientation. Tool path can also be
considered as a locus of positions when a desired
motion does not require changes in orientation. A
controller attempts to interpolate discretized tool paths
by coordinating motion of independent translational
and/or rotational axes. [5]
In addition to the fact that CAM software is present
for many years, toll path approximation error analyses
are neglected in that area. [6] These errors are result by
processing a toolpath, as well as post processing.
The basic reason for neglecting these inaccuracies is
that in most cases parts which are represented in
industry are not very complex. Their configurations are
consist of rectilinear and circular shapes, which are
basic geometric shapes, and machine control unit
according on installed interpolation function realize
them with very high accuracy, and approximation
errors are basically absent. This can be seen also on
fact that the work piece for testing the working
accuracy of machine tools (NCG recommendations,
manufacturers), consists exclusively of forms that are
in group of basic geometrical shapes. Development of a
complex product which consisting a surfaces which not
belong to the previous group, as a new technological
challenge came mainly from the automotive, aerospace,
plastic mold industry, etc. dramatically speeded up the
upgrading of CAM software. In these cases, the
curvilinear tool path is most often approximated with:
lines, circles, or in a latest control systems with spline
segments (which is still rare in the industry). Figure 1
shows an example of an elliptical segment
approximation a) with circle b) with lines, which
inevitably leads to the appearance of errors shown in
red.

2.1 Approximation error analysis
Design of computer numerical control program
could be realized on few ways, manually or by using
the various CAM software systems. If the answer is
CAM software system, then is not easy to determinate
whether designed. Toolpath accurately describes given
geometry. Designed program can be checked by
specialized software for verification. Approximation
errors occur while processing the toolpath as well as
during the translation program for specific CNC
machine. They are particularly pronounced when the
tool path is formed by linear interpolation segments.
Toolpath verification and approximation error
analysis means that toll path generated by CAM
software, should be loaded in specialized verification
software. According to given program, tools,
workpiece, software simulates machining process, and
remove material, at the end software gives a workpiece.
After that given model and original designed CAD
model can be compared. For that purpose various
software could be used. In this research was chosen
Vericut and his verification functions, AutoDiff shown
on Figure 2.

Fig 2 AutoDiff in Vericut

a)
b)
Fig. 1. Approximation of the elliptical segment
a) circles b) lines
Analysis of the mathematical algorithms
implemented in software systems for CAM
programming of numerically controlled machine tools,
with the aim of approximating the curvilinear paths,
enable users to gain insight into the accuracy and
capabilities of the CAM software and by correcting the
individual parameters with the path of the "optimal
accuracy" path, the function of the optimization goal
allowed deviation from the shape of the treated surface.
Application of CAD/CAM program systems is
considered as the most effective solution for
implementation in the technological preparation of the
manufacturing for products with complex geometry. [7]
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Vericut as well as most of these software, allows
direct communication with most of CAD/CAM
software, with aim to distribute CAD model, and if it`s
not possible direct, then communication will be
realized by any of neutral format (STEP, IGES, etc.).
Analysis in Vericut after comparing models provide
report which provide nature of appeared errors,
tolerance value, exactly the sentence in program where
error occur, errors by machining zones.
3. PHYSICAL TOOL PATH VERIFICATION
To verify program and postprocessor, special
complex workpiece have been machined. Physical
analysis of toolpath was realized on CNC
milling/drilling machining center Haidenraich &
Harback FM38 with Sinumerik840d control unit,
Sinumerik Operate 4.5 software and machining process
have been done on. Horizontal Machining Center H&H
FM38 belongs to a group of numerically controlled
machine tools conventional kinematic structure, with 3
numerically controlled linear axis and the indexed CNC
rotary table i.e. rotational axis (B axis), Fig. 5. This
experiment should show that the proposed

methodology for program verification which includes
all kinds of simulation can be directly used by CNC
programmers and operators.
3.1 Approximation error analysis
In order to analyze toolpath in computer numerical
control program, which is generated for special test
workpiece, machining was realized for the piece of
aluminum 7075, with two tools. Test workpiece has
prismatic shape, with multiple characteristic basic and
complex shapes Fig. 3:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Verification using software
Model generated by verification software, after
processing the simulation, based on computer
numerical program, was compared with the workpiece
CAD model, and deviations are illustrated on figure 5.

cone
calotte (concave and convex)
three sided pyramid
convex torus
coaxial cylinders (three)
prismatic slot
prismatic spigot (straight and at an angle)
Fig. 5 Processing errors after simulation

Fig. 3. Machined workpiece
The rough machining were made with milling cutter
diameter 5 [mm], and flat surfaces as well with the
same tool but with different cutting conditions. The
finishing machining of the characteristic shapes (cone,
both calotte, three sided pyramid, convex torus) was
performed with a ball mill diameter 8 [mm]. Machining
center and tools are shown on fig. 4.

According to illustration could be concluded that on
the flat surfaces, does not occur errors as is assumed. In
this case, errors doesn’t occur neither on complex
shapes actually at the crossings i.e. radius between flat
surfaces and some shapes (cone, three sided pyramid,
torus, concave calotte) where were expected. Report
shows that approximation error was 0 [mm] and it is
shown by Light Sea Green color. It could be explained
with CAM software setup, where was defined tight
toolpath tolerance, and very small stopover between
passes, while tool was machining the characteristic
complex shapes. Only one zone where from this point
of view, occurs huge error, 0.5 [mm] is at convex
calotte. The reason of such errors, could be explained
with fact that diameter of convex calotte was the same
amount as tool diameter 8 [mm], tool nose radius 4
[mm]. According to strategy which was spiral, could be
told that in button zone of calotte tool couldn’t make a
spiral, and as well couldn’t machine calotte. Amount of
approximation errors at convex calotte vary from 0
[mm] at the upper zone to 0.5 linear along the depth of
calotte, as is shown of Fig 6.

Fig 6 Approximation errors at convex callote

Fig. 4. Machining center and tools

4.1 Physical verification
After processing the workpiece, with aim to analyze
machining error, three axes CMM has been used for
digitalization, using tactile method. Zeiss Contura G2,
as shown on figure 7.
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CMM by tactile method, and given point cloud have
been compared with original CAD model of worpiece,
and results shows bigger amount of errors in range
from 0.040[mm] to -0.280[mm], it was caused by many
influencing factors of the process, mentioned above.
6. REFERENCES

Fig 7. Tactile scanning on CMM Contura G2
The principle of operation of all tactile methods is
based on mechanical contact with the object of
measurement and probe. Then the signals are derived
for further processing. Contact method has been
characterized as mostly used with, high accuracy and
very good results in repeatability which are as well
some of the significant advantages of these systems.
Result of tactile scanning is the point cloud, but
scanned were only characteristic shapes, horizontal flat
was not considered. Point cloud was imported in
software Autodesk PowerInspect 2018 Ultimate, and
reconstruction of surfaces has been done according to
point cloud. After that reconstructed surfaces were used
to compare with original workpiece CAD model, in
order to determine the value of deviations from the
nominal size. Given errors represents total errors i.r.
and they are combination of toolpath approximation
error, machine, fixture, cutting tool errors, as well as,
CMM errors. After the comparison results are as shown
on figure 8.

Fig. 8. Errors processing at the workpiece
Results obtained by physical verification indicates
bigger amount of errors, than those obtained by
software simulation. Basis on these results, can be
concluded that errors by toolpath approximation have
lesser impact on the errors which occurs during the
machining process, could be told that it was expected
according the complexity of machining process.
5. FINAL REMARKS
In the present paper, the errors of a 3 axis machine
center are enforced on G-codes of parts in virtual
environment in order to imitate the real machining
environment. The virtual verification machining
software was used for tollpath aproximaton errors
analisis, i.e. comparison with original worpiece CAD.
Next step was phisical machine realization, conducted
on machine, and produced part was digitalized with
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DETERMINATION OF EMISSIVITY OF STEEL ALLOY
USING INFRARED THERMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE
Abstract: This paper presents experimental determination of the emissivity of steel depending on surface roughness
and temperature. The investigation was conducted on steel alloy EN 42CrMo4 workpieces with different degrees of
surface roughness during the continuous cooling process and using the infrared thermographic technique (ITT). The
results obtained showed that the emissivity of the chosen steel alloy increases with greater surface roughness and
decreases during the cooling process, its value ranging from 0.15 to 0.7. It was concluded that surface roughness
has a greater influence on the increase of the emissivity at higher temperatures. Multiple regression analysis
confirmed a strong correlation between the examined parameters and the emissivity, and an original multiple
regression model was determined.
Key words: emissivity, steel, infrared thermographic technique (ITT), multiple regression analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Infrared thermographic technique (ITT) is a noncontact and non-destructive temperature measurement
technique suitable for preventive and predictive
maintenance [1,2]. ITT works on the principle of
transformation of spatial variations in the emitted
infrared radiation from the surface of the observed
object into a two-dimensional infrared (IR) image,
where the differences in temperature distribution are
presented as a range of colours or tones [3]. The key
material parameter for the practical use of ITT is
emissivity. Emissivity is a function of surface state or
atmospheric chemical reactions, temperature, and
wavelengths. Because of these non-linearities, it is very
complicated to evaluate such a real problem by
numerical simulation, and experimental work seems to
be the most reliable evaluation procedure [4]. The
emissivity of metal is usually experimentally
determined because of its tendency to change
depending on the different chemical and physical
conditions of surface [5]. Many authors investigated the
effect of the type of material, surface roughness,
microstructure, temperature, wavelength, etc. on the
metal emissivity characteristics, especially steel
because of its wide range of use.
Kobayashi et al. measured normal spectral emissivity
and its time variation for a total of thirty kinds of pure
metals and alloys at temperatures between 780 and
1200°C. The spectral data were obtained at about 100
wavelengths from 0.55 to 5.3 μm under different
environmental conditions including oxidation. It is
shown that the emissivity variations were monotonic
for cold-rolled steel, and steel alloy SUS310S.
Additionally, authors made a database to facilitate the
dissemination to researchers and engineers interested
in the emissivity of metals. Indexes to the emissivity
data are metal name, wavelength, temperature, time,
and degree of oxidation represented by an effective
thickness of oxide film on the specimen surface [6].

Wen applied several emissivity models to examine
Multispectral Radiation Thermometry (MRT) on
inferring surface temperature in order to investigate
steel emissivity behaviors. The data show that
emissivity decreases with increasing wavelength. For
steel containing high chromium, emissivity is usually
lower than others because of the chromium oxide
protection layer. Two emissivity models provide the
best overall compensation for different alloys, number
of wavelengths, and temperatures. The results reveal
that if the emissivity model can well represent the real
emissivity behaviors, the more accurate inferred
temperature can be achieved [7]. A year later, author
conducted new experiments to measure the emissivity
values of a variety of steel samples at 427, 527, and
627 °C. The effects of wavelength, temperature, alloy
composition, and heating time on emissivity were
investigated. Multispectral radiation thermometry
(MRT) with linear emissivity models (LEMs) and loglinear emissivity models (LLEs) were then applied to
predict surface temperature. Results show that the
spectral emissivity decreases with increasing
wavelength
and
increases
with
increasing
temperature. Steel with higher chromium content has
lower emissivity value because of the chromium oxide
protection layer. The spectral emissivity reaches
steady state after the third hour heating due to the
surface oxidation becoming fully developed [8]. Shi et.
al measured the variations in spectral emissivity of
Usibor® 1500P steel during a two-step austenitization
and in two different heating atmospheres, argon and air,
using a near infrared spectrometer and a Fourier
transform infrared reflectometer. Phase transformations
of the Al–Si coating and surface oxidation lead to the
changes in surface phase composition and surface
roughness, which in turn influence the spectral
emissivity [9]. Xing et. al measured the normal spectral
emissivity during the growth of oxide layer on the
surface of steel 430 at a wavelength of 1.5μm over a
temperature range 527 - 827°C using thermocouples,
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which were symmetrically welded onto the front
surface of specimens [10].
Previous studies showed that the emissivity of metals
increases with the increase in temperature and surface
roughness during heating. This paper includes an
investigation into the emissivity behavior of the steel
alloy EN 42CrMo4 during the continuous cooling
process using ITT. The reason for this is similar heating
and cooling rate of metals. This study considered the
possibility of use of multiple regression analysis for
theoretical determination of the emissivity, on the base
of experimentally obtained data. The aim of the study
was investigated whether ITT can be used for reliable
temperature measurement of heated steel surfaces on
the work equipment, and by implication, for the
assessment of risk of burn injuries.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental determination of the emissivity
was conducted on the steel alloy EN 42CrMo4. EN
42CrMo4 alloy steel is widely used for engineering
steel purpose, such as: making various kinds of
machinery, automobile, mining spare part, the
gearwheel of the engine, the driving gear of
supercharger, the connecting rob, parts for power train
applications, cold formed fastener components, shafts,
gears, drill collars for the oil exploration, etc. Chemical
characteristics of the chosen steel alloy are given in
Table 1.

Fig. 1.

Roughness profile of S1 workpiece

Fig. 2.

Roughness profile of S2 workpiece

The emissivity of steel workpieces was determine using
experimental setup shown in Fig. 3. Methodology is
based on simultaneous heating of a single workpiece,
measuring the temperature by means of an IR camera
and measuring the reference temperature on the
analyzed surface. The reference temperature was
measured using type-K thermocouples. Two
thermocouples were placed on the back surface of the
workpiece, whereas the third thermocouple was
attached to the front surface of the workpiece using
black rubber. For the purpose of this paper a heat-treat
furnace was used for heating the workpieces. For
achieving a uniform temperature distribution on the
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C
Mn
Si
P
S
Cr
Mo

0.38 – 0.45
0.60 – 0.90
0.40 max
0.035 max
0.035 max
0.90 – 1.20
0.15 – 0.30

Table 1. Chemical characteristics of the EN 42CrMo4
steel alloy
For the purpose of the experimental work, two
workpieces were made with dimensions of (150 × 150
× 10) mm. The first workpiece was ground, whereas
the other one was milled. The roughness of the
workpieces was measured with a contact method using
a MarSurf PS1 device. The mean roughness (roughness
average, Ra) was measured in 30 points uniformly
distributed on the surface of the workpiece. The
average value of the measured roughness ( Ra ) was
taken as the surface roughness of the workpiece (Table
2). Roughness profile of S1 and S2 workpiece are given
on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.
Type of machining
grinding
milling

Ra [µm]

0.262
1.385

Labels
S1
S2

Table 1. Surface roughness of the workpieces

target area of the sample, every workpiece was placed
upright in the center of the furnace and tested
separately. The radiation emitted from the heat furnace
can affect the thermography test to a large extent. Thus,
prior to the measurement, a 2-mm black tin box was
placed into the furnace in order to eliminate the effect
of the furnace walls on the measurement results. The
infrared camera used for thermal imaging was camera
IR ThermoPro TP8S with a spectral range of 8–14 μm
and temperature accuracy of ± 1 °C.
After installing the thermocouples and setting the IR
camera, a workpiece was heated up to 200 °C. Having
reached this temperature, the workpiece was being

cooled down to the ambient temperature of 25 °C. At
the same time, the camera took an IR image of the
workpiece at 50, 100, 150 and 200 °C. The described
procedure was repeated for both workpiece. The
obtained IR images were processed using the Guide Ir
Analyser program where the average emissivity of a
workpiece was adjusted to a value from 0 to 1 until the
temperature became equal to the reference temperature.
During the IR-image processing, the temperature used
as the reference temperature was the average of the
temperature values obtained with the thermocouples.

[14]. In this concrete case, the dependent variable - the
emissivity (  ) is related to two independent variables temperature (T) and surface roughness (Ra) using the
following model (equation 1):

   0  1  T   2  Ra  r

where  0 , 1 ,  2 represent regression coefficients and
r is the component of random error. For the
assessment of the model for n = 8 observations and the
number of independent variables k = 2, the matrix form
of the equation 1 is given by matrix equation 2:
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental data show that the average
emissivity of steel alloy EN 42CrMo4 in the spectral
range of 8–14 μm decreases during the cooling and
increases with an increase in the surface roughness.
The emissivity ranges from 0.15 to 0.7. At
temperatures from 50 to 200 °C, the emissivity values
of the workpieces are rising, and their mutual
differences are only the results of the surface roughness
(Figure 4).

(1)

(2)

Solving the matrix equation (2) according to results in
the following multiple linear regression model
(equation 3):
ε = 0.00226 T + 0.1558 Ra – 0.0883
(3)
The presented model can be used for temperatures
range from 50 to 200 °C and surface roughness from
0.262 to 1.385 µm. In this case, the multiple coefficient
of determination R2 shows that 84.14 % of variation in
the emissivity comes from variation in temperature and
surface roughness, whereas the remaining 15.86 % is
the consequence of the effect other parameters such as
humidity, permeability of the atmosphere, temperature
of the environment, etc. The model can be used for
prediction of the value of the emissivity at temperatures
and surface roughness values which are beyond the
mentioned ranges, with a somewhat lower coefficient
of determination R2pred of 53.17 %. Multiple regression
was used to determine the strength of dependence
between the emissivity and the observed parameters
based on the correlation coefficient r. The correlation
coefficient was 0.8 which points to the fact that there is
a strong (direct) linear dependence between
temperature and surface roughness and the emissivity.
The scatter plot (Figure 4) shows a small degree of data
deviation around the established regression line,
indicated by the value of the standard error S of 0.08.

Fig. 4. Emissivity of steel alloy EN 42CrMo4
3.1 Multiple-linear-regression analysis
Multiple regression analysis makes it possible to
examine the effect of several independent variables on
the dependent output variable. The result of this
approach is a multiple regression model which, in the
form of a mathematical formula, connects the effect of
two independent variables on the dependent variable

Fig. 5. Scatter plot
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4. CONCLUSION
The emissivity of steel alloy EN 42CrMo4 in the
cooling process from 200 to 50 °C was experimental
determinate using infrared thermographic technique.
The investigation showed that the emissivity of the
chosen alloy ranges from 0.15 to 0.7 and that it
decreases with the decrease in temperature and
increases with the increase in surface roughness. At
higher temperatures, the differences between the
emissivity of the workpieces are bigger. The analysis of
IR images showed that this phenomenon is a
consequence of a more significant effect of surface
roughness on the emissivity at higher temperatures.
Although ITT is not recommendable for precise
determination of the emissivity of metals, in the post
processing of IR images the authors managed to
determine the emissivity. Multiple regression analysis
confirmed a strong correlation between the investigated
parameters and the emissivity and a multiple regression
model was determined.
Presented model can only be applied with low and
medium temperatures since at higher temperatures
there is a somewhat greater deviation of the
experimental data from the regression line. The reason
for this is uneven distribution of temperature on the
surface of a workpiece due to defects which occurred
during its machining.
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MULTIFINGERED UNDER-ACTUATED HANDS IN ROBOTIC ASSEMBLY
Abstract: New production paradigm of mass customization imposes the development of flexible gripping systems
with exceptional dexterity, capable of mimicking grasping behavior of human hands. In this context, the most
demanding technical challenges are: motoric capabilities and related design aspects, overall weight and size, and
tactile and other perceptual capabilities. Also, to make the gripper industry acceptable, it should be in affordable
price range. Having all that in mind, concept of the multifingered under-actuated hand appears as good candidate
to be an optimal, general purpose solution. This paper presents the general conceptual framework for development
of multifingered hands which are based on under-actuation principle.
Key words: Robotic assembly, Grasping, Multifingered hands.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern industrial robotic arms and hands excel
over human’s in most aspects. They are capable of
lifting heavier loads, they are more repeatable and on
top of that they are faster. With that said when it
comes to gripping objects the situation is different.
Grippers used at assembly and manufacturing lines
are typically simple mechanisms and are used for
griping and manipulation of fairly simple parts and part
families. New production paradigm of mass
customization requires flexible gripers that are capable
of in hand manipulation for task of manipulating
complex object of different sizes and shapes.
This paper there will focus on robot grasping
foundations and on human and robot dexterous
manipulation. Paper concludes with multifingered
under-actuated hands for dexterous and cognitive
grasping and manipulation of objects in industrial
setting.

grippers. Functionality of regular grippers satisfies
needs of industry because of their simpler mechanisms
that makes them robust and they cost less than
multifingered humanoid hands. On the other hand they
are less flexible than robotic hands and mass
customization imposes flexibility as main ability that
gripping systems must have. Robotic hands can
perform in hand manipulation regardless of shape of
object they manipulate. Three and more fingers
grippers are flexible enough to manipulate objects of
different sizes and weights and also different stiffness.

2. ROBOTIC GRASPING FOUNDATIONS
End-effectors on a robot arm, that is used to grasp
and manipulate object is a gripper. Based on their
morphology they are separated into two main groups,
regular grippers and robotic hands, as shown on Fig. 1.
Dexterity or, as described in [3], easy in-hand
manipulation of object, after it was grasped, is main
difference between these two groups. Grippers are
fairly simple mechanisms that work on simple
principles and can’t perform in hand manipulation.
Example of those grippers range from magnetic and
pneumatic grippers or three finger adaptive grippers.
Robotic hands are divided into three groups. There are
under-actuated hands (where number of DOF of finger,
n, is larger than number of actuators, m), fully-actuated
hands (n=m) and humanoid hands. Humanoid hands are
made to, more or less, recreate human hand’s grasping
capabilities and morphology. In industrial setting,
however, usage of humanoid hands is scarce. Reason
for that is found in robustness and overall cost of used

Fig. 1 Classification of gripers, from zero finger
grippers (e.g. magnet gripper) to a human hand, based
on their morphology, flexibility and overall cost.
So to make optimal solution, from mechanical
standpoint, compromise of cost and flexibility must be
found, and that area is illustrated in Fig. 1, with green
circles. Another aspect of robotic hand systems is
cognitive aspect. Just like with humans, grasping
system needs to be able to define optimal solution for
grasping different objects and by implementing this
aspect robotic system becomes more flexible.
Notice
that
robotic
grasping
occupies
multidimensional space that spans from mechanical
over control complexity to cognition, so Fig. 1. does
not illustrate that whole space.
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2.1 Grasping theory
Determining conditions for grasping and
manipulation of certain object requires fundamental
definitions to be described first. There are several
definitions in grasping, [2].
Definition 1: A grasp is commonly defined as a set of
contacts on the surface of the object, which purpose is
to constrain the potential movements of the object in
the event of external disturbances. To be able to
determine forces and torques that are required for
manipulator to exert on the contact area a proper
contact model should be defined. There are two main
approaches in robotic grasping: analysis and synthesis.
Definition 2: Grasp analysis consists on finding
whether the grasp is stable using common closure
properties, given an object and a set of contacts. Then,
quality measures can be evaluated in order to enable
the robot to select the best grasp to execute.
Definition 3: Grasp synthesis is the problem of finding
a suitable set of contacts given an object and some
constraints on the allowable contacts.
A contact can be defined as a joint between the
finger and the object. The shape of the contacting
surface and the stiffness and frictional characteristics of
the contacting bodies define the nature of this joint.
Contact models maps the forces that can be transmitted
through the contact on object. There are three contact
models: point contact without friction, point contact
with friction and soft finger contact model.

Fig. 2 Contact types: a) point contact without friction,
b) point contact with friction and c) soft finger contact.
Point contact without friction, shown in Fig. 2 a),
can only transmit forces along the normal to the object
surface at the contact point. It does not represent the
real contact that appear in robotic manufacturing
operations. Point contact with friction, shown in Fig. 2
b), is used when there is significant contact friction, but
the contact patch is so small so that no usable friction
moment exists. It can transmit forces in the normal and
tangential directions to the surface at the contact point
but can't transmit moment components. Soft finger
contact model, shown in Fig. 2 c), is used when the
surface friction and the contact patch are large enough
to generate significant friction forces and a friction
moment about the contact normal. This model also
correlates to usage of palm in grasping. In human case,
palm is used extensively in grasping tasks, so in robot
gasping it needs to be taken into account.
When discussing the ability of gripper to constrain
movement of manipulated object, there are two closure
properties that describes stable grasp of an object.
Those are form and force closure.
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Fig. 3 Form and force closure interpretation
A grasp is in form closure, if the location of the
contact points on the object ensures its immobility and
grasp is in force closure, if the fingers can apply,
through the set of contacts, enough force and torque on
the object, which means that any motion of the object is
resisted by the contact forces. Form closure is a
stronger condition. Force closure is used when
performing precision grasping, but it requires control of
internal forces, [2].
Besides achieving proper closure property, for hand
to be dexterous it requires grasp synthesis to provide
suitable hand configuration for grasping, which is
explained in [2].
3. DEXTEROUS MANIPULATION
The concept of dexterous manipulation is most
important aspect in making of more flexible griping
systems (mechanical hands, both robotic and
prosthetic) that can mimic functionality of the human
hand. To be able to accurately define dexterity it is
important to consider decomposing manipulative tasks
first. Manipulative tasks can be observed from object or
environment-centric and hand-centric point of view,
[3]. Consider opening a bottle of water. Object-centric
view of the task would be: there needs to be rotational
movement about axis of cap of bottle and axial
movement along that axis to remove the cap. When
considering hand-centric views this can be done
multiple ways. It can be done within hand motions of
thumb and forefinger or for example with power grasp
of the cap and motion of entire arm to do the same job.
There are multiple options to choose from when
considering hand-centric point of view, and due to so
many possible ways to do the task, object-centric view
of manipulation task does not directly correlate with
hand ability. So, given the circumstances, artificial
grasping system should be able to distinguish different
object properties and compute optimal approach to the
given task. And mechanically, artificial hand needs to
be dexterous enough to be able to perform computed
grasping of an object.
Dexterity, in broad meaning, can be described as
skill to use hands, [1]. It is often referred to as in-hand
manipulation. So, the most dexterous hand, would be
the one that could serve as a general-purpose
manipulator, capable of performing the most diverse set
of operations in a manufacturing environment. This
definition would be valid if dexterity would come only
from mechanical capabilities of hand mechanisms.
When we take human grasping capabilities in
consideration, dexterity could be defined as task of

finding optimal kinematical solution for any situation
and in any condition. This definition focuses not only
on mechanical capabilities of hand to allow the
versatility of dexterous movements, but on motor
control systems to adapt movements to challenging
environmental conditions.
Dexterity of human grasping is highly dependable
on synergy of torso, arms and hands [4]. Most tasks of
grasping are performed not only with hands but with
arms and torso also. This ability is crucial to implement
in artificial grasping system. In bimanual assembly
systems, for instance, using multifingered hands on
both arms of robotic assembly station leads to optimal
assembly of objects where one hand can be used as
fixture and other as tool used for assembly. This ability
is essential when task is manipulation of larger objects,
but when it comes to precision work, in-hand
manipulation is crucial. When observing human
grasping, for instance in precision soldering, we tend
to decouple some joints by, for example, resting elbow
joint or forearm on the working table. This makes that
precision task dependable solely on in-hand
manipulation.
So, with all mentioned in above sections, concept of
the multifingered under-actuated hand appears as good
candidate to be an optimal, general purpose solution for
solving both mechanical and control part of complex
tasks of grasping.
4. MULTIFINGERED UNDERACTUATED HAND
Complexity of the control and complexity of
mechanisms incorporated in multifingered hands
dictates actuation systems that are expensive, heavy,
and hard to put in one, decent size, user friendly
package. Because of these disadvantages, efforts are
made in order to develop under-actuated fingers for
multifingered hands.
4.1 Under-actuated robotic hands
Under-actuated robotic hands have become quite
popular in industry and research applications, for a
number of reasons. Hands such as these occupy a niche
among the wide spectrum of robotic hands that lie
between simple 2-fingered industrial grippers and
complex 5-fingered anthropomorphic hands. Utilizing
usually one actuator or less to operate a single finger,
these hands allow a much more simplified control
compared to traditional fully actuated multi-finger
hands. Low cost, simple design, and the potential for
mass application all make under-actuating hands quite
promising for current and future development in
artificial prosthetics and humanoid robotics, [5]. The
concept of underactuation in robotic fingers, with fewer
actuators than degrees of freedom through the use of
springs and mechanical limits, allows the hand to adjust
itself to an irregularly shaped object without complex
control strategy and numerous sensors.
Process of grasping, when closing on an object, can
be divided into three essential stages: the initial stage,
the pre-shaping stage, and the closing stage as
described in [6]. In the initial stage, shown in Fig. 4.
(a), the finger is straightened and only first segment is

touching the object. The pre-shaping stage can be
described as the interval beginning when actuation is
applied and ending when any segment touches the
object. During this time, the finger acquires a preshaped configuration. As shown in Fig. 4. (b), once the
actuator moves down and applies a tensile force on the
tendon, the finger will start closing. All the joints will
be rotating simultaneously in a coupled relationship.

Fig. 4. Under-actuated finger with (a) initial stage,
following (b) pre-shaping stage and (c) closing stage.
The closing stage will describe the interval
beginning with the moment of object contact and
ending when no segment can continue to move (when
the grasp is completed). As shown in Fig. 4. (c), when
the middle segment is blocked and the tendon is
continuously pulled down, the distal segment can
continue to bend because the two joint angles have
been decoupled by the object. That is main advantage
of under-actuated hands over fully actuated hands.
Two most popular and widely used concepts for
under-actuated mutlifingered robot hands are tendon
and linkage based mechanisms, [7], shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Types of mechanisms, tendon and linkage
based, used in under-actuated multifingered hands.
Pulley-Tendon/Cable driving of the under-actuated
mechanical structures enables relatively simple and
very compact designs, as well as remote location of the
actuators. As described in [7] control of motion is
problematic. Rigid linkage drive is more predictable,
more accurate and more controllable. Rigid linkage
drive is more appropriate for industrial use, and
because this paper focuses on industrial application of
these grippers, rigid linkage drive configurations will
be used in following examples.
When observing their ability to grasp, known and
unknown objects, it is important to state that stability of
such grasp isn’t always same. Grasping with underactuated multifingered hands can lead to two possible
outcomes, stable or unstable grasp. As mentioned in
section 2, form grasp is usually more stable than force
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grasp because in form grasping fingers are enveloping
object contact points. Examples of the discrete states of
stable grasp performed by the three phalanx finger
driven by the two four bars mechanism (the object to be
grasped is assumed fixed in space) is shown in Fig. 6.

Grasping of an object does not rely exclusively on
mechanical capabilities of hand but on sensing and
cognitive aspects also. Sensing technologies have
improved over the years, so equipping fingers of robot
hands with it, allows better force control and better
motor control of grasping system. By implementing
tactile sensors on fingers and give fingers the ability of
object gaiting as described in [8]. System can use of
tactile information from fingers and make proper grasp
plan to grab an object.
5. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Stable grasp of object.
In some configurations, the force distribution in an
under-actuated finger can degenerate. The finger can no
longer apply forces on the object, leading to, in some
cases, the ejection of the latter from the hand, despite a
continuous closing motion from the actuator. Discrete
states of unstable grasp which is generated from
initially stable grasp due to appearance of negative
contact forces on some phalanx are shown on Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Unstable grasp of object.
4.2 Multifingered human-like robot hands
Capabilities of dexterous grasping, mentioned in
above sections, are easily achievable by human hand.
So, it is only natural that many researchers are looking
at human hands for inspiration. Human hand
complexity makes it really hard to achieve
anthropomorphic robotic hand that can do all the tasks
human hand can. In the same time, being robust and
sensitive, gives human hand abilities to do tasks in
virtually any environment and the ability to do precise
and some not so precise tasks like heavy lifting and
similar tasks.
Multifingered flexible anthropomorphic grippers
are rarely used in industrial setting. As mentioned, they
are still in research stage and are primarily used in
space exploration, military application and similar. One
used in industry is shown on Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 The Robotiq 3-Finger adaptive gripper that’s
used in industry.
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There are several interesting topics which will be
considered in future research. Kinematic properties of
under-actuated finger will be studied in order to
develop stable grasping system from kinematics
standpoint. A proper grasp planning algorithm should
be developed using 3D vision based systems working
in conjunction with tactile sensors that can give
information about grasping quality as well as object
properties. Finally development of under-actuated
multifingered hand system for use in industrial setting
for small-batch assembly is a ultimate goal of this
research.
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EXPERIMENTAL DEFINITION OF MACHINING
SYSTEMS STABILITY LOBE DIAGRAM
Abstract: The occurrence of self-excited vibrations in machining can cause a number of problems, such as. tool
wear or breakage, poor surface quality, increase energy consumption, increase of noise, etc. In order to avoid the
consequences of self-excited vibration it is necessary to define those cutting regimes which can not cause the
occurrence of these vibrations. For this purpose, it is necessary to define a stability lobe diagram of the observed
machining system, which shows the boundary between stable and unstable zone of machining operations, depending
on the number of revolutions of the spindle and cutting depth.
This paper, presents experimental method for defining of stability lobe diagram, in case of a milling machining
center EMCO Concept Mill 450.
Key words: dynamic behavior of the machining system; self-excited vibrations; frequency response function;
stability lobe diagram

1. INTRODUCTION
When the machine tool works, it may cause the
emergence of various types of vibration wich have a
significant impact on the machining process. These
types of vibration are free, forced and selfexcited
vibrations.
The most unfavorable vibrations that occur in
machining processes, are selfexcited vibration, which
draw the energy necessary for their creation and growth
of amplitude from the cutting process itself. These
vibrations can occur due to friction in the toolworkpiece system, due to thermo-mechanical effects, or
as a result of the regenerative effect, ie. variation of
cutting depth during machining. Selfexcited vibrations
often lead to unstable operation of machine tools, and
also reduce the quality of the machined surface,
causing the appearance of noise, leads to rapid wear of
the cutting tools and elements of machine tools, etc.
[12].
In order to avoid the consequences of selfexcited
vibrations, it is often not possible to use certain cutting
regimes, because they cause unstable operation of the
machine tool. Diagrams which show the stable and
unstable area of machine tools operation, are called
stability lobe diagrams (SLD), and they are defined
according to the number of revolutions of the main
spindle and the cutting depth. Stability lobe diagrams
are usually defined analytically based on the modal
parameters of a machining system and the parameters
of the cutting process.
The first research on of mathematical modeling of
selfexcited vibrations are conducted by Tobias [15] and
Tlusty [14], which identified a regenerative mechanism
of selfexcited vibration, and developed a mathematical
model in the form of delay differential equations
(DDE). The zeroth order approximation, ZOA, method
of Altintas and Budak [1] suggest making stability
predictions using the zeroth order Fourier term to
approximate the cutting force variation and achieve

reasonably accurate stability lobe diagrams predictions
for processes, where the cutting force varies relatively
little, i.e. considerable radial immersions and large
number of teeth.
Besides the above mentioned, a number of
researchers is also applied complicated mathematical
expressions for modeling selfexcited vibrations in order
to define stability lobe diagrams, and so Insperger and
Stephan [5, 6] apply semi-discretization method (SD)
to reduce a complicated DDE method to series of
ordinary differential equations (ODE) with a known
solution. Gradišek [4] compared the stability limit of
milling process obtained by methods ZOA and SD, and
concluded that the two methods yield very similar
stability lobe diagrams for machining with relatively
large values of radial immersions, while for small
values of the radial immersions these two methods
provides stability lobe diagrams with significant
differences.
As an alternative to SLD definition by mathematical
modeling of systems dynamic behavior, there is also a
method which is based on experimental tests. This
approach, in comparison with analytical methods,
defines a more precise stability lobe diagram because
no approximation is taken into account, as is the case in
modeling of systems dynamic behavior. The
disadvantage of this approach is that it is limited to
only observed machining system.
Among the first researchers who examine self
excited vibrations in order to define the stability lobe
diagram for turning process were Koenigsberger and
Tlusty who in [7] recommended three variants for
testing the universal lathe:
A. workpiece is clamped only in the chuck and
cutting is done only at free end in variants of
longitudinal and transverse machining,
B. workpiece is clamped into the chuck and
supported by a spike, and cutting is performed on
his entire length,
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C.

workpiece is clamped between centres, and
cutting is performed near main spindle.

For the adopted feed in each tool passage the depth
of the cutting is increased until the appearance of selfexcited vibrations is noticed. Cutting depth at which the
self-excited vibrations have occurred is considered to
be the limit for the applied RPMs, and based on these
data it is easy to draw SLD
In addition to these authors, one of the pioneers in
this field was V.A. Kudinov, who showed in [8] the
dimensions and shape of workpiece, as well as method
of its clamping, to investigate the dynamic behavior of
lathes.
More recently, with the development of computer
technologies, researchers have more sophisticated
methods for testing and analyzing self-excited
vibrations, and thus simpler methods for experimental
definition of stability lobe diagram. Thus, Quintana
with authors [12] proposed a method for defining a
SLD using a sound mapping technique. For the purpose
of defining the SLD, authors carried out 600
experiments, varying 30 different RPMs and 20 cutting
depths. For each of these experiments, the noise level is
measured and entered in the 3D soundmap. Based on
this map and FFT analysis of the sound signal, the
authors defined stability lobe diagram, which showed a
satisfactory accuracy in comparison with SLD created
by the analytical method.
The occurrence of selfexcited vibrations are also
analyzed by Milisavljević and Zeljković [9,10,11], who
developed the two-dimensional model for prediction of
selfexcited vibration, based on the Sokolovski
oscillator.
This paper discusses the method of identifying
stability lobe diagram for milling process, based on a
series of experimental tests. The method is based on
experiments where the workpiece shape permits a
gradual increase of the axial depth of cut in the feed
direction until self-excited vibrations arises. The
spindle speed is increased between passes in order to
obtain combinations of a spindle speed and an axial
depth of cut in the stability frontier and describe the
SLD. Once the SLD is identified, the workshop
operator can select the proper process parameters to
perform operations without self-excited vibration.
In order to implement the calculation needed to
define SLD and in order to collect experimental data,
the MATLAB and LabVIEW program environment
was used, respectively.
2. METHODOLOGY FOR EXPERIMENTAL
DEFINITION OF MACHINING SYSTEM
STABILITY LOBE DIAGRAM
As already mentioned, the stability lobe diagram
shows the boundary between the stable and the unstable
cutting zone, in function of the axial depth of cut (blim)
and main machine spindles RPMs (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Example of a stability lobe diagram
The experimental definition of the stability chart
is carried out on a specific machinng system. This
method is based on a series of experiments, with
varying the depth of cutting and main spindles RPMs,
whereby the cutting tool amplitude of oscillation is
monitored.
In order to define the experimental stability lobe
diagramby, axial depth of cut increases, thanks to the
inclined plane presented by the workpiece. When the
cutting tool reaches the stability frontier, chatter occurs
suddenly and the machine is stopped, and test
procedure is repeated for the next spindle speed.
According to Dornfeld [2], with a continuous increase
in cutting depth, at one time, (at critical cut depth)
forced vibrations from cutting process turn to selfexcited, and the cutting process becomes unstable,
figure 2.

Fig. 2. Illustration of forced and self-excited
vibration sensitivity to machining conditions [2]
Detecting the moment of self-excited vibrations
occurrence is performed by monitoring oscillation of
cutting tool with sensor (accelerometer) or by
monitoring the noise level in the work area of the
machine tool. At the moment of a sudden increase in
tool oscillation amplitude, or a sudden increase in the
noise level, the emergence of self- excited vibrations is
detected and the machine tool is stopped. The axial
depth at which the tool is located at the time of selfexcited vibrations appear, is the critical depth of cut for
observed RPM. The combination of these values (the
depth of cut - RPM) is plotted in the diagram, and by
repeating the experiment with a gradual increase of the
main spindle rotational speed, a stability card is
obtained.

3. EXPERIMENTAL
STABILITY
LOBE
DIAGRAM OF MACHINING CENTER EMCO
CONCEPT MILL 450
Experimental definition of the stability lobe
diagram was done on the example of EMCO Concept
Mill 450 machining center (Figure 3).

Although the moment of self-excited vibrations was
determined subjectively based on sound, the analysis of
the acceleration sensor signal shows that in each of the
eight performed experiments, self-vibration vibrations
occurred. Figure 5 shows the accelerometer signal after
analysis in the case of experiment no. 4.

Fig. 3. Machining center EMCO Concept Mill 450
The cutting tool used was a HSS flat end mill, with
10mm diameter and 4 cutting edges. The workpiece
material was aluminium AL 7075 (Figure 3).
Fig. 5. An accelerometer signal for experiment no. 4.

Fig. 4. Workpiece made of Al7075
Eight experiments were carried out, in which the
cutting speed ranged from 80 m/min to 150 m/min,
maintaining a constant feed per tooth of 0.02 mm/tooth.
Detailed cutting regimes for each experiment are
shown in Table 1.
Cutting
Main spindle
Feed
speed
RPM
[mm/min]
[m/min]
[rev/min]
1.
80
2550
200
2.
90
2866
230
3.
100
3185
254
4.
110
3503
280
5.
120
3822
305
6.
130
4140
331
7.
140
4459
356
8.
150
4777
381
Table 1. Cutting regimes for the experimental
definition of SLD
The definition of SLD by experimental method was
done as axial depth of cut increases, thanks to the
inclined plane presented by the workpiece. This allows
the tool to move along the Y coordinate of the SLD.
When the cutting tool reaches the stability frontier,
self-excited vibrations occurs suddenly and the
machine is stopped. Afterwards, the spindle speed is
increased to carry out another pass moving along the
SLD X coordinate. The procedure was repeated until
the SLD is physically machined onto the workpiece.
During the experiment, the main spindle vibration was
measured using a diagnostic instrumentation, consisting
of an accelerometer PCB Model: 352C33 and A/D card
National Instrumets USB 4432.

By this methodology, a SLD is defined which is
physically machined onto the workpiece, and it is
possible to physically measure cutting depths for the
individual RPMs of main spindle, i.e. for individual
cutting speeds. Figure 6 shows the stability lobe
diagram plotted on workpice, obtained by previously
explained experimental testing.

Experiment
No.

Fig. 6. Expertly defined SLD of EMCO
Concept Mill 450 machining center
The values of the limit depth of cut for each cutting
speed (RPMs), measured directly from the workpiece,
are shown in Table 2.
Main spindle
RPM [rev/min]
1.
2550
2.
2866
3.
3185
4.
3503
5.
3822
6.
4140
7.
4459
8.
4777
Table 2. Measured limit depths of cut
Experiment No.

Limit depth
of cut [mm]
3
3.1
2.45
3.6
3.65
2.4
3.2
6.25
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4. CONCLUSION
The relative oscillation between the tool and the
workpiece, which occurs during the cutting process,
can lead to a loss of process stability and self-exited
vibrations.
Compared to the stable cutting process, the
appearance of self-excited vibrations is characterized
by a sudden increase in cutting tool oscillation
amplitude, reduction in the quality of machined
surface, appearance of noise, etc.
This paper discusses the method of identifying
stability lobe diagram for milling process, based on a
series of experimental tests. The method is based on
experiments where the workpiece shape permits a
gradual increase of the axial depth of cut in the feed
direction until self-excited vibrations arises. The
spindle speed is increased between passes in order to
obtain combinations of a spindle speed and an axial
depth of cut in the stability frontier and describe the
SLD.
This method of defining the SLD was applied on
EMCO Concept Mill 450 machining center.
In order for the methodology to define SLD of
machining system, which was carried out in this paper,
was complete, it is necessary to define analytical SLD
of the EMCO Concept Mill 450 machining center, and
then compare results with the experimentally obtained
data. Also, in order to eliminate the subjective
influence on determining the moment of self-excited
vibrations, it is necessary to analyze in detail signals
collected by the diagnostic equipment.
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SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS OF THE TOOL DYNAMOMETER
FOR TURNING OPERATIONS
Abstract: Virtual manufacturing has predicting of cutting forces in prepared program for CNC machine tool as one
of the most important functional block. Development of reliable models of cutting forces requires appropriate sensor
technique. It’s application is needed in building of data base with specific cutting forces, as well as for evaluation of
developed models of cutting forces. Wide use of superior piezo-electric tool dynamometers is significantly reduced
because its very high price. Paper presents development of the three- component tool dynamometer with strain
gauges. Basic shape of this dynamometer is well known double extended octagonal ring (DEOR). Geometric
parameters of the dynamometer body is optimised through FEA analysis. Designed dynamometer achieves partial
decomposition of force components. Completing of such force decomposition is realized through decomposition
matrix, created using FEA environment.
Key words: Cutting forces, Dynamometer, FEA analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
There are several reasons for applyig of sensors for
cutting force measurements. One of them is the need
for identification of specific cutting forces in
orthogonal cutting, which are necessary for developing
of various procedures for predicting of cutting forces
and off line optimization of machining process for
cetrain parts. For this purpose it is enough to have twocomponenet dynamometer. Verification of such
procedures and testing of specific tools and machining
data also requires dynamometers for cutting forces, but
with abillity for measuring more than two components.
Developing of procedures for monitoring and on-line
adaptive control (AC) of machining processes also
need acquisition of cutting force components. The first
and the second field of application of dynamometers
assume laboratory environment. This paper describes
some results in developing of thee-component
dynamometer intended for measuring of cutting forces
in turning operations. Sensor elements are with
resistance strain gauges (RSG).
2. CUTTING FORCE DYNAMOMETERS

Different physical principles for transformation of
cutting force in some electrical quantity were used in
developing of cutting force dynamometers (CtFD).
Among them there are two aproaches which were
widely used in recent decades. These are piezoelectric
sensors and sensors with resistance strain gauges
(RSG). RSG force sensors have: simple construction‚
high and adjustable resolution ‚ and high reliability [1].
At the same time they have following disandvantages:
higher power consumption, lacking reproducibility and,
as the most significant, lower stiffness and lower
dynamic range.
2.1 Dynamometers with strain gauges
Many of applications of RSG dynamometrs are not

too demanding: all what is needed is max permissible
load. Linearity, in general case, is sufficient. These are
(single component) load cells and weighing devices,
sometimes extremely low cost, intended for measuring
of static force.
Most of research projects dealing with CtFD use
one of three typical design of sensitive elements of
dynamometer (Fig.1): specific arrangement of several
octagonal rings (OR) [2,3,5,6] , extended octagonal
ring (EOR) and double extended octagonal ring
(DEOR) [4]. Each of these designs, shown on Fig.1,
assumes e areas in which the strain is concentrated.

Fig. 1 Typical Sensitive elements of RSG-CtFD and
their design parameters
. These are places where RSG should be applied, in
such manner that, connected in Wheatston bridge, they
enable sufficient level of signal of force component
which induces this strain.
Octagonal ring has property of decoupling of two
ortogonal force components (directions n and t) acting
opposite from its base Such design is inspired with
theory of thin circular rings [2,6], which also have this
abillity.This theory shows limitations especially in
cases where ratios t/R increase.
In design of the CtFD, presented in this paper, a
DEOR type of sensitive element was used. Reason for
such choice was in intention to avoid possible
nonlinarities of dynmometer with ORs, caused by
nonlinear nature of contact between base, ORs and
platform.
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3. DESIGN OF TOOL DYNAMOMETER FOR
TURNING
In design of tool dynamometer for turning
operations, presented in this paper, intention was to
satisfy tpical functional requirements:(i) Design of
sensitive element which enables measuring of three
orthogonal forces in turning up to max values (max
F1,F2,F3=5kN, 3kN, 3kN) with pemited overload
aprox. 20%, (ii) First modal frequency (with cutting
tool) greater than 1000Hz. (iii) Displacement of the tip
of CtFD lower than 0.15mm in all coordinate direction
in case of simultanous acting of F1,F2,F3=3kN, (iv)
Easy exchange and fixing of the turning tool into
dynamometer body, (v) CtFD for right hand and
lefthand tools, allowing operation in M3/M4 direction
of spindle rotation, (vi) Reliable protection from
damage (hot chip, coolant) of RSG, their leads and
cable to signal conditioning devices.
Design of dynamometer asembly is shown on Fig.
2. Basic part is sensitive (dynamometer body) element
(1) DEOR type, symmetric, made of steel, quenched
and tempered (Rm950N/mm2). Its base is in form of
square flange. Its platform is in form of rigid block
with square hole intended for placing of 20x20mm tool
shank. Platform (block) is partially separeted from base
(flange) with thin cut made with wire EDM. Central
hole in the flange is 22x22mm, for free displacement of
the rear end of longer tool shank. Concept of this CtFD
assumes diferrent adapters for mounting on diferrent
tool holders. One example of adapter (3) is shown, with
details (4) on flange for its aligning to adapter. Two
vertical M8 screws (6) and one screw (5) on side is for
fixing of the tool shank in the body.

tube (StaPa 3’’/8). For better approach to numerous
RSG leads, there is removable sealed steel cup (9).
Protection of RSGs and their leads is raelize using
shield (12). Its rear end has square contour for
positioning on the flange. Fixing of shield to flange is
using 4 screws. Front end of the platfom (block) has
presed ring (13) with smal overhang. Radial seal (14) is
mounted between this ring and hole in the shield. For
sealing between shield and flange of dynamometer
body a O-ring (15) was used, placed in the slot on the
flange contour. Specific rubber seal (16) is mounted
under the terminal box ensuring the sealing between
several components (1,7,8,12).
4. DESIGN OF ELASTIC SENSITIVE ELEMENT
Role of cut between tool block and flange is to
direct load from tool on half rings (4 rings) making
concentrate strain in this part of volume. These 4 rings
build DEOR composition. Following paremeters of
DEOR were selected: R=12.5mm, t1=5mm (hrizontal),
t2=6.3mm (inclined), b=24mm, E=40mm and D=54mm
(designation acc. Fig 1). Choice of these parameters
ssumes compromise between intention to achieve high
sensitivity (high level of strain) with low level of
displacement (high stiffness is required) at the same
time. Generally speaking, these functions for OR [1,6]
are in form:

i 

K i , Fi R
Ebt 2

, i 

K i , Fi R 3
Ebt 3

(1)

In choce of parameters R and t, for CtFD, presented
here, high stiffness was a priority. Ratio t/R is
significantly high (0.504 and 0.4). That implies great
stiffness but also lower level of sensitivity and need of
higher amplification in devices for signal conditioning.
Significant part of volume of the tool block is
removed in order to reduce mass of moving platform
without significant decrease of its stiffness. That is very
important for keeping modal fequencies of the CtFD
sufficiently high.

Fig. 2 Assembly of proposed 3-component tool
dynamometer for turning
On the top of the body is one terminal box (7) (closed
square inox tube) mounted via angular element (8) to
the flange of the body. Purpose of terminal box is to
offer enough protected space needed for collecting
leads from RSG to the connector (11) of the box.
Appropriate 12-pin sealed circular cable connector is
with modified extension. Such modification was made
for relable fixing of three cables (LiYCY 4x0.34) for
housing of the connector in corrugated protection steel
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Fig. 3 Sensitive element of proposed dynamometer and
cross sections for applying of RSGs
Figure 3 shows solid model of the sensitive element of
the CtFD and particular sections of its half-rings.
Planes are designated with P(Peripheral) and M(Mid
in x dir.) and with number of quadrant of xy plane.
These planes are referred as candidate cross sections
for applying of RSGs.

Analysis of stresses, strains and dispalcement of
the sensitive elements of the CtFD body were
performed through FEM simulation (SolidWorks
Student Edition). For more precise insight in
distribution of strain specific application in Matlab
were made. This application uses output files with
strain data, from FEM simulation and calculate strain in
tangent direction , which is important because RSG is
sensitive to deformation in this direction

both cases (Shear in plane YZ for mode 1, and tilting
around Y axis for mode 2). Obtained modal frequencies
are shown in Table 1.

4.1 FEM analysis
Figure 4 shows, as part of results, distribution of
strain ZZ in case of F2 (a) and F3(b) applied on the tool
tip. As the representative tool MTJNR-2020K16
standad holder for turning inserts was chosen
(simplified geometry for FEA purposes is shown).

Fig.4 Strain ZZ of the CtFD body
Load F2=3kN(a), Load F3=3kN(b)
FEM simulation of displacements was separately
performed for forces F1, F2 and F3 , applied on the tool
tip. For this analysis 2 representative points were
chosen: tool tip (TT) and center (BC) of the face of
dynamometer body. Based on results of displacement
analysis elements Ci,j[mm/N] of compliance matrices
were obtained for these points.
6.95 
 78.9 4.67
CTT  1E 6 *  2.22  70.3 11.47 
 7.27 14.56  14.55

(3)

Rapid rise of displacements from BC to TT should
be treated with some reserve. It can be referred to the
great overhanging section of the tool, but it also can be
the consequence of the modelling of specific kind of
contact between tool and dynamometer body.
1st Mode [Hz]
1395
1633

4.2 Strain analysis in local tangential direction
For correct design of number, arrangement of DMS
and its connection in Wheatston bridges for each force
component, strain in places of applying RSG, align
with its sensitive direction is required. In design of
sensor, described in this paper, direction of main
sensitivity for each RSGs is assumed to belong one of
the planes x=const. Strain FEM analysis in SolidWorks
does not offer such kind of results. From this reason,
output files with strain analysis x, z and γyz for
simulation of strain for each particular load (F1, F2 ,F3)
were exported for use in specific Matlab application,
made for this purpose. In this program for each pont of
model (in sensitive zones) transformations of strains is
performmed in order to calculate strain in direction
applying of possible RSG. Calculation of angle θN from
y+ axis to normal vector of local surface need to be
calculated for each point, according to geometry of
dynamometer body (Fig .6).

(2)

 16.05  0.23 0.95 
CBC  1E 6 *   0.74  25.6 1.40 
  2.88  2.67  4.89

CtFDBody + Tool
CtFDBody w/o Tool

Fig.5 Mode shapes for mode 1 and mode 2.

2nd Mode[Hz]
2135
2567

Table 1: Frequencies of dominant modes
Dynamic analysis were performed for (i) assembly of
dnamometer body with fixed tool and (ii) for
dynamometer body without tool. Figure 5 shows mode
shapes of the first and second mode obtained through
dynamic FEM analysis Mode shapes are similar for

Fig.6 Examples of obtaining angular position of point
(θP) and angle of local normal vector (θN)
Transformation of strains on direction t is calculated
according to:
 t   y y sin 2  N   zz cos 2  N   y z sin  N  cos N
(4)
For better presentation of distribution of t,
transformation of yz-coordinates of points, on rings, to
angular coordinate θP was performed. Origin of this
polar diagram is either C1 or C2 (axis through centres
of inner rings) as shown on Fig 6. FEM analysis of
strain and described postprocessing in Matlab of these
results were performed for internal (I) and external (E)
half-rings of sensor in 4 different cross sections
(middle sections: xM1, xM2 and peripheral sections: xP1,
xP2) according to Fig.3. Results of for mid sections are
shown in Figure 7 (I-internal surfaces) and Fig.8 (for Eexternal surfaces). Results for peripheral planes are not
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shown here.

enables calculation of elements of sensitivity matrix:
0
0 
 S11 S12 S13 
 183
(6)


9 
S  S 21 S 22 S 23   10 6.25 139 4.16
 S31 S 32 S33 
2.08 22.6 159 
Max absolute value of ratio Sii/Sij is 14%. Such result
implies good decoupling performances of designed
dynamometer, but also implies need for software
decoupling using inverse of S. Relatively lower level of
direct sensitivities is consequence of intention to keep
high stiffness of dynamometer body.
5. CONCLUSION

Fig.7 Distribution of t for internal half-rings

Very good performances (strain, stiffness,
sensitivity) in analysis of presented design of 3
component RSG tool dynamometer for turning, were
shown. It is expected that prototype of this
dynamometer will be useful in experimental activities
referred to cutting force measurements. Final
estimation of its performances needs to be obtained
through experiments. One of the future tasks is
obtaining of maps of these performances for different
tools, regarding eccentricity of their tips.
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AN IN - PROCESS MEASUREMENT INSPECTION PLANNING MODEL FOR
PRISMATIC PARTS
Abstract: In this paper is presented modeling and simulation of measurement path in – process inspection in the
case of measurement prismatic parts on CMM. The path modeling consist from the developing mathematical model
for distribution of measurement points and nodal points, the defining of optimal probe path by ants colony and
simulation of the measurement path.. The purpose simulation of inspection is visually check from standpoint
collision and generate the measuring protocol and program code at the output, which among other things, contains
data about the coordinates of the measuring points and the nodal points. The advantage of this approach is
reduction of the total measurement time by reducing the time required to the prepare measurements in in-process
inspection of metrological complex prismatic parts.
Key words: measuring path, simulation, prismatic parts, CMM

1.

INTRODUCTION

The path planning of the measuring sensor in the
process inspection (in-process measurement) depends
on the geometric and metrological complexity of the
measurement parts. Geometric complexity refers to the
distribution, size and type of the measuring surfaces,
their accessibility for measuring probe, etc. The
metrological complexity is primarily refers to the forms
and quality of tolerances, which appear on one
measurement part, as well as their number. In
coordinate metrology these types of complexity cannot
be separately observed, but integrated. A common
element in that integration is an object of touch or a
measure feature. Its position and orientation are
geometric characteristics, and the type of the tolerance
zone, the values that limit the zone, the reference
element, etc., are tolerance characteristics.
An improved approach to modeling the
measurement path in-process measurement is presented
in this paper by defining the objects of contact
(measurements) from a geometric - tolerance point of
view. The geometric information of object contact is
extracted from the IGES file. The basis for them is the
3D CAD model of measurement part. The integration
of geometric and tolerance information takes place in
the knowledge base given in [1]. With the help of this
integration, relations between objects of measurement
and tolerance of measuring parts are defined.
Based on the defined relationship of tolerance and
geometry of the parts, this path model as the output
gives the coordinates of the points with their exact
order. In addition to the given measuring points, the
points of the node are also given, through which the

measuring probe passes in order to avoid collision. In
this way, the initial measurement paths are obtained by
defining the measurement and node points. The initial
path is further used to obtain an optimal measurement
path using ants colony technique.
The purpose of inspection simulation is visual
check the measurement path from the standpoint of the
collision avoidance and generating measurement
protocol, and as well the control data list for the
process of the measurement execution.
2.

A MODEL IN - PROCES MEASUREMENT
INSPECTION PLANNING

The model of the existing measuring system
presented in [2] can be used as the starting base for the
measurement path model presented in this chapter. In
this case, by modifying such a system is coming to the
in-process measurement model shows in Figure 1. The
model provides a complete flow of information for
planning in-the process of measurement and inspection
for two types of final measuring devices and it
measures the head and measuring probe
2.1 Inspection features
The modeling of the measuring path encompas the
definition of features for inspection, which is based on
the basic geometric features and their parameters. The
geometric features encompassed by this modeling are
the point, plane, circle, hemisphere, cylinder, cone,
truncated cone, truncated hemisphere [2-5]. Parameters
of the features are uniquely determined for each of
them. The definition of the feature parameters is done
so that their geometry is fully described and whether
the feature is full or hollow. Defining a full and hollow
feature is done on the basis of a feature fullness vector
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as parameter, which provides information whether the
inspection of a given feature is done inside or out. The
defined inspection features and their parameters are the
basis for the development of algorithms such as the
algorithm for distributing measurement points, collision

avoidance and planning the path where, addition to
them, ontologically defined connections of primitives
and specified tolerances [4,5] also are used. The flow
or procedure for extracting the feature parameters on
the base IGES file is given in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. Principe distribution measuring points (a) plane and b) cylinder), simulation (d) plane and e) cylinder) and
optimized measuring path (e))

Fig. 2. Extraction parameters of metrological features (cylinder, transcendent cone, transcendent sphere and plane)
2.2 Generating initial measurement path
Generating point-to-point measurement path or initial
path defines distribution of two sets of points: (i) set of
measuring points, and (ii) set of nodes which is
composed of two sub-sets. Distribution of measuring
point for different geometric features such as plane,
circle, hemisphere, cylinder, etc. is obtained by
modifying Hemmersly [6] sequences. Coordinates of
measuring points are presented in Cartesian coordinate
system and designated as Pi (si , t i , wi ) . An example of

where R [ mm ] is radius of a hemisphere.

formulas for calculation of measuring points
coordinates for a hemisphere is given as follows:

As it has been already mentioned, set of node points
implies two sub-sets Pi1 (si1 , ti1 , wi1 ) and Pi 2 (si 2 , ti 2 , wi 2 ) ,
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where

i = 0,1, 2,...,(N − 1) .

Sub-set

Pi1 (xi1 , yi1 , zi1 )

presents points for the transition from fast to slow feed.
The distance that measuring probe crosses between
points Pi1 (xi1 , yi1 , zi1 ) and Pi (x i , yi , zi ) is presented by
d1 - slow feed path, and the distance between points
Pi 2 (xi 2 , yi 2 , zi 2 ) and Pi1 (xi1 , yi1 , zi1 ) is d2 - rapid feed

path.
3.

PATH OPTIMIZATION BY ANTS COLONY

Application of ants colony optimization (ACO) in a
coordinate metrology is based on the solution of
travelling salesmen problem (TSP), where the set of
cities that the salesman should pass through with the
shortest possible path corresponds to the set of points
of a minimal measuring path length. The model is
based on equation (4) for calculation of the measuring
probe path during the measurement on N measuring
points:

{
{

}

{

}

uuuuuuur
uuuuuuur
⎧ N −1 (min P P
∨ min Pi1 P( i +1)1 ∨
i1 ( i +1) 2
⎪
min {Dtot } = K + ⎨ ∑
uuuuuuuuuur
uuuuuuur
⎪ i = 0 ∨ min Pi( i +1) P( i +1)2 ∨ min Pi 2 P( i +1)1
⎩

}

{

⎫
⎪
⎬
)⎪
⎭

}

uuuur
uuuur
where K = N ⋅ ( 2 ⋅ d1 + d 2 ) , d 2 = Pi 2 Pi1 and d1 = Pi1 Pi as

shows at fig. 3.
According to [7,8] TSP can be represented by a
complete weighted graph G = ( N , A ) (fig. 3) with N
being the set of nodes representing the cities, and A
being the set of arcs. Each arc ( i, j ) ∈ A is assigned a
value (length) dij , which is the distance between cities i
and j, with i, j ∈ N . The goal in TSP is to find a
minimum length Hamiltonian circuit of the graph
where a Hamiltonian circuit is a closed path visiting
each of the n = N nodes of G exactly once [7], so that
an optimal solution to the TSP is a permutation π of
the node indices {1, 2,..., n} such that the length f ( π)
is

minimal

where

f ( π)

is

given

by:

n −1

f ( π) = ∑ d π(i ) π(i +1) +dπ( n ) π(1) .
i =1

Fig. 3. Collision zones (green – optimal free collision zone; brown – collision zone; other - free collision zone) for
three types of surfaces and graph of potential ants moving in optimal free collision zone
4.

SIMULATION OF PATH AND RESULTS

The purpose of inspection simulation is visual check
the measurement path from the standpoint of the
collision for the given workpice and its specified
tolerance. Simulation is based on the previosly
mentioned inspection planning model and provides a
measurement protocol and a list of control data as the
output. Simulation of the path is performed in the
Pro/Engineer software version Wildfire 4.0 (PTC Creo)
and software MatLab. For the simulation of the path in
the software, the Manufacturing module was used
within the CMM submodule as well. Figure 4 shows
the path of inspecting the diameter of the hemisphere as
well as the introductory part of the generated CL file.
The CL file generates the software as an output report
that contains data about the motion of a measuring
sensor. Figure 5 shows the measuring path lengths
obtained by three methods (dm, ds and do), as well as the
result of comparison, i.e. improvements (values Is i Im).
For the features as it hemisphere, ratios of the
measuring path lengths do/ds are less than 86,61 %,
which presents reduction of the measuring path

obtained by ACO at least for 13,39%. Ratios of the
measuring path lengths do/dm are less than 64,97 %,
presenting reduction of the measuring path at least for
35,03%.

Fig. 4 Path simulation in PTC Creo (Pro/Engineer)
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Rezults
dm[mm]
ds [mm]
do [mm]
ps = do / ds[%]
pm = do / dm[%]
Is = 100 − ps[%]
Im = 100 –pm[%]

Features
Transcendent
sphere
244.8584
183.6755
159.0962
86.61
64.97
13.39
35.03

Fig. 5 Path simulation in software MatLab and results of comparation three type of path
5.

CONCLUSION

Inspection on the CMM is based on a complex of
software, which supports a variety of metrological
tasks (tolerances). Implementation of a uniform plan
of inspection represents the special problem, which
depend from the metrological complexity of the
prismatic parts, intuition and experiential knowledge
of the inspection planer.
The purpose of inspection simulation is visual check
the measurement path from the standpoint of the
collision avoidance and generating measurement
protocol, and as well the control data list for the
process of the measurement execution. The advantage
of this approach is to reduce the measurement time by
optimization of the measurement path for
measurement of complex prismatic parts.
Conducted research in this paper is an answer to the
industry's requirement as it maintenance of the
constant - required level of inspection by modeling
and simulation of the part of activity witch perform
inspection planer.
The limitation of the developed approach of modeling
is application only for prismatic parts, but not for parts
with free surfaces for inspection, because the model
was developed only for the basic geometric features
from which the prismatic parts consist.
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TRIBOLOGICAL RESEARCHES OF GEAR CUTTING PROCESSES OF
CYLINDRICAL GEARS
Abstract: Abstract: The availability, adaptability, reliability and productivity of modern industrial complexes,
maintenance costs, energy costs and industrial production costs depend also on the intensity of wear of the elements
of tribo-mechanical systems. Gear cutting operations are usually a bottleneck of production, especially in higher
types of production. The complexity of the procedure of determining tribological properties of tribo-mechanical
system elements from an economic aspect is provoked by the presence of possibility to choose numerous parameters
for monitoring the process development of their wear as well as selection of wear criteria.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In industrialized countries, as well as in Serbia
today through wear and corrosion resulting losses are
expressed in billions. Lack of scientific knowledge in
the field of hob milling as well as the present economic
situation require further research of this process.
Contemporary production implies a market-oriented
production, does not accept independent relations
between production and the market, it emphasizes the
inseparable connection of their whole, pointing to the
need to establish a circular flow. Providing production
preconditions for meeting the existing needs and
creating the necessary conditions for continuing
research for new products is a priority task in modern
production.
The structure and individual components of modern
industrial complexes represent superior range and the
most complex products in the respective fields of
science. Consequently, the greatest technological
achievements of various industrial branches are merged
at the constructors of modern industrial complexes and
they are integrated into their products.
Due to the previous data, a significant contribution
was made to the development of new types of workpiece materials, tool materials, machines, cutting tools,
deforming tools, fixtures, measuring devices, cutting
fluids and a better understanding of the nature of the
cutting process in different machining conditions [1].
Improvement of machining technology is very
important, taking into account the fact that productivity
and techno-economic effects reached in the
manufacturing process depend on the level of
machining technology.
The contemporary characteristics of the society and
the desire for continuous improvement of the quality of
life require continuous improvement of the quality of
production. The product is the most characteristic
parameter of the technical development of a country.
Analyzing the century-long coupling and mutual
relations between man and the industrial product, at
each stage of their life cycle, it can be concluded that
the industrial product is material creation which is

consciously developed and realized in industrial
conditions of production. By directing the process of
production development to the development of various
systems, it is especially important to find ways to
improve the quality of products.
In tribological processes, the very small mass of the
tool material and the large mass of the material of the
work-piece are involved in the gear cutting. Scheme of
tribological system and four different types of
boundary between the base and coating are given in
Figure 1 [2].

Fig. 1. Scheme of tribological system: 1-work-piece, 2hard coating, 3-base, 4-tribological contact
(lubricant), 5-adhesive joint between the coating
and base: a)keen boundary, b)connected
boundary, c)diffusion boundary, d)mechanical
boundary
The consequences of the development of tribological
processes in the zones of contact are the friction and
wear of the cutting elements of hob milling tools. In the
Figure 2 [3] examples of tribo-mechanical systems are
given, and with the number one the critical element of
each tribo-mechanical system is marked, that is, the
element which is worn at the most in the process of
achieving contact.
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Hob milling process is a complex process with a
very wide range of factors and process parameters
which are important for finding the optimum
machining conditions. Insufficient state of scientific
knowledge in the field of hob milling requires further
development and research of this kind of machining.
Lack of information is increased by applying a variety
of tools and materials of hob milling in the machining
of gears teeth which are made of various materials.
Economy of gear cutting depends primarily on the
character of teeth wear of hob milling tool. Numerous
factors and their alternating effects make the research
of wear process of hob milling tool very difficult
(Figure 3) [3].

Fig. 2. Example of tribo-mechanical systems with basic
elements 1 and 2 and details with wear
parameters of hob milling tool
2. GEAR CUTTING AND WEAR PROCESS OF
HOB MILLING TOOLS
The problem of the production of gears is analyzed
in science and practice in various ways, identifying it
once as an element of the machine and another time as
a part of the production, that is, a final product.
Designed and properly manufactured gears are key
components in most complex systems. Gears with
involute teeth are among the most important
components of efficient modern transmission
techniques, in accordance with relevant legislation on
pollution and energy saving.
In the hob milling process, the teeth and hollows
between teeth are formed by removing the material
from the work-piece. Problems that arise in the process
of material removal are due to the presence of
tribological processes on the contact surfaces of the
elements of tribo-mechanical system.
A fundamental knowledge of the process of
producing transmission gears is crucial to oppose the
demands for continuous improvement in a globalized
market. Related development is continually involved in
the development and production of machine tools and
tools for gear cutting.
Manufacturers of involute cylindrical gears during
their production process, regardless of their size, from a
few millimeters to several meters, face common
technological problems. The predictability of
machining parameters, such as geometry and chip flow,
tool wear, etc., with regard to work-piece, tool and
machining data is of great interest for research and
industry. The changeable chip formation during the
manufacturing process of serration of cylindrical gears
causes different wear laws.
Production operations and methods in mass
production depend on various parameters such as the
cost of machining, production philosophy, practical
experience, etc. A common strategy is to achieve the
highest possible accuracy during roughing and to
perform thermal treatment with the necessary tolerance
to completely avoid finishing [1].
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Fig. 3. Influential parameters on wear process of hob
milling tool
Detailed analysis of the most influential factors and
parameters can serve as a basis for understanding the
ways of increasing economy of gear cutting by hob
milling. Wear is one of the ending negative phenomena
in the machining process. It is believed that the
relatively high pressures and high temperatures on
contact surfaces of coupled pairs, and the high relative
velocity of coupled pairs are the basic conditions for
the occurrence and intensive development of tool wear
process. Wear of cutting elements of hob milling tools
takes place continuously in all moments of contact, and
also in all technological conditions and machining
regimes [4,5,6].
The development of wear process on the teeth of
hob milling tool depends on the combination of tool
and work-piece materials [1], machine and applied
coolant and lubrication, and also depends on the
treatment conditions and machining parameters.
Geometry of hob milling tool, gear geometry and hob
milling procedures also affect the process of hob
milling. The problem of identifying a machining
process or mathematical dependencies by which they
are characterized is very complex.
Hob milling, as one of the most complex machining
processes, has the widest application in the gear cutting
of cylindrical gears due to the high productivity of the
process. In Figure 4 [7], the principle of hob milling
and kinematics are shown.

The complicated kinematics and geometric relations
between the hob milling tool and the work-piece create
a series of difficulties and problems that prevent the
optimal use of tool and machine.

Fig. 4. Hob milling principle and kinematics
Hob milling is a multi parametric and complex
method for gear cutting of cylindrical gears. Hob
milling is an efficient machining process for the
production of serration of high quality cylindrical
gears. This process is related to complicated
kinematics, the formation and the flow of chip, as well
as to the hard-to-describe tool wear mechanisms.
The hob milling process is one of the most
important links in the chain of gear cutting, having in
mind that the productivity, the final geometric accuracy
and the quality of the serration depend to a great extent
on the hob milling process. Gear cutting operations
most often represent a bottleneck in the production of
cylindrical gears, especially in higher types of
production. Therefore, the necessity of research and
development of optimal tool constructions, as well as
research of the optimal conditions of these processes,
especially hob milling, is obvious.
The optimization of the production conditions for
the gear cutting of the cylindrical gears depends to a
large extent on the correctness of the selection and
maintenance of the hob milling tool, as well as on the
selection of the appropriate cutting regimes.
The modern technical development of the
production of cylindrical gears is directed in two basic
directions: increase the productivity of the appropriate
process and gear cutting while improving the quality of
the machined serration. Achieving these, mostly
opposite, demands is a very complex task.
The productivity and cost-effectiveness of the hob
milling is determined by: the characteristics of the hob
milling machine, the construction characteristics of the
hob milling tool and the material of the cutting edge
[8]. The enhancement of the hob milling of serration of
cylindrical gears can be achieved by increasing the
productivity and increasing the quality of the serration
([1,8]).
Production operations and methods of gear cutting
in mass production depend on various parameters such
as the cost of gear cutting, production philosophy,
practical experience, etc. A common strategy is to

achieve the highest possible accuracy during rough
machining of gear serration and to carry out thermal
treatment with the necessary tolerance to completely
avoid finishing of the gear serration [1].
Hob milling is also significantly improved and the
limits of its development are not yet visible. On the
basis of the previous one, the following are being
developed: work-piece materials, hob milling tool
materials, hob milling tools, fixtures, hob milling
machines and automation of the gear cutting process.
The design of hob milling tools, that will provide
minimal losses, is of great importance expressed
through the construction and cutting geometry of the
hob milling tool, and also through the selection of the
optimal tool material.
Improving and finding more perfect materials has
played the most important role in the development of
gear cutting tools of cylindrical gears by hob milling
[1,9,10]. Hob milling tools are made of high-speed
steel, cemented-carbide, sintered alloys, etc. The
development of new and improvement of the existing
materials for the production of hob milling tools in
order to minimize the total cost of gear cutting and
retain the same quality of gear cutting is of great
importance in view of the current economic situation.
The steadily growing demands placed on the hob
milling tools require the continuous development and
finding of new methods for making combined
materials. Significant progress has been made in that
field in the last fifteen years. A large number of hard
materials coating methods have been developed in
order to protect against the wear of the hob milling
tools, but due to insufficient knowledge and
experience, they slowly find application in the industry.
The process of the gear cutting by hob milling is
characterized by different thicknesses and lengths of
the chips, and the materials from which the cutting
edge of hob milling tools are made should have
significant tenacity and hardness. Based on the
previous significant attention is paid to the
strengthening of the hob milling tool by applying a
permanent layer to the working surfaces of the hob
milling tool. The application of coated hob milling
tools is conditioned by their high efficiency. Until now
there is no correlation between the strength of the hob
milling tool and the properties of the coating layer, and
the issues of optimizing the properties of the complex
layer and the tool base remain open. There are also
difficulties in the industrial application of progressive
surface reinforcement technology and the rational
application of a reinforced hob milling tool.
Today, high-speed steel hob milling tools continue
to be used primarily for gear cutting in the automotive
industry, especially in the production of truck changers.
The further evolution of metallurgy of powdered highspeed steel in combination with the application of PVD
layers has contributed to this application and the
development of high-speed steel. Coated hob milling
tools made of high-speed steels are also used for dry
gear cutting of cylindrical gears.
Most of the hob milling tools can be classified into
three groups according to their design (Figure 5a
[1,8,11,12]). Integrated hob milling tools can be
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manufactured from conventional high-speed steel,
high-speed steels produced by sintering and for smaller
modules made of cemented-carbide. All of the
aforementioned hob milling tools can be coated. The
hob milling tools with changeable teeth or strips from
high speed steel, cemented-carbide or sintered alloy
consist of a basic body made of cheaper material and
are particularly suitable for larger diameters and larger
modules. The hob milling tools with changeable teeth
beside that they allow larger constructive back angles,
they also have a relatively large, usable cutting length
(Figure 5 a [1,8,11,12]). Various variants of hob
milling tools that combine different processes such as
roughing and finishing and machining of chamfers for
removing irregularities (Figure 5 b [1,8,11,12]) have
also been developed.

the tools for gear cutting and materials of the hob
milling tools, the machining economy, the conditions in
the gear cutting on modern hob milling machines, the
use of cutting fluids in the gear cutting, etc. The
production of toothed tools requires a preliminary basic
study, calculation and construction for each specific
case. In this field, there are great opportunities for
improving production as a whole.
The influencing factors in the process of designing
of gear cutting tools are given in Figure 6 [1,12]

Fig.6. Influencing factors on designing of gear cutting
tools

Fig. 5. Modern hob milling tools
In order to increase the productivity of the hob
milling, gear cutting process is very close to the limit of
the technological capabilities of the machine tools and
the hob milling machines. Therefore, the optimal
choice of the hob milling tool material is important in
achieving this goal. The tendency of the material
development for the hob milling tools and the
technology of their surface reinforcement are
conditioned by the need directed towards improving the
physical and mechanical properties of the material for
the hob milling tools, among which strength,
thermostability, resistance and brittleness have long
been considered to be important, while other properties
are considered to be less important. Ignoring the
importance of certain properties of the hob milling tool
materials is one of the main reasons for the lack of
understanding of the main functions of the layer's
stability on the hob milling tool. There are more than
one hundred different methods of surface coating of
metals and alloys, by which it is possible to increase
the efficiency of the tool to a certain extent.
The fields of application of the knowledge of the
chip formation are widespread according to the
direction of the evaluation of the cutting properties of
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The design quality is one of the essential factors of
product quality and one of the most important
conditions in product development. The gear cutting
tools is a product of a certain branch of production.
During production, tribological processes occur. It is
indisputable that tribological processes are very
complex processes and also depend on a large number
of factors. Because of this, there are many possibilities
that the designer, or constructor, can develop a
tribologically correct construction in the design
process. As in a wider sense, at this time the
construction is organized and regulated in the correct
tribological behavior, the available possibilities are
divided into three groups of regulators: structural,
technological and exploitation (Figure 7) [13].

Fig.7. Regulators of tribologically correct construction

In the process of tribological design and
construction, it is necessary to have a large number of
precisely defined tribological information, because
tribology has an interdisciplinary character and a wide
range of possible aspects of study. The scientific world
today cannot boast of a significant amount of
tribological information, in particular the amount of
systematized information applied in practical design
and construction. In that sense, the development of
triboinformatics in recent years encourages as a
necessity for the systematization of information and the
need for a more efficient exchange between scientific
institutions and other potential users of tribological
knowledge [13].
The tribological aspect of construction and
tribology in construction are necessary conditions for
correct construction. They are important in every stage
of the construction process, and their application raises
the quality and extends the life of the product. The
connection between construction and tribology is direct
despite the problems that exist in insufficient
communication between constructors and tribologists.
Contemporary methods of designing and constructing
increasingly include consideration of the constructive
tribological aspect. This is understandable if we have in
mind the requirements for their high reliability and
economy.
3. RESULTS OF TRIBOLOGICAL RESEARCHES OF THE HOB MILLING PROCESS OF
SERRATION OF CYLINDRICAL GEARS
Starting from the analysis of the basic legalities of
the gear cutting of cylindrical gears by hob milling at
the Department of Production Engineering of the
Faculty of Technical Sciences, the research took place
in two basic directions:
- investigation of the influence of geometric parameters
and constructions of the hob milling tools on
tribological processes
- investigation of the influence of the parameters of the
cutting regime on tribological processes.
This paper presents an overview of the research
results related to the influence of geometric parameters
and the constructions of the hob milling tools on
tribological processes.

not sufficiently tested, therefore the data in the
literature are often very scarce. The tool life of the hob
milling tool depends on geometric parameters. The
cutting parameters are the most important of all
geometric parameters. The rake-angle, radial reliefangle and radius of the top are significant elements of
cutting geometry. In the papers [14,15], a part of the
results of the study of the influence of the cutting
geometry of the hob milling tool on the tool life
function in the gear cutting of cylindrical gears by the
hob milling was given. When optimizing the
geometrical parameters of the hob milling tool, the tool
life is usually adopted as a goal function. The reason
for this is the fact that a significant portion in the total
cost of the gear cutting operation has the cost of
exploitation of the tools (about 30%), and within which
86-94% are the costs of amortization of the hob milling
tool. In the concrete case, the determination of a
reliable state function in laboratory conditions was
carried out using the methods of model testing and
modern methods of mathematical statistics based on a
multifactorial experiment. As a criterion for the wear of
the hob milling tool, the width of the wear belt
VBo=0,6mm, determined based on the curves of wear
(Figure 8) has been adopted. Cutting regimes, i.e.
process parameters were vc=98,125m/min, fa=2mm/r,
work-piece material 20 CrMo 5, z2=50, mn=3mm,
b=54mm, αn=20°, β=0°, dht=125mm, z1=1, ni=15, tool
material HS 6-5-2-5, (up) conventional milling, γ=6°,
α=14° , r=0,65mm.

Fig. 8. The development of the wear process on model
hob milling tool for tenth point of three-factor
experiment
Based on the statistical processing of the obtained
results, a reliable function of the tool life of the hob
milling tool was determined in the form of:

3.1 Investigation of the influence of geometric
L  5.33  6.75   1.896   40r  0.5  10.556 r  1.25 r  0.9
parameters and the construction of hob milling tools
(1)
L


5.33

6.75


1.896


40r  0.5  10.556 r  1.25 r  0.903r
on tribological processes of gear cutting
The hob milling tool has a large number of
On the basis of the obtained results of the study [14,15]
geometric parameters. Constructive geometry, and
of the given complex machining process, it can be
especially cutting geometry, is very important for the
concluded that by increasing the analyzed geometric
process of hob milling of the serration of cylindrical
parameters of the teeth of the hob milling tool ( , , r)
gears. The construction of the hob milling tool, tool
the increase of the tool life of the hob milling tool is
materials and coating affect on the tribological
achieved. The investigated model of tool life function
processes of the gear cutting of the cylindrical gears.
(1) expresses a certain legality and contains certain
information about the nature of the investigated
3.1.1 The influence of cutting geometry on
process. The results of statistical analysis of model
tribological processes of gear cutting
adequacy [1] show that the mathematical model
The influence of the cutting geometry of the teeth of
adequately describes the machining process within the
hob milling tool on the shape and intensity of wear is
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boundaries of the multifactor space, and the
significance of the model parameters indicates that all
the parameters except the zero are insignificant. For the
above reasons, additional experiments were carried out
for an extended form of tool life function [15,16]. The
tests were performed on the basis of the application of
the three-factor central composite experimental plan. In
determining the tool life of the hob milling tool
VBo=0,6mm, determined on the basis of the wear
curves (Figure 9), was adopted as a wear criterion.
Based on the statistical processing of the obtained
results, a reliable function of the tool life of the hob
milling tool was determined in the form of:
L  444.03  2.84   5.54   1336.17r  0.37  2  0.27 2 (2)
1089.41r 2  0.08   2.08 r  6.37 r

experiments shown in Figures 8 and 9. The parameters
of cutting geometry are γ=12°, α=20° , r=0,75mm.

Fig. 10. The development of the wear process on model
hob milling tool for fourth point of experiment
Using genetic algorithm some possible models
satisfying the selection criterion were obtained.
Therefore, they represent a potential solution of the
problem. Characteristics of one of these models of tool
life function are:
L =3.47514  4.84292 +0.00449625 +23.1512r-0.195747 -5.9446 r
+0.36683 r +0.323794 r -0.0495238 +0.0859158 +18.7778r
(3)
opt

2

2

2

-Total absolute difference of the best individual: 40.977
-Deviation of the best individual in percentages: 2.7318
-Generation with the best individual: 18885
Fig.9. The development of the wear process on model
hob milling tool for 19-th point of three-factor
central experimental plan
Based on the analysis of the new form of the tool
life function (2), it can be concluded that the model is
adequate and that the model parameters are significant.
Based on the model, local extremes were determined
within the geometric parameters surveyed area.
Optimum tool life L = 98.149 mm is achieved by
optimum teeth geometry of the hob milling tool
γ=7°50´:, α=20°5´24”, r=0,696mm. With this cutting
geometry of the teeth of hob milling tool, the increase
of tool life in comparison to the standard tool by 44.9%
is achieved. This enables a significant increase in
productivity.
3.1.2 Application of genetic algorithm in optimization
of geometric parameters of hob milling tool
An analysis of the parameters influencing the wear
process of the hob milling tool was performed. Also,
determining the functional dependence of tool
resistance on geometric parameters using a genetic
algorithm was performed. Special emphasis has been
placed on the interaction between determination of
optimal geometric parameters and determination of
optimal regime parameters.
Obtained experimental results are shown in [10].
For each experimental point, values of characteristic
wears are obtained by measuring. On the basis of
analysis, the adoption criterion of a single tooth tool
was adopted. It is the width of the wear zone on the
output flank VBo=0,6mm. For each experimental point,
the curves of wear process development are drawn
(Figure 10). Experimental conditions are the same as in
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In the Figure 11 the diagram showing the tendency
of organism improvement through the generations is
given. On the diagram one can see that the
successfulness of the best organism increases rapidly at
the beginning, in other words the values of
successfulness measure decrease rapidly. After 1500
generations this trend starts to decrease more and more,
and it exceeds into stagnation. Finally, it achieves the
largest successfulness in the 18885-th generation in
which the organism with average deviation
 (i, t)  2.7318 % was obtained. After achievement of
the largest successfulness it decreases. Identical value
of the largest successfulness will appear in later
generations again, but the number of its appearance is
almost insignificant with constant tendency to
successfulness reduction, i.e. increasing of (i) .
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Fig. 11. Average percentage deviation of the best
models
Variety of individuals in the population was very
large with permanent oscillating in all generations
(Figure 12). Dependence of tool life on geometrical
parameters of hob milling tool is shown in Figure 13.

On the basis of the best model the determination of
maximum tool life and optimal geometric parameters
was performed.

experimental tests of the tool life of certain types and
the constructive geometry of the hob milling tools were
performed. Experimental examinations of integral hob
milling tools and hob milling tools with inserted cutting
elements were carried out in several positions. The
development of the wear process for one tooth of the
integral hob milling tool is shown in the Figure 14. The
wear of the output lateral flank VBo  0.7 mm has been
adopted
as
a
wear
criterion.
At
speed
vc  47.1 m / min and axial feed fa  2 mm / r , workpiece material 14 CrNi 6, z2  24 , mn  9 mm ,

Fig. 12. Variety curve of the population
Using mathematical methods maximal tool life
L=105.836 mm was determined. Geometric parameters
which provide global maximum for the given model are
r  0.818mm ,   24.092o ,   16.092o .

Fig. 13. Dependence of tool life on geometrical
parameters of hob milling tool
Optimization of fitness function using genetic
algorithm requires much less information about fitness
function and it does not need satisfying of some
conditions like classical methods for instance function
differentiability and continuity.
3.2 Investigation of the impact of constructive
geometry, material and the coating on tribological
processes of gear cutting
The structural characteristics of the hob milling tool
and the material of its cutting edge determine, above
all, the productivity and cost-effectiveness of the hob
milling of serration of the cylindrical gears. In the field
of improvement and increase of the tool life of the
milling cutters for the cutting of the gears of cylindrical
gears, there is a tendency to improve their constructive
parameters, the application of new materials for the
cutting elements of the tools and the application of
certain coatings on the cutting elements of the tools.
3.2.1 The influence of the constructive geometry of
the hob milling tools on the tribological processes of
the gear cutting
In the paper [17], on the basis of the analysis of the
complex process of the gear cutting of the cylindrical
gears, by hob milling in real conditions, comparative

b  62 mm , n  26o ,   0o , dht  150 mm , z1  1 ,
ni  14 , tool material HS 18-1-2-5, (up) conventional
milling. The integral hob milling tool has a tool life of
Ti  420 min . The development of the wear process of
one tooth of the hob milling tool with inserted cutting
elements from HS 6-5-2 (Figure 15) at speed
vc  47.1m / min and axial feed fa  2 mm / r was
Tc  420 min . The wear criterion was also
VBo  0.7 mm . The experimental conditions are the
same as in the experiment shown in Figure 14.

Fig. 14. The development of the wear process on
integral hob milling tool

Fig. 15. The development of the wear process on hob
milling tool with inserted combs
Experimental researches have shown that hob
milling tools with inserted cutting edges have a higher
tool life of 63.3% in comparison to integral hob milling
tools. Within these tests, a detailed analysis of the costs
of the operation of the gear cutting with integral hob
milling tools and hob milling tools with the inserted
cutting elements was carried out. This analysis has
shown that the costs of the gear cutting operation with
integral hob milling tool is higher by 25.5% in
comparison to the work with the hob milling tools with
the inserted cutting elements from HS 6-5-2.
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3.2.2 Investigation of the influence of material and
coating of cutting elements on tribological processes
of gear cutting
In the last 30 years, a great deal of progress has
been made in the development of new materials for hob
milling tools, and also the coating for cutting elements
of tools. In science and practice, the question, which
will need to be answered in the future technological
development, is constantly raised. That question is how
the new technical materials will influence the
production processes and in what direction research
have to be directed in order to adopt the technological
processes of machining these materials in the next
period. It's a good fact that we cannot even use
materials that we cannot process. The enhancement of
the hob milling of serration of cylindrical gears can be
achieved by increasing the productivity and increasing
the quality of the serration [1,8,9].
In the paper [18], comparative investigations of the
tribological processes of hob milling tools with inserted
cutting elements from HS 6-5-2-5 made with powder
metallurgy and hob milling tools with inserted cutting
elements from HS 6-5-2-5 made with powder
metallurgy and coated with TiN are given.
The primary processes of wear are the most
important. In the experiments shown in this paper, the
flank wear of the hob milling tool teeth is the primary
wear zone. The flank of the teeth of hob milling tools
wears on the input lateral flank, the tip flank and the
output lateral flank.
The development of the wear process on one tooth
of the hob milling tool is given in the Figure 16. The
Figure shows the wear on all three back surfaces. The
wear of the output lateral flank VBo  0.7 mm in

speed steel manufactured by powder metallurgy and
combs coated with TiN is shown in the Figure 17. The
experimental conditions are the same as in the
experiment shown in Figure 16. The tool life of this
tool with the same cutting regimes and the same wear
criterion was L = 2178 mm on machined serration of
straight cylindrical gears.

Fig.17. The development of the wear process on hob
milling tool coated with TiN
In the paper [19], comparative studies of the
tribological processes of the hob milling tools with
inserted cutting elements from HS 6-5-2-5 made with
powder metallurgy are shown, whereby they are coated
with TiN as in the paper [18] and coated with TiAlN.
The process parameters in [19] are the same as in [18].
The development of the wear process on one tooth
of the hob milling tool with inserted combs of high
speed steel manufactured by powder metallurgy and
combs coated with TiAlN is shown in the Figure 18.
The experimental conditions are the same as in the
experiment shown in Figure 17. The tool life of this
tool with the same cutting regimes and the same wear
criterion was L = 3498 mm of machined serration of
straight cylindrical gears.

roughing has been adopted as a wear criterion. At the
cutting speed of vc  101.94 m / min , n  224 r / min ,
axial feed
20 MnCr 5 ,

fa  2 mm / r ,

z2  39 ,

work-piece material
mn  4.75mm b  66mm
,
,

n  20o

  0o , dht  145 mm , z1  1 , ni  12 ,
,
tool material HS 6-5-2-5, (up) conventional milling.
The hob milling tool with inserted uncoated combs
made of HS 6-5-2-5 manufactured by powder
metallurgy had a tool life L = 1584 mm on machined
serration of straight cylindrical gear (Figure 16).

Fig. 16. The development of the wear process on
uncoated hob milling tool
The development of the wear process on one tooth
of the hob milling tool with inserted combs of high
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Fig. 18. The development of the wear process on hob
milling tool coated with TiAlN
Comparative studies of hob milling tools with
inserted uncoated combs made of high speed steel,
manufactured by powder metallurgy and hob milling
tools with inserted combs of the same material and
coated with TiN were performed in real production
conditions.
The experimental researches have shown that the
hob milling tools with inserted coated combs have a
higher tool life of 27.28% in comparison to the hob
milling tools with inserted uncoated combs. The
experimental researches have shown that the hob
milling tools with inserted TiAlN coated combs have a
higher tool life of 60.6% in comparison to the hob
milling tools with inserted TiN coated combs.

These experimental researches once again
confirmed that there is a concentrated wear on the
cutting elements of the hob milling tools when gear
cutting of straight cylindrical gears. The morphology of
the flank wear is characterized by the appearance of
most commonly two grooves on the output lateral flank
and one groove at the input lateral flank. The grooves
in the cutting elements of the hob milling tool are
located in the transition areas of the tip flank into the
output and input lateral flanks.
Previous and these studies have shown that the
design, that is, the construction of the hob milling tools
and the coating with TiAlN, have great significance for
increasing the tool life of the hob milling tools and the
quality of the machined serration. It is important to note
that the operating modes were the same for all the hob
milling tools used in experimental research. Based on
the knowledge in the available literature and own
research with tools coated with TiAlN, it is possible to
apply larger cutting regimes and thus achieve even
more techno-economic effects. In further research,
comparative testing and application of hob milling
tools coated with three or more layers of different
manufacturers should be carried out as well as their
more rational application. It is necessary to research the
technological and economical characteristics of hob
milling tools with several beginnings and a new
construction of hob milling tools.
4. CONCLUSION
On the basis of theoretical and experimental
research, the need for exploring the hob milling process
of serration of straight cylindrical gear is obvious. In
this research, the optimal geometry of the blade was
researched. The obtained results enable construction,
production and application of gear hobs which give
better techno-economic effects.
Experimental researches have shown that assembly
hob milling tools with inserted cutting elements have a
higher tool life of 63.3% and a reduction in the cost of
gear cutting operation by 25.5% in comparison to the
integral hob milling tools.
The hob milling tools with inserted combs made of
high-speed steel manufactured by powder metallurgy
are very suitable for gear cutting of straight cylindrical
gears. It should be noted that these hob milling tools
require higher propulsion power of the hob milling
machine and greater static and dynamic rigidity of the
entire machining system.
Experimental researches have shown that hob
milling tools with inserted coated combs with TiN have
a higher tool life of 27.28% compared to hob milling
tools with inserted uncoated combs.
Experimental researches have shown that hob
milling tools with inserted coated combs with TiAlN
have a higher tool life of 60.6% compared to hob
milling tools with inserted coated combs with TiN.
Tribological researches at the Faculty of Technical
Sciences, the Department of Production Engineering
have yielded significant results in the field of gear
cutting of cylindrical gears by hob milling.
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FABRICATION OF AUTHENTIC FUNCTIONAL PARTS FOR OLDTIMER USING
INTEGRATION OF REVERSE ENGEENERING AND 3D PRINTING
Abstract: This paper presents and emphasizes the advantages of advanced technologies such as rapid prototyping
and reverse engineering. Particularly prominent advantages of the integration of these two techniques are the
ability to obtain a CAD model based on a real model using reverse engineering and then its precise replica using
3D printing technology. On the example of fabrication functional part for oldtimer emphasized the great importance
of these technologies, especially if it is a one piece or small batches.
Key words: Reverse Engineering, Additive Manufacturing, Functional parts

1. INTRODUCTION
In times of globalization, manufacturers are
constantly exposed to the challenges of finding new
technology solutions that will enable the shortening of
time needed to launch a new product on the market. In
addition, they have to respond to customer
requirements related to the functionality of the part and
they must also reduce production costs to have an
acceptable selling price. If it is a small batch of parts of
a complex geometric configuration, or a complex part,
its production using conventional technologies would
be very expensive and in some cases it would not be
possible.
Additional
difficulties
arise
when
downloading geometric shapes or detailed dimensions
from a real model whose copy needs to be created. It is
clear that the use of traditional manufacturing, based on
conventional technology for small batches or individual
parts, was very complex and supremely economically
unacceptable for both, and the manufacturer and the
customer.
The solution to the concrete problem is the
possibility of using advanced technologies such as
reverse engineering, enabling a CAD model to be
obtained quickly and relatively easy from a real model.
The further approach implies the use of 3D printer by
which one a real 3D model, i.e. a functional part, is
obtained based on the generated CAD model,
eliminating the application of expensive tools and
accessories. A special aspect of reverse engineering and
3D printing technology is the production of authentic
parts in the automotive industry. Namely, the owners
and the collectors of oldtimers are constantly faced
with the problem of purchasing and fabrication of spare
parts, since it is very difficult or almost impossible to
find them on the market [1]. This paper presents the
example of fabrication of a functional part based on the
damaged part, the significance of the integration of
these advanced technologies and the advantages they
have when developing individual or small batches of
complex parts. The basic principle of integration of
reversible engineering and 3D printing is shown in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Integration of reverse engineering and
3D printing [2]
2. CASE STUDIES
2.1 Preparation of the damaged original part
In the particular case, at the request of the owner of
the oldtimer, it is necessary to make a impeller of the
water pump in relation to the already damaged original
part, which is shown in Figure 2. Due to the fact that
several vanes were broken, the preparation of the
damaged part for 3D scanning was done, which
included detailed cleaning of the impeller, gluing the
damaged vanes (Fig. 3) and grinding the glued joint in
order to obtain the best quality of the joint, i.e., in order
to minimize defects reproduced on the model during
3D scanning [3].The prepared part for 3D scanning is
shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 2. Damaged original part

measuring arm and 3D Nikon MMDx100 scanner were
used for scanning with the basic characteristics shown
in Table 1. After the preparation of the model and
performing a calibration of the proper geometric forms
by the contact method (flat, cylinder ...) and then the
model scanning, i.e., generating the cloud of points
(Fig. 6). After 3D digitization of the model, follows the
process of generating a 3D model based on the cloud of
points [4]. For this purpose was used software package
Solid Works, module Scan to 3D. The methodology of
polygonal models was used, in which the 3D surface
model is obtained by converting the clouds into the
polygonal network from which is then generated the
surface model. Then follows the segmentation of the
surface and at the end the creation of the CAD model.
The result of this procedure is a solid CAD model that
completely looks like a generated cloud of points, i.e.,
credible original part (Fig. 7).
Specifications of measuring arm Nikon MCAx20+
with handheld laser scanner Nikon MMDx100
Measuring range
2000 mm
Point repeatability
0.023 mm
Volume length accuracy
± 0.033 mm
Arm weight
8.2 kg
Laser scanning system accuracy
0.048 mm
Working temperature
0 – 50 °C
Shock & Impact
6ms
Table 1. Specification of measuring arm and handheld
laser scanner

Fig. 3. Preparation and gluing of damaged wings on
impeller

Fig. 4. Original part prepared for 3D scanning
2.2 3D scanning impeller of water pump for
oldtimer and scan processing
The prepared impeller (Fig. 5) which represents a
physical object with complex geometry and surfaces is
relatively advantageous for scanning since there is no
reflection on the surface and there are no areas that are
inaccessible to the scanner. Nikon MCAx20+
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Fig. 5. Scan of the prepared model

Dimension Elite 3D printer specifications:
Model material:
ABSplus
Support material:
Soluble Support Technology
Build size:
203 x 203 x 305 mm
Layer thickness:
0.178 or 0.254 mm
Size and weight:
686 x 914 x 1041 mm and 127
kg
Table 2. 3D printer specifications

Fig. 6. Generated cloud of points in the software
package Focus for scan processing

In the processing phase, special attention should be
paid to the positioning and orientation of the model on
the 3D printer platform. The procedure that has been
necessary to obtain a master model or impeller of water
pump is as follows [6]:
 Product design in some of the CAD software
packages (Fig. 7),
 Conversion of CAD models in STL format that is
recognized by a 3D printer (Fig. 8.),
 Transfer of STL files to the computer that controls
the three-dimensional printer,
 Processing of STL files within the CatalystEX
program in which all the parameters are set and
adjusted according to the required model (Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10),
 Creating a three-dimensional model using additive
technology and
 Further processing of created part.

Fig. 7. CAD model of water pump impeller
2.3 Processing and production of water
pump impeller on 3D printer
The development of the water pump impeller was
carried out on a 3D printer based on the material
extrusion technology (Stratasys - Dimension Elite),
whose basic characteristics are given in Table 2. The
ABSplus material was used for the impeller
construction, whose mechanical and physical
characteristics can meet the requirements and
conditions of the part exploitation. The CAD model
obtained by reverse engineering on the basis of the
damaged original part is converted into a SolidWorks
software package in a format that a 3D printer
recognizes, which represents a triangular representation
of a 3D surface geometry [5] (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Model of water pump impeller in STL format

Fig. 9. Setting the resolution and orientation of
the model in the software package CatalystEX

Fig. 10. The generated printer head trajectory and
support structure in the CatalystEX software package
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After fabrication of the model on a 3D printer
follows a postprocessing of the model which involves
removal of support, polishing and varnishing. The final
functional part is shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11 New functional part
All experimental researches were carried out at the
Laboratory for CAD and PLM systems and Laboratory
for Plasticity and Processing Systems at the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering in Banja Luka.
3. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a complete procedure and all
the necessary steps to get a new functional part based
on the damaged original part. Also, in the case of
fabrication a part for oldtimer are prominent all the
possibilities and advantages of advanced technologies
such as additive technology and reverse engineering. It
is particularly emphasized the importance of this
approach for the fabrication of individual parts, i.e.
small batches, where functional part is obtained with
relatively short time and with low costs.
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APPLICATION OF MODEL OF RELIABILITY ON MACHINE SYSTEMS BASED ON
LOGNORMAL STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION
Abstract: Lognormal distribution, and its modifications, in reliability on motor vehicles have a significant
application in science and technology. The lognormal distribution is closely related to the probability calculation
that can be used for standardized machine elements in systems. The largest number of components of the motor
vehicle has a continuous change of the state parameters in the function of the operating time, which is a condition
for the implementation of the concept and preventive maintenance model with parameter checking by lognormal
distribution. Modern level of the machine industry, characterized by the necessity of gradual analysis of large mass
of data and information and requirements for reliable, that is, scientifically based inputs of the system. The work
represents a novelty for the analysis of the system and the effects of the proposed measures to improve the condition
of the quality and reliability of the motor vehicle.
Key words: Log-normal distribution, system state, maintenance, reliability, quality.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall present a part of probability
examples and show some of the results on the basic
distribution of random variables. Apart from these,
there is still a certain number of distributions that are of
an exceptional importance in statistics and here we
shall give the review of some of them, primarily the
determination of parameters based on the samples
(lognormal distribution).
The basic objective in this paper is surely the modelling
of the specified phenomenon and finding of an
adequate model that describes the contemplated
phenomenon on the basis of available results. In the
context of operational risk modelling it is primarily
indispensable to find an adequate model that describes
the occurrences causing the operational loss, as well as
the quantity of operational loss caused by the
phenomenon of denoted occurrence. Therefore, some
basic models describing the phenomenon and the
quantity of loss are specified and used in practice when
modelling this type of distribution, i.e. losses. Along
with finding of the relevant model it is essential to
make good estimation of parameters that define the
model features and then to test whether the obtained
model sufficiently describes the permissible group of
data related to the contemplated phenomenon. For this
reason, in this paper are listed the methods for the
estimation of paramerers and the tests of compliance.
2. PROBLEM OF DEVELOPING A QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM AND
RELIABILITY OF MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
A special emphasis in the world is dominated by
the market philosophy that forces all participants in the
market game to keep improving their products and
services and to reduce the costs and in this
improvement the functionality and the quality are
favoured as the most important features of a product.
When it comes to the products of the mechanical

systems especially of car industry, the improvements
are, besides the quality and competitiveness, directed to
their safety/security in use. The improvement of these
car features is undertaken by all participants in their
production - by supply chains, what requires very close
cooperation between them. The dominant criterion in
mechanical practice and in the practice of car industry
in the world is to engage more suppliers and to fulfill
the quality and price requirements [2] , [3], [4]. It
means that car industry should simultaneously prepare
itself for globalization and for the fulfilment of the
customers requirements. Such requirements mostly
refer to the prices and the quality i.e. the application of
standards/technical specifications ISO/TS 16949- The
special requirements for the application of ISO
9001:2000 in car industry [5].
3. MEASURES FOR IMPROVING A QUALITY
SYSTEM STATE AND RELIABILITY OF
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
The fact is that the most organizations of car
industry are not currently competitive at global level
and are losing the positions in the domestic market. For
that reason it is obvious that car industry should be
globalized. To attain this objective it is necessary for
the companies as of the domestic car industry to show
the ability of permanent provision of the required
quality in car industry and to fulfill the specific
requirements of those foreign companies.
Quality Management System according to ISO/TS
16949 is currently in the possession of 5 domestic
manufactureres only, what means that the inclusion of
the most other suppliers into the world distribution of
labour is now hardly feasible unless they comply with
the requirements of the standard (table 1) . Normally,
they will, besides privatization, be supported by the
government. A specific form of support could be cofinancing of activities for the establishment and
certification of qualty management system in car
industry according to ISO/TS 16949, [6], [7].
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3.1. Commitment of individual manufacturers
to ISO/TS 16949
Basic postulates of ISO/TS 16949 are:
 basic methodological procedures ( plan, do, test and
react),
 basic quality management principles (8 principles),
 process approach to quality management.
Commitment of manufacturer to ISO/TS 16949
BMW
Daimler Chrysler
Fiat
GM
PSA
VW
Ford
Renault
Nissan

ISO/TS 16 949
VDA 6.1 or QS 9000 pr
ISO/TS 16 949 2004 only
ISO/TS 16 949
ISO/TS 16 949
QS 9000 or ISO/TS 16 949
EAQF ili ISO/TS 16 949 2004
only ISO/TS 16 949
VDA 6.1 or ISO/TS 16 949
QS 9000 or ISO/TS 16 949
EAQF or ISO/TS 16 949
ISO/TS 16 949 –possible VDA 6.1
or QS 9000 or EAQF or AVSQ

Table 1. Manufacturers applying ISO/TS 16949

4. SOLVING OF PROBLEMS BY APPLYING
THE SPECIFIED PARAMETERS TO THE
MODEL OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM STATE
DIAGNOSTICS
The state of motor vehicles with all their
components and accompanied with the application of
each specific parametar determines the operational
ability i.e. the correct functioning of motor vehicle
assemblies. During the operational exploitation of
motor vehicles, the maintenance of their components
as the most complicated task, takes the place of
priority. The operational parameters determine the
technical state of motor vehicle assembly components
and are distinctive and should comply with the target
value design under the specified conditions and within
the specified time interval. The changes of parameters
mostly result in the reduced functionality with
constantly increasing and suddenly acting influences on
the state of motor vehicles assemblies.
Based on the dependence of the state parameters
and functional ability of motor vehicle components ,
the state parameters can be sorted to the selection of
component state parameters with their permanent
influence, selection of component state parameters with
their gradual influence and selection of component
state parameters with their instant influence. The first
group of parameters is applied within the period of
motor vehicle operation where any change causes the
component of motor vehicle to function differently.
The second group refers to the time of motor vehicle
component functioning where the ascertainment of the
state is made and obtained after reaching one of the
defined parameter values. The third group of
parameters registers the change of one defined value
and instantly prevents the possibility of further use.
If we select the state parameters of motor vehicle
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assemblies containing the values of inlet, process and
outlet working parameters within the limits of
permissible deviations from the target value design.
When applying Un indication – measuring values of
component n of the inlet variables U1, U2,..., Un, which
characterize the motor vehicle assemblies exploitation
conditions, R is the measuring internal variable R1,
R2,..., Rn, which represents the mode indicators, I is the
measuring outlet function I1, I2,..., Im, which represents
the influence of component state parameters change, D
is the measuring risk D1, D2,..., Dr, which in addition to
all exploitation characteristics comprise the reliability
indicators of motor vehicle components.
4.1. Application of reliability model obtained on
the basis of statistical lognormal distribution of
reliability function
Although this model lost its importance due to
nonmatching with the usual technical characteristics, it
is still presently used due to its simple application in
calculation estimates.
In other words, this model is possible to be applied in
the description of distribution with minimum or
maximum limit. The usual examples of its application
are the shape and position measurements, examples for
the purpose of flatness, in some cases, coating
thickness and hardness.
Normal distribution belongs to the probability
distribution with absolutely continuous random
variables.
Considering
that
this
distribution
approximates a large number of natural phenomena
very well , it has a wide application and represents one
of the most important distributions. Normal distribution
depends on two parameters, m  ¡ i   0 . Parameter
m represents the expectations of this distribution and all
density curves of distribution are symmetric in relation
to the straight line x = m. Normal distribution is bell
shaped where the increase of  parameter increases
the density curve flatness i.e. it comes to the higher
dissipation around point x = m.
In the course of presenting the reliability equation
which represents the total influence of individual state
parameters on the mode of motor vehicle components,
the presented quotation is [8, 9]:
Ka (t )  t (U , R, D, I ) .
Knowing the fact that the motor vehicle consists of
a large number of components, for the inlet parameters
we shall have the indicators of their mode R1, R2,..., Rt,
and for the outlet parameters the indicators of their
state M1, M2,..., Mn, [8, 9]:
KU1M1 (t )  U (U1 ,U 2 ,...,U n ) 

 ft (M1 , M 2 ,..., M n , R1 , R2 ,..., Rn )
The previous state shows that the conditions for
exploitation process and mode diagnostics of motor
vehicle components make the influence on their state to
change, as well as on the reliability indicators.
Therefore, the functional dependence is established
between the change of motor vehicles state parameters
[8, 9].
KP (t )  I ( I1 , I 2 ,..., I n )  ft (M1 , M 2 ,..., M n ) .

5. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS OBTAINED
BY THE SELECTED STATISTICAL
RELIABILITY DISTRIBUTION
The results of component assembly functioning
comprise the correction of reliability values in case of
the selected statistical reliability distribution out of
which follows that the corrective value  is obtained
from the datasets [8, 9]:
0,955
K (r )


 4, 020
s  z (t ) 800000 1.537 106
Where:
 r (t )  1,537 106 –is the failure density function,
s = 800000 km – is travel distance before failure,
K  r  – is corrective reliability value obtained from
empirical datasets: K Fi  (t )  0,955
r = 0,95 – is parameter of component in operation.
The shown values of statistical data distribution
method of the specified parameters taken from the
exploitation of the shown component characteristics at
the measuring points are:
k (r )  0,955  RM1 (t )  K (r )0,955    4,020 [10].
Based on already obtained values of standard
normal statistical reliability distribution of the
component assembly, the following parameter values
are adopted:
  ln s  r    ln800000  0,95  4,020  1,390 .
From such values of statistical distribution method
result all parameter values since they represent the
beginning of component failure states of motor vehicle
components assembly [10].
Graph of transmission function K a (t ) , is defined
by statistical reliability distribution of the component

No.

Time interval of
component
before failure

Travel
distance of
components

Name of
components
of motor
vehicles

1.

31.12.2010 
31.12.2011

5000001200000

Crank
shaft (main)
bearing M1

2.

31.12.2011 
31.12.2012

5000001200000

3.

31.12.2012 
31.12.2013

5000001200000

on the basis of which further corrections of reliability
dependence of analyzed motor vehicle assembly
components will be carried out. Also, the relative
reliability values as shown in figure 1 will be obtained
from the operating time.

Fig. 1. Graph of the shown reliability value of
component travel distance in the exploitation
area at the measuring point M1 of motor
vehicles – Volvo – D7C 275, JGSP – Novi Sad
[9, 10]
For more precise determination of reliability results
for the safe work of the analyzed motor vehicle
assembly components, the corrective reliabilty values
obtained on the basis of statistical lognormal reliability
distribution as the selected distribution will be taken.
The calculated corrective reliability values will be
tabulated (table 2) and the results are the applications
of the selected statistical longnormal reliability
distribution in form 8]:
t

Ki (t )  1  K (t )  1  
0

g n1  t 

1

  t  2

e

1  ln t   


2  

2

dt

K a1  t 

Ra t 

z





1,29110-5

0,12

1,390

4,020

0,889

0,731

Crank
shaft (big end
bearing M2

1,10310-6

0,11

1,171

3,361

0,912

0,782

Cam
shaft M3

1,04710-5

0,08

1,094

2,403

0,957

0,815

   z

Table 2. Results of parameters g(t), z,  ,  , Ka in case of reliability lognormal distribution of motor vehicles
components (M1, M2 i M3) Volvo – D9B 340, JGSP – Novi Sad [9, 10]
By interchanging we get: z 
and differentiate p0  t  ,

x





ln t  



;
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,
 ln t     ln t       ln t    
z 

 
2
  
1

dz t
1
dt

 2 
z
dt 
t 
t 
z

For the reason of K (t )  1     z  dz and


  z   t    f  t  follows the final expression for the
calculation of reliability function of the analyzed
assembly components [8], [9]:
f t 
 z
Ka t  

0  t  0  t   t  
where:
0  t  - is failure intensity,

 - is standard deviation.
The obtained safety areas can be the basis for the
prediction of safe operating time, operating time with
the permissible risk and operating areas pointing to the
necessity of general repair of components and the
whole assembly [11, 12, 13, 14]. The analysis will be
used during the determination of correlation betweeen
the influences of reliability dependence, changes of
temperature and wear of the bearings at the measuring
points of the analyzed assemblies (figures 1, 2 i 3).
Diagrams on which the reliabilities are shown, exactly
display the reliability points of inflection into the state
of general repair per measuring point (overview in
figures 1, 2 i 3) and determination of dependence of the
correct functioning of motor vehicles assembly
components [11, 12, 13, 14].
For possible prediction of the moment when the
basic characteristics of motor vehicle components will
deviate from the permissible values is very important
that the selected state parameters completely define the
state of the motor vehicle components. The base for
the selection of parameters is most frequently taken
condition relating to the lowest number of them. In
addition to these, there is very large number of inlet
parameters which characterize the optimum state and
exploitation conditions of motor vehicle components
(anticorrosive environment, kinematic factors, thermal
elasticity, etc.) [11, 12, 13, 14].

Fig. 3. Graph of the reliability values, travel distance of
components in the exploitation area at the
measuring point M3 of motor vehicle – Volvo –
D7C 275, JGSP – Novi Sad [9]
6. CONCLUSION
For the description of distribution on mechanical
technical systems and the obtained results, the proposed
measures can contribute to the improvement of state
both in our and world mechanical industry particularly
in car industry. The selection of the most favourable
conception and the model of diagnostic state shown in
car industry in terms of time scheduled preventive
maintenance application is conditioned by a series of
influences of technical and economic character. The
precise methodology imposes the necessity for the
special systematic approach which is being considered
in this research. The basic characteristic of systematic
approach methodology is its orientation towards the
target value design, which should resolve the
researched problem, so that the selection of the most
favourable conception and the model for certain
components of the system in whole is to be done from
the standpoint of the influence of the defined criteria
and the defined target. Therefore, by the application of
this approach is possible to reach the optimum solution
of the problem for specified conditions. Algorithm is
developed for monitoring of exploitation system of
diagnostification and the selection of the model for
state diagnosis for the application at the level of the
vehicle components and based on computer simulation
model.
The model shown precisely describes all more
important properties of the components for the
successful resolving of the problem in state diagnosis
and their influence to the reliability of motor vehicles.
Also, it is based on the methodology comprising the
determination of safety during the functioning of
analyzed vehicle components. By this application is
possible to realize the significant effects, to sustain the
required level of reliability of motor vehicles
simultaneously reducing the costs of maintenance,
particularly as a result of lifetime extension of motor
vehicle components.
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ANALYSIS OF COMPARATIVE MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR THIN-WALLED
AL 7075 ALLOY STRUCTURES
Abstract: Comparative measurements can serve as the basis for the analysis of accuracy and reliability of
measurement results, that is, measurement systems being used. In this paper three measurement devices/ systems
were used: micrometre, the Nikon Manual Coordinate Measuring Arm and Coordinate Measuring Machine Axiom.
The measurements were carried out on aluminium honeycomb structures machined by cutting. Given the
complicated machining process and poor rigidity of thin-walled plates, deformation and surface errors are apparent
in workpieces. The processing of measurement results involves the analysis of the wall thickness values obtained by
applying different measurement systems. The aim of the paper is to analyse the accuracy, reliability and validity of
the measurement systems used in specific production conditions.
Key words: CMM, honeycomb thin-walled structures, comparative measurements

1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that the production of any machine parts
is not possible without the implementation of a
production control carried out by appropriate
measurement methods. The development of measurement
techniques and the use of new technologies in this area
led to the introduction of new methods of measurement
and control in the process of manufacturing parts. In
addition to the contact principle of measurement, using
conventional measuring devices, new methods involving
the use of coordinate measurement systems are
increasingly being used. The accuracy in detecting the
position of the measuring points depends primarily on the
type of coordinate measuring system (hardware
structure), the sampling system (measuring sensor), the
way of sampling points, etc. The Coordinate
Measurement Systems (CMS) can be divided into two
groups: systems that sample points in a discreet way and
systems that collect points in the form of a scan [1]. The
first group includes machines with serial kinematics, i.e.
conventional coordinate measuring machines (CMM) and
measuring arms. Scanning systems include: point
scanners, line laser scanners, edge projection systems,
and computer tomography [1]. Observing all the above
methods of measurement, the question arises in regards to
the accuracy and reliability of the obtained measurement
results, as well as justification of the use of certain
measurement methods in concrete production conditions,
which is also the subject of research of this paper.
In this paper the objects of measurement are parts
belonging to thin-walled structures made of aluminium
alloys by machining methods, which are described in
more detail in chapter 2 of this paper. The experiment

plan, the measuring devices used in the measurement, the
measurement methodology and the measurement sizes
are presented in chapter 3. The results of the
measurements and their analysis are presented in chapter
4, while the final considerations are presented in chapter
5 of this paper.
2. THIN-WALLED STRUCTURES
Thin-walled parts are important structural parts in the
cars and aircraft industry. These parts have the
advantages of low weight, low design requirement, and
corrosion resistance and are typically composed of
titanium/ aluminium alloy to reduce their weight and
enhance their strength. Two common problems in milling
are workpiece deformation (cutter back-off, overcut, and
bending) and tool wear, which are due to the inherent low
rigidity and poor machinability of thin-walled geometries.
The identification and control of machining errors due to
workpiece deformation and tool wear are crucial to
achieving high machining accuracy [2].
As an example of these components, the following forms
can be indicated: longitudinal ribs, transverse ribs,
cantilevers, bulkheads and others. The production of thinwalled structures is most often done by machining
methods, that is, by removing material from full raw
material up to 95% of the mass of the raw material [2].
Constructive solutions of thin-walled structures have
changed over time. At the beginning of the design and
application of thin-walled structures, simple linear and
rectangular shapes were used, and as such, they had
significant advantages over the previous construction
solutions of the product (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Simple constructional forms of thin-walled structures [2]
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With the increasing industrial demands and complexity
of products, more complex forms of thin-walled
structures followed: honeycomb (hexagonal), pocket
form, combined (Figure 2). The machining process of
complex thin-walled structures is technologically and

timely demanding. Due to the large amount of material
to be removed by machining, the geometry and small
stiffness of the structure's walls, machining errors
occur, which is important in identifying the use of
appropriate measurement methods.

Figure 2. Complex constructive forms of thin-walled aluminium structures [2]
Figure 3 shows the analysed objects, i.e. thin-walled
structures. The samples are made of aluminium alloy
Al 7075 (AlZnMgCu1.5), characterized by high
mechanical properties, as well as very high fatigue and
corrosion resistance, which makes it suitable for

making
thin-walled
structures.
Mechanical
characteristics: tensile strength (560 MPa), Rp0.2 (500
MPa), elongation-stretch before ultimate failure (7%)
and hardness (150 HBW) [3].

Figure 3. The analysed honeycomb aluminium structures
All samples were made by the machining (milling)
method, following the same conditions and machining
parameters. The spiral machining strategy was
generated in SolidCAM, while tool Hoffman
Garant®, code 202480. The samples were created at
the EMCO Concept Mill 450 machining centre.
Machining parameters of the thin-walled structures
are constant, that is, a feed rate of 250 mm/min and a
spindle speed of 4000 rpm.

measuring arm with a rigid contact sensor.
No. model
Wall
thickness (h)

5

3

11

4

6

0.5

0.65

1

1.35

1.5

Table 1. Parameters of analysed thin-walled structures

3. EXPERIMENT
The corresponding parameters were measured on
the illustrated aluminium thin-walled structures using
different measurement systems (Figure 3). Five
samples, identified with numbers 3, 4, 5, 6 and 11,
with different wall thickness were analysed (Table 1).
Constant dimensions of the structures are the
distances of the opposing outer walls surfaces
(d=34.64 mm), while the variable dimension refers to
the wall thickness (h). The wall thickness marked
with numbers 1 to 11 was measured (Figure 4). Three
measuring devices/ systems were used to measure
these parameters: a micrometre, coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) with a touch point sensor and a
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Figure 4. Parameters of analysed thin-walled structures
The characteristics of the used measuring devices are
given in Table 2.

Micrometre Digitmaster, Tesa

MCAx Nikon arm, model MCAx 20+

Accuracy 0.002 mm

Accuracy ±0.033 mm
CMM Axiom too, ABERLINK

MPEE=2.4+0.4L/100 μm (L in mm)
Table 2. Measuring devices and characteristics
According to the specification, the micrometre has the
highest accuracy. On the other hand, the coordinate
measurement systems used have considerably greater
possibilities in terms of the complexity of the
measurement tasks (Figure 4). Considering the
possibilities of the used measuring devices/ systems,
the micrometre was used only to measure the wall
thickness. The wall thickness marked with number 1
cannot be measured by the micrometre.
Due to its technology, MCAx is only operated
manually. The user brings a mobile probe to the object
to touch a set of points on its surface. This is an
important difference from CMMs, which are typically
controlled by CNC. CMMs software makes it possible
to create routines to automatically perform the same
measurements on identical objects [4].

Δh [mm]

micrometer
0.04
0.02
0
-0.02
-0.04
-0.06
-0.08
-0.1
-0.12
-0.14

1

2

3

4

Differences in the way in which the coordinate system
measurement sensors are guided results in the inability
to equally sample points on the structure walls.
4. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT
The wall thickness, marked with numbers 1 to 11, was
measured in all samples (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows a
diagram of the deviation of measured wall thickness
values from the nominal values defined by the CAD
model (Δh). One of the tasks was to analyse the
accuracy and justification of the application of the said
measurement systems. A different approach in the
process of sampling points on the walls of the structure
shows that, in addition to accuracy, there are other
causes of the displayed deviations.
MCAx

5

6

CMM

7

8

9

10

11

wall
Figure 5. Deviation Δh, sample number 5
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micrometer

MCAx

CMM

0

Δh [mm]

-0.02

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

-0.04
-0.06
-0.08
-0.1
-0.12
-0.14

wall
Figure 6. Deviation mean Δh, all samples

The approximately equidistant position of the deviation
diagram for all three measuring devices has confirmed
the good repeatability of the measurement results of the
used devices (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows the values of
wall thickness variance Δh from the nominal values
obtained on all five samples. The order in terms of
deviation value (Micrometre-CMM-MCAx) remained
the same as in individual cases of all five structures,
which confirms the absence of random and huge
measurement errors.
5. CONCLUSION
Based on the comparisons shown above, it can be
concluded that the smallest deviations of wall thickness
from the nominal value are the values measured by the
micrometre, then CMM, while the greatest deviations
are given by the MCAx measuring arm. The executed
comparisons shown are not a valid indicator of the
accuracy of the used measuring devices. In order to
compare the measuring devices/ systems in terms of
accuracy, it is necessary to perform calibration of the
samples in order to obtain the reference values.
Cutting force, tool wear, and selection of cutting
parameters are the main factors that determine
machining errors due to low stiffness and poor
machinability of thin-walled parts. However, it is
difficult to accurately predict workpiece-tool deflection
because the evolution of cutting force and heat, tool
wear, and workpiece deformation are comparatively
nonlinear. The monitoring of cutting force and tool
wear will inevitably increase the cost of online
monitoring. By selecting an adequate measurement
system and permanent control throughout the
machining process, the compensation method for
improving the machining accuracy of thin-walled parts
could be proposed. This method is mainly based on
online measuring experiments to compensate for
processing errors. This method is simple and
economical to carry out and does not require complex
machining dynamics modelling. More importantly, this
method does not require expensive sensors to monitor
the cutting force, power, and torque online.
Furthermore, the method does not require many trial-
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cutting data or artificial participation and can save time
and money in milling thin-walled parts with new
structures. Therefore, this method is easier to apply in
engineering applications.
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THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ENAMELS AND ENAMELLED METAL SHEETS
Abstract: The main task of the research was to find out why sometimes cracking of the enamelled layer occur and
to what extent enamel layer affects the heat transfer in the cooking oven. The samples of the enamelled streel sheet
were metallographically analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM-EDX) and optical microscopy (OM).
Measurements of the thermal properties of two types of enamels, which are used for oven interior enamelling was
carried out in accordance with the standard ISO 22007-2 by transient planar heat source method (TPS Hot Disk
2200). To ensure proper measurement conditions, the samples of the enamels were prepared in the form of thick
layers. The results show that enamel density has significant influence on its thermal properties. An assessment of the
influence of the thermal conductivity of the enamel layer on the heat transfer in the oven is also given.
Key words: Thermal properties, Enamels, Enamelled steel sheet, TPS method, Measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
Porcelain enamel is a glassy coating over the metal
substrate, intended to improve its corrosion resistance,
abrasion resistance, antibacterial characteristic or
aesthetic appearance. Enamelling is a technological
process in which a fine enamel powder is applied to the
metallic substrate and heated to the melting
temperature of the enamel (750-850°C), whereby the
melt adhesively binds to the metal substrate and a solid,
continuous glass coating is formed on the surface of the
metal surface.
The enamels can be classified in several ways:
depending on the substrate on which the enamel is
applied, depending on the function they perform or
according to the enamelling methods [1].
According to the metal substrate they can be
classified as:
 Enamels for steel sheet
 Enamels for cast iron
 Enamels for aluminium
 Enamels for stainless steel and hightemperature resistant alloys
 Enamels for electronic applications
 Enamels for jewellery (precious metals, copper
alloys)
According to the function they are designed for:
 Ground enamels that improve adherence
between cover coats and substrate
 Cover coat enamels, which are further divided
by the colour or by the certain physical and/or
chemical property
 Direct enamels, which have the function of
both ground and cover enamel
According to the enamelling technology:
 Dry electrostatic enamels
 Wet electrostatic enamels
Recently, the most commonly used industrial
enamelling technology employs direct enamels, with

one coat and one firing process or for some application
ground and cover coat enamels with one unified firing
process.
When selecting a steel for enamelling, it is
important to consider the following factors: Basic
ability for enamelling (enamelability), absence of
surface defects, and resistance to sagging at enamelling
temperatures, while other characteristic such as
formability, weldability, strength, etc. are of primary
concern of product manufacturing technology before
enamelling or mechanical property requirements of the
final product.
By the term enamelability of steel we mean the
absence of excessive formation of gas bubbles that
cause the boiling of the enamel. Evolution of gas,
which can originate from steel and enamel as well, is
caused by various reactions at the steel/enamel
interface. With spectrographic analysis, it was found
out that gases evolving when enamelling steel are
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, water
vapour, and nitrogen. The most detrimental gas
evolving reaction is the oxidation of carbon in the steel
surface and the formation of carbon monoxide.
Therefore, steel with low carbon (usually below
0.08 wt.%) or carbon stabilized (with Ti or Nb)
chemical compositions should be primarily selected. If
high-carbon steel cannot be avoided, special surface
preparation techniques must be applied before
enamelling.
2. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
Transient planar heat source method (TPS, Hot disk
AB®) was used for the measurement of the thermal
properties of enamels. With this method, the thermal
conductivity can be measured with an accuracy of ± 2
% and specific thermal capacity and temperature
diffusivity with accuracy of ± 5% in accordance with
ISO 22007-2 standard [2]. Thermal conductivity can be
measured in the range from 0.01 to 500 Wm-1K-1,
specific thermal capacity up to 5 MJm-3K-1 and
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temperature diffusivity from 0.1 to 300 mm2s-1. The
device is also equipped with a laboratory muffle
furnace and allows the measurement of thermal
properties up to 700°C in an inert atmosphere (Figure
1).

Since enamel melts wet the steel surface well it is very
difficult to make two identical samples with parallel
free surfaces (non-concave), which would enable the
insertion of the sensor between them without an air
gap. Therefore, the measurements were carried out
using a single-side method, where the sensor is
“sandwiched” between the investigating sample and
insulation material of known thermal conductivity
(Styrofoam). Several measurements were performed on
various areas of the individual sample.
Table 1. Thermal properties of enamel 1

Fig 1. TPS 2200 Hot disk AB ® analyser.
The thermal analyser utilises a sensor element in the
shape of double spiral (Figure 2), which acts both as
heating element for increasing the temperature of the
sample and as an electric resistance thermometer. The
spiral is made by selective etching from 10 μm thick
nickel foil, supported and electrically insulated on both
sides with insulating foil. In the temperature range from
sub-zero up to 300°C polyimide foil (Kapton® Du
Pont) is used as insulating material, while above 300°C
mica foil is used as insulating material. Before the
measurement the sensor is sandwiched between two
halves of the sample (solids) or embedded in the
sample (liquids, powders). The main principle of the
measurement system is that the sensor is first supplied
with a constant electrical power which creates a
dynamic temperature field in its surroundings, and then
200 x in succession measures the change in sensor
electrical resistance at a selected time interval.
Parameters like heating power, measurement time for
electrical resistivity measurement and sensor radius are
used to optimize the settings for the experiment.
Since we are not equipped with a module for
measuring the thermal properties of thin insulating
films, enamel samples were prepared in the form of an
approximately 1 cm thick layer. To make such samples,
first dies (9 x 6 x1.5 cm) from low carbon ferritic steel
were made. Dies were filled with enamel powder and
gradually heated to 850°C and 900°C for 10 minutes
and then slowly cooled in the furnace [3].

Pos.

λ [Wm-1K-1]

a [mm2s-1]

Cp [MJm-3K-1]

1
1
1
1
2
2
2

0.6821
0.6845
0.6852
0.6840
0.6667
0.6678
0.6683

0.4286
0.4335
0.4390
0.4385
0.4239
0.4273
0.4251

1.591
1.579
1.579
1.560
1.573
1.563
1.572

Table 2. Thermal properties of enamel 2
Pos.

λ [Wm-1K-1]

a [mm2s-1]

Cp [MJm-3K-1]

1

0.8786

0.4410

1.992

1

0.8879

0.4626

1.919

1

0.8867

0.4588

1.932

1

0.8866

0.4588

1.932

2

0.8641

0.4267

2.025

2

0.8621

0.4311

2.000

2

0.8626

0.4309

2.002

Several samples prepared from the same enamel,
but with different densities (due to firing temperature
variation) were measured. Results show significant
influence of density on the thermal conductivity of
enamel. Tables 6 and 7 show results of thermal
conductivity of individual enamel as a function of its
density.
Table 3. Thermal conductivity as a function of enamel
layer density (enamel 1)
ρ [g/cm3]

λ[Wm-1K-1]

1.88 – 1.89

0.66 – 0.69

1.77 – 1.78

0.65 – 0.67

1.73 – 1.75

0.60 – 0.61

Table 4. Thermal conductivity as a function of enamel
layer density (enamel 2)

Fig 2. Thick enamel layer (left), sensor position (right).
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ρ [g/cm3]

λ [Wm-1K-1]

2.20 – 2.22

0.94 – 0.95

2.06 – 2.13

0.83 – 0.84

3. MICROSTRUCTURE INVESTIGATION
The microstructure of the enamel is shown in the
figure 3. The results of micro-chemical analyses (EDX)
of the areas marked in the figure 3 by squares are
presented in the table 2.

sharp morphology, so that the possibility of interaction
between the particle already in the enamel and steel
surface cannot be excluded. In addition, the particles in
the enamel do not contain cobalt, which is present in all
particles at the interface. Since the presence of
chromium in enamels is not common [4], we analysed
the enamel powders before the enamelling process.

Fig 3. Microstructure of enamel layer (SEM).
Table 3. Microchemical analysis (EDX) of areas
marked in Figure 3
Element
O
Na
Al
Si
K
Ca
Ti
Mn
Fe
Co
Cu
Zr

M. 1
wt. [%]
15.237
5.298
0.716
47.904
5.923
4.852
6.638
3.749
6.038
1.588
0.744
1.313

M. 2
wt. [%]
13.091
4.471
0.880
45.043
6.181
2.717
2.961
1.328
8.537
0.923
0.353
13.515

M. 3
wt. [%]
15.020
84.980
-

From the figure 3 can be seen that enamel layer is
not homogenous, but consist of various crystal phases,
pores, and amorphous areas with different chemical
compositions. Brighter contrasted areas have much
higher Zr content (added as ZrO), while darker
contrasted areas contain a higher percentage of Ti and
Mn (added as TiO2 and MnO). Sharp dark phases are
SiO2 crystals, and spheres porosity. In addition, small
bright particles located near the steel-enamel interface
and in areas rich with titanium and manganese are also
visible. Although the quantitative evaluation of the
chemical composition with EDX microchemical
analysis of such small analytical volumes is not
accurate, it nevertheless points out the differences in
chemical composition of the bright particles located
near the steel/enamel interface and bright particles in
the bulk enamel layer. Namely, particles in the enamel
contain chromium while particles at the interface
contain cobalt. The chromium was not detected in
particles at the steel/enamel interface except for
location 2 (Figure 4), which shows a different, more

Fig 4. Steel/enamel interface (SEM).
Table 4. Microchemical analysis (EDX) of areas
marked in Figure 4
El.

O
Na
Al
Si
K
Ca
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Cu
Zr

M. 1
wt.
[%]
4.230
3.159
0.534
15.438
1.079
1.278
1.346
0.636
63.106
6.716
2.048
0.430

M. 2
wt.
[%]
4.921
2.642
0.436
11.630
0.805
0.869
1.624
4.615
0.867
65.821
3.494
1.848
0.427

M. 3
wt.
[%]
7.821
5.300
0.971
25.410
1.943
2.202
2.472
1.328
48.264
2.827
0.794
0.666

M. 4
wt.
[%]
12.682
4.532
1.095
35.872
3.215
3.409
3.847
2.358
28.678
1.620
2.693

M. 5
wt.
[%]
8.779
4.919
0.803
27.692
2.191
2.701
2.817
1.677
43.851
3.510
1.060

Fig 5. Bright particles on the enamel surface (SEM).
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both sides of enamelled steel sheet, and ΔT temperature
difference. For heat transfer coefficients in kitchen ovens
values between 15 - 40Wm-2K-1 can be found in the
literature [5]. In the case of one side enamelled steel
sheet (200 μm thick enamel layer + 1 mm thick steel
sheet), individual thermal resistances can be evaluated.
Thermal resistances:
𝛿𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙

Fig 6. Bright particles in the enamel powder (SEM).
Table 5. Microchemical analysis of bright particles in
enamel layer after firing (Figure 5) and in enamel powder
before firing (Figure 6)

Element

M. 1
Fig. 5
wt. [%]

M. 2
Fig. 5
wt. [%]

M. 1
Fig. 6
wt. [%]

M. 2
Fig. 6
wt. [%]

O

6.025

5.319

0.484

11.61

Na

2.232

1.307

0.455

1.49

Al

1.163

0.253

0.45

0.997

Si

17.889

8.226

3.81

7.603

K

1.509

0.659

0.71

0.314

Ca

0.805

0.571

1.247

0.259

Ti

1.104

2.416

0.614

0.228

Cr

27.364

19.629

26.18

14.521

Cu

0.469

1.507

1.285

0.702

Fe

39.536

59.735

64.604

61.823

Zr

1.904

0.376

0.145

0.45

Figure 6 shows the enamel powder after final
grinding, ready for application to the metal substrate.
As we can see, in the powder is a noticeable number of
shiny particles of similar size (most of which less than
1 μm) as detected in the enamel layer after firing. By
microchemical analysis (EDX) was determined that
these particles also contain higher concentrations of
chromium and iron (Table 5). This is a proof that the
particles found in the enamel layer after firing originate
from the previous preparation of enamel powder and
are not the result of chemical reactions during firing of
the enamel.
4. HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH ENAMELLED
STEEL SHEET
Heat transfer rate through enamelled steel sheet per
unit of area can be calculated by equation:
𝑈=

∆𝑇
𝑊
[
𝛿𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝛿𝑒𝑛
1 𝑚2 ]
+
+
+
𝛼𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝜆𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝜆𝑒𝑛 𝛼𝑖𝑛
1

Where δsteel and δen represents thickness of steel
sheet and enamel layer, λsteel and λen thermal
conductivities of the steel sheet and enamel, αout in αin
heat transfer coefficients (radiation + convection) on
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𝜆𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙

𝛿𝑒𝑛
𝜆𝑒𝑛

=

=

1
𝛼𝑖𝑛/𝑜𝑢𝑡

0,001
54

= 1,85 ∙ 10−5 m2K/W

200∙10−6
0,3÷1,3

=

= 6,6 ∙ 10−4 ÷ 1,5 ∙ 10−4 m2K/W

1
15÷40

= 6,6 ∙ 10−2 ÷ 2,5 ∙ 10−2 m2K/W

We can quickly figure out that conduction thermal
resistance of enamelled steel sheet is negligible factor
compared to convective resistance if heat transfer
coefficient at only one side is below 100 Wm-2K-1.
Even if we consider extreme values of heat transfer
coefficients (500 Wm-2K-1) on both sides of enamelled
steel sheet and calculate the heat transfer rate with
limited values of enamel thermal conductivity (0,3 or
1,3 Wm-1K-1) the difference in heat transfer rate will be
less than 13%. However, in the case of kitchen ovens,
such values of heat transfer coefficients will never be
achieved.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The thermal properties of the enamel are mostly
affected by the density of the enamel. The greater the
density, the higher will be thermal conductivity and the
specific volume heat capacity, which is in accordance
with the theory. Namely, gases exhibit at least an order
of magnitude lower thermal conductivity than solids.
The density of the enameled layer depends on the
chemical composition of the enamel and the process
parameters of the enameling which influence the
amount of porosity.
Enamel layer has a multiphase structure composed
of amorphous areas with different chemical
composition, crystal phases (SiO2, metal particles) and
pores. Certain crystalline phases (metal inclusions)
found in the enamel layer after firing originate from the
process of preparing the powder (grinding, sieving) or
are intentionally added. In all analyzed enamel
powders, the metallic inclusions were detected, which
have a similar chemical composition and size as metal
inclusions located in the enamel layer after firing. If
these particles agglomerate during firing they will
cause cracking of the enamel layer.
Microstructural observations enable precise
monitoring of the changes in the material at any
technological stage and allow faster detection of the
defect origin.
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ENHANCED PCBN TOOLS FOR HARD MACHINING
Abstract. The different approaches of enhancement of PCBN cutting tools and its application have been
described. Technology which implies application of oblique cutting tools substantially increases feed rates while
roughness of machined surfaces stays comparatively low. Efficiency of machining can also be increased by
adding components to a composite or protective coating, which would provide an increased partial nitrogen pressure
in the cutting zone. This leads to suppression of wear mechanism of PCBN composites caused by contact-reactive
melting under conditions of hard turning.
Key words: PCBN, hardened steels, contact interaction, efficiency of tool, protective coating
1. INTRODUCTION
To increase the efficiency of the application of
cutting tools from superhard materials in machining
hardened steels, several alternative ways may be
suggested. One of the ways is the improvement of
cutting tools design and optimization of cutting
conditions in order to remove larger material volume
per unit time (wiper tools, inserts with big noseradius, etc.). The other way is to change the toolworkpiece interaction characteristics in the cutting
zone by developing new composites with high
physical and mechanical properties, optimization of
binder and superhard phase relation in the composite,
application of protective coatings, etc. The tool
improvement in the framework of the second way is
aimed at increasing maximum cutting velocity. The
point is that in any case an increase in the
productivity is reached by development of cutting
tools, optimized under specific technological
conditions.
2. SPECIAL TOOLS
To realize the first of these ways we have proposed
special oblique cutting tools for hardened steel turning:
single-edged tools and tools with cylindrical rake face.
The use of these tools is characterized by high feed and
cutting speed and high machined surface quality [1, 2].
Design of such tools implies the use of special
toolholders equipped with standard indexable inserts
(SNUN 120408, RNMN 070300F, RNMN 09Т300F).
Because of the process peculiarities, the
determination of the undeformed chip cross section in
turning with such tools is of particular interest. These
tools geometrical parameters makes it possible to
form a wide and thin undeformed chip cross section
and thus to avoid the loads on the cutting edge, which
can destroy the tool even at high feed. For
comparison Fig. 1 shows the shapes of undeformed
chip cross sections calculated for a conventional

cutting tool (1) and a tool with cylindrical rake face
(2). Cutting conditions were equal (feed
S = 0.5 mm/rev; depth of cut t = 0.1 mm; workpiece
diameter ∅ = 50 mm), both these tools were equipped
with indexable cutting inserts RNMN 070300F.

Fig. 1. Shape of undeformed chip cross section.
The use of the tool with cylindrical rake face allows
the feed rates S = 0.2–0.7 mm/rev, which is 2–5 times as
high as that of the conventional tool feed in hardened
steel finishing. In spite of this, the surface quality is very
high (Ra 0.20–0.80; Rz 1.25–2.5, Fig. 2, a).
The curvature of the cutting edge projection of a
tool with cylindrical rake face on the reference plane
is essentially smaller than that of the conventional
tool. These tools significantly decrease the roughness
of the surface machined. In our opinion, the
regularities of plastic deformation in the cutting zone
are one more reason, responsible for high quality of
the machined surfaces in the case that oblique cutting
tools are used.
It is known, that there is a correlation between the
peak-to-valley height and degree of strain in the shear
zone. This phenomenon is due to the formation of the
strain wave in front of descending chip, which is
caused by a collision of removed material flows
generated by principal and auxiliary cutting edges. At
the point before rake face, whicttth corresponds to
maximum tangential stresses, a separation of the
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material removed takes place onto the cut-off and
extruded parts. The last one moves in the direction of
a peak of the microirregularity being formed and thus
leads to an increase of the surface roughness [3].

The tool life of a tool with cylindrical rake face
equipped with PSHM while cutting hardened
ShKh-15 steel (60–62 HRC) is from 30 to 80
minutes depending on the feed rate. We
recommend the following cutting conditions: depth
of cut t = 0.005–0.2 mm, cutting speed 1.0–2.0 m/s.
Due to the extension of feed range the turning
with single-edged and cylindrical rake face cutting
tools allows us to increase productivity of hardened
steel finish tuning by a factor of 2–5.
3. СHEMICAL INTERACTION IN THE
CUTTING ZONE

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Feed influence on the machined surface
roughness (a), comparison of technological
possibilities of conventional and cylindrical
rake face cutting tools (b)

As has been mentioned, in the framework of the
second way, it is advisable to optimize the conditions for
chemical interaction in the cutting zone. It is known that
high efficiency cutting of hardened steels with PCBN
(polycrystalline cubic boron nitride) cutting tools is
characterized by high thermobaric loads: contact
pressures of 3–5 GPa and temperatures of about 1100 °
С. Our previous research has shown, that in the toolworkpiece contact zone the contact-reactive melting
mechanism is realized, which is one of the main reasons
for intensive tool wear [4].
This interaction is accompanied by the formation of
metal borides and free nitrogen release. Taking this into
account, we propose to control chemical interaction
between the materials of a tool and workpiece by
arranging such conditions in the cutting zone, which
would shift the chemical interaction to form Fe and/or Ni
borides into higher temperature range. This can be
achieved by doping nitrogen into cutting zone. The
thermodynamic analysis confirms an increase of the
borides formation temperature by 150-300 °C in the
presence of an increased nitrogen partial pressure in the
system (Fig. 4).

In using the oblique tools the machining
conditions are close to a free cutting and the influence
of the above effect is reduced, which allows one to
achieve a much more higher quality of machined
surfaces as compared to those achieved by other
turning methods (Fig. 2 b). It should be noted that the
roughness of a workpiece surface layer is
characterized by specific microirregularities: similar
peaks are repeated with the feed pitch (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Nitrogen pressure influence on the increase of
the Fe and Ni borides formation temperature.

Fig. 3. Profilogram of the surface machined by a tool
with cylindrical rake face.
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In addition to the function of inhibitor, nitrogen
reduces the intensity of the tool material oxidation in the
cutting zone. This causes changes in the tool wear
mechanism and reduces its intensity, especially in highspeed machining.
Thus, to increase the performance of cutting tools
equipped with PCBN, one should add components to a
composite or protective coating, which would provide

an increased partial nitrogen pressure in the cutting zone
under thermobaric conditions of the machining process.
In this case the interaction between these components
and elements of the material machined that is
accompanied by a free nitrogen release begins at
temperatures, which are not high enough to start an
interaction between cBN and metals. As a consequence,
the mechanism of a cBN tool wear by contact-reactive
melting is suppressed. The analysis of physical and
mechanical properties of different nitrides allows us to
propose silicon nitride (Si3N4) or niobium nitride (NiN) as
an additive. Silicon nitride can be added to the PCBN
composition, while niobium nitride as a component of
tool protective coating.The tool wear is of a
complicated and integral character. The wearing
process includes mechanical, adhesion, chemical, and
other phenomena on the tool contact surfaces. In the
case of PCBN tools, an increase of the temperature of
borides and oxiborides formation in the cutting zone
(because of the doping with the Si3N4 and NbN nitrides)
and then the formation of eutectics and their contact
melting in the (cBN- Si3N4)–(Cr,Fe,Ni) system plays an
important role for increasing the PCBN tool life.
4. EXPERIMENTAL TEST
For substantiation of the above proposals and to
confirm the results of the model experiments a set of
indexable cutting inserts from cBN-Si3N4 composite
containing up to 10 % Si3N4 was made. The PCBN tool
from 2 to 5 % Si3N4-doped tested in turning Ni-based
alloys exhibited the maximum tool life.
The investigation have demonstrated that the
application of cBN-Si3N4 composites helps to
increase the performance of cutting tools in cutting
difficult-to-machine materials (Fig. 5) by reducing
their wear intensity due to the decrease of chemical
and adhesion interactions between the tool and
workpiece in the cutting zone.

Fig. 5. Increase of cutting speed (over the dash line)
while using cBN-Si3N4 composite.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the investigation results the ways of
cBN cutting tools improvement have been proposed

to increase the efficiency of cutting of difficult-tomachine materials.
When using special oblique cutting tools the
specialties of their geometry allow us to increase feed
rate by a factor of 2–5 without a decrease in quality
of machined surfaces. In finishing, when the
productivity is determined mainly by the surface area
machined per time unit, the enhancement in the
productivity is proportional to the increase of feed.
As our study has shown, an increase in the
productivity can also be achieved by doping cBN
composites with Si3N4. This is due to the increase of
the onset temperature of the chemical interaction and
wear. Thus, one can apply a higher cutting speed
without decreasing the tool life.
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APPLICATION OF 3D PRINTED FIXTURES FOR WELDING
Abstract: 3D printing is also known as additive manufacturing (AM). Additive Manufacturing is the manufacturing
of products by the addition of layers of material. Additive Manufacturing, in comparison with conventional
production processes where the material is taken from workpiece, enables the manufacturing of parts with a
minimum quantity of material. 3D printing is often used for rapid prototyping. This paper presents the application
of 3D printing for the manufacturing of fixture for welding, in case of welding two parts that form a spatial angle
whose accuracy affects the quality of the product's work. The fixture is used for welding the disc support on the
agricultural machine, stublle cultivator. This paper presents the procedure of 3D modeling of fixture, preparing for
3D printing and setting the printing parameters. The fixture is printed using the 3D printer Makerbot Replicator 2X
from ABS plastic. ABS plastic was selected due to better mechanical properties at higher temperature in relation to
PLA material.
Key words: 3D printing, fixtures, welding, ABS plastic.
1. INTRODUCTION
The process of rational production requires the
connection of the process of designing products with
the technological processes necessary for its
production. In practice, a number of DfX methods are
used that help the successful cooperation between
constructors and technologists. In the literature there
are two interpretations of the meaning of "X" within the
term DfX. First, the design for "X", where "X"
represents a variable that can relate to: Mmanufacturing, A-assembling, C-cost, etc. Second,
design for excellence where "X" represents the
application of all "Design for" methods, in order to
achieve "excellence" of the product [1].
Design for Manufacturing (DfM) represents the
connection between design and technology, as a
measure of the benefits of the product for
manufacturing. During product design, if consideration
is not given to the construction of a product from the
aspect of the convenience of its manufacture and
assembly, we can get a product that is difficult to
manufacture, or too expensive. Production costs affect
the price of the final product, and thus to the size of the
profit, and on the sustainability of products on the
market. For this reason, when designing a product, it is
trying to create a product that fulfills the project tasks,
while having low production costs. By applying the
DfM method, a reduction in product manufacturing
costs is achieved, productivity increases are achieved
by increasing the number of produced products in a
unit of time.
At the design stage we strive to, designed parts are
being manufactured on computer numerically
controlled machines (CNC), which are easily accessible
today and financially acceptable. By manufacturing
parts on CNC machines the possibility of employee
error is minimal. Parts made in this way are ready to be
fitted into assemblies so that the worker's job in the
production is assembling and/or welding. In this way,

the manufacturing time of the product is significantly
reduced.
Using fixtures for the positioning of parts in the
assembly process, the possibility of error is further
reduced as well as the time of assembling. Fixtures can
be made using conventional or non-conventional
methods, such as 3D printing. This paper presents the
application of 3D printing for the production of fixture
for the positioning of parts when welding the subassembly of the disc support of the agricultural
machine stubble cultivator. In this example, the
successful application of the DfM method is shown,
where designers and technologists work on the
development of product that meets the conditions
defined by the project task, while being constructive
and technologically feasible, as well as financially
justified.
2. STATE OF THE ART
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a technology that
has been developing intensively for more than 30 years,
and the basic principle of working is the addition of
layers of materials in the manufacturing process.
According to [2] the contribution of Additive
Manufacturing has grown significantly over the past 30
years. At first, AM technology was used primarily for
prototyping Rapid Prototyping/RP. With the
development of technology, the scope of AM
application development is being expanded at tool
production, Rapid Tooling/RT. Today it is possible to
manufacture products that are ready to be used, and that
technology has name Rapid Manufacturing /RM [3].
3D printing is often used as the name for Additive
Manufacturing and it is widely used in all areas of
human activity such as industry, medicine, education,
art, and others. Like any technology in development
and 3D printing, it has disadvantages such as low
precision, low speed of production and in some cases
high price. Stereo-Lithography (SLA), Selective Laser
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Sintering (SLS), Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
and Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) are the
most advanced technologies [4]. Among them, the most
common is FDM, a technology used by the 3D printer
Makerbot Replicator 2X of the American manufacturer
Makerbot, which was used to manufacture the fixture
analyzed in this paper. Fixtures made with 3D printing
technology are easy to manufacture and use, the cost of
manufacturing is not high, and the accuracy of the
geometry of the parts is sufficient and they have a low
mass. Changes to the fixtures are carried out by
additional printing of new fixtures or if it is modular,
printing only those modules that are being changed. A
wide range of materials that are used today in Additive
Manufacturing has led to it finding a place in almost all
industries and areas of human society. Standard ISO
17296 provides basic terminology, materials, test
methods and data format in the field of Additive
Manufacturing.
The tools and fixtures made by FDM technology
take a significant place in large systems. Paper [5]
gives an overview of the most frequently applied
materials in FDM technology and their applications
with basic characteristics. Because of its good
mechanical properties, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
(ABS) material is the most used in the field automotive,
aerospace and medical-device. According to [6], tools
and fixtures made by FDM technology make
significant savings in money and time. In the case of
BMW, manufacturing fixture from ABS plastic, a
reduction in the weight of fixture by 1.3 kg was
achieved, compared to the same fixture made by
conventional methods. Mass reduction significantly
affects the efficiency of the workers who use the
fixtures many times in the shift. Significant savings in
the manufacturing of fixture are also realized in the fact
that it is not necessary to produce technical
documentation, but the 3D model can be directly
converted into a file suitable for making on a 3D
printer.
[7] gives an overview of the results of the effect of
setting the parameters of the 3D printing on the
mechanical characteristics of the part printed from ABS
plastic, while [8] shows the influence of layering and
wire laying on the mechanical characteristics of the
ABS plastic specimen.
3. DESIGN AND PRINTING OF FIXTURE
3.1 Description of the problem of construction and
technology of fixture manufacturing
Disc support with discs of the stubble cultivator,
which is analyzed in this paper, is given in Figure 1.
The role of discs is that the soil is smashed and
prevents the outflow of the soil outside from the
workplace.
Figure 2 shows a subassembly of the disk support
which is obtained by welding certain parts. The
subassembly consists of a vertical plate (1) for which
the plates for disc hub (2) are welded. The main
problem with welding plates for disc hub is their
placement into the correct position at a certain spatial
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angle, which is difficult to achieve without use of
fixture. If it is known that the position of the discs
affects the quality of the operation of the machine, it
was necessary to construct and manufacture the fixture
for placement and welding, as shown below.
Horizontal
plane

Vertical
plane
Disc
support

Disc
Disc
Disc plane
Fig. 1. Disc support with discs

Plate for
disc hub

Vertical
plate
Fig. 2. Subassembly of disc support 1- (verical plate),
2- (plate for disk hub)
3.2 3D modelling and setting of 3D printing of
fixture
The basic construction condition is to satisfy the
required angles of 20° that the plane of the disc builds
with the horizontal and vertical plane, Figure 1. The
components of the disc support are made of steel sheet.
The shape of these parts is made so that it is suitable for
assembling, and the requirements for quality and
accuracy of parts manufacture are not large and it can
be realized on a laser plasma or cutting machine. In this
way, the manufactured parts can be mounted without
finishing, thus reducing the time and cost of
production.
In order for the manufacture fixture by 3D printing,
it is necessary to create its 3D model. The development
of the 3D model of fixture starts with subtracting the
subassembly of the disk support from the initial shape
of the square and in this way remains a negative, Figure
3. After that, the excess material is removed and gets
the final shape of the fixture. During 3D printing there
is a slight shrinkage of the material, so it is necessary to
increase the dimensions of the holes and grooves in
order to get the desired dimensions after printing. The

fixture consists of two parts that are assembled using a
groove and provided with a shaft through the tool
holes, Figure 4.

a hexagonal fill is selected, which significantly affects
the reduction in the amount of material used and the
time of the printing. In addition, the number of shells
must be set. The most common in use are 2, 3 or 4
number of shells. In this case 6 shells are adopted in
order to improve the rigidity and durability of the
fixture. By increasing the number of shells, a larger
thickness of the outer shell of the fixture is obtained,
and in this way the surfaces in contact with the parts
are more durable and the fixture is able to withstand a
higher number of use cycles.

Fig.3. Initial shape of fixture

Fixture
part II
Fig. 5. Print settings part I
Fixture
part I

Fig.4. Fixtures for welding of disc support
In order to obtain a quality product, it is necessary
to make good preparation and adjustment of parameters
of the 3D printing process. The originally 3D model is
converted into STL (Stereo-lithographic) format in
order to be suitable for further processing in the
appropriate software. The model in the STL format
consists of a mesh of triangular planes and represents
an approximation of the 3D model. Correctly adjusted
mesh density allow satisfactory print quality. The STL
file that is being prepared for printing is imported into
the Makerbot Desktop software. There are a number of
settings that affect the result of the printed fixture,
which are displayed on Figure 5. and 6.
First, the layer height is set, that is, how the model
will be sliced in the Z axis. For the part that should be
done precisely, the height of the layer is from 0.1 to 0.2
mm. In our case, high precision is not required, so the
height of the layer is 0.4 mm. By reducing the height of
the layers it significantly affects the increase in the
printing time and vice versa.
The next setting to be implemented is the infill. If
the infill is 100%, the part will be made entirely of
plastic. If the percentage of infill is lower, then the
software will, depending on the settings, define the way
to infill of part volume, e.g. hexagonal, linear, etc. In
this case, a percentage of infill of 10% is sufficient and

Fig. 6. Print settings part II

Hexagonal
Infill

Number
of Shells

Fig. 7. Cross section of fuxture
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By adjusting the parameters of the 3D printing in
this way the fast manufacturing fixture is obtained.
Amount of used material is minimal, and the surfaces
in contact with the parts are robust and durable. The
hexagonal infill allows a significant reduction in the
weight of the fixtures, while providing sufficient
rigidity and dimensional stability of the fixture. A cross
section of the fixture is given in Figure 7. The fixture
analyzed in this paper is printed from ABS plastic
because it has better mechanical properties, especially
at higher temperature, compared to PLA plastic. Figure
8 shows the fixture and parts of the disc support in the
welding position.

Fig. 8. Fixture and parts before welding
4. RESULTS
The result of the work is simultaneously designed
and printed fixture (Figure 9) which can be
immediately exploited. Changes that may be necessary
may be done by changing the 3D model and then
printing a new fixture or part of it. Technical
documentation is not necessary, which affects the
reduction of the cost of manufacturing the fixture. The
material for manufacturing is very cheap today, and the
entire fixture has a weight of only 300 g, which
significantly reduces the costs in individual and smallsized production. The only drawback of this method of
production is the printing time that is about 9 hours for
these two-component fixture.

Fig. 9. Printed fixture
5. CONCLUSION
Today, tools and fixtures can be made with different
manufacturing
methods,
among
which
AM
technologies are increasingly in use. This way of
manufacturing opens the possibility of creating new
shapes and purposes of tools and fixtures that were not
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possible or difficult to produce by conventional
manufacturing processes, and in addition they have
high production costs. Further research directions may
be aimed at analyzing other structural and technoeconomic characteristics of fixtures, such as the
accuracy of assembling assemblies, determining the
durability of fixtures, etc.
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AN INTEGRATED DESIGN APPROACH FOR PLASTIC PART DEVELOPMENT
Abstract: The objective of this paper is to present an integrated design approach for plastic part development.
Reverse engineering (RE), re-engineering (ReE) and mold design systems have been incorporated to infuse agile
characteristics in the proposed design and development process. Integration of RE and ReE presented in this paper
reduced lead times for development of plastic cover.
Key words: Reverse engineering, Re-engineering, mold design

1. INTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering (RE) is a kind of engineering,
which takes advantage of an already created object.
The reconstruction of digital geometric models of
physical objects, usually indicated as RE in the CAD
field, has been extensively studied in recent years, due
to the development and spreading of 3D scanning
technologies and the increase in number of potential
applications [1-9]. RE in fact, exploit 3D data acquired
on the physical object and describing its surfaces as
starting point for the reconstruction framework [2,3,1011]. Paulic et al. [1] and Brajlih et al. [12] presented
method for data acquisition from the object. This RE
method is very popular in industry. It consists of
getting the virtual 3D CAD model of an existing object
with the help of developed software. The virtual model
has to be obtained with optical scanner. In addition,
with different software the authors could repair the
mesh, orientate it and define the position of the mesh.
Due to the complex form of the part, the authors
presented general procedure for solid part creation
using SolidWorks software. Mostly, RE requires design
modification in order to enhance product performance
by improving material properties and optimize the part
geometry. Many researches have contributed to the reengineering (ReE) area demonstrating its usefulness to
leverage the product design and development process.
Chang et al. [13,14] proposed an integrated test bed
approach for development of aging systems and
components. The authors performed topology
combined with boundary smoothing and geometry
reconstruction operations in order to improve material
characteristics in the product design process. Garcia et
al. [15] examined a FEM analyses together with
algorithms for shape design to minimize stress and
weight of designed parts. The other authors have used
CAD and CAE to correct the design. The created CAD
model is then modified further to get an optimal
product design. This process is defined as systematic
evaluation of a product with the purpose of replication,
which involves either direct copies when no design and
manufacturing documentation exists, or improvement
of an existing design. In addition, RE subject area has
been widely recognized as being a substantial step in

the product development process. Other applications of
RE include recovery of damaged or broken part, design
of a new component and inspection of a simulation
model [3,10,11,16].
Many research studies are indicating that by
integrating RE, ReE and rapid manufacture principles
in the contemporary product design process, companies
can achieve high rate in manufacturing [3-6, 9-22].
Having this in mind, it can be concluded that it is
essential to build integrated design for revised plastic
parts. The segment of this approach is to combine RE,
ReE and moldesign options for model reconstruction
using PTC Creo Parametric and Pro/Mechanica
software. The purpose is to create new object
geometrically similar to the existing object. The new
object must have better mechanical properties. The next
segment is to prepare correct CAD/CAE model of the
reconstructed part that is necessary for mold design and
injection molding. The RE workflow involves the
sequential development of discrete model for data
acquisition, data capture, data editing and data fitting
phases. These include physical object, point cloud
model, mesh model, surface model, and digitized
parametric CAD model. The ReE workflow also
involves development of a discrete model to detect high
stressed regions.
2. METHODOLOGY
The physical object selected for demonstration of
the proposed RE and ReE workflow is forced for
retrieval from design and manufacturing process. In
addition, the damaged part geometry needs to be
recovered in order to improve the part functionality and
to overcome the design flaws in the existing design.
Physical object, which is used in this study, is a broken
shower gel cover, where some of its mechanical
properties do not meet acceptable values. The compact
class 3D scanner ATOS converts the physical object
into point cloud using triple scan method. The ATOS
systems return full-field data about deviations between
the actual 3D coordinates and the CAD data. As this
measuring data contains the information, in addition to
the surface deviations from the CAD, the software also
derives detailed information such as geometric
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dimensions and tolerances and, trimming or hole
positions. The accuracy of optical measuring systems is
based on state-of-the-art optoelectronics, precise image
processing and algorithms, ensured by precision

standards and an automated calibration procedure.
Integrated design flow for plastic part development is
indicated in Fig.1.

Notes: (a) Data acquisition; (b) wrap and merge point cloud; (c) patch design; (d) solidify process using automatic
option; (f) mesh digitized parametric CAD model
Fig.1. Integrated design flow for plastic part development
After scanning, data acquisition, surface modeling and
conventional solid modeling, object was ready for
meshing using Finite element method (FEM) in
Pro/Mechanica software. Studying or analyzing a
phenomenon with FEM is referred to as a finite
element analysis (FEA). Authors modified some
geometry specification and changed plastic material of
the model, and then made satisfactory ReE design of
the model ready for injection molding process
simulation and mold design. RE and ReE activities are
data acquisition, point cloud creation, model
reconstruction and patch design, solidify procedure
using automatic options and stress simulation (Fig.1).
The FEM model can be directly imported into injection
molding simulation software such as Pro/Plastic
Advisor, MoldFlow or Moldex 3D without loss of the
semantics and topological information inherent in
feature-based or mesh representations. Injection
molding parameters such as flow length, location of
gate, mold temperature, melt temperature, injection
pressure, maximal injection molding machine pressure
determinate using injection molding simulation in
Pro/Plastic Advisor. PTC Creo is used for core and
cavity desing and final mold design. Cross section of
the designed mold assembly is indicated in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Cross section of the mold

CAD model of the designed final mold assembly
for injection molding of the shower gel cover is
indicated in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. 3D model of the final mold assembly
3. CONCLUSIONS
The methodology indicates that complete RE and
ReE works have satisfactory performance, which can
improve quality of a part. The objective of this research
was to develop and manufacture a correct part with
acceptable material and geometry. The described
working modeling process is feature-based, objectoriented and parametric. An integration of RE, ReE and
mold design tools display a good affinity in achieving
agile characteristics in the contemporary product design
and development process of shower gel cover. RE and
CAD systems were instrumental in the development of
parametric CAD model, which was then carried
iteratively to testing in a CAE environment for
simulation of stress regions in order to enhance
geometrical modification.
Future research is currently being pursued in the
area of ReE for further mechanical properties
optimization in order to reduce the weight of part.
Finally, through this research study, agility in
manufacturing was achieved by integration of RE, ReE
tools and techniques for mold and part product
development. Future improvements may include the
CAD inspection of the part using GOM Inspect
software. Finally, other scanning procedures, such as
close range photogrammetry method with application
specialized software for image processing are also a
field of potential interest.
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TRIBOLOGY STUDY OF ALUMINUM-BASED FOAM
Abstract: Closed cell metallic foam prepared from ALUHAB technology has been studied using tribological
methodology. The main goal of the study was tribological properties of closed cell porous structure made of
aluminium alloy. Tribological testing of the porous Al-based alloy were realised under different low loads: 10
mN, 25 mN, 50 mN, 75 mN, and 100 mN using CSM nanotribometer, with linear reciprocating mode. Ball-ondisc contact geometry was used and dynamic friction coefficient was observed. Results revealed that, friction
coefficient exhibited large fluctuations in values under different loads, from moderate friction coefficient (0.2 at
100 mN load) up to the very high values (1.4 at 25 mN load). Under very small loads (10 mN) it was hard to get
reliable results due to porosity influence and extremely high friction coefficient values were obtained.
Key words: Porous structures, Closed – cell Al-based foam, Dynamic Friction coefficient

1. INTRODUCTION
Wear is generally defined as damage to a solid
surface which involves loss of material due to
relative motion between two surfaces in contact [1].
This motion can be both intentional and
unintentional. The frictional force is defined as a
tangential force experienced by the resisting
interface which is associated with rolling or sliding
motion. The nature of relative motion between the
bodies and physical mechanism by which material
is removed or displaced, categorizes wear into
different types such as two body, three body,
abrasive or adhesive wear. Quantification of wear
is done in terms of volume, mass of material
removed or change in linear dimension. Amount of
wear is also assessed in terms of wear rate which is
defined as rate of material removed per unit of
time. According to Archard model of wear
quantification constant “K” has important role in
determining severity of wear process wherein
higher values of K are associated with severe
abrasions between surfaces in contact. These values
of K find their importance for practical engineering
purposes in tribological design [2]. There are some
steps which are taken into considerations as
described below.
Selection of wear and friction tests. In order to
ensure good tribological performance friction and
wear testing is done at various stages of the
lifecycle of a product.

Selection of approach for testing. Various
approaches have been implemented by researchers
to assess wear and friction which primarily depends
on scale and complexity of elements that are being
tested. During the final stage of product abstraction
usually, cost-effective laboratory testing is done for
better understanding of tribological systems. There
are two main situations during which laboratory
testing is applied: firstly, when the product is in
development stage and is to be selected for the
general field of application; Secondly, when a
specific application is required which need defined
conditions for tribological contact. The selection of
parameters is of prime importance for generation of
a valid test which can help tribological evaluation
of process parameters.
Test parameters. Control parameters and conditions
of tribological contact influence wear and friction
coefficient. These parameters refer to normal
speed, sliding speed, materials of triboelements,
temperature [5], contact geometry and environment
[3-4], which can be defined by using specific
control methods or using same test systems for the
whole program.
Interaction with other degradation mechanisms.
Chemical reactions and fatigue can also contribute
to wear rate. Triboelements exposed to the aqueous
environment can experience a positive or negative
synergy which increases or reduces wear rate
respectively. Similarly, temperature [4] and other
stresses such as rolling contact fatigue can also
influence degradation mechanism.
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Experimental planning and presentation of results.
Planning of the tribological testing includes
definition of controlling mechanical test conditions
and sample parameters. Mapping techniques can
also be used where two or more factors are changed
in a controlled way and results are plotted as
individual points or contours. This mapping
technique is an efficient way of determining overall
behaviour which provides detailed knowledge of
wear and friction.
Tribological testing parameters for standard
metallic materials are rather well defined, as well
as approach to testing under macro loads. However,
porous structures which have emerged during the
last years imposed certain problems in tribological
investigations. The major issue is to provide
continuous contact between the surfaces in relative
motion where one of the surfaces exhibit porosity,
meaning discontinued contact during tribological
tests within the zones of the pores. There are some
ways to overcome this problem, but in general,
more study is needed.
In general, metallic foams have wide range of
applications in the aerospace, automotive, and
biomedical industries. A large number of
researches have performed studies on deformation,
fracture, plasticity, dynamic response and energy
absorption of cellular foams experimentally and
numerically [6]. Open cell aluminium foam has
been used for heat transfer enhancement at
cryogenic temperature. Such aluminium foam was
tested for cryogenic energy storage with a phase
change of nitrogen [7]. The properties of Al-based
foam are closely related to its pore structure,
including pore size, pore distribution and porosity
levels [8]. The kinetics of aluminium reaction is
manipulated to increase the porosity of
geopolymers without adding extra foaming agent,
and the impact on porosity development and the
characteristics of binding skeleton has been
investigated. It is shown that by adjusting the ratio
of alkali activators, the oxidation rate of aluminium
powder can be regulated, which further impacts the
extent of foaming [9].
In this paper, porous aluminium (Al) based alloys
have been investigated in relation to application of
new structural forms such as open or semi-closed
cell foams in different areas, due to their properties
such as light weight and ductility. Al-based foams
have practical applications as structural materials in
many fields (automotive industries, heat transfer
systems, anti-vibration systems, and construction
industries). Al-based alloys exhibit good corrosion
resistance, due to formation of protective layer
which prevents further oxidation. However, there
are still different issues related to the influence of
porous structure, variable temperature, and
corrosive environment effects, especially on
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tribological and mechanical behaviour. Porous
structures have significant influence on mechanical
properties and further on its tribocorrosive
behaviour, in comparison to solid materials.
Tribological behaviour of Al-based foams has not
been largely investigated. Determination of the
wear mechanisms and its development, and friction
coefficient behaviour will indicate further
improvement in design of these advanced
materials. With this aim, this paper investigated
tribological properties of closed cell porous
structure made of aluminium.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Material used during the testing was closed cell
porous structure, as shown in Fig. 1. It was
prepared from base material aluminium, with
proprietary ALUHAB technology used for the
generation and preparation of closed cell porous
structure and properties are shown in Table 1. This
technology was applied due to its flexibility in
terms of uniform, controlled pore size distribution
and pore thickness. Minimum cell size that can be
achieved using this method was 1 mm.
Density
Cell size
Pore size
Average cell size

0.6g/cm3
0.5-5.0 mm
1.0 mm.
1.0 mm.

Table 1. Physical specifications of ALUHAB based
closed cell pore
Tribological testing of the porous Al foam were
realised under different low loads: 10 mN, 25 mN,
50 mN, 75 mN, 100 mN. The tests were performed
at CSM nanotribometer, with linear reciprocating
mode. Purpose of using linear motion is due to its
real-world mechanism. It enables calculation of the
friction coefficient during the forward and
backward movement.

Fig. 1. Front view of the closed cell metallic foam
with aluminum as a based material prepared
by using ALUHAB Technology

Ball-on-disc contact geometry was used, whereas
alumina ball was in sliding contact with Al-based
foam and dynamic friction coefficient was
observed, as shown in Fig. 2. Tribology tests for
sliding contact are distinctly categorized into two
distinct types depending on the extent of relative
movement.

Fig. 2. Represent principle of the nanotribometer,
including the module (ball on disc)
In the first case, relative movement is sufficiently
large (typically greater than 300μm) so that all
contact points on at least one of the bodies are out
of contact for some of the test period.
Contrastingly, the second is a case of fretting,
where at least part of the contact area on both
samples is always in contact. Ball-on-disc and
reciprocating geometries are the most often used
tribological test geometries since many applications
involve reciprocating motion.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For friction force measurement, most common
methods employed are force transducers which are
further connected to elastic elements that can sense
deflection when force is applied [1].
Frictional coefficients have been identified to be of
two types. First is the static friction coefficient
which represents friction opposing onset of relative
motion. The second type is the kinetic friction
coefficient which represents the friction opposing
the continuance of relative motion once that motion
has started.
Our results showed that porous structure influenced
large fluctuations of the friction coefficient.
Friction coefficient exhibited large fluctuations in
values at different loads, from moderate friction
coefficient (0.2 at 100 mN load) up to the very high
values (1.4 at 25 mN load). Under very small loads
(10 mN) it was hard to get repeatability due to
porosity influence and the friction coefficient
values in this domain needs further studies since in
some repeated tests, under this lowest load
extremely high friction coefficient values were
obtained.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Porous samples of Al-based alloys were prepared
by cutting them from the originally prepared Albased foam for structural applications. Afterwards
the samples were cleaned thoroughly by the flow of
dry air. Then the samples were positioned within
the two-component epoxy, in order to provide
appropriate flat surface for the nanotribological
contact. Adequate positioning was important to
enable stability of the contact force during the
sliding. Table 2. shows the conditions employed
during the testing.
Acquisition
1/2 amplitude
Max linear speed
Number of cycles
Acquisition rate

Linear Mode
0.25 mm
2.00 mm/s
10000 cycles
20.0 Hz

Table 2. Tribological Test set up conditions used
during the testing.

Fig. 3. Friction coefficient versus Normal load
during the different loading conditions
It can be concluded from Fig. 3, as the normal force
of the ball on the surface of the sample increases,
the friction coefficient increases. In an area where
the normal force approaches 100mN, a large
increase in the friction coefficient was observed.
This is caused by the high roughness of the
aluminium foam surface.
Figure 4. shows penetration depth versus sliding
distance during the different loading conditions.
Based on Fig. 4., it can be concluded that with the
increase in normal force, penetration depth started
to increase. However, it can be noticed that in the
case of load of 75mN, penetration depth is less than
for a 50mN load. This phenomenon probably
occurred due to the inhomogeneity of the surface of
the porous material.
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Fig. 5. Penetration depth versus distance during the
different loading conditions
This variation in the results is due to the influence
of the structure geometry and differences in contact
imposed by the differences exhibited by the porous
structure properties (high change of surface
roughness). Also, topological inhomogeneity has
significant influence on the results.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper deals with the tribological study of
closed-cell
aluminium-based
foam
using
nanotribometer. Results indicated that due to zigzag arrangement of pores it is hard to establish the
reliable setup for experiments, especially under
very low loads. Different low loads were applied,
(10 mN, 25 mN, 50 mN, 75 mN, 100 mN) and
rather large fluctuations of the dynamic friction
coefficient were exhibited.
Porosity (size and shape of voids, as well as their
distribution) greatly influenced the results due to
introduction of non-uniform surface properties,
from both aspects of contact area and roughness
changes
over
the
surface.
Topological
inhomogeneity caused deviation in results. Further
testing of contact conditions and influences, are
needed especially for very low loads (below 10
mN).
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EVALUATION OF KINETIC FRICTION COEFFICIENT FOR WOODEN SPECIMENS
Abstract: The paper presents research results of the kinetic friction coefficient on the specimens fabricated from
different wood types – ash and walnut. The measurements of the kinetic friction coefficient were performed for
different values of the rpm and normal load on a specially designed tribometer. The kinetic friction coefficient of the
ash samples has higher values for smaller normal load values and higher speed, and vice versa. In the case of
walnut samples, the kinetic friction coefficient has a higher value for higher normal loads, while increasing the
speed. The obtained results for both types of samples indicate that the values of the kinetic friction coefficient are
very close. The paper ends with appropriate conclusions and directions of future research.
Key words: kinetic friction, friction coefficient, wood

1. INTRODUCTION
Friction is a very complex phenomenon arising at
the contact of surfaces. Experiments indicate a
functional dependence upon a large variety of
parameters, including sliding speed, acceleration,
critical sliding distance, temperature, normal load,
humidity, surface preparation, material combination,
etc. [1]. Friction can be quantified through friction
coefficient. Two types of friction coefficients can be
distinguished: one that represents the friction opposing
the onset of relative motion (impending motion), and
one that represents the friction opposing the
continuance of relative motion once that motion has
started. The former is called the static friction
coefficient (μs), and the latter, the kinetic friction
coefficient (μk). In the case of solid-on-solid friction
(with or without lubricants), these two types of friction
coefficients are conventionally defined as follows [2]:
μs=Fs/Fn

(1)

μk=Fk/Fn

(2)

where Fs is the force just sufficient to prevent the
relative motion between two bodies, Fk is the force
needed to maintain relative motion between two bodies,
and Fn is the force normal to the interface between the
sliding bodies.
In previous years a large number of researches have
been performed in the field of quantification, modelling
and measurement of friction parameters. Fujii (2008)
developed a method for measuring the coefficient of
friction between sliding solid. In the proposed method,
both frictional and normal forces ware measured as
inertial forces acting on masses [3]. Al-Bender and De
Moerlooze [4] dedicated to the investigation of the
relation between the normal load and the friction force
in the pre-sliding regime up to gross sliding. A
Maxwell–Slip model strategy was supplied with model
parameters, determined by an existing physics-based
model. The coefficient of friction was little affected by
the elasticity, the hardness and the distribution of the
asperity heights, but decreases with increasing normal

load, surface roughness and plasticity index. Hwang
and Zum Gahra [5] studied the frictional behaviour
both static and sliding friction under unlubricated or oil
lubricated conditions. Coefficient of static friction and
transition from static to kinetic friction was determined.
Results showed a significant effect of surface finish on
both the static and kinetic coefficients of friction as
well as on the transition behaviour, which was strongly
dependent on the materials mated. Sedlacek et al. [6]
investigated the influence of surface preparation on
roughness parameters and correlation between
roughness parameters and friction. Dry and lubricated
pin-on-disc tests were carried out using different
contact conditions. Coefficient of friction was
monitored as a function of time and wear of contact
surface determined after the test by means of
topography analysis. Cho and Bhushan [7] (2016, TI)
investigated friction of various polymer pairs used for
labels and wipers in labelling machines. Friction tests
were carried with various parameters such as load,
speed, and existence of varnish coating. Effects of load
and speed were elucidated from frictional heating and
formation of tribofilm. Persson et al. discussed the
nature of the static and kinetic frictions [8]. An
analytical model that differs from the classical blockon-belt one is presented by Tang et all, and the
influence of the difference between the static and the
kinetic ones on the occurrence of stick–slip vibration
and the performance of the drilling equipment is
investigated [9]. Tribological tests were conducted on
different pairs of the bearing steel and a commercial
alumina. The self-mated steel pairs showed greater
values of kinetic than static coefficient of friction while
no significant difference of both friction values was
measured on self-mated alumina pairs with ground
plate specimens [10]. Also researchers are focussed on
investigation of friction coefficient on different types of
polymer [11,12], rubber [13] and composites [14]. Xie
et al. [15] investigated the effects of surface roughness
on the kinetic friction between SiC nanowires and SiN
substrates by use of experimental testing and numerical
modelling. Roy et al. [16] presented measurements of
the kinetic friction between ZnO nanowires and
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substrate by using the optical nanomanipulation
technique. The collisional friction between particles
and solid boundaries was investigated based on the
kinetic theory for granular flows and analyses show
that the collisional friction is significantly affected by
the shear of bounded granular flows [17]. The
simulations of the kinetic friction due to a layer of
adsorbed molecules between two crystalline surfaces
are presented in [18]. The kinetic friction and stiction
properties of the dilute solution of palmitic acid (PA,
friction modifier additive) in poly (α-olefin) (PAO)
confined between molecularly smooth mica surfaces
were investigated using the surface forces apparatus
(SFA). The SFA results for smooth surfaces obtained
here seem inconsistent with the observations in
macroscopic tribology [19]. Cho et al. [20] explored
effects of various speed, load, and dwell time
conditions on static and kinetic friction of polymeric
materials. Static and kinetic friction exhibits
dependence on surface roughness which affects
mechanical interaction of asperities and real contact
area.
Unlike in the previous literature, the aim of this
research is to define the kinetic friction coefficient from
two wooden samples, and those are ash and walnut.
2. METHODOLOGY
For the purposes of this research, the measurement
of the kinetic friction coefficient on wooden specimens
under the "block on cylinder" system was observed.
This can be observed in correlation with the standard
ASTM test method [21] when testing the kinetic
friction coefficient for metals. In Fig. 1, the theoretical
experimental setup is presented.
NORMAL
LOAD

TEST
BLOCK

TEST
CYLINDER

ROTATION

FRICTION
FORCE

Fig. 1. "Block on cylinder" test used for wooden
specimens

Fig. 2. Specially designed tribometer for evaluation of
kinetic friction coefficient
The physical and measuring range of the normal
load for the friction coefficient measurement ranges
from 0 to 140 N. The measurement range of the friction
force ranges from 0 to 100 N, and the measurement
error is less than 1%. The normal contact load is
achieved through weights. Weights are positioned on a
rod which at the same time represents the contact
carrier. On the rod, a sleeve with a damping element
made of fibroflex is placed on the short side, which is
in contact with the friction force sensor during
measurement. The measuring system of the device
consists of signal conditioning devices, tensometric
sensors of normal load and friction force, as well as
corresponding structural elements on which these
sensors are located. The measuring system and
tribometer have the appropriate software support that
enables recording of measurement results and
presentation of measurement results in the form of
appropriate diagrams and histograms.
Wood specimens were previously prepared and
processed. The cylinders are made with dimensions
Ø35±0.2x30 mm with a clamping attachment of Ø25x25
mm, and the dimensions of the block are 15x12x6 mm
(Fig. 3). A cylindrical wooden sample is placed inside
the clamping head of the tribometer, while a block is
placed in the weight carrier. To determine the kinetic
friction coefficient, it is necessary to achieve the
desired speed, then load the cylinder through the
contact carrier pair with the corresponding normal
force.

The kinetic friction coefficient was determined on a
specially designed tribometer (Fig. 2). Tribomechanical
characteristics of the tested samples from different
materials and in different working conditions, with or
without the use of lubricants for the lubrication, can be
performed on this tribometer. It also serves for the
research of finishing processes that work on basis of
constant penetration force of tools into the workpiece.
Fig. 3. Dimensions of specimens used in experiment
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The reading of the friction coefficient was
performed after the normal load sensor constantly
recorded the given normal force. According to the
experiment plan, the speed and normal load values
were varied. Each new regime setting and the
measurement of the kinetic friction coefficient required
the use of a new block made out of the same type of
wood and a test site on the cylinder. The cylinder size
allows three measurements to be made (Fig. 3).
3. RESULTS
Experimental research was conducted for two types
of wood, ash and walnut. These two types of wood
have similar mechanical properties (Table 1).
Properties
Hardness HB (N/mm2)
Elastic Modulus E (GPa)
Bending strength Rms (N/mm2)
Crushing Strength (N/mm2)
Tensile strength Rm (N/mm2)

Ash
74
13.4
122
58
165

Fig. 4. Dependence of kinetic friction coefficient of
normal load and speed for ash specimens

Walnut
70
12.5
137
72
167

Table. 1. Mechanical properties of wooden specimens
Prior to performing experimental research, the mean
arithmetic roughness for samples was measured on 10
different sites. The obtained values are shown in Table
2. The results of kinetic friction coefficient for different
values of normal loads and different values of the speed
of wooden samples are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Surface roughness
Ra1 (μm)
Ra2 (μm)
Ra3 (μm)
Ra4 (μm)
Ra5 (μm)
Ra6 (μm)
Ra7 (μm)
Ra8 (μm)
Ra9 (μm)
Ra10 (μm)
Ramean (μm)

Ash
4.56
4.66
4.64
4.32
4.44
4.56
4.44
4.53
4.54
4.57
4.53

Walnut
4.46
4.52
4.54
4.61
4.49
4.54
4.48
3.62
4.52
4.69
4.45

Table. 2. Mean arithmetic value of roughness of
specimens
By analysing Figs. 4 and 5 it can be concluded that
the values of the kinetic friction coefficient do not have
a pronounced trend of growth or decrease for both
types of wood. For the ash specimen with lower values
of normal loads, the kinetic friction coefficient
increases with the increase of the speed. For higher
values of normal load, with increasing speed, the
kinetic friction coefficient decreases.
When it comes to walnut specimens for smaller
values of normal loads, the kinetic friction coefficient
first decreases and then grows with the increased speed.
For higher values of normal load, with increasing
speed, the kinetic friction coefficient first grows and
then decreases.

Fig. 5. Dependence of kinetic friction coefficient of
normal load and speed for walnut specimens
4. CONCLUSION
For the defined values of the normal load of 10 and
20 N, as well as for the speed values of 150, 300 and
450 rpm, the values of the kinetic friction coefficient
range within the following limits:
• for ash samples
- and lower normal loads 0.18 - 0.22,
- and higher normal loads 0.14 - 0.25,
• for walnut samples
- and lower normal loads 0.16 - 0.2
- and higher normal loads 0.21 - 0.24
The kinetic friction coefficient of the ash samples
has higher values for smaller normal load values and
higher speed, and vice versa. In the case of walnut
samples, the kinetic friction coefficient has a higher
value for higher normal loads, while increasing speed.
A comparative analysis of the obtained results for
both types of samples indicates that the values of the
kinetic friction coefficient are very close. The
dispersion of the obtained results of the kinetic friction
coefficient is due to the large variability of the wood
properties. Namely, wood is a natural material whose
characteristics are very different in the same species,
even within the same individual, i.e., tree. Wood is a
material that has unique and independent properties in
the direction of the longitudinal, radial and tangential
axes. Non-homogeneity, anisotropy and hygroscopicity
are characteristics of each type of wood. Prepared
samples for performing experimental research are
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characterized by non-homogeneity of structure,
anisotropy and the presence of various defects.
Porosity, microwaves, leakiness, fiber defects, the
content of chemical elements, deformation of wood due
to shrinkage and swelling are just some of the factors
that influence the results obtained. Also, the size, shape
and arrangement of fibers, tubes and pores are not
identical in the structure of the samples.
Future research will focus on determining the
friction coefficient on a wider range of samples that are
made of different types of wood, with different
mechanical and physical properties, under different
normal load, and at different speeds.
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COMPETENCE ASSESSMENT OF CMMs FOR DIFFERENT MEASURING TASKS
Abstract: In order to check the competence of measurement laboratories, there is a need for laboratories to
participate in interlaboratory comparisons. Competence of a laboratory is expressed through En number which
compares measurement results and measurement uncertainty of the examined laboratory with measurement results
and measurement uncertainty of the reference laboratory. In this research, the design of experiments (DoE) was
used for the assessment of measurement uncertainty. Two characteristics of a ring gauge were measured using a
coordinate measuring machine (CMM) - diameter and roundness. Experimental investigations were carried out in
the Laboratory for Metrology in Novi Sad and the Laboratory for Dimensional Metrology in Maribor, which is the
holder of the national standard of the Republic of Slovenia.
Key words: interlaboratory comparison, measurement uncertainty, DoE, CMM.

1. INTRODUCTION
Systemic solutions which are acceptable to quality
management and the possibility of their certification in
compliance with a series of ISO 9000 standards means
that numerous metrological laboratories have to face
measurement uncertainty, calibration, and metrological
traceability. For that purpose, a large number of
recommendations and metrological standards are
needed. In the field of dimensional metrology
coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) have a
leading role in verification operations. All macro
tolerances stated in the standard of the geometrical
product specifications (GPS) can be inspected using
CMMs. To guarantee the adequacy of inspection,
measurement results have to be validated through a
rigorous system of traceability. Every measurement
result obtained by means of a CMM has to be stated
along with measurement uncertainty, with the aim of
providing a satisfactory basis for deciding about
compliance with the specification. However, due to the
complexity of CMMs and the widespread use of these
in different measurements, traceability maintenance
and the assessment of measurement uncertainty are
quite complicated. Results obtained by means of a
CMM can be documented by participating in
interlaboratory comparison. In order to assess the
performance of different metrological laboratories,
from national metrological institutes to market-oriented
laboratories, a metrological tool – interlaboratory
comparison is used. Interlaboratory comparisons are
also very important in proving the quality of
measurement when measurement uncertainty is hard to
determine [1, 2]. According to ISO/IEC 17043:2010,
interlaboratory comparison includes organization,
conduction and evaluation of measurements or tests on
the same or similar objects performed by two or more
laboratories or inspection institutes in accordance with
previously defined conditions [3]. In this paper,
experimental investigations were carried out according
to a defined design of experiments in two metrological

laboratories by means of CMMs. Measurement results
enabled conducting a study of interlaboratory
comparison.
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
SUBJECT OF RESEARCH

AND

In order to determine the effectiveness of
participants
in
interlaboratory
comparison,
measurement data are taken from all the participants
and assessed by means of the agreed upon statistical
approach. Unique measured values reported by
participants are compared with the agreed upon
reference value, taking into account the reported
measurement uncertainties and the uncertainty of the
reference value. En number represents the factor of
agreement between results and is calculated with the
aim of assessing the compatibility of measurement
results of laboratories taking part in the comparison
with the reference result. En number is used in
comparisons in which participating laboratories report
measurement uncertainty in accordance with the Guide
to the expression of uncertainty in measurement
(GUM). When uncertainty is assessed in accordance
with GUM, En number expresses the validity of the
assessment
of
expanded
uncertainty
which
accompanies every measurement result. The condition
|En|<1 shows that measurements conducted in the
examined laboratory are compatible with the reference
laboratory, i.e. the more the value of En approaches
zero, the higher the compatibility of the result. En
number is calculated using the expression (1):
xlab - xref
(1)
En =
2
2
U lab
- U ref
xlab – measurement result of participating laboratory,
xref – measurement result of reference laboratory, Ulab –
expanded uncertainty of participating laboratory, Uref –
expanded uncertainty of reference laboratory.
It is clear from the expression (1) that it is necessary to
determine the expanded uncertainty of CMM
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measurements in order to perform successful
interlaboratory comparison. In assessing measurement
uncertainty of CMM measurements, various factors
affecting measurement uncertainty need to be
considered. Factors affecting measurement uncertainty
can be classified into five categories: CMM hardware,
work environment, workpiece, sampling strategy and
evaluation strategy. It is not possible to include all
influential factors in the assessment of measurement
uncertainty in the currently used assessment methods
[4]. The Guide to the expression of uncertainty in
measurement (GUM) can be used although it is limited
to a great extent. Over the past two decades a lot of
effort has been made in the field of assessing
measurement uncertainty in CMMs. What is more,
every measuring task has a different measurement
uncertainty with the same CMM. Therefore, the
concept of “task specific uncertainty” has been
introduced into literature. The result of continuous
research in this field over many years is the
introduction of standard methods within ISO
15530:2008, implying the use of calibrated workpieces
- ISO 15530 - 3 and computer simulation ISO 15530 4. The use of the design of experiments (DoE) makes it
possible to include a number of factors and determine
the effect of every factor and their interactions on
measurement uncertainty [5, 6]. By means of repeated
measurements, standard deviation is expressed for each
observation, representing the basis for expressing
measurement uncertainty which is calculated using the
expression (2) [7]:
2
U = k × ucal
+ u 2proc + u Δ2 T

(2)

U – expanded measurement uncertainty, k – coverage
factor, ucal – standard calibration uncertainty of the
measured object, uproc – standard uncertainty of
measurement procedure, uΔT – standard uncertainty of
the effect of temperature.
2.1 Design of experiments
The design of experiments is used in numerous
applications to help understand a certain process or
variable. In order to include the most influential factors
which affect measurement uncertainty in measuring the
characteristics of holes by means of CMMs, the
following factors and their corresponding levels were
considered (Table 1).
Factor
Position of workpiece
on CMM table
Alignment
Stylus tip diameter
Sampling size

Level
1

2

CMM
5mm
15

3

Code
4

Workpiece
15mm
150

A
B
C
D

Table1. Analyzed factors and levels
The factor “position of workpiece on CMM table”
includes the effect of hardware errors on measurement
uncertainty: random and systematic errors of the probe
and geometric errors of the CMM. This factor is
present on four levels, i.e. the workpiece was
positioned in the corners of the table (Fig.1). The
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“alignment” factor considers the assessment of the
workpiece features if the coordinate system for the
sampled points is positioned in a different way. This
way evaluation strategy was taken into account. Fig. 1
also shows that on the first level of this factor,
coordinates of points are expressed using the machine
coordinate system (MCS), whereas on the second level
the coordinates of points are expressed using the
coordinate system of the workpiece (PCS). The factor
“stylus tip diameter” introduces mechanical filtration
for sampling deviations from the workpiece. This factor
is particularly important when measuring roundness
because it filters out the effect of roughness and
waviness on the form error (Fig.2).The factor
”sampling size” refers to the number of points which
describe real geometry (Fig. 3). Interacting with form
deviation of a workpiece and the applied evaluation
algorithm, it can affect the measurement result to a
great extent (measurement uncertainty) when assessing
form deviation [8].
3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
With the aim of making interlaboratory
comparisons, a ring gauge with the diameter of
D=60mm was measured according to the previously
described design of experiments in the Laboratory for
Metrology, Novi Sad (CMM Carl Zeiss Contura g2
RDS, MPEE=1.9+L/330 μm) and in the Laboratory for
Dimensional Metrology, Maribor (CMM Carl Zeiss
UMS 850, MPEE=2.1+L/300 μm). Two features of the
ring gauge were analyzed: diameter and roundness.
Each observation had five replicates so that the total
number of experiments in one laboratory was 160. The
experiment was completely randomized. As the
Laboratory for Dimensional Metrology is the holder of
the national standard in Slovenia, reference values for
the diameter, roundness were determined in this
laboratory, as well as the values of standard uncertainty
of calibration of the measured object ucal. Meaurements
were taken in temperature controlled laboratories.
3.1 Results of the experiments and uncertainty
assessment
Statistical analysis of the measured results was
performed using Minitab 17 software. Based on the
variance analysis (ANOVA) with the significance level
of α=0.05, it was determined which factors and factor
interactions were significant for the diameter and
roundness of the ring gauge in the experiments
conducted in the two laboratories (Table 2).
Additionally, Table 2 presents the levels of factors
where the
deviation of values of the observed
characteristics from the reference value is the smallest
and the largest. Standard deviation is used as a measure
of measurement uncertainty (type A uncertainty) and is
calculated for each combination of factors based on
five replicates. The combinations of factors with the
smallest and the largest standard deviation for the
observed characteristics are given in Table 3. It can be
seen in Table 3 that the values of standard deviations
vary enormously with different values of levels of
factors.

form profile

Fig. 1. Factors „position workpiece on CMM
table“ and „alignment“ and their levels
Diameter_Maribor
Statistically
significant parameters
Levels of factors with
smallest deviation
from reference value

Levels of factors with
greatest deviation
from reference value

A, C, D, A*B, A*C,
A*D, A*B*C,
A*C*D
Variable
Setting
A
4
B
Workpiece
C
5
D
15
Variable
Setting
A
3
B
Workpiece
C
5
D
150

Fig. 2. Factor
„stylus
diameter“
Roundness_Maribor
A, D, A*D,

Variable Setting
A
3
B
Workpiece
C
5
D
15
Variable Setting
A
1
B
Workpiece
C
5
D
150

tip

Fig. 3.

Diameter_Novi
Sad
A, C, D, A*B,
A*C, A*D, B*C,

Factor „sampling
size“

Roundness_Novi Sad
A, C, D, A*C, A*D,
B*D, C*D, A*B*C,
A*C*D
Variable
Setting
A
3
B
CMM
C
15
D
15
Variable
Setting
A
1
B
CMM
C
5
D
15

Variable Setting
A
1
B
Workpiece
C
15
D
15
Variable Setting
A
1
B
CMM
C
5
D
15

Table 2. Significance of factors and levels of factors with largest and smallest deviation
Levels of factors
A
B
C
D
max=0.9094µm
4
CMM
5 150
Dia_Maribor
min=0.0002 µm
2 Workpiece 5 150
max=0.6955µm
4
CMM
5 150
Round_Maribor
min=0.0102
3
CMM
15 150
max=0.5273µm
3
CMM
5 150
Dia_Novi Sad
min=0.001 µm
1
CMM
5
15
max=3.668µm
2 Workpiece 5
15
Round_Novi Sad
min=0.0001 µm
4 Workpiece 15 150
Table 3. Combinations of factors with the smallest and the largest standard deviation for the observed characteristics
Characteristic

Standard deviation

Comparing the levels of factors from Table 2 and Table
3, it can be concluded that the levels of factors which
give the smallest deviation from the reference value
(measurement error) are not the same levels which
show the smallest standard deviation as a measure of
measurement uncertainty. Likewise, the considered
factors are not on the same level if we observe the
smallest measurement error or the smallest standard
deviation for different characteristics, such as diameter
and roundness in this case. This confirms that the
assessment of measurement uncertainty in coordinate
measuring is very complex and that every measuring
task has different measurement uncertainty which is the
result of a number of factors all of which cannot be
analyzed. Expanded measurement uncertainty is
calculated using the expression (2), whereas the

standard uncertainty of measurement procedure is
calculated using the expression (3):

u proc =

MPE E
a

2
2
+ urep
,

(3)

where MPEE/a is the maximum permissible error with
the applied adequate distribution function (e.g.
rectangular) and urep denotes reproducibility of
measurement obtained through repeated measurements.
As presented in Table 3, the value of urep varies from
the smallest to the greatest value. However, it was the
average value of all standard deviations for all
experiments that was taken to calculate the expanded
measurement uncertainty U. The values of the
expanded uncertainties are presented in Table 4.
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Dia_Maribor
Round_Maribor
Dia_Novi Sad
Round_Novi Sad

Expanded uncertainty U [µm]
0,272
0,263
0,351
0,989

factor has a significant effect on measurement error and
measurement uncertainty.
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A REVIEW OF THE QUALITY COST STRUCTURE DEFINITION MODELS –
THEORETICAL APPROACH
Abstract: The paper presents a review with an analysis of the achievements in the understanding and the various
approaches to defining and categorizing the structure of the quality cost models. It explains the Cost of Quality
(CoQ) concept as a comprehensive system of the organizations dedicated to continuous improvement of qualitywith
a view of reducing the total quality costs. The paper analyzes four groups of quality cost models: Quality cost
structure definition models developed by authors, models formalized in national and international standards, models
officialized in documents of quality organizations and models with the so called model approachto the quality cost
classification created by companies and deriving from their goals, needs and expectations.
Key words: quality, cost of quality, quality cost models,
1. INTRODUCTION
“Quality initiatives” represent one of the most
important developments in the second half of the 20th
century [1], when the continuous quality improvement
principle became a crucial factor in achieving customer
satisfaction and market competitiveness [2]. In an
environment of invasive economic liberalization,
intensive communication, and technological progress,
the quality initiative refer to: development,
implementation and evaluation of quality management
programs [3], certification of quality management
systems, promotions of quality award models (Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA), European
Quality Award (EFQM), Turkish National Quality
Award (KALDER), etc.), application of quality
management principles, quality characteristics design
methods and quality assurance tools [1], in order to
maximize the quality of the product and minimize the
quality assurance costs [2, 4, 5].
The quality costs concept, as one of the most
efficient tools for quality management programs
performance evaluation [6, 7], should be embraces not
only at the company level [2, 7], but also at the level of
industry and the national economy as well [7]. The
determination of the costs of quality using quality costs
models represents an important task in the modern
TQM philosophical paradigm for attainment of greater
productivity [6], contributes to the benefits of the
company as a response to quality related issues [8],
which is especially important for the strategic corporate
planning by management, also known as managerial
accounting [9], with a view of building a strategy for
the survival and development of the company [10].
2. QUALITY COSTS CONCEPT KNOWLEDGE
The quality costs concept still waves the scientific
and the professional community with its controversy,
nature, the variety of aspects and the approaches to its
understanding, as well as the constructive critical
overview and the debates on the significance and

usefulness of application of this concept [11]. The costs
of quality are also known as “costs of non-quality”,
“costs of poor quality”, “inequality costs” or “quality
related costs” [11]. In the most general context, quality
costs encompass all of the costs for prevention of poor
quality and the costs arising from poor quality [2, 7,
12], or the difference between the actual and the ideal
costs for achieving quality [13].
Criterion
Concept
Standard for
quality
Nature of
approach
Focus
Matrix of
thinking
Behavior of
total cost of
quality
Maturity of
quality
Investments in
costs of
prevention and
appraisal
Behavior costs
of prevention
and appraisal to
perfectly level
Time perception
Responsibility

Classical
approach to
quality costs
Economics of
quality
Economical
quality
Statical

Modern approach
to quality costs

Reduction of
quality costs
Failure mind-set

Continual
improvement
Prevention mindset
Higher level of
quality, lower costs

Higher level of
quality, higher
costs
Low level of
quality maturity
Unjustified

Zero defects
Perfect quality
Dynamical

High level of
quality maturity
Justified

Asymptotic
behavior
towards infinity

Exponential
behavior to finite
cost

Short time
Quality control
Department

Long time
Corporate
Department

Table 1. Comparison between the classical and the
modern approach to quality costs,
conceptualized according to [2, 6, 7, 10, 11,
16, 17].
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Generic model

Cost/Activity categories

P-A-F model

Prevention + Appraisal +
Failure

Crosby’s model

Price of conformance +
Price of non-conformance

Opportunity
models

Intangible cost
models
Process cost
models
Taguchi loss
function model

Integrated
models

ABC (Activity
based costing)
models technique

Prevention + Appraisal +
Failure + Opportunity
Conformance + nonconformance +
Opportunity
P-A-F (failure cost
includes opportunity cost)
Tangibles + Intangibles
Conformance to process +
Non-conformance to
process
Loss of sales revenue due
to poor quality + process
inefficiencies + losses
when a quality
characteristic deviates from
a target
P-A-F model and ABC
technique
P-A-F model,
Crosby’s model
(opportunity)
and process cost model
Value-added + Nonvalue-added

Focus in
model

Focus on
activities
(operationsoriented)

Focus on
activities
(effectoriented)
Focus on
opportunity
costs

Authors of publications describing the concept of
quality costs, analyzing or developing cost quality
models
Juran (1951), Feigenbaum (1956), Masser (1957), Morse
(1983), Merino (1988), Dawes (1989), Israiliи Fisher
(1991), Dale and Plunkett (1991), Sumanth and Arora
(1992), Purgslove and Dale (1995), Gupta and Campbell
(1995), Chang et al. (1996), Burgess (1996), Tatikonda and
Tatikonda (1996), Bottorff (1997), Sorqvist (1997), Weheba
and Elshennawy (2004), Bamford and Land (2006),
Tannock and Saelem (2007), Freeman (2008), Kim and
Nakhai (2008), Chopra and Garg (2011), Junior (2016),
Plewa et al. (2016), Malk et al. (2016).
Crosby (1979), Denton and Kowalski (1988), Suminsky
(1994)
Modaress and Ansari (1987), Sandoval-Chavez and
Beruvides (1998)
Carr (1992), Malchi and McGurk (2001), Ramudhin et al.
(2008), Alzaman et al. (2010),
Heagy (1991), Chiadamrong (2003)

Focus on
Intangible
costs
Focus on
process
Focus on
loss
function due
to deviation
from target
Focus on
activities
Focus on
activities
and
processes
Focus on
process and
activities
(valuebased)

Juran et al. (1975), Juran (1989), Guinotet al. (2016).
Ross (1977), Marsh (1989), Crossfield and Dale (1990),
Goulden and Rawlins (1995), Briffaut and Saccone (2002),
Sharma et al. (2007), Doomun and Jungum (2008),
Machuca et al. (2009).
Soumaya Jacqueline (1998), Chin-C et al. (1998), Jia
(2007), Johannes (2008), Naidu (2008).

Tsai (1998)
Czajkowski (2017)

Cooper (1988), Cooper and Kaplan (1988), Jorgenson and
Enkerlin (1992), Creeseet al. (1992), Cooper et al. (1992),
Dawes and Siff (1993), Hester (1993), Park and Kim
(1995), Lewis (1995), Ong (1995), Feng et al. (1996), Quyang and Lin (1997), Aderoba (1997), Zhang and Fuh
(1998), Tsai (1998), Tseng and Jiang (2000), Tornberg et al.
(2002), Ben-Arieh and Qian (2003), Ozbayrak et al. (2004),
Park and Simpson (2005), H’Mida et al. (2006), Niazi et
al.(2006), Chen and Wang (2007), Qian and Ben-Arieh
(2008), Khataie and Bulgak (2013).

Table 2. Generic models of quality costs, conceptualized according to [2, 6, 8, 9, 10,12,13,14].
According to Dale B. and Plunkett J. (1995) the costs
of quality are a sum of the “quality management system
costs, the costs of all the efforts for continuous
improvement, the costs of system and product failures,
as well as costs of the activities that do not add value,
but are seen as “essential” for achieving the required
product quality” [12].
Different authors, industries and nations use
different definitions of the costs of quality [14]. Some
of them stick strictly to the technical aspect [11], while
the definitions of Crosby (1979), Deming (1986),
Drucker (1993) incorporate the “user satisfaction
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principle” [13]. Nevertheless, the understanding of
quality costs comprises four main aspects: quality
assurance, quality standards, zero defects and the social
aspect [14].
The concept of the costs of quality emerged from
the scientific work of the quality costs pioneers such as
J.M. Juran (1951), Feigenbaum (1956) [7, 15], Masser
(1957) [11]. They divided the costs of quality into
three categories: prevention costs, evaluation costs and
failure costs, known in the literature as “the classical
quality costs concept” [11], i.e. the PAF (Prevention,
Appraisal, Failure) model [10]. This concept essentially

relies on the existence of a cost-effective quality level
(economics of quality), which strikes a balance
between the prevention costs and evaluation costs on
one hand and the failure costs on the other [10], while
the attainment of a 100% compliance is possible only
with infinite total quality costs [16]. It also reflects the
prevailing operational circumstances in the 20th century
[7, 16]. This approach can be modified into a learning
based approach [7], where the identification and the
ability to correct the defects and the errors enhance the
knowledge and the potential of the employees through
experiences with good practices [13] which ultimately
leads to the reduction of the total costs of quality under
the level expected from the classical approach [7].
Authors Crosby P. (1979) [9, 13], Wildemann H.
(1992), introduced the expressions “costs of
compliance” and “costs of non-compliance” together
with the requirements reflecting the dichotomy of the
modern quality costs concept [11], also known as the
zero defects concept [10] or, the more attractive
expression “quality is free” [6], or as “the par value
model” [16], which is representative of the end of
the 20th century [7]. The modern concept promotes a
trend of achieving a perfect quality level (100%
compliance with the requirements) at the lowest total
quality costs [16].
Table 1 shows the comparison between the classical
and the modern approach to quality costs. Both
approaches feature serious relevancy constraints [8,
16]. Authors Dale B. and Plunkett J., primarily
emphasize that both approaches presume a perfect
quality design, indicated by the reduction of the failure
costs to zero in an environment of 100% compliance
[16]. The latter could be expected for the internal
errors, but not for the external ones [8, 16]. Secondly,
both approaches feature levels of compliance where the
quality costs (or the prevention costs and the appraisal
costs) exceed the non-compliance costs (or the costs for
internal and external failures) [8, 16], which tells
management that errors are cheaper than prevention,
which, on the other hand, repudiates the continuous
improvement philosophy [16].
Authors Gamal S. Weheba and Ahmad K.
Elshennawy (2004) propose a new approach to the
understanding of the quality costs concept, focusing on
the value of continuous process improvement,
expressed through two cost functions [16]. One
function refers to the reactive costs of sustaining a
stable level of the process and the other function
reflects the proactive costs for attaining an enhanced
level of compliance[16].
The new trends of the 21st century shift towards a
holistic approach to quality cost management and
understanding, which should integrate the technical
aspect, the environmental aspect and the innovation
aspect [6]. The development of a robust quality costs
model requires a hybrid approach based on the
integration of the already proven approaches and
models, as well as the complementarity (accumulation)
of the benefits [13].

3. QUALITY COSTS MODELS
The analysis of the available literature suggests that
many stakeholders contributed to the continuous
development of the quality costs structure definition
models, including:
- Author developed models, represented by seven
generic models: PAF model, Crosby model, Lost
opportunities model, Model of intangible costs, Process
costs model, Model of the Taguchi Loss Function,
Integrated model and ABC model (Table 2).
Institute for
Standardization
British
Standards
Institution
British
Standards
Institution
Standards
Association
of Australia
Indian
Standards

British
Standards
Institution

British
Standards
Institution
British
Standards
Institution

Standard
BS 4891:1972
Economics of
quality assurance
BS 6143: 1981
Guide to the
Determination and
Use of Quality
Related Costs
AS 2561-1982:
Guide to the
Determination and
Use of Quality Costs
AS 2561-2010
IS: 10708-1985
Guide for analysis of
quality cost
BSI 6143-2: 1990
Guide to the
economics of
quality: Prevention,
appraisal, failure
model
BS 4778: 1991

BSI 6143-1: 1992
Guide to the
economics of
quality: The process
cost model
1992

German
Institute for
Standardization - DIFN

DIN 55350-11:2008

International
Organization
for
Standardization

ISO 9004-3:1993
Quality management
and quality system
elements.
ISO 9004-1:1994
Quality management
and quality system
elements.

Table

3.

Recommendation/
Cost of quality
model/approach
The optimal level
of quality should
correspond the
lowest quality
costs.
Guidance on the
operation of a
quality costs
system.
Determination and
Use of Quality
Costs - PAF model.
PAF model
PAF model

The cost of quality
incurred by the
producer, customer
and community.
Process cost model

Modern approach
to quality costs
PAF model
PAF model

PAF model and
Process cost model.

Models formalized in national and
international standards conceptualized
according to [5, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18,
19].
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- Models formalized in national and international
standards (Table 3):
- Models officialized in quality organization
documents: the American Society of Quality ASQ
(1971) [5, 14], and the Australian Organization for
Quality Control (AOQC) adopted the PAF model [15],
The European Organization for Quality Control
(EOQC) defines quality costs as the costs of
implementing and controlling the standards of quality
[14], while the German Quality Association (DGO) in
1985 adopted in the classical approach and in 2000 it
adopted the modern approach to quality costs [11].
- Models from the so called model approach to
the classification of the costs of quality have been
created by the individual companies and derive from
their goals, needs and expectations [20], quality police,
purpose of quality costing, history, culture, size of
company, processes, products [14], and can be based
on knowledge developed and promoted by some of the
previous three groups of models.
4. CONCLUSION
The costs of quality can be determined only by
having deep knowledge of the various approaches and
models for defining the structure of the quality costs.
The conducted research presented in this paper
suggests that the quality costs concept represents a
current concept subject to continuous development.
The descriptive interpretation of the models arises from
the current trends in understanding quality, quality
systems, quality standards, quality initiatives, quality
associations policies, as well as the needs and the
requirements of the companies themselves.
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THEORETICAL ASPECTS RELATED TO THE CREATION OF ALGORITHM FOR
QUALITY COST MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Abstract: This paper presents the theoretical aspects taken into account when creating an algorithm for a quality cost
measurement system, developed using a descriptive-analytical method. The methodological approach relies on the
systemic thinking about management of success, including the elements of integration, innovation and agility, taken
into account when developing the scope, rules, criteria, possibilities and alternatives. The proposed algorithm
provides a structured approach and systematic measurement of the quality costs, which, in turn provides for better
understanding, detection and correction of the errors on the spot where they actually occurred and not where they
appeared. This ensures the timeliness, accuracy and reliability of the data and information about the costs of quality,
opens possibilities not only for diagnostic analytics but also for predictive and prescriptive analytics, which
increases the efficiency of the company.
Key words: algorithm, system, measurement, quality costs
1. INTRODUCTION
The need for sustainability of the modern business
and products in an environment entailing complex
technical and technological, information and societal
and economical systems, contributes to increasing the
influence of the quality costs, as an economic category
indicating the quality of the operations [1]. In addition
to being a measure of the effectiveness and efficiency
of the activities, processes and systems, as well as the
realization of the quality objectives [1], the quality
costs also represent a tool in the rational process
making strategic management decisions, used to
identify quality related issues and the weaknesses of
companies, justify the undertaking of preventive and
corrective measures, as well as evaluate the
productivity of the company [2, 3].
It has become exceptionally important that quality
costs related data and information to feature the
properties of so called “enhanced information”, i.e. be
“as relevant as possible” and presented in an “as
suitable as possible” form for the users [4]. The
fulfillment of these requirements entails the design and
implementation of a methodologically harmonized
process in the quality costs measuring system.
This paper presents a quality costs measurement
system algorithm, the methodological approach and
explains the phases and the stages of the system, makes
note of specific properties and importance, as well as
affirmation for efficient implementation and
functioning of the quality costs measurement system.
2. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR THE
QUALITY COSTS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
ALGORITHM
The creation of the quality costs measurement
system algorithm employed a descriptive and analytical
methodological approach, including systematic
management of the interrelated phases, stages and units
in the system with the necessary number of iterations.

The algorithm incorporates the following affirmations
that provide for the functionality of the quality costs
measurement system:
1. Acceptance of the “management of success”
teaching based on the elaboration of the scope, rules,
criteria, alternatives and the opportunities of a certain
subject matter, featuring a proactive character [5],
2. Adoption of the ecology of quality assurance,
including integration of company resources (human,
material and methodological), product and process
innovation and the agility related to the fulfillment of
the requirements [6],
3. Reviewing the quality costs measurement system
using the four functional units: input unit (human
resources,
material,
equipment,
knowledge,
procedures), processing unit (activities and functions
which transform the inputs into outputs), output unit
(notifications, reports, publications, recommendations)
and recipient unit (internal and external users) [2],
4. Introduction of the principle of integration and
cooperativeness of the quality and accountancy experts
[1, 2].
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE QUALITY COSTS
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The quality costs measurement system should be
able to identify all quality costs elements, show the true
value of the quality costs (by categories and by quality
costs elements), track the quality costs to their primary
sources and measure the occurrence of the quality costs
in real time [3]. Indeed, there exist obvious difficulties
to designing a quality costs measurement system,
which will systemically identify, record, measure,
register, calculate, compare and analyze all quality
costs elements in real time [3]. With a view to
overcoming the evident difficulties in designing such a
system, the proposed algorithm employs the approach
of the author Sorqvist L. [3], who suggests five levels
of quality costs measurements: first level–traditional
quality costs according to the categorization of the PAF
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(Prevention-Appraisal-Failure) model, second level–
hidden quality costs, third level –lost revenues, fourth
level–user costs and fifth level–social and economic
costs. In the most general context, the quality costs
measurement system entails three interrelated phases
[4] (figure 1.):
Phase 1 refers to a complex understanding of the
quality costs measurement system framework, which
contains and describes the competitive position of the
company, the stakeholders – users, owners and
employees, the organizational goals, policies and
strategies, the available resources, methodologies and
procedures, followed-up and defined from the point of
view and acceptable directives, risks, behaviors and
policies of all of the elements of the quality costs
measurements system. This framework should also
contain an understanding of the quality costs beyond
the functional limits of the quality departments [2], i.e.
within the overall company management [7].
Furthermore, quality costs should be looked at as a
comprehensive system and not just a quality
management tool [7]
Phase 2 refers to the quality costs measurement
process, which comprises three steps: measurement

process design, quality costs data collection and
recording and analysis – synthesis – recommendation –
results and final recommendations. The measurement
process design involves the creation and development
of a measurement process protocol comprising a design
for: data collection; data recording and archiving;
access to the data and the realization of the analysis,
synthesis and the results.
Phase 3 refers to decision making and taking action,
exceptionally important in the field of quality cost
measurement system, because it refers to issues related
to strategic, tactical and operational objectives and
interests of the organization. Therefore the presentation
of the results and recommendations should present the
output data exhaustively and comprehensively, in the
most appropriate, clear and understandable form,
impartially, and completely intended for specific users.
The systematic phases require the setup of the entire
quality cost measurement system on a level of
standpoint or a culture of quality in the company,
taking into account the top 10 principles of the quality
costs measurement system, proposed by J. Juran [4].

Figure 1.Quality costs measurement system
The quality costs measurement system should 1.) be
managed, 2.) provide for a sufficient packet of
measurements, 3.) determine who makes the decisions
and how, 4.) the decisions as close as possible to the
activities, 5.) have prepared measurement process
plans, 6.) facilitate the measurements, analyses and the
presentation of results, 7.) ensure the implementation of
measurement protocols and data quality programs, 8.)
be continuously improved, 9.) help the decision makers
manage their processes and responsibilities, 10.) and
acknowledge that it functions within limiting
circumstances.
4. QUALITY COSTS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Figure 2 shows the quality costs measurement
system algorithm [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], i.e. a
structured, integrated and systematic approach to
understanding planning, implementation, maintenance
and management of the quality costs measurement
system.
The algorithm, by nature, functions interactively,
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starting from the first iteration which refers to known
elements, followed by subsequent iterations which
incorporate less known elements in order to “softly”
include the employees and avoid the occurrence of the
learning anxiety phenomenon [13].
The algorithm design relies on the principle
stipulating the planning, designing and incorporation of
quality, rather than controlling the quality [3, 10]. This
means that it is always more cost effective to do things
well from first time [3]. Hence, each and every stage of
product creation and utilization should plan, identify,
track, measure, calculate, rank, sort, analyze and
synthesize the costs of quality. Most of the quality costs
can be only estimated due to the difficulties or the
impossibility to measure them [3]. For example, the
quality costs in the group of non-measurable external
error costs can be estimated using the Taguchi loss
function [3]. From a broader perspective, quality cost
measurement represents a joint effort of the entire
company and therefore the proposed algorithm involves
the organizational practice, the technical and
technological aspect, the knowledge related to the
modern calculation systems [7] and the knowledge in

the field of quality. Ultimately, this aims at changing
the mentality in the organizational culture and the
acceptable level of error [2], and replaces it with a zero
defects philosophy [3].
The quality costs measurement protocol (phase 2,
stage 1) is of especial importance for the measurement
of the costs of quality. It should ensure the relevance,

simplicity accuracy and cost-effectiveness of the
quality cost data [10]. The collection and recording of
the quality costs entails the creation of an environment
(“absolutely mandatory”) for the company experts
responsible for quality and the experts responsible for
accounting will work in synergy [2, 1].

Figure 2. Quality costs measurement system algorithm
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The most frequently presented methods for collecting
quality costs include: collection from the accounting
records, by persons involved in a given activity, by
working hours, by error types, using the personal logs
of the employees [2], by time [12], by the elements and
the categories of the costs of quality, by organizational
units and by processes [10]. The analysis of the quality
costs data (phase 2, stage 3) can cover a long term and
can apply to the process of strategic planning and
monitoring of the entire progress; short term and apply
to the process of promoting and attainment of the
objectives specified for the organizational units; and
short term and useful for tracking quality costs data in
order to identify and eliminate the reasons for noncompliance and errors [10].
The unit of recipients (phase 3) is the final unit of the
quality costs measurement system in the presented
algorithm. Phase 3 involves activities such as results
sharing, comparisons between actual and planned
results and application of quality management tools.
The results of the integration of the activities in phase 3
are recognized in the existence of three types of main
responsible centers: 1.) Cost center which analyses the
company performance by monitoring the costs and the
responsibility for the costs, 2.) Profit center which
analyses both the costs and the profits of the company
and 3.) Investment center which tracks the costs, the
revenues and the investments of the company [11].
5. CONCLUSION
The quality costs measurement system represents
one of the ways to measure the effect of the programs
and initiatives for company quality improvement. The
proposed algorithm clearly shows the sequential
activities in the quality costs measurement process,
adapted to the real needs and capabilities of the
companies in an environment of limited knowledge and
limited resources. The stage and the systemic structure
of the quality costs measurement system algorithm
facilitate identification and tracking of the quality costs
at the places where they actually occur and not at the
places where they appear. This ensures the timeliness,
accuracy and reliability of the data and information
about the costs of quality, opens possibilities not only
for diagnostic analytics but also for predictive and
prescriptive Analytics of the costs of quality. Using this
approach, companies that have introduced adequate,
proper and acceptable quality costs measurement
systems, where all components function as planned
with the assistance of a program for provision of
quality data and measurements also have the highest
efficiency.
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STEP MODEL OF MACHINING FEATURES OF SWEEP TYPE
Abstract: ISO 10303 or STEP standard is composed of parts such as: Description methodes, Integrated Resources
(IR), Application Protocols (AP), Application Interpreted Constructs (AIC), Implementation methods, and
Conformance Testing Methods. The whole structure is too voluminous and complex that hinder the application of
STEP in industry. This paper is focused on STEP AP 224 – machining features. There is very little about this AP in
the literature and at STEP implementation bodies. Specially, while there are recommended practices and
instruments for conformance testing of other application protocols there are neither of the things for AP 224 in the
world temporarily. This paper gives detailed definition of machining features of sweep type. This is a subset of
machining features given by sweeping a two dimensional profile along a 3D path. Enlightening data model of
sweep feature is of great importance since the largest number of machining features in STEP are defined as sweep
feature, like boss, pocket, slot, round hole, step, planar face etc. In the paper precise definition, ready for
implementation, given in EXPRESS language is exposed. Implementation of the given model is also carried out.
Implementation is done using ST-Developer software of STEP Tools Inc. Testing of the solution.is performed in
available testing instruments. Possible usage of the model are application like automation of process planning,
OpenCNC as well as conventional CNC machining.
Key words: STEP standard, Application Protocol, Machining feature, Computer Numerical Control

1. INTRODUCTION TO STEP

AP X
Mapp X

AP Y

...

AP Z

Mapp Y ... Mapp Z

Integrated resources

Fig.1 STEP structure at the highest level

IMPLEMENTATION

E X P R E S S

To CAD/CAM community STEP is the best known
as a standard format for exchanging CAD models
between different CAD systems, but STEP is intended
to be much more. STEP objective is to provide the
computer-interpretable representation and the exchange
of product data throughout entire life cycle of a
product. The main parts of STEP architecture are
integrated resources and application protocols.
Integrated resources is a library of pre-defined
information
constructs
(data
types,
entities,
relationships and constraints) that can be used in
different application contexts. They avoid duplication
and assure a single concept is represented only once
within the STEP (Fig. 1).
Particular application experts can be interested in
and be able to deal with the part of STEP information
model addressing their field. Such, application fitted
information models are called Application Protocols
(AP) [1]. Application protocol describes what
integrated resources are used and how they are
interpreted to satisfy the information requirements of a

specific application. This interpretation results in an
application interpreted model (AIM) that is the basis
for implementations of STEP. Only the AIM is allowed
to be implemented in a STEP standard [2].
The information constructs used in Integrated
Resources, as well as in Application Protocols, are
defined using EXPRESS information modeling
language. The language was formalized in Part 11 of
STEP (ISO 10303-11) [3], [4]. Even though to
someone it can look like a programming language
EXPRESS cannot be used for development of
executable programs. Instead, it is used to define the
data types, entities, relationships and constraints on
which programs operate.
Studying an AP carefully one will find the
Application Interpreted Model is preceded with the
Application Reference Model (ARM). ARM describes
relevant information in an application specific language
and terminology. It enables application specialists to
express required information more easily and
understand its meaning clearly. AIM is basis for
implementation and it assures consistency of
information across the STEP. There is a mapping
between these two tiers. The Application Reference
Model, the Application Interpreted Model, and the
Integrated Resources are related and cross referenced
through the Mapping Tables [5].
2. INTRODUCTION TO STEP AP 224
STEP AP 224 (ISO 10303 – 224) is the application
protocol that specifies the use of the integrated
resources necessary for the representation and
exchange of information needed for manufacturing
mechanical parts or assemblies [5]. This application
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instanced_feature.
Machining features are
subtypes of feature_definition defined in AIC522
part of STEP. Entity feature_definition is a
subtype of characterized_object (Fig. 3.) It is

protocol identifies specific characteristics of part shape
used in manufacturing and uses them for defining
machining features.
AP 224 defines a set of 21 machining features
among them being hole, pocket, slot, boss, fillet,
chamfer, draft, etc. Double definition of features is
provided a) by a set of defining parameters and b) by
explicit bounding geometry. Definition in terms of
boundary representation is less feasible. It is given by a
collection of faces that first must be reordered into the
meaningful sequence which machining operations can
be deduced from [7]. This, so called feature recognition
process is not yet successfully solved task. In this work
we are focused on implicit feature definition by a set
parameters.
The key integrated resource entities used in AP224
are:






defined in STEP part 47 (IR: Shape variation
tolerances) since it is not only basis for machining
features but serves other purposes too, like the features
in GD&T system. AIC 522 defines a set of 21 subtypes
of feature_definition: boss, pocket, slot, etc.
The set is named machining_feature_definition.
It is realized as an EXPRESS SELECT type [3]. The
type is undergone further constraints and rules the most
important being:
Shall be either a boss, pocket, round_hole, slot, etc.

 Shall have just one implicit representation of type
shape_representation_with_parameters;
 Exactly one of their representation items shall be of
type placement with a name of 'orientation'.
It defines location and orientation of a feature.

characterised_object,
property_definition,
property_definition_representation,
representation and
shape_aspect

There is another important characteristic of feature that
had to be considered here. Conceptually, feature is a
shape
aspect
of
part’s
shape.
Entity
instanced_feature realizes that concept. It is a
subtype of
feature_definition
and of
shape_aspect (Fig. 4). It is about the mechanism of
multiple inheritance, taken from object-oriented
languages,
that
joins
shape_aspect
to
feature_definition.
Through multiple inheritance feature inherits twofold
behaving: being characterized_object feature
may have properties attached to it; being
shape_aspect it can be attached to the product shape
(through its of_shape attribute, see Fig. 2).
Each machining feature is given its own definition
in AP224. Detail explanation will be given in the text
that follows. The focus is on sweep feature types.

All these entities are root or base STEP entities. A
simplified representation of these entities and their
derived entities most relevant for this work is shown in
Fig. 2. Thin, dot-ended lines show attributes, and thick
lines show inheritance hierarchy. Only main attributes
are shown. Some entities have more attributes. Root
entities always have name and description
attributes.
In third edition of AP 224 large part of AIM is
moved to “Application Interpreted Construct (AIC):
Machining features (ISO 10303-522)”. An AIC
specifies a piece of an AIM that may be used in two or
more APs. It enables cooperative use of multiple APs
in an enterprise.
Implementation ready machining features are
defined is that part of STEP, shortly AIC 522.

3. SWEEP FEATURE DEFINITION

2.1 Definition of machining features in AP 224 (AIC
522)

In AP224 sweep features are defined as sweep
bodies, i.e. by sweeping 2 dimensional profile along a
3D path.

IR provides two entities that are basis for definition
of machining features: feature_definition and
characterized_
object

definition

property_
definition

definition

property_
definition_
representation

used_
representation

representation
product_
characterized_ (definition) definition_
product
shape

shape_
(RT)
(RT)used_
definition_
definition representation representation

of_shape
shape_
aspect

shape_
representation
rep._item S[1:?]

Fig. 2 Basis IR entities used in AP224
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ENTITY feature_definition
SUBTYPE OF (characterized_object);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY step
SUBTYPE OF (feature_definition);
WHERE
WR1: ... ;
WR2: ... ;
WR3: ... ;
WR4: ... ;
WR5: ... ;
END_ENTITY;
Fig. 3 EXPRESS definition of entities feature_definition and step feature.
ENTITY instanced_feature
SUBTYPE OF (feature_definition, shape_aspect);
WHERE
wr1: ...; -- shall be an aspect of the
shape of a product
wr2: ...; -- shall lie on the boundary
of the part
END_ENTITY;
Fig. 4 EXPRESS definition of instanced_feature

Examples are: boss, flat_face, outer_round,
outside_pro-file, pocket, revolved_profile,
round_hole, rounded_end, step, and slot. A few
examples are presented in Fig. 8 and 9.
It is easy to evident four components of a sweep
feature:
1. placement (position and orientation),
2. profile,
3. path and
4. end conditions.
The basic geometry is defined by profile and path.
The placement is necessary for definition of position
and orientation of the feature on the part. End
conditions define shape at feature ends.
What is surprising is that for definition of these
elements no new attributes are added to machining
feature entities. All data needed for a particular feature
definition are added through the rules and constraints
given in EXPREES language. Step feature
encompasses 5 rules (see Fig. 3).
3.1 Defining feature’s placement
STEP integrated resources provides placement
entity for objects positioning. It is defined in STEP
geometry scheme (ISO 10303-42) of IR. It enables
specification of the position by its only attribute named
location that is of cartesian_point STEP type.
However, its subtypes enable specification of
orientation, too. For 3D work axis2_placement_3d
is used. It defines the position and orientation in 3D
space of 2 mutually perpendicular axes. One of two
axes is Z axis (axis attribute) and the other is an
approximation
to
the
X
axis
direction
(ref_direction attribute). Two examples of feature
placement are shown in Fig. 9.

ENTITY placement
SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF (axis1_placement,
axis2_placement_2d,
axis2_placement_3d))
SUBTYPE OF
(geometric_representation_item);
location : cartesian_point;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY axis2_placement_3d
SUBTYPE OF (placement);
axis : OPTIONAL direction;
ref_direction : OPTIONAL direction;
WHERE
...
END_ENTITY;

Fig. 5. EXPRESS definition of placement
3.2 Defining profile of a feature
Profile, as well as other feature components can
also be considered as aspect of a feature shape. As
such, they are also specified as subtypes of the
shape_aspect entity.
There are eleven shape_aspect subtypes that are
intended to designate feature profiles. They are:
1. linear_profile,
2. circular_closed_profile,
3. partial_circular_profile,
4. rectangular_closed_profile,
5. square_u_profile,
6. rounded_u_profile,
7. tee_profile,
8. vee_profile,
9. n_gon_closed_profile,
10. open_path_profile,
11. closed_path_profile.

First nine profiles allow for implicit representation
by a couple of parameters. As type of shape_aspect
profiles inherits two attributes: name and
description, but they are not used in the definition
of a profile. Definition is done by EXPRESS rules
introduced in each profile.
Parameters of a profile are defined just at the
representation stage of the profile. Representation
item’s name and description attributes play that
role. One parameter is represented by one item.
Implicit representation of a profile is done by IR entity
shape_representation_with_parameters, that is
a specialization of shape_representation.
For example, in the case of circular_closed_profile rules prescribe that the profile is to be
represented with only two representation items, one of
type placement, with the name ‘orientation’ and
the other of type measure_representation_item
and length_measure_with_unit with the name of
‘diameter’. Hence, in the definition of circular closed
profile the only data needed are a) placement (position
and orientation) and b) diameter of the circle.
Each profile needs placement type representation
item with the name ‘orientation’. Some profiles
require two or more numeric parameters. However, the
approach for parameter specifications is the same.
Each parameter is represented by individual
representation item with the given name and the value.
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In the case of square_u_profile, the parameter
names are: ‘depth’, ‘width’, ‘first angle’,
‘second angle’, ‘first radius’, and ‘second
radius’.
The last two profiles support definition of arbitrary
shapes by a set of connected (not intersecting) curves.
Definition of such set of curves is supported by path
entity available in geometry schema of STEP integrated
resources (ISO 10303 – 42).

path_feature_component
orientation

linear
direction
distance

partial
circular

complete
circular

radius

complex

radius

3.3 Binding profile to its feature

Fig. 7. Types of path with parameters assigned

The profile is an aspect of the shape of a feature.
However, there must be kept in mind that a profile is,
in first order, aspect of the part’s shape. That’s why it
cannot be linked to feature shape only. The solution is
to establish relationship of a profile to its feature. The
relation is done by shape_defining_relationship
entity that is a specialization of the shape_aspect_relationship that relates two shape aspects of the
part [5]. Precise provision is given in each feature that
needs a profile. Graphical illustration of the rule WR2
of AIM 522 clause 4.4.51 that assigns a profile to the
slot feature is given in Fig. 6.

3.5 Binding a path and a feature

slot

definition
product_definition
_shape
of_shape

name

shape_aspect
description =
"swept_shape_
occurrence"
related_shape_aspect

(one of)
square_u_profile
partial_circular_profile
rounded_u_profile
tee_profile
vee_profile
open_path_profile

relating_shape_aspect

shape_defining_relationship

name

description =
"profile usage"

Fig. 6. Binding a profile to the slot feature

path

sweep
angle

Binding a feature to its path is done by propositions
similar to that binding it to the profile. For example, in
the case of pocket feature the next constraints are to be
fulfilled:
 Shape aspect that references the pocket (related
shape aspect) has its attribute: description =
'pocket depth occurrence'

 shape_defining_relationship attributes are:
name ='pocket depth' and description =
'path feature component usage'

 Relating shape aspect references a path_feature_component with description = 'linear'.
Presentation of STEP data relating a profile and a
path to their feature, in the case of the boss and the
pocket feature, is given in Fig. 8. Even though the
structure looks complex one can soon realize that data
pattern repeats in a large ratio.
3.6 Positioning feature and its components
In their representations feature, profile and path all
have
one,
usually
first
item
of
type
axis2_placement_3d
with
the
name
of
‘orientation’. It defines positioning and orientation
of coordinate systems of a feature and its components.
AP 224 rules force these coordinate to be coincident.
Example is linear slot in Fig. 9. When this approach
makes no sense, like it is in the case of circular slot in
Fig. 9, the special solution is given by explicit
EXPRESS rule.

3.4 Defining path of a feature
3.7 Auxiliary items of feature definition
Unlike the profile case, there is only one shape_aspect subtype for description of the path of a sweep
feature. It is the path_feature_component subtype.
There are four types of path as it is shown in Fig. 7.
Type of the path is designated by the description
attribute of path_feature_com-ponent entity.
Parameters of a profile are designated through
representation items of path_feature_-component
which is also represented by shape_representation_with_parameters. One representation item
is to define path orientation. The other items very from
profile to profile and may be of vector, scalar or
general path type.
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AIC 522 encompasses a number of additional items
that may be needed to complete feature definition. The
most of them are about feature end conditions like:
boss_top,
pocket_bottom,
hole_bottom,
slot_end, thread_runout, etc.
There are also other elements not related
exclusively to the feature ends but are spread out the
whole feature like taper, chamfer_offset,
transition_-feature, etc. Like profile and path all
these additional items are subtypes of shape_aspect
entity. The type of a feature that an end condition is
related to can be induced from the name of a particular
shap_aspect subtype. Thus, the hole_bottom is
related to the round_hole feature.

related_sa.desc =’boss height occurrence’
sdr.name = ‘boss height’
sdr.description = 'path feature comp. usage'
relating_sa = path_feature_component
path_feature_component.descr. = 'linear'

related_sa.desc =’pocket depth occurrence’
sdr.name = ‘pocket depth’
sdr.description = 'path feature component usage'
relating_sa = path_feature_component
path_feature_component.description = 'linear'

related_sa.desc =’enclosed boundary occurrence’
sdr.name = ‘’ (no requirements for name)
sdr.description = 'profile usage'
relating_shape_aspect = closed_path_profile

related_sa.desc =’enclosed boundary occurrence’
sdr.name = ‘’ (no requirements for name)
sdr.description = 'profile usage'
relating_shape_aspect = closed_path_profile

Fig. 8. Profile and path definitional elements in the case of boss and pocket feature.
Precise definition end condition and other auxiliary
items for each feature is given
4. IMPLEMENTATION

x, x’

width
z, z’

y, y’

x, x’

z’

width

radius
y’
y
z

Fig. 9. Slot feature: placement of coordinate system
depends on type of path; x’y’z’ – profile CS, xyzfeature CS and path CS
The type of the bottom of the hole is defined in the
description
attribute
of
hole_bottom
shape_aspect subtype, which is to be either
‘through’, ‘flat’, ‘flat with radius’, ‘flat
with taper’, ‘spherical’ or ‘conical’.

STEP implementation methods are defined in Part
21 to Part 29 of the standard. The most widespread
implementation is STEP translator – physical file
format for exchanging CAD models between different
CAx systems. The syntax of the exchange structure,
together with the mapping from EXPRESS information
constructs onto that syntax, is defined in Part 21 of
STEP (ISO 10303-21).
For applications aiming to manipulate STEP data
(defined by EXPRESS) an other implementation
method “Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI)” is
defined in Part 22. Bindings of the SDAI specification
to C++, C, IML and Java programing language are
defined in Parts 23, 24, 26 and 27.
An implementation of STEP requires translation of
EXPRESS entities and rules into a programing
language constructs, for example C++ classes, that can
be used in application programs. Fortunately, there are
some implementation tools available for free use. The
most remarkable seem to be the solutions made by US
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
and STEP Tools, Inc. [9].
STEP Tools’ ST-Developer was used for
implementation of models developed in this paper. STDeveloper is an application development environment
based on STEP Class Library generated from
EXPRESS schema by ST-Deveoper’s EXPRESS
compiler. C++ Class Library was used in this work but
the libraries for Java and Visual Basic are also
available. In addition to the classes that correspond to
EXPORESS entities, ST-Developer provides classes
and functions that support query of data structure,
reading and writing data to storage and other useful
functions.
ST-Developer classes that hold EXPRESS-defined
data keep the same name as STEP entities prepended with
stp_ prefix. Attributes are prefixed with PARAM_ string
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(Fig. 10). Each class provides constructors as well as access
and update functions for its attributes. The function without
argument read an attribute, and function with argument
update an attribute.
stp_axis2_placement_3d(
const char* name,
stp_cartesian_point * location,
stp_direction * axis,
stp_direction * ref_direction
);
stp_axis2_placement_3d->name(); //access name
stp_axis2_placement_3d->name(const char*);
//update name

Fig. 10. C++ class stp_axis2_placement_3d mapping
axis2_placement3D EXPRESS entity: a constructor,
an access, and an update function.
5. MODEL TESTING
Alongside standardizing product information and
representation and implementation methods STEP also
standardizes methods for testing applications which
implement Application Protocols. Based on this
standardization some tools were developed to help
ensure that the data in a STEP file are valid. Checkers
for AP 203 and AP214 are widely available and almost
all CAD systems have STEP 203 and 214 translators.
Checking instrument for application protocol dealing
with PMI information, AP242, is developed at NIST
[10]. However, there are no instruments for
conformance testing of AP224 as it is known to the
authors. Authors of [11] reported about STEP
interpreters for GibbsCAM and Master CAM but
practical solutions couldn’t be found.
Nevertheless, a kind of checking validity of model
developed in the work was done. First, STEP file
containing feature definiyions was imported to a few
CAD systems: SolidWorks, CATIA and Inventor. CAD
systems didn’t report any errors, they recognized
geometry but filtered out machining data as they don't
support AP224 protocol. Little bit better testing were
possible by NIST’s Step file Analyzer (SFA) tool. Even
though in SFA AP224 doesn’t explicitly cite it checks
the common structure, rules and relationships among
entities and attributes.
In the last test we used STEP-NC machine
application [12].

STEP file with our AP224 machining features was
open in STEP-NC machine which correctly recognized
features contained in the file. Unfortunately, STEP-NC
doesn’t list any features data: profile, path, parameters,
etc. That’s why we cannot assert the features fully
agree with STEP standard. But exclamation icon (Fig.
11) in a case of omission or wrong definition proves
that features are checked thoroughly. Right defined
features can be processes with any application working
with AP 224 STEP features.
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Abstract: In this paper, the authors focus on the mathematical formulation of the single mobile robot scheduling
problem concerning an intelligent manufacturing system (IMS) with n parts, m machine tools and one mobile robot
used to transport parts between machines. Furthermore, the following five flexibility types of the scheduling plans
are analyzed: (i) process, (ii) sequence, (iii) machine tool, (iv) tool and (v) tool access direction (TAD) flexibility.
Since there are numerous ways to schedule the manufacturing resources in an IMS, this problem is considered to be
NP-hard in terms of combinatorial optimization. In order to solve this type of optimization problem, the authors
propose three metaheuristic algorithms: Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm and Genetic Algorithm (GA). All the algorithms are implemented in MATLAB software package and
tested on real-world problem. The experimental results show that the optimal solution obtained by the WOA is
superior to the optimal solutions obtained by two other algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent mobile robots are among various
advanced material handling systems that are finding
increasing applications in modern manufacturing
environments. Features such as intelligence, capability
to learn and ability to adapt to dynamically changing
environments, allow mobile robots to work efficiently
and effectively in different environments and to be
widely used in large number of industrial applications,
including transportation, inspection, exploration, or
manipulation tasks. On the other hand, operating on the
shop floor as a component of material transport system,
intelligent mobile robot tasks need to be optimally
scheduled due to its impact on the efficiency of the
overall manufacturing system. Having these facts in
mind, this paper analyses integration of single mobile
robot and its scheduling in intelligent manufacturing
system.
Mobile robot scheduling problem belongs to the
class of NP-hard problems, which has attracted interest
of researchers in recent years. In reference [1], Chen
and Tseng proposed GA-based methodology for
solving a path and location planning problem of the
workpiece with objective to minimize time required for
a robot to transport a workpiece. Maimon et al. [2]
proposed a neural network-based approach to schedule
one material-handling robot for tasks of loading and
unloading of parts into and from the machines. The aim
of this research was to minimize a weighted objective
of the total robot travel time and the tardiness of the
sequenced tasks. In reference [3], the authors presented
tabu search and probabilistic tabu search to solve the
single vehicle pickup and delivery problem with time
windows. The aim was to minimize the total distance
traveled by the vehicle. Experiments showed the
superiority of tabu over probabilistic tabu search in
both time aspect and quality of obtained solutions.

Hurink and Knust [4] considered a single-machine
scheduling problem in a job-shop environment where
the jobs have to be transported between the machines
by a single transport robot. They used a local tabu
search algorithm to solve the problem, with objective to
minimize the sum of all traveling and waiting times.
The problem of finding optimal feeding sequence in a
manufacturing cell with feeders fed by a mobile robot
with manipulation arm was analyzed in reference [5]. A
genetic algorithm-based heuristic was developed to find
the near optimal solution for scheduling of autonomous
mobile robot called „Little Helper“ in a real-world
industrial application.
In this paper, a methodology for intelligent material
transport in manufacturing environment by using single
mobile robot is presented. Mathematical modeling of
the problem is defined and the implementation
procedure based on biologically inspired Whale
Optimization Algorithm (WOA) is described.
Scheduling plans obtained by the proposed
methodology are tested by Khepera II mobile robot in a
laboratory model of manufacturing environment.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2
we briefly describe the single mobile robot scheduling
problem. Mathematical modeling of the problem and
three optimization objectives are formulated in Section
3. Implementation of the proposed WOA is outlined in
Section 4. The proposed algorithm is experimentally
tested and comparative results are presented in Section
5. Finally, concluding remarks and references are stated
in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this paper, we analyze integrated process
planning and scheduling (IPPS) problem where parts
(jobs) manufactured in production environment have to
be transported between machine tools by using single
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mobile robot. IPPS problem with single robot used to
satisfy transportation requests may be formulated as
follows: We are given m machine tools and n parts,
where each part can be machined by using p cutting
tools orientated in 6 possible TADs (+x, -x, +y, -y, +z,
-z). Each scheduling plan has five flexibility types [6].
It consists of sequence of operations which have to be
processed in order defined by flexible process plan
network and information about manufacturing
resources (machine tools, cutting tools, and TADs). For
each operation only one machine tool, one cutting tool,
and one TAD can be selected. Furthermore, each
machine can process at most one operation at a time
and at time zero all the jobs are on machines where
their first operation is manufactured. Additionally,
transportation times for loaded and empty robot trip
between machine tools are considered. We also assume
that loaded transport tasks have to be done by single
mobile robot which can handle at most one part at a
time.
3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Definition of the mathematical model for single
mobile robot scheduling problem is presented in
following section. The three fitness functions,
regarding mobile robot scheduling, are utilized: (i)
transport time, (ii) level of robot utilization as well as
(iii) total robot and job waiting time. In intelligent
manufacturing systems, transport time can be a major
constraint due to the restricted battery life of the mobile
robot. To minimize transport time and extend the time
robot is active, the authors propose the first fitness
function represented by equation (1):

 N Pil

f1  min   ijl  Tikj"k1lijl  Rijlkr  Tijlikrk j"1l  (1)
 i1 j 2






where:
 Θijl is a decision variable that has value 1 if
k

machine k of operation Oijl is different than
k ''

machine k'' of operation Oi j 1l , and 0 otherwise,


Oijlk is the j-th operation in alternative process plan



l of job i, manufactured on machine k,
Rijlkr is equal to 1 if machine k'' of operation
k ''
i j 1l

O




(machine for previous operation of the job i ) and
k (machine for current operation),
Tijlikrk j''1l is transport time between machine kr
(machine where robot was on the start of current
operation) and machine k'',
N is number of jobs, and Pil is number of
operations of the j-th job and the l-th process plan.

Level of robot utilization (equation 2) is the
balance between the robot utilization and total
processing time. This fitness function guarantees that
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k
Parameter cijl is completion time of the j-th
operation in alternative process plan l of the i-th job
that is manufactured on the k-th machine.
The third fitness function (equation 3) can be
applied to the Just-In-Time manufacturing system. In
this kind of system, the aim is to minimize all the
wastes, e.g. robot waiting time and job waiting time.

 N Pil

f3  min   Jwtijl  Rwtijl 
 i1 j 1


(3)

Rwtijl is robot waiting time during the j-th operation
in alternative process plan l of the i-th job. Jwtijl is job
waiting time during the j-th operation in alternative
process plan l of the i-th job. After operation is
completed, job waiting time is a period job waited for
the robot to transport it to the next machine.
4. WHALE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The Whale Optimization Algorithm [7] is one of the
newly developed biologically inspired optimization
algorithms. Its working principle is inspired by hunting
mechanism of the humpbacks whale. This hunting
method is unique in the animal kingdom and it consists
of two phases. The first phase refers to exploring
waters for the prey. The second one (exploitation
phase) begins when whales find their prey and
continues when they start making spiral movements
while releasing the bubbles. They make a net of
bubbles to disorientate the prey and to catch it. The
algorithm is modelled in the same two phases and
whales are called agents.
The first phase in this algorithm is exploration
phase. In this phase, the agents search state space by
changing their locations while attempting to find global
minima. Every agent can change its location in regards
to any other randomly chosen agent. The mathematical
equations that represent this phase are (4) and (5):

is different from machine kr where robot is

currently, and 0 otherwise,
Tik j''k1lijl is transport time between machines k''



robot is properly utilized while processing time stays
reasonable.

D  C. X rand  X

(4)

X  t  1  X rand  AD

(5)

A  2a  r  a
C  2r

(6)
(7)

where:



t represents the current iteration of the algorithm,



r   0,1 is vector of random numbers,



X and X rand are vectors of the current and

random agent, respectively,
a has initial value of 2 and it linearly decreases to 0
during the iterations of the algorithm,
 . is elementwise multiplication.
In exploration phase, the agents change their
location in regards to the leader. The leader is the agent


with the best fitness function. There are two ways how
agents can change their location in this phase
(equations 9 and 11):

D  C. X  t   X  t 

(8)

X  t  1  X *  t   AD

(9)

D '  X * t   X t 

(10)

X  t  1  D '  ebl  cos  2 l   X *  t 

(11)

*

where X *  t  represents the leader, b is variable that
defines shape of the spiral and l∈[-2,1] is random
number.
The working principle of WOA algorithm is
represented in Fig. 1. In single mobile robot scheduling
problem, agents are represented with five strings
(process plan, scheduling plan, machine, tool and TAD
string). First, it is necessary to randomly initialize the
agents, calculate fitness functions of all agents and
declare the leader. For each iteration, positions in
agent’s strings are modified according to the equations
(5), (9) and (11). Which equation is selected for each
agent is decided with parameters A and p. Parameter
p∈[0,1] is random number which is subject to uniform
distribution. Algorithm ends when all the iterations are
computed and data is saved.

In order to evaluate the performance of the
proposed WOA algorithm, the procedure is
implemented in MATLAB software package. In this
experiment, data about three manufacturing parts and
transportation times between machines are adopted
from [6]. The performance of WOA algorithm is
evaluated and compared with two algorithms, PSO and
GA. For all the algorithms, a population size and
number of iterations are set to 100. The parameter a of
the WOA algorithm linearly decreases from 3 to 1.
Parameters of PSO algorithm are set as follows: the
inertia weight W is set starting with 1.2 and is linearly
decreased to 0.4. Acceleration constants C1 and C2 are
set to 2.0. The parameters of GA are set as follows: the
probability of crossover is 0.98, the probability of
mutation is from 0.14 to 0.28, and number of elites is
set to 2. Optimization objective is to get an optimal
robot scheduling sequence according to three fitness
functions f1 (eq. 1), f2 (eq. 2), and f3 (eq. 3). For each
fitness function, all the algorithms are run 20 times
starting from different populations randomly generated.
Statistical results (best, average fitness function and
standard deviation) of the algorithms are reported in
Table 1. It may be observed that WOA shows better
performance for all best values, while average best
results are better for 2 out of 3 fitness functions.
Fitness function
f1
f2
f3
WOA
33
211.3
13.3
PSO
BEST
35
19.4
211.3
GA
39
237.8
31.2
WOA
222.7
34.6
30.2
PSO
AVE
38.7
46.1
222.6
GA
49.2
253.7
53.5
WOA
1.9
7.5
6.5
PSO
STD
5.5
12.3
16.3
GA
6.1
9.2
15.6
Table 1. Comparison of optimization results
Algorithm

Start
Data about jobs,
transport times,
processing times

Parameters setting
Initialization of agents
Fitness function calculation and
leader determination

Assigning
variables

a, A, C, l, p
NO

YES
NO
Last iteration?

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Last agent?

Last position?
YES
NO

YES

p 0.5
Fitness function and leader
updating

Fig. 2 illustrates the convergence curves for the WOA,
PSO, and GA algorithm. The best scheduling results of
the WOA are given in a form of Gantt charts in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed WOA algorithm
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Fig. 2. Convergence curves of WOA, PSO and GA
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optimize combinatorial NP-hard single mobile robot
scheduling problem. Solutions of the scheduling
problem are encoded into WOA agents in order to
intelligently search for the optimal sequence of mobile
robot transportation tasks. Optimal schedule sequence
is found in accordance with three fitness functions
(transport time, level of robot utilization, and robot and
job waiting time), which are introduced and
mathematically defined. The performance of the
proposed WOA algorithm is evaluated in comparison
with the results obtained with PSO and GA. All the
algorithms are coded in the MATLAB environment and
implemented on the Khepera II mobile robot.
Experimental results indicate that the proposed
algorithm performs better in comparison with other
bio-inspired optimization algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Gantt charts of the mobile robot and machine
tools schedule under fitness functions f1, f2 and f3
Fig. 4 demonstrates a few scheduling sequences in an
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Fig. 4. Khepera II mobile robot scheduling in IMS
6. CONCLUSION
In recent years, the application of biologically
inspired methods has been gaining popularity in
research related to engineering optimization problems.
In this paper, a new approach based on Whale
Optimization Algorithm (WOA) is proposed to
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MODELING AND SIMULATION OF PRODUCTION PROCESSES FOR THE TOOLS
OF THE PRESS BRAKE
Abstract: This paper presents a methodology for modeling and simulation of production processes using the
software Tecnomatix Plant Simulation®. A simulation model was created within the aforementioned software, by
which the analysis of production processes, within the production system for the production of the press brake tools,
was executed. The analysis of production processes was carried out with the aim of achieving minimal costs of
production equipment and maximum utilization of machines in relation to the quantity of products on an annual
basis. As a result of this analysis, the maximum quantities of the press brake tools on an annual basis, the number of
machines, the number and position of the buffers, as well as the layout proposal of production equipment for the
production of the press brake tools are generated.
Key words: process planning modeling and simulation, press brake tools, virtual production

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to constantly improve the production
process and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
production systems, there has been a need for computer
applications that have the ability to model, display and
simulate virtual production systems. These applications
have the ability to manage the production environment,
collect data from material flows from the production
process and enable the optimization of the production
of the observed products. Simulation of the complete
material flow in the production, including all relevant
production, storage and transportation activities, is a
key part of the virtual factories that are often used in
the process of production process planning. By
reducing inventory and shortening the time cycles from
20% to 60%, it is possible to increase the productivity
of real processes by 15% to 20% [1]. The need and
execution of the simulation depends on the strategic
and technological goals, and can be based on the
capacities, number and utilization of machines, time
cycles, size and number of buffers, logistics, work
states, spatial capacities, etc. From the strategic point of
view, the simulation covers a longer period of time, and
the user of the simulation gets answers to the questions:
where is the best location for the new production
system, what size are the optimal areas for the
production system, as well as the answers to other
logistical questions, labor issues, production costs,
storage, etc. From a technological point of view, the
simulation covers a shorter period of time, and it is
done for the purpose of analyzing existing or new
resources, optimizing the operations sequence, as also
processing times, etc [2].

Tecnomatix Plant Simulation® (TPS) [3], whose
working environment is shown in Figure 1. TPS
provides a wide range of tools for analyzing production
simulation models using stochastic algorithms for
calculating and managing experiments, and also for
determining the target parameters and realization of
optimization of production processes. The results of the
simulation depend on the quality of the input data and
the degree of similarity between simulation model and
process in the real environment. Compared to other
applications, TPS provides a very flexible way of
managing with the model and thus quickly adapts to the
conditions in the real environment of the production
system.
Simulation of production processes using TPS is
carried out using the following steps [4]:
 estimating and collecting data from real production
processes that are necessary for designing of the
simulation model;
 determining the goal of the simulation study and
creating a simulation model in accordance with the
defined goals;
 running a experiments within a simulation model;
 interpretation of the results of the performed
simulated experiments.

2. SIMULATION OF PRODUCTION PROCESS
WITH TECNOMATIX PLANT SIMULATION
One of the applications that enable the realization of
the above mentioned tasks from the domain of
simulation and optimization of production processes is

Fig. 1. Working environment of Tecnomatix Plant
Simulation®
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Modeling and development of the simulation model
with TPS is a cycle and evaluation process. The
simulation study is performed based on the initial
simulation model. On the basis of the obtained results,
the initial simulation model is corrected and improved.
This process is repeated until the goal of the simulation
study is achieved.
The simulation study is most often applied in the
following cases [5]:
 When the new production system is planned - in
this case the simulation is used to: determine and
optimize the times (processing, delay, restart,
failure), as well as the capacity of production
systems, determine the efficiency of machines and
production plants as a whole, identification of the
required number of workers and machines for the
designed capacities, acquire knowledge of the
behavior of the production plant, reduce the
investment costs for the production lines without
compromising the required output sizes, etc.
 When the existing production system is improved in this case the simulation is used to: improve the
performance of existing production systems,
optimize control strategies, and test the execution of
everyday processes in order to ensure the smooth
running of the production process.
 When the introduces a new products in existing
production system - in this cases the simulation is
used for the purpose of: forming patterns for
creating control strategies, testing different
scenarios during the test phase of the production,
training of the operators on machines in different
environments in which machines and equipment are
located, etc.

product will be used. Based on the given group of tools
for the press brake, analysis of products using group
technology was performed and a complex part was
designed. By analyzing the complex part, it was
observed that one of the given (real) products from the
group of products - actually represents the real complex
part. The real complex part is shown in Figure 2. Then,
the reduction of products quantities was carried out,
and an amount of 8260 pieces per year was obtained as
a reduced quantity. In addition, a group process plan
has been developed for the real complex part, and it is
shown in Table 1. Within the developed group process
plan, the following parameters were identified:
 the operations sequence;
 processing times for operations (Ti);
 types of machines; and
 set-up times for operations (Ts).

3. CASE STUDY

Fig. 2. Real complex part - upper tool for press brake

3.1 Problem definition
This paper presents the development of a simulation
model that has a goal to simulate the actual production
system for the production of one type of product.
Products were defined by technological process plans
and detailed drawings. The requirements which were
set for the simulation study are as follows:
 develop a simulation model for defined
technological process plans, as well as in
accordance with the defined processing times and
set-up times;
 the result of the simulation study should ensure
optimum cost of production equipment in relation to
the quantity of products on an annual basis; and
 it was necessary to strive for the uniform and higher
is possible utilization rate of production equipment.
3.2 Input data
Design of the simulation model for the observed
production system was based on existing technology
for a given group of products, i.e. for the group of the
upper tools for press brake. The forms of the press
brake tools were defined by the detail drawings, which
are developed according to customer requirements and
the characteristics of the brake press on which the
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No.

Operation

Machine

10

Cutting

20

Milling

30

Vibrating

40

Planing

50

Quenching

60

Vibrating

Sawing machine
Portal milling
machine
Device for
vibrating
Planer
Device for
quenching
Device for
vibrating
Grinding plane
machine

70
80

Plane
grinding
Cutting on
length

90

Face milling

100

Face
grinding

110

Washing

Sawing machine
Horizontal
milling machine
Grinding face
machine
Device for
washing

Ts
[min]
10

Ti
[min]
10

30

90

15

20

30

42

15

9

15

20

10

52

5

10

15

10

60

36

5

5

Table 1. Group process plan for press brake tools
3.3 Modeling of production system
The purpose of this simulation study is to present
three different conceptually designed production

processes, with the same technological process plan,
and choosing the optimal production process in
accordance with the requirements of this study.
MODEL No.1
Model 1 (Fig. 3) use nine machines and four buffers
in purpose to prevent bottleneck during the production
process. On machines RM_1001 and RM_1003 were
used inverse operations. The input of the material into
the production process was carried out continuously
with an interval of 56 minutes. Labels and machine
types correspond to the technological process plan.

solution to this problem in Model 3 (Figure 5) a group
input of workpieces was introduced into the observed
machine, in groups of 10 pieces. Firstly, group 10
workpieces are processed on operation 30, and then
group of 10 workpieces at operation 60, on same
machine.

Fig. 5. Model No.3 of production system

Fig. 3. Model No.1 of production system
MODEL No.2
By simulating the production in Model 1, a
bottleneck was identified at operation 20. In order to
eliminate it, and thereby increase the productivity of
the entire production facility, another machine for the
observed operation was added. The enhanced Model 2
is shown in Fig. 4.

The FlowControl tool was used to distribute groups
of workpieces. In the simulation model there was
another FlowControl tool that regulates the input of
workpieces on the machine RM_1001. The machine
RM_1001 processes the operations 10 and 80 in groups
of three or less, depending on the state of the MSkl6
buffer. In Model 3, the ExperimentManager tool was
used to determine the optimum size of the MSkl1,
MSkl2, and MSkl6 buffers, which were important to
this study in terms of material flow.
4. RESULTS
Testing the simulation model begin after creating
the Model 1. The simulation of the all models was
monitored annually. With computer simulation, it was
able to obtain the results (outputs) from production
system without the cost of probation period of
production in production plant. Figure 6 shows a low
degree of utilization for almost all machines, but also
that the machine RM_1001was in a blocking state of
over 70% of the time. Also, the simulation results show
that the annual quantity of manufactured products
(4957 pc/yr) was far below the required quantity (8260
pc/yr).

Fig. 4. Model No.2 of production system
In Model 2, as in Model 1, it was used similar
methods for managing of time and material flows. The
SankeyDiagram tool was used in all models as an
indicator of the material flow path.
MODEL No.3
By simulating Model 2 we came to the conclusion
that processing on the machine RM_1003 represents a
problem for production process. The problem arises
because the workpieces were individually processed on
the first operation 30 and in the inverse material flow at
operation 60, too. In the simulation model each time
when operation was changed, it was necessary to
execute a machine set-up for processing of the next
operation, leading to a major slowdown of the machine
RM_1003, and therefore the whole production. As a

Fig. 6. Graph of machine utilization in Model 1
After the correction of Model 1, in terms of adding
the new machine to operation 20, a simulation of the
new Model 2 was performed. As a result of Model 2,
an annual product increase of 26% was obtained, which
gives a total of 6733 pieces per year. By comparing the
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data in Figure 6 and Figure 7, it can be concluded that
this intervention produce an increase of productivity on
almost all machines. It was also evident that the
RM_1003 increased the working time by 13%, but also
increased the blocking time of the machine by 15%.

Fig. 7. Graph of machine utilization in Model 2
With further modification of Model 2, described in
the previous chapter, it was generated a Model 3. The
results of simulation for the Model 3 (Figure 8) show a
significant increase in the utilization of all machines,
and especially for the machine RM_1003 by 17%. The
amount of product that Model 3 can produce now
reaches 9069 pieces per year, which is 25% higher
productivity than Model 2, or 45% higher productivity
than Model 1. The achieved productivity in this case
meets the previously set requirements.

5. CONCLUSION
As conclusion, we can state that Model 3 meets all
the requirements of the simulation study. As a result of
the addition of one machine, several buffers and
product grouping on the machines RM_1003 and
RM_1001, production was increased in relation to
Model 1 by 45%, or 25% compared to Model 2. Table
2 shows comparative data related to simulation models.

Model

Quantity
of
products

No.
machines

No.
buffers

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

4957
6733
9069

9
10
10

4
4
8

Increasing of
productivity
related to
Model 1
-25 %
45 %

Table 2. Comparative data related to simulation models
This paper shows that planning and simulation of
production processes is an important task in launching
a new production or in upgrading the existing one. To
avoid running costs and various problems that may
arise when starting new or upgrading existing
production, it is possible to use Tecnomatix Plant
Simulation to create a number of simulation models of
the production processes and choose the one that
generates the best results. Thus virtual simulation
models contain all the characteristics of real production
systems. Also, there is the possibility of displaying a
3D simulation model, based on a 2D simulation.
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MODIFIED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION WITH CHAOTIC MAPS FOR
PROCESS PLANNING OPTIMIZATION
Abstract: Process planning optimization is known to be a popular optimization problem in the literature. Its goal is
to find optimal operations sequence and assign appropriate machines, tools and tool approach directions. In
addition, constraints in a form of precedence relationships among operations must not be violated. This paper
represents the modified particle swarm optimization algorithm (mPSO) employed to solve the process planning
problem. Main strategies of genetic algorithm, such as crossover and two mutation strategies have been included in
order to improve the performance of the mPSO. Also, due to its large and successful application, chaotic maps are
used to add diversity and increase search space. A simulation experiment from the literature has been carried out to
verify the validity of the algorithm and the results show that the mPSO performs significantly better than existing
algorithms for a given problem instance.
Key words: process planning, optimization, precedence relationships, modified PSO, chaotic maps

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer-aided
process
planning
(CAPP)
represents an essential component between computeraided design and computer-aided manufacturing. The
goal of CAPP system is to transform product design
into a set of manufacturing instructions. Process
planning includes activities such as selection and
sequencing of machining operations, selection of
available machines, cutting tools and tool approach
directions, determination of setup plans, choice of
fixtures and calculation of manufacturing time and cost
[1]. Assuming the fact that a number of available
alternatives of manufacturing resources as well as
operations sequences are very large in most cases, an
efficient approach in dealing with this issue is highly
recommended. The process planning optimization
problem belongs to the class of non-deterministic
polynomial (NP) hard problems which are based on the
fact that number of solutions affect the time and
memory required by computer to find the solution.
Classic, conventional methods that solve this problem
using step-by-step procedure are not efficient enough
which boils options down to metaheuristic algorithms
and their probabilistic approach to these problems.
Many different methods in the last decade deriving
from the field of swarm intelligence are widely
implemented for various engineering problems
including process planning optimization. Wen et. al. [2]
proposed an algorithm based on the mating process
between honey bees with the inclusion of precedence
relationships
among
operations.
Precedence
relationships that form constraints in process planning
optimization are involved in order to affect the quality,
cost or efficiency of a process plan. They are divided
into “hard” constraints a process plan must be
consistent with and “soft” constraints that can be
violated at some points. Precedence constraints are
given in more detail in [3]. Huang et al. [1] developed a
genetic algorithm approach which is highly improved

by adding additional techniques for adjusting infeasible
process plans to a feasible domain. Apart from standard
GA components, crossover and mutation, emphasizing
precedence relationships and operation precedence
graph, this method proved to be very efficient at the
time. Similar approach with a slight changes of
techniques for adjustment can be found in [4]. An
algorithm that largely influenced this work was
proposed by Petrovic et. al [5]. Here, the particle
swarm optimization algorithm is enhanced using chaos
theory with the emphasis on chaotic maps. This
combination has shown to be one of the most effective
for process planning optimization so far and the many
experiments conducted for its purpose prove it to be
true.
This paper is focused on similar approach,
introduction of modified particle swarm optimization
that involves crossover and two mutation strategies
from the GA represented in [1] as well as chaotic maps
which were used mostly for increasing search space
and improving diversity of the algorithm.
The paper is divided into these sections. Section 2 is
concerned with the representation of process plan.
Section 3 briefly represents the mathematical model of
process planning optimization problem. Section 4 and 5
are focused on the proposed modified PSO approach
and the results of simulation experiment, respectively.
Concluding remarks are stated in Section 6.
2. REPRESENTATION OF PROCESS
PLANNING PROBLEM
Taking into account that, when approaching the
process planning problem, one can use two different
representation methods. The first, and more frequent in
literature, is the one based on AND/OR networks,
which can be found in [5]. The other method is based
on precedence relationships (PRs) among operations as
aforementioned. These representations are proposed by
authors in [1, 3, 4].
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So called knowledge-based representation of a
process plan, this procedure provides a detailed
information about numbers of machining operations
and their associated machines, tools and tool approach
directions (TADs) that are randomly selected from the
set of available candidates. Since the mPSO is coded in
Matlab programming environment, the following steps
of representing process plans slightly differ from the
ones given in [1, 3, 4] due to the fact these algorithms
were coded in object-oriented programming languages.
In a form of a structure array, position of a particle in a
swarm is consisted of four string arrays, sequence of
operations, machines, tools and TADs, respectively,
Fig.1.
Index of operation sequence vector, particles[n]
IDs of operations

2
op2
m03
t07
+x

3
op5
m03
t07
-z

4
op1
m02
t01
+z

5
op4
m01
t04
+y

Fig. 1. Representation of a process plan [1, 4]
The number of bits in a string matches the number
of operations. The topmost string stands for the indices
used for manipulating the data during the search
process. As far as PRs are concerned, the best way to
formulate them is using matrices, whereas graphs are
well suited for providing adequate illustration of
precedences among operations. The adjacency matrix is
used for showing precedence constraints in which a
number 1 means that an operation number in an
observed row precedes operation in an observed
column, Fig.2. More detailed explanation of
knowledge-based representation of process plans can
be found in [1, 3, 4].

Fig. 2. Example of the adjacency matrix
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PROCESS
PLANNING OPTIMIZATION
According to the authors [6], the mathematical
model is formed on the basis of machining cost criteria
of process plans. The total machining cost (PC) of a
process plan consists of the following components that
are briefly expressed below.
- Total machine cost (MC):
n

MC = ∑ MCIi

(1)

i=1

- Total tool cost (TC):
n

TC = ∑ TCIi
i=1
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n

MCC = MCCI  ∑  (Mi+1 − Mi )

(3)

i=1

- Tool change cost (TCC):
n−1

TCC = TCCI  ∑ 2 (1 (Mi − Mi+1 )
i=1

(4)

− 1 (Ti − Ti+1 ))
1, if X ≠ Y
1 (X − Y) = {
0, if X = Y
0, if X = Y = 0
2 (X − Y) = {
1, otherwise
- Setup change cost (SCC):
n−1

IDs of randomly selected machines, tools and TADs from the available sets

1
op3
m01
t06
+x

- Machine change cost (MCC):

(2)

SCC = SCCI  ∑ 2 (1 (Mi − Mi+1 )
i=1

(5)

− 1 (TADi − TADi+1 ))
- where n stands for the number of operations while
MCIi, TCIi, MCCi, TCCi and SCCi represent cost
indices for used resources and their changes. Total
machining cost is calculated as the sum of these cost
components. Weight coefficients are excluded from
this study.
4. MODIFIED PARTICLE SWARM
OPTIMIZATION WITH CHAOTIC MAPS
PSO is one of the most widely applied populationbased metaheuristic algorithm belonging to the area of
swarm intelligence. It proved to be very effective for
various types of combinatorial problems. The natural
process that the PSO imitates is social foraging
behavior of organisms in “swarms” (flocks, schools
etc.) such as birds or fish. The population of particles
evolves through generations while recording their
positions in each generation as well as their velocities
which are important features for achieving balance
between exploitation and exploration of search space.
Considering the complexity of the process planning
problem, the PSO such as other methods as well,
require additional modification in order to achieve
efficiency and rapidness in the search process. For that
purpose, the standard components of genetic algorithm,
crossover and mutation, are employed to diversify the
search. Classic swap mutation was implemented as the
first mutation strategy in which two genes of a
randomly selected particle swap their positions. The
second mutation strategy is adopted from the [1, 4] and
it refers to machine, tool and TAD mutation of a
randomly chosen operation.
Additional improvement of the traditional PSO
algorithm within this study is achieved by adding
chaotic behavior. Chaotic maps in the literature prove
to possess the properties of certainty, sochasticity and
ergodicity [5]. Chaos is unpredictable and random
which perfectly adapts to the nature of metaheuristics
such as the PSO. Ten standard chaotic maps are
employed to improve the performance of the PSO, such
as Chebyshev, Circle, Gauss/Mouse, Iterative, Logistic,
Piecewise, Sine, Singer, Sinusoidal and Tent,

identically as in [5]. The steps of the proposed
approach are shortly described in the following
subsection.
Steps of mPSO with chaotic maps
Main steps of the modified PSO algorithm with the use
of chaotic maps are shortly presented here:
1) Initializing swarm – This step creates a population
of individuals, so called swarm of particles, using the
aforementioned knowledge-based representation of a
process plan. Each particle’s position represents an
array consisted of randomly generated sequence of
operations and randomly chosen machines, tools and
TADs from the available sets.
2) Adjusting infeasible particles – After generating
random swarm of particles, some particles are not
feasible because of the violation of precedence
constraints defined in the adjacency matrix. Namely,
the specific heuristic algorithm proposed by [1] has
been introduced to adjust infeasible particles to a
feasible domain. Due to its complexity and a larger
number of steps, this heuristic is described in more
detail in [1].
3) Fitness evaluation – Fitness of each particle is
evaluated after the completion of their adjustment. The
objective function is based on total machining cost
described in the section 3.
4) Global and local best – Initialize global best
position values of particles (the best position of all
particles so far) and local best position values (the best
position of current particle so far).
5) Update positions and velocities - Update particle’s
positions and velocities using standard formulas in
which one slight change was made, random numbers
are replaced with chaos numbers generated from
chaotic maps previously mentioned. Example of
machine vector of a particle update :
part(i). VelVectors. Machines =
w ∙ part(i). VelVectors. Machines + 𝑐1 ∙ chaos(it) ∙
part(i). LocalBest. Machines
(
) + 𝑐2 ∙ chaos(it)
− part(i). PosVectors. Machines
part(i). GlobalBest. Machines
∙
(
)
− part(i). PosVectors. Machines

(6)

part(i). PosVectors. Machines
= part(i). PosVectors. Machines

(7)

+ part(i). VelVectors. Machines

where w stands for inertia coefficient and c1 and c2 are
acceleration coefficients.
6) Crossover – With adequate crossover probability pc,
some particles are randomly picked out for crossover.
The standard crossover strategy with one point
crossover is adopted. Two particles are selected as
parents, they are crossed with randomly chosen point,
and the first part of parent 1 goes to offspring 1 and the
second to offspring 2. The same procedure, but
opposite, stands for parent 2 and offspring 2.
7) Swap mutation – The first mutation strategy, using
pm1 mutation probability, works by picking a random
particle from a swarm and then randomly selecting two
of its genes (using operation indices) where a gene

represents an operation with associated machine, tool
and TAD. Positions of these genes are then exchanged.
However, the heuristic algorithm from the step 2 is
required again, in order to adjust infeasible particles
because of the possibility of violating precedence
constraints after swapping two genes of a particle.
8) Mutation 2 – The second mutation strategy is
partially adopted from [1]. Here, after randomly
choosing a particle and later one of its genes for
mutation with mutation probability pm2, algorithm is
programmed to check if there is another available
machine for the selected operation (gene) in the set of
machine candidates other than the one which is current.
If there are no available machines, the current one
stays. The same is for tools and TADs within this
strategy.
9) Repeat over generations – Next, after evaluating
updated particles, steps from 4 to 8 are repeated over
the defined number of generations.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the purpose of obtaining optimal process plans,
the simulation experiment has been proposed. As
already mentioned, the mPSO with chaotic maps is
coded in Matlab software using the PC with satisfying
configurations: Intel i3 2,1 GHz processor with 3 GB
RAM with Windows 7 operating system. The
experiment used for testing the algorithm is the
prismatic part adopted from authors in [6]. The
problem instance consists of 20 operations that need to
be sequenced, then 4 machines, 10 tools and 7 different
TADs in total. This model is most frequently used
prismatic part in the literature.
As far as parameters of the mPSO are concerned,
mention the following information is worth
mentioning: number of generations is 200, number of
particles in a swarm is 80, inertia coefficient starts from
0.5 and linearly decreases to 0.2, both acceleration
constants C1 and C2 are 1. For the GA strategies:
crossover probability pc is 0.6, and both mutation
probabilities pm1 and pm2 are 0.4.
The optimization objective is to find optimal
process plan that has minimal total machining cost
previously described in the section 3. Computational
results obtained by the modified PSO with chaotic
maps clearly expresses its superiority comparing to not
only classical PSO but also to the efficient GA
approach given in [1]. The results cannot be compared
to those obtained from the GA in [3] due to the fact this
approach includes additional penalty cost component
which is not considered in this study.
The mPSO with chaotic maps proved to be very
effective in escaping local optima and its high
performances resulted in economical and feasible
process plans which may confidently qualify to be new
optimal solutions for this problem sample.
Table 1 shows experimental results obtained by the
mPSO with chaotic maps for prismatic model from [6]
and all available resources. The algorithm was tested
for all chaotic maps and 12 runs were made using each
of them. Excellent results were obtained with all the
maps which proved that chaos has a huge influence on
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metaheuristic’s performance. Piecewise and Sinusoidal
map were the ones that generated process plans with
the lowest total machining cost with 2350 and 2360
respectively. The mPSO with the assistance of each
chaotic map individually gave at least one result that

was 2500 or below in total machining cost. Apart from
only Piecewise and Sinusoidal map, Gauss/Mouse map
gave the result which is below 2400. The best result
achieved by traditional PSO is greater than 2800.

Operation 1 6 2 11 12 13 14 5 18 7 8 9 15 16 17 4
3 19 20
Machine
2 2 2 2
2
2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2
2 2
2
3
3
Tool
8 2 7 7
3
9 10 7 6 7 4 9 1
5
7 2
7
9 10
TAD
+z -z -z -z -z -z -z -z -z a a a -z -z -z -z +x +z +z
MC = 980; TC = 270; MCC = 160; TCC = 340; SC = 600; PC = 2350; fitness = 0,00042553
Table 1. One optimal process plan for prismatic part [6] using modified PSO and Piecewise chaotic map
Figure 3 shows the convergence curve which
provides information about how algorithm advances in
finding the optimum during iteration process. This
curve matches the run in which mPSO was combined
with Piecewise map that resulted in the best process
plan so far, so long as the minimal total machining time
is concerned. Piecewise and Sinusoidal map are
represented in Figure 4.
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CLUSTER-BASED PRODUCTION CONCEPT
Abstract: The development of technology enable manufacturing becomes global affair, not only local activity.
Nowadays, companies can relocate their business activities to any part of the world, creating global value chains or
becoming member of existing ones. All stakeholders have interdependence in the economic infrastructure but on the
other hand, they need to cooperate together in order to achieve desired results. Manufacturing need to be agile and
designed to respond effectively to uncertain situations. Small companies are faced with number of problems related
to absence of resources, financing sources, expertise, access to technology and software, etc., and today, be agile
means adopting approach to solving these problems Most of SMEs are organized within cluster which have a
significant role in agile manufacturing achievement. The aim of this paper is to show that agile manufacturing
concept is applicable in cluster environment by using Fog computing technology. Cluster-based advanced
manufacturing algorithm is shown and described in this paper.
Key words: Agility, Agile Manufacturing, Cluster, SMEs

1. INTRODUCTION
Implementation of agile production concept increases
competitiveness and enable companies to have cost
efficiently production. This concept supports
cooperation with other stakeholders - universities,
research and innovation centers, institutes, laboratories,
other companies, which is based on open access to the
latest knowledge and technologies in all sectors. In the
beginning, such kind of concept had use in learning
process, theoretical process and knowledge sharing, but
over time, it has found its use in industry.
Agile production concept is applicable in both large
corporations and small companies, both issues are
covered in the literature. The aim of this paper is to
show that agile production concept is applicable in
cluster environment. Rapid development of ICT
technology enables application of this concept and for
this purpose, this paper highlights advantages of using
Fog computing paradigm.
2. AGILITY AND SMEs
2.1. Agile production concept
The production has several transitions over the years,
from the craft industry, to mass production, and the
latest stage is agility. The main characteristic of agile
production concept is fast adoption to change. Change
tends to bring uncertainty to production process and
entire business, therefore agility helps companies to
overcome these risks and challenges in order to become
competitive on the domestic and foreign market. The
agile production company is seen as successful
organization of the future which is characterized by its
ability to respond to unpredictable changes. [1].
Youssef [2] stated that agility goes beyond speed of
adjusting of changes; it requires structural and
infrastructural changes around company.
Agile production can be considered as the integration
of organization, highly skilled and knowledgeable

people, and advanced technologies, to achieve co‐
operation and innovation in response to the need to
supply our customers with high quality customized
products [3], [4].
Dimensions of agility of the company are oriented
towards competition, changes, customers and people
and information. The company needs to utilize
resources regardless of type of business and location.
As changes in the environment occur, agile production
concept enables producers and customers to overcome
these barriers. A key competitive advantage of this
concept is to promote cooperation within the company
and among companies. [1]
The most valued resources in the agile enterprise are
people and information. Agility can be achieved by
integration of the people, information and technology
in order to overcome uncertainty and become flexible
and agile company. Gunasekaran (1999) stated that
flexibility was the basis for agility [5].
2.2. Agile SMEs and clusters
Basic assumptions for the implementation of Agile
production concept in the cluster environment lies in
the fact that SMEs, especially ones located in less
developed countries have not enough resources for
integration of new technologies/resources [6], creating
new knowledge, or opportunities to gather information
about other organizations. Therefore, it can be said that
their success depends mostly on the networking with
other stakeholders to provide necessary knowledge,
resources and technologies. Agile production concept
integrates:
• research and scientific potential of institutions
(universities, institutes, and laboratories),
• innovative solutions and flexibility of SMEs,
and
• power and potential of clusters, business
networks and inter-cluster cooperation will be
designed.
Networking should be directed towards: promotion and
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boost of technological knowledge and its production
personnel to share a common database of parts and
products, to share data on production capacities and
problems [7].
The agility concept aims to encourage businesses to be
forward thinking or proactive in their approach to the
marketplace [8]. Dynamic business environment push
SMEs to constantly searching for new ways to create
and to add value to their products/services/processes in
order to increase competitiveness on the international
market..
It is also important for SMEs to exchange information
constantly and jointly participate in product
development. Implementation of agile poduction
concept allows the producers, stakeholders and
designers to work together to achieve optimal
production with cost-reduction.
The agility of a business depends on many enablers,
factors and variables.
Figure 2 highlights some of the key factors that enable
business agility.

information, assistance in developing and establishing
business partnerships, access to modern production
technologies and knowledge (Agile technology, Key
Enabling Technologies (KET), Lean Manufacturing,
Total Quality Management), support in the creation of
innovative solutions, projects, products as well as
support in establishing the Value Network.
Due to dynamic changes and more stricter customer
requirements, clusters tend to become more
international and tend to grow from their original form
to globa value network.Value network can be defined
as ''any set of roles and interactions in which people
engage in both tangible and intangible exchanges to
achieve economic or social good'' [11].
Agile production concept is focused on meeting the
needs of customers while maintaining high standards of
quality and controlling the overall costs involved in the
production of a particular product on the local and
interantional level.
Clusters have an important role in implementing agile
production concept among SMEs by enhancing
collaboration,
flexibility
and
knowledge
/resources/technology sharing.
In the next chapter will be proposed model which
indicating position of cluster and the company in the
agile production process and relations between them.
3. APPLICATION OF AGILE PRODUCTION IN
THE CLUSTER ENVIRONMENT

Fig 1. Drivers of agility[2]
Cao (2005) studied the impact of the virtual and
knowledge –based enterprises on business performance
in an AM environment. The study showed positive
links between these categories, virtual and knowledgebased enterprises enable agility in business processes
[9]. The essences of both kinds of companies are
cooperation and networking with stakeholders
Goldman (1995) states several benefits that companies
achieve through cooperation [10]:


Reduce product development costs, time to
market, and business risks,



Ethic of trust is built and maintained ,



Acceleration of technology transfer as well as
an increase in resource availability,



Better focus on the human and technological
resources.
One of the most important services that cluster provide
is certanly possibility of using common equipment and
software for common design of products.
This kind of cooperation enable the exchange of
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3.1. Cluster-based agile production
The key element of proposed model is cluster-based
advanced production algorithm which is launched for
each product. The aim of this algorithm is using of
advanced
technologies
(nano
technology,
automatization, new materials, rapid prototyping, rapid
tooling..) in the early phases in order to create
compatible parts for development common products.
In this model focus is put on the higher level of
networking. Each member of network doing business
and develop things they know the best based on the
principle of flexible specialization .
The main idea of this model is application of the Agile
production concept as a concept of optimization of
planning and programming production processes in
complex organizational structures like cluster.
Implementing this approach on the cluster level
presents new concept where working cells are actually
companies or their division within cluster.
Based on flexible specialization concept they will be
elected by criteria such as the best experience, the best
knowledge they have and adequate technology. Each of
them has a own role in creating of new or improved
products.
Adoption of agile production is not a trivial task with
barriers existing throughout its entire life cycle, from
development and implementation to its maintenance
and improvement phases.
Figure 3 represents proposed model of imlementing
Agile production concept in the cluster environment.

Fig. 2. Cluster-based advanced manufacturing model
However, this model has limitations, agile production
is affected by number of factors from environment.
Hasan (2007) proposed the most usual barriers to agile
manufacturing: Poor design-manufacture interface,
Lack of customers feedback, Insufficient training,
education and reward system, Resistance to
organizational change, Poor partnership (or supply
chain) formation, Unavailability of appropriate
technology Lack of top management support and
commitment, There is no assessment technique to
justify high investment in advanced manufacturing
technology, Poor incorporation of flexibility measures
into
management,
Inappropriate
measurement
approaches for qualitative benefits and agility, Lack of
methodologies to enhance agility[13].
Cluster provides clear defined rules, standards and
procedures, consistency in the work for overcoming
these barriers, and the most important it provides
communication among low organizational levels.
It is necessary to organize a geographically distributed
production that needs to be controlled and built
according to some principles and rules. It can be
achieved by application of Fog computing paradigm.
3.2. Fog computing
The emerging paradigm of agile production systems
has revolutionized the building of intelligent and
decentralized structures in cluster environment.
In the paper agile production concept is introduced
trough special emphasis is laid on methodological
issues and deployed decentralized industrial systems.
For the effective functioning of the agile production
concept in the cluster environment it is necessary to
organize a geographically distributed production that
should provide lower costs of production and shorter
delivery time. All this should be enabled by using of
Fog computing ICT infrastructure

Two modern ICT technologies that enable the
integration of the cluster based production systems and
facilitate the realization of the concept of agile
production are: cloud computing and fog computing.
Fog Computing extends the Cloud Computing
paradigm to the edge of the network [13]. This
paradigm provides improved quality of services, low
latency and location awareness to nodes.
Fog computing is defined “as a distributed computing
paradigm that fundamentally extends the services
provided by the cloud to the edge of the network”. [14]
Figure 4 presents graphical explanation of Fog
computing paradigm.

Fig.3 Fog Computing Paradigm [14]
Very similar to Cloud, Fog computing provides data,
compute, storage, and application services to customers
and brings a lot of advantages to production system
such as: reduction of network traffic, suitable for
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Internet of Things tasks: low-latency requirement,
scalability [15].
One important effect of cluster based agile production
is the fact that due to using control automation many
work pieces can be produced cost-effectively not just in
large quantities, but also in much smaller lots. Fog
computing provide better quality of service in terms of
delay, power consumption, reduced data traffic over the
Internet, then supports applications that require low
latency, and mobility [16].
4. FINAL REMARKS
Understanding application of Agile manufacturing
concept in the cluster environment is based on the
understanding concepts of cooperation and networking.
The aim of this model is using of advanced
technologies such as nano technology, automatization,
new materials, rapid prototyping, rapid tooling, in the
early research and production phases in order to create
compatible parts for development common products.
Companies within the network are in the most cases
incompatible and much time goes making them
compatible. By using advanced ICT paradigms, such as
Fog computing, production from geographically
distributed locations becomes integrated and costefficient.
Creating an innovative environment allows the
development and the production of highly customized
joint products that are in accordance with specific
customer requirements, produced in the shortest
possible time and with the lowest cost.
The main advantage of proposed concept is its
functioning for a longer period and possibility to help
SMEs to find their place in the production cycle that
will make them better positioned on the international
market.
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DETERMINATION OF DISASSEMBLY INTERFERENCE MATRIX AND IMPROVED
NONDESTRUCTIVE DISASSEMBLY SEQUENCES FOR THE PRODUCT
Abstract: This paper presents improved method for determination of disassembly interference matrix and improved
nondestructive disassembly sequences during the product evaluation stage. The main objective of the improved
method for nondestructive disassembly is increasing of recycling, recovery or reuse of the components. The
determination of disassembly interference matrix is based on information obtained from 3d CAD model of product
and developed software package. The goal of this research is to support and help product designer to create product
with improved performance in order to nondestructive disassembly and predict, evaluate and define nondestructive
disassembly sequences with low costs for disassembly, minimizing of reorentation of tools in the design stage when
the 3d CAD model of product is avaliable. Verification of the improved method for determination of disassembly
interference matrix and improved nondestructive disassembly sequenses is presented through an illustrative
example.
Key words: disassembly interference matrix, nondestructive disassembly sequences, product
1. INTRODUCTION

2. RELATED WORK

Nondestructive disassembly is the process of removing
the connectivity of components in the product and
separate components in order to improved process of
recycling, recovery or reuse. At the end of their useful
life, products become waste [1]. The waste from endof-life products can be defined as unnecessary goods or
residues that do not have value for the owner [2].
During the last few decades, the rapid development of
automobiles, electric and electronic equipment, resulted
in creation of billions tones of waste. For instance,
“around 3 billion tonnes of waste are generated in the
EU each year - over 6 tonnes for every European
citizen [3].” Current legal regulations clearly indicate
that technical products should be designed considering
the recovery of the product at its end-of-life stage. In
Europe, designers have to follow European directives
for environment protection and are obliged to
incorporate these directives into the product design in
order to preserve the environment or minimize the
impact of pollution.
Design for Disassembly – DfD is a design tool for
optimization of product structure and other design
parameters in order to simplify and improve the
disassembly of components for service, replacement or
reuse [4]. DfD improves the disassembly of
components by selecting proper fasteners, grouping the
materials for recycling, and optimizing the product
architecture and characteristics of the components in
the product assembly to limit the costs of disassembly.
The benefits of the design for disassembly are resulting
in: increasing the percentage of reuse of components
and material recycling; reduction of their adverse
impact on the environment; easier servicing and
maintenance of products, and greater total return from
the end-of-life products.

Product disassembly is required both during the
product life cycle and after the end of the product
useful life. The disassembly process can be destructive
and
non-destructive.
Destructive
disassembly
represents a process where the stream of end-of-life
products is shredded in small fragments which are later
separated according to their material composition using
special separation techniques [5]. Non-destructive
disassembly process is applied during the exploitation
of the product and at product end-of-life. During the
product exploitation, maintenance, service or
replacement of some non-functional components is
needed. For end-of-life products, the nondestructive
disassembly process is needed for: the recovering of
functional components; the removal of hazardous
materials from the product that can have negative
influence on the recycling process and can pollute the
environment; the extraction of precious materials from
the product; remanufacturing, etc [6]. In general the
disassembly process requires two main processes which
are the disjoining process and removal of the
components from the product structure [7].
Many authors have developed different methods for
determining of the improved disassembly sequence and
for planning of the disassembly process. Lambert and
Gupta in series of papers [8-10] propose a linear
programming method for determination of optimal
disassembly sequences for end-of-life products. The
method of linear programming contributes to the
optimization of the disassembly process. F. Cappelli et
al. [11] presents a theoretical basis for creation of
computer-aided design tool for optimization of the
disassembly sequences of mechanical systems for
improving maintenance and recycling activities. In the
first step, the physical constraints that oppose the
movement of mechanical elements are investigated,
starting from the three-dimensional computer-aided
design representation and an AND/OR graph of
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mechanical disassembly are generated. The second step
is the representation of binary trees that allow
automatic exploration of the set of all possible
disassembly sequences. F. Giudice et al. in the papers
[12,13] proposed a structured methodology for analysis
and reconfiguration of disassembly depth distribution
of components in the product assembly with aim for
obtaining
a
generalised
improvement
in
disassemblability in relation with requirements for
servicing.
Computer-aided design (CAD) today is an inseparable
part of the design process. In the paper [14] is
presented an integrated approach of disassembly
constraint generation, based on object-oriented
prototype which is designed and developed. With this
approach is obtained CAD model information
necessary for designers for implementation of
information in further application for disassembly
planning. Huang et al. presents [15] disassembly matrix
in a binary system for solving of disassembly processes
of product. By using a Boolean operation or arithmetic
operator with depth-first-search method is developed
algorithm for generating of possible disassembly
sequences together with directions of components
removing. Disadvantage of proposed algorithm is the
inability to obtain parallel disassembly sequences. This
algorithm can be used only for obtaining of sequential
disassembly sequences.
3. DETERMINATION OF DISASSEMBLY
INTERFERENCE MATRIX
3.1 Product representation
The product assembly consists of a number of discrete
components, such as, parts, fasteners, etc. Components
can be grouped in subassemblies. A subassembly is a
connected set of components and fasteners. If
components are physically linked, such link is called a
connection.
Connections restrict the freedom of motion of the
components involved. In many cases, specialized
components such as fasteners are used for connections.
Fasteners can be discrete components such as screws,
which are obtained with developed CAD macro module
for reading from the CAD assembly model or nondiscrete virtual objects such as snap fits, press fits, etc,
which are defined manually in the developed software
module between connection of components. The set of
components can be given by the following expression:
C  {C1 , C2 ,..., Cn }
(1)
The set of fasteners can be given by the following
expression:
F  {F1 , F2 ,..., Fm }
(2)
where n is the number of components in the product
assembly and m is the number of fasteners in the
product. The assembly is composed of all components
and fasteners and can be represented mathematically
with the expression A  C1C2 ...Cn F1 F2 ...Fm .
In order to demonstrate the proposed 3D CAD
integrated method for improving of the design for
nondestructive disassembly process, the shaft with
gears assembly shown in the Figure 1 is used as an
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example.

Fig. 1. Exploded view, assembly and cross-section
view of subassembly shaft with gears.
3.2 Contact matrix
The relationships between components and fasteners in
an assembly are required in order to determine all
subassemblies in the assembly. For this reason, a
contact matrix and contact diagram between
components and fasteners and components and
components are defined. The contact diagram
represents a visualization tool for analysis of the
subassemblies in the product assembly. If the
component is in contact with some fastener in the
assembly the element FјCi in contact matrix will be
equal of 1, in otherwise 0. If the component is in
contact with other component in the assembly the
element Cij in contact matrix will be equal of 1, or
otherwise 0. The contact matrix between components
can be represented with the follow equation [16]:

CC  Cij i 1, 2,...,n

j 1, 2,...,n

(3)

The contact matrix between components and fasteners
can be represented with the following equation [16]:

FC  F j Ci i 1,2,...,n

j 1, 2,...,m

(4)

In the Figure 2a) is represented contact matrix and
diagram between components, and 2b) contact matrix
and diagram between components and fasteners for
example which is shown in the Figure 1.

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Contact matrix and diagram for a) contacts
between components, and b) contacts between
components and fasteners in the product assembly.

3.3 Subassemblies
The total number of subassemblies generated for the
example assembly is 14.
SA
=
{
C1C2C3C4F1F2F3,
C1C3C4C5F1F2F4,
C2C3C4C5F1F3F4,
C1C2C3C5F2F3F4,
C1C3C4F1F2,
C2C3C4F1F3, C3C4C5F1F4, C1C2C3F2F3, C1C3C5F2F4,
C2C3C5F3F4, C3C5F4, C2C3F3, C1C3F2, C3C4F1}.
3.4 Disassembly operation
The total number of disassembly operations for this
example is 38. The disassembly operations are shown
in Figure 3.

matrix (5) is 0. If i=j the element xi , j is equal to 0,
because no component or fastener can have
interference with itself [17].
With the disassembly interference matrix, the priority
for detachment of components and fasteners in
directions of ±x, ±y and ±z axis is defined. The
disassembly priority is required in the process of the
generation of disassembly sequences with a goal to
keep only the feasible disassembly operations. The
disassembly interference matrix for the product
assembly example is given with equation (5).

(5)
4. DETERMINATION OF IMPROVED
NONDESTRUCTIVE DISASSEMBLY
SEQUENCES

Fig. 3. List of disassembly operations
3.5 Nondestructive disassembly sequences
The total number of nondestructive disassembly
sequences is shown in Figure 4.

After determining the priority of detaching of
components and fasteners in the product and after
definition of the lists for all disassembly direction, all
disassembly sequences are checked and impossible
disassembly operations are deleted.
The generated possible disassembly sequences are
shown in Figure 5. The total number of disassembly
sequences is this case is 8.

Fig. 5. The list from all possible disassembly sequences
5. CONCLUSION
Fig. 4. List of the total number of nondestructive
disassembly operations
3.6 Disassembly interference matrix
Disassembly interference matrix is obtained from 3D
CAD assembly model of product based on the
directions of ±x, ±y and ±z axis, respectively. The
matrix is with dimension n+m x n+m which depends on
the number of components n and fasteners m in the
product. The elements in the matrix are binary pairs of
numbers xi yi zi where i = 1,…,n+m. If interference
exists between components or fasteners Ci or Fi and
C j or F j , where j = 1, …, n+m and i < j, in direction
of the +x-axis, then the element xi , j in the matrix (5)
is equal to 1. In the opposite, the element xi , j in the

The goal of the paper is to provide an improved method
for DfD analysis of the product in the early phase of the
product development, through generation of the
improved disassembly sequence, fastener analysis and
product structure examination. Such method should
help the designers during of virtual design phase in
order to satisfy the European waste directives, and to
improve further the suitability of the new products from
the aspect of disassembly and recycling.
3D CAD integrated methodology for product design for
nondestructive disassembly process for determination
of the improved disassembly sequence is presented.
The proposed methodology is applied in solving a
realistic problem in the product design phase. With the
developed method and software, all possible
subassemblies and disassembly operations for the
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product can be determined, based on the priority for
detachment in different disassembly directions. Also,
the improved disassembly sequence can be estimated
based on the disassembly times, revenue and costs of
disassembly. The input of geometric data in the system
is performed automatically by analysis of the CAD
model of the product.
The developed method and integrated software package
will assist designers in creating better technical
products that will be improved for nondestructive
disassembly. However, as the efficiency of the
disassembly sequence is strongly governed by the
relationship between the cost of the envisioned
disassembly operations and the respectively generated
potential revenues, the excellence of the designer in
selecting the most desirable fasteners in terms of
nondestructive disassembly of the final product remains
to be of crucial importance.
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DISTRIBUTED CONTROL OF MANUFACTURING RESOURCES – SECURITY
RELATED ISSUES
Abstract: Industry 4.0 paradigm dictates highly efficient and flexible production through introduction of
reconfigurable manufacturing systems and resources characterized by modularity, interoperability, scalability and
communication capabilities. Various approaches are currently researched worldwide in an effort to achieve the next
level of production technologies without compromising the production itself. Considered approaches imply
implementation of Cyber Physical Systems, Internet of Things and generation of manufacturing systems Digital
Twins. Complex industrial control systems, which were traditionally wired and considered safe, are now becoming
distributed, internet-connected, usually based on wireless communication and wide open for all kinds of malicious
exploits with potentially fatal consequences. This paper presents a review of security related issues that are crucial
in developing safer wireless distributed control of manufacturing resources, adept for challenges in coming times.
Key words: Industry 4.0, distributed control systems, manufacturing cyber security, Internet of Things.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid advancement and broad deployment of
information and communication technologies (ICT) is
radically changing the world of today. Miniaturized,
multipurpose, high performance electronic networked
devices are becoming ubiquitous and indispensable in
all segments of modern society, including the industry.
Under the influence of ever growing market demands,
in an attempt to further boost quality of the goods and
shorten response time, production companies are
evolving, maintaining competitiveness by steadily
embracing new production paradigms based on coming
technologies – Internet of Things (IoT) [1] and CyberPhysical Systems (CPS) [2].
Introduction of the IoT and services into the
manufacturing environment represents a base for fourth
industrial revolution – Industry 4.0 [3]. It is expected
that smart factories will be able to meet requirements of
each individual customer, including one-off items. IoT
and, consequently, CPS are perceived as innovative,
disruptive technologies, with horizontal and vertical
digital integration possibilities based on pervasive
deployment and networking of smart objects [4]. Such
a vast and complex network poses many challenges,
among which security and reliability are of the highest
priority. Cyber threats are already formidable for every
mission-critical system (power and water distribution,
production, waste management etc.).
This paper aims to review several security related
issues, in particular cyberattacks whose modeling is of
high priority for generation of secure wireless
distributed control of manufacturing resources. Due to
the difference in system’s control and modeling
approaches, we will consider possible attacks in
continuous time and discrete event systems separately.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, distributed control systems and potential
attack variants are discussed. Section 3 presents

deception attacks in continuous time systems while
Section 4 deals with attacks in discrete event systems.
Finally, in Section 5, we give some concluding remarks
along with guidelines regarding future work.
2. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS AND
ATTACKS
IoT and CPS implementation, through utilization of
smart devices with integrated computation and
communication capabilities, bring about significant
changes in manufacturing systems and resources
control. Although all functional elements of five-level
automation hierarchy will remain, strict automation
pyramid gives the way to distributed control systems.
In distributed control, instead of controlling
manufacturing system or resources centrally, the
control is carried out through communication and
interoperation of different smart devices (Fig. 1). As
CPS based and communication intensive, distributed
control systems are inherently prone to different kinds
of cyberattacks. In addition, since, as expected [3], a
significant part of communication will be wireless,
security issues become even more severe.
Although all components of the system (sensors,
actuators, etc.) may be subject of an attack in a cyber or
physical domain, targeting them individually or in a
combined manner, in this paper we will focus on the
attacks carried out through communication channels.
During communication between different agents in
distributed control system, confidentiality, integrity and
availability of the data must be preserved at all times.

Fig. 1. Distributed control system and types of attack.
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Confidentiality allows only the party with proper
access rights to read the data, while integrity guarantees
that the received data is genuine and no unauthorized
changes were made. Availability enables access to data
and system resources within the required time frame.
Depending on the type of attack, adversaries aim to
change some or all of the listed data properties.
In general, malicious cyberattacks can be split into
two basic groups – Denial of Service (DoS) and
deception attacks. DoS attacks compromise the
availability of data, making the data or the requested
resource permanently of temporarily inaccessible
causing data loss or data delay. DoS attacks are
disruptive, do not require knowledge about the attacked
system and are not stealthy, but can be misdiagnosed,
typically as network connection issues [5].
Deception attacks compromise data integrity and
send corrupted data to the system components, thus
altering behavior of the system. Deception attacks are
more sophisticated than DoS attacks, require more
resources and can be carried out in a number of ways.
Depending on the attack scenario, resources
required for the successful attack vary. In order to
compromise a control system, the adversary may need
a priori system model, disclosure resources and/or
disruption resources [6]. A priori system model
represents an indispensable weapon for generation of
stealthy attack; once the adversary gets the correct a
priori system model, it is able to generate sophisticated
attacks that security system cannot easily recognize.
Nevertheless, if a priori system model is not available,
disclosure resources can be utilized to violate data
confidentiality and enable the adversary to obtain
sensitive information about the targeted system, e.g.
sensor readings and control signals. Data gathering and
unauthorized system identification represents an attack
per se, called Cyber Physical Intelligence attack [7].
Identified system model alone or in combination with a
priori model represents a basis for generation of
attacks. Finally, disruption resources work online,
affect the communication operation and carry out
active component of the attack.

Fig. 2. Model of a continuous time system.
and u(t) by injecting false data y*(t) and u*(t) based on
available Cyber Physical Intelligence. Depending on
the applied procedures for ensuring the stealthiness of
y*(t) and u*(t) injection, there exist different types of
deception attacks, and some of them will be shortly
explained in the sequel.
Replay attack [9] is a type of deception attack that
records y(t) and u(t) time series for a certain time
period and replays them in another period as y*(t) and
u*(t) to attack the system. Evidently, preceding the
actual replay attack, there is a Cyber Physical
Intelligence attack, which is used to record as much
relevant data from the system as possible. After some
time, recorded data is replayed and presented to the
system.
Attacks that are even more malicious eavesdrop
data on communication lines and change them online
according to the desired effect. For example, bias attack
[6] adds the following signal to the communicated data
(2)
ak 1  ak  1  a
where a0=0, a and  are coefficients that can be
optimized [6] to get the desired effect and ensure
stealthiness. An example of the effect of bias attack on
insertion force signal during Peg-in-Hole part making
is presented in Fig. 3.

3. DECEPTION ATTACKS IN CONTINUOUS
TIME SYSTEMS

Fig. 3. Bias attack on insertion force signal during Pegin-Hole part making.

Application of smart sensors and actuators in
continuous time systems can be regarded as networked
control system (NCS) in which the loop between
physical plant and controller is closed over
communication network (Fig. 2) [7]. Physical plant can
be described using linear stationary continuous time
system [8]:
x t   Axt   Bu t 
(1)
yt   Cxt   Du t 
where xRn represents the state vector, uRm the
control input vector, yRp the vector of measured
output signal (Fig. 2) and A, B, C, and D are matrices
with appropriate dimensions. In NCS, using feedback
and forward communication lines, y(t) and u(t) are
transmitted between plant and controller as complete
time series. In deception attack, adversaries change y(t)

Zero-dynamics attack [6, 10] is a very sophisticated
deception attack requiring perfect knowledge of the
plant dynamics represented through its a priori model.
It is based on the open-loop predictions of the output
changes due to the attack and it does not necessitate
system identification through Cyber Physical
Intelligence attack. Zero-dynamics attack targets global
or local unstable zeros of control system transfer
functions, aiming to shift the system into unsafe state,
causing geometrical growth of the attack and great
damage to the physical process. However, if the zeros
of the system are stable, the attack will asymptotically
decay to zero with little effect on the physical process.
Covert attacks [7, 11] are one of the most complex
and sophisticated deception attacks that can covertly
appropriate the control of the physical process to the
adversary, while remaining undetected by the original
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controller and the security system. Complete
knowledge of the system model is necessary and it is
assumed that the adversary can eavesdrop and modify
both, the sensing and actuation signals [11]. The
adversary, in this case covert agent, connects between
forward and feedback lines in parallel with the
controller. Based on eavesdropped y(t) and u(t) signals,
and utilizing plant model, it generates y*(t) and u*(t) in
such a way to get desired performance of the plant.
4. ATTACKS IN DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS
Discrete event systems (DES) represent dynamic
systems that change their state in discrete time instants,
with typically irregular intervals according to the
occurrence of instantaneous events. In DES, instead of
communicating sensory signals change in time, the
nodes in control network communicate the information
about certain events represented by symbols defined by
upper levels of communication protocols.
Supervisory control theory (SCT) [12, 13], that is
based on logical DES model generated using formal
languages and its formalisms, can be readily employed
for modeling cyberattacks in DES [14]. Within SCT
[12], the finite set of events’ labels that cause state
transitions in DES, represents an alphabet , while *
(where * denotes Kleene star) represents a set of all
strings on  including empty string . Within *, a
language L (L*) that contains all admissible, i.e.,
physically possible, event strings in DES can be
identified. The behavior of DES is modeled as a prefix
closed language L= L where [12]:
(3)
L  u  * u  v for some v  L





and uv denotes that u represents a prefix of v, i.e.,
v=uw for some w*. The events alphabet  can be
partitioned into two subsets (=cu) representing (i)
c – set of controllable events that can be disabled at
any time, and (ii) u – set of uncontrollable events that
the agent cannot influence.
In the case of distributed control systems, each node
in control network can observe only a part of events
that occur within the system as a whole; these events
represent an observation alphabet o, defined by [12]:
, if    o
(4)
P  
  , if    o
Projection from (4) represents a natural projection
(mask) that can be extended to the strings as follows:
Ps  Ps P, for s  * ,   
(5)
In DES, attacks can be introduced by removing,
inserting or replacing symbols in observation strings.
As shown in [14], the attack can be modeled
as A : *o  2o that maps original string wo* into a
set of corrupted strings. Since, in general, attack is
neither unique nor deterministic, the mapping A
represents a set valued function, i.e., A(w) is a set of
corrupted strings [14]; eventually, the node will receive
only one string yA(w), for which it also holds that
yo*. Note that yo* represents an attack that can be
easily detected and it is not covered by mapping A.
*

It should be emphasized that the attack that
represents a removal of a symbol represents a natural
projection given in (4) and (5). The masks that model
symbol insertion and replacement do not represent
natural projection, but in these cases, relation (5) holds.
Example: In this example, we will consider 2 DoF
pneumatic “pick and place” manipulator that is made of
three intelligent pneumatic cylinders (C1, C2 and C3);
C1 and C2 realize linear DoF while C3 represents a
gripper. Each cylinder represents a CPS by itself and it
has integrated microcontroller with computation and
communication capabilities, employed for cylinder
control. In addition, each cylinder is equipped with 5/2
monostable dual control valve and two limit switches
for detection of final advanced and retracted position.
Cylinder microcontrollers represent network nodes and
manipulator control system is distributed over them
[14]. Manipulator moves a part between two positions,
(Fig. 4) performing the following sequence:
(6)
C 2  C3  C 2  C1  C 2  C3  C 2  C1 
During manipulator’s regular operation, the events
presented in Table 1 occur and can be detected by
cylinder nodes as rising and falling edges of
corresponding limit switches’ signals; controllable
events are denoted by capital, and uncontrollable by
lower letters. The sequence from relation (6) can be
represented as the following sequence of events:
(7)
CdEfDcAbCdFeDcBa
For proper functioning of the manipulator, in
addition to the events locally detected by nodes (Table
1), it is necessary to communicate certain events
between them [14]. In this way, each node i, i = 1, 2, 3
has its own observation alphabet oi: o1  a , A,b, B,c,
o 2  c,C ,d , D,a ,b,e, f , o3  e, E , f , F ,d  obtained
from the whole system observation alphabet
o  a , A,b, B,c,C ,d , D,e, E , f , F by applying natural
projections Pi as defined in relation (4).
Note that the events communicated between nodes
are obtained during control system generation,
considering that C1 changes position always after C2
reaches retracted position, C3 changes position after C2
reaches advanced position, while the control of C2 is

Fig. 4. Pneumatic manipulator – left: position I, right:
position II.
Description of event
per cylinder
Reaches retracted
position
Starts advancing
Reaches advanced
position
Starts retracting

C1
symbol

C2
symbol

C3
symbol

a

c

e

A

C

E

b

d

f

B

D

F

Table 1. Events during manipulator's regular operation.
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more complex and requires signals from both, C1 and
C3 [15], as can be observed from (6).
As an example, we will consider two attacks on
communication between C2 and C3. Attack A1
represents an occasional removal of symbol d from the
sequence of symbols observed by C3, represented by
the following mask:
if    o3 / d 
,
(8)
A1   
 ,d , if   d
Attack A2, on the other hand, represents insertion of
symbols {e, f} in communication of events from C3 to
C2 and it affects symbols observed by C2 as follows:
if    o3 / d 
,
(9)
A2   
e, f , if   
Attack A1 would affect the functioning of gripper as the
occurrence of this attack would prevent start of
gripping or releasing operation. Nevertheless, the
consequences of this attack alone would not be
catastrophic since, after this attack, the system would
stop functioning, waiting for the events e or f from C3.
However, the consequences of attack A2 can be far
more serious. If this attack occurs after cylinder C2
reaches advanced position and before C3 performs
gripping/releasing, it can lead: (i) to an inappropriate
gripping of the part; (ii) to the movement of
manipulator from position I to position II without part
in the gripper; (iii) to the release of part in an arbitrary
position during motion of manipulator from position II
to position I. Which of the considered scenarios would
emerge depends on the moment of attack occurrence
and the time necessary for gripping/releasing and
retracting of C2. The combination of attacks A1 and A2
can give even worse consequences represented through
completely stochastic motion of cylinders.

[3] ACATECH: Recommendations for implementing

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

5. CONCLUSION
Implementation of IoT and CPS in manufacturing
systems leads to the distribution of control tasks and
high level reliance on communication network. This
inevitably brings about increased vulnerability of the
control systems to cyberattacks. In this paper, we have
reviewed several attack scenarios and potential hazards
that they pose against distributed control systems in
continuous time and discrete event control. In an
attempt to illustrate negative effects that a real attack
can have unless properly neutralized, an example was
given, where a combination of DoS and deception
attacks were targeting discrete event system. Future
work will consider methods that are suitable for
securing CPS-based distributed discrete event systems.
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SCHEDULING IN PROJECT-BASED MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT
Abstract: A trend in the manufacturing industry towards made-to-order products, constant redesigning of products,
system reconfiguration and its global distribution, led to viewing manufacturing of each item as a project. Thus,
manufacturing companies started organizing themselves as project-based. Project-based production implies
frequent changes of customers and engineers’ requirements, involvement of various stakeholders and cooperative
supply chain. As a result, traditional, front-end scheduling became inadequate for such a production environment.
This paper discusses the nature of project-based production and relevant scheduling approaches in project-based
environment.
Key words: project-based production; scheduling; manufacturing;

1. INTRODUCTION
Global competition and rapidly changing customer
requirements are demanding increasing changes in
manufacturing environments. Enterprises are required
to constantly redesign their products and continuously
reconfigure their manufacturing systems. They tend to
offer more features and facilities in its product and to
be more flexible while dealing with its customers. A
company can remain different from its competitors
with many strategies [1], [2].
A trend in the manufacturing industry towards madeto-order products and its global distribution, led to
viewing manufacturing of each item as a project [3],
i.e. to the project-based production systems.
In traditional production strategy literature, projectbased production is described in general terms as only
one type of production systems. Nowadays we can say
that project-based production is not only one type of
production systems, but new approach that from
organizational and technical point of view represents
significant direction for further development of
production systems and industry 4.0 concept.
Project-based productions include certain challenges
due to the dynamic requirements characteristic for
these approach, such as: need for fast responsiveness to
the frequent engineer changes, decision making in
distributed system in a timely manner, effective use of
resources and similar. These challenges are especially
emphasized if we take into consideration time and cost
requirements of each project [3], which are the
constraints each company tends to resolve. Thus, in this
paper we discuss the nature of project-based production
and relevant scheduling approaches in project-based
environment.

production management
and technology-based
approach in which “the project is structured and
managed as a value generating process” [4].
Project-based production focuses on new value
generation and knowledge embeddedness into the
product. The idea is to offer knowledge and intangible
value, not only work or embedded material.
Other characteristic of project-based production is
possible involvement of large number of stakeholders
in order to fit the final product to the demands of
particular customers. Additionally, it implies the
cooperative supply chains. Each stakeholder has a
certain role in the project with clearly defined outcomes
and generated values it has to realize. In such a case,
since processing is performed in different companies, it
is necessary to ensure that all the elements are adjusted
for the assembly of the final product taking into the
consideration all the specific demands by designers,
clients etc. which may occur during the project
implementation.
During the 90’s, Production and Supply Chain Systems
have switched from the traditional mass production to
the mass customization with aim to confront the
increase of the global market competition [5]. High
competition between enterprises and market volatility
led then enterprises to be more project oriented.
Project oriented production, from the control
perspective, is seen as suitable to operate with a high
level of coordination and proactivity throughout the
supply‐chain, and at the same time to react efficiently
to impediments on the shop floor [5].
In their classification of production system types [6],
Schmenner (1993) places projects on one extreme
(figure 1), where products are unique and flows are
“very jumbled” [7].

2. PROJECT-BASED PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Project-based production system is seen as a
temporary infrastructure of resources and valuegenerating processes strategically arranged for new
product development. It can be explained as the
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Figure 1. Product/Process Matrix [7]
3. TOWARDS LEAN PROJECT-BASED
MANUFACTURING
Within the development of mass customization
trend, many manufacturing firms became matrix or
project-based organization. In such a way, new
dynamics and challenges occur in this environment.
Koch described how this dynamics possibly lead to
pressures on few levels [8]:
● Pressure to deliver on organizational level: projects
are seen as composition and balancing of resources
and tasks related to the product demands [9];
● Pressure on individual level: knowledge workers
such as engineers and technicians are subject to
demands relating to cross-disciplinary approaches
that require competencies related to extensive
communication, problem-solving and coordination
[10].
While mass production has a goal to solely accomplish
acceptable number of defects, maximum acceptable
level of inventories, and a narrow range of standardized
products, which would not exceed inherent human
capabilities or cost, Lean production philosophy strives
for more [1],[11]. Lean strives towards perfection and
constant improvement: decrease of costs, elimination of
defects and inventories and high variety of products
[1]. In this sense, excellence in manufacturing tends to
enhance the activities contributing to the customer’s
satisfaction that are usually unappreciated in traditional
mass production [12].
Requests for more individuality and customer-specific
product variants demand new paradigms of production
[13]. Small, more agile and scalable distributed
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manufacturing units are capable of ensuring what
modern operating systems demand for – just in time
delivery, adjustability of production capacity and
functionality in accordance with clients requirements,
and sustainable production and supply chains [14].
However, although Lean project-based manufacturing
has various benefits, its implementation in project
organization instead of assembly lines and workerpaced flow lines demands different approach, including
planning and scheduling processes.
4. SCHEDULING IN LEAN PROJECT-BASED
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Basic traditional centralized and hierarchical
production systems provide certain optimal solutions
for some kind of mass production, planning and
scheduling, and system control. However, the
monolithic, centrally
located planning and control systems cannot scale
economically to meet the demands imposed by projectbased productions in a distributed manufacturing
environment existing today [3]. The solution is to
design and develop an effective management, planning
and scheduling system matched to the distributed,
multi-participants, and dynamic nature of the
distributed manufacturing.
In centralized approaches, decision making is
“hierarchically broadcasted from the higher decisional
levels down to the operational units” [7]. What makes
this approach successful is the ability to ensure long
term optimization of production planning and
scheduling [5].

However, with the modern market challenges other
decision making philosophies and strategies have
emerged. Requirements for more and more reactivity
and flexibility have led to the implementation of
distributed approaches. Unfortunately, these new ways
to pilot and control the material flows have led to
“black boxes’ in management systems, and have
highlighted the need for more and more real‐time
closed‐loop information systems” [15].
In project-based organizations project execution has a
direct impact on firm performances wherefore project
planning, including scheduling, has significant role. In

the project planning phase, baseline and predictive
schedule are developed according to the assumed
resource availability, current requirements and
uncertainties [16]. However, in the project
implementation phase, projects are affected by various
disruptions such as requirements changes, unpredicted
events and similar, resulting in disrupted project
schedules. In the literature there have been
distinguished few approaches to production scheduling
intended to overcome these disruptions. The
approaches and their characteristics are presented in the
table 1.

Production scheduling
approaches

Description

Stochastic project scheduling

Scheduling is seen as multi-stage decision process. Schedule-related
decisions are made dynamically at stochastic decision points
corresponding to the start of the project and the completion of activities.
Decisions are based on the observed past and priori knowledge about the
activity processing time distributions [17]. This method is especially
useful in areas where variations are high [16].

Rolling Horizon, Decomposition
and Hierarchy

This approach presents method suitable for production scheduling dealing
with different time scales. According to the rolling horizon only a subset
of planning periods includes the detailed scheduling decisions with shorter
time increments [16].
This is important for the production industry where parameters interact in
real time and have a severe effect on the production schedule.
In this approach, the first planning period is usually detailed scheduling
model while the future planning periods include only planning decisions
[16].

Knowledge Based Systems

Production scheduling within developed knowledge based systems or
expert systems relies on logical thinking and experts’ knowledge and
embedded series of parameters used to evaluate different scheduling
scenarios [18]. However, what constraints this method is the amount and
quality of the rules embedded in the experts system required at the outset,
which ultimately limits the speed at which the system can learn [16].

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis approach tends to answer “What if” type of questions,
such as: ”Which are the parameters that affect the schedule the most?
What is the limit for a given parameter while still ensuring schedule
feasibility?” [16]. Thus, Thiele & Kurth (2014) used sensitivity analysis to
determine the best possible parameter combination to ensure optimal
solutions for the production scheduling problem [19].

Proactive-Reactive Scheduling

The reactive schedule implies revising the baseline schedules in the case of
disruptions. This way it includes possibility to rely also on parameters that
were not exactly known during the planning phase but do have effect on
disruptions. Such proactive-reactive scheduling method are: fuzz numbers,
robust optimization and robust scheduling or reactive scheduling [16].

Table 1. Production scheduling approaches and their characteristics
Independent of scheduling approach, a typical
scheduling problem in smart factories requires
substantial computing resources each time the factory
needs reconfiguration [20]. Thus, as addition to any of
the above described methods, authors [20], proposed
cloud-based optimization. Additionally, considering the
high probability of disruptions in production

environment, Hsiang-Ling Chen et. Al. (2014)
developed an integrative scheduling framework that
includes these uncertainties and possible disruptions
from the very beginning using the experience and
methodologies developed in the production scheduling
environment [16].
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5. CONCLUSION
This paper represents an overview on characteristics
and need for project-based production in today’s
dynamic market environment where made-to-order
products and mass customization become a global
trend. It may be concluded that project-based
production focuses not only on providing labour and
final tangible product, but to generate new value for the
customer and other stakeholders and to embed the
knowledge into the final product.
Additionally, production scheduling approaches in such
an environment are presented. Project-based production
demands for more agile and flexible scheduling method
than traditional, front-end scheduling. Project-based
scheduling approaches, such as stochastic scheduling,
proactive scheduling, experts system and other methods
enable far more effective planning and scheduling
system that matches to the distributed, multiparticipants, and dynamic nature of the distributed
manufacturing
characteristic
for
project-based
environment.
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CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION FOR FLEXIBILITY IMPROVEMENT OF PROCESSING
SYSTEM IN WOOD PROCESSING SECTOR
Abstract: Flexibility as characteristic of modern production systems defines need for multidisciplinary access in
automation improvemen of the processing system. Processing system as a segment of production process in wood
processing sector can be characterized as basis for different systems implementation in field of processing objects
transportation, storage and manipulation. These areas in accordance with the flexibility of the processing process
represent the basis for implementation of technologies characterised as CIM technology.
Key words: Processing systems, flexibility, CIM technology, manipulation, transportation, storage.
1. INTRODUCTION
Flexibility as a characteristic of modern
manufacturing systems includes a wide range of
production process segments such as processing,
transport and assembly. Taking into account the basics
of modern production systems such as automation, it is
possible to characterize this system as the basis for
production systems flexibility achievement. Achieving
an appropriate degree of automation defines the need
for a multidisciplinary approach in field of integrating
different CIM system characteristic. This implies the
application of numerically controlled machines with
integrated automated transport system.
Although numerically controlled machining centers
represent automation of processing process, however,
they can be characterized as basis for different systems
integration, required for machining process realization.
In addition to the transport system, automation refers to
the storage system and management system such as an
computer integrated system. Implementation of these
systems enables flexibility degree improvement of
existing machining systems in different industrial
branches such as the wood processing sector. The need
of flexibility increasement primarily of manufacturing
process as a segment of entire production process is
associated with shortening of processing operation,
resulting in increased efficiency. Increasing the
efficiency level in addition to profitability of
manufacturing process enables manufacturing process
improvement in the production assortment segment.



equipment of the machine in terms of
adaptation to the changes of visual and
technical characteristics.

From this it can be seen that the base of production
system is machining center characterized as a multiple
machining center controled by a computer system.
Taking into account the characteristics of machining
centers present in mentioned production sector, the
degree of flexibility is increased by use of multiple
processing tables. Application of these principles
enables shortening of workpiece positioning time
covered by the preparatory time of manufacturing
process. Although these principles increase the degree
of automation, they still prevent the elimination of
human factor's influence on the processing process.
The mentioned influence is characterized as negative in
terms of manufacturing process automation degree and
ultimately the flexibility degree. By CIM system
application it is possible to significantly increase the
flexibility of machining systems in wood processing
sector while eliminating significant limiting factors.

2. FLEXIBILITY IN WOOD PROCESSING
SECTOR
Flexibility of complex production systems such as
wood processing production systems can be presented
through:
 possibility of producing different products on
a single processing system
 production of similar products on different
processing systems
 production of improved products and new
products on the same processing systems and

Fig. 1. Increasing the flexibility using double
processing table
3. AUTOMATION LEVEL IMPROVEMENT IN
MACHINING SYSTEM
The presence of human factor in workpiece
positioning can be presented as an influence on
workpiece desired geometry positioning and machining
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process precision.
Inadequate workpiece positioning as result of
human factor influence disables achievement in high
degree of geometry repeatability of final products.
Inability to achieve repeatability also affects precision
of the processing itself. Above mentioned provides the
basis for the CIM system implementation which
enables achievement of high degree of repeatability in
workpiece positioning - robotic manipulator. By
implementing a robotic manipulator in the machining
system it is possible to alternately position the
workpiece on the work table. In addition to workpiece
manipulation in the working area, the robot
manipulator's handling capabilities have been expanded
to take over the workpiece from a specially designed
platform and restore the workpiece after machining
process realization.
From this, it is visible to create the basis for automated
storage space by implementation of a robot
manipulator.

The previously mentioned implementation of robot
manipulator creates the necessity for development of an
automated transport system that will enable cyclicity of
machining process to be achieved with processing time
shortening of different processing objects.
CIM system suitable for this application is a system
based on the automated guided vehicles -AGV.
Implementation of the AGV system implies advantage
transfer of of this system such as precision in motion
and positioning as well as automated movement in
accordance with previously defined conditions and
parameters, on the entire machining system. Integration
of AGV system based on fixed travel route enables
simultaneous delivery and refinement of processing
objects with high degree of automation. Cyclicity as a
segment of flexibility in accordance with the need for
continuous servicing of a robot manipulator, defines
necessity for the application of at least three AGV
vehicles. It is necessary to state that the application of
fixed path AGV vehicle movement is associated with
the aim of creating an autonomous machining station
which by its operation will not directly affect other
subsystems present in the production process.

Fig. 2. Robot manipulator implementation in a
machining system

Fig. 4. Implementation of AGV vehicle in the process
of machining system servicing.

The PLC controller as an integral component of the
robot manipulator represents an inescapable segment in
flexibility improvement of machining system through
adapting robot manipulator movement to different
processing objects. PLC controller implementation in
interaction with the optical or laser sensors system
enables automated positioning of robot manipulator in
accordance with database stored in the PLC controller.

The number of AGV vehicles applied is directly
dependent on the complexity of machining process and
the need to serve the input storage space, processing
system and output storage space. In accordance with
the basic characteristics of processing systems present
in woodworking sector it is possible to define a
minimum number of 3 AGV vehicles.

Fig. 3. Movement of a robot manipulator according to
different processing objects
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Fig. 5. Achieving the cyclicality by integrating two
AGV vehicles

By analyzing the basic specificities in the
implementation of the above-mentioned systems,
elimination of the human factor's influence on the
machining process is evident. Eliminating the human
factor's impact can be shown by eliminating the
deficiencies of existing machining systems. Processing
systems dominant in the woodworking sector are often
based on manual positioning of processing objects in
the processing system. By means of the aforementioned
method, the preparation time of manufacturing process
is in full dependence on the skill and expertise of
workers. In addition to placing processing objects in
the working area, the delivery and dispatch of
processing objects is most commonly realized using
conventional manipulation tools.
The above significantly affect the level of
automation of the entire machining system with the
creation of limitations for achieving flexibility of the
overall system. It is necessary to state that by
implementing this system, it is possible to achieve the
autonomy of the processing system and to create the
basis for application of group technology principles.
Implementing group technology principles in this
system significantly increases flexibility in the wide
range production of different products.
In addition to the above-mentioned application of
group technology principles, it is possible to adapt the
whole system by using similarities in operations and
movements of the manipulator and the machining
center itself. Realizing the processing and
transportation of the workpiece creates the basis for
automation degree increasement of extremely
important segment such as workpiece and final product
storage. Storage systems are primarily intended to keep
the movement of processing objects for a certain period
of time with the aim of balancing the production
system cycle. In addition to balancing the storage
system is used to synchronize production processes, ie
individual production processes.
In addition to the above, storage systems are also
used to realize the production process with least
amount of delay. Depending on the characteristics of
the production system and depending on the processing
subject, different forms of storage systems are applied
in practice. In addition to the above, when selecting
warehouse systems, it is necessary to consider the
required degree of automation, which is directly related
to the storage system's flexibility. Warehouses
currently dominant in use are regal warehouses based
on the storage of unified paletized systems in selective
regal.
It is necessary to state that regal storage systems are
based on high storage racks for storing palletised
storage items. In addition to the high storage systems
with the needs of production system, it is possible to
use various regal warehouses that can include an
automated system for individual loading and unloading
of processing objects.

Fig. 6. Conventional way of serving the automated
system
With the aim of improving the flexibility of
processing system, the possibility of implementing a
horizontal regal warehouse with mobile platforms,
which enables temporary processing of workpieces, is
considered. It is necessary to state that when designing
the project solution, consideration was given to the
possibility of using a regal warehouse for physically
separate loading and unloading of processing objects.
The conventional mode of service shown in fig. 6 is
based on application of conventional forklifts which, at
the time of entering a blank AGV vehicle, must place
processing objects on the same for the purpose of
preventing the occurrence of stoppages. The basic
disadvantage of this mode of service is that the worker
in the production plant must continuously monitor the
movement of the AGV, which can be a limiting factor
for achieving flexibility.
In order to eliminate this limitation, an automated
warehouse is implemented in the presented system.

Fig. 7. Storage warehouse implemented in the
processing system
Fig. 7. shows that the storage system includes two
regal warehouses for loading and unloading of
processing objects on AGV vehicle. By applying the
present storage system can be seen that eight stations
for loading and unloading can eliminate the need for
the constant presence of workers served by a
conventional forklift. The used storage system enables
continuous realization of four processing operation,
which provides enough time for setting the workpiece
necessary to start the next operation processing.
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Fig. 8. Automatic service of the AGV vehicle by the
regal warehouse
After finishing the machining process, the AGV
continues to move through the defined route to a regal
warehouse, which by the automated platform takes over
the objects on which the machining process is
completed. It is necessary to state that filling up the
storage space is done in a precisely defined order.
3. CONCLUSION
Flexibility as a characteristic of contemporary
production systems requires the application of various
automated systems, which enable the improvement of
existing production systems in terms of adapting to the
different production process requirements.
Different requirements may be in terms of geometry
of processing objects, production capacities, processing
speeds, etc.
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Although the automated processing system,
however, increasing the degree of flexibility requires
the implementation of various automated systems such
as AGV vehicles, sensor systems of automated regal
warehouses.
By implementing these systems, it is possible to
overcome the various limiting factors such as, the
presence of a human factor, the occurrence of a delay,
the empty walkway of machine. By applying the AGV
vehicle, it is possible to achieve the cyclicity of the
machining process, which is the basis for the
application of robot manipulator used for servicing the
CNC machining center.
Further improvement of the processing system is
the application of an automated regal warehouse, which
reduces the need for the permanent presence of AGV
servicing workers. By implementing these systems, it is
possible to increase the degree of flexibility of the
machining center with respect to the time of production
preparation, the geometry of the processing and the
diversity of the production assortment.
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PARAMETRICALLY DESIGNED PRODUCT MANUFACTURABILITY ANALYSIS
USING KNOWLEDGE BASED SYSTEM
Abstract: The greatest savings in product development are achieved in the product design and construction phase, by
involving multidisciplinary teams of experts. Manufacturability analysis is an approach based on the concept of design
for manufacturing and aims at reducing the number of iterations in design, so that the price of the product becomes
lower as well. Decision makers very often have to shape the numerous data in the desired form in order to make a
decision. The basis for decision-making in the process of manufacturability analysis is the parametrically designed
CAD model of products using features. Product model knowledge is added to the virtual product model using
attributes and characteristics. On the other hand, rules and checks are defined with the aim of ensuring the
implementation of all technological limitations. In this paper, a parametrically design model of the gearbox housing
will be presented and an assessment of the manufacturing possibilities will be made.
Key words: Design for Manufacturing, Manufacturability analysis, Gearbox housing, Knowledge-based systems

1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary product development [1] is an activity
in which a multidisciplinary approach is required.
Unlike sequential design, where the process phases take
place one after another, simultaneous (concurrent)
engineering provides simultaneous execution of certain
activities [2]. Such an approach is possible thanks to
powerful CAx tools, within a strong information system,
which are important support to decision-making
processes. The greatest savings in product development
are achieved in the initial stages of designing and
constructing products. Each modification in any of the
following stages implies a redesign and, at the very least,
a revision of the designed product. Integrated product
development and simultaneous (concurrent) engineering
ensures that multidisciplinary teams of experts work in
parallel with product development [3]. In this way, the
product is perceived from all Design for X (DFX)
aspects of the product life cycle.
The aim of the companies is to reduce production
costs and production time (including the time of product
distribution to the market), while increasing the quality.
On the other hand, the demands of the market and
customers emphasize individual requirements, so it is a
big challenge for companies to create a small series
product with the effectiveness of equivalent mass or
serial production.
Design for Manufacturability DFM [4] presents a
methodology that examines the product manufacturing
possibility, meaning that what is emphasize is the
adjusting the design to manufacturing capacities. In this
way, the designer and the production engineer are not on
opposite sides, on the contrary, together they develop a
product looking for an optimal solution. All of this is
aimed at early analysis of products and processes, in
order to make all decisions in the product design stages,
not during its manufacturing.
The virtual product development at this stage has a
significant contribution. It is the basis for the

development of a modern product. Collaboration of all
participants in the process, including the customer itself
or customer market, provides the basis for integrated
product development. In this sense, the digital factory,
which represents the integration of a virtual and real
factory, is gaining importance. The digital factory is a
universal term for the entire network of digital models,
methods and tools, including simulation and 3D
visualization, integrated with a continuous data
management system [5]. Within the virtual factory,
products, processes and resources are modeled on the
basis of real data. Planned products as well as their
production processes are intensely verified and
enhanced using virtual models until they are fully
developed [6].
Information technologies enabled team members not
only to communicate with each other more efficiently
and work with shared documents, but they, through the
Internet and web applications, have included end-users
indirectly in the product design process. In such a
process, decision-makers must not only be adequately
informed, but they also seek support in decision-making
processes. For such needs, decision support systems
based on artificial intelligence methods have been
created.
By developing the method of artificial intelligence,
the decision-making process receives strong support [7].
Knowledge-based systems are one of the methods of
artificial intelligence that can provide adequate support
to designers, but also to managers, depending on the
need. They can be developed as independent systems for
manufacturability analysis that work using the
application. On the other hand, the expertise of these
systems can be integrated directly into the CAD system,
through a certain module [8]
In this paper we will show the manufacturability
analysis of the mechanical power transmission housing.
The housing is parametrically designed using the
CATIA V5 software package, and expert product
knowledge is incorporated into the Knowledge-Based
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System using rules, which provides an automated
process of manufacturability analysis.

takes place automaticly by comparing the available
techniques according to available resources and
technological constraints.

2. SIMULTANEOUS PRODUCT DESIGNING
Product development is a very complex task because
it needs to meet the market criteria and achieve the
expected profit in as short time as possible and with as
little use of resources as possible. Simultaneous
engineering integrated a numerous activities, as well as
the collaboration of experts in various fields, thanks
primarily to a strong information system. Such a concept
is called Simultaneous engineering or Concurrent
engineering, and it emphasizes the computer integration
of all development and product development activities,
and in recent years it has been called Integrated product
and process development.
In the field of product design, modern CAD systems
have special modules for different analyzes and
simulations. The purpose of these modules is to facilitate
the design decision-maker, and the basis for their work
is a product model knowledge. Knowledge actually
presents the facts that are selected according to the
appropriate rules.
The knowledge necessary for the product design and
its manufacturability is most often represented by
objects and rules. The object is considered a model entity
that is described by the attributes and associated with the
environment by procedures. The rules are relational
dependencies that represent a list of actions to be
performed under certain conditions, and checks are
certain expressions or relationships that can be verified
immediately or on request to inform the user in case the
conditional part of the check has been violated.
Generally, both the rules and the checks ensure that the
design that is being designed complies with the defined
limitations.
3. MANUFACTURABILITY ANALYSIS
Each production process has its advantages and
disadvantages, which makes it impossible to choose a
universal method of manufacturing for all products, but
by manufacturability analysis, we come to an optimal
method or manufacturing process. In order to select the
appropriate production process for a particular product,
it is necessary to compare the necessary characteristics
of this product with the capacities of the process.
Product manufacturability analysis is a specific
activity, which aims at familiarizing with the product's
manufacturing characteristics and the level of problems
that can arise during its manufacturing [9]. In a typical
CAD environment, the designer creates a product model
and uses analysis software to examine various aspects of
the proposed construction functionality.
Manufacturability analysis systems are, in fact,
knowledge-based systems (KBs) that use existing
knowledge to solve problems in a particular field.
Certain CAD programs integrate KB systems, so CATIA
has a "Knowledgeware" module that is one type of
expert system. Manufacturability process analysis
actually evaluates the application of manufacturing
technology to a particular product model. The process
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4. MANUFACTURABILITY ANALYSIS AT THE
EXAMPLE OF THE MECHANICAL POWER
TRANSMISSION HOUSING
Housings are an important stationary element of
mechanical power transmitters. The basic forms of the
housing depend on the type of gear unit, the type of
bearing and the mode of manufacturing (Is the housing
cast or welded?).
The choice whether the housing will be made by
casting or welding is mostly influenced by the volume
of the series. In the case of a cast housing, the so-called.
constant costs are greater (model, core molds), but are
therefore smaller variable costs, i.e. costs are in
proportion to the number of pieces manufactured.
Basically, cast housing is only cost-effective when a
larger number of pieces (min 3) is made, while in
individual production welded housings are used, since
they are easier and less rigid [10]. Whether the
manufacturer will opt for cast or welded housing, or
combined housing (welded and casted), depends also on
the availability of materials and tools in the factory, that
is, on all the elements that define the manufacturing
technology and the final price of the product in detail.
4.1 Recommendations and manufacturability
limitations for housing manfacturing
The shape of the casting should be such as to ensure
the smallest possible difference in the cooling speed of
its parts, thereby reducing the defects during the casting
process. The uniformity of the cooling speed is achieved
by the uniformity of the thickness of the external walls
(if possible, the difference in the thickness of adjacent
walls should not exceed 50%). The change in thickness
should be gradual, and the transition from one plane to
another must have a round. The inner walls, which are
cooler due to their position, should be thinner than the
external ones by 20% to 40% [8].
The sharp edges at the transition between two walls
or too small radius of the transient round lead to strong
internal stresses and to the crack. This location should
not have too great cuvrature, because in this case the
material is accumulated, and at the center of such a
transition, melted material is still accumulated due to
hardening and cooling, while the adjacent walls have
already solidified, thus breaking the possibility of
passing new material to this spot, and therefore an
internal cavity appears [8].
The smallest thickness of the walls that are
successfully cast is limited because too thin a wall can
lead to hardening of the material throughout the cross
section until the entire mold is still not filled with
casting, so that some parts of the mold remain unfilled.
In case of casting parts made of gray cast, constructive
recommendations do not allow the wall thickness to be
below 6 mm, thus ensuring the functionality of the
product [8].

4.2 Power Transmitter Housing Manufacturability
Assessment
Manufacturing limitations are entered in software in
the form of rules. The rules are in fact a set of commands
that are grouped into databases, using the programming
language. In the case of CATIA V5, a VB Script was
used in which the user defines rules using the if / then
relations [9]. By creating special tables that link to Excel
databases, certain values that become the basis for later
validation or check are entered.

Fig. 2. Rule editor
5. EXAMPLE OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVISOR FOR THE CREATED SCENARIO

Fig. 1. Parametrically designed gearbox housing
The rules may sometimes have side effects, so it is
important to incorporate mechanisms into the model that
provide control and verification. This is achieved by
special user-defined elements of knowledge, so-called
checks (Figure 2). If the check shows that certain
parameters are not in accordance with the defined rules,
the user gets information about the impossibility of
functioning in the form of notifications or advice. In this
way, continuous control of any modification over the
parametric model of the product is ensured, according to
the established rules (restrictions).

The process of designing a product from the aspect
of manufacturability is checked on the example of
gearbox power transmission housing The power
transmission housing shown in Fig. 1 is parametricaly
modeled and then further described by attributes (spatial
orientation, tolerance, materials, etc.). Such a knowledge
model is integrated with the bases of available tools,
available materials, and other numerous geometrical and
technological limitations of. The integration of the
module within the software package ensured that the
software works as a virtual technology advisor.
If the designer wants to alter the wall thickness value
(Figure 3), such as, for example, a thickness of 2.5 mm,
a virtual technology advisor needs to examine the action
and react to it as needed.

Fig 3. The designer enters the parameter change
As the previous steps defined a housing knowledge
model and therefore the defined minimum thickness of
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the housing wall, a virtual technological advisor with
CATIA Knowledgeware, with previously defined
relative dependencies in the form of rules, first
announces the reason why it is not possible to make this
change and gives notice in the form of a message:
"The minimum thickness of the casting can not be less
than 4mm!"
After that, according to the maximum possible length of
the housing, it determines the thickness of the wall. As
this parameter (maximum possible length) is influenced
by the total height, width and length of the housing, and
based on the dimensions entered, Knowledgeware will
make a change to 8 mm according to these parameters
and give the following notice shown in Fig. 4:
"The thickness of the wall of the casting (depending on
the maximum length produced) will be 8 mm."

Fig. 4. CATIA Knowledgeware module reaction in the
form of a technological advisor to the designer.
6. CONCLUSION
Manufacturability analysis is a comprehensive
activity without which it is not possible to imagine the
concept of modern design and product development.
The basis of the system is a parametricaly designed
product based on features. This ensures that product
model knowledge is incorporated into a virtual product
using certain relationships.
In this paper, a parametricaly design model of the
power transmittor housing is presented, created by
simultaneous approach of experts from different fields.
The use of CATIA V5 software and its Knowledgeware
enables the introduction of technological constraints
during the product design phase, allowing the designer
to use the available resources or to clearly define certain
design parameters, which ensures that the system acts as
a technology advisor.
The proposed concept is successfully verified and
further research of this concept will be directed towards
the inclusion of other methods of artificial intelligence,
such as expert systems.
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IMPROVING MANUFACTURING PROCESS BY OPTIMIZING TIME PARAMETERS
Abstract: Lean methodology as one of the most modern ways of working, uses a variety of methods and tools that
are aimed at continuous improvement and functioning of a single system. Due to its growing use in the
manufacturing and service sector, Lean methodology is the subject of this paper. First, a series of Lean methods and
tools will be presented to help analyze the current state of the selected production process, from raw materials to
finished product. Then, with the help of the obtained data from the monitoring, it will be determined whether it is
possible to improve the production process, by calculating the required number of operators in relation to the
number of machines operated by one operator and the required number of operators in relation to the takt time,
which in turn is related to the volume. Finally, a comparison of these data will be made to determine the future state
of the process.
Key words: Lean methodology, production process, takt time
1. INTRODUCTION
The growing domestic and global competition, the
incessant development of new technologies, the
constant changes in the consumer demands, the short
product life cycle, and the increased costs are the
reasons why organizations are focused on product
development, response times, demands, budget and
performance. For a company to be one step ahead of its
competitors, the most important thing to focus on is
reducing the time that does not add value, continuously
improving all of its processes from within and finding a
way to produce products with lower price, better
quality and faster delivery [1,2]. In order for companies
to survive on the market and be competitive, they need
to apply methodologies that achieve positive results
across the entire process of production.
2. LEAN METHODOLOGY AND LEAN TOOLS
The lean principles are not created as a result of
theoretical consideration; they were originally
developed in practice and later adopted by scientists
[1]. Lean means less of everything: less energy, less
investment, effort and capital. Lean is a production
philosophy that by its implementation affects the
shortening of time of delivery of the finished product to
the client; and it eliminates all sources of waste, that is,
the losses in the production process. The basic principle
of Lean's management, production is to produce
exactly what the client wants, in other words, the
quality and quantity of the products are directly
dictated by the market i.e. the client. Lean management
is a way of thinking and working of the entire system.
Such a system uses different models and tools in order
to continuously improve the functioning of the system.
It is worth pointing out that Lean is thinking about
the best performance in all technological processes.
The ultimate goal is human development and the use of
the mind of all employees. Therefore, such thinking
should be shared by all employees and must also be
involved in the implementation. Lean principles as
means of testing the business process [2]:

• The first principle defines the values. The product
or service must be delivered to the client when the
client wants it and at the place where the client wants it.
It is necessary to listen to and recognize the needs of
the client and to identify well the value that the product
has for the customer, how customers see the product.
• The second principle is the mapping of the flow of
values
• The third principle of the Lean methodology is to
create a flow. In order to achieve the best flow in the
production process, we need to distance ourselves from
traditional thinking and rebuild resources so that the
process can take place with continuous flow.
• The fourth principle of Lean's methodology is the
pull principle,
• The ultimate principle of Lean's methodology
perfection, pursuing perfection or aspiration for
continuous improvements.
When it comes to Lean in manufacturing companies,
several things must be provided to ensure that Lean
will function successfully, and these are:
• Well-established and balanced production,
• Flexible people and machines,
• Top-notch quality,
• Reliable equipment and machinery,
• Reliable suppliers,
• Very short tool replacement time
• A great deal of discipline.
The principles discussed above provide the framework
of the Lean philosophy and their application supports
the transformation of the organization into Lean
enterprise [3]. Next is the presentation of some of the
most popular Lean management methods and tools and
their use in the production environment.
1) Value Stream Mapping (VSM) corresponds directly
to the first Lean principle, that is, to the Value
Determination Principle. It includes the process of
graphically drafting all the activities needed to move
the product through the value stream and to identify
and remove the waste thereafter. In doing so, it is
necessary to illustrate both the material flow and the
flow of information. As an initial step for one Lean
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business is creating the current state of the value flow.
Afterwards, improvements are made according to the
Lean philosophy and the desired state (future) is
recorded in a new map of the value stream.
2) Standardized work process
The standardization of the work process establishes the
best methods and sequences for optimizing
performance and minimizing waste (activities that do
not add value). This ensures that the activities will be
carried out the same way at any time. With the
standards in the performance of its activities, Lean
company gets consistency in its production processes.
3) 5S Methodology
The 5S methodology provides a standardized working
environment and allows the employees see the flow of
the process. The 5S can be seen as a good starting point
for implementing the Lean Initiative.
4) Visual Management
Visual management allows workers to be fully
informed about the production procedures, the current
state and other important things so that the process
would take place more efficiently. Large displays in the
halls are a far better way of communication than
written reports, so more should be used. When it comes
to improving the processes, visual management helps
the team of workers to better understand the work,
facilitates understanding of the order of the
complicated activities and their internal and external
tasks interactions with the surrounding work units
5) Kanban
Kanban is a method based on the extraction system,
which uses visual signals (for example, cards in
different colors) to signal production contrary to the
course of production. In fact it represents a certain
complement system: complementing the required parts
in the right amount at the right time and at the right
time. It is means of communication in the extraction
system. Kanban can be: a card, an empty pallet, a
visual display, that is, any element that gives a signal to
start producing a particular part.

In this case almost all of the Lean tools are used, but
the predominant one is the Standardized Work process
because with the help of the Standardized work process
it is easier to analyze the working pattern and/or
improve it.

3. CASE STUDY OF LEAN APPLICATION IN A
PRODUCTION COMPANY

3.2. Measurement phase
In this phase we measured each working activity
performed by the operators. In this phase both the cycle
times and the non-cycle times that are included (for
example activity that happens every 3rd or 6th cycle).
The time for one printed board is given in seconds,
with 10 measurements done for each cycle (Tab.1& 2).

Lean production presents optimization of the process,
using empirical methods to figure out what adds value
to the client, as opposed to the uncritical welcome to all
ideas [4][5]. The benefits of implementing Lean
manufacturing
principles
to
real
productive
environment are presented in this case study
implemented in Aptiv, Macedonia.
Aptiv is one of the largest suppliers to the automotive
industry delivering advanced electrical and electronic,
motor and vehicle safety technologies around the
world, enabling the manufactures to make vehicles that
are safer and better connected.
Aptiv Macedonia in particular produces printed circuit
boards. The production area as shown in Figure 1 is
separated in two parts SMT (surface mount technology)
and FA (final assembly). This project aims at
improving the final assembly and determining the
optimal number of operators in this part of the
production.
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Fig. 1. Company layout
3.1. Definition phase
The analysis of the production process and the
standardized work process of every post led to a
problem with the operator’s utilization after which we
decided to analyze the process in terms of two
parameters, the number of machines and the takt time
to see the optimal number of operators.

Machine
Singulation
Pressfit Single
Pressfit Double
ICT test
Coating
Housing
EOL test
Bracket assembly & CMI

1
6.3
17.4
13.4
8.9
8
6.8
9
9.6

2
6.05
16
13.5
9
8.1
7
9
9.3

3
4
6.3
6.2
18.7 18.6
14 13.05
9.25 8.87
8.1
8.1
6.5
6.3
8.9
9
9 9.15

5
6
19
13.5
9.25
8.1
6.5
8.7
9.7

6
6.01
18.8
13.3
9.25
8.1
6.6
8.8
9.9

7
6.4
18.6
13.6
9.25
8.1
6.8
9
9

8
6.15
18.5
13.6
9
8.1
6.3
9.2
9.3

9
6.1
18.9
13.5
9
8.1
6.6
9.3
9.4

Table 1. Measured Cycle time

Table 2. Measured NonCycle time

Machine
Time
Singulation
0.65
Pressfit Single
0.3
ICT test
0.5
Coating
0.5
Housing
1
EOL test
2
Bracket assembly & CMI
1.5

10 Average
6
6
19
18
14
13.5
9
9
8.1
8
6.05
7
9.1
9
9.1
9

With the takt time, it is shown how often a part or
product should be produced, that is, the amount of time
the product should come out in terms of volume, the
quantity of products that is required by the client.
It is obtained as a ratio between the available working
hours per day (in seconds / minutes) and the client's
daily demand (in pieces), the quantity of products in
number of pieces. This calculation of takt is used to
synchronize the pace of production with the pace of
sales.
In this particular process, the takt time was calculated
by taking the time (in hours) that is used by the
company as effective time, together with the foreseen
breaks are taken in all of the 3 shifts. It is important to
note that the production does not stop during the day,
also during the breaks the work continues with less
effectiveness and output because fewer operators are
working. Here, the takt time for the SMT line and FA is
calculated separately (Table 4).
In order to calculate the required number of operators
using the takt time which was previously calculated,
the same data of the previous calculation will be used .
The calculation of the number of operators with takt
time is as follows:

3.3. Analysis phase
3.3.1 In relation to the number of machines that are
operated by one operator
The purpose of this paper is optimization,
improving the production process through time
parameters. First to calculate is the number of operators
required in relation to the number of operated
machines, because in some cases there is more than one
machine operated by one operator, depending on the
times, that is, the manual time and the machine time.
The calculation of the required number of operators
also took into account the previously mentioned
standardized work process that was created. Also, this
calculation takes into consideration the bottlenecks in
the production process.
In production, the bottleneck is one process in the
process chain that with its limited capacity reduces the
capacity of the entire chain. There are short and longterm bottlenecks. Short-term bottlenecks are temporary
and are usually not a significant problem. An example
of a short-term bottleneck would be a skilled employee
who would take several days off work. Long-term
bottlenecks occur all the time and can cumulatively
slow down production. An example of a long-term
bottleneck is when the machine is not efficient enough
and as a result there are delays.
The method of calculating the number of operators
in relation to the cycle time, the manual time and the
machine time will be shown in the following example.
If we have 4 machines, whose machine time is 58
seconds, and the manual operation lasts 22 seconds, in
order to get the required number of operators for
operating these machines it is necessary to calculate the
required number of operators = (manual operation *
number of machines) / machine time or in this example

Required number of operators = (manual time *
number of machines) / time
Takt time
Work shifts per day
Hours per Shift
Break time per shift
Lunch time per shift
Customer demand per day
Available time per shift
Net working time per shift
Net working time per shift
Net working time per day SMT
Net working time per day FA
Takt time SMT
Takt time FA

(22 * 4) / 58 = 1.5 operators
Table 3 gives the calculations for the number of
operators in relation to the number of machines.
After the calculation and the numbers we can conclude
that there is difference of 0.7 and 0.5 operators on the
ICT test and EOL test machines.
Machine
Singulation
Pressfit Single
Pressfit Double
ICT test
Coating
Housung
EOL test
Bracket assembly & CMI

Cycle time
6
18
13.5
9
8
7
9
9

Non-Cycle
Time
0.65
0.3
0
0.5
0.5
1
2.0
1.5

Manual
work

Table 4. Calculation of takt time
In this calculation of the required number of operators
the volume as a parameter is included in contrast to the
Volume
per day

NCT + MW

4
7
13
7
6
4
2.5
9

Table 3. Calculated number of operators in relation of
the number of machines
3.3.2 In relation to the takt time
Next is the calculation of the required number of
operators in relation to takt time, with the help of the
collected data and the performed measurements of all
processes.

3 Shifts
8 Hours
10 min
20 min
7800 units
480 min
460.2 min
27612 s
84960 s
82836 s
10.9 s
10.6 s

5
7
13
8
7
5
5
11

7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800

Calculated
operators

Number of
machines
1
0.4
1.0
1.7
0.8
0.7
1.5
1.2

Current number
of operators
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Difference
0
-0.6
0
0.7
-0.2
-0.3
0.5
0

previous calculation.
Table 5. shows the calculations for the number of
operators in relation to takt time. If we analyze the
Table 6, from the results it can be concluded that this
calculation gives similar results, there is a difference in
the same processes as before, ICT and Pressfit, but the
numbers are smaller than in the previous calculation.
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Machine

Cycle time

Singulation
Pressfit Single
Pressfit Double
ICT test
Coating
Housung
EOL test
Bracket assembly & CMI

6
18
13.5
9
8
7
9
9

Non-Cycle
Time
0.65
0.3
0
0.5
0.5
1
2.0
1.5

Manual
work

NCT + MW

4
7
13
7
6
4
2.5
9

Volume
per day

5
7
13
8
7
5
5
11

Calculated
operators

7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800

Number of
machines
1
0.4
1.0
1.7
0.8
0.7
1.5
1.2

Current number
of operators
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1

Difference

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Difference
0
-0.6
0
0.7
-0.2
-0.3
0.5
0

Calculated operators
-0.6
-0.3
0.2
0.4
-0.4
-0.5
0.3
0.0

Takt time
0.4
0.7
1.2
1.4
0.6
0.5
1.3
1.0

10.6

Table 5. Calculated number of operators in relation to
takt time
Machine
Singulation
Pressfit Single
Pressfit Double
ICT test
Coating
Housung
EOL test
Bracket assembly & CMI

Cycle time
6
18
13.5
9
8
7
9
9

Non-Cycle
Time
0.65
0.3
0
0.5
0.5
1
2.0
1.5

Manual
work

NCT + MW

4
7
13
7
6
4
2.5
9

5
7
13
8
7
5
5
11

Volume
per day

Calculated
operators

7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800
7800

Table 6. Calculated number of operators in relation to
the takt time and the number of machines (comparison)
4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE
IMPROVEMENTS ACHIEVED ON THE
ANALYZED PROCESS
If we compare the results of the calculations it can be
concluded that in all the processes the optimal number
of needed operators obtained with the calculations
corresponds to the number of operators currently
serving the machines except in the ICT and Pressfit
processes, where the operator is missing, both in terms
of the number of machines and in relation to time. On
these posts more machines are operated by one operator
so that the results obtained actually prove that the
operator does not manage to operate the machines on
time, the operator does not wait for the machines, but
the machines wait for the operator and therefore there
is a waste of time. Setting up plus one operator on these
posts, machines, will result in full capacity and volume
and therefore full utilization of the machines.
Additional analysis of the results leads to conclusion
that by adding plus one operator on the ICT post, the
utilization will reach 70% in comparison to the utilization of the second person of the EOL. By reviewing the
remaining results, it can be concluded that the EOL 0.5
operator can be obtained by sharing the operator from
the Housing position who is not fully utilized.
5. CONCLUSION
Lean is a production philosophy that, when
implemented, shortens the time from order to delivery
of the finished product to the client, eliminating all
sources of waste, i.e. losses in the process of
production. The focus of the Lean philosophy is adding
value to the client. This way of thinking reduces the
unnecessary steps in the activities that add, but also in
the activities that don’t add value to the clients.
The benefits of Lean are reflected in the reduction of
the production time, increased quality, flexibility and
customer satisfaction. The effective implementation of
Lean methodology in the organization results in the
company strengthening the framework of its
organizational and inter-organizational relations. It also
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Number of
machines
1
0.4
1.0
1.7
0.8
0.7
1.5
1.2

Current number
of operators
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Difference

Calculated operators
-0.6
-0.3
0.2
0.4
-0.4
-0.5
0.3
0.0

Takt time
0.4
0.7
1.2
1.4
0.6
0.5
1.3
1.0

10.6

achieves better flexibility and ability to quickly respond
to the changes in the customer demand, that is, better
involvement of the employees and better financial and
non-financial results. Although the Lean system has
more advantages than flaws, certain caution is required
when implementing Lean, so these flaws can have no
negative impact on the company. One of its key
disadvantages is that the Lean methodology provides
little room for errors and does not create inventory.
Lean methodology is applicable in all activities and in
all organizational structures, both in the manufacturing
sector and in the service sector.
In this paper, on the basis of the obtained results from
the calculations and analysis it is concluded that the
production process in question in the company Aptiv
does not work with the optimal number of operators.
With the previously obtained results in relation to the
number of machines and the takt time which is
connected with the quantity of products to be produced,
it is concluded that an ICT operator is needed for full
utilization of the machines.
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INCREASING PRODUCTION CAPACITIES THROUGH THE DEVELOPMENT AND
INTEGRATION OF THE 5 STAGE PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY
Abstract: This paper is based on the discipline that is still in process of continuous development, which is the
project management discipline with basic information necessary to run a project. The 5 stage methodology, which is
the basic tool for this discipline, has been expanded and integrated into the 7 stage methodology for application in
all industries. The application of the improved methodology can be clearly seen where the main goal of the on-going
project is to increase project capacities of an existing production plant by introducing a new product for automotiv
industry as a result of the requirements of the main clients. Finally, an analysis is presented that puts the
foundations for further continuous improvement of this methodology.
Key words: Project Management, 5 stage methodology, process group
1. INTRODUCTION
As never before, the application of project
management and project development is increasingly
being applied especially in the field of industrial aspect,
by increasing production capacities, process
optimization, and introduction of new production
processes, methods of work and continuous
improvement of all segments on one plant.
The project is an instant effort that is undertaken in
order to make a unique product, service or result [1].
The temporary nature of the projects indicates that each
project has its start and end. The end can be seen when
the goals are achieved or the project is pre-determined.
A project can create:
 A product that is a final part or a component
of another part
 Service (a business function that supports
production or distribution)
 Improve an existing product or service line
(for example a Six Sigma project that is
undertaken to reduce defects.
 Document - theoretical research.
2. PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY
Project management uses knowledge, skills, tools
and techniques to carry out project activities that need
to meet the requirements set by one project [1]. Project
management is carried out through the appropriate
application Fig.1 and integration of 47 locally grouped
processes, which are divided into five process groups:
1.Initiation – these processes are used to define a new
project or a new stage of an existing project by
providing authorization to start the project or phase.
2.Planning – processes that require introduction of the
project scope, defining the objectives, defining the
direction of movement of the activities necessary to
achieve the objectives of the project.
3.Installation / Construction of the project – these
processes are used to perform or complete the defined
work activities in the project management plan in order
to meet the project specifications.

4.Monitoring and control – these are processes that
require monitoring, reviewing and regulating the
progress and performance of the project. Also,
identification of areas where changes and initiation of
appropriate changes will have to be made.
5.Completion of the project – this process or project
phase is final and serves to close or complete all
activities in all process groups in order to finalize the
project or phase.

Fig.1. Process groups - 5 stage project methodology
The management of a project actually involves
many activities and it is not limited to [1,2]:
-Defining requirements;
-Presentation of needs, care and expectations by
stakeholders who are active, effective and collaborative
in nature;
-Positioning,
maintaining communication
with
stakeholders who are active, effective and collaborative
in nature;
-Getting acquainted with stakeholders through project
requirements and defining project tasks and deliveries;
-Balancing the project's intensity which includes but is
not limited in terms of: quality, scope, schedule,
budget, resources and risk.
3. INTEGRATION OF THE 5 STAGE INTO
7 STAGE METHODOLOGY
The previously presented general methodology of
project management with 5 stages has to be adapted for
projects where the aim is increasing production
capacities and optimization of processes in one
production unit [3].
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The general five-stage methodology is expanded in
7 stages, thus providing better follow-up of the entire
project and its better understanding through a detailed
presentation of all activities or tasks to be performed.
This methodology allows traceability on the three key
performance indicators which present the success on
each project stage (Fig.2). The key performance
indicators are: Time, Cost and Quality.
The next picture represents the integrated and
improved seven stage project methodology with
application in all industries:
Business planing
Initiation
Preliminary Design
Detailed Design
Procurement & Installation
Commissioning
Handover

Fig. 2.

Process groups - 7 stage project methodology

Running a project according to this methodology
must take into account all the stages in their right order,
to obtain the desired traceability and information for
crossing from one stage to the next. Information is a
key and indispensable factor for capital projects, as
their lack affects the timeframe for meeting it, and thus
causes dissatisfaction with higher-level stakeholders.
The good traceability of a project can provide us with
an adequate level of sustainability, quality and business
continuity, the results of which can be seen with its
completion.
Each of the presented stages has a certain time
period which depends on the scope of the project itself
(Fig.3). The graphic display shows that most of the
time is spent in the stages of preliminary and detailed
design where the research and analyzes for obtaining an
appropriate production process through appropriate
equipment is the main objective of the project.
Furthermore, business planning and initiating the
project are short stages through which the costeffectiveness of the entire project is realized.

DURATION OF PROJECT PHASES
Commissio
ning

Handover

Business
planning

Initiation

Preliminar
y design

Procurem
ent &
Installatio
n

Detailed
design

Fig. 3. Duration of the project phases
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Procurement and installation is a critical phase of a
degree approximately equal to the design phases. The
reason for the long period of this phase is the
installation of the necessary equipment, which carries
additional activities. With the calibration of the new
equipment, testing and commissioning is carried out.
This is a short-term phase that ensures that the installed
equipment is in the proper working condition. Finally,
the stage of the project delivery is actually handing
over the entire project documentation to one of the
main stakeholders and its duration is usually 1 day.
3.1 Difference between stages in both methodologies
The difference between the two methodologies is
the number of stages that they are divided in. Main
difference in these methodologies can be seen primarily
in the business planning phase, preliminary and
detailed design. Business planning is an added stage in
analyzing the cost-effectiveness of a project and the
return of investment. On the other side, the planning
phase in the improved methodology is divided into a
preliminary and detailed design where the development
of production equipment is clearly followed, which is
very important for the industrial environment (Fig.4).

5 stage methodology:
1. Initiation
2. Planning
3. Installation
4. Monitoring & Control
5. Completion of the project

Improved 7 stage methodology:
1. Business planing
2. Initiation
3. Preliminary Design
4. Detailed Design
5. Procurement & Installation
6. Commissioning
7. Handover

Fig.4 Difference between the two methodologies
4. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF
IMPROVED 7 STAGE METHODOLOGY
The practical use of this methodology can be seen
in the following example where the main goal of the
project was increasing production capacities by
introducing a new product for automotive industry, as a
demand from the main customer. Production process of
the new product is different than the existing one with
one main difference, number of production areas where
ultimately the final product is obtained.
From the initial information that was known about
the new production process and product, it came to the
conclusion that many types of new raw materials will
be used, which will require additional procurement and
installation of production equipment just like the
previous one, which will meet the required capacities.
By defining this initial information, a delivery project
period of 2 years was defined, as this represents the
period when the finished product should be delivered to
the buyer. The given initial information enables
achievement of the main task of the project manager
and project team by defining everything that is

necessary for quality delivery of the project and the
possibility of obtaining the required products. From the
moment of obtaining this top management order, the
project is given to the project manager, which is further
followed by the integrated methodology as a pilot
project after all the steps given for each stage [4].
4.1 Business planning
The stage of business planning is the first and only
stage that has not been fully implemented by the
project team. It is carried out internally in the company,
with each department aiming to carry out a specific
work assignment. The activities or steps that cover this
stage are:
 ROI
 Traceability matrix
 Feasibility study
 Hazard study 1
 Stage report
Business
planning
stage
gate
approval
Return of investment analysis is an indispensable step
that needs to be taken in order to see if you need to
invest in a project and it is calculated according to the
following formula (4.1):
ROI = (Total Revenue – Total Cost)/ Total Cost (4.1)
The risk matrix is an important tool used during the
start of a project where risk assessment and risk level
are defined, taking into account the probability
category in terms of the severity of the consequences
that can arise in this project.
The Hazard study is a proven method that is used to
identify potential hazards and problems associated with
occupational health and safety that may arise by
installing new equipment or by introducing a new
production process.
Stage report and stage approval are one step where
general manager approves the activities done for
further transition to the next stage.
4.2 Initiation
The second stage of initiation has longer time
duration than the previous one, with focus on planning
the course of the project and not the feasibility analysis
of the project. At this stage, much of the necessary
information and details are received, which easily
crosses into the third and fourth stages of a detailed and
preliminary design. This stage includes:
 Project Structure
 User Requirements Specifications
 Project Scope
 Project Plan
 RACI matrix
 Hazard Study 2
 Stage report & gate approval
Defining the project structure and project scope is
made by the project manager where using the given
resources, project scope is defined for each team
member. Project plan is also closely related to the
project scope and that is actually the bottle neck in this
methodology that is open for improvements. Satisfying

stakeholders with a good project plan with no delays is
very important.
RACI matrix is also defining all human resources
which are available for the project. The URS is the
basic document listing all the requirements related to
the basic parts that cover the equipment as well as the
raw materials used for the first production of semifinished products and ultimately obtaining the final
product. This is the most important document for one
project that has to be prepared by the main customer of
the production equipment.
Last, same as the previous stage a hazard study 2 is
made with “What if analysis” where potential risk are
being located. Stage report and gate approval are last
step of Initiation stage.
4.3 Preliminary Design
The design phase in this integrated methodology is
divided into two sub-phases of a preliminary and
detailed design. The reason for this division is the need
for detailed monitoring of equipment specifications in
order not to make a mistake that cannot be easily
solved at the installation stage [5]. The preliminary
design stage is extremely important because of the
changes that need to be made if there are changes of
requests in the URS document. This stage includes:
 Defining specifications of all equipment
 Budgetary quotations
 Defining needed budget
 Cost tracking
 Layout of production equipment
 Defining risks
 Hazard study 3 – HAZOP
 Stage report & gate approval
Defining the specifications for the equipment that
is going to be procured is an activity that reflects the
entire project stage of a preliminary design. Leaded by
the URS document the following equipment was
needed: Dosing systems, Preparing units, Extraction
system and Filtration system used before the final
product is done.
This project activity is simpler in terms of market
analysis (research) and the search for suitable vendors.
Based on the initial prepared specifications for the
equipment, a preliminary offer is required to help
create the future budget.
Monitoring costs is an activity carried out by the
project manager, it reviews all received budget offers
from the vendors. With these offers, a space for making
a value analysis is created, with which the appropriate
solution can be determined.
Hazard Study 3 (HAZOP) is committed to the
equipment that will be procured. From the results
obtained from the study of all raw materials that will be
used for production, the possibility of igniting one of
the raw materials is indicated, and an analysis of all the
equipment used for that raw material should be carried
out.
Last step is the stage approval.
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4.4 Detailed Design
The continuation of the preliminary design stage is
the detailed design stage. At this stage, a detailed
definition of the specifications of all the equipment to
be installed is given in detail, taking into account all the
smallest and negligible parts that in the previous phase
were not a topic and scope of work. The activities that
are going to be undertaken in this phase are few, with
the only focus on the production equipment. Other
activities included in this phase are [6]:
 P & ID diagrams
 Process flow diagrams of production process
 Hazard study 4
 Stage report & gate approval
P & ID diagrams as well as the process flow
diagrams are prepared for all production equipment and
processes.
The fourth part of this study concerns the provision
of information on the construction of an existing
production plant and how its upgrading can affect the
overall design. Taking into account are the capacities of
existing structures and the load on the floor, electrical
and mechanical capacities, existing pipeline capacities.
Last step is the stage approval.
4.5 Procurement & Installation
As the most dynamic stage in the 7 stage
methodology is the stage of procurement and
installation. Project team starts with procurement and
installation of the chosen production equipment. This
stage also includes:
 Purchasing orders
 NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement)
 Hazard study 5
 Induction for installation
 Stage report & gate approval
 NDA will be signed with all chosen vendors.
Induction for installation will be done for all
installation contractors.
In parallel with the installation process, the hazard
study is carried out where preparations were made for
the testing process of the entire installed equipment.

5. FINAL REMARKS
From here it is possible to see the purpose of project
management and the manner of running projects
according to the 5 stage methodology of project
management. This methodology according to different
needs can be changed, which in the given example was
integrated into the 7 stage methodology.
Strenghts:
- Better traceability
- Easier predicting future
activities
- Structured partition
- Better understanding
with stakeholders and
project sponsor

Opportunities:

- Possibility for further
improvement and
upgrading of the
methodology

FAT (Factory Acceptance Test)
SAT (Site Acceptance Test)

FAT testing takes place in the production plant of
the supplier while Sat testing is performed after the
installation and calibration of the equipment in the
existing production plant.
4.7 Handover
The final phase of the integrated 7 stage project
management methodology applied in this project refers
to the preparation of all documentation for maintenance
of the purchased equipment that in the end is being
delivered to the maintenance department.
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Threats:
- Replacing the
methodology with another
methodology

However, although it has improved, this
methodology has some disadvantages as well as
opportunity for future improvement that can be seen
through the following SWOT analysis given at the
Fig.5.
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RULE BASED PROCESS SELECTION OF MILLING PROCESSES BASED ON GD&T
REQUIREMENTS
Abstract: The IMPlanner is an ongoing CAPP software project that enables rapid and detailed process selection of
manufacturing processes based on specific details of CAD models such as GD&T requirements and feature
recognition. A mapping of the different manufacturing routes possible for a given CAD design are outputted by the
software, electing the optimal solution. Previously this software focused mainly on hole making operations however,
further research has enabled its expansion towards milling operations.
Key words: CAPP, Process Planning, Milling Sequence

1. INTRODUCTION
Process planning is fundamental to ensure an
optimize relation between design and manufacturing
[1]. By implementing CAPP (Computer Aided Process
Planning) tools, the translation of design features and
tolerances in to manufacturing processes are no longer
dependent of work-force knowledge. A CAPP tool is
capable of extracting all of the necessary knowledge
from a CAD (Computer Aided Design) design file and
allocate the necessary sequence of processes, tools and
machines capable of producing such product. The
knowledge base and rules with which the CAPP tool
functions is the key for an improved result [2]. In this
work, the expansion of the IMPlanner CAPP software
into the field of milling operations is addressed. Section
2 contains a review of previous work developed, 3
explains modules developed in the software, section 4
presents case studies and section 5 concludes the paper.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
CAPP tools have been a highly researched topic for
a few decades now, having been studied through varied
methodological approaches as can be seen in [1].
Knowledge based systems are the foundation for the
work here developed and a thorough review of these
systems can be read in [3]. More recently CAPP
systems are being devised to aid as virtual
manufacturing tools [4], distributed process planners
[5] and integration tools [6]. Process selection is an
important task of process planning as it ensures which
process and tools are capable of producing a given
feature while meeting design specifications. Usually
during process selection a series of alternative
processes and manufacturing paths are evaluated to
determine which are more capable of achieving the
desired objectives, such as production speed, cost,
accuracy, among others [3]. For a CAPP tool, the
process selection segment will verify which
equipment/tool set is capable of producing a given
feature regarding geometrical and/or dimensional
tolerances, or if needed which series of process are

needed to obtain the desired result. Simultaneously,
CAPP tools are also able to estimate production time
and cost for each manufacturing step.
When performing process selection tasks, regarding
a certain process or machine shop, it is necessary to
consider three existing levels of knowledge: universal,
shop and machine level knowledge [7]. As indicated by
the name, universal knowledge does not address the
specifics of a process, is usually encountered in
handbooks and is only used when details of a process
are unknown. Shop level knowledge is drawn upon the
specifications of equipment and tools to predict process
outcome. Machine level knowledge considers the
capabilities of a specific equipment, such as achievable
tolerance, based on on-site experience, e.g. on collected
data via statistical process control, allowing to quantify
the exact capability of an equipment. When equipped
with these levels of knowledge in a data base, it is
possible to create an accurate and reliable process
selection and planning. Even thought this paper will
only address universal knowledge, the robustness of the
model developed can be easily adapted to any type of
knowledge base.
Extensive work has been developed regarding
process planning of hole making operations by authors
in [8], [9] and [10] however, milling operations are still
lacking research depth due to higher variation of
process equipment, tools and feature geometries.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 IMPlanner Software
The IMPlanner CAPP tool is an ongoing software
project under development at Ohio University [11] that
aims to allow the end user to generate alternate, precise
and detailed manufacturing process selection,
sequencing and scheduling plans, using CAD design
files as a starting point. This is achieved due to the
different modules encoded in the IMPlanner software
than can convert design features into manufacturing
steps and attribute them to specific manufacturing
process. A few examples of some important modules in
the IMPlanner tool are: the process plan object module
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which encompasses all of the information relative to
manufacturing processes, their hierarchy and
propertiesof materials, cutting tools, equipment etc.; the
rule-based process selection module (RBPS) that
detains the knowledge regarding capabilities of a given
process, reasoning against GD&T information such as
feature dimension, tolerances and their relation; the
feature mapping module which captures design
information from the CAD model. Process precedence
is also evaluated in order to ensure the correct order of
manufacturing processes and steps. The overview of
the IMPlanner architecture can be seen in Figure 1.

machines simultaneously, showing that to execute a
given operation it is necessary to have the correct tool
and machine for the job. Lastly, there is a two-way
relation between tools and machines to ensure cross
compatibility between these knowledge bases.

Figure 2. Relation tree between knowledge branches.

Figure 1. IMPlanner CAPP tool architecture.

Generic rules are used when knowledge base is
separated from the inference mechanism, so that the
same set of rules may be used with different knowledge
bases. The generic set of rules have been implemented
in the earlier work on IMPlanenr development as
reported in [13]. Those generic rules have been used in
the developing milling capability knowledge base as
described in this paper.

3.2 Rule-based Process Selection Module

3.3 Milling Capabilities

The RBPS module selects the appropriate
manufacturing processes for the feature requirements
captured from the CAD file by the feature mapping
module, as well as testing for machine and tool
availability (rules are essentially If-Then statements
coded in Jess (Java Expert System Shell)) [12]. Rules
can be grouped into the following areas of action [13]:
1. Process selection rules to decide which
processes are compatible with captured
features and specifications;
2. Precedence rules for the relation between
features, tolerances and quality, returning for
instances, the order of processes to
manufacture a single or set of features or the
machining operations needed;
3. Machine and tool selecting rules;
4. Resting face selection rules for machining
operations;
Rules can be separated into two major groups: specific
rules and general rules. Specific rules encompass the
necessary knowledge for process selection and are
reasoned based on a two-way or multi-way relations
between design features, manufacturing operations,
machines and machine tools. These set of relations can
be seen in Figure 2. Following this diagram, features
have a two-way relation with manufacturing
operations, meaning that reasoning must be done
between the shape of the desired feature to produce and
the manufacturing operations capable of producing it
(e.g. a face mill produces a flat face perpendicular to
the rotating axis of the tool). Manufacturing operations
has a multi-way relation between process tools and

Milling is a machining process that uses cutting tools to
remove material from a raw block or a pre-formed
shape to achieve a desired final geometry. Material
removal is achieved via the engagement between the
surface of the part and a rotating multiple-tooth cutting
tool, originating small chips due to the interrupting
cutting action of the tool teeth [14]. Milling techniques
can be distinguished according to the tool’s axis
position relative to the work piece. Some examples are:
 Peripheral milling – performs machining via the
cutting edges located on the periphery of the cutting
tool, in a horizontal position relative to the work
piece (tool rotation axis is parallel to work piece
plane). Depending on the tool orientation relative to
the feed direction, the cutting action can be
classified as upward milling or downward milling
[15];
 Face milling – has a tool rotation axis perpendicular
to the plane of the part being machined. The part is
machined by the cutting edges located on the
periphery of the cutting tool.
 End milling – is similar to face milling with the
same tool orientation however, the tools have
cutting edges both on the end and periphery of the
tool, being able to generate two machined faces
simultaneously (such as a pocket or a shoulder
profiles).
Due to the variability that exists in manufacturing,
tolerances are set to establish limits/boundaries on the
degree of variability [16]. It is somewhat difficult to
encounter milling process boundaries beyond the realm
of universal knowledge. This is due to high versatility
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of milling operations and great dependence on
machinist skills, maintenance procedures. Process
capabilities are often treated as a proprietary
information and knowledge for individual companies
and they are seen as competitive advantage of one
organization against its competitors. Nevertheless,
some authors have been able to compile several
specific tolerance values, such as the values in Table 1
and Table 2 adapted from [17] and [16] respectively.
The table 1. Show the value in both inches and
millimeters.
Milling Approach
Face
Peripheral
End
Boundaries
Roughi Finishi Roughi Finishi Roughi Finishi
ng
ng
ng
ng
ng
ng
Dimensiona
0.002/ 0.001/ 0.002/ 0.001/ 0.004/ 0.004/
l Tolerance
0.0508 0.0254 0.0508 0.0254 0.1016 0.1016
(in/mm)
Flatness 0.001/ 0.001/ 0.001/ 0.001/
(in/mm) 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254
Angularity 0.001/ 0.001/
(in/mm) 0.0254 0.0254
Perpendicul
0.001/ 0.001/
arity
0.0254 0.0254
(in/mm)
Parallelism 0.001 0.001/
0.0015/ 0.0015/
(in/mm) /0.0254 0.0254
0.0381 0.0381
Surface
50
30
50
30
60
50
Finish (µm)
Table 1. Process tolerances ranges ( [17])

A broader analysis has been done in [15] where the
author defines the expected accuracy of a machining
processes based on the international tolerance grade
defined in the ISO 286 Standard, which defines the
given tolerance a process can achieved based on the
dimension of the part that it is producing.

Typical
Tolerance
Machining
operation
Milling
Peripheral
Face
End
Shaping, Slotting
Planing
Sawing

mm

In

±0.025
±0.025
±0.05
0.025
±0.075
±0.50

±0.001
±0.001
±0.002
0.001
±0.003
±0.02

Surface
Roughness
µm

µ-in

0.4

16

1.6
1.6
6.0

63
63
250

Table 2. Process tolerances ranges adapted from ( [16]).
Milling
approach
Peripheral
Face
Form

ISO 286 Tolerance Surface roughness Rt
Grade
(µm)
IT 8
30
IT 6
10
IT 7
20 – 30

Table 3. Achievable accuracies based on part dimensions
(from [15])

In addition to presented milling capability knowledge it
was also important to define precedence between
various milling operations. Usually milling operations
are divided into rough and finish operations (sometimes
semifinish is included too), in addition to taxonomy of
milling operation based on tools used, such as face
milling, end milling, side milling, peripheral milling,
etc. In this work we have proposed milling operation
precedences as shown in Figure 3. The obvious
precedence is that rough operations must precede finish
operations. In addition to the above-mentioned
processes, we have included plunge milling which is
required to precede end milling for closed slots and
pockets, and rudimentary treatment of planar grinding
operations which may follow finish milling if part
tolerance requirements are higher than milling
capabilities

Figure 3. Precedence of milling operations
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Figure 4 User interface of IMPlanner running milling process selection

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The above-mentioned milling capability knowledge has
been implemented as a module in IMPlanner.
Implementation consists of three parts:
 Development of process selection rules,
 Milling knowledge representation
 Rules for triggering milling processes for different
feature types.
The IMPlanner running an example for milling process
selection is shown in Figure 4.

Similarly, Figure 7 shows the rule for open slots, in
which case we start reasoning by considering end
milling and side milling processes.

FEATURE

CHECK PROCESS
CAPABILITIES

COMPLETE
MATCH ?

4.1 Process Selection Rules

The process selection rules have been implemented
according to the procedure shown in Figure 5. This
procedure allows for selection of sequence of multiple
processes, when design tolerance requirements can not
be satisfied by a single process. The rule details have
been explained in [13] and further discussion is beyond
the scope of this paper. This also allows for customized
selection of planning knowledge, ie. the same set of
rules can be used when knowledge base is augmented
to increase the manufacturing capability coverage. The
method to do that is explained in section 3.2.
The rules for initial trigger of reasoning process have to
be implemented for each individual feature type. This
is the entry point for reasoning algorithm. Those rules
may depend also on feature dimension and subtype. For
example, to machine Slab (the feature that represents
resulting flat face in the part) it is enough to always
start with face milling or slab milling. On the other
side, when considering slots and pockets, it is necessary
to consider if they are open or closed. For open slots
and pockets, we can start with end milling (and side
milling for slots), while for closed slots and pockets we
do have to start with a plunging operation. Illustration
of those rule is shown in Figure 6 for closed slots and
pockets. The key information in the figure is bolded
and underlines to emphasize the reasoning process.
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GENERATE
PROCESS
INSTANCES

YES

NO

ACCEPT PROCESS
FOR THE FEATURE

NO
PARTIAL
MATCH ?
YES

DELETE PROCESS
INSTANCE

CREATE NEW
FEATURE WITH
UNSATISFIED
ATTRIBUTES

NEW FEATURE

SPECIFY MACHINE
AND TOOL
CONSTRAINTS

ESTIMATE
MACHINING
TIME AND COST

PROCESS
INSTANCE

Figure 5 Procedure for process selection
4.2 Milling knowledge representation

Implementation of milling knowledge for IMPlanner
consists of the two steps: persistent knowledge storage,
and knowledge representation model in the running
application. For persistent storage we have adopted the
XML format. Figure 8 illustrates data that is stored for
each milling process. For each milling process we
store two types of data: process capability for each of
feasible GD&T tolerances that can be accomplished by
milling. This data is based on our discussion section 3.
We also provide two alternative data sets, one for ISO
units (in millimeters), and another for ANSI units in

(defrule AssignPlungeMilling
?mf <- (MfgFeature (mayBeMachinedBy ?process&:(eq (call
?process toArray) (create$ )))
(processes ?listOfProcesses&:(eq (call ?listOfProcesses
toArray) (create$ )))
(OBJECT ?o&: (and (not (?o isHole))(?o isClosed)))
(mfgPartModelName ?part&:(neq ?part nil)) )
(not (FeatureRelation (Feature ?mf)))
=>
(addToMaybeMachinedBy ?o "edu.ohiou.mfgresearch.
implanner.processes.PlungeMilling" )
(assert (FeatureRelation (Feature ?mf)
(status MBMBAssigned) ))
)
Figure 6 Rule for closed slots and pockets

inches. In addition, we store required precedence
between individual processes, and this serves as
information when process selection traverses multiple
processes for the same design feature. This is stored
under <precedes> tag in the XML file. Once the

external data file is loaded into live IMPlanner
application the data in the XML file are converted into
the process precedence graph (shown in Figure 9) and
table of capabilities (Figure 10).
(defrule AssignSlotRoughMilling
?mf <- (MfgFeature (mayBeMachinedBy ?process&:(eq (call
?process toArray) (create$ )))
(processes ?listOfProcesses&:(eq (call ?listOfProcesses
toArray) (create$ )))
(OBJECT ?o&: (?o isSlot)) (mfgPartModelName ?part&:(neq
?part nil)) )
(not (FeatureRelation (Feature ?mf)))
=>
(addToMaybeMachinedBy ?o "edu.ohiou.mfgresearch.
implanner.processes.EndMillingSlottingRough" )
(addToMaybeMachinedBy ?o "edu.ohiou.mfgresearch.
implanner.processes.SideMillingRough" )
(assert (FeatureRelation (Feature ?mf)
(status MBMBAssigned) ))
)
Figure 7 Rule for open slots

Figure 8 Process capabilities in persistent XML format

Figure 9 Precedence of the milling operation in the IMPlanner prototype
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Figure 10 Implemented process capability matrix
5. CASE STUDY
To illustrate the developed approach, we have run the process
selection procedure on a sample real part called Slider (shown
in Figure 11). This is a part design that have served as test
design for several research institutions to be able to compare
their results.

Figure 11 Slider Example
In addition to geometric model (the CAD file) from
which we have retrieved feature dimensions and
orientations, it was necessary to supply GD&T
requirements. From the mechanical drawing for Slider
we took tolerance requirements (which also included
some datums), but we have added additional tolerance
and surface finish requirements in order to be able to
test and verify the process selection procedure. Also,
since Slider part has several Hole features we have
executed the complete procedure for both hoel making
and milling. The hole making knowledge base is used
from our previous research [13]. The part model is
loaded from XML file that contains the part model with
the feature dimensions and tolerance requirements. The
loaded part with all features before the process
selection procedure starts is shown in Figure 12, while
an example of feature data is shown earlier in Figure 4.
After the part model is loaded the system load process
capability data and process selection rules. The process
selection is executed in the Jess inference engine and
the final results are shown in Figure 13.
The feature/process tree shown in Figure 13 illustrates
few results from the process selection procedure:
1. Process selection procedure was successful for all
features as shown by change of the icon in the
feature tree for all features (compare folder icon in
Figure 13 with a terminate node icon in Figure 12,
before the process selection is started).
2. For each design feature (shown in black in Figure
13) the selected processes are shown in blue and
intermediate features are shown in magenta.
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Figure 12 Features of Slider Example

3. For each feature, the procedure considered alternate
processes according to the knowledge base, for
example RECTANGULAR SLOT(9) could be made
by EndMillingRough or SideMillingRough.
4. If a single process satisfies all requirements, there is
not
further
expansion,
as
shown
for
RECTANGULAR SLOT(9).
5. If there is a need to consider several processes to
obtain the required tolerances, several processes are
recommended, see for example RECTANGULAR

POCKET(7), for which four different processes in
sequence are necessary.
6. If the design required tolerances are such that there
is no a set of processes which would satisfy all of
them, the last intermediate feature (for which
nothing can be selected) is shown in red, as is the
case for SIMPLE HOLE(12) after HoleGrinding.
This case would require the change in design or
consideration of new resources.

could include designed experiments in each shop and
real-time monitoring of the machine performance to
adjust the process capabilities.
Implementation of the knowledge base as part of the
generic rule-based process selection procedure provides
a roadmap for incorporating the shop floor knowledge
into automated process planning.
Visualization of the process selection results provides a
fidelity of the system and increase the trust between
engineers and planning software.
While results demonstrate successful approach, there
are few other actions that can be taken:
1. consider mil-turn operations by extending the
knowledge base to turning processes
2. Extend reasoning to include machine and tool
selection by integrating the process selection
rule with process/machine/tool compatibilities.
3. Include real-time data collections from
running machine (e.g. vibrations, forces, etc)
that may have an impact on capabilities and
adjust capability knowledge base for dynamic
decision making.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF THE INFLUENCE OF HIGH-SPEED MACHINING
PARAMETERS ON TIME AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF THIN-WALLED PARTS
Abstract: This paper represents the research of the influence of machining strategies and parameters on machining
time and surface roughness of the thin-walled parts made of the aluminum alloy Al 7075. Changes were made to
three machining strategies, cutting speeds, feed rates, depths of cut while machining sample parts with the 0,5 and
1,5 mm wall thickness. Experimental research represents the trial studies and thus are conducted on 10 rectangular
parts (samples). Three values for the number of revolutions were adopted, 6000, 12000 and 24000 rev./min, while
the feed rate was defined as 10% of the cutting speed. The tool made of carbide with the 8 mm in diameter and 2
teeth was used for machining. The main goal of this research is to show whether is it possible to achieve good
surface accuracy and surface quality of the thin-walled parts without finishing operations.
Key words: Thin-walled parts, aluminum alloy, HSM, machining time, surface roughness.
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to its homogeneity, corrosion resistance and
excellent strength-to-weight ratio, the thin-walled
aluminum components are increasingly used as
structural parts in aviation, automobile, military and
other fields of electro-mechanical industries. A new
design of these components is directed towards
monolithic parts rather than on a larger number of
components that have to be assembled after machining.
In this way, a design with good mechanical
characteristics, better quality and accuracy, lower
weight and with lower manufacturing cost and time is
obtained [1]. The forms of machined thin-walled parts
which are identified so far can generally be divided into
the following forms: triangular type, rectangular type,
hexagon type, line type and complex forms [2].
Thin-walled parts are such parts whose wall
thickness is considerably smaller compared to the other
dimensions on a part. There are several
recommendations based on whom the classification of
the thin-walled parts is carried out. According to the
[3], the basic classification of the thin-walled parts can
be carried out in the following way:
 Small height to thickness ratio 15:1
 Moderate height to thickness ratio <30:1
 Very large height to thickness ratio > 30:1.
There are many factors that affect surface accuracy
of the thin-walled parts among which the most
influential are the following [3, 4, 5]: stresses and
deformations, deformations caused by vibrations,
wrong direction when removing chips, inadequate
machining type and method, i.e. machining strategies
and parameters etc.
Narrow tolerances on parts represent a major
challenge for manufacturers which is more emphasized
while machining the thin-walled parts. Due to the low
stiffness of the thin-walled structures there is a high
probability of occurrence of deformations during
machining which also lead to the occurrence of errors
in measures, shapes and positions, as well as deviations

in surface quality [5, 6, 7]. Deformations of the curved
thin-walled parts mostly occur under the influence of
cutting forces [8, 9, 10, 11]. Cutting forces are directly
related to machining parameters which indicates the
fact that selecting machining parameters is of key
importance for achieving the required surface accuracy
and quality. Generally, the stiffness of the thin-walled
parts is low, however, for different tool positions
during machining, stiffness changes significantly.
Besides, if stiffness constantly changes along with the
material removal process, different tool paths lead to
different inclinations of the thin-walled structure.
Therefore, selecting appropriate machining strategies,
i.e. the appropriate tool path, is of great significance as
well.
In this paper, the trial research studies were
performed with the aim of obtaining a good surface
quality without finishing as well as defining accuracy
parameters. Apart from surface roughness, the
following deviations were also measured: wall
thickness deviation – Δa, perpendicularity – Δb, flatness
– Δc. Also, the measured machining times on the
machine tool are compared and times are calculated in
the corresponding CAM software system. Also,
measured the measured machining times during
machining on the machine tool and calculating the time
in the corresponding CAM software. Also, compared
the measured machining times during machining on the
machine tool and calculating the time in the
corresponding CAM software.
2. STRUCTURE EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURES
2.1 Preparation of the experiment
Experimental research studies are conducted on the
high-speed CNC vertical turning center - DIGMA HSC
850. Air is used as a cooling agent because machine
has only possibility to use air cooling. When machining
the thin-walled aluminum parts, the tool from the
catalogue [12] is adopted, with the identification
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number E5909080, manufactured by YG. The tool
material is Carbide with two teeth. Fig. 1 shows the
shape of the milling cutter. Characteristics of the
cutting tool are given in the Table 1 with all units in
mm. The raw piece for producing sample parts is
rectangular with 70x40x40 mm in dimensions.

Aluminum alloy AL 7075 (AlZnMgCu1,5) is adopted
as the raw piece material. The SolidWorks 2014
software system is selected for defining 3D models,
while the Cimatron 10 software is used for generating
CNC code.

Fig. 1. Cutting tool
No.
E5909080

Corner
Radius (R)

Mill
Diameter (D1)

Shank
Diameter (D2)

Length of
Cut (L1)

Length Below
Shank (L3)

Overall
Length (L2)

Neck
Diameter (D3)

R 0.6

8

8

10

30

70

7.2

Table 1. Cutting tool data
2.2 Planining the experiment
Given the fact that these are the trial research
studies, the number of experiments is defined with 10
samples). Each of these samples is defined with
appropriate tool path and cutting conditions using the
Cimatron software. As shown in the Table 2, variations
of wall thicknesses, numbers of revolutions, feed rates,
depths of cut and machining strategies are defined.
Two wall thicknesses are varied, 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm.
The adopted machining strategies in the Cimatron
software are: climb, convectional and mixed. These
strategies are defined in the Table 2 in the following
way: climb – Path 1, conventional – Path 2 and mixed –
Path 3.
No.

Wall thickness (mm)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5

Number of revolutions
(rpm)
6000
24000
6000
24000
6000
12000
24000
24000
6000
12000

The alignment of the upper surface is performed on
each of these samples. Placing these samples in the
clamping tool is performed in the following way: the
distance from the upper surface of the raw piece to the
clamping tool was 32 mm, Fig. 2. Also, measuring the
height deviation value of a raw piece on the clamping
device with the comparator clock is performed, Fig. 3a.
This deviation ranges are between 0.02 and 0.03 mm.
The tool circular runout is measured as well using the
dial comparator, Fig. 3b. The cutting tool is placed in
the clamp. The tool circular runout recommended by
the manufacturer is 0.03 mm while the deviations
obtained by measurements using the dial comparator
were 0.02 mm.
Feed rate
(mm/min)
600
2400
600
2400
2400
1200
600
600
2400
1200

Depth of cut (mm)
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
1
3
3

Table 2. Experimental data

Fig. 2 Set-up each raw piece – defining 50 mm distance between cutting tool and workpiece
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Machining
strategies
Path 1
Path 1
Path 1
Path 1
Path 3
Path 1
Path 2
Path 2
Path 2
Path 3

Fig. 3a. Measuring the height deviation value of a raw
piece using the comparator clock
3. MEASURING RESULTS
The sample parts were measured after the
machining. The measurement of the following
parameters is planned by the research study, Fig. 4:
wall thickness deviation - Δa, perpendicularity
deviation - Δb, flatness deviation – Δc, surface
roughness – Ra. Machining time T is measured as well
and later compared with the machining time T1
obtained from the CAM software.
The first three values are measured on the
coordinate measuring machine Mitutoyo Strato –
APEX 9166. Surface roughness was measured using
Mitutoyo SJ-301 and the measurement was performed
administratively to the direction of the tool.
Considering the fact that the linear part was considered,
it was dividing into the left and the right side.

Fig. 3b. Measuring circular runout of tool using the dial
comparator clock
Therefore, the roughness was measured on the
following sides:
 left side in horizontal direction Ralh and left side in
vertical direction Ralv;
 right side in horizontal direction Radh and right side
in vertical direction Radv.
Machining time, which also has a significant role from
in terms of the cost of producing the part and overall
production, was based on the calculated time within the
Cimatron software and the real measured machining
time for the given part. This way of measuring time
was performed in order to predict how much the
obtained time within the CAM software differs from
the time obtained in real manufacturing conditions.
Flatness are meassured on Cordinate Measuring
Machine – Mitutoyo EURO-C-A574 CMM 3D.

Fig. 4. Measured values on the part
3.1 Analysis of measurement results
The wall thickness was measured in five positions
(measuring point, MP). The total length of the thinwalled part is divided into five equal lengths which are
marked on each sample. The measurement results are
shown in Table 3.
Based on the obtained results it can be concluded
that the smallest wall thickness deviation stands for the
number 7 with 1 mm in depth, while the second
smallest wall thickness deviation is obtained at 2 mm in
depth. In cases when the depth of cut was 3 mm or 4
mm experiment could not be conducted until the end

because of tool fractures or damages in the thin-walled
part. Tool fractures appeared on the following heights
measured from top of raw piece: 11.485, 15.110 and
12.560 mm of the total defined part height. It also must
be noted that the tool fractures occurred in the cases 5,
9 and 10, Fig. 5a, when using strategies convencional
and mixed. Wall damage occurred in the cases 6 and 7,
Fig. 5b. The damage occurred at the very end of the
part length or about 5 to 6 mm before tool left the cut.
Also, Table 3 gives the wall thickness deviations where
negative values represent the cases when tool fractures
or wall damages occurred. Taking into account that the
experiment was performed in real industrial conditions
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and that no equipment for measuring vibrations was
used, authors assume that the fractures and damages
occurred due to the emergence of self-exciting
vibrations.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Defined
Thickness
[mm]
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5

Figure 6 gives an overview of the parts 1, 2, 3, 4 and
8 which are completely performed the experiment, and
then the measured values of all parameters of accuracy
and machining quality.

MP 1
[mm]

MP 2
[mm]

MP 3
[mm]

MP 4
[mm]

MP 5
[mm]

Arithmetic
mean

Deviation
[mm]

Standard deviation
(mm)

0.521
0.515
1.531
1.509
0.524
0.485
0.460
0.510
1.492
1.460

0.523
0.515
1.526
1.503
0.525
0.495
0.470
0.508
1.425
1.500

0.524
0.525
1.526
1.512
0.520
0.502
0.480
0.502
1.430
1.490

0.527
0.515
1.524
1.507
0.500
0.506
0.470
0.500
1.432
1.480

0.524
0.510
1.522
1.508
0.510
0.495
0.500
0.500
1.390
1.490

0.524
0.5160
1.526
1.508
0.516
0.497
0.476
0.504
1.434
1.484

0.024
0.016
0.026
0.008
0.016
- 0.003
- 0.024
0.004
-0.066
-0.016

0.00217
0.00548
0.00335
0.00327
0.01064
0.00802
0.01517
0.00469
0.03675
0.01517

Table 3. Measured values of wall thickness

Fig. 5a. Depth at which the tool fractures appeared while machining samples 5,6 and 7 respectively

Fig. 5b. Damages in thin-walled parts in experiments 9 and 10 respectively

Fig. 6. Displaying the correctly made parts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8 respectively
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By comparing the measured machining times and
the same times obtained from the CAM software, the
certain differences were acquired and therefore shown
in Table 4. Since the samples 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10 showed
the fractures of the tool and damages in the wall
thickness, the difference between the measured time
and the time obtained from the software was not
calculated.
Experiments for sample numbers 1-4 and number 8
were done to the very end and were approached by
measuring perpendicularity deviation - Δb, flatness
deviation – Δc and surface roughness deviation – Ra.
Measurement results are shown in Table 5a and 5b.
Surface roughness is given in µm. The prescribed value
of flatness deviation is 0.050 mm. Flatness was
measured for the left and the right side in horizontal
and vertical direction. So, we have: ΔcDV – right side
in vertical direction; ΔcDH – right side in horizontal
direction; ΔcLV – left side in vertical direction and
ΔcLH – left side in horizontal direction.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Wall thickness
(mm)
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5

Num. of revolutions
(rpm)
6000
24000
6000
24000
6000
12000
24000
24000
6000
12000

Perpendicularity deviation was measured for the left
and the right side. So, we have: ΔbLV –
perpendicularity deviation of the left side in vertical
direction and ΔbDV – perpendicularity deviation of the
right side in vertical direction.
Based on the measured results of surface roughness
it can be noted that the machining strategy has the
significant influence on surface quality. Also, it can be
seen that the quality of machining the left and the right
side in the vertical direction is almost the same, but
different for the horizontal direction. The obtained
results for sample number 2 match with the machining
quality which can got with grinding.
In terms of flatness and perpendicularity deviation
the satisfactory values are obtained, except for the
cases 1 and 4 which shown the bigger value of flatness
deviation in the horizontal direction. Machining
strategy has the significant influence on the surface
flatness as well.

Feed rate
(mm/min)
600
2400
600
2400
2400
1200
600
600
2400
1200

Software
time (min)
00:33:00
00:09:00
00:28:55
00:09:00
00:04:24
00:09:16
00:15:25
01:04:02
00:05:24
00:09:21

Measured
time (min)
00:36:02
00:12:50
00:32:57
00:12:10
00:01:08
00:04:09
00:04:57
00:47:16
00:03:45
00:04:33

Time
difference
00:00:02
00:03:50
00:04:02
00:03:10
00:16:46
-

Table 4. Machining times
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wall
thickness
(mm)
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.5

Num. of
revolutions
(rpm)
6000
24000
6000
24000
24000

Feed rate
(mm/min)

Ralv
(μm)

Ralh
(μm)

Radv
(μm)

Radh
(μm)

600
2400
600
2400
600

0.21
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.88

0.19
0.22
0.22
0.24
0.22

0.17
0.18
1.93
0.23
0.42

0.21
0.24
0.24
0.27
0.12

Table 5a. Machining times

1.

Wall
thickness
(mm)
0.5

Num. of
revolutions
(rev./min)
6000

2.

0.5

3.

1.5

4.
8.

No.

Feed rate
(mm/min)

ΔcLV
(mm)

ΔcLH
(mm)

ΔcDV
(mm)

ΔcDH
(mm)

ΔbLV
(mm)

ΔbDV
(mm)

600

0.004

0.012

0.010

1.004

0.042

0.252

24000

2400

0.034

0.016

0.026

0.021

0.047

0.352

6000

600

0.043

0.029

0.041

0.018

0.081

0.051

1.5

24000

2400

0.009

0.016

0.011

1.032

0.053

0.043

0.5

24000

600

0.048

0.020

0.074

0.025

0.107

0.160

Table 5b. Deviation of perpendicularity and flatness
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, preliminary research was carried out
through 10 experiments, which were realized with the
aim of defining the boundary values of input
parameters, which will be used in further investigation
of treatment of thin-walled linear aluminum structures.

One of the goals was to show that high quality
machined surfaces, which can be very high in
components used in automotive and aviation industry,
tools making, etc., can be obtained using high speeds
without finishing pass. Final passes often know a long
time to last, and therefore increase the cost of
producing the part.
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On the basis of the obtained results it can be
concluded that the defined conditions are not feasible in
industrial practice when the processing depth was 3 and
4 mm. Machining times that are obtained in the CAM
software are not adequate but should increase from
20% in order to get the real time of making some work.
It turned out that it is not suitable for small number of
revolutions /cutting speeds and high feed values, and
that the best results with the maximum number of
revolution/cutting speed and feed are best.
Analyzing the obtained results, it can be concluded
that by choosing the appropriate tool path strategy, shift
values, depth and number of revolution/ cutting speed
in the process of processing of thin-walled structures,
significant savings can be achieved in terms of
machining time, while meeting the accuracy of the
thickness of the wall, the accuracy of the management
and the straightness, roughness of the machined
surface. The initial values of the input parameters that
are suitable for application in future experimental
investigations of the process of processing of thinwalled aluminum structures of the line shape have been
determined.
Future research needs to be carried out on the basis
of the defining of experimental plan, with the use of
additional equipment, such as vibration measurement
equipment and cutting forces. The basic expected
output results refer to the defined optimal processing
parameters through the corresponding mathematical
models of the processing process.
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CHARPY IMPACT PROPERTIES OF A CRACK IN WELD METAL, HAZ AND BASE
METAL OF WELDED ARMOR STEEL
Abstract: Welding of armored steel is complicated by the high percentage of carbon in the base metal, the presence
of faults in the form of cracks and pores that occur in the weld metal and heat affected zone (HAZ) during the
welding process. The crack formed in base metal or HAZ, due to dynamic or impact loads, can easily continue to
propagate to the fusion line, after which its accelerated growth may occur. Due to the significant interest in
quantifying the resistance of material to initiation and propagation of cracks, the impact energy was measured with
instrumented pendulum in the zone of base metal, weld metal and HAZ, at temperatures of -40 °C, -20 °C, 0 °C and
20 °C. The impact energy tests showed high energy for initiation as well as crack propagation in weld metal and
HAZ zones, while the lowest energy was in the base metal.
Key words: GMAW welding, Armor steels, Austenitic stainless steel and Instrumented Charpy tests.

1. INTRODUCTION
Armor steel belongs to the ultra-high tensile
strength and hardness group of steels. Welding of
armor steel is complicated due to the high percentage
of carbon content in the base metal and the presence of
faults in the form of cracks and pores in the weld metal
zone, whereby fractures may be initiated in the weld
metal [1]. Austenitic filler material is traditionally used
for armor steel welding because of hydrogen dilution
improved in an austenitic phase [2]. After the welding
process, solidification cracking may result from high
thermal expansion of the austenitic stainless steel and
invisible defects may be created in the weld metal zone.
For heavy structural engineering, such as armored
military vehicles frequently being under the effects of
impact and variable loads, mechanical properties of
welded joints and the weld metal zone must be known.
Due to variable loads, cracks created in the weld metal
may easily propagate towards the sensitive fusion line
(FL), followed by their possible rapid growth. The
impact load is critical for armored vehicles, so the
determination of the impact energy required for crack
initiation and growth made by instrumented pendulum
with Charpy V specimens, is very significant, [3].
For armored vehicle structures safe and rational
dimensioning, it is necessary to know dynamic effects
extreme values and time periods. Therefore, there is a
significant interest in material resistance related to
crack initiation and propagation. For the armored
military vehicles reliable operation, it is very important
to be able to carry out a good risk assessment of
existing crack type faults.
Although austenitic filler material is used the most
frequently for welding and has several unusual features
including its high manganese content, few articles
consider the problem of its mechanical properties. The
main goal of this study was to investigate the impact
energy by instrumented pendulum in welded joint.
Fracture surfaces for the impact energy were also
investigated by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).

Subsequently, samples in the weld metal region were
studied by tensile strength test, hardness measurements,
metallography and chemical analysis.
2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE
2.1 Material and welding properties
Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) and AWS ER307
solid wire is used for welding armor steel Protac 500.
Welding direction is parallel to the rolling direction.
Cold rolled plates 12 mm thick are cut to the required
dimensions (250 x 100 mm), while V joint under the
angle of 55° is prepared by Water Jet Device. Robot
Kuka and Citronix 400A device was used during the
welding process testing, [4]. Robotic welding is used
for human factor effect elimination, in order to allow a
fine adjustment of parameters and results repeatability.
The chemical composition (wt. %) of the base
metal, armor steel, was 0.27 C, 1.07 Si, 0.706 Mn.
0.637 Cr, 1.09 Ni, 0.3 Mo, 0.039 V, 0.01 S, and 0.02 P.
The chemical composition (wt. %) of the filler material,
Mn type stainless steel, was 17.76 Cr, 8.24 Ni, 6.29
Mn, 0.89 Si, and 0.08 C. The chemical composition of
the welded joint after the welding process was obtained
by an ARL 2460 spectrometer, [4].
2.2 Mechanical property tests
Welded joint tensile strength testing was performed
in transverse direction of the weld bead. It should be
noted that specimens was cut with Water Jet Device, to
eliminate possibilities of thermal effects to high
hardness steel. Tensile strength testing was made on
servo - hydraulic testing machine Instron 8033. The
loading rate was set as 0.125 mm/s until fracture took
place.
2.3 Metallography and hardness testing
The microstructural examination was performed
using a “Leitz-Orthoplan” metallographic microscope
and a scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM
6460LV at 25 kV. The samples were ground using SiC
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papers, polished with a diamond paste and finally
etched with a mixture HCl and HNO3 in weld metal
region, and 3% HNO3 reagent to reveal the structure of
base metal. Microhardness distribution from top to
bottom along the centreline of the weld was measured
for the purpose of welded metal characterization.
Digital Micro Vickers Hardness Tester HVS 1000,
Laiznou Huayin Testing Instrument Co, under the load
of 500 g, was used in order to measure microhardeness.
2.4 Instrumented Charpy tests
Charpy impact tests in base metal, heat affected
zone and weld metal, were performed on specimen’s
size 10 x 10 x 55 mm, with V notch of 2 mm three time
set least for each datum point at: 20 °C, 0 °C, -20 °C
and -40 °C. Load-displacement curves were obtained
from the instrumented Charpy impact system attached
in to the impact tester. After the test, fracture surface
were examined by a SEM to observe fracture modes.

mm from the weld metal axis with a value of about 509
HV. The distance of 14 mm is also the limit of HAZ
and base metal. The BM hardness value is 509 HV. The
hardness was measured also longitudinally along the
width zone of 0.5 mm following fusion line. Results
from Fig. 2 b) show that fusion line hardness does not
exceed 442 HV, which is very good for this zone.
Hardness falls from the bottom to the upper zone,
which can be the result of the heat effect that is higher
in zones closest to the last passage than it is in the root
passage, which is certainly affected by the already
cooled additional and base metal.
a)

3. RESULTS
3.1 Tensile testing results
While tensile characteristics were being tested, a
fracture appeared in the weld metal. The tensile
strength was 833 MPa, while the yield strength of 552
MPa was within the expected limits. The difference
between tensile and yield strength was 311 MPa,
indicating a high ductility of the weld.
3.2 Hardness and microstructure results
The weld metal micrograph Fig. 1 a) consist of
austenite with delta ferrite. Delta ferrite becomes finer
at lower heat input and cooling rate. The content of
delta ferrite measured by Feritscope: in the weld root
11.7%, in the center 5.4%, in the upper part 3.2%. The
base metal micrograph Fig. 1 b) in quenched and
tempered condition consists of tempered and quenched
martensite within the range of hardness 480-540 HB
which is within accepted criteria of standard, MILSTD-1185, [5].

Fig. 1. a) Optical micrograph of AWS ER 307 filler,
b) SEM micrograph of base metal. MT tempered martensite, MQ - quenched martensite.
Hardness rises from the center of the weld metal (WM)
(190 HV), to the line of fusion and along the line on
WM side has a value of 339 HV. The hardness is
growing in the HAZ zone and reaches a maximum
value of 521 HV, at a distance of 8 mm from the weld
metal axis. After a maximum, the hardness trend is in
decline with the achieved minimum hardness of 378
HV, at a distance of 10 mm from the weld metal axis.
The hardness then grows and ends at a distance of 14
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b)

Fig. 2. a) Hardness profile for welded high hardness
plate. Note: hardness was measured 2 mm under the
upper surface. BM-base metal, IC-inter critical
zone, SC-sub critical zone, HAZ-heat affected zone,
WM-weld metal, b) close to the fusion line.
3.3 Instrumented Charpy impact energies results
By determining the impact energy for the base
metal tested at 20 °C, a diagram was obtained, Fig. 3
a), with a mixed brittle and ductile fracture surface, Fig.
4 a). In order to create a crack in this zone, the
measured impact energy is 28.6 J, and 5.6 J is used for
propagation. The impact energy diagram for the
temperature of -40 °C, Fig. 3 d) shows more
pronounced brittle fracture, Fig. 4 d). At this
temperature, the largest difference between the energy
for creation in relation to the energy for crack
propagation is of the highest percentage. The energy to
create a crack of 27.8 J slightly decreased compared to
the previous temperature tests, while the crack
propagation energy was significantly lower and
amounted only to 1.0 J.

a)

b)

ç)

e)

f)

Fig. 3. The load-time (F-t) curve recorded by oscilloscope of Charpy impact specimens fractured at 20 °C a) base
metal, b) HAZ and c) weld metal. The load-time (F-t) curve recorded by oscilloscope of Charpy impact
specimens fractured at -40 °C d) base metal, e) HAZ and f) weld metal.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig 4. SEM fractograph of Charpy impact specimens fractured at 20 °C a) base metal, b) HAZ and c) weld
metal. SEM fractograph of Charpy impact specimens fractured at -40 °C d) base metal, e) HAZ and f)
weld metal.
Determining the fracture energy for fusion line tested at
examined at 20 °C, a diagram with a typical ductile
20°C, the diagram was obtained, Fig. 3 b), with the
fracture surface was obtained, Fig. 3 c) and 4 c). In
prevailing ductile fracture surface, Fig. 4 b). For
order to create a crack in this zone, the measured
creation of crack in this zone, the measured impact
impact energy was 29.0 J, while significantly more
energy is 45.7 J, and 29.6 J is used for growth. Diagram
energy was used for crack propagation, in the amount
of the impact energy for temperature of -40°C, Fig. 3 e)
of 55.4 J. The diagram of energy impact for the
is a purely brittle fracture, Fig. 4 e). The crack creation
temperature of -40 °C, Fig. 3 f) and 4 f) is a ductile
energy of 27.7 J slightly decreased compared to tests at
fracture. The energy to create a crack of 24.2 J
previous temperatures, while the crack propagation
significantly decreased compared to tests at previous
energy was significantly lower and amounted to 12.3 J.
temperatures, while the crack propagation energy was
By determining the impact energy for the weld metal
slightly lower and amounted to 37.3 J.
4. DISCUSSION
It is known that welded joints are very heterogeneous,
since they include weld metal, heat affected zone and
base metal. Hardness is therefore defined by the zone
of minimum hardness, which in the case of armor steel
welding with austenitic filler material, is the weld metal
zone. The tensile strength achieved in this research of
833 MPa is rather high for austenitic filler material and
significantly higher than the tensile strength obtained

by low austenite consumable, [6].
The impact energy value at all temperatures indicates
that the crack propagation was very difficult. However,
it can be concluded that there has been a pronounced
drop in the impact energy with a drop in the test
temperature. With a decrease in temperature from 20
°C to -40 °C, the energy impact drop is from 75.3 J to
40.0 J. At a temperature of 20 °C, the ratio of energy
for initiation and propagation is 70:30. On the energy time curve, after the initiation energy, a mild drop
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occurred, which indicates that more energy was needed
for crack propagation. The impact energy data can be
linked to the obtained hardness values measured around
the fusion line, as the impact energy increases with the
decrease in the hardness value. Fracture area
fractography at -20 °C and -40 °C shows the prevailing
brittle fracture.
Reducing the impact energy in the weld metal from
84.4 J to 64.4 J, obtained at temperatures of 20 °C and 40 °C, is noticeable. A large drop is characteristic of
ductile materials, [7] because at lower temperatures, the
energy needed to crack propagation is reduced. The
SEM tests showed ductile fracture at all test
temperatures. On the load - time curve, after the energy
for initiation, a very slight drop, characteristic of
ductile fracture, occurred. When it comes to
temperatures of -40 °C, the ratio of energy for
propagation and crack initiation remained the same,
34:66% in favor of propagation energy. After achieving
the initiation energy of 20.8 J, there is a slight fall in
the curve and the required energy for propagation is
40.7 J. The impact energies at temperatures of -40 °C
and 20 °C are achieved due to an optimum hardness of
200 HV and high content of nickel and manganese. At
a temperature of -40 °C, the initiation energy decreased
considerably, but still remained high. SEM microscopy
indicates that the fracture was ductile at all investigated
temperatures. In relation to the metallography shown in
the study, [8] segregated δ - ferrite is noticeable, while
in the results of this work it is evenly distributed, which
can be the cause of higher impact energy regarding
both tests. Thicker and more uniform arrangement of δ
-ferrite was obtained by the REL method compared to
the MIG procedure, [9]. The amount of δ - ferrite
measured in this test is approximately the same with
REL welding in the study with the notion that the
arrangement of δ - ferrite in this test is even more
uniform.

propagation (5 J) at room temperature has a base metal.
In this zone, a slight decrease in the energy of the
impact between the test temperature of 20 ° C and -40 °
C.
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SMART SHEET METAL FORMING TOOLS DESIGN
Abstract: Industry 4.0 changes the practice of manufacturing. Integrating production machines with information
technology outlines a trend of “smart product” development which specific segment are smart sheet metal forming
tools. Controllable actuators in the direction different from the press opening and sensors that give information
about workpieces, tools and process regulate the production process parameters in real time which affects the
product design process. Smart product design process models should enable the integrated processing of complex
requirements that exist in such a process. This paper presents results of the literature review in the relevant
research area which indicate that there are immense needs for research in the field of smart technical systems
development and design. It is evident that a methodological approach to the development of smart products/systems
in the industry is partially implemented. The same is valid for the smart sheet metal forming tools field.
Keywords: smart sheet metal forming tools, design theory, product development
1. INTRODUCTION
The presented research is concentrated on smart
sheet metal forming tools design process as an upgrade
of traditional sheet metal forming tools design process.
The differences in the design process of smart and
classical sheet metal design tools are recognised in the
practice and literature, so the goal of the research is to
propose and evaluate a new applicable design process
model. As the starting point, the literature review is
conducted for the better understanding of the existing
models, methods and features of the smart components
used in sheet metal tools design and the summarised
results of that phase are reported in this paper.
2. SMART PRODUCTS DESIGN
Manufacturing has always been adopting according
to state of the art in technology. Nowadays it is
possible to collect a vast amount of the information
about the working process, product, tools and
environmental conditions by sensors and send them to
the digital twin [1]. Contemporary information
infrastructure enables analytical insight into such
collected data: from the process of interest, from
another process that runs in the same time but not
necessarily on the same place, or from processes that
ran before. According to the results of complex
algorithms, the control unit gives orders to controllable
actuators in the real process in real time. This is
enabled by “smart components” that embed knowledge
about their function, behaviour and structure. “Smart
components” are the basic element of “smart products”.
Current and future research has to give answers to
questions arising out of this new situation. Recently,
the researchers from 13 UK universities worked
together to define the research roadmap for smart
products through lifecycles [2]. They detected that
there are significant needs for researches in the field of
smart technical systems development and design. Even
the newest research reviews in the design and

development process methods area, as is [3], detected
that a methodological approach to the development of
products is only partially implemented in industry.
2.1 Smart sheet metal forming tools design
The same is valid for the smart sheet metal forming
tools field. Smart sheet metal forming tools are a
specific segment of smart products. Controllable
actuators in the direction different from the press
opening direction and sensors that give information
about workpieces, tools and processes regulate the
production process parameters in real time. In
comparison with classical, smart tools enable
production without bad products, without tool damage
and without production breaks or with significantly less
of them. They also allow the production of more
complex products.
In another hand, smart tools include more complex
components in tools design, which classical tools is not,
or include them significantly less and more
straightforward kind of them. Common conventional
tools have inductive sensors as counting sensors and
stop sensors. Smart sheet metal forming tools can have,
except counting and stop sensors, many different kinds
of sensors for different quality control purposes or
process regulating purposes. There are also controllable
actuators independent of main press movement which
are used for active adjusting tool setup or as the source
of active working force in some part of forming
process. These elements need to be connected together
and with the control unit as with power unit, so there
also have to be information processing and power
infrastructures. This new kinds of components in tools
design and components that support them demand new
approaches to some of the design phases, new smart
tools design process models. These models should
enable the integrated processing of complex
requirements that exist in such a process. They should
include information processes throughout the tools
lifecycles as a source of information for the tools
design process in real time.
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3. SMART SHEET METAL FORMING TOOLS
RESEARCHES
This paper analyses scientific literature on the topic
published since 2013. Papers are sorted according to
theme and year of publication (Table 1.). Themes
chosen by authors represent parts of sheet metal
forming process relevant for smart sheet metal forming
tools design process. Papers selection criteria were a
possibility of using the methods described in the paper
in smart sheet metal forming tools or for design
processes. Each of the themes is divided into three
segments: 1. Analysis (An) - include works that have
an accent on analysis of situations (reviews),
behaviours or phenomenon relevant for smart sheet
metal forming tools design or their design processes but
without applicable methods or components, 2. Method
(M) - include works that have an accent on methods
that can be used in smart sheet metal forming tools
design or their design processes but without application
useful in real processes, 3. Application (App) - include
works that have an accent on methods or components
used or can be used in real smart sheet metal forming
tools design or their design process application.
3.1 Servo Presses
Presses with actively controllable actuators were the
first step to smart sheet metal forming tools and appear
before period included in this review. The interesting
idea at that time was to upgrade classical mechanical
press to the servo powered presses. For the smart sheet
metal forming tools, the more imported work is [4]
were the new high controllable application for forming
small precision parts were presented. This application
had four ball connection points on the ram, and four
horizontality checking sensors. It was driven by two
servo motors and could ensure horizontality of the ram
nonmatter on position of the load center in most of the
applications. In the case when two controllable
actuators were not enough, the four servo motors could
be connected with the ram by ball-screws as is
described in [5] which enabled the analyses of the
servo presses with the accent on the used mechanism.

Except for common press mechanisms that enable
parallel movement of ram there were also described
flexible mechanisms that allow the angular movement
of the ram. With this kind of action, more than one
forming process operation can be performed in the
single sheet metal design stage which is often in smart
sheet metal building tools used as a method of
optimisation. Method for modelling energy analysis
during forming operation [6] used for efficiency
optimisation of one press, can also be used for energy
peak load optimisation of the family of servo presses
with smart sheet metal forming tools. It is predictable
that the next step in servo press development will be
integrating control of servo presses with the power of
smart sheet metal forming tools in the integrated
controlled process instead parallel control as is usual at
the moment. There will be further development of the
information protocol that will be standard for incoming
data in a quick sheet metal forming tool design process.
3.2 Bending
Controlled movements that can be achieved by
servo presses can have effects on the results of bending
forming process, and several papers is dealing with this
phenomenon. Springback effect is known as the main
problem during bending. Authors in [7] analyzed
springback for different motion modes of servo presses
and different workpiece materials. They concluded that
reduction of springback can be achieved with right
chose of press motion mode. The sensitivity of
springback is the leading cause of the variety among
the results of the bending process, and tool adjustment
has to be done accordingly to the measurement reports.
In smart sheet metal forming tools, it can be done
automatically in one, or two steps application [8]. The
solution is that actively controllable actuators drive
adjustment elements, while inline measuring sensors
are sending measured data to the control unit which
controlled the actuators according to this information.
This should be used in an application with adjustment
needs as is in production in small series because of
every change of the workpiece material can have a
different effect on the spring back.

Table 1. Reviewed papers distribution according themes and years of publication

Deep drawing Bending Servo
Presses

2013.

Design
process

Blank
holder
Drawbead
Quality
control
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An
M
App
An
M
App
An
App
M
App
M
App

2014.

2015.

2017.

[6]
[4]
[7]

[9]

[10]
[12]

[8]
[11]

[13]
[15], [16]

App
An
M
App

2016.
[5]

[19], [21]
[22]

[14]
[17]
[18]
[17]
[20]
[23]

[24]
[26]

[25]

3.3 Deep drawing
The deep drawing process is the most demanding
sheet metal forming process where the quality of the
product highly depends on friction conditions during
the process. Because of that, it is essential to analyse
the influence of forming speed, surface structure, load
pulsation [9], local temperature [10] or nonlinearity
[11]. Car industry always pushes technology to produce
more complex and higher quality products. There is a
different way to ensure the quality of products as is
integrating pressure control sensors in depth drawing
tools. Authors in [12] describe the usage of the fluid as
the source of counter pressure. Such smart sheet metal
forming tools are high controllable for application in
precise micro size parts production and represent one of
the rears, but interesting, ways for deep drawing
process quality control.
The most common way to ensure product quality is
friction control. There are two commonly used
components to do it: blank holder and drawbead. Using
FEM it can be determined different blank holder force
for different areas [13], or through forming process
[14]. In smart sheet metal forming tools pressured fluid
can achieve active blank holder force, or piezo-electric
actuator [15] or servo motor [16] in the application.
The best results can be obtained with use of the active
controllable blank holder force and drawbead high as is
described in [17]. Theoretically, this kind of smart
sheet metal forming tool can control the friction force
in any place and any phases of the forming process, but
some optimisation has to be done. In a real application,
any place has to be converted into characteristic place.
There is an optimisation method for blank holder
segmentation in [13] and in [18] is a method for
optimisation drawbead geometry in both senses:
segmentation and cross-sections. Deep drawing of
complex parts would be impossible without FEM, but
all of the previously mentioned methods are used
parallel with the design process. They are too robust to
be integrated into the design process. In smart sheet
metal, forming tools design process existing FEM
should be adapted on the way that can be embedded
into the design process and use information from real
forming process to predict setup adjustment for the new
forming process. It can be expected low accuracy but
enormous speed. Applicable accuracy will be achieved
in a few steps.
3.4 Quality control
Quality control of the sheet metal forming tools can
be done by measuring lateral force or temperature, and
load [19] with sensors integrated into sheet metal
forming parts. Level of deviation in this data represents
the level of decreasing quality of some tool parts. Sheet
metal forming production is noise, and method for tool
wear monitoring by audio signal analysis [20] represent
an example of using state of the art in software in
combination with low-cost audio sensors for the
optimal solution in place where it looks like
impossible. There is another metrological solution as is
presented in [21] which combine the camera with laser
sensors and according to complex algorithms gives

high accuracy inline measuring reports. Camera control
setup in multi-setups tools and measurement of
workpieces or design parts position by laser sensors
became normal in smart sheet metal forming tools.
Many sensors with their infrastructure are normal in
smart products. Smart product design process has to
pay close attention to the sensor because of it becomes
a significant component here and not any more minor
one as in traditional products design was.
3.5 Design process
Iteratively interchange the data between sheet metal
forming tools design process and FEM analysis is
often. In [22] authors present an integrated approach of
tools planning and design in a simulation environment
as acceptable way to do this. Potential of using
surrogate assisted optimization methods in sheet metal
forming tools design process is presented in [23].
Methods for automatic: nesting and piloting system
design [24] and design flat blank by “un-forming” [25]
also represent less requiring FE methods that can be
integrated in sheet metal forming tools design process
but they cover only separated segments of it. In [26]
author presents application that can save time
consumed in blanking die design processes. This
application is adaptation of CAD software as is some
another similar applications commented by author in
same paper, but again, blanking is only one phase of
sheet metal forming process. Further researches in this
area should find out the best way to connect methods
from separated segments of design process, integrate
FE methods in design process and use data from
production in this process.
4. CONCLUSION
It is evident that in the smart sheet metal tools
design process area is many more questions than
answers. Methods and applications listed here cover
only small separated segments in this area, and further
researches are necessary. They should give a
comprehensive view of the possibility which Industry
4.0 offers to smart sheet metal forming tools and find
out the best way to use them in smart sheet metal
forming tools design process. For that purpose,
observation of real sheet metal tools design processes
in tools making company that produce both classical
and smart sheet metal forming tools is needed and it is
next predicted step in this research.
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IMPROVEMENTS AND MATERIALS FOR PRODUCTION OF A MAGNETIC DRIVE
MICROPUMP: AN OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Abstract: This paper presents an overview of an improved solution for an existing micropump model and, also, of the
materials recommended to be used in the current stage of the prototype research. This micropump is provided with a
closed system for driving and pumping the fluid, obtained by a special constructive solution, where the rotation of the
motor shaft is provided by induction of a magnetic field. The micropump system is composed by an external driving
and an internal driven magnet, connected to a pair of gears that moves the fluid between the inlet and outlet apertures.
These magnets are separated by a metal cover, that provides a closed volume for the transported fluid with no need
for supplementary sealing, as in the case of classical hydraulic pumps. Due to this constructive solution and to the
applicative fields where these magnetic drive micropumps operate, their components are produced from compatible
materials to provide a low friction/wear and high efficiency in use.
Key words: micropump, magnetic drive, polymeric composite, polymeric, POM, PEEK
1. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic drive pumps are, subjects of many
research, design and manufacturing projects studied in
industrial and academic environments due to their large
applications in the fields of aerospace, automotive
industry, medical systems, energy plants, food supply
and refrigerate systems, consumer goods, etc. Industrial
customers need special hydraulic pumps, with a complex
factor of innovation and variable functional parameters
adapted to their requirements [1, 2]. These pumps drive
a specific fluid characterized by flow, pressure,
viscosity, presence of particles, for various applications
like: fuel transfer, injection and/or mixing of additives,
dosing of substances in a medical installation, printing
on textiles and ceramic tiles, etc. The magnetic drive
pumps should be of a good constructive simplicity,
reliability, very good sealing, low weight, small size and
in a wide range of applicability.
The authors of the paper performed a research in the
GEX UPB project 57/2017 for the design and
development of an innovative prototype of a magnetic
drive micropump.
The project is about to identify and manufacture the
best constructive variants of the magnetic drive
micropump and to maximize its efficiency. Along with
CAD/FEM modeling and simulation, the authors search
for a combination of materials to manufacture the
micropump’s main components to provide these
advantages over the classic pumps: high sealing, low
wearing, compatibility with various fluids, manufacturing solutions and costs. In the research, we intend
to implement and use of polymeric composite materials
for gears and suction element to reduce the wear resulted
from the micropump operation. Also, for its body and
cover some steel and aluminum alloys may be used in
accordance with the composite materials of the gears.
The research project raises a number of challenges in
all its phases: conception, design of the selected ideas,
numerical and technological simulations [3], which will

contribute to generating and expanding new knowledge
into industrial environment. The documentation phase of
other solutions (constructive and materials) in this field
of magnetic drive pumps is very important.
2. SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RELEVANCE
Generally, the magnetic drive pumps have various
components made of steel, composite and polymeric
materials. They are important for industry because their
need for industrial application is growing every year.
The innovative development of new prototypes is based
on the scientific research, calculus, simulations and tests.
There are considered: the conception and development
of new models, the improvement of existing ones, the
identification of new materials that can be used for their
components according to purpose and to the fluids
driven in specific hydraulic installations. Thus, a
research team should consider: a low number of
components, based on a relatively simple configuration,
volumetric characteristics [4, 5] calculated and parameterized using CAD software, a very good efficiency, a
good wearing resistance of the components, the
possibility of cooling the pump under certain stress
conditions, possibilities of manufacturing certain
components with composite materials adapted to
functional requirements, bi-directional transfer, fast
response to fluid flow, low maintenance, fast replacement of worn components, etc.
The biggest challenge of the proposed research is to
design the pump prototype, optimize the choice of
metallic and polymeric composite materials for its
components, to apply specific manufacturing and
assembly technologies. Due to various constraints
imposed by beneficiaries, the materials used for its
components should provide perfect operation in harsh
environments, at temperatures over 100° C, with
corrosive fluids such as sulfuric acid and hydrochloric
acid, chlorine or various chemical solutions. Generally,
fluid losses during the operation of a hydraulic pump are
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an important issue for the hydraulic installation, for the
environment, especially for hazardous, expensive fluids
or those not to be contaminated from the outside. Of
course, despite these constraints, the project’s cost
should be optimal and the resulted prototype reliable and
affordable for mass industrial production.
Conception and development of a new magnetic
drive pump rises some risks: the magnetic field creation
system required to drive the pump may have a high
energy consumption; high costs for experiments and
validation of the pump variant; dissipation of the
magnetic flux inside the pump without a proper driving
effect [1]; certain functional requirements [2] may not be
fulfilled by the functional prototype, leading to a
decrease of the prescribed pressure and the appearance
of certain worn areas; the choice of the metallic and
polymeric composite materials may require further
laborious researches; difficulties in balancing the
resulting forces from pump operation [6], etc.

4. PROPOSED MODEL OF A MAGNETIC
DRIVE MICROPUMP
In this research project we focused on improving an
existing hydraulic gear micropump with helical teeth.
We made some constructive and functional changes, due
to the wear appeared on some of its components. The
wear has been observed at the arrival of the micropump
(Fig. 1) at our university Composite Products Laboratory
provided by the service department of the Axflow
Romania. The pump is withdrawn from the service, its
type is GB-P25.JF5S.A, by Micropump Inc. [8].

3. WHY TO USE MAGNETIC DRIVE PUMPS ?
A standard pump requires solution of sealing
necessary to stop the driven fluid from leaking out
around the pump shaft, especially when it is at high
pressure. There are some constructive variants to prevent
this leaking, thus: a soft packing material compressed
around the pump shaft in the pump’s casing; a lip seal or
an O-ring that is a rubber or plastic ring fitted around the
drive shaft and held in place in a recess in the pump
housing; a mechanical seal that consists of two parts: a
stationary component attached to the pump housing and
a second, rotating component on the pump shaft. The
faces of the two components are manufactured to be flat
and smooth and are pressed by springs to keep them
together. This is the most effective option, but may be
expensive and difficult to apply, especially in the case of
small pumps or in the transfer of high pressure fluids [7].
Even by using expensive solutions, the leakage cannot
be fully eliminated. It is important to maintain a small
leakage to lubricate and cool the seal and the pump shaft
that exits the pump being connected to a motor [5].
Often, it is necessary to add an external lubricant to
avoid wear/overheating and this creates the unwanted
chance of contamination of the driven fluid. Also, any
pump seal needs to be monitored and maintenance to
prevent excessive leakage, particularly when the driven
fluid is toxic, medical, flammable or environmentally
dangerous. Some of the leaked fluids may have to be
isolated, contained and disposed of safely, with
important costs and additional constructive solutions.
Leakages are one of the main causes of standard
pumps failures or shutdowns of the hydraulic installations. The monitoring and maintenance of standard
pumps is expensive and time-consuming.
Environmental concerns pushed the research teams
to conceive a cleaner pumping technology and to
implement magnetic drive pumps that contains the fluid
completely inside the housing. These pumps have a
hermetic seal, a stationary gasket or O-ring, that is not in
contact with moving parts. This seal is therefore wearproof and the pump can be used in applications where no
leakage is highly required.
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Fig. 1. Disassembly of the magnetic drive micropump
According to the manufacturer specifications, the
pump flow rate varies between Qp = 1.65 - 3.1 l/min
corresponding to the drive speed variation of n = 2850 5500 rev/min. This micropump can generate a maximum
pressure of 8.6 bar, and it can uphold a maximum
pressure of 21 bar. The temperature during its operation
may vary in the range of -460 to 1770 C. The viscosity of
the hydraulic medium may be of 0.5 - 1500 cp [8].
Following the pump's driving under laboratory
conditions and testing with a fuel fluid (characteristics
in the range prescribed by the manufacturer), it was
noted an increase in the drive torque (by 12-18%) and a
pressure variation, due to the damaged worn areas.
The areas with the most pronounced wear (Fig. 2) are
located on the body's flat surface around the two shafts:
under the driving and the driven gears (W1 and W2).
There was also observed an increased wear of the
pinion's shaft due to the forces in the gear. The worn
areas led to an increase of gearing forces and to a
deficient contact between the teeth flanks. At the same
time, there we remarked vibrations, noise and heating
inside the micropump during operation.

Fig. 2. Fixed parts and different areas of the micropump

The micropump has a suction shoe to guide the fluid
into the micropump to be placed in the gaps between the
teeth, driven and discharged through the outlet aperture
[8]. There is also a wearing zone W3 in the contact area
between this suction shoe and the flat surface of the body
due to the vibrations resulted from the operation.
In a previous paper [9] we presented 3D modeling
phase (Fig. 3) and proposed innovative and constructive
solutions to improve the characteristics of this
micropump. The most important modification was to
replace its pair of gears with the new corrected
(displaced) helical gears , but with another module size,
offering an increase of the micropump’s flow, at the
same distance between the shafts and same drive speed.

Fig. 3. 3D model of the proposed micropump
Another innovative change on the original
micropump assembly is the design of a new suction
element to separate the aspiration zone of the fluid by
the driving gear through the inlet port to the outlet port.
Thus, a significant reduction in torque is required to
drive the fluid from the entire cavity under the metal
cover. So, the vibrations, noise and wear will be
significantly reduced. The fluid inside the micropump’s
cavity, under the cover, between the inlet and outlet
ports, is still trained by the driven gear to ensure the
lubrication [10], but at a smaller rate.

Fig. 4. 3D printed prototype of the modified micropump
The 3D model of the proposed micropump is
completed by a friction disc assembled in contact with
the flat surface of the body. This variant was conceived
and designed [9] in CATIA v5 and 3D printed (Fig. 4)
to verify the gearing, positions and compatibility of the
new suction element and of the friction disc with the
unmodified components of the micropump. The friction
disc is provided with holes for mounting the gears shafts,
the two pins that support the new suction element and
the inlet and outlet holes (Fig. 2). This disc bears the

wear of the micropump body’s flat face in the improved
version and it is simple to be replaced, if needed, during
service and maintenance intervals. Through its flat
surface, the disc can also be used with actual
micropumps, still in service, that have an acute wear of
the body, to increase their lifetime and operation.
5. MATERIALS USED FOR THE MICROPUMP’S
COMPONENTS
Our new micropump model needs a confirmation of
current materials selected or new ones. The wear
observed on the micropump (Fig. 2) in our laboratory
resulted from the long contact of the gears and the
suction element with the metal components (body and
driving gear’s shaft).
In the company’s documentation for this model, the
gears and the suction shoe element are made of PEEK
(PolyEther Ether Ketone) because it is a highperformance engineering plastic with great resistance to
chemicals, solvents, fuels and additives, with an
excellent mechanical strength and dimensional stability.
It is neutral to steam, water and salt water. PEEK has
also the ability to maintain the parts stiffness at high
temperatures up to 1700C. The main benefits of gears
made of PEEK over metal gears are: up to 70% weight
reduction, up to 50% noise reduction and up to 80%
reduced moment of inertia [7]. The reduced weight and
moment of inertia are necessary for the operation of this
micropump driven by magnets.
According to [11], Victrex PEEK polymers maintain
mechanical properties at high temperatures and in
adverse chemicals and moisture, making them the
material of choice over other gear materials to the
industry demands for extended service life in various
challenging environments. Victrex has created a new
PEEK for use in gears applications improving the
already proven properties of Victrex PEEK 450G to
achieve better performance. Based on the literature
review [2, 9, 12], we recommend this material for the
micropump’s gears because of a low energy
consumption (gears result with an important weight
reduction), less vibrations and noise, a reduced moment
of inertia leads to improved responsiveness, simplicity
in mass production (by injection-molding process) with
no other machining and/or finishing operations, easy to
be integrated in hybrid technology with composites,
metals and other plastics, etc.
We also recommend for gears, the suction shoe
element and the friction disc to be produced of the POM
(Polyoxymethylene) material. For this micropump we
propose the use of Ultraform [13], a co-polymeric POM
created by the BASF company with excellent mechanical properties (strength, toughness, fatigue endurance,
low tendency to creep), surface hardness, resistance to
wear, moisture and chemicals. It can be processed
rapidly by extrusion and injection molding, without
deposits and are also easy to demold, with a very good
surface quality.
For the metal components of the micropump, the 316
or 304 steel types [14] can be retained, as in the current
micropump. They are austenitic chromium-nickel
stainless steels containing molybdenum, that increases
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general corrosion resistance, improves resistance to
pitting from chloride ion solutions and provides
increased strength at high temperatures. These steels
have also an improved corrosion resistance against
hydrochloric, sulfuric, acetic, formic and tartaric acids,
acid sulfates and alkaline chlorides.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper is part of the research project for creating
new and/or improving actual magnet drive micropumps
to increase their performance, lifetime and optimizing
their maintenance. Changes proposed refer to a new
constructive solution with a new pair of gears to raise the
micropump’s flow, but also to the concerns to reduce the
wear of its components. Along with dimensional or
shape changes of the components, the materials used are
very important because of the micropump’s role and
fluids pumped in the hydraulic installations.
Gears have a very important role in pumping the
fluid with good efficiency, they need a low maintenance,
so their life can be maximized by selecting a polymeric
material suitable to the hydraulic medium. This material
should balance friction and wearing properties, flanks
surface quality, strength and fatigue resistance at high
operating temperatures. The plastic gears are lightweight, easy to manufacture by injection molding at low
cost and large production, non-rusting and able to
operate without lubrication by mating with proper metal
gears and/or other of the pump’s components.
However, in certain conditions (viscosity, high flow
or pressure, presence of particles etc.), these gears may
prove to have low strength, tendency to hold heat,
become worn too fast and not functional compared to
metal gears [7].
Future research in the field of this type of
micropumps will include the redesign of the body and
the metal cover to add and ensure the mixing and dosing
functions of two compatible fluids to pump them into the
hydraulic system. It is also expected a complex study for
the parameterized creation of a micropump family to
provide a wider range of flows and pressures and the
possibility to flow fluids with different viscosities.
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INFLUENCE OF COMPUTATIONAL GRID DENSITY
ON RESULTS OF CASTING SIMULATION
Abstract: Traditionally, foundries develop new gating systems according to empirical rules and volumetric
calculations. This process is not perfect and requires a lot of trial-and-error adjustments on the shop-floor.
Nowadays, numerical simulations may provide great help in this process. However, although power of computer
hardware and software has been significantly increased over the last few decades, it is still insufficient for running
detailed simulations in a real production environment where an engineer cannot wait days or even weeks for
simulation to finish. Therefore, there exists a widespread use of low grid density meshes that deteriorate simulation
accuracy. The purpose of this research is to assess the most commonly used rule of thumb for selecting the grid
density at critical sections which states that there should be three cells in the direction of wall thickness. Guidelines
are given for cases where time and price constraints prevent the use of large meshes, while small meshes lack
accuracy necessary to detect mold filling problems.
Key words: casting simulation, grid density, control volume, mesh quality, mesh size

1. INTRODUCTION
The performance of structural castings is strongly
affected by defects formed early in the process, i.e.
during pouring of liquid metal into the molds [1].
Therefore, in order to obtain maximum mechanical
properties the process engineers need to optimize
gating systems and reduce surface turbulence during
pouring as much as it is technologically and
economically feasible.
Gating system optimization is particularly important
in manufacturing aluminum alloy castings. Aluminum
has very high affinity towards oxygen and quickly
creates insoluble oxides on its surface. Therefore,
surface turbulence leaves lasting marks inside casting
microstructure even when the entrained bubbles have
enough time to leave the metal before solidification
traps them. Numerous research done in previous years
has been able to show notable correlation between
turbulent mold filling and decrease in mechanical
properties of castings [3]. Turbulent filling was even
correlated to several types of corrosion, such as pitting
corrosion, exfoliation corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking [4].
Although these problems most notably influence
only aluminum alloy casting production, they should
not be discarded since aluminum casting will be the
main source of foundry industry growth in the
foreseeable future. According to census of world
casting production, aluminum casting shipments in
2016 totaled 17.9 million metric tons [5]. For
comparison, in 2003 the world produced only 9.3
million metric tons of aluminum castings [6]. Large
part of this growth comes from automotive industry,
which is currently the largest consumer of castings.
Average aluminum content in an European produced
car in 1990 was 50kg. This figure rose to 140kg per
vehicle in 2012, and is expected to rise to 180kg by

2020 [7]. Most of this rise is attributed to castings and
is mainly influenced by desire to increase fuel
efficiency and reduce air pollution through vehicle
weight reduction [8].
Traditionally, foundries develop new gating
systems according to empirical rules and volumetric
calculations. This process is not perfect and requires a
lot of trial-and-error adjustments on the shop-floor.
Nowadays, numerical simulations may provide great
help in this process. What's more, casting process
simulations are considered so vital in achieving
requested product quality that automotive industries
own internal standards, e.g. AIAG CQI-27, request for
all foundry suppliers of OEM automotive castings to
implement both solidification and filling casting
simulations [9]. All simulations have to be performed
by approved software and results must be reviewed
with the customer product engineering sector. At any
high stress features detected by the finite element
analysis (FEA) models, the simulation must show
absence of hot spots, air entrapment and convergence
of multiple metal fronts [9].
Necessity to conduct casting simulation for large
number of parts in many foundries led to another
problem. Although power of computer hardware and
software has been significantly increased over the last
few decades, it is still insufficient for running detailed
simulations in a real production environment. In most
real world cases, engineer cannot wait days or even
weeks for one simulation to finish. Especially
considering that process technology is optimized
through several design iterations. Therefore, there
exists a widespread use of low grid density meshes.
This practice can cause significant deterioration of
simulation accuracy [10]. In most cases, engineers use
meshes where the volumes belonging to castings are
meshed with only three layers of elements. Even only
two layers are often considered satisfactory.
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The purpose of this research is to assess the most
commonly used rule of thumb for selecting the grid
density at critical sections which states that there
should be three cells in the direction of wall thickness.
2. METHODOLOGY
Geometry selected for this investigation is shown in
Fig. 1. Casting is ring shaped with 100 mm outside
diameter and 5 mm wall thickness. In order to make
simulations computationally efficient, the only part of
the gating system that was included was the ingate.
Ingate is attached to the side of the casting and is
shown as hatched in gray color. Similar geometries can
often be found in real casting geometries, e.g. when
casting automotive pistons, and therefore it can
considered as a suitable representative of real
production parts.
The simulations were carried out using MAGMA5
v5.2 from MAGMA Giessereitechnologie GmbH,
Germany. In all simulations the casting material was
AlSi12 alloy, pouring temperature was set to 650°C
and the pouring was defined by pouring rate boundary
condition. The mold material was silica waterless and
the initial mold temperature was set as 20°C. Values of
material properties and heat transfer conditions were
selected from internal database of the MAGMA5
software package.

Fig. 1 Drawing of the selected geometry
In this investigation two parameters were varied in
two levels. Normal and fine grid density meshes were
generated by using equidistant cells that had the same
width of 1.67 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively in each
direction. Pouring rates, corresponding to ingate widths
of 5 mm and 10 mm, were also varied. Volumetric flow
rate (Q) used in the simulations was calculated from
sprue height (H = 100 mm) by using following
equation:

Q  ab 2gH

(1)

where a is ingate height, b is ingate width and g is
gravitational acceleration.

b = 10 mm; fine grid

b = 10 mm; normal grid

b = 5 mm; fine grid

b = 5 mm; normal grid

Fig. 2 Filled regions of the mould cavity at the time when 53.54% of the total cavity volume is filled
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation runs that used normal grid were finished
in significantly less time. Average runtime for normal
grid simulations was approximately 3 min, while fine
grid simulation runs lasted more than 3 hours and 20
minutes. Therefore, time penalties for the use of higher
density grids are significant. For typical casting
geometries that are orders of magnitude more complex
than the one used in this study, the use of higher
density grids could prolong process of technology
optimization for weeks, or even months. In most cases,
this time penalty cannot be justified since filling
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patterns obtained by both grids were found similar,
Figs. 2 and 3. Normal grid simulation results show
obvious lack of fine detail on the melt-gas interface.
However, filling patterns are mostly preserved, and
based on these results the engineer can design gas vent
locations with sufficient degree of confidence.
The absolute velocity fields at the time when
approximately half of the mold cavity is filled are
shown in Fig. 4. As with the filling pattern, fields
obtained with simulations calculated using fine and
normal grids are different, but comparable. Although
some spatial interpolation in result display is present,
larger cells in normal grid simulations lead to averaging

of velocity field and therefore to the loss of precision
(see circled areas in Fig. 4).
Temperature field of the castings at the end of the
mold filling, i.e. at the start of the solidification process
is presented in Fig. 5. As expected, general patterns of
the temperature fields are notably different when
comparing results with dissimilar flowrates. However,
when comparing simulation results for which the
flowrate is identical and only grid density is varied, the
temperature field variance is notably smaller.
During this analysis, one needs to keep in mind the
overall accuracy of casting simulations. In the last few
decades, a lot of work has been done in order to
accurately predict properties of many commonly used
alloys, and CALPHAD techniques extend these
possibilities to new alloys with sufficient accuracy.
However, there is still a lot of work to be done in this
regard and errors induced due to the variance in
material properties and by imprecise boundary
conditions are larger than detected errors induced by
coarse grid density. Therefore, one may conclude that

b = 10 mm; fine grid

b = 5 mm; fine grid

used rule of the thumb gives satisfactory results.
However, this is not the case for aluminum alloy
castings when one takes into account the new findings
related to existence of bifilms [1]. Although normal
grid is able to accurately predict general filling
patterns, the mesh density is not sufficiently high to
detect turbulence and backflows inside sufficiently
thick walls. For selected geometry, melt exiting the
ingate impinges the core and is divided into several
streams. One stream is pushed downwards where the
melt starts circular motion creating the gas pocket
(marked by red arrow in Figs 2a and 3a). By comparing
presented results, one can notice its absence in normal
grid simulations. In simulations preformed on fine
grids, this expected gas pocked is detected, and is
relatively large in size even after 50% of the mold is
already filled, Fig 2a. The pocket is filled by existence
of metal backpressure only after filling more than 63%
of the mold cavity. This is enough time to cause
formation of thick oxide layer and consequently
deteriorate casting properties Therefore the use of

b = 10 mm; normal grid

b = 5 mm; normal grid

Fig. 3 Filled regions of the mould cavity at the time when 63% of the total cavity volume is filled

b = 10 mm; fine grid

b = 10 mm; normal grid

b = 5 mm; fine grid

b = 5 mm; normal grid

Fig. 4 Velocity field at the time when 53.54% of the total cavity volume is filled
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b = 10 mm; fine grid

b = 10 mm; normal grid

b = 5 mm; fine grid

b = 5 mm; normal grid

Fig. 5 Temperature field at the end of the mold filling and start of the solidification
normal grid meshes can be considered unsatisfactory
for geometries where significant melt impingement
exists and the alloy easily reacts with the mold
atmosphere. The problem is that most of commercial
aluminum alloy castings fall into this category and thus
require unreasonably long simulation times in order to
achieve adequate result accuracy. Considering the
satisfactory accuracy of velocity and temperature fields
in normal grid simulations, the solution could be found
by running multiple simulations. First, the engineer
needs to run one normal grid simulation on the whole
geometry. Select critical portions in geometry where
severe melt impingement exist, and then run several
fine grid simulations that encompass these critical
sections. These secondary simulations would, as initial
conditions, use velocity and temperature fields
calculated in initial simulation.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Presented comparison of mold filling patterns,
temperature and velocity fields suggest that the
generally accepted rule of thumb for mesh is acceptable
for most cases. The filling pattern is sufficiently precise
to determine vent locations, solidification patterns and
general velocity fields. However, small surface
turbulences caused by melt impingement cannot be
accurately predicted when using such meshes. Since
this phenomena is a significant bifilm generator, it
cannot be disregarded when studying critical aluminum
components and in those cases a denser grids need to
be used in order to accurately predict them.
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ESTIMATION OF SOLDERING TENDENCY OF AL-ALLOY TOWARD CrAlN AS A
CANDIDATE COATING FOR HPDC TOOLS
Abstract: High pressure die casting (HPDC) tools exhibit wear during the process of casting. One of the
mechanisms of tool wear is soldering. As a result of soldering of the casted alloy to the die surface there is a change
in surface quality and die mass. Due to tool wear, there is also an increase in downtime. As a result, there are
significant financial losses. In order to reduce those losses, HPDC tool surfaces are subjected to different types of
surface enhancements. In this study, CrAlN coatings with different chemical compositions were used. A detachment
test was used to evaluate the amount soldering of the casted alloy to the sample surfaces. Contact surfaces of the
cast alloy and the samples were evaluated using a scanning electron microscope. It was found that the chemical
composition of the coatings didn’t show high influence on the soldering resistance of Al-Si-Cu cast alloy.
Keywords: HPDC, die soldering, CrAlN coating.
1. INTRODUCTION
High pressure die casting (HPDC) is a mass
production process, where molten metal is injected into
a die cavity with high velocity and pressure, and then
forcibly cooled. It is one of the most commonly used
casting processes for aluminum alloys. The casted
aluminum products are mostly used in the automotive
industry, and this industry represents the largest market
for this type of products. Typical representatives of
casted aluminum in the automotive industry are engine
blocks and cylinder heads.
During the HPDC process of molten aluminum, the
die is exposed to thermal shock, oxidation, erosion,
corrosion and soldering processes [1,2]. Soldering or
sticking is a casting defect where the molten metal
“welds” to the surface of the metallic die during the
casting process [3,4]. Soldering is a major issue
limiting the productivity of aluminum die casts [5–8].
As a result of soldering there is shortening of die life, it
effects casting quality and increases machine downtime
due to increased tool maintenance. A liquid lubricant is
sprayed on to the die surface before each injection to
prevent the soldering of aluminum. High process
temperatures casue lubricant to evaporation. It’s
chemical composition is such that it causes noticable
harmful influence on the environment. Furthemore,
since significant amount of lubricant is used during
production, there is a rise in the cost of manufacturing.
In order to reduce the use of lubricants and its
negative influence on the environment, there have been
numerous studies in the field of surface modification to
achieve higher die corrosion and erosion resistance
towards molten aluminum. Research is mainly directed
towards surface modifications in the form of thermochemical processes, such as plasma nitriding, coating
deposition via PVD processes or combinations in the
form of duplex treatments [9–12].
The aim of this study is to investigate the
interaction between the Al-Si-Cu alloy and hot-working
tool steel (H11) with duplex treated surfaces by

applying a detachment test and by examining the
amount of soldering that occurs on the contact surface.
Special attention was given to define the influence of
the chemical composition of CrAlN coatings on the
soldering that occurs during the process of die casting.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
The detachment test was used for simulating the
HPDC process, and schematic of the process is given in
figure 1. The casting mold was made from castable heat
resistant refractory based on Al2O3 ceramic. In order to
quickly simulate damage done to the samples over
large number of HPDC cycles, the molds were put in a
heat treatment furnace and held to 700°C. Two holding
periods were varied: 30 min and 60 min. After holding
period, the molds were taken out of the furnace and left
to cool in still air. The heat inertness of the molds
helped to preserve the contact of the sample with the
liquid aluminum after pouring by not allowing the melt
to cool below solidus temperature. In order to prevent
solidification at the melt-sample interface, the pouring
temperature of EN AB-46000 alloy was set to
approximately 750°C. Before the casting process, the
samples were preheated to 300°C, which is the standard
temperature of the HPDC tools during production.

Fig. 1. Casting process
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The ceramic molds were preheated to 650°C. The
contact surface between the sample and the molten
aluminum was set at ϕ22 mm.
The dimensions of the samples used for this
experiment were ϕ30 x 5 mm quenched and double
tempered H11 steel discs. Samples were prepared by
grounding with sandpapers to the finest roughness
(360, 500, 1000 and 2000). After surface preparation,
plasma nitriding was carried out in an industrial
nitriding unit ION-25I (IonTech) equipped with a
pulsed plasma generator. Nitriding was conducted for
12 h at a temperature of 510°C using a gas ratio of
H2:N2=3:1, and by applying a 0.6 duty cycle. After the
plasma nitriding process of the samples, the compound
layer that was produced on the surface was removed
before deposition of the CrAlN coatings. The removal
was done to produce duplex layers with high adhesion
and heat resistance. The compound layer was removed
by polishing samples using a 3 µm diamond paste.
A CC800/9 (CemeCon) industrial DC-magnetron
sputtering system was used to deposit three CrAlN
coatings with different chemical compositions. The
first coating had more aluminium (CrAlN-Al), the
second one had more chrome (CrAlN-Cr) and the third
one had the same amount of aluminium and chrome
(CrAlN). The coatings were deposited using a 2-fold
rotation. The deposition process was conducted using
for targets. Two triangle-like segmental Cr/Al targets,
one Cr and one Al target.
Coating thickness measurements were obtained
using a ball cratering test, while the sample surface
roughness was obtained using a Hommel Tester T2000
profilometer. The characteristics of obtained samples
are given in table 1.

Sample

Sq
[µm]

Coating
defects
density
[num/mm2]

Area of
coating
defects
[µm2]

Coating
thicknes
[µm]

CrAlN
CrAlN-Al
CrAlN-Cr

0.15
0.13
0.24

121
85
174

11634
7893
20659

5.7
4.9
7.1

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Appearance of contact surfaces of both the sample and
the casting are presented in Fig. 2. Contact surface of
the casted alloy (Fig. 2b), represents a mirror image of
the contact surface of the samples (Fig. 2a).

Fig. 2. Contact surfaces of a) the sample and b) the
casted aluminum alloy.
Examination of contact surfaces revealed a large
amount of coating delamination and soldering present
on the contact surface of the sample. It is well known
that ceramics don’t corrode in contact with molten
alloys [13]. The formation of intermetallic compounds
between iron and soldered aluminum occur due to the
high solubility of iron in aluminum [14–15].
High magnification SEM and EDX analysis of
contact surfaces revealed that development of
intermetallic compounds between the sample and
molten alloy started to form through the droplet defects
formed during coating deposition. SEM image of the
contact surface on the casting is presented in Fig. 3.
The image was obtained using Back-scattered electrons
(BSE) and the intensity of the signal is strongly related
to the atomic number of the material. Materials with
lower atomic number provide weaker signal, and thus
have a darker color, and vise versa the element with a
higher atomic number will give a brighter image.
Therefore, the brighter area in Fig. 3 represents the
delaminated coating that remained attached to the
casting during detachment test. Darker area is
aluminum alloy.

Table 1. Average measurement results of sample
contact surface
In order to define the amount of soldering that
occurs on the contact surface of the casted assembly, a
detachment between sample and casted aluminum alloy
neded to be perfored. For this purpose ZGIM 500
tensile tester machine was used.
A TH3030 Hitachi Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) and a LEITZ-Orthoplan optical microscope
were used to analyze the contact surfaces of the
samples and the casted alloy.
The ammount of soldering present on contact
surfaces, of both the castings and the samples, was
determined by image analyisis employing the Scanning
Probe Image Processing software (SPIP).
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delaminated coating
coating defect

coating defect

base Al
alloy

Fig. 3. BSE SEM image of the of the casting contact
surface after the detachment test.
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Fig. 4. EDX spectrums: a) delaminated coating; b) coating defect.
Two large coating defects are present in the
delaminated coating. In order to confirm findings made
by visual examinations, EDX analysis was performed
and spectrums are given in Fig. 4. Spectrum given in
Fig. 4a was made on a bright area of the Fig. 3 next to
one of the defects. Spectrum shows large presence of
Cr and N and confirms initial assumption that this is
most probably a delaminated coating. Spectrum shown
in Fig. 4b is made inside the area of one of the coatings
defects. Chemical composition corresponds to the base
aluminum alloy with the increased presence of iron,
which can be correlated to the formation of Fe-rich
intermetallics.
Therefore, although the ceramic coatings are
chemically inert toward the aluminum alloy melts,
effects of soldering are nevertheless visible even on
coated samples. The underlying mechanism is probably
as follows. During industrial coating process there is a
high probability for formation of defects that extend
over whole thickness. Through these defects aluminum
can get in contact with underlying steel and form
intermetallic compounds. These compounds can then
mechanically cause coating delamination.
Results of quantitative image analysis of contact
surfaces are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. As expected,
soldered area has increased by increasing duration of
the contact between melt and the sample. For holding
times of 60 min, all samples showed similar amount of
soldering irrespective of chemical composition of the
coating. This is in line with previous findings [5].

Fig. 5. The obtained amount of soldering and coating
delamination for the time of 30 minutes.
For holding times of 30 min the CrAlN-Cr sample
exhibited highest soldering tendency, followed by
CrAlN-Al and CrAlN, respectively. However, this
difference is probably not caused by difference in
chemical compositions. Analysis of the surface
roughness (Table 1) has shown that the root mean
square roughness (Sq) is highest for the CrAlN-Cr
coating, followed by CrAlN-Al and CrAlN coatings,
respectively. This difference in roughness can be
explained by the area covered by coating defects and
the number of those defects on the surface of the
samples (Table 1). Therefore, soldered area is directly
correlated to presence of defects on the surface of PVD
coatings. This finding provides new insight and offers
new directions of coating technology development.
Instead of searching for new ceramics and chemical
compositions that are only nominally les wetted by the
melt, the development should be directed towards
finding technology that offers minimum presence of
defects that extend over whole thickness. Future
research should be based on finding ways to reduce the
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number of critical coating defects, and determining
substrate and coating materials properties that influence
their formation.

Fig. 6. The obtained amount of soldering and coating
delamination for the time of 60 minutes.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Results of this work showed that:
 The detachment test enables evaluation of the
interaction of molten aluminum alloy with the
die material.
 The number of coating defects on the contact
surface between the die tool and the casted
aluminum alloy represents the highest
influence on die soldering.
 Controlling the number and density of coating
defects can affect the bonding of the casting to
the coated die surfaces, resistance, and
durability of the coating.
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MECHANICAL AND TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF INDUSTRIALLY
PREPARED TiAlN HARD CERAMIC COATINGS
Abstract: Lifetime and efficiency of different tools and mechanical components may be successfully improved by
application of hard ceramic coatings. When it comes to tools for machining of hard materials such as hardened steel,
TiAlN is one of the most usually applied coatings. This material is of high hardness, high oxidation resistance and
high temperature stability. In this research, surface morphology, mechanical and tribological properties of
industrially prepared TiAlN coatings were studied. Three different coatings were prepared by selecting different
rotational types in a magnetron sputtering deposition chamber. Mechanical properties were characterized by
nanoindentation technique and Rockwell indentation test, surface morphology by stylus profilometry and atomic force
microscopy, while pin-on-plate test was used to study tribological behavior. It was found that coatings prepared by
higher number of rotations are smoother, harder, and more resistant to cracking and wear. These differences are
attributed to differences in coating microstructure which refines with increased number of rotations.
Key words: hard coating, TiAlN, magnetron sputtering, hardness, wear

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to meet challenges of a modern industry, i.e.
to provide high productivity at low costs, along with
meeting the harsh ecology standards, machining tools
have to be protected with hard ceramic coatings. Today
around 90% of all machining tools are protected by some
type of ceramic coating. Mostly nitrides such as TiAlN
and CrAlN, oxides such is Al2O3, and carbides such as
TiCN are applied on tool surfaces.
TiAlN coatings are widely applied due to their high
hardness (≈ 32 GPa), high oxidation resistance (≈ 800
°C), and high temperature stability (≈ 900 °C) [1]. They
are especially suitable for machining of hard materials,
such as hardened steel, even without lubrication.
Hard coatings are applied on tools in special deposition
chambers. When physical vapor deposition techniques
are used, tools have to be mounted on special fixation
systems which enable complex rotation which is
necessary for achieving the uniform deposition on all
tool surfaces. Such a fixation system of the industrial
deposition unit used in this research is presented in Fig.
1. This system enables three different rotation types
named 1-fold, 2-fold, and 3-fold rotation. In 1-fold
rotation, samples rotate around the first rotational axis,
which is the axis of symmetry of the whole turntable. In
2-fold rotation, samples rotate around the first and the
second rotational axis. The second rotational axis is the
axis of symmetry of substrate towers. Finally, in 3-fold
rotation, samples rotate around three axes, the first, the
second, and the third, where the third rotational axis is
axis of symmetry of tool holders.
Although during coating deposition different parameters
such as partial pressure of active and reactive gases,
power on targets, bias voltage, and others are same for
all samples, yet the deposition conditions are not same
for the samples mounted in different rotation types.
Namely, there are differences in the trajectory, and
orientation of samples relative to targets [2]. In 1-fold

rotation samples move along circular trajectory, in
2-fold along helical trajectory, while in 3-fold rotation
the trajectory is a double helix. Orientation of samples
toward targets does not change during deposition in
1-fold rotation, while this is not true for 2-fold and
3-fold rotations. This means that samples mounted in
different rotations spend different time in plasma, which
is the longest for the 1-fold rotation, and that as a
consequence deposition rate is different for different
rotations. In reactive physical vapor deposition, changes
in deposition rate might lead to changes in chemical
composition and coating microstructure [2].

Fig. 1. Interior of CemeCon CC800/9 deposition unit.
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The aim of this research is to study the change in surface
topography, mechanical properties, and tribological
behavior of TiAlN coatings with the change of the
rotation type. For that purpose, different TiAlN coatings
were produced by mounting the samples in different
rotations, as shown in Fig. 1, within the same batch.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1 Coating preparation
TiAlN coatings were prepared in an industrial
magnetron sputtering unit (CC 800/9). The unit is
equipped with four DC powered unbalanced magnetron
sources and planetary rotational turntable, as shown in
Fig. 1. During deposition only two sources were used,
coatings were deposited from TiAl targets. The turntable
enables continuous 1-fold and 2-fold rotations, with a
gear ratio of 100:37. In the 3-fold rotation, rotation
around third axis is not continuous, it is achieved by a
switch which rotates the tool holder for around 160°.
More details about turntable can be found in [3]. Cold
work tool steel EN X160CrMoV121 (AISI D2) was used
as a substrate material. Prior to deposition, steel samples
were ground, polished by a 3 μm diamond paste,
ultrasonically cleaned and dried in hot air. During the
deposition following parameters were used: working
pressure 0.66 Pa, power on targets 9.5 kW, bias -90 V,
N2 flow 100 ml/min, rotation rate 1 rev/min. Vacuum
chamber was heated to 450° prior to coating deposition.
2.2 Coating characterization
Surface topography of coated samples was analyzed
by 3D stylus profilometry. For achieving the higher
magnification of surface features, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was applied. Cracking resistance
and coating adhesion were assessed by a standard HRC
test (VDI 3198) [4]. In this test, a Rockwell C diamond
prism is indented into a coated sample with a load of 150

kg. Coating quality is then determined by observing the
formed indent, number of cracks and areas of
delaminated zones around the indent. Nanoindentation
technique was utilized to acquire mechanical properties.
For that purpose, Fischerscope H100C tester and
Vickers diamond indenter were used. Tribological
properties were evaluated by a ball-on-plate
methodology. Tribological tests were run in dry air, at
room temperature. Alumina ball with diameter of 6 mm
was used as a counter-body. Linear velocity was kept at
5 cm/s, normal load at 5 N, stroke length at 5 mm, and
number of cycles at 2000 for all coatings. Confocal
optical microscopy was used to observe samples after
tribological test. Generated wear tracks were measured
by 2D stylus profilometry.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three-dimensional images of surface topography
acquired by stylus profilometry and atomic force
microscopy are presented in Fig. 2. Beside each image,
surface roughness parameters are provided. Growth
defect, which are typical for PVD coatings, are
dominating surface features in images obtained by 3D
stylus profilometry. It may be seen that size of these
defects reduces with increased number of rotations.
Accordingly, both average surface roughness (Sa) and
root mean square roughness (Sq) decrease with increased
number of rotations. Smaller surface features may be
seen in AFM images. Protruding features in these
images present upper parts of individual columns, which
usually constitute microstructure of PVD grown
coatings. These images reveal that size of the columns
reduces with increased number of rotations, i.e. that
coating microstructure becomes finer. Consequently,
coatings prepared with 2-fold and 3-fold rotations are of
much lower surface roughness than coating prepared
with 1-fold rotation.

Fig. 2. Surface topography of TiAlN coatings deposited with different rotations obtained by stylus profilometry
(upper row) and atomic force microscopy (lower row).
Indents generated by Rockwell C prism are presented in
Fig. 3. Higher number of radial cracks was observed
around each indent, while there were no circumferential
cracks. Large areas of adhesive detachment, as well as
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areas of cohesive coating spallation may be seen around
indent of 1-fold coating. On the other side, only smaller
zones of complete coating detachment are seen around
indents in 2-fold and 3-fold coatings. This implies that

both cracking resistance (cohesive strength), and
adhesive strength between coating and substrate are
higher for coatings prepared with higher number of
rotations. According to the VDI 3198 standard, coating
quality ranges from HF1 to HF6, where lower number

means higher quality, and where everything from HF1
to HF4 is considered adequate. Coating prepared with
1-fold is of HF4, while the other two coatings are of HF3
quality, which means that all three coatings are of
adequate quality for industrial application.

Fig. 3. Indents generated during HRC test with load of 150 kg. Designations "A", "K", and "R" indicate adhesive
detachment, cohesive detachment, and radial cracks, respectively.
Thickness and mechanical properties of three coatings
are presented in Table 1. Coating thickness decreases
with increasing the number of rotations, which is related
to change in the deposition rate which is highest for
coatings prepared with 1-fold rotation. The deposition
rate is the highest for the samples which spend more time
in dense plasma [3]. Table 1 shows that coating
hardness, elastic recovery, as well as ratio of hardness
and modulus of elasticity H3/E*2 are lowest for 1-fold

1 - fold
2 - fold
3 - fold

d
(μm)
6.9
3.4
2.1

H
(GPa)
19 ± 6
24 ± 2
27 ± 3

coating, and highest for 3-fold coating. When it comes
to wear resistance, in past the greatest attention was
given to hardness. Nowadays, both elastic recovery, and
H3/E*2 ratio, which is related to coating cracking
resistance, are also recognized as important parameters
for tribological behavior. Improvement in mechanical
properties is directly related to the improvement in
microstructure which becomes finer when number of
rotations is increased.
E
(GPa)
352 ± 67
345 ± 22
337 ± 33

We
(%)
44 ± 4
52 ± 2
56 ± 1

H3/E*2
(GPa)
0.05
0.10
0.15

Table 1. Thickness (d), hardness (H), modulus of elasticity (E), elastic recovery (W e) and H3/E*2 ratio.
Results of tribological test are presented in Fig. 4.
Friction curves of all three coatings exhibit two stages,
running-in, and transitional stage, while steady-stage
was reached only for the 3-fold coating. In the first stage,
friction coefficient increases quickly to approximately
0.5 for all coatings. Transitional stage begins after
around 50 cycles. First coefficient of friction decreases
and after short number of cycles it increases relatively
steeply. Considering that steady-state was not reached
for all coatings, average values of friction coefficient
were calculated for cycles from 1000 to 2000, and are
presented in Table 2. It may be seen that friction
coefficient is between 0.7 and 0.9, which are values
typical for TiAlN coating in contact with alumina [5].

1 - fold
2 - fold
3 - fold

Coefficient of
friction
0.71
0.77
0.86

Wear rate
(mm3N-1m-1)
16.1 × 10-6
13.6 × 10-6
14.9 × 10-6

Table 2. Coefficient of friction and wear rate.
2D profiles of wear tracks, presented in the right portion
of Fig. 4, were used to calculate wear rate. Table 2 shows
that wear is lower for coatings prepared with higher
number of rotations, however it is not the lowest for the
3-fold coating. On the other side, there is a direct

relationship between friction coefficient and number of
rotations.
In order to better understand wear behavior, wear tracks
were analyzed by optical microscopy. Pronounced wear
scars may be observed inside the wear track of 1-fold
coating, while smooth wear tracks were generated in
2-fold and 3-fold coatings (see also 2D profiles). Wear
tracks of all three coatings are relatively clean, wear
debris are not seen inside the wear tracks and are mostly
agglomerated at the edges and ends of wear tracks. The
highest amount of wear debris was observed for 1-fold
coating. In our previous research, we showed that wear
debris are partly oxides which generate due to heating
induced by friction [6]. When TiAlN is in contact with
alumina, TiO2 and Al2O3 oxides might form. High
coating hardness and presence of hard oxides are main
factors leading to a high friction coefficient in the
present study. Generally, lower the roughness, lower the
friction coefficient. However, although 3-fold coating
was of the lowest roughness, the highest friction
coefficient was measured for this coating. This may be
attributed to its high hardness, i.e. high shear strength in
contact with alumina ball. Presented results show that
the main wear mechanisms of all coatings are abrasion
and tribochemical wear. However, there was difference
between three coatings, while pronounced abrasion
marks were generated in 1-fold coating, 2-fold and
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3-fold coatings were only mildly abraded. This is related
to their hardness and cracking resistance. Coating
prepared with 1-fold rotation is of the lowest hardness
and cracks easier, and is therefore the most abraded.
From this point, one might expect the lowest wear for

the 3-fold coating. However, this study shows that the
highest mechanical properties and the lowest roughness
may not be enough for the best tribological performance.
Generation of wear debris and efficiency of their
removal from wear track are also of great importance.

Fig. 4. Evolution of friction coefficient (left), optical images of wear tracks (middle) and wear track profiles (right).
4. CONCLUSION
The presented study shows that the type of rotation used
during coating processing inside industrial deposition
units has great influence on coating properties. Surface
roughness and mechanical properties are improved when
switching from one to higher number of rotations. The
differences between coatings prepared with one and two
rotations are more pronounced than differences between
coatings prepared by two and three rotations.
Tribological properties are well related to surface
topography and mechanical properties of coatings.
However, the lowest wear rate was not obtained for the
smoothest and the hardest coating, showing the
complexity of tribological behavior. It may be concluded
that tools requiring different types of rotations should
not be placed in the deposition chamber in the same
batch. In order to achieve same properties for coatings
prepared with different rotations, deposition parameters
should be carefully adjusted for each rotation type.
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ANALYTICAL-EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF INSPECTION AT
PROFILIZATION OF V-PROFILE
Abstract: In the process of profiling in cold conditions, the phenomenon of reinforcement of the material occurs.
For embedded profiles in a steel construction, it is necessary to know their bearing capacity, which can only be
known if the level of reinforcement of the profile material in the profiling process is determined. Particularly
important is that reinforcement in the joints of the profile is gained in this process, which does not occur in the
classical bending process.
Key words: profiling in cold conditions, strengthening phenomenon, profile bearing capacity
1. INTRODUCTION

2. MATERIAL FLOW LIMIT AT
PROFILIZATION

This problem relates to the bearing capacity of the
construction made of profiles obtained by profiling.
Thus, it is necessary to determine the profile
reinforcement at profiling. An important analysis of
the microfibre distribution on the transverse crosssection of the profile, on the basis of which it is
possible to determine the legality of its change that can
be expressed by a particular function.
The analytical solution method for this problem is
illustrated by the example of corner design in different
profiling regimes. Usage is a common engineering
measurement method, due to physical understanding by
students who need to adopt real engineering practice.
An analysis of the possible distribution of microfibre of
material on the cross section of the profile was
performed, and the course of the change of the
boundary of the tensile strength was determined, Figure
1.

Based on the measurement of microhardness on the
profiles of the material C 4580 of the chemical
derivative, Table 1 obtained the calculation values of
the bending limit 0,2 for the surface layer profiles,
Table 2.
Table 1. Steel Composition X15 CrNiSi 25-21
C%
0,12

Si %
0,18

Mn %
1,9-2,0

Cr %
17-19

Ni %
8-9,5

Ti %
0,7

Cut off profile

Table 2. Change of the flow limit 0,2 on the surface of
the flat angle 45x45x2.5 mm from stainless
steel X15 CrNiSi 25-21 EN (or 314 AISI)

Cross section
x (mm)
measured
from central
or corner

0,2
(daN/mm2)
at the
profile in
two pairs
of rollers

0,2
(daN/mm2)
in profiling
in one pair

0,2
(daN/mm2)
when
profiling in
four pairs
of rollers

I

0

61

56

53

II

5

57

54

50

III

10

49,5

47

45

IV

15

38

40,5

40,5

V

20

37,5

35,5

37

VI

25

32,5

34

35,5

VII

30

32,5

34

35,5

VIII

35

33,5

35,5

37

IX

40

35,5

37

39

X

45

39

42,5

44

Fig. 1. Graphic representation of possible distribution
of plastic deformation on the corner
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In Figure 2. An experimental function of surface
reinforcement, the material of the corner, was
presented.

3. THE REINFORCEMENT FUNCTION IN THE
PROFILING PROCESS
Based on the experimental data shown in Table 2, a
function has been defined, which represents the
distribution of surface reinforcement of the profile
material in the profiling groove and the extent of the
corner. The function of reinforcing the material in the
profiling process is shown in Figure 4 for the corner
formed in the four-roller profiling mode.

Fig. 2. Experimental function of the surface
reinforcement of the upright 45x45x2.5 from
X15 CrNiSi 25-21 made from
a-distribution of the stress ,
b- experimental function,
c i d- the deformation distribution on the
thickness of the profile wall.
The distribution of plastic deformation on the thickness
of the wall of the corner on different cross sectionalities
is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 4. Diagram of surface strength function by profile
extent: x-position of the given section of the
profile; 0,2 -distribution of the flow limit on the
surface of the profile.

4. THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF
OPERATION FUNCTIONS
Using the numerical analysis of the reinforcement
function, for the minimum sum of squares of deviation
of the experimental and computational values for the
flow rate of the profile material, a function was
obtained:

 02  9,275  1,25x  0,6735x 2  0,0415x3

(1)

Figure 5 shows the experimental and calculation
functions of the flow rate of the profile material 0,2,
where their deviations range from 1% to 2%.
Fig. 3. Distribution of plastic deformation by thickness
of corner wall
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material history, enabling the correlation between these
parameters to be determined. Cross-sectional
reinforcement throughout the cross-section is reflected
as a cross-bending force, which allows to find the
strength value throughout the entire section of the
profile.
The analytical-experimental determination of the
function of reinforcing the profile material allows for
the reinforcement of the material throughout the profile
section.
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Fig. 5. Weak changes in reinforcement of the material
to the profile range obtained in multiple
profiling processes:
 experimental curve;
----- calculus curve

4. CONSLUSION
The research carried out in determining the
reinforcement of the material in profiling enables the
qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the profile
to be obtained throughout its cross section.
From the reinforcement function it is obvious that the
reinforcement of the profile material depends on factors
such as: the type of material and its ejection, the
bending angle, the bending profiling technology, the
thickness of the preparation and the correlation of the
dimension profile elements.
The qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the
reinforced material of the tested profiles, of different
dimensions and materials, made by different profiling
regimes, allow to solve the practical problems both in
the profiling technology and in the dimensioning of the
supporting structure derived from these profiles.
Determined qualitative characteristics between
microhardness and other mechanical properties for a
whole range of metals depending on the mechanical
properties of the entire metal chain depending on the
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SOME REMARKS ON PROCESS OFCOMBINED FORWARD - BACKWARD
EXTRUSION OF STEEL
Abstract: Cold extrusion of metals is one of the most important manufacturing technology that involves different
material shaping procedures. Current paper deals with the process of combined forward rod - backward can
extrusion. In this process, billet material is forced to flow simultaneously in two opposite directions and therefore
divided material flow occurs. Amount of material flows in one or another direction depends on given geometrical
relation between tooling elements and on the friction. Therefore, the focus of research is paid on material flow
during the investigated process, as well as pressure and forming load. Three different investigation methods are
employed: theoretical approach, experiment and FE modeling. Numerical analysis and simulation of the extrusion
process is performed using the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the commercial software package Simufact.
Forming. Obtained results are compared and discussed.
Key words: forming, cold combined extrusion, load-stroke characteristic, FEM simulation, divided material flow
1. INTRODUCTION
Cold extrusion of billets into final parts of different
configurations is a highly effective metal forming
technology which is predominantly used for the
production of small and middle size components. Main
advantages of this technology are improved mechanical
properties, high production rates and improved surface
quality of the extruded parts. High loading of tooling
elements is main disadvantage of cold extrusion.
There exist a number of different variants and subvariants of this technology. One of the most
comprehensive classification of cold extrusion is given
in [1]. According to this method all cold extrusion
processes are divided into 4 classes which are based
upon their geometrical characteristics. Every class
consists of a definite number of sub-classes.
In [2] all cold extrusion operations are divided into
three basic groups with three sub-groups: forward,
backward
and
side
extrusion.
Simultaneous
performance of two or more basic processes is called
“combine extrusion”
Cold extrusion has been a subject of numerous
investigations, from different aspects and with different
aims. Some of the newer topics in the field of cold
extrusion are elaborated in the [3], [4], [5]. Combined
micro cold extrusion is presented in [3]. Authors were
investigated effects of grain size on the main process
parameters. Conclusion is that grain refinement
significantly improved product quality and accuracy.
Combine radial-backward extrusion is described in [4].
Rigid plastic FE method was applied in the simulation.
Total energy consumption is determined, including
ideal, frictional and redundant energy. Possibilities to
manufacture more complex shapes by cold extrusion
are illustrated in [5], [6] and [7].
Radial extrusion was employed to manufacture gear
like elements of different geometries [5]. Phenomenon
of divided flow, which takes place in this process is
elaborated in detail.
In the works [8] and [9] application of upper bound

element technique (UBET) method in the analysis of
backward extrusion is illustrated. Theoretically
obtained results are verified by experiment. Relevant
punch design modification in order to decrease
deformation load is suggested.
Current paper is focused at the process of combine
forward rod - backward can extrusion. In this process,
due to geometrical relations between main tooling
elements (punch, die, counter punch) billet material is
forced to flow simultaneously in two opposite
directions in relation to the movement of punch.
Amount of material flows in one or another direction
depends on given geometrical relation between tooling
elements and on the friction [1].
Present investigation is related to material flow, force –
stroke characteristic and the punch pressure. Three
different investigation methods are employed:
theoretical approach, experiment and FE modeling.
2. THEORETICAL APPROACH
The scheme of the investigated extrusion process,
together with the main tooling elements and geometry
of the final part, are shown in Fig.1. As it can be seen,
under the punch pressure workpiece material is forced
to flow both forward through the conical opening in the
lower part of the die and backward into the gap
between the die wall and punch land. Dimensions of
the die opening d1 and the lateral clearance Do - d
together with friction conditions predominately
influence the way the material flow i.e. the amount of
material that goes into one or the other direction. For a
given reduction the die angle α, which may vary within
the range 0-90°, affects the level of internal shear
deformation of material and it also influences the
material flow and the process development.
According to Da Chang et al. [10] the deforming zone
in case of combined forward rod - backward can
extrusion may be divided into 3 zones (Fig.2). The
zone 1 is an area in which material is directly
compressed while zones 2 and zone 3, are indirectly
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compressed areas. Stress shames for all three zones are
the same and represented by three negative (pressure)
components. On the other hand, strain schemes are
different in different zones.

Fig. 1. Scheme of combined forward rod-backward can
extrusion and geometry of extruded part

than the pressure calculated by this approach [13].
Therefore, this method requires to be additionally
checked and validated.
In the following paragraphs the values for the extrusion
pressure/forming load for the model given in Fig.1 will
be calculated using two different analytical formulas
and compared with results obtained experimentally and
by numerical simulation.
Solution 1
First analytical solution for extrusion pressure and
forming load refers to the case when combined
extrusion process is treated (analyzed) as a single
operation in which material flows simultaneously in
two directions – forward and backward. Based upon
their experimental investigation, authors [14] derived
analytical formula for calculation of the maximal punch
pressure in the next form:
pmax 

ko  k1  Do2
H  d1    2 d 3  d13 

 2 ln  m  1    m 1   2
d  d    3
2  d
d H 

(1)
where are:
Do2

m

(2)
Do2  d 2  d12
ko – yield stress at the beginning of forming
process
k1 – yield stress at the end of forming process
µ - friction coefficient
Extrusion load is then obtained as:
Fp

Fig. 2. Deforming zones of the combined extrusion and
corresponding stress-strain schemes [10]
In literature there are a number of solutions for
predicting the extrusion pressure and forming load for
single operations of forward rod and backward can
extrusion [11]. Those formulas are mostly derived from
the general theory of plasticity using different
analytical methods (SLAB, Upper Bound, etc.) and
introducing some mathematical approximation and the
process simplification or by combining the theory with
experimental results. However, in the case of processes
of combined extrusions such as forward rod - backward
can extrusion the analytical solutions for the extrusion
pressure are relatively rare. This could be explained by
complex models of the process and uncertainties
related to material flow. Furthermore, in practice but in
the theoretical analysis too, the process of combined
extrusion is very often decomposed and split into basic
operations for which an analytical solution for
extrusion pressure exists. These single operations are
then treated separately. By another words, this solution
is based on the assumption that component operations
take place one after another while the total extrusion
pressure is obtained by summing up partial
(component) values [12]. Yet, some experimental
results show that the real pressure is generally smaller
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d 2
4

(3)

Solution 2
In getting the second solution the extrusion process is
divided onto two separate operations – forward and
backward extrusion. It is important to note that for the
process modeling and solution development the
sequence of individual operations is not important and
it does not influence the values of total pressure. If the
punch diameter d is close to die diameter D,
assumption is that forward extrusion is dominant
process and it is set as the first phase and vice versa.
The extrusion pressure for single operation of forward
rod pFE and backward cup extrusion pBE are calculated
on the base on the following analytical expressions [1]:
pFE 

 
ko  k1
2  
H
  FE   1+ 
 +4   ko
2
Do
  3   FE 

(4)
 2   Ho  s  
 
d 
 
pBE  ko  1+ 
0.25   
 +k1 1 

Do  d 
2 

 3 Ho  s 

(5)

where are:
D
 FE  2 ln o - effective strain in process of
d
forward extrusion
 - cone angle
Ho – initial height of billet
s – punch stroke

The last member in the equation 4 which takes into
account the load necessary to overcome friction at die
surface may be omitted since it is also included in
equation 5. Therefore, the final expression for total
pressure is given by the following formula:

3D model of the tooling and workpiece in CAD
software SolidEdge V.18 which is then imported into
Simufact.Forming11.0. Workpiece material was
modeled as elastic-plastic with flow curve given in
analytical form: k  289.671  597.581   0.333 which
was determined experimentally by Rastegaev
compression test. On the other hand, the punch and die
were treated as rigid bodies. Geometry of the die and
workpiece was identical as in the experiment. Starting
configuration of billet and tool elements is shown in
Fig.5.

ptot = pFE  pBE 
 
ko  k1
2 
  FE   1+ 
+
2
  3 FE 
 2  Ho  s  
 
d 
 
0.25   
 ko  1+ 
 +k1 1 

3 Ho  s 
Do  d 
2  


(6)


Fig. 3. Initial billet and final component

Forming load for this case is also determined by the
expression 3.
3. EXPERIMENT

Cylindrical billets with the diameter D0= 28 mm and
height H0= 25 mm are employed in the experimental
investigation. Coefficient of friction was determined in
ring test µ= 0.12 (phosphated billet surfaces lubricated
by mineral oil). Punch diameter was d=18.80 mm and
die opening d1=21.70 mm. Die cone angle was 30º. In
the experiment steel C45 (DIN standard) was used.
Experiment was performed on the Sack&Kiesselbach
hydraulic press of 6300KN. In Fig.3 billet and extruded
component are given and Fig.4 shows the tooling
mounted on the press.
In the process die was stationary and punch moved
downward. Punch velocity was 0.12 mm/s with total
stroke of 18 mm. During extrusion load-stroke diagram
was recorded using force transducer KDB – 2 MN
(HOTTINGER BALDWIN MESSTECHNIK GmbH –
HBM), stroke transducer W100 (HBM), as well as
Spider 8 amplifier.

Fig.4. Extrusion tooling
The meshing procedure was initially performed under
different mesher criteria and elements of different size
and types with goal of checking the convergence of the
numerical solution. Finally, after a few iterations, the
advancing front quad mesher and the quad elements in
size of 1mm were chosen.

4. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

Simufact.Forming 11.0 commercial software package
were employed for numerical modeling and simulation
of the investigated extrusion process. The program uses
the two solution methods: the Finite Element Method
(FEM) - based on MSC.Software's first class standard
solvers for nonlinear applications and the Finite
Volume Method (FVM)–based on MSC.Dytran solver
and combines axisymmetric and full 3D simulation. It
enables detailed analysis of forming processes from
many points of view. More details regarding this
software can be found in [15].
In simulation an axially-symmetric 2D FEM model
were used. Modeling procedure started with creation of

Fig. 5.

FEM model in Simufact.Forming software
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The remeshing of starting elements was executed in the
most highly deformed zones of the workpiece at every
five increments in order to minimize the effect of tool
penetration through the elements due to large
workpiece deformations. Coupled thermo-mechanical
FEM analysis is performed under condition of low
friction (µ=0.12).

where Fexp. is experimentally measured load and Ap is
the cross-sectional area of the punch head.

5. RESULTS

Distribution of effective stress and strain within the
workpiece volume at the end of the process (punch
stroke s=18mm) obtained by FE analysis are shown in
Fig. 6. It is obvious that the stress and strain state is
heterogeneous. Maximum stress value exists in the
narrow transition region between the bottom and the
wall of the workpiece (1160 MPa) while strain value in
this region reaches the amount of 3.09. In general,
highest values of strain and stress are concentrated in
the vertical plane at the radius r. This is the plane of
divided material flow. In the central part of the
workpiece as well as in the wall itself the stresses are
significantly lower as deformations are minimal and
therefore, these zone are very often called “dead
zones”.

s= 0 mm

s = 2.6 mm s = 5.2 mm s = 7.8 mm

s=18mm
(end of
process)
Fig. 7. Geometry of workipiece for different punch
strokes
s = 10.4mm

s = 13mm

s=15.6mm

Fig. 6. Effective stress (left) and effective strain
(right) at the end of the extrusion process (s=18mm)
Material flow during the process was observed and
analyzed using Simufact.forming software package. In
Fig.7 geometry of workpiece after every 2.6 mm of the
punch strokes is given. As it can be seen, in the initial
stage of deformation more intensive material flow
occurs through the die opening (forward extrusion)
while at later stage wall of the workpiece is formed
(backward extrusion). However, it should be noticed
that this picture of material flow is developed only for
concrete given geometrical relations (Do, d, d1). It is
noticeable that for the each stage the maximum
effective stress appears around the plane of divided
material flow.
In Fig.8 numerically, analytically and experimentally
obtained extrusion load and punch pressure are shown.
The experimental pressure (average value) on the
punch head was determined from the next equation:

p
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Fexp .
Ap

(7)

Fig. 8. Load-stroke characteristics and punch pressure
obtained by three different methods
Figure 8 suggests that in the beginning of the extrusion
process load (and corresponding punch pressure) rises
steeply up to 1 mm of punch stroke (Solution II) i.e. up
to 4 – 6 mm (Solution I, experiment and FEM). After
that theoretically obtained load continue to rises,
reaching their maximal value at the end of the process.
Contrary to this loads obtained by FEM and by
experiment slowly decline after reaching their maximal
value. Significant difference between the load obtained
by two theoretical solution is obvious. Solution 2 gives
the load value which is for app.70% higher than the
load obtained by theoretical Solution I. Agreement
between FEM, experiment and Solution I is acceptable.
Punch pressure at the end of the process is 2350 MPa
(according to the theoretical Solution I) i.e.1300 MPa
(according to the Solution 1, FE and experiment).
Significant differences between Solution II and the
other results (FEM, Exp., and Solution I) for the
load/punch pressure indicate that the approach used in

the development of Solution 2 is not correct. By
another words, combined forward/backward extrusion
process cannot be considered/modeled as a simply sum
of two separate operations (forward and backward
extrusion) and so the interaction must be taken into
account. Analyzing the equation 6, i.e., equations 4 and
5, and the combined extrusion process itself, it can be
concluded that the first member of the equation 5 does
not correspond to the process conditions since it
originally refers to the free upsetting - first phase of
backward extrusion process [1]. In the combined
forward/backward extrusion there is no real the free
upsetting because material flow through the die
opening – lower surface of the billet is partly free. It
means that at the very beginning of the process the
conditions are similar to the process of free upsetting
with flow relief openings. Therefore, the first member
of the equation 5 can be considered as the main source
of the inaccuracy and might be omitted. For this case,
total forming is less for approximately 30-40%
compared to the values given in Fig.8.

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Current work is focused on the application of different
methods (analytical, numerical and experimental) to
obtain load – stroke characteristic and punch pressure
in cold combine backward can – forward rod extrusion.
Furthermore, material flow, obtained by FEM software,
was determined and analyzed. Steel material was
considered. For the load calculation two theoretical
solutions are employed. Both analytical solution
suggests that there is a permanent increase of the force
during deformation while loads obtained by experiment
and by FEM decline after reaching their maximum.
Agreement between Solution I, FEM and experiment is
rather good while Solution II gives significantly higher
load value during whole process. This suggests that
approach at which Solution II is based is incorrect and
requires correction.
Continuation of the research on this subject is planed
which would involve the most important influential
process parameters: geometry, friction, materials,
process conditions. Focus would be not only at the
forming load but also on velocity distribution, process
optimization etc. Variation of the punch and die
geometry would be also included in the research.
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INFLUENCE OF TOOL GEOMETRY ON FRICTION STIR WELDED JOINTS
Abstract: In this paper, Friction Stir Welding (FSW) process is described, with theoretical basics as well as
advantages, disadvantages and applications of the process. Special attention was dedicated to geometry of the tool.
Tool geometry was analyzed, particularly the shoulder geometry and welding speed. Al5052 H32 alloy was used,
which was welded with tools that have different shoulder geometries and the same square pin, at different welding
speeds. Tensile, bending and hardness tests were performed, as well as metallographic testing. Most suitable
characteristics were achieved by using tool with concentric reservoirs, with slowest welding speed. Optimal welding
parameters were identified.
Key words: Friction Stir Welding (FSW), welding parameters, shoulder geometry

1. INTRODUCTION
Friction Stir Welding (FSW) process was patented
at the end of 1991 at The Welding Institute (TWI) in
United Kingdom [1]. Specific thing about this process
is that welding is performed by the special tool which is
generating heat necessary for the welding process [1–
6]. The biggest advantage of this process is the lack of
melting of the base material, which negatively
influences the microstructure of the material (growth of
the grain) and mechanical properties. There is another
advantage of this process, the welding of dissimilar
materials (materials that have different melting
temperatures) that are usually difficult to weld (e.g.
aluminum alloys to steel, aluminium alloys to copper
alloys) [6,7]. Schematics of the welding process are
shown on fig. 1.

Generated heat softens the base material, turning of the
tool actually mixes one plate of the base material into
another. Tool follows the joint line and forms the weld
[8,9]. Earlier was mentioned that tool consists of two
parts: pin and shoulder, and they can have a various
geometries and it have significant impact on welding
speed and mechanical properties of welded joint.
Shoulder geometry can be: flat, concave and convex
geometry [2,3]. Mentioned geometries can be profiled
(various spirals and shapes) to ease material flow into
mixing zone. Tool pin can also have different
geometries and profiles (shapes, e.g. square,
cylindrical, polygonal shapes etc.) that enables grater
welding speeds and material flow [3–6]. Friction stir
welding is performed with specialized machines, but it
is possible to modify (adjust) existing machines
(vertical milling machine) because of the price of the
specialized machines [7–9]. Defining parameters of
friction stir welding are: Axial force (of tool on base
material), rotating speed of the tool, welding speed
(tool shifting speed) and tilt angle of the tool. Friction
stir welding is process that is gaining more and more
importance in the industries like: transportation
industry, airplane and aerospace industry, etc.
2. THE EXPERIMENT
In this experiment for the base material was used
aluminum plates alloyed with Mg (Al 5052 H32), 5mm
thick. Chemical composition of the base material is
given in the table 1, mechanical properties are also
given in table 2.

Fig. 1. FSW process schematics.
On fig. 1 is shown: Base material (1 and 2) special
mount (3), cylindrical tool (4), pin (5), shoulder (6) and
joint line (7). Friction Stir Welding is performed in few
steps: Base material is positioned and clamped in the
special accessory, then rotating tool is positioned above
the joint line, friction between the tool and base
material generates heat necessary for the process.

Cu
Mn
Mg
Si
Fe
Zn
Ti
0,09 0,09 2,78 0,24 0,38 0,046 0,015
Table 1. Chemical composition (mass %) of the base
material (Al 5052 H32), balance Al.
Rp0,2 [MPa]
Rm [MPa]
A [%]
HV10
123,8
193,4
21,7
60
Table 2. Mechanical properties of Al 5052 H32.
For this experiment, vertical milling machine was
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modified for the process (“Prvomajska UHG 200”).
Two welding tools with different shoulder geometry we
used. One tool had concentric reservoirs, and the second
tool had one reservoir (concave geometry). Segments
of tool’s technical drawings (cross section view) are
shown in fig 2.

standard preparation of the samples (cutting, grinding,
polishing and aching).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Visual control
After visual control it was seen that there are no defects
on the surface of the specimens. On fig 3 is top and
bottom side of representative specimen 5.

Fig 2. Cross section of welding tools.
Tool was made from hot-work tool steel
(X38CrMoV5–1) rod, machined and heat treated.
Chemical composition of tool material is shown in
table 3.
C
Si
P
S
Cr
Mo
V
0,37 1,01 0,017 0,0005 4,85 1,23 0,32
Table 3. Chemical composition of tool material.

Fig. 3. Top and bottom side of specimen 5.
3.2 Tensile testing
Tensile testing results for welded material are given in
the table 5.
Specimen
No.
1
Tool with one
2
reservoir
3
4
Tool with
5
concentric
reservoirs
6
Table 5. Tensile test results.
Tool

Base material is positioned and clamped in the special
tool (dimensions 400x370x35 mm), which is mounted
in workbench of the machine. From top side of special
tool there is a groove, 130 mm width and 5 mm deep
trough whole length of tool so the base material can be
positioned and clamped. Welding parameters of the
experiment are shown on in table 4.
n
s
[min-1]
[mm/min]
1
925
17
Tool with one
2
925
46
reservoir
3
925
91
4
925
17
Tool with
5
925
46
concentric
reservoirs
6
925
91
Table 4. Welding parameters of the experiment.
Tool

Spec. No.

In the table 4 can be seen that rotation speed of tool is
kept at constant value, but moving speed (welding
speed) was increasing. During the experiment, visual
control was conducted to determine if there is any
defects (tunnels) on the surface of welded joints.
Afterwards, tension test was performed on mechanical
tensile testing machine WPM, ZDM 5/91. Bend testing
was performed on the same machine, but with usage of
special tool. Hardness testing was performed on the
VEB HPO 250 device, with load of 5 kg. Distance
between indents was 1.5 mm. Hardness is measured
from retreating side of the welt to advancing side of the
weld. Macroscopic and microscopic examination is
done on the light microscope Leitz Orthoplan with
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Rp0,2
[MPa]
162
138
109
148
141
111

Rm
[MPa]
198
161
129
181
181
148

Based on the testing results it can be seen that
specimens 1 and 4 have the highest tensile
characteristics in comparison to the other specimens.
Specimens 1 and 4 are welded with with the lowest
welding speed of 17 mm/min.
3.3 Bend test
Bend test is performed by bending welded joints over
the face and root of the weld. All specimens bent over
the face of the weld are bent to angle of 180° without
appearance of the cracks. And in the table 6 is shown
bend test results of bending over the root.
Crack angle
appearance
[º]
1
26
Tool with
2
16
one
reservoir
3
12
4
No crack
Tool with
5
55
concentric
reservoirs
6
18
Table 6. Bend test results by root.
Tool

Specimen
no.

Fracture
angle
[180º]
No fracture
No fracture
No fracture
No fracture
No fracture
No fracture

From the table 6 it can be seen that all specimens are
bent to angle of 180° without fracture, but only
specimen 4 is bent to 180° without any cracks.

From fig. 6 it can be seen that specimen b and c have
defects (tunnels) in their nugget zone. In fig 7,
macrostructures of welds welded with concentric
reservoir tool are depicted.

3.4 Hardness test

HAZ

Nugget

TAMAZ

TAMAZ

BM

HAZ

Results of Vickers hardness test (HV 5) is shown on fig
4 and 5 (representative specimens: 1 and 4).

BM

Fig. 4: Hardness distribution for specimen 1.On the

Fig. 7: Macroscopic depiction of welds welded with
concentric reservoir tool; welding speeds:
mm
mm
mm
a) 17 /min, b) 46 /min, c) 91 /min.
From figure 6 it can be seen that only specimen b have
defect (tunnel) in lower left side of nugget zone of the
weld.
Fig. 5. Hardness distribution for specimen 4.

4. DISCUSION

On the figures 4 and 5 can be seen that highest
hardness values are around the middle of specimen.
Around the middle of specimen is grain zone.
3.5 Metallography results
Macrostructure of welded material is shown on figures
6 and 7.

HAZ

Nugget

TMAZ

TMAZ

HAZ

BM

BM

Fig. 6: Macroscopic depiction of welds welded with
one reservoir tool; welding speeds:
mm
mm
mm
a) 17 /min, b) 46 /min, c) 91 /min.

In the table 7 is given efficiency of welded joints. From
the table 7, it can be seen that specimens 1 and 4 have
the highest values of weld efficiency, measured by the
yield strength and ultimate strength. Named specimens
are welded with lowest welding speeds, and as the
result is achieved greater degree of plastic deformation
(which manifest as strain hardening) of base material.
In the nugget zone is biggest influence of strain
hardening, as the result in that zone grains will be
smaller and result is another hardening mechanism
(grain boundary strengthening). Also is noticed that
specimens welded by the toll with concentric reservoirs
have grater tensile characteristics in comparison to
specimens welded by the toll with one reservoir
(concaved shoulder geometry). Also specimens 1 and 4
have no defects in the volume of the weld and they
have biggest tensile characteristics of the joint. Defects
in weld have negative influence on welded joint,
because it works as stress concentrator and cracks are
created on sharp parts of tunnels spreading onward
trough the material, thus reducing mechanical
properties greatly. During bend test all specimens are
bent by the bottom of weld to angle 180° without
cracks. Same is for the specimens bent by the surface
of the weld, but only specimen 4 is bent to angle of
180° without any appearance of cracks. As for
hardness, increase of hardness values is noticed around
the middle of the welded joint that correspond to
nugget zone of the weld. This is confirmed by
metallographic examination. Also is noticed peak close
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to nugget zone. This is present because that is returning
side of the weld, and during welding process its present
accumulation of processed material.
Re
Rm
efficiency efficiency
[%]
[%]
1
125
103
Tool with
2
111
83
one
reservoir
3
97
76
4
129
103
Tool with
5
125
102
concentric
reservoirs
6
101
80
Table 7: Efficiency of the welded joints
Tool

Specimen
no.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this
study:

[6] A. Zivkovic, H. Dascau, I. Radisavljevic, M.
Perovic, A. Sedmak, The effect of tool geometry
on the quality of Al 5052 friction stir welded joint,
1–6.
[7] M. Mijajlovic, D. Milicic, M. Djurdjanovic, V.
Grabulov, A. Zivkovic, M. Perovic, OSNOVNI
POJMOVI KOD POSTUPKA ZAVARIVANJA
TRENJEM SA MEŠANJEM PREMA AWS D17 .
3 / D17 . 3M : 2010 I ISO 25239-1 : 2011 BASIC
TERMS IN FRICTION STIR WELDING
ACCORDING TO AWS, Zavar. I ZAVARENE
Konstr. 2 (2012) 61–68.



Specimens 1 and 4 are the one with best
mechanical properties, which are welded with
lowest welding speeds of 17 mm/min.

[8] S. Balos, L. Sidjanin, D. Rajnovic, V. Vucic,
Zavarivanje trenjem sa mešanjem friction stir
welding, Konf. o međulaboratorijskim Ispit. Mater.
XIX (2013).



Lowest welding speed (17 mm/min) is proven to
be most adequate because there are no defects
in welded joint.

[9] A. Meilinger, I. Torok, the Importance of Friction
Stir Welding Tool, Prod. Process. Syst. 6 (2013)
25–34.



Greatest tension characteristics are achieved
with specimens that are welded with
concentric reservoir tool.



Greatest mechanical properties achieved with
specimen 4 is compatibility of welding
parameters with tool geometry, which allows
optimal flow of material during stirring.
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TRAINING FOR INTERNATIONAL WELDING COORDINATORS
Abstract: Nowadays is industrial welding production unthinkable without the introduced quality system. The
responsibility person for QA is the welding coordinator. In most cases, this is IWE - International Welding
Engineer or IWT International Welding Technician. The diploma for this knowledge is obtained at international
specializations in institutions authorized by the International Institute for Welding - IIW and European Welding
Federation - EWF. Due to the challenges of giving up time, these specializations are increasingly being carried out
by distance learning - DL.
Key words: welding coordinator, EWE, EWT, QA, DL

1. INTRODUCTION
International quality standards classified welding
as a ‘special process’ . The quality requirements in this
process can only be met if care is taken regarding the
appropriate usage of equipment, welding procedures,
materials and availability of suitably qualified welding
personnel [1]. Personnel qualification is one of the
main tasks of the European Welding Federation (EWF)
and the International Institute of Welding (IIW) [1].
European Federation for Welding, Joining and Cutting
(today European Welding Federation – EWF) started
working in 1992 when EU member countries who
carried out specializations for welding engineers,
started a process to harmonise its education content and
implementation. EWF developed the comprehensive
and harmonised system for training, qualification and
certification of welding personnel. By using an uniform
syllabus for each level of the training course and a
harmonised system for examinations, the same
qualification can be awarded in any country and the
same knowledge are assured for any person holding
diploma, awarded throughout the world [2,3].
2. THE EDUCATION SYSTEM OF
EWF AND IIW
EWF licensed its qualification system to IIW in year
2000. A combined EWF/IIW system has been offered
in 46 countries worldwide, with 44 Authorized
National Bodies (ANB) and 683 Authorised Training
Bodies (ATB) [2].
Slovenia became a member of EWF soon after its
establishment. The role of ANB is carried out by the
Slovensko društvo za varilno tehniko (SDVT), and the
role of ATB by the Institut za varilstvo d.o.o. [4]
As already mentioned, an important part of EWF and
IIW activities is training of personnel for welding
coordination. The welding coordinator is a person who
is responsible and competent to carry out coordination
of welding works. The tasks and responsibilities of the
welding coordinators are defined in the standard EN
ISO 14731 and are the basis for quality in welding
production according to the standard EN ISO 3834.

The tasks and responsibilities comprise the preparation
of welding documentation and specifications, welding
control and supervision or presence [5].
The personnel for coordination of welding works is
divided into four levels, depending on the nature and/or
complexity of the welding production:
International/European Welding Engineer
(I/EWE);
International/European Welding Technologist
(I/EWT);
International/European Welding Specialist
(I/EWS);
International/European welding practitioner
(I/EWP).
Training for international welding coordinators is
carried out in accordance with the guidelines and
authorization of the EWF and the IIW. Guidelines are
prepared by the International Authorization Board
(IAB), which represents one of the two branches of the
IIW organization. The guidelines for education,
examination and qualification are formed to ensure that
the requirements are applied uniformly by all countries
involved, and that the diplomas granted are mutually
recognized. This is done by appointing ANBs, which
are responsible for ensuring that the standards of
education, examination and qualification are
maintained. In this, the objective is that IIW qualified
personnel at a certain level will have achieved the same
minimum level of knowledge, irrespective of the
country in which they had been qualified. Participants
successfully completing a course of education and
examinations will be expected to be capable of
applying the welding technology at a level consistent
with the qualification diploma [6].
3. TRAINING FOR INTERNATIONAL
WELDING COORDINATORS IN SLOVENIA
Regarding the number of issued diplomas of welding
coordinators versus the number of inhabitants, Slovenia
has always been one of the first three countries in
Europe. Table 1 shows the number of diplomas by
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individual levels of competence issued by the
Slovenian ANB in cooperation with the Slovenian ATB
(situation on 25.7.2018):
EWF diploma –
training

EWF diploma –
automatic route*

EWE

169

44

EWT

63

22

EWS

/

3

IIW diploma –
training

IIW diploma –
automatic route *

IWE

229

47

IWT

186

19

85
/
IWS
Table 1: Number of diplomas by individual levels of
competence issued by the Slovenian ANB in
cooperation with the Slovenian ATB
Source: Archive of Institut za varilstvo d.o.o. [7]
* All those who already possess the EWF or IIW
diploma of the welding coordinator can automatically
obtain a diploma from institution whose diplomas do
not already have (EWF or IIW), by virtue of the mutual
recognition of both of these institutions in the field of
training programs and the qualification of welding
coordinators [8].
Slovenia does not implement I/EWP training level
because there is insufficient interest in the Slovenian
market for this type of qualification.
As already mentioned, there are four levels of
personnel for welding coordination: I/EWE, I/EWT,
I/EWS, I/EWP. The access conditions to courses for
each level of qualification are defined in the current
guideline issued by the IAB and vary by country. In
Slovenia, the current access conditions are as follows:
- IWE: diploma of the university degree in
mechanical, shipbuilding, metallurgical,
electrical or civil engineering (minimum three
years study - I. bologna level);
- IWT: diploma of higher professional education
or diploma of a technical school in mechanical,
shipbuilding, electrical, metallurgical or civil
engineering (four years schooling);
- IWS: technical diploma from a vocational
school of 3 years of schooling, age of at least 20
years and 2 years of work experience [9].
The content of training for international welding
coordinators is divided into four modules:
1. Welding processes and equipment
2. Materials and their behaviour during welding
3. Construction and design
4. Fabrication, applications engineering [8]
Each module comprises a certain number of hours of
theoretical and practical training.
Qualifications for the international welding coordinator
can be obtained through the following routes:
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1. the standard route,
2. the alternative route,
3. the distance learning route,
4. the experiential route,
5. the transition route [8].
In the following, the standard route and the distance
learning route are presented in more detail, according
to which most of the personnel for coordination of
welding tasks are educated in Slovenia.
3.1 The standard route
The standard route requires successful completion of
IAB approved courses which are designed to meet all
the requirements of guideline. As can be seen from
Figure 1, two paths are possible, namely Path 1 and
Path 2. Path 1 is recommended by IAB as offering the
fastest, most comprehensive manner in which the
syllabus may be covered. Path 2 is allowed for
participants who are approved by ANB to acquire the
appropriate knowledge of Part 1 before the course,
which is in accordance with the syllabus of the course
[8].

Figure 1: The standard route for obtaining a diploma
of the international welding coordinator
Source: IAB-International Authorisation Board
(2016). Minimum requirements for the education,
training, examination, and qualification. Personnel
with qualification for welding coordination. Page 10
[8].
Part 1 and Part 3 represent theoretical education, while
Part 2 represents training for acquiring fundamental
practical skills [8].
3.2 The distance learning route (DL)
Welding is an industry that constantly strives to adapt
and respond to changes in the environment. Thus, in
2004 IIW issued a guideline for the distance learning.
The standard route courses are based on conventional
classroom teaching approach. The distance learning
route is more efficient and takes less time, than the
classroom learning. This type of education enables the
participant a customized way of learning. In order to
consolidate and deepen the knowledge, in the
classroom shorter, intensive lectures and exercises are
carried out [1].
The aim of the distance learning is to improve access to
IAB approved qualifications (diplomas). It is essential
that the quality of courses delivered in this way must be
equivalent to that of the classroom learning [1].
The basis of the distance learning route is the standard
route. The content of theoretical and practical training
is followed by a current guideline for the training of
personnel for coordination of welding works, with the

exception that certain parts of the content are
transferred to the distance learning system [1]. The
distance learning route is therefore a blended way of
learning, where education in the classroom
(theoretically and practically) is combined with the
distance learning.
There are several different methods for delivering
learning materials on distance. The current guideline
for distance learning gives the list of following options:


video/DVD,



audio,



computer based (e.g. installation of the
software package),



internet delivery (e.g. e-mail, on-line
program),

 broadcast television/radio [1].
The actual delivery technique chosen is not restricted to
those described and may involve a combination of
various options as well as an increased proportion of
classroom delivery (over and above the minimum
levels set out in the guidelines). The resources chosen
should be capable of delivering the material required by
the syllabus and should enable the student to achieve
equivalent learning outcomes as those attained in a
conventional classroom situation. A minimum number
of hours of practical and laboratory work (as set out in
the relevant guidelines) is required to support the
distance delivery material. The ANB will ensure that
the proposed package is appropriate and meets the
requirements of the IIW/EWF guidelines [1].
As for the content, the current guideline for the
standard route is also the basis for access conditions,
examination, course duration and equipment in the
distance learning route.
As already mentioned, the distance learning route has
several advantages over the standard route, namely:
- approximately 2/3 of training takes place at a
distance,
- the participants determine the pace of a large
part of education on their own, according to
their obligations,
- participants are less absent from the work
process in the organizations in which they are
employed,
- participants are offered an interactive study
environment and counseling assistance from
lecturers,
- an online chat room is possible with other
participants,
- for the majority of their education, participants
can choose their own study space, since they
have their own materials [1].
Despite many advantages, the distance learning route
also has disadvantages, which represent important
challenges in managing such a training system.
Students can lose motivation more easily, then if they
have classroom lectures; the identity of the student
performing the on-line lessons and quizzes can be

dubious; when delivering content to a participant,
technical problems may arise (e.g. Internet connection,
computer equipment, etc.) [10].
Slovenian ATB Institut za varilstvo carries out training
for international welding coordinators both by the
standard route (for the IWS level) as well as by the
distance learning route (for IWT and IWE level), for
which uses the Moodle on-line platform. It is a learning
content management system that allows creating online
learning environments,
publishing e-materials,
collaborating with learners, monitoring progress,
conducting tests, etc. Moodle is a learning platform
designed to provide educators, administrators and
learners with a single robust, secure and integrated
system to create personalised learning environments
[10].
Moodle is one of the computer-based training methods
(CBT). Its’ worldwide numbers of more than 65
million users across both academic and enterprise level
usage makes it the world’s most widely used learning
platform. Moodle is trusted by institutions and
organisations, including Shell, London School of
Economics, State University of New York, Microsoft
and the Open University. Moodle is recommended,
tested and validated for all Slovene public schools and
Universities by Ministry of education[10].
Approach of Institut za varilstvo for self-paced elearning is a set of interactive lessons. A lesson is a
linear sequence of screens, which can include text,
graphics, animations, audio, video and interactivity in
the form of questions and feedback. Lessons can also
include recommended reading and links to online
resources, as well as additional information on specific
topics. Most commonly used on-line learning elements
in Moodle for Institut za varilstvo are:
- lessons/with interactive elements (treat them as
PowerPoint slides, but with the ability of
interactive navigation through questions);
- quizzes (quizzes are generated from bases of
questionnaires and are very powerful for
assessment, grading and report generation);
- resources (documents and links that are not
interactive) [10].
The success and progress of participants in on-line
learning on Moodle is evaluated by using the built-in
functions of this platform. These tools provide a quick,
but complete insight into the activity of the students,
which areas they find difficult and where improvement
is most necessary. Tools and criteria followed by the
Institut za varilstvo are:
- completion data (all lessons passed and all
quizzes should be completed),
- login data (time spent on each lesson/module
should follow the number of hours specified in
the current guideline),
- date of first/last login of students (course should
be finished within a specified period),
- success statistics evaluated on a question-byquestion basis (each question should be
completed in specified number of attempts) [10]
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4. CURRENT EXPERIENCE
Preparations of the ATB Institut za varilstvo for the
implementation of the distance learning lasted for 3
years. During this time, existing material for the
standard route had to be processed and made useful for
the on-line Moodle platform. It was also necessary to
provide
personnel
for
distance
learning
implementation, such as tutors, IT professionals and
administrators, as well as a technical and software
background to support this way of material delivery,
supervision of the learning process and conduction of
exams.
Based on the responses of the first two generations of
IWE and IWT participants at the Institut za varilstvo, it
was found that the transition to distance learning was a
very good decision, as there are obvious savings in time
and financial expenses. In the last few years, many
participants who were financially able to afford
training, were able to meet access requirements and
have appropriate knowledge, but they could not be
absent from the work process to the extent required by
the standard qualification route. Due to their
responsible role in companies, participants expect
flexibility in the time needed for training, so they give
preference to the distance learning route versus the
standard route.
In total, both generations of IWE and IWT distance
learning were successfully completed by 87 students.
The results of on-line surveys show that the students
were generally satisfied with the implementation of the
training. Despite many advantages of distance learning,
lectures in the classroom were selected as the most
effective way of knowledge delivery. All lecturers
received very good grades from students and students
were very satisfied with professional, technical and
administrative support too. There were no major
(technical) problems with the use of the Moodle on-line
platform, which further confirmed the relevance of the
choice of distance learning method.
The results of examination were at a similar level as the
standard route. This means that the level of knowledge
of the participants is comparable to that of the standard
route.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The International/European diploma for the welding
coordinators in the industry has become a necessary
condition for the organization and performance of any
work related to welding. This need was recognized
decades ago at the Institut za varilstvo and the
Slovensko društvo za varilno tehniko. Therefore, when
we talk about qualification of welding coordinators,
Slovenia is one of the most successful European
countries.
Distance learning has been steadily increasing over the
past few years. The need for more flexible ways of
learning with the support of modern computer
technologies has never been greater. The main gear of
this kind of change are needs of the industry for as
educated as possible personnel, who, on the other hand,
are difficult absent from work for longer periods.
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The Institut za varilstvo recognized these needs and,
following the example of some other countries
(Germany, Spain, Italy, Norway, etc.), started
qualification for welding coordinators with a distance
learning system in 2016. The result is a higher number
of candidates on trainings and a much lower absence of
welding experts from the workplace. The results of the
examinations remained similar to that of the standard
way of learning in the classroom.
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FEM ANALYSIS OF DIE PLATE AT PIERCING AND BLANKING TOOL
Abstract: The piercing and blanking tools are characterized by a standard but also a specific cross-section which is
directly determined by the technological arrangement of the finished part on the workpiece in the shape of a strip.
While the construction of standard tools is the result of a detailed analysis of the stress - strain state in the material
of the tool itself, specific tools always represent a new constructive task that in most cases must be solved very
quickly in the most optimal solutions. In such conditions, the FEM analysis of the tool for piercing and blanking is a
good method to check the internal stresses and deformations of these tools so that in the most unfavorable
technological conditions a constructive tool solution would have an optimal solution for big serial and mass
production.
Key words: piercing, blanking, FEM analysis, die plate

1. INTRODUCTION

2. FEM ANALYSIS OF DIE PLATE

The modern industry of sheet metal processing is in
great expansion today thanks to new technological
solutions and methods for sheet metal processing. This
is qualified by the most diverse requirements of the
market, on the basis of which the finished sheet metal
products are complex, but increasingly 3D shapes [1].
A good example is the automotive industry, the home
appliance industry, modern construction, the furniture
industry, and so on. where the range of products is
increasingly and technologically more demanding.
Therefore the necessary tools in one such production
have to meet the strictest requirements so that the
products obtained are competitive in the open global
market. The big manufacturers of industrial tool
(HASCO, FEINTOOL, OERLIKON Balzers, ...) very
well recognize the requirements of large companies
that have this type of production and standardize a
large number of tools so that they can be available to
the potential user at any time 2.
For such a type of technology, where sheet processing
is raised to the highest level, standardized housing are
primarily designed to unify the workspace, but also
provide simple and quick tool change while standard
tools for blanking and piercings (punch, die plates) can
serve as partial tools wherever possible in order to get
an defined hollow or a finished part. In the case of
complex contours of smaller and larger dimensions, it
is necessary to create an appropriate contour tool in
order to obtain the desired geometry in one stroke. In
such a case, they are not standard geometry tools, but
shapes that correspond completely to the geometry of
the finished part. Solutions with the segment tools can
often occur in order to obtain the desired complex
contour in the concrete case from the simplest forms
[3]. The FEM analysis, test and verification of such
tools imposes itself in order for the proposed solutions
of die plate to have the right choice of materials, a
longer lifetime, consistent geometry, the ability to
obtain a large number of finished parts in larger series.

At the very beginning of the software application, it is
allowed to parameterize the characteristic dimensions
of the finished part (fig. 1), the width (the
predetermined range is from 30 to 50mm) and the
heights that directly condition the other constructive
parameters. At this level of the software solution, the
dimensions of the hollows are in predefined
dependence with respect to the external dimensions so
that they are not inputted already are calculated.

Fig. 1. Parametric input of dimensions of finished part
and tolerance of given measures, SolidWorks2015
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Independently of these dimensions, the thickness of the
strip material is determined (the range is from 0.2 to
2mm).
After entering the dimensions, you can see the 3D
model of the finished part in SolidWorks with the
actual dimensions of external or internal counter.
By providing the possibility of introducing free
tolerances of all dimensions and more precise
tolerances according to the ISO 286 standard for each
of these dimensions, the finished part can be
completely
defined,
which
determines
the
characteristics of the tool or the die plate.

analysis in order to obtain optimum dimensions and
field of internal stress and strains in a large number of
cyclic loads.

In the application database lists all the tolerance fields
and their corresponding position that can be monitored
according to the standard, for a tolerated dimension A =
30 h11.
The constructive layout solutions on the strip
workpiece directly determine the shape and layout of
the holes on the die plate as part of the tool that directly
determines the completion of the finished part. For
now, only one-line and two-line layout of the finished
part on the strip (fig. 2) are offered here, which clearly
show how much material savings can be made when
choosing a two-line schedule if there is a possibility.

Fig. 2. Some results for the thickness of the die plate
for the defined geometry, SolidWorks2015
Two constructive solutions of the die plate are offered,
where one or two finished part in one step are given,
represent two special cases of static load. The die plate
in a simpler static analysis can be treated as a free
beam, with multiple weakened cross sections, loaded
with bending moment and big surface pressure on
cutting edges. In order to obtain greater stiffness, it
receives a much larger thickness to achieve a
satisfactory resistance as well as the ability to obtain
new cutting edges during the process of exploitation by
flat grinding. Reliance conditions, in the case when one
or two finished parts are obtained in the step, and the
distribution of the already mentioned loads on the
cutting edges are given in Fig. 3.
Today, the novel constructive solutions of the die plate
are performed with segmented inserts made of hard
metal and cutting ceramics that are attached to a more
elastic base than a structural steel so that the cutting
edge itself is easily removable if there is breakage and
its damage in the production conditions. Such
constructive solutions require a more detailed FEM
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Fig. 3. CAD models of die plates with cutting edges,
SolidWorks2015
The results of the FEM analysis for internal stress and
strain along the structure of the die plate indicate large
surface loads near the cutting edges that have a decisive
influence on the intensive wear of the cutting edges
themselves. In this analysis, the h - adaptive method
shows good results by adjusting the finite element
network and adding nodes in which stress and strain
values near the cutting edges are determined in order to
get the most accurate results.
Considerable progress has been made on both the a
posteriori error analysis of finite element methods for a
wide range of partial differential equations of practical
interest, and the theoretical and computational
assessment of local refinement indicators We note that
once a computable error bound has been established for
a particular discretisation of a partial differential
equation, the refinement indicator is generally
constructed by simply "localising" the a posteriori
bound over an element, or patch of elements. On the
other hand, the state of development of "optimal" mesh
modification strategies which are capable of delivering
the greatest reduction in the error for the least amount
of computational cost, is far less advanced. Indeed, the
majority of adaptive finite element software will simply
subdivide elements where the local refinement
indicator is large, while keeping the polynomial degree
fixed at some low value. Clearly, if the analytical
solution to the underlying partial differential equation
is smooth, or at least locally smooth, then this may not
provide the most efficient adaptive strategy. In this
case, an enrichment of the polynomial degree (hrefinement) may be much more effective in reducing
the error per unit cost.
The aim of this method is to focus on the design of an

automatic mesh modification strategy that is capable of
exploiting both local h- and p-refinement. Such general
hp-adaptive finite element methods offer greater
flexibility and improved efficiency than mesh
refinement methods which only incorporate either local
mesh subdivision of the computational domain Ω ⊂ Rd,
d ⩾ 1, with the degree of the approximating polynomial
fixed, or global polynomial degree variation on a fixed
coarse mesh. Indeed, in recent years there has been
tremendous interest in the development of automatic
hp-mesh refinement algorithms.

Fig. 5. The field of stress near the holow of the die
plate obtained by the h - adaptive method
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THE STUDY OF THE CONTAMINATED SURFACE LAYER OF HIP TREATED
SUPERALLOY IN100
Abstract: In this paper the process of the hot isostatic pressing – HIP, its types and significance for superalloy
castings, is described. The study of the thickness and chemical composition of contaminated surface layer for HIP
treated superalloy IN100 is presented. It was concluded that the appearance of the contaminated layer is due to the
diffusion of carbides from the metal matrix to the surface and their reaction with the impurities in the argon
atmosphere, thus causing the formation of a layer of oxides, nitrides and carbides. The carbides diffusion to the
surface also results in the formation of a carbide-free zone.
Key words: HIP – hot isostatic pressing, superalloys, contamination layer, carbide-free zone
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Superalloys
HIP process (Hot Isostatic Pressing) is a thermalmechanical process that is used to improve strength and
density by combining high temperature (>1000°C) and
pressure (~180MPa). Argon is most often used as a
working medium, but beside him, nitrogen is also used
[1]. From economical aspect, duration of this process is
of great importance, Table 1. Certain materials, as Ti
alloys, are processed on lower temperature, so they
require more time for process to be completed. Other
materials are processed faster, which is more
economical.
HIP MATERIALS

TEMPERATURE
[°C]

PRESSURE
[MPA]

HSS powder
Superalloys based on Ni
Ti Alloys (Ti-6Al-4V)
Cr
Cu Alloys
Al Alloys
Hardmetal WC-Co
Ni-Zn-ferrite
Mn-Zn-ferrite
Al2O3
SiC

1000-1200
1170-1280
800-960
1200-1300
500-900
350-500
1300-1350
1050-1180
1180-1250
1350-1450
1950-1050

~100
100-150
~100
~100
~100
~100
30-100
~100
~100
~100
100-200

Table 1. Materials that are subjected to HIP process
and temperature and pressure that is used.
HIP process has several advantages over the commonly
used processes:
• Powders are compressed to higher densities at lower
temperatures,
• Ability to create highly complex parts,
• Parts subjected to HIP process have homogenous
density,
• Higher density helps with heat transfer, which results
with faster heating and shorter processing times,
• Brittle materials can be processed because of uniform
heating.
HIP process is largely used for powder metallurgy,
ceramics, casting repair and diffusion bonding [2].

Superalloys are a kind of advanced materials that
are used in extreme conditions. High temperature
strength of all superalloys is based on stable face
centered cubic structure matrix which is combined with
precipitation reinforcement and / or reinforcement with
solid phases. Superalloys can be based on Ni-Fe, Ni,
and Co and they are used in places where working
temperature can be over 560 °C. They are most
commonly used for parts in aviation industry and also
for components in oil industry. Most important is
application in airplane engines.

Fig.1. High-pressure turbines [Rolls-Royce]
Application of HIP process increases with development
of advanced superalloys based on Ni, and with the
introduction of castings with complex geometry where
higher degree of porosity is present. These kinds of
demands can only be met with HIP process [3].
1.2 Importance of HIP process for superalloys
When castings are hot isostatically pressed,
simultaneous application of temperature and pressure
almost completely eliminates microporosity by
combining plastic deformation, creep and diffusion.
Removing internal faults leads to improved results in
non-destructive testing, mechanical testing, and it also
increases the repeatability of the results.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1 Problem description
On the surface of workpieces processed by the HIP
process, a contaminated layer appears. The thickness of
the layer is not constant and is visible in the naked eye
in the form of a color change of the pieces. The
occurrence of contamination is a multiple problem:
• The size of the castings increases
• Need additional cleaning operation
• Dirt on the surface can be the initiators of corrosion
and cracks

are prepared by grinding with grinding paper that has
grain grit of P240, P1000, or polished in accordance to
the technical requirements for the test procedure. Image
of one such sample is shown in Figure 2. The samples
are then cut in half and mounted in Bakelite, after that
samples are grinded to give a uniformly flat surface.

2.2 Description of the experiment
Samples are casted from superalloy Inconel 100,
oldest of superalloys, based on nickel with precipitates
and which has increased creep resistance at
temperatures of 1000 °C. This alloy is entirely cast in
vacuum due to the reactivity of the alloying elements
with oxygen, i.e. air. Nominal chemical composition of
the IN100 superalloy with tolerance limits is shown in
Table 2.
Elem
ent

[mass %]

Eleme
nt

[mass %]

Elem
ent

[mass %]

C

0.15-0.20

Al

5-6

Mn

max 0.2

Cr

8-11

V

0.7-1.2

Si

max 0.2

Co

13-17

Zr

0.03-0.09

S

max
0.015

Mo

2-4

B

0.01-0.02

Ni

base

Ti

4.5-5

Fe

max 1

-

-

Table 2. Nominal chemical composition IN100
It is necessary to examine, the occurrence of
contamination, thickness of the contaminated layer on
the samples placed in three zones within the HIP
furnace:
• 3 samples in upper zone
• 3 samples in middle zone
• 3 samples in bottom zone
After HIP processing is finished, the thickness of
the contaminated layer was measured (5 measurements
on 5 visible fields, magnification of 1000×).
Aim of experiment is to see how surface
preparation effects contaminated layer that appears
after the HIP cycle is finished, as well as the character
of the contaminated layer. Also, the aim of the test is to
determine chemical composition of the contamination
by examining the surface area of the sample on SEM
(Scanning electronic microscope) using EDX methods
(X-ray energy dispersion spectroscopy). Three kinds of
samples where used, with different surface quality,
coarsely grinded (P 240), finely grinded (P 1000) and
polished with cloth and diamond suspension of 1 μm.
After HIP process, the mean thickness of the
contaminated layer was determined, through 5
measurements on 5 visible fields, at a magnification of
1000 ×. For the examination of surface contamination,
samples separate from each mold by way of shell
breaking were used. Before the HIP process, samples
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Fig 2. A sample for examining the contaminated layer
and distribution of samples by baskets in the HIP
process
2.3 HIP process parameters
Samples were processed in the standard HIP cycle
prescribed for the IN100 material from which the
castings and test samples were produced. The
maximum temperature was 1200 ° C for 4 hours, at a
pressure of 1379 × 105 Pa (20000 psi), and the whole
process lasted 9h.
2.4 Microstructure testing
Light microscope (LM) Leica DM1750M with a
magnification of 1000× was used to measure the
thickness of the contaminated layer. Layer
measurement was performed using the appropriate LAS
V4.9 software. In addition, an analysis of the
contaminated layer was carried out using the SEM
microscope at the University Center for Electronic
Microscopy, University of Novi Sad. The microscope
model is JEOL JSM-6460LV, equipped with the INCA
Oxford Instruments EDS system. The observations
were carried out at a working voltage of 20 kV. After
the HIP process has finished, samples are taken out of
the basket and re-mounted so that the surface visible
after the mounting is at a right angle with the surface
where the contaminated layer has form. Samples on
which the contaminated layer was examined must be
further grinded for microscopic observation (grinding
papers P240, P600, and P1000) and then polished with
cloth and diamond suspension of 3 μm and finally with
1 μm.
3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
For each type of sample preparation (P240, P1000
and polished, Figures 3 to 5, respectively), a 5
measurements of the contaminated layer on the LM

microscope are performed. The result of the measuring
of the sample with contaminated layer that was grinded
with P240 is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the
contaminated layer of the sample grinded with P1000,
while Figure 5 shows the result for the contaminated
layer of a sample that was polished with cloth and
diamond suspension of 1 μm size.

polishing in order to obtain the smaller layer is not
justified.

P240

P1000

Pol

Mean
value
St. dev.
Mean
value
St. dev.
Mean
value
St. dev.

Basket
No. 1

Basket
No. 4

Basket
No. 8

1.536

1.968

1.488

0.608

0.624

0.176

1.056

1.296

0.784

0.288

0.336

0.080

0.832

0.864

0.944

0.128

0.128

0.144

Mean
value
1.728

1.040

0.888

Table 3. Mean values of the measured contaminated
layer with standard deviation [μm]
3.1 The SEM microscope and EDS results
Fig. 3. Contaminated layer of sample from the first
basket grinded with P240 (LM)

Fig. 4. The contaminated layer sample from the first
basket which was grinded with P1000 (LM)

For study on the SEM microscope, a sample
grinded with P 1000 from the basket number 1 was
chosen as a representative because it had most uniform
contamination layer. The appearance of the
contaminated layer examined by the SEM microscope
is shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The upper surface shows the contaminated layer,
while the bottom flat surface represents the crosssection of the base material, Figure 6. In the Figure 7 it
is showed that the contaminated layer grows stratified
in the form of clusters and globules, while linear
orientation of the globules suggests that contamination
occurs on the grinding marks.

Fig. 6 Contaminated layer (SEM)
Fig 5. The contaminated layer sample from the first
basket which was polished with cloth and 1 μm
diamond (LM)
The mean value of the measured contamination
layer thickness and standard deviation is given in Table
3, depending on the sample preparation and the
position in the furnace. After looking at all of the
measured values, it can be concluded that the highest
contamination is in the samples from basket number 4,
which were prepared with P240, and is 1.968 μm, while
the smallest contamination of 0.832 μm is for the
samples prepared by polishing from the basket number
1. The samples from the basket number 8 show that the
sample grinded with paper P1000 has the smallest
layer. When grinding with grinding paper P1000 or
polishing, the mean values of the layer are similar, and
therefore additional preparation of the sample by

Fig 7. Appearance of a contamination globules (SEM)
With EDS, the chemical composition of the
contaminated layer was determined. Figure 8 shows
area of EDS analysis measurements, while in table 4
the chemical composition of individual test sites is
given.
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SPEKTRUM
SPEKTRUM 1
SPEKTRUM 2

C
8.15
12.16

N
1.03
7.15

O
19.11
13.13

Al
10.17
5.47

Ti
49.59
56.57

V
0.42

Cr
1.32
0.82

Co
1.61
0.61

Ni
6.66
1.96

Mo
1.95
2.12

SPEKTRUM 3

10.92

3.79

17.44

6.95

55.12

0.25

0.71

0.53

2.45

1.83

Table 4. Chemical composition of spectrums (mass %)
4. CONCLUSION

Fig 8. EDS method test sites.
The Table 4 shows that the first spectrum (purple
tetragon in Figure 8) contains more C, Al, Ti, O and
traces of N, V, Cr, Co, Ni and Mo. The spectrums 2
and 3, which represent the upper part of the globules,
show the same concentration of elements. Globules
formed on the surface of superalloys are a combination
of oxides, nitrides and carbides which are formed when
atmospheric impurities (oxygen and nitrogen) react
with alloying elements Al, Ti, Cr, Co, V, Mo, which,
due to the high temperature of the HIP process diffuse
to the surface and react with environment. Furthermore,
a part of the contaminated layer is entirely the result of
the diffusion of the alloying elements.
The consequence of the HIP process is the so-called
free carbide zone, which is the result of the dissolution
of the MC carbide and the diffusion of carbide
elements from the sub-surface layer of the metal on to
the free surface. The depth of the carbide-free zone is
up to 100 μm, in samples with P240, 78 μm in samples
with P1000, and 48 μm (Figure 9) in samples that were
polished. The highest depth of the carbide-free zone
coincidence with largest contaminated layer, and vice
versa, the smallest depth of the carbide-free zone
correspond to smallest contamination. With the EDS
analysis of individual zones through depth from the
surface of the superalloys has been found that carbidefree zone occurs along the surface, in which the
concentration of Al, Ti, V, Mo decreases, because these
elements diffuse to the surface of the superalloys, while
the Cr and Co elements generally remain dissolved in
Ni metal matrix.

Based on the results of this study, it was determined
that:
• The thickness of the contaminated layer depends
on the surface roughness. Samples grind with
grinding paper P240 have the highest average
layer thickness of 1.728 μm, while the lowest
have polished samples, 0.888 μm.
• The contaminated layer is consisted of oxides,
nitrides and carbides formed on the surface of the
castings produced by the HIP process.
• The contaminated layer is formed by diffusion of
carbides and dissolved elements from the metal
base to the surface.
• The formation of a contaminated layer during the
HIP process causes the formation of zone without
carbides beneath the surface. The thickness of the
carbide free zone is proportional to the thickness
of the contaminated layer.
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ON OPTIMIZATION OF ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPE CANTILEVER
DESIGN WITH RESPECT TO ITS MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
Abstract: The performance of an Atomic Force Microscope and the quality of its images greatly depend on the
mechanical properties of the cantilevers in use. The parer deals with impact of the cantilever design
characteristics on its vibrational and statical properties. The resonances and stiffnesses of the cantilever are
determined and preferable design characteristic of the cantilever are enumerated in terms of the cantilever
material and geometry.
Key words: Vibrational, Statical, Material, Geometry
1. INTRODUCTION
The Atomic force microscope (AFM) [1] is based
on the principle that a very soft cantilever with a tip
that is moved to the vicinity of a surface (metallic or
insulating) can sense the roughness of the surface and
deflect by an amount which is proportional to the
proximity of the tip to the surface. The cantilever which
probes the surface has an atomically sharp tip which is
brought into contact with the surface.
The large scale use of AFM today is because of the
application of microfabricated tips of Si or Si3N4. The
spring constant k of the tip is of the order of 1 N/m and
the shortest vertical displacement, d measurable can be
obtained from, <1/2 kd2> ~ ½ kBT. With kBT of the
order of 4 × 10–21 J at 298 K, the smallest vertical
displacement observable is 0.5 nm [2,3].
The extent of interaction between the cantilever and
the tip is measured by cantilever displacements. The
interaction between the tip and the sample is of the
order of a nano Newton, which is not directly measured
in AFM. The piezoelectric control is used to position
the cantilever and tip in x,y,and z with a precision
of∼0.1 nm. When it is mounted in the microscope, a
laser is reflected from the back of the cantilever onto a
position-sensitive detector. There is a sufficiently long
optical lever effect that cantilever deflections∼0.1 nm
can be detected. (figure 1) [4].

Fig. 1.

Funcional model of atomic force microscope

The most important application of the AFM is
imaging where it can work in various modes: the

contact mode, tapping mode and the jumping mode.
For example, in the tapping mode the tip is made to
oscillate close to the sample surface. The amplitude of
the oscillation is recorded and controlled by a feedback
loop mechanism that keeps such amplitude constant.
When passing over a bump the amplitude decreases so
the distance between tip and surface is increased to
keep the amplitude of oscillation constant. When
passing over a depression the tip is moved to the
surface. This mode has the advantage that the
transverse motion of the tip along the surface is not
influenced by shearing and frictional forces, thereby
avoiding damage to the sample and noisy interference
effects. A map of the distance of the tip from the
sample provides an accurate topographic image of the
surface [5].
2. CANTILEVER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The cantilever stylus used in the AFM should meet
the following criteria: (1) low normal spring constant
(stiffness); (2) high resonant frequency; (3) high
cantilever quality factor Q; (4) high lateral spring
constant (stiffness); (5) short cantilever length; (6)
incorporation of components (such as mirror) for
deflection sensing; and (7) a sharp protruding tip [5].
In order to register a measurable deflection with small
forces, the cantilever must flex with a relatively low
force (on the order of few nN), requiring vertical spring
constants of 10−2 to 102 N/m for atomic resolution in
the contact profiling mode. The data rate or imaging
rate in the AFM is limited by the mechanical resonant
frequency of the cantilever. To achieve a large imaging
bandwidth, the AFM cantilever should have a resonant
frequency of more than about 10 kHz (30–100 kHz is
preferable), which makes the cantilever the least
sensitive part of the system. Fast imaging rates are not
just a matter of convenience, since the effects of
thermal drifts are more pronounced with slow scanning
speeds. The combined requirements of a low spring
constant and a high resonant frequency are met by reducing the mass of the cantilever. The quality factor Q
(= ωR/(c/m), where ωR is the resonant frequency of the
damped oscillator, c is the damping constant and m is
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the mass of the oscillator) should have a high value for
some applications. For example, resonance curve
detection is a sensitive modulation technique for
measuring small force gradients in noncontact imaging.
Increasing the Q increases the sensitivity of the
measurements. Mechanical Q values of 100–1000 are
typical. In contact modes, the Q value is of less
importance. A high lateral cantilever spring constant is
desirable in order to reduce the effect of lateral forces
in the AFM, as frictional forces can cause appreciable
lateral bending of the cantilever. Lateral bending results
in erroneous topography measurements. For friction
measurements, cantilevers with reduced lateral rigidity
are preferred [5].
A sharp protruding tip must be present at the end of
the cantilever to provide a well-defined interaction with
the sample over a small area. The tip radius should be
much smaller than the radii of the corrugations in the
sample in order for these to be measured accurately.
The lateral spring constant depends critically on the tip
length. Additionally, the tip should be centered at the
free end [5].

Property Young’s modulus (E) Density (ρg)
(GPa)
(kg/m3)
Diamond
Si3N4

Microhardness Speed of sound (√ E/ρ)
(Gpa)
(m/s)

900 – 1050

3515

78.4 – 102

17 000

310

3180

19.6

9900

Si

130 – 188

2330

9–10

8200

W

350

19310

3.2

4250

Ir

530

−

≈3

5300

All of the building blocks of an AFM, including the
body of the microscope itself and the force-measuring
cantilevers, are mechanical resonators. These
resonances can be excited either by the surroundings or
by the rapid movement of the tip or the sample. To
avoid problems due to building- or air-induced
oscillations, it is of paramount importance to optimize
the design of the AFM for high resonant frequencies.
This usually means decreasing the size of the
microscope [6].
By using cube-like or sphere-like structures for the
microscope, one can considerably increase the lowest
eigenfrequency. The fundamental natural frequency ω0
of any spring is given by

k
meff

(1)
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3EI
L3

(3)

Model of an AFM cantilever

Combining (1)–(3), an expression for ω0 is obtained as

0 

EBH 3
4 L3meff

(4)

The effective mass can be calculated using Raleigh’s
method. The general formula using Raleigh’s method
for the kinetic energy T of a cantilever rod is [8]
2

(2)

(5)

For the case of a uniform beam with a constant cross
section and length L, one obtains for the deflection
w(x,t) = wmax(t) [1−(3x/2L)+(x3/2L3)]. Inserting w into
(5) and solving the integral gives
L
1 m  dw t   3x x 3  
  dx
T    max 1 

2 0 L  dt  2 L 2 L3  
2



1
 dw 
meff  max 
2
 dt 

2

which gives

meff 

9
m
20

(6)

Substituting (6) into (4) and noting that m = ρLBH,
where ρ is the mass density, the following expression is
obtained

 5

where k is the spring constant (stiffness) in the normal
direction and meff is the effective mass. The spring
constant k of a cantilever beam with uniform cross
section (Fig.2) is given by [7]

k

Fig. 2.

BH 3
12

L

3. AFM AS LUMPED MASS SYSTEM

1
2

I

1 m  wx, t  
T  
 dx
2 0 L  t 

Table 1. Properties of materials used for cantilevers [5]

0 

where E is the Young’s modulus of the material, L is
the length of the beam and I is the moment of inertia of
the cross section. For a rectangular cross section with a
width B (perpendicular to the deflection) and a height h
one obtains the following expression for I [7] :

0  
 3

EH

  L2

(7)

4. STIFFNESS OF AFM CANTILEVERS
AFM cantilevers are mechanical devices specially
shaped to measure tiny forces. To better understand the
intricacies of force detection systems, the example of a

cantilever with uniform cross section will be
considered (Fig. 2). The bending of a cantilever due to
a normal load on the cantilever is governed by the
Euler equation [7, 8]

M  EI x 

d 2w
dx 2

what will happen if we apply a lateral force Fy to the
end of the cantilever tip (Fig. 2). The cantilever will
bend sideways and it will twist. The stiffness in the
lateral (y) direction ky can be calculated with (15) by
exchanging B and H

(8)

where M is the bending moment acting on the
cantilever cross section. I(x) is the moment of inertia of
the cross section with respect to the neutral axis,
defined by

I x     z 2 dzdy

(9)

z y

ky 

wx  

Fz L3  x 
 
6 EI  L 

2

(11)

3

4 L
  Fz
EB  H 

(13)

3

(14)

(18)

k yT
ky

1  hB 
 

2  HL 

2

(19)

k yT
kz

L
 2 
h

2

(20)

Equations (18 ) to (20) hold in the case where the
cantilever tip is exactly in the middle axis of the
cantilever. Triangular cantilevers and cantilevers with
tips which are not on the middle axis can be dealt with
by finite element methods.
The third possible deflection mode is the one from
the force on the end of the tip along the cantilever axis,
Fx (Fig. 2). The bending moment at the free end of the
cantilever is equal to Fxh. This leads to the following
modification of (10) for forces Fz and Fx
M(x) = (L−x) Fz+ Fx h

Now, the stiffness in z direction kz is

Fz
EB  H 

 
wL 
4 L

GBH 3
3Lh2

k yT 

(12)

From (11) and (12), at the end of the cantilever (for
x=L), for a rectangular cantilever cross section, and by
using the expression for I in (3), one obtains

kz 

(17)

where we assume ν=0.333. Finally, we calculate the
ratio between the torsional stiffness and the normal
bending stiffness,

FL 
x
wx   z  2   x
2 EI 
L

3 w
wL    
2 L

3

where G is the modulus of rigidity (=E/2(1+ν); ν is
Poisson’s ratio). The ratio of the torsional stiffness to
the lateral bending stiffness is

k yT 

x

3  
L


The slope of the cantilever is

wL  

k yT 

(10)

Integrating (8) for a normal force Fz acting at the tip
and observing that EI is a constant for cantilevers with
a uniform cross section, one obtains

B
 
L

Therefore, the bending stiffness in the lateral direction
is larger than the stiffness for bending in the normal
direction by (B/H)2. The twisting or torsion on the other
hand is more complicated to handle. For a wide, thin
cantilever (B≥H) we obtain torsional stiffness along yaxis kyT

For a normal force Fz acting at the tip
M(x) = ( L−x) Fz

EH
4

(21)

Integration of (8) now yields
3

wx  

(15)

1
2 EI

 2

x 
2
 Lx 1  3L  Fz  hx F x 





(22)

and
and the change in angular orientation of the end of
cantilever beam is

3 wl 
6 L


  Fz
2 L
EBH  H 
2

(16)

Now, the question is, to a first-order approximation,

wx  


1  Lx 
x
 2   Fz  hxF x  (23)

EI  2 
L


Evaluating (22)and (23) at the end of the cantilever, we
get the deflection and the tilt

L2  L
h 
wL  
Fz  F x 

EI  3
2 

(24)
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L

 2 Fz  hF x 

L
wL  
EI

suggests. The spectral noise density below the peak of
the response curve is [9]
(25)

z0 

5. RESONANCES OF AFM CANTILEVERS
A second group of interesting properties of
cantilevers is their resonance behavior. For cantilever
beams, the resonant frequencies can be calculated as
[8,9]

nfree 

2n H
2
2 3L

E

(26)



with λ0 = (0.596864...)π, λ1= (1.494175...)π, λn →
(n+1/2)π. The subscript n represents the order of the
frequency, such as the fundamental, the second mode,
and thenth mode.
A similar equation to (26) holds for cantilevers in
rigid contact with the surface. Since there is an
additional restriction on the movement of the
cantilever, namely the location of its endpoint, the
resonant frequency increases. Only the terms of λn
change, according to [9], as

λ0’= (1.2498763 ...)π,
λ1’= (2.2499997...)π,

(27)

λn’→ (n+1/4)π
The ratio of the fundamental resonant frequency
during contact to the fundamental resonant frequency
when not in contact is 4.3851.
For the torsional mode, the resonant frequencies can
be calculated as

0tors  2

H G
LB 

(28)

For cantilevers in rigid contact with the surface, the
following expression for the fundamental resonant
frequency is obtained [9]

0tors,contact 

0tors
 2L 
1  3 
 B 

2

(29)

The amplitude of the thermally induced vibration
can be calculated from the resonant frequency using

ztherm 

k BT
k

(30)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute
temperature. Since AFM cantilevers are resonant
structures, sometimes with rather high Q values, the
thermal noise is not as evenly distributed as (30)
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4 k BT
k0Q

(in m/(Hz0.5)

(31)

where Q is the quality factor of the cantilever, described
earlier.

6. CONCLUSION
It is evident from (7) and (26) that one way to
increase the natural frequency is to choose a material
with a high ratio E/ρ; see Table 1. for typical values of
√ E/ρ for various commonly used materials.
Another way to increase the lowest eigenfrequency
is also evident in (7) and (26). By optimizing the ratio
H/L2, one can increase the resonant frequency.
However, it does not help to make the length of the
structure smaller than the width or height. Their roles
will just be interchanged. Hence the optimum structure
is a cube. This leads to the design rule that long, thin
structures like sheet metal should be avoided.
For a given resonant frequency, the quality factor
Q should be as low as possible. This means that an
inelastic medium such as rubber should be in contact
with the structure in order to convert kinetic energy
into heat.
From (19) can be seen that thin, wide cantilevers
with long tips favor torsion while cantilevers with
square cross sections and short tips favor bending.
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DEVELOPING AND TESTING HYBRID GLASS TO STEEL STRUCTURAL
ELEMENTS – FLEXIBLE DESIGN APPROACH
Abstract: Structural integrity of elements depends on their geometry, function and connections used between them.
In this paper new hybrid glass to steel elements are investigated concerning their mechanical behavior and function
which directly influences their design and vice versa. Their basic design is tested experimentally and then a flexible
design approach including parametrical study is proposed for developing unique structural elements for different
application. The concept design takes advantage of the mechanical properties of tempered glass, steel and polymer
adhesive and achieves structural geometry which results in high mechanical, structural and architectural potential.
Key words: hybrid elements, glass and steel, design, concept, structural integrity

1. INTRODUCTION
The geometry of structural elements, their function
and connections used between them are the main three
factors in gaining structural integrity in construction.
The appearance and the behavior of a structure depend
on the geometry and mechanical characteristics of the
used materials.
Structural glass is a brittle isotropic material that is
mainly used in construction for its transparency as an
infill element in building`s facade. However, today
glass is known to be vital part of structures even as a
bearing element. This comes as result of revolutionary
changes in the processes of production, including glass
product dimensions and forms as well as larger use of
strengthening processes and laminated structures of
glass panels. [1] All of these transformations are made
with one cause of changing the mechanical behavior of
the glass and make it more suitable for a structural
element that can accept and transmit loads without
compromising its integrity.
This paper presents new approach in designing
hybrid structural element consisting of three different
materials that acts as layered composite providing
changed structural behavior of the element as whole.
The concept design takes advantage of the mechanical
properties of tempered glass, steel and polymer
adhesive and achieves structural geometry which
results in high mechanical, structural and architectural
potential.
2. DESIGN CONCEPT OF HYBRID ELEMENTS
Glass, under normal temperatures of service behaves
as a linear elastic material that will break when tensile
stresses exceed a critical value. But the most prominent
characteristic of glass as a structural element is its
brittleness causing the glass elements to collapse
suddenly, without any residual post-failure strength due
to the brittle way of fracturing and its propagation
through the whole element. [2] On the other hand, good
compressive strength of the glass allows for including

connection elements with greater strength and
hardness, like steel.
When using point support and bolted connections in
connecting glass elements, stress concentrations occur,
which demand using additional elements with
appropriate mechanical characteristics able to accept
and transfer stresses toward bearing structure providing
more even stress distribution in the brittle element.
Greatest designers` challenge when working with
glass elements is overcoming tensile strength as well as
post-breakage behavior deficiency especially when it
comes to glass planar elements. Other than known
laminated design, other investigated design approach is
to reinforce the overall structural capacity by adding a
supporting layer or lamination. This can be done by
combination of two materials developing a structural
composite: individual or doubled glass plate and
reinforcing steel layer [3]. The reinforcing layer could
be used to enhance the load bearing capacity of the
planar element or to introduce more plasticity in the
structural behavior of the glass element and to enhance
the post-breakage behavior of laminated glass [4]. The
metal layer is added to the glass element usually
perforated in order to provide certain level of
transparency of the structural element. However, the
use of standard perforated metal sheets although are
adding to the load bearing capacity of the glass
element, it is also reducing glass transparency and due
to its standard formats of perforation it is limiting the
architectural expression.
The presented hybrid elements in this paper consist
of a single glass pane adhesively reinforced by a nonstandard perforated stainless-steel sheet added in the
tension zone of the structural element. This design
results in layer composite element which provides
added value in structural integrity by overcoming the
brittleness of the glass, gaining post-breakage capacity
and certain transparency level. All of these
characteristics are among other factors (discussed in
this paper) dependent on the perforation geometry
which allows for free element design potential as well.
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3. DEVELOPING AND TESTING THE HYBRID
ELEMENTS
The new proposed concept of hybrid elements
includes single tempered glass panel and thin
perforated sheet (layer) of steel that form a laminated
structure where the bond between laminates is made by
means of adhesive and not the usual interlayer polymer
materials used in producing laminated glass (PVB,
EVA etc.).
The perforated metal layer is located at the tensile
zone of the glass panel bonded with adhesive along the
surface of the glass panel (Fig. 1). In this way, the
reinforcement is achieved in the weakest zone of the
panel where tensile stresses occur under out of plane
bending. The used surface type of bonding allows for
laminate effect of the structure and ensures composite
action of the element.

Fig. 1. Small scale models of the hybrid elements
representing its structure (glass – adhesive –
steel)

made by structural adhesive type DC3145 which is
silicon based. [6]
Evaluation of the mechanical properties of the
elements is done in two phases. In the first phase, flat
glass panes with the defined dimensions were tested,
for evaluating the bending stiffness of a single
tempered glass pane.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for hybrid element
Considering probability for surface flaws that can
influence the strength of the element, several specimens
where tested.[5] In the second phase of the testing,
hybrid elements consisting of glass panel with 10mm of
thickness and a bonded reinforcement with circle forms
of 60mm in diameter were tested. The setup of testing
the reinforced elements is shown in figure 3.
In order to identify and define the post-breakage
behavior, the testing was done until full element failure
(Fig. 4).

With the purpose of defining the mechanical
characteristics and the reinforcement capacity, the new
element underwent an experimental testing. Under
standard four-point bending test, the structure is loaded
with out of plane force which is distributed to the
elasto-plastic perforated steel sheet that has a capacity
of accepting higher stresses than the glass. (Fig. 2)
Fig. 4. Full hybrid element failure
4. DISCUSSING RESULTS

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of four point bending
Unified perforation of parallel grid of circle forms is
used for the presented and tested models. The used
glass pane in the hybrid models is made of fully
tempered glass with experimentally defined bending
strength of 200 MPa. The other two glass
characteristics relevant for this testing are its Young’s
modulus of 70 000 MPa, which does not change with
the glass thermal treatment, and Poisson’s coefficient
of 0,22. Steel reinforcement used in the models is made
out of stainless steel with tensile strength of a 550 MPa.
The surface bond to the metal layer to the glass panel is
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The goal of the experimental testing was defining
the composite action of the structural elements through
measurable variables and observe the changes in the
mechanical behavior of the new element as result of the
included reinforcement. The composite action was
defined by measuring the bending strength of the
hybrid models. The standard used for the experimental
testing defines the bending strength of the tested
element by means of the maximal force of failure for
the glass elements, and force at first crack for the
hybrid elements (crack of glass pane). Thus, as results
of this experimental testing a force deflection curves
were gained and analyzed for the tested models (Fig.5)
Result force-deflection curves show existent residual
strength of the structural element since the force
magnitude increases again after the appearance of first
crack, failure of the glass panel.
Different parameters influence the results of the
testing, including manual technology of applying the

adhesive, thus different thickness of the adhesive along
the surface of the elements, production flaws on the
surface of the glass elements and edge conditions
which is seen through deviation in results for different
specimens of the hybrid model.

Fig. 7. Stress distribution in glass panel – 4 nodes
support tension zone

Fig. 5. Force-deflection curves for hybrid models
(d=60mm)

After defining the stress state of a glass pane under
specific support and out of plane load, results were
used to design perforation geometry and size. Different
design concepts were gained using perforation form
changer (Fig. 8). At the last stage of the numerical
analysis, structural stress analysis was made, this time
using the perforation element and the change in glass
panel stress distribution was observed, as part of the
modeled hybrid element.

The second specimen showed no post-breakage
capacity and collapsed fully, quickly after glass panel
failure.
Defining the influence of the perforation size was
made by testing other set of element specimens with
circle forms of 40mm in diameter. Comparative
analysis shows different mechanical behavior of the
hybrid elements depending on reinforcement layer
perforation size (Fig. 6).

Fig. 8. Different perforation design concepts

Fig. 6. Comparative force-deflection curves
Reinforced hybrid elements that use uniform
perforation with smaller sized forms show greater
increase in bending strength of the elements.
5. DIFFERENT DESIGN APPROACH
As stated before, the main factor influencing the
mechanical properties of the new model is the
perforation forms size. Having this in mind, a different
design approach was investigated.
Namely, a parametrical analysis using finite element
modeling was performed observing the influence of the
perforation size and geometry on stress distribution in
the glass panel under different element support
conditions (Fig. 7).

Great change in stress distribution can be observed
from the graphical preview of the models with four
nodes support. The stress concentration near the
supports is the biggest problem. As we can see from the
results, these concentrations cannot be seen in the
tensioned zone of the composite because the
distribution of the stresses is more uniform. That is the
side where reinforcement is applied with specific
perforation forms (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Stress distribution in glass panel – 4 nodes
support tension zone (hybrid element)
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6. CONCLUSIONS

7. REFERENCES

Structural integrity of an element is defined by its
geometry and material properties. Using tempered glass
that has no residual strength provides structural element
that will collapse as soon as critical failure strength of
glass is reached. Due to tempered glass breakage
pattern, laminating this type of glass is one way of
dealing with the problem, but usually in more than two
glass panes or combination of glass types which
increases the total weight of the structural element.
Another possible approach of solving the problem of
post breakage behavior is applying reinforcement
which has a ductile properties. Steel is this kind of
material, which is used for forming hybrid glass
elements concepts in form of laminated structures. This
form of reinforcement allows for composite action
which changes the mechanical behavior of the element
and increases its overall mechanical strength.
The resulting hybrid elements are using the material
properties advantage of a perforated steel layer with
thickness of 1mm to act as reinforcement layer giving
residual strength to a tempered glass panel by means of
adhesive bonding to the glass elements tension zone
and at the same time not compromising the overall
transparency of the glass.
The perforation type of the reinforcement layer
influences the mechanical characteristics of the hybrid
element and thus providing design potential for
achieving unique and different element depending on
its function in the structure.
The parametrical analysis for defining the perforation
shapes and size can be upgraded with additional
deciding variables that can influence the design of the
concept including light transmition, transparency
capacity, structural element support type etc.
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FACILITIES WITH RES ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN THE CITY OF NOVI SAD
Abstract: In this paper were examined facilities with RES that were installed on public buildings in the City of
Novi Sad. The facilities were examined and classified in two groups, namely, those of the City of Novi Sad and
those that are not in the authority of the City of Novi Sad (objects under the jurisdiction of the Province and
the Republic). Public buildings are selected, in this work, for analysis because the public sector that manages
them at the EU level should be the actuator of all energy saving activities using EE, RES and etc.
The aim of this paper was to analyze the current level of energy production from the RES on public buildings, to
define the estimates of primary energy savings on an annual basis at these facilities.
Key words: RES, public buildings, primary energy
1. INTRODUCTION
The history of EU energy policy and legislation has
evolved much over the last 50 years [1, 2]. Reducing
imported energy and energy products dependency is the
goal of EU energy policy that promotes energy
efficiency measures and renewable energy sources
(RES) integration [3, 4].
The total potential of an energy source can be
divided into three groups [5]:
 Theoretical potential - is defined as the total
potential of an energy source that can be calculated
theoretically. The budget is implemented on the
basis of natural dispositions in some area. It
depends on natural prerequisites and it is almost
predictable variable;
 Technically achievable potential - is defined as the
total potential that could turn into a useful form of
energy with a positive material and energy balance
from the standpoint of available technologies. It is
slowly changing, and specially depends on the
available technologies that can be applied and
exploited.
 Economically viable potential - is defined as the
total potential that can be financially justifiably
exploited under given economic conditions.
Observed potential depends of a number of factors,
most of the current relationships in the energy
market and it is very rapidly changing.
Typically, the technically achievable potential is
usually taken into consideration for analyzing the
potential of RES at a particular site.
2. THE POTENTIAL OF THE OIE IN THE
REPUBLIC OF SERBIA AND THE CITY OF NOVI
SAD

Technically usable energy potential of RES in the
Republic of Serbia is very significant, and it is
estimated to be over 4.3 million toe/year (toe – tones of
oil equivalent) [6-9] - of which around 2.7 million toe
per year 62.79 %) is produced from biomass
exploitation; 0.6 million toe per year (13.95 %) in

unexploited hydro potential; 0.2 million toe per year
(4.65 %) from the existing geothermal springs; 0.2
million toe per year (4.65 %) in wind energy and 0.6
million toe per year (13.95 %) in the exploitation of
solar radiation [10-13].
The City of Novi Sad, as the center of the AP
Vojvodina, is the most developed city in the AP
Vojvodina, and the second in terms of development in
the Republic of Serbia and it has huge potential for the
production of RES, especially biomass, hydropower,
solar energy and geothermal energy [14].
Novi Sad is the largest city of the Autonomous
Province of Vojvodina. The City of Novi Sad is the
administrative, economic, cultural, scientific and tourist
center of AP Vojvodina and it is the seat of the
provincial authorities and the administrative center of
the South Bačka District. The City of Novi Sad has 15
suburban settlements, the municipality of Novi Sad
covers an area of 702.7 km². The City of Novi Sad is
the second city in Serbia according to the number of
inhabitants in the administrative territory of Novi Sad,
which has 341,625 inhabitants [15].
Observed from a broader point of view, the City of
Novi Sad is located in the center of Europe, located at
the intersection of roads between north and south, west
and east of the continent. It is located in the Pannonian
plain, the granary of Europe. The city of Novi Sad with
the wider environment is destined to be an excellent
logistic center for biomass - the remains of products
from agricultural production. Such centers must not be
located more than 15 km from the place of collection of
raw materials due to transport costs [16].
Technical potential of RES at the level of the City
of Novi Sad or Republic of Serbia is shown in Tab.1.
On the territory of the City of Novi Sad, a significant
number of family housing facilities use certain types of
RES (mainly solar, geothermal and biomass energy),
but these facilities are not the subject of research in the
work.
The total RES potential for the City of Novi Sad
was presented within the Study on Renewable Energy
Sources in the City of Novi Sad [17], Tab.1. Estimation
of the total potential of RES in the area of the City of
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Novi Sad can be considered from two directions; if in
accordance with the planning documents it is planned
to build a hydroelectric power plant - in that case,
hydropower in renewable sources will participate with
57%, and on the other hand, if the plan documents are
abandoned and the hydroelectric power plants are not
built - in that case the biomass energy in renewable
sources will participate with 48%. It is assumed that the
total potential of the RES in the area of the City of
Novi Sad can cover 18-40% of the total needs of the
city of Heat and Electricity. This, of course, depends on
whether a large hydroelectric power plant will be built
in the city area [17].

RES

City of Novi Sad
[17]

Republic of Serbia
[10-13]

teo*

%

teo

%

Solar energy

20,047

11.22

600,000

13.95

Biomass

35,699

19.98

2,700,000

62.79

Geothermal
energy

18,045

10.10

200,000

4.65

Hydro energy

104,920

58.71

600,000

13.95

Wind Energy

0

0.00

200,000

4.65

In total

178,711

100,00

4,300,000

100,00

Table 1. Technical potential of the RES in the City of
Novi Sad and the Republic of Serbia
*toe - tonne of oil equivalent (1 toe=41.869 GJ =
11.630 MWh electric energy = 2 t stone coal = 5.586 t
raw lignite = 1.4 t soft coal = 1,270 m3 natural gas)
[17].
In Tab.2 are shown data of the types of energy
sources in use and the number of households using
these energy products for the City of Novi Sad.
Types of energy
sources

Number of
households

Estimated
percentage of
participation

Remote heating

103,609

70%

Natural gas

32,069

20%

Electricity

No data

5%

Coal, wood

No data

5%

Table 2. Data of types of energy sources and the
number of households that using individual energy
sources

biomass). For a solar panel (power plant), a budgetbased estimate will be used, generally accepted in
practice.
3.1. Facilities with RES on public buildings in the
City of Novi Sad (objects in the competition of the
City of Novi Sad)
According to AENS data on the objects of the City
of Novi Sad there are the following facilities with RES,
Tab.2:
 In the "Nikola Tesla" Elementary School in 2014 a
solar panel of 500 Wp was installed, the energy is
stored in a battery and used for the needs of a
classroom (lighting, etc.), Fig.1;
 In the Electrical Engineering School, "Mihajlo
Pupin" in 2014 solar panels of 3 kWp power grid
were installed, solar collectors (6 collectors TS 300
with total collectors ~ 11 m2) for heating hot water,
(Fig.2a). Also, a small mini wind turbine of 500 W,
(Fig.2b) and a biomass boiler of 22 kW were
installed, but these two facilities will not be
recorded in operation, as they are used in the form
of teaching aids;
 On the roof of the Health Center in Zmaj Ognjena
Vuka, solar collectors were installed in 2016 (32
collectors TS 300 with total collectors ~ 64 m2) for
heating hot water in the building, Fig.3;
 In the Secondary Agricultural School in Futog in
2011 it was installed a boiler (200 kW of the
manufacturer AD PODVIS TERM) on biomass
(baled harvest residues). There is one biomass
boiler that heats a separate school building;
 In the Health Center in Kisač in 2016, a boiler
(TKAN
100
kW
manufacturer
Radiator
Engineering) was installed on a biomass (pellet)
that heats the building of the Health Center. The
boiler efficiency is 91%.

RES

Investor

Solar panel
of-grid 500
Wp

Energy
Agency City
of Novi Sad,
Novi Sad

Solar panel
of-grid 3
kWp

EU and City
of Novi Sad

Solar
collectors

EU and City
of Novi Sad

Solar
collectors

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The aim of this paper was to analyze the current
level of energy production from the RES on public
buildings, to define which estimates are the primary
energy savings and which are CO2 savings annually.
For the calculation of annual energy consumption,
the excel form SEM 02/03 was used. In the paper, the
methodology of the OPG "bottom up" will be used to
estimate the final energy savings in kWh/yr for the
built RES plants (solar collectors and boilers on
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Biomass
boiler
200 kW

Biomass
boiler
100 kW

AP Vojvodina
79% and City
of Novi Sad
21%
AP Vojvodina,
Provincial
Secretariat for
Energy and
Mineral
Resources
AP Vojvodina
79% and City
of Novi Sad
21%

Public
object name
ES Nikola
Tesla, Novi
Sad
EES Mihajlo
Pupin, Novi
Sad
EES Mihajlo
Pupin, Novi
Sad
Health Center
Zmaj Ognjena
Vuka, Novi
Sad

Year of
installation

2014

2014

2014

2016

Middle
agricultural
school with
students' home
in Futog

2011

Health Center
Kisač

2016

Table 3. Installed facilities with RES at public
buildings in the City of Novi Sad - which are under the
jurisdiction of the City of Novi Sad

In Fig.3, solar collectors for heating domestic hot
water are shown - Health Center Zmaj Ognjena Vuka,
the basic characteristics of the facilities are:
 Investment: 58,374 €,
 Annual savings of final energy 42,386 kWh/yr,
 Annual financial savings 3,226 €,
 Annual less broadcast 8.5 tCO2/yr.
Fig.1. Solar power plant ES „Nikola Tesla”

a)

b)
Fig.2. RES at the objects of Secondary Technical
School "Mihajlo Pupin" Novi Sad, a) Solar panels
and collectors and b) Wind turbine

a)

3.2. Facilities with RES on public buildings in the
City of Novi Sad (objects under the jurisdiction of
the Province and the Republic)
According to AENS data on public buildings in the
City of Novi Sad, which are under the jurisdiction of
the Province and the Republic, there are the following
RES plants, Tab.4:
 At the objects of Faculty of Technical Sciences in
Novi Sad, two solar power plants were installed total power of about 24 kWp. In the first phase, a
photovoltaic power plant of 8 kWp was installed
above the amphitheater of the Faculty of Technical
Sciences, which was put into operation in 2011
(Fig.4a), and later above the flat roof of the
Machine Institute and the 16 kWp power plant that
was put into operation in 2015 (Fig.4b);
 On the objects of the "Milorad Pavlović" Children's
Home and Youth Center - solar collectors were
installed in 2011 (32 collectors TS 300 total area
~57 m2) for heating of hot water. Equivalent energy
of the collector is calculated in el. energy and it
amounts 44.8 kWh;
 On the student dormitory of the object "Brankovo
kolo" - in 2014 solar collectors (30 collectors TS
300, total area ~53 m2) were installed for heating
hot water. Equivalent energy of the collector is
calculated in el. energy is 42 kWh, Fig.5.

RES

Investor

Public object
name

Solar
power
plants
on-grid
24 kWp

Faculty of
Technical
Sciences,
Novi Sad

Faculty of
Technical
Sciences, Novi
Sad

Solar
collector
s, TS
300, (30
pcs)
Solar
collector
s, TS
300, (32
pcs)

b)
Fig.3. Solar collectors - Health Center Zmaj Ognjena
Vuka

AP
Vojvodina,
Provincial
Secretariat
for Energy
and Mineral
Resources
„Termosola
r”
(Donation
of the
Slovakian
company)

Student
dormitory of
the object
"Brankovo
kolo", Novi
Sad
Children's
Village
„Dr.Milorad
Pavlovic“
Sremska
Kamenica

Year of
installation

2011 and
2015

2011

2014

Table 4. Installed facilities with RES at public objects
in the City of Novi Sad, which is under the jurisdiction
of the Province and the Republic
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a)

Fig. 6. Solar public lighting at the playground at
Liman near Štrand
4. RESULTS OF RESEARCH

b)
Fig. 4. Solar power plants on-grid on Faculty of
Technical Sciences a) At the administrative building
b) On the building of the institute

According to the data from Tab.3, the estimated
annual primary energy savings for public buildings in
the City of Novi Sad owned by the City of Novi Sad
amount to 9.3 toe, Tab.5. According to the data from
Tab.4, the estimated annual primary energy savings for
public buildings in the City of Novi Sad owned by the
Province and the Republic are 9.0 toe, Tab.5. The
estimated annual primary energy savings for all public
buildings in the City of Novi Sad is 18.3 toe, Tab.5.

Energy

Unit

Energy
at the
entrance

Final
energy
(toe)

Primary
Energy
(toe)

Emiss.
CO2
(tCO2)

Estimation of savings for public buildings under the jurisdiction of
the City of Novi Sad
Solar
1.000
51.4
4.4
4.4
0
energy
kWh
Biomass
t
54.7
4.9
4.9
43.0
energy
Estimation of savings for public buildings outside the jurisdiction
of the City of Novi Sad

Fig. 5. Solar collectors on student dormitory of the
object "Brankovo kolo"
In Fig.5, there is shown a facility for heating hot
water using solar collectors on the roof of the
"Brankovo kolo" school building at Episkop Visarion
Street no. 3 in Novi Sad installed in 2011. The basic
characteristics of the facility are:
 Investment: od 17,583 €,
 Annual savings of final energy ~34,883 kWh/yr,
 Annual financial savings ~2,655 €/yr,
 Annual less broadcast 7 tCO2/yr.
A good example of socially responsible behavior is
the Coca Cola project, that financed the installation of
solar public lighting on the playground at Liman near
Štrand, Fig.6.
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Solar
energy

1000
kWh

104.2

9.0

9.0

0

In total

-

-

18.3

18.3

43.0

Table 5. Estimated annual primary/final energy savings
to all public buildings in the City of Novi Sad
5. CONCLUSION
The current estimate of the primary energy savings
from the RES plant at the level of public buildings in
the territory of the City of Novi Sad amounts about
18.3 teo, and it grows year after year. This potential of
energy produced at public buildings of the City of Novi
Sad is currently the largest of all municipalities in the
Republic of Serbia, and it is a result of the trend of the
energy policy of the City of Novi Sad where renewable
energy sources and healthy environment have priority.
From year to year it is growing the number of
facilities that produce OIE, which are located on public
buildings. Currently, the construction of heat pumps for
heating buildings in 5 elementary schools is being
completed in Novi Sad (some works are underway in
some schools, and some are planned to be built). It is

planned that the new Central Music School that is
being built has a built-in heating system with heat
pumps. This year, the construction of solar panels in
street public lighting starts. Also, there are currently
more international IPA projects aimed at the
construction of plants that produce RES at public
facilities.

[9]

[10]
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DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR OPTIMAL MANAGEMENT
OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT CHANGES
Abstract: The goal of development management is to design optimal management of development systems and
processes whose development is observed. Development is the most complex social activity, as it relates to future
times. Today, under conditions of uncertainty before science, it is a challenge to make the future more certain.
Mathematical modeling is today the most reliable method of managing development changes.
The paper presents the original model for optimal systemic management of technological development.
The design of optimal technological development is based on the methodology of reducing the multi-criteria
function to the function of one variable by the application of the theory to the stage of sets.
Key words: modeling, optimization, system, development, change

1. INTRODUCTION
Technology is a key factor in the development of
all systems and processes. In this paper, the system is
viewed from the aspect of the general theory of systems
and cybernetics. The subject of observation is
technical-technological, biological and organizational
systems. Modern technological systems are extremely
complex systems, both from the aspect of structures
and from the aspect of management. Technological
system subsystems are technical, biological and
organizational systems. Each complex system is
simultaneously an element of a more complex system,
and is complex because it has its own structure of
elements and the input and output of the system. The
logical conclusion is that today's technological systems
and processes are extremely intertwined from the
aspect of governance and the aspect of the hierarchy of
the system. [1]
The subject, or problem of this work, is an exceptional
dynamic phenomenon related to future times, and these
are the developmental changes.1 It is known that the
management of complex development-related systems
leads to decision-making.2 The decision-making
process must address some of the extremely complex
issues related to: what, how, who, when and why3?
1

Development is a change whose effects are expressed numerically
and positively increasing. Presented by the mathematical form
Yt - Yt-1> 0.
2
Decision making is the same management and it is always about the
problem that will happen in the future in the near or future time.
3
The basic question that must be clearly defined is what is the object
of decision . This problem and questions are mostly imposed by
themselves and do not require specific knowledge. The second
question, how is it, is the most complex as it relates to problemsolving technology. The third question implies that people who make
decisions must know who can most effectively and effectively
implement the problem that is the subject of decision-making. The
fourth question is also very complex and requires multidisciplinary
knowledge and a pavilion assessment of the timing of the decisionmaking process. The last question is to get an answer related to the
goals and benefits of executing the subject matter of the decision. The

In this paper a mathematical model for the optimal
management of development changes is developed,
which brings the problem of multi-dimensional
decision making to an integrated single-dimensional
system with one input and output in discrete time.
The goals of the work are to demonstrate to the
scientific public that it is possible to mathematically
model development (the most complex phenomenon
from the aspect of management, that is decision
making). The paper presents a basic and one additional
hypothesis. Both hypotheses have been confirmed.
2. GENERAL NOTES RELATED TO
DEVELOPMENT CHANGES
2.1 Development systems
Development systems are systems that are created
for the purpose of abstract representation of growth and
development of the real system (object). The facility
can have many different development systems. If the
system includes a smaller number of development
factors, it is simpler. With the growth of the number of
developmental factors in the development system, the
complexity of development management systems is
growing.4 Development systems are by nature dynamic
systems, that is, the state of the system is a function of
time. This fact greatly complicates the management.
The efficiency and effectiveness of development
systems and processes is a numerical measure of the
ability of the development system to optimally manage
the developmental changes. The most widely used
measure of ability is the success of the developmental
basic hypothesis reads: Technological development changes can be
mathematically modeled for the purpose of optimization.
4
Additional hypothesis: The developed model of mathematical
optimization is in in accordance with the author's doctrine: Optimus
economy, optimal technological progress and optimal business. It is
known that the complexity of management (SU) systems is
approximately equal to the factor of the number of system
elements (N), (SU = N!). [2]
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change. The success of a development change is a
function of a number of independently variable.
A possible structure of the set of factors on which the
success of development changes depends on: [1]
1. The power (energy) of the change,
2. Knowledge (basic technological and managerial),
3. Resistance to change,
4. Motivation for changes,
5. Influence of infection on changes,
6. The risk of change,
7. Speed of change and
8. Other.
Using the theory of the stage of conferences with the
excellent knowledge of the scientific field to which the
development system belongs, it is easy to
mathematically model the success of developmental
changes as a function of the aforementioned factors [3,
5, 6, 7]. Analogously to the modeling of the success of
a development change, it is possible to model any
problem related to technological development systems
of a technical, biological and organizational nature.
Successful modeling requires multidisciplinary
knowledge.

When it comes to technological development systems
and technological development changes from the aspect
of duality we can have two extreme situations. First,
from the aspect of longer time observation, we have the
emergence of a technology, to replace this technology
with new technology for a certain time interval.6
However, one or other technology can be designed
from the aspect of use for the needs of an
organizational system.7
This behavior in practice requires science to explore the
possibility of applying in the practice of optimum
management from the level of system hierarchy in a
complex global system structure. Secondly, the
problem that the world is facing today in terms of new
technologies is conflict technology with natural
systems.8 The third problem is in various types of latent
interest. The solution of the problem is in optimizing
integrated changes (graphic illustration of Fig.1.) [1].

2.2 Development technology systems
The basic three characteristics of all technological
development systems from the perspective of system
theory and cybernetics are: dynamics, manageability
and openness. [1, 4, 8] Dynamism is a key feature of
the technological development system. Technological
development systems are the driving force of not only
technological progress, but a driver of a series of
developmental changes. In literature and practice,
technology-development systems are called modern
systems. Under the influence of the constant growth of
the dynamics of changes in the environment and
internal changes in the system, an increasingly complex
situation for managing the development is being
created. This state of result is paradox. It is logical that
with the growth of the complexity of the situation, the
time needed to adjust to changes is growing. However,
the available time to adapt to the environment is
reduced with the increasing complexity of
management.
One of the biggest problems in managing the
technological development of a certain space is the dual
evaluation of technological and developmental
changes. The developmental change in the concise
situation of managing technological development
changes can be viewed as an input or output of the
system, and at the same time one and the other. If we
consider the development change as the input of the
system, then it is a technological mechanism of change,
and if we consider it as an output, then we have the
result of management that is measured by the effects, or
degree is used by some thought projected change.5 [1].
5

Duality means the opposite. However, this is not about the contrast
of the black-and-white type, but the type of day-night. In the first
case, we have exclusivity because they can either one or the other,
and in the other case day and night are part of one whole only with a
time shift.
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Fig.1. Optimizing integrated
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR OPTIMAL
MANAGEMENT
TO
TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT CHANGES
3.1 System modeling
Technological development changes are an
extremely complex problem for optimization.
Optimization in itself implies that the efficiency of

6

In the first case, technology is the output of a system called
technological progress, and in the second case, technologies are an
entry into a system that is transformed into a product for the market.
In the case of a biological system such as a man with his knowledge,
in the first case, it is about two types of knowledge that have arisen in
two time phases, and in the second, two technologies from which
only one can be used (two types of remedies for the treatment of
diseases arising in various time phases). With the technical systems,
we can implement a construction with one or another type of
material.
7
Developed countries, and above all multinational corporations,
many technologies are sold to the poor and underdeveloped as an
exclusively right solution without taking into account whether this is
the optimal solution for the poor, but educating them from the point
of view of their own optimality.
8
Sometimes the technologies used natural systems as a resource for
human needs, without the environmental nature being threatened.
Today's modern technologies in the heated number with a certain
degree of danger threaten the nature of the environment. This is an
additional argument, that underdeveloped countries must find a
mechanism for optimization from the point of view of their values
and benefits [13].

technological changes is measured numerically. It has
already been pointed out that a higher value measure of
efficiency thnologies does not determine what is of
modern character. In many situations it is more
efficient to solve a technological problem by applying
traditional than modern technologies.The problem must
be considered systematically and, depending on the
evaluation criteria in the conditions of different
constraints, the optimal solution will be different.
Depending on the hierarchical level (macro or micro) in
the creation of the system, the structure of the
important inputs and outputs to the system should be
determined (Fig. 2.).

phase of sets [1, 3, 6, 7, 8]. The mathematical form of
integration using the phase of sets, and on the structure
of the system input and output (S) (Fig. 2.), would be:
X = p1X1 + p2X2 + + pnXn
Y = s1Y1 + s2Y2 + + smYm

(1)
(2)

Developmental changes by nature are a growing
function of time. The time of the observed development
changes should be divided into a number of time
phases, and for each phase determine the value of the
integrated input and output. Based on such specific
integrated phase inputs and outputs, it is easy to
determine in the first step the functions that
satisfactorily reflect the dependence of the integrated
input and output in the function of time. In the second
step, the elimination of time gives the function
Y = F (X). Fig. 3. shows a graphic illustration.10
Y
Y
T

1

2
1

3
1
3
4
4

Fig. 2. System structure
In the situation where the subject matter of the
observation is the industrial system, the most common
evaluation criterion or system exit (Ym) are: economic,
technical, ecological, safety and criteria of degree of
reliability, sensitivity, stability and degree of product
quality. The input structure (Xn) consists of resources
(material, immaterial and informational). The industrial
system (S) using technological structures transforms
the inputs into outputs based on the projected
evaluation criterion.9
3.2 Mathematical model for optimization of
management technological development
changes
Under the conditions of technological progress, the
structure of all subsystems of the industrial
technological system is extremely complicated, and the
complexity of management gets an exponential
character in relation to the number of elements in the
structure of the system [7, 8]. This situation is not a
reason to not mathematically model the developmental
changes in order to optimize the structures and
dynamics of technological level growth for a specific
complex hierarchical system at macro or micro level.
The author developed a general systemic approach to
mathematical modeling based on a scientific idea to
integrate multidimensional inputs and outputs using the
9

39 years ago at the time of intensive automation of technological
systems, the author advocated the scientific position that automation
can not be an objective, but an instrument of efficiency. [5]. Today
stands for the view that modern technology can not be the only goal
from the point of view of use, but the goal must be the production of
technologies in system structures for the needs of the system and
environment (market).

4

2
A
0
B
X
Fig.3. Efficiency of technological changes as a function
of the complexity of the technological system
As a measure of the efficiency of developmental
changes in the technological character of a real system
(entity), it is best to shift from the point of financial
investment to developmental changes.11
Total financial margins (Y3) will be a sum of two
functional components Y1 and Y2 and limited to level
Y4. The situation on the graph can be very well
represented by the following mathematical function:
Y3 = aX + b/X

(3)

The form thus acquired is a very simple mathematical
function whose optimal solution is the minimum level
of financial investment (Y0). The zone of possible
solutions is in the interval A to B.12
10

Models thus created are a logistic mechanism in the function of the
decision-making process related to developmental changes. In a
concrete situation, the technological change model reflects a reality
with a greater or lesser degree of accuracy. However, from the aspect
of reliability and benefit, it is better to use mathematical
improvisation to manage development projections rather than make
decisions based on various descriptive strategic plans for
technological warfare. [1]
11
Multi-dimensional effects (partial outputs) are most easily
integrated with measured financial value.
12
Financial investment (Y1) grows with the complexity of
technology systems (X). Possible financial loss (Y2) due to
inefficient technology is reduced with the increase in the complexity
of technological systems (X).
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3.3 Real industrial system
For an example of the real system, an extremely
complex technological object is taken from the aspect
of decision-making in the design phase and the
operational operation stage.
During the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the first
author of this paper realized a very complex project:
explosives foundry for mortar ammunition. From the
aspect of the problem of this work, the project has a
high level of applied scientific and developmental
research.13 Fig. 4. shows the technological structure of
the foundry [1, 13].

Additional hypothesis: The developed model of
mathematical optimization is in line with the author's
doctrine: Optimus economy, optimal technological
progress and optimal business.
Both hypotheses have been confirmed by the
development of a mathematical model (3).
4.2. Conclusion
Today, when changes occur extremely quickly and
when extremely uncertain, technological developments
can be mathematically modeled in order to optimize the
structure and dynamics of change. Designed models
will enable the development projects to be more
reliable. In order for designers to successfully design a
development path, they need to have multidisciplinary
knowledge.
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PROPERTIES OF MASS-IN-MASS UNITS OF THE ELASTIC METAMATERIAL
Abstract: Recently, significant investigations are done in the so called 'elastic metamatrial'. It is a kind of
composites where in the basic material mass-in-mass units are incorporated with the aim to eliminate vibrations at
certain frequencies. The units are modeled as two-degree-of-freedom oscillatory systems with strong nonlinear
elastic and damping properties. Mathematical description of the unit is a system of two coupled non-homogenous
second order differential equations. The aim of the paper is to solve equations and to analyze the influence of the
nonlinear properties of the mass-in-mass units on the wideness of the frequency stop-bands. We developed a new
analytical solving procedure for treating of equations. The method is based on the perturbation of the exact solution
for the truly nonlinear oscillator. To prove the correctness of the computed results, they are compared with
numerically obtained ones.
Key words: nonlinear oscillations, two-degree-of-freedom system, primary resonance
1. INTRODUCTION
Elastic metamaterial is a new kind of composits
made to eliminate vibrations and mitigate the energy of
vibration at certain, mostly low, frequencies [1]. The
most widely spread metamaterial has the honey comb
structure, obtained by 3D printing, fulfilled with units
which act as vibration absorbers [2]. Numerous
experiments with the metamaterial are done (see [3-5]).
It is concluded that the vibration absorption depends on
the mechanical properties of the metamaterial units.
Analytically, the units are modeled as forced twodegree-of-freedom oscillatory systems. Mathematical
description of the unit is a system of two coupled nonhomogenous second order differential equations. Most
of investigation is done with linear models [6,7].
Unfortunately, in spite of the fact that the model is very
simple, it is shown that the obtained results are far to be
satisfactory. It is the reason that the nonlinear property
of the mass-in-mass system is added [8]. Equations of
motion are more complex due to strong nonlinearity but
more close to the real system.
The aim of this paper is to analyze the influence of the
nonlinear properties of the mass-in-mass units on the
vibration stop-bands. A new analytical solving
procedure for treating strong nonlinear equations is
introduced. The method is based on the perturbation of
the exact solution for the truly nonlinear oscillator. The
obtained solutions depend not only on the parameters
of excitation but also on the order and coefficient of
nonlinearity of the system. To prove the correctness of
the analytical results, they are compared with
numerically obtained ones.
2. MODEL OF THE MASS-IN-MASS UNIT
In Fig.1 the mass-in-mass unit is plotted. The basic
mass m1 is connected with an additional mass m2 with
elastic properties modeled with a spring with nonlinear
elastic property. On the basic mass an external
excitation force acts.

Fig. 1. Mass-in-mass model
Motion of masses is given with u1 and u2, respectively.
Mathematical model of the system is
𝑚1 𝑢̈ 1 + 𝑐(𝑢̇ 1 − 𝑢̇ 2 ) + 𝑘2 (𝑢1 − 𝑢2 ) + 𝑘𝛼 (𝑢1 − 𝑢2 )
|𝑢1 − 𝑢2 |𝛼−1 = 𝐹0 exp(𝛺𝑡),
(1)
𝑚2 𝑢̈ 2 − 𝑐(𝑢̇ 1 − 𝑢̇ 2 ) − 𝑘2 (𝑢1 − 𝑢2 ) − 𝑘𝛼 (𝑢1 − 𝑢2 )
|𝑢1 − 𝑢2 |𝛼−1 = 0,
(2)
where ∈ 𝑅𝑒+ , cl is the coefficient of damping, k2 and
𝑘𝛼 are coefficients of the linear and nonlinear stiffness,
u1 and u2 are independent displacement functions, F0
and 𝜔 are amplitude and frequency of excitation.
Introducing the new variable x=𝑢1 − 𝑢2, after some
transformation, the relative motion of masses is
obtained as

𝑥̈ +

𝑘2

𝑥+
𝑀

where

1
𝑀

=

𝑘𝛼
𝑀
1

𝑚1

𝑐

𝐹

𝑥|𝑥|𝛼−1 + 𝑀𝑙 𝑥̇ = 𝑚0 cos(𝛺𝑡),
1

+

1
𝑚2

(3)
. The equation (3) is strong

nonlinear. To find the closed form solution is
impossible. It is the reason that an approximate solving
procedure for the problem is developed.
3. SOLVING PROCEDURE
For the case when damping and excitation are small
and the linear elastic term is much smaller than the
nonlinear term, the equation (3) transforms into
𝑥̈ + 𝐾𝛼 𝑥|𝑥|𝛼−1 = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝛺𝑡) − 𝜀𝑘𝑥 − 𝜀𝑐𝑥̇ ,
(4)
where ε<<1 is a small parameter and
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𝐾𝛼 =

𝑘𝛼
𝑀

,

𝜀𝐹 =

𝐹0
𝑚1

,

𝜀𝑐 =

𝑐𝑙
𝑀

,

𝜀𝑘 =

𝑘2
𝑀

(5)

For ε=0 the equation (5) transforms into a truly
nonlinear differential equation
𝑥̈ + 𝐾𝛼 𝑥|𝑥|𝛼−1 = 0
(6)
In general the solution of (6) is (see [9])
𝑥 = 𝐴𝑐𝑎(𝛼, 1, 𝜔𝑡 + 𝜃),
(7)
where ca is the cosine Ateb function, A and θ are
arbitrary constants of integration and Ω is the
frequency which satisfies the relation
Substituting (7) and derivativs of Ateb functions [10]
2
𝑥̇ = −𝐴𝜔
𝑠𝑎(1, 𝛼, 𝜔𝑡),
𝛼+1
2
𝑥̈ = −𝐴𝜔2
𝑐𝑎𝛼 (α,1, 𝜔 t)
(8)
𝛼+1
into (6) we obtain
𝛼+1
𝜔2 =
𝐾𝛼 𝐴𝛼−1
(9)
2
where sa is the sine Ateb function.
Comparing (4) and (6) it can be concluded that (4) is
the perturbed version of the relation (6). Then, we can
assume that the solution of (4) has to be the perturbed
version of the solution of (6), i.e. of (7).
Let us assume the solution of (4) and its first time
derivative in the form (7) and (8)
2
𝑥 = 𝐴𝑐𝑎(𝛼, 1, 𝜓), 𝑥̇ = −𝐴
𝜔𝑠𝑎(1, 𝛼, 𝜓),
(10)
𝛼+1
where A=A(t), ψ=ψ(t) and
𝜓̇ = 𝜔 + 𝜃̇

(11)

4. PRIMARY RESONANCE
Let us transform the Ateb functions into
trigonometric one with period 2π. Namely, using the
periodicity of the Ateb function [9]
1

2𝛱𝛼 = 2𝐵 ( ,

1

2 𝛼+1

),

(18)

And equating the periods of vibration of the Ateb
function and of the trigonometric one we have
2𝛱
2𝜋
𝑇= 𝛼= ∗
(19)
𝜔
𝜔
where B is the complete beta function, i.e., the first
order Euler function [11] and Ω* is the corresponing
frequency of the trigonometric function. In Fig.2 the ca
Ateb functions with frequency
𝜔=

1 1
)
𝛼+1

𝐵(2,

𝜋

𝜔∗

(20)

are compared with cosine trigonometric function with
frequency Ω* =1. It is seen that
𝑐𝑎(𝛼, 1, 𝜔𝑡) ≈ cos(𝜔∗ 𝑡).

(21)

Using the Fourier series expression of the ca function
[12] it is
𝑐𝑎(𝛼, 1, 𝜔𝑡) = ∑∞
𝑛=1 𝑎𝑛 cos(

𝑛𝜋𝜔
𝛱𝛼

𝑡)

(22)

or applying (20) it is

Comparing the expression (10)2 with the first derivative
of (10)1
2
𝑥̇ = −𝐴
𝜔𝑠𝑎(1, 𝛼, 𝜓), +𝐴̇𝑐𝑎(𝛼, 1, 𝜓) −
𝛼+1
2
𝐴
𝜃̇𝑠𝑎(1, 𝛼, 𝜓),
(12)

where
1 𝑇
𝑎𝑛 = ∫0 𝑐𝑎(𝛼, 1, 𝛺𝑡)cos(𝑛𝜔∗ 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡.
𝑇

the constraint follows
2
𝐴̇𝑐𝑎 − 𝐴
𝜃̇𝑠𝑎 = 0,

It is evident that the first term of series expansion (23)
corresponds to the function cos(ω*t).

𝛼+1

(13)

𝛼+1

∗
𝑐𝑎(𝛼, 1, 𝜔𝑡) = ∑∞
𝑛=1 𝑎𝑛 cos(𝑛𝜔 𝑡)

(23)

(24)

where ca=ca(α,1,ψ) and sa(1,α,ψ).
Using the time derivative of (10)2 and also the relations
(10) the equation (4) transforms into new variables A
and ψ, i.e., θ
−

2

𝑑

𝛼+1 𝑑𝑡

(𝐴𝜔)𝑠𝑎 −

𝜀𝑘𝐴𝑐𝑎 + 𝜀𝑐

2
𝛼+1
2
𝛼+1

𝐴𝜔𝜃̇ 𝑐𝑎𝛼 = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝛺𝑡) −
𝜔𝐴𝑠𝑎.

Using (9) and the relation [9]
𝑠𝑎2 + 𝑐𝑎𝛼+1 = 1,

(14)

(15)

equations (13) and (14) transform into

2
𝜔𝐴𝑠𝑎2 ,
𝛼+1
(16)
𝐴𝜔𝜃̇ = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝛺𝑡)𝑐𝑎 − 𝜀𝑘𝐴𝑐𝑎2 +

−𝐴̇𝜔 = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝛺𝑡)𝑠𝑎 − 𝜀𝑘𝐴𝑠𝑎 𝑐𝑎 + 𝜀𝑐
−
𝜀𝑐

2
𝛼+1

2
𝛼+1

𝜔𝐴𝑠𝑎 𝑐𝑎.

(17)

To solve (16) and (17) is not an easy task. In this paper
the special case of primary resonance is considered.
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Fig. 2. a) Cosine Ateb functions F(t) with the period
T=2π; b) F(t) functions with variable α and ω and
constant period T
Omitting the higher terms of series expansion (23)
equations (16) and (17) are rewritten in the form
−𝐴̇𝜔 = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝛺𝑡)sinψ1 − 𝜀𝑘𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛ψ1 𝑐𝑜𝑠ψ1 +
2
𝜀𝑐
𝜔𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛2 ψ1 ,
(25)
𝛼+1

−

2
𝛼+1

𝐴𝜔𝜃̇ = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝛺𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠ψ1 − 𝜀𝑘𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 ψ1 +
𝜀𝑐

where
𝜓1 = 𝜔∗ 𝑡 + 𝜃.

2
𝛼+1

𝜔𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛ψ1 𝑐𝑜𝑠ψ1 ,

(26)
(27)

For the case when the difference between the excitation
frequency and the frequency of the system is small we
have
𝛺 = 𝜔 ∗ + 𝜀𝜎
(28)

(40)
The equation indicates that the peak amplitude is
𝐴𝑝 = (

1/(𝛼+1)

𝐹2

(𝛼 + 1))

2𝐾𝛼 𝑐 2

,

(41)

for the detuning parameter
where εσ<<1. For the phase angle (27) we have
𝛺𝑡 = 𝜓1 + 𝛾
where
𝛾 = 𝜀𝜎𝑡 − 𝜃

1

(29)
(30)

Substituting (29) into (25) and (26) we obtain
−𝐴̇𝜔 = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝜓1 + 𝛾)sinψ1 − 𝜀𝑘𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛ψ1 𝑐𝑜𝑠ψ1 +
2
𝜀𝑐
𝜔𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛2 ψ1 ,
(31)
𝛼+1
2
−
𝐴𝜔𝜃̇ = 𝜀𝐹 cos(𝜓1 + 𝛾)𝑐𝑜𝑠ψ1 − 𝜀𝑘𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 ψ1 +
𝛼+1

2

𝜀𝑐
𝜔𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛ψ1 𝑐𝑜𝑠ψ1 . (32)
𝛼+1
For simplification the averaging procedure is
introduced. Averaging the equations over the period of
functions and using the averaged values
2𝜋

2𝜋

1
1
1
∫ 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜓1 𝑑 𝜓1 =
∫ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜓1 𝑑 𝜓1 = ,
2𝜋
2𝜋
2
0

1
∫ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓1 𝑑 𝜓1 = 0
2𝜋
− 𝜀𝑐

2

𝛼+1

𝛼+1

𝜔𝐴,

2

𝐴𝜔𝛾̇ =

2

2
𝛼+1

(34)

2

Finally, using (30) we have
1
𝐴̇𝜔 = 𝜀𝐹sinγ − 𝜀𝑐
𝛼+1

(33)

1
1
𝐴𝜔𝜃̇ = − 𝜀𝐹 cosγ + 𝜀𝑘𝐴.
2

1

1
𝛼+1

𝜔𝐴,

(35)

1

𝐴𝜔𝜀𝜎 + 𝜀𝐹 cosγ − 𝜀𝑘𝐴.
2

2

(36)

4. STEADY-STATE SOLUTION
For the steady state motion when 𝐴̇ = 0 and 𝛾̇ = 0
two nonlinear algebraic equations follow
1
1
𝜀𝐹sinγ = 𝜀𝑐
𝜔𝐴,
(37)
1
2

𝐴

1

𝐹2

2

4𝐴2

( 𝑘±√

1

2

8

𝐾3

− 𝑐 2 𝐾3 𝐴2 ) √

(42)

=𝜎

(43)

The equation indicates that the peak amplitude is
𝐴𝑝 = (

1/4

2𝐹2
𝐾3 𝑐 2

)

,

(45)

for the detuning parameter

Equations (35) and (36) are the averaged differential
equations of motion.

2

2

The peak amplitude depends on the excitation
amplitude, coefficient and order of nonlinearity. It is
obvious that the peak amplitude does not depend on the
coefficient of the linear elastic force. The peak
amplitude is higher for higher values of excitation,
while is smaller for higher value of the damping
coefficient. The higher is the coefficient of nonlinearity
the amplitude of vibration is smaller. However, the
position of maximal amplitude depends not only on the
excitation amplitude, damping coefficient, coefficient
and order of nonlinearity but also on the coefficient of
the linear term. If the coefficient of the linear term is
higher the value of σ is also higher.

1
1

𝛼−1

1

𝑐 𝛼+1 𝛼+1 𝛼+1
( ) .
𝐹
2𝐾𝛼

Let us consider the unit with cubic nonlinearity. The
amplitude-frequency relation is

0

we obtain
1
𝐴̇𝜔 = 𝜀𝐹sinγ
2

𝛼𝐴

𝛼−1

1

= ( 𝑘) ( )

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

0

2𝜋

𝛼+1

𝜎𝑝 = ( 𝑘) √
2
2𝐾

1

2

2

𝐾3 𝐴2

𝜎𝑝 = ( 𝑘) √

1

1

𝑐 2
𝐹

2

1
4

= ( 𝑘) ( ) ( ) .
2

𝐾3

(46)

Thus, the expression of the backbone curve in σ-A
plane for the system with cubic nonlinearity, which
gives the locus of the peak amplitudes, is
𝐴𝑝 = ((

1
2𝜎

𝑘)

2 2
𝐾3

1
2

)

(47)

In Fig.3. A-σ diagram for F=0.1, k=1, K3=0.1 and
c=0.2 is plotted.

𝛼+1

1

2

2

𝛼+1

𝜀𝐹cosγ = 𝜀𝑘𝐴 −

𝐴𝜔𝜀𝜎.

(38)

Eliminating the parameter γ and using (9) we obtain
𝐹2 =
4𝐴2 [(

𝑐
𝛼+1

)2

𝛼+1
2

1

2

2

𝛼+1

𝐾𝛼 𝐴𝛼−1 + ( 𝑘 − 𝜎√

𝐾𝛼 𝐴𝛼−1 )2 ]

(39)
Equation (39) is an implicit equation for the amplitude
of the response A as a function of the detuning
parameter σ (the frequency of excitation), amplitude of
excitation F and order of nonlinearity α. The relation
(39) represents the frequency-response equation for the
resonance case of the strong nonlinear oscillator. After
some transformation it is
1

𝐹2

2

4𝐴2

( 𝑘±√

−(

𝑐
𝛼+1

)2

𝛼+1
2

𝐾𝛼 𝐴𝛼−1 ) √

𝛼+1

2𝐾𝛼 𝐴𝛼−1

Fig.3. A-σ (red line) and the backbone curve (dotted
line) with the peak amplitude Ap and its position σp
The backbone curve (47) and the peak amplitude (45)
and its position (46) are also shown in figure.
In Fig. 4. A-σ curves for various values of nonlinearity
coefficient are plotted. It is seen that for higher
coefficient of nonlinearity the peak amplitude is
smaller.

=𝜎
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ELV MANAGING THROUGH ANALYSIS OF RESOURCE CAPACITIES OF THE
SERBIA: EQUIPMENT, HUMAN RESOURCE AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Abstract: The automotive industry is emerging as a new initiator of the development of national economies and an
integrator of modern achievements in technical and technological fields. On the other hand, the automotive industry
is a significant consumer of raw and energy resources as well as an important participant in the destruction of our
environment. Therefore, managing the entire life cycle of vehicles has become an important issue in the development
of today’s and future automotive industries. Starting from the state analysis of the end of life vehicles (ELV) in the
Republic of Serbia, this paper provides a review of sustainability of the ELV recycling and the technological level of
ELV equipment. Also, it covers the state analysis in the field of development and training of human resources for
managing the ELV as well as the analysis of financial support through institutional and economic capacities.
Key words: ELV, sustainable development, recycling, equipment for ELV, human resources

1. INTRODUCTION
The treatment of ELVs and the environmental
impact of discarding the resulting residues are subjects
of worldwide concern [1]. The automotive industry is
facing several serious challenges related to the
environmental impact of automotive throughout their
entire life cycle. Recent initiatives on recovery of end
of life vehicle component had a new impact not only to
the automotive industry, but also the public at large.
End of Life Vehicle (ELV) recovery that includes
recycling, reuse or remanufacturing is an initiative by
the automotive industry to respond to the global
sustainable development [2].
Developing sustainable technologies for recycling
of motor vehicles at the End of the Life Vehicle (ELV),
achieving multiplier effects, which are related to
environmental protection, sustainable use of natural
resources, energy conservation, intensive employment
of labor, improve economic performance and
achievement of significant profits, as realization of
sustainable development of the entire automotive
industry [3].
2. ELV MANAGING IN REPUBLIC OF SERBIA
The Republic of Serbia is in the beginning of this
process. The level of the national conscience about the
importance of ELV is also rather low, which presents
the initial problem for this process [4].
In the aim to join European Union (EU) one of the
tasks is regulation of the problem of waste vehicles. In
the mid of 2016 European commission assessed
transposition of EU legislation in the legislation of our
country as good, but the implementation is on the low
level.
Problems occurring at the national level are related
to a small number of vehicles for the treatment of waste
vehicles, since a large number of waste vehicles end up
being separated into parts on the black market. Also a
big number of licenses for managing with waste

vehicles has been issued but most just for storage, only
a few permits for vehicle treatment are active, so it is
necessary to expand this network. For comparison, in
the EU, this percentage is now 95%.
Solving these problems should be reflected in
determining incentives for the recycling industry. The
prerequisite for this is to Customs, Agency for
Environmental Protection, Road Traffic Safety Agency
and Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Serbia (RS)
be connected in monitoring of waste vehicle flows.
The ecological tax per ton of vehicle put on the
market of RS is 100 euros. According to the data of
Association of importers and distributors annually
about 100,000 used vehicles were imported on average,
of which 20000-22000 were new. The environmental
tax is paid by importers of new vehicles, while those
who import used cars through private individuals do
not pay, which is a paradox and the problem of the
system.
As example, in the Croatia the most important
function in the system regulation with waste vehicles
has the “Fund“. In the Croatia 1,5 million of vehicles
per year paying fees due to excellent communication
between the “Fund” and Customs. However, the
problem persists because 35% of the waste vehicles end
up on the black market.
2.1 ELV Management plan
The overall aim of the Waste Management Plan is
to establish an effective system for the management of
waste vehicles in Serbia, including Legal, Institutional
and Technical aspects. To achieve this goal, it was
made an assessment of the current situation regarding
ELVs and it were identified deficiencies in the legal
framework and implementation in practice. The main
objective of EU Directive about ELV is
synchronization of different national measures about
ELV in order to minimize the ELV impact on the
environment thereby contributing to the protection,
conservation and improvement of environmental
quality and conservation of energy.
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For 2019 year it is expected 124,000 tons of ELV,
and for the period from 2010 to 2019 year it is
estimated that around 30 million euros are needed for
the ELV management.
Based on the production market factors of vehicles
and number of registered passenger vehicles as well as
basis data from Agency for Environmental Protection
the Republic of Serbia about amount of ELV with
combining two methods of assessment, it has been
established that the amount of ELV generated annually
in Serbia is between 40000 and 42000 tons.
Unfortunately, registered amounts of ELV which have
treatment in RS are on the very low level, due to the
fact that certain entities do not fulfill the obligation to
report, as well as due to the informal collection network
in order to sell spare parts and metal waste.
According to published data by AZŽS, about 3000
tons of ELV were produced by conducting business
activities in the RS in 2014. About 40% of ELV is
registered as dangerous waste. An estimate based on
the annual number of passenger vehicles registered for
the first time and the growth of passenger automobile
fleet, according to which between 78,000 and 96,000
passenger vehicles should be excluded from the
automobile fleet in RS annually. Provided that about
half of the vehicles being excluded from the streets will
be ELV, the annual amount of ELV in RS would be
between 37500 tons and 45900 tons Based on this
assessment method, the average amount of ELV
produced in Serbia would be 40000 tons. Using the
estimation method per capita, the average amount of
generated waste vehicles per capita, 7 kg, the estimated
amount of waste vehicles that occur annually in Serbia
would be 50000 tonsBased on the average amount of
generated waste materials per passenger car, which is
19 kg, calculated in selected EU Member States, the
estimated amount of waste vehicles that occur annually
in Serbia would be 34100 tons. Thus, by combining
these two methods, the amount of ELVs is between
40000 and 42000 tons.
In order to establish an efficient ELV management
system, all actors need to take on a part of their
responsibilities, such as: the state - to ensure that the
relevant legislation is applied, to conduct a strict
inspection control, to continually curb the "gray
market"; vehicle manufacturers - when designing and
manufacturing take into account disassembly, reuse and
recycling, then they must not use hazardous heavy
metals and must provide a collection system; operators
(treatment centers) - must have a regular license and
manage the hazardous components of the waste vehicle
in a responsible manner; owners of the ELVs must
execute a vehicle deregistration with a previously
obtained disassembly certificate from an authorized
recycler [5].
3. PROCESSES AND EQUIPMENT IN ELV
MANAGING
At the beginigng of ELV treatment it is necessary to
oerform a detoxification. This means a removing of all
potential dangerous components from vehicle: bateries,
lead balances for wheel balancing, TNG reservoirs,
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potentially explosive materials, all types of liquid in the
vehicle (fuels, all kinds of oil, cold liquids, antifreeze,
windscreen-cleaning liquids), oil filters, live
components (eg switches ), fluids from the shock
absorber or the shock absorbers themselves. The
specialized equipment for ELV depollution process has
already been available on the marked for a while. The
widely known producers are Vortex [6] and SEDA [7],
while the national metal processing industry and
academic institutions try to design competitive
equipment [8, 9]. They offer stable and mobille stations
for individual detoxification for entire vehicle.
Following their technology and adapted by the needs of
recyclers in RS, under the projekt TR 35033 it was
developed stable station for ELV detoxification.
Next step is separation of valuable components
from vehicles, which represent an important economic
component of demountable units, ensures their
sustainability (catalysts, metal parts containing copper,
aluminum and magnesium and other). It is usual to
remove parts that can be reused, which defines which
parts could not be reused [10]. These are primarily
parts that depend on the functionality of the vehicle.
For the easier packaging and transport of scrap
metal, ELV baling is required [11]. Considering the
extremely high price baling devices, a service of baling
must often be applied.
Central process of the ELV treatment is
fragmentation using the Shredder after which the metal
is separated [12]. Austrian company “SEDA“ produce
modern Shredders. Depending on applied technologies,
dimensions and capaties, different series of Shredders
are distinguished.
Due to rigorous environmental standards and higher
prices of secondary materials, higher focus in on an
inexhaustible remnant after the automobile shredding
process (ASR).
4. AN ANALYSIS OF THE STATE IN THE
FIELD OF DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION
OF HUMAN RESOURCES IN ELV MANAGING
Employment – Within the project of technological
development, a model of integrated and sustainable
recycling of motor vehicles at the end of their life cycle
in the Republic of Serbia was defined and developed,
thus laying the foundations for intensive employment
in the field of recycling. The detailed model is
presented in [13].
The employment analysis in terms of ELV
recycling encompasses several groups of different jobs,
starting from collection, transportation, manipulation
and disassembly of ELVs up to recycling of different
materials such as metals, plastics, glass, rubber, oil, etc.
According to the data given in [13], Table 1 shows the
total number of recycling workers working on
recycling of motor vehicles at the end of their life cycle
using the model of integrated and sustainable recycling
of ELVs in Serbia.

Option
1
2
3

Number of ELVs
(vehicles/annually)
60.000
80.000
160.000

Number of
workers
5.147
6.557
11.262

Table 1. Total number of ELV recycling workers [13]
Also, the table shows the dependency of the number
of ELV recycling workers on the number of vehicles
available for recycling. However, apart from this
dependency, the number of recycling workers on
automobile recycling also depends on the level of
motor vehicle recycling and the level of component
repairs.
Education – Despite the fact that human resources
represent the most important potential of the Republic
of Serbia, domestic market requirements do not meet
the needs of the economy and society. It turns out that,
unlike the situation in the EU, the education system of
the Republic of Serbia do not address the needs of the
economy and society at all. Namely, the domestic
education system is not identified as a driver and
creator of personnel that would easily find its place in
domestic and international division of labor. The
education profile is, in fact, determined far from the
needs of the economy, while the occurrence of changes
in those needs is followed by slow decision making and
even slower implementation.
Higher education system in Serbia is faced with
many problems and challenges, especially with
material and financial constraints, because relatively
symbolic funds for science and education are available
(due to the problem of financial insecurity). Therefore,
the weakest points in the Strategy for Education
Development refer to the reality and possibility of
achieving the set goals, as well as the possibility of
hiring highly educated staff members in Serbia.
The development of human resources for adequate
and sustainable management of the ELVs can be
divided into three main areas:
Education – Education programs for primary and
secondary schools; Continuing education of teachers on
sustainable development and recycling; Education
programs for the University – education of students
(Basic courses in recycling technologies and
sustainable development); Project stock exchange – a
platform for students and industry; Advanced studies
(Master and PhD level);
Professional staff training – Education of industrial
workers; Inspirational learning environment – using
modern technologies for expert education; Lifelong
learning – models and support.
Developing public awareness.
Implementing the Strategy, segments of education
on sustainable development are gradually included at
all levels of education. At the higher education level in
recent years, a series of faculties, departments, courses
or study groups in the field of the environment are
established for basic, master and PhD programs. School
curricula regarding sustainable development are still
present at the technical faculties, although there is the
rise in interest of social courses [14].

5. FINANCIAL SUPPORT THROUGH
INSTITUTIONAL AND ECONOMIC
CAPACITIES
In every country, including Serbia, used motor
vehicles represent a major environmental issue, both in
terms of waste volume and numerous hazardous
materials they were made of. That was the main reason
for developed countries to adopt and implement
adequate legal actions in order to trigger organized
recycling of motor vehicles that are at the end of their
life cycle. On the other hand, models of waste
management are developed on the basis of waste
resulted from motor vehicles during their entire life
cycle and according to the principles of sustainable
development. In that way, waste is minimized while
recycling of materials and reuse of components,
assemblies and aggregates are maximized. The
Republic of Serbia is also faced with the problem of
used motor vehicles. For now, their recycling takes
place sporadically, in unorganized way and very
incidental to the environment. The way to overcome
this situation is to adopt legal solutions and apply the
model of integrated and sustainable recycling of motor
vehicles at the end of their life cycle.
Sources of financing or funds in Serbia that can
support activities on establishing the recycling system
for motor vehicles at the end of their life cycle are the
following ones:
1. national budget,
2. funds for environmental protection,
3. enterprise funds,
4. public sector funds,
5. investment programs,
6. local budgets,
7. foreign investments, loans (The World Bank),
8. Foreign public funds.
It is recommended to make significant changes in
terms of project financings in the field of
environmental protection in the Republic of Serbia. The
financial burden in the field of ecology should be
transferred from the national budget to polluters and
users (prominent funds, enterprise financings), and by
raising funds on the market (using market instruments,
favorable loans, full implementation of the „polluter
pays“ principle and compensation for ecological
damage, etc.), municipal funding and more efficient use
of foreign funds.
Government of the Republic of Serbia must
legislatively and financially regulate the field of ELV
recycling so that the whole system can function
optimally. Thereby, the Ministry of Environmental
Protection, Ministry of Interior and Ministry of
Transport should regulate interrelations (deregistration,
ownership, sending for recycling, transportation and
transport documentation) that refer to the ELV
management. The recycling agency must be in charge
of ELV monitoring, until the final recycling of a
material. It also has to establish an inspection of
company's operations in this area [13].
FIAT – Unfortunately, the impact of our country
through incentive measures for recyclers in companies
“old for new” was cancelled on July 1, 2016, and “Fiat”
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customers do not receive subsidies for recycling their
used vehicles. The Republic of Serbia has thus become
the only country in the region in which no
environmental subsidies are received for recycling of
used vehicles. When selling cars across Europe,
ecology has an increasingly important role. Donations
provided by the EU countries for buying electric or
hybrid vehicles range from 4.000 up to 35.000 euros.
One who wants to safely destroy his old vehicle and
buy a new one, can enjoy donations in 2.000 to 5.000
euros. A few hundred cars were sold in our country in
this way with a discount that went up to 2.500 euros.
6. CONCLUSION
Economic profitability of the ELV recycling,
increase in the level of energy efficiency, development
of the recycling industry for motor vehicles at the end
of their life cycle, reinstallation of recycled materials
into new vehicles, use of repaired parts, assemblies and
aggregates, then, sustainable use of natural resources
(ores, energy), direct and foreign investments, healthier
environment, ensuring high quality development of
domestic automobile industry and export, development
of socially sustainable automobiles (new recycled
materials, minimizing waste, minimal impact of motor
vehicles on the environment) as well as development
and implementation of novel ecological technologies
represent the techno-economic effects of the integrated
and sustainable system for recycling motor vehicles at
the end of life cycle in the Republic of Serbia. It is
about practicing what our society has assumed as an
obligation by signing international and designing
national strategies, which, given the new global
development goals, will be an imperative in the future.
Besides, education and human resources are an
unavoidable factor in the implementation of the above,
thus a more efficient and effective integration of
sustainability in higher education requires a systematic
approach, institutional support and setting a generally
favorable atmosphere – both at the level of the
University and all relevant instances in society,
including the connection with international scientific
and research community.
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THE USE OF INTERNAL DISSECTORS IN THE PROCESS OF REGENERATION OF
ADSORBENTS BY MEANS OF THE MICROWAVE ENERGY
Abstract: Waveguide structure which can be used in the adsorption columns of compressed air dehumidifiers for the
purpose of molecular sieve regeneration by using microwave energy in the process of desorption is considered. The
presented theoretical experiment which opens the prospect for further practical studies of the effect of microwave
radiation on the process of molecular sieve desorption under conditions of the adsorption column operation as part
of the adsorption dryer, and the creation of an effective innovative sample of industrial equipment.
Keywords: dryer, dissector, microwave radiation, regeneration

1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical modeling of physical processes is an
actual and rapidly developing field of scientific
knowledge. Modern software products can be used to
obtain S-parameters [1], create SPICE (Simulation
Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) models and
three-dimensional modeling of the electromagnetic
field by the finite element method, which greatly
facilitates and accelerates the development of new
equipment, which uses microwave energy.
In this paper, the problem of using adsorption in the
cavity of adsorption column is considered [2-4].
2. RESEARCH PROBLEM
The main task of the developers [5] is to improve
the efficiency of the microwave heater by increasing
the uniformity of the distribution of microwave energy
inside the heating chamber, increasing the efficiency
and stabilizing the heat treatment of the processed
materials. The equipment for microwave drying [6] is
known in which the regulation of the power of the
action of the energy of microwave radiation is carried
out by alternately removing or approximating the
processed material to the zone of the highest radiation
intensity of the microwave energy. In other designs [7],
the transmission antennas rotate along the electric axes
relative to the normal to the surface of the material on
both sides. Similar designs with the number of
radiators, that are multiples of the number of
microwave generators are characterized by an increase
in energy costs, a complex process of uniform
distribution of electromagnetic radiation in the material
is dried and low operational reliability.
Irradiation of the dried volume of the adsorbent on
only from above [8] causes a decrease in the
transparency of the upper layers for the electromagnetic
field, while the top-laid adsorbent heated to the
overheats temperature with uneven drying of the lower
layers, which leads to loss of adsorbent useful
properties and longer drying times.
The best way to improve the uniformity of heating
if the available modes of oscillation or some of them

are switched in turn. As a result, each section of the
column volume is alternately subjected to the influence
of fields of different configuration and intensity. It is
with a large number of combinations that the effect of
microwave energy can be fairly uniform [9].
In this article, we consider the problem of creating
an adsorption column, which provides drying of
KCMG adsorbent using microwave energy.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The present study is devoted to the study of the
effect of the dissector on the propagation of microwave
energy [10-12] in the adsorbent volume. The principle
of operation of a dissector consists in disturbing the
electromagnetic field's structure. Under the action of
the dissector, the excitation conditions for different
modes vary, depending on the relative turn of the
dissector. Therefore, the spectrum of electromagnetic
oscillations, and, accordingly, the structure of the field
[13,14] is constantly changing.
The process of regenerating the adsorbent was
studied using simulation modeling. The thermodynamic
forces due to the electromagnetic field are equal (1)
(1)
Thus, in the electromagnetic field the transfer of
moisture is due to the action of not only the diffusion
forces ( ), thermal diffusion ( ), but also the
action of the forces and и
. Thus, the moisture
flux will be determined in accordance with the Onsager
equation (2)
(2)
by the relation (3)

(3)
The first term of this formula determines the
amount of diffusion of moisture, the second term - the
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thermal diffusion of moisture, the third term
corresponds to the transfer of moisture under the action
of an inhomogeneous electric field, and the fourth - to
the transfer under the action of the magnetic field.
The coefficients
and
are the coefficients of
electrodiffusion and the magnetodiffusion of moisture
in the material [15].
Drying in an alternating magnetic field is
fundamentally different in that the transfer of moisture
is additionally affected by the thermodynamic force,
which is represented as the product of the magnetic
field induction gradient by the polarization vector
(
), and the magnetic field affects the velocity of
the liquid in the capillary.
The total moisture flux in this case is expressed by
the equation (4):

P2. Inside the column there is a radiocarbon enclosure.
There is an air gap between the radio-transparent casing
and the column wall. The volume of silica gel is inside
the radiocarbon case. The 3d model is based on the
model used in previous calculations [8], the
configuration of which has been previously optimized
in terms of minimizing microwave energy losses.
Two waveguide constructions are considered:
I) An annular dissector that is placed between the
radio-transparent case and the column wall and moves
in a vertical direction (Fig. 1.);
II) A double-pin dissector that is placed between the
radio-transparent casing and the column wall and
rotates along the vertical axis of the column (Fig. 2.);

(4)
where
- coefficient of magnetic diffusion,
depending on the moisture content and magnetic field
strength [16].
Thus a mathematical model has been constructed
that takes into account the additional influence of the
electromagnetic field intensity on the rate of moisture
movement in the porous structure of the adsorbent.
4. MODEL DEFINITION
The calculation was carried out using the
mathematical model of a desiccant adsorption tower
(Fig. 1, 2.) with a capacity of 1.5 m3/min.

Fig. 2. A double-pin dissector and its rotation in the
cavity of the adsorption column. α [0] – the
angle of rotation.
As shown above, the most important task of
stabilizing the heat treatment regime is to increase the
uniformity of the distribution of microwave energy
inside the heating chamber, which is achieved by a
change in the overall structure of the electric field.
5. RESULTS

Fig. 1. An annular dissector and its movement in the
cavity of the adsorption column. X [cm] – the
vertical position.
The adsorption column is a metal cylinder
connected to a microwave source through rectangular
waveguides operating in the TE10 mode. Effects of 2.45
GHz are made using two opposing ports with a
capacity of 500 Wt each, denoted by the letters P1 and
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We made a step-by-step simulation of the
distribution of power in the cavity of the adsorption
column, depending on the position of the dissector (Fig.
7, 8.). The Figs show the distribution of the
electromagnetic field strength and the temperature after
6 minutes of heating in the investigated models (Fig. 36.).
I) It has been established that when an annular
dissector moves a significant change in the overall
structure of the electric field is observed (Fig. 3.).
Pictures of the electromagnetic field (Fig. 3.)
correlates with the temperature distribution in the
volume of the adsorbent material (Fig. 4.). In this case,
there is a more intensive redistribution of power in the
vertical direction, synchronous with the displacement
of the dissector (Fig. 7.).

column wall and rotates along the vertical axis of the
column (Fig. 8.).
The use of a double-pin dissector (Fig. 5.) causes
less pronounced changes in the microwave intensity
(Fig. 6.). In this case, there is a more intensive
redistribution of power in the radial direction,
synchronous with the rotation of the dissector (Fig. 8.).

Fig. 3. The graph of the distribution electromagnetic
field strength in the adsorption column during
the moving of the annular dissector.

Fig. 6. The graph of the temperature distribution in the
volume of the adsorbent material during the
rotation of the double-pin dissector.
In both cases, an intensive non-cyclic redistribution
of power in the volume of the adsorbent is observed.
(Fig. 3,5.).
6. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 4. The graph of the temperature distribution in the
volume of the adsorbent material during the
moving of the annular dissector.

The study showed the possibility of using dissectors
to create a traveling wave in the cavity of the column
with a different intensity of microwave radiation in
order to increase the uniformity of the influence of
microwave energy on the volume of the adsorbent. The
experiment shows, that in case of use of additional
phase rotation [17], preference should be given to using
a annular dissector, otherwise is better to use a doublepin dissector.
The completed theoretical experiment opens the
prospect of further practical studies of microwave
radiation on the molecular sieve desorption process.
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ANALYSIS OF FLOWS AND MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
IN COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Abstract: A good quality analysis of generated waste flows is the basis for the safe and efficient management of
various types of hazardous waste in complex systems, as a set of systematic activities that involves monitoring
different types and quantities of waste, development and updating documents, continuous education, collection and
temporary storage of waste and the final disposal of waste. The implementation of analyses and activities for the
safe management of waste oils, accumulators, toners and other types of hazardous waste, generated in different
systems, should be carried out in accordance with applicable legal norms, appropriate standards requirements and
environmental objectives. The presented analysis of hazardous waste flows and the management of generated
hazardous waste have been carried out in power distribution units of the Republika Srpska - Bosnia and
Herzegovina - Power Company /Elektroprivreda/, as a standard example of comlex system’s model.
Key words: hazardous waste, material flow analysis, power distribution unit, environmental protection, security
and health at work
1. INTRODUCTION
In the process of construction, maintenance and
reconstruction of facilities and devices, as well as other
activities, various types of hazardous waste arise,
especially in complex systems, which are obligated to
analyse waste flows and to safely manage generated
waste in the manner prescribed by the regulations.
All activities undertaken during analysis and
management of hazardous waste must be done with
minimum impact on human health and the
environment, and in a manner to minimize generated
waste, reduce the use of natural resources and enable
re-use, recycling and safe disposal of waste at the end
of the process.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Definition and sites of temporary disposal of
hazardous waste
In complex dynamic systems, such as power
distribution systems, various types of hazardous and
non-hazardous waste are generated in the process of
maintenance, reconstruction, replacement of equipment
and other regular and extraordinary activities.
Hazardous waste is waste which, according to its
origin, composition or concentration of dangerous
substances, can cause environmental and human health
hazards and has at least one of the hazardous
characteristics defined by special regulations, including
packaging in which hazardous waste has been or is
packaged. [1]
Table 1 shows the types and sites of temporary
disposal of hazardous waste mostly generated in power
distribution units, as very complex and demanding
systems.
2.2 Types of hazardous waste most commonly
generated in complex systems
2.2.1 Waste oils

Waste types
Waste
motor,
hydraulic and
gear oil
Waste
insulating oil
Waste
turbine
oil
Waste electrical
and electronic
equipment
Waste
accumulators
and batteries

Temporary disposal
site
- main warehouse
- warehouses in
business units
- main warehouse
- warehouses in
business units
warehouses in
business units
(small hydro-power
plants)
- main warehouse
- warehouses in
business units
- main warehouse
- warehouses in
business units

Hazardous
waste
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Table 1. Types, classification and sites of temporary
waste disposal [2]
Waste motor, hydraulic and gear oil
The use of various types of motor and other oils in
motor vehicles and devices of various purposes results
in generation of waste oils.
Due to the malfunction of a motor vehicle, an
opertaing machine or other device, in case of a smaller
or greater oil leakage in the event of regular and
extraordinary circumstances, thr oil topping up or oil
replacement follow. Also, the use of oil is mostly
followed by the use of oil filters. Waste oil filters and
wiping cloths are discarded in specially designed cases
and / or containers.
Replacement of motor, hydraulic and gear oil in
motor vehicles and operating machines is done in
power distrubution units' workshops or authorised
services.
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Waste insulating oil (transformer oil and oil switches)
The waste insulating oil is generated after the
analysis of transformer and/or other oil samples, when
the results show unsatisfactory quality that leads to the
oil replacement. The transformer failure leads to the
generation of waste oil, as the result of oil spill into the
environment or oil collecting pit. [2]
In the case of transformer overhaul by authorised
institutions, if the oil replacement takes place, the
process of waste oil management is within the
competence of that institution. In case this institution
does not operate in accordance with the ISO 14001
standard, it is power distribution units' obligation to
manage waste oil [2, 3].
Waste turbine oil
During the plant overhaul in small hydro-power
plants and the replacement of turbine oil, waste turbine
oil is generated.
The waste oil is relased into a metal barrel, or if
that is unfeasible, first into jerry cans of less volume,
and then into the barrels. Replacement and collection of
waste turbine oil is carried out by turbine operators in
hydro-power plants and placed in a 200-liter barrels.
2.2.2 Waste electrical and electronic equipment
Due to the dangerous substances and heavy metals
this waste is classified as hazardous. The following
waste is classified to this waste group:
 damaged transformers,
 faulty condensers,
 faulty clutches,
 defective computers and their parts,
 useless video and audio devices,
 useless air conditioners and other waste
electrical appliances and equipment.
If an electrical appliance classified as a waste
contains oil, the oil is offloaded, and the product is
stored as waste iron. Smaller parts are collected into
smaller containers or crates to prevent spillage.
2.2.3 Waste accumulators/batteries
Due to heavy metals and dangerous substances
(lead, mercury, nickel, cadmium, electrolyte) in
accumulators/batteries, waste batteries are classified as
hazardous waste.
Once the battery is malfunctioned and/or
significantly damaged, the new one is to be procured,
while the old one is to be disposed as waste.
Employees in charge of vehicles dispose waste
batteries from motor vehicles and operating machines,
to temporary storage. Electro mechanics/repairmen
replace and check the batteries in electrical power
plants and power distribution units, and dispose waste
batteries to storage.
2.3 Material Flow Analysis Method (MFA)
The MFA is a method for analyzing waste and
other materials flows, which can provide a detailed
overview of materials and substances in the flows of
the organisations of scale complexity, thus providing an
efficient environmental management system. The MFA
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method is the basic method for monitoring the flows of
materials and generated waste. The MFA is applied in
many engineering branches, especially in complex
systems, in order to optimize the management system
for hazardous and non-hazardous waste.
Under the concept of environmental management,
the most important fields are the applications of
industrial ecology, resource management, assessment
and optimization of key processes and material flows.
[4, 5]
In order to be able to choose the most efficient
reduction and prevention strategies, the stock & flow
diagrams allow the insight into flows relevant for
resources and environmental aspects. [6]
The MFA takes into account the mass balance
principle based on the law on conservation of matter.
Balancing all incoming and outgoing processes enables
the calculation and taking into account data from
various unknown flows. [7]
The application of the MFA procedure offers the
possibility to develop ways to reduce the pollution
problem. As a consequence, the MFA reveals potential
problems with regard to current and future legal
frameworks. The MFA is a systematic approach to
display material and inventory flows within the
system's spatial and temporal boundaries.
2.3.1 MFA definition procedure
Defining the MFA system requires the following
steps: defining spatial and temporal boundaries of the
system and defining processes and flows.
Defining spatial boundaries of system
The spatial limit of the system is determined by the
scope of this paper, which mainly deals with the
distribution of electricity. Accordingly, the boundary is
defined as the field of immovable infrastructure,
including the environment.
Defining time limit of system
When it comes to defining the time limit of the
system, different time periods depending on the system
being analyzed and the objectives of the analysis can be
adopted. Due to the specific nature of the structure and
the business of power distribution units, as well as the
way of doing business, for the purposes of this analysis,
the adopted time limit is 1 year.
Defining processes and flows
When it comes to defining the process within a
complex power distribution system, in order to take a
more comprehensive view of the overall situation in the
system, the process definition is carried out at the
appropriate levels. The appropriate levels involve
defining power distribution units within the Power
Company/Elektroprivreda as separate processes, or as
independent parts of the organisational unit. Spatial
boundaries of these power distribution units represent
the geographical boundaries of their organisational
parts.
The entire system is divided into subsystems that
represent power distribution units or business units, as
well as the associated branch offices. The model

according to which the grouping was done is the same
for all power distribution units - business units, within
the complex system of the Republika Srpska Power
Company /Elektroprivreda - Bosnia and Herzegovina
(BiH). All processes are linked by appropriate flows.
Defined flows include flows of different hazardous
waste materials.
2.3.2 Modeling of hazardous waste types at the level
of power distribution units
When it comes to modeling of potential types of
hazardous waste, the very structure of the system is
defined in accordance with the possible waste
generation site within the entrprise Elektro-Bijeljina
a.d., as an important segment of the Power
Company/Elektroprivreda RS-BiH. Modeling was done
by dividing the system into levels. A level represents
the grouping of power distribution units into
independent organisational units within the Enterprise.
In order to optimize the hazardous waste
management of the entire system at the level of the
enterprise Elektro-Bijeljina a.d., with the associated
business units (power distribution units Bijeljina,
Ugljevik, Zvornik, Bratunac and Vlasenica), analyzed
flows of generated hazardous waste material are
presented in Figures 1-4, as the flows of:
 waste oils, l / yr,
 waste electrical equipment, kg / yr,
 waste toners, kg / yr,
 waste accumulators and batteries, kg / yr.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analyzing the hazardous waste flows, monitoring
and implementing procedures for hazardous and other
waste management meet all obligations and
requirements regarding environmental protection and
waste management activities. Material flow analysis is
the basis for hazardous waste management [8].
Analyzes and hazardous waste management must be
carried out in an appropriate manner so as not to pollute
the environment and endanger human health.
Employees who come into contact with hazardous
substances and waste must possess personal protective
equipment and be adequately trained [1, 9, 10, 11].
Professionals in the field of technics, protection,
etc., as well as competent authorities must have open
communication, based on an integral principle, and the
possibility of efficient cooperation between themselves,
as well as with responsible persons and the public [12],
which represent the unavoidable links of the system.
3.1 Waste oils
After procurment process is completed, the oil and
lubricants are transported to the main warehouse, from
where they are distributed to the warehouses of power
distribution units. Warehousemen (in the main
warehouse and the warehouses of business units)
receive oils and lubricants, and then, in accordance
with the needs, issue the necessary quantities of oil for
use to the competent persons of power distribution unit,
based on the appropriate documents and instructions.
The use of motor, transformer and other oils, in the

processes of maintenance, reconstruction, replacement
of equipment etc. generates waste oils. Oil leak
collected during sampling or spillage is categorised as
waste oil [13].
The dynamics of oil sampling of all types of
electrical devices is not completely uniform in all
system segments, and the record of individual oil top
up in transformers and/or other devices is not always
up-to-date. The above facts make detailed waste oils
flow analysis difficult and limited. The analysis results
show that the share of generated quantities in waste oil
flows in business units amounts to: 43% in Vlasenica,
33% in Bratunac, 20% in Bijeljina and 4% in Zvornik
(Figure 1). The mentioned results of the waste oil flows
analysis in the monitored system are logical, since in
the analyzed period the overhauls of certain electric
power plants belonging to the mentioned business units
were performed, and the most intensive ones were in
Vlasenica, Bratunac and Bijeljina.
Temporary storage facilities must meet existing
needs with their capacity, thus during the design, the
calcularions are made for double quantity of hazardous
waste than the quantity normally generated between the
two processing cycles, i.e. transport [14]. All types of
waste oil from the power distribution units'
warehouses, in which the oils are temporarily stored,
are recycled by an authorized waste management
company in accordance with the contract.
3.2 Waste electrical equipment
Waste equipment arises as a by-product of the
activities related to removing failures, reconstructing
low-voltage and medium-voltage grids, as well as
power and other facilities. Waste electrical equipment
(damaged transformers and other defective electrical
appliances and equipment), is collected by electrical
fitters engaged in appropriate work activities. After
replacing or removing a defective device or part
thereof, this electrical equipment shall be returned and
temporarily disposed of within warefouse of the
relevant power distribution facility, in specially
designated site. If the electrical device-equipment
contains oil, the oil is offloaded and the equipment is
stored as waste iron. In case an external organisation
conducts works for the enterprise Elektro-Bijeljina a.d.
then all the waste material generated during these
works is removed and transported by it (the external
organisation), i.e. it further manages waste material,
which is regulated by the contract.
The analysis results show that the share of
generated quantity in electrical equipment waste flows
in power distribution umits is 40% in Bijeljina, 22% in
Vlasenica, 19% in Ugljevik, 16% in Bratunac and 3%
in Zvornik (Figure 2). The above mentioned analysis
results of waste electrical equipment flows are directly
related to the reconstruction of power plants and parts
of the power distribution grid, which was realized
within monitored period in all organisational units, i.e.
power distribution units, and the most intensive ones
are in Bijeljina and Vlasenica.
Waste electrical equipment is periodically handed
to authorized organisations, which carry out further
waste management in accordance with regulations.
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Fig. 1. Oil flows in power distribution units (ED) of Elektro-Bijeljina a.d., RS-BiH, l/yr.
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Fig. 2. Flows of electrical equipment in power distribution units (ED) of the Elektro-Bijeljina a.d., RS-BiH, kg/yr.
3.3 Waste toners
After replacing printing toners, this equipment is
temporary disposed as hazardous waste in a specially
designated site within the warehouse of the appropriate
organisational unit of the power distribution system.
The analysis results show that the share of
generated quantities in waste toner flows in power
distribution units is 62% in Bijeljina, 33% in Bratunac,
3% in Zvornik and 2% in Vlasenica (Figure 3). The
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above analysis results of waste toner are in direct
relation with repair, elimination of defects and
replacement of defective parts of printers and other
electronic equipment and devices done within the
monitored period in the mentioned organisational units,
i.e. business units of the company, primarily in
Bijeljina. After temporary storage, toner cartridges are
periodically handed to authorised organisations, which
further manage this type of hazardous waste.
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Fig. 3. Printing toner flows in power distribution units (ED) of the Elektro-Bijeljina a.d., RS-BiH, kg/yr.
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Fig. 4. Flows of accumulators and batteries in power distribution units (ED) of the Elektro-Bijeljina, RS-BiH, kg/yr.
3.4 Waste accumulators and batteries
After accumulator and/or battery becomes
dysfunctional or significantly damaged, a new one is
procured and the old one is disposed of as waste.
Replacement of accumulators and batteries is carried

out in authorised services, and the old ones are returned
as waste materials and deposited in designated site
within the main warehouse or warehouse of business
units. The analysis results show that the share of the
generated quantities in the flows of waste accumulators
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and batteries varies between: 67% in the business unit
Bijeljina, 31% in the business unit Zvornik and 2% in
the business unit Ugljevik (Figure 4). The above
analysis results of the waste accumulators and batteries
flows are in direct relation to the maintenance and
replacement of defective and non-functional elements
in the power plants and vehicle fleet of power
distribution unit, which was realized within the
monitored period, in the organisational units of the
Elektro-Bijeljina a.d. After being temporary stored,
accumulators and batteries are periodically sold and
handed over for further treatment to authorized
institutions that buy them off and safeguard them as
hazardous waste.
4. CONCLUSION
The existing model of analysis, management and
treatment of hazardous waste in complex power
distribution systems meets certain aspects of a good
system of integrated management of analyzed waste
flows, but there is a room for certain improvements of
existing waste management practice. Analysis and
control of waste flows is not always fully functional
and adequate, due to the current method of keeping
records. Waste materials records in certain parts of the
system are not always precise, timely and/or complete,
which results in the MFA and other analyses losing
quality, which among other things represents one of the
deficiencies of the system and an important parameter
to be improved.
Teams carrying out operational activities on the
ground do not always report which transformers and
what oil quantity they have topped up, and/or what oil
quantities have been returned while discharging oil for
sampling and other possible activities. This treatment
prevents the possibility of precise waste quantification
and the identification of location of hazardous waste
generation, so there is not always a complete record of
all generated flows of hazardous and non-hazardous
waste.
Information on waste materials is not always
available on time to all competent persons, especially
those in charge of various activities related to waste
management, so it is necessary to provide a better,
faster and better quality information flow. The situation
in individual power distribution warehouses does not
fully meet the storage terms and conditions required for
the temporary storage of hazardous waste, so it is
necessary to build and/or expend the capacity of
warehouse for temporary disposal of hazardous waste
at the sites of the organisational units of the system
where they are missing, for the purpose of security and
environmental protection.
The quality and timely analysis of waste flows,
along with the synthesis of all analyzed data,
significantly contributes to a more efficient hazardous
waste management, risk reduction and better
functioning of complex systems.
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MANUFACTURE OF HEAT AND ELECTRIC ENERGY BY CONSTRUCTION OF
MUNICIPAL SOLVENT AND AGRICULTURAL WASTE
Abstract: In order to stop or at least mitigate negative side effects and to enable sustainable development, the
general trend in the world is the tendency to decrease the consumption of non-renewable energy sources (fossil
fuels) in three ways: by using renewable energy sources instead of non-renewable ones, by using municipal solid
waste energy and by improving energetic efficiency. Bearing in mind the aforementioned, the EU countries, as well
as many other countries in the world, have decided to incorporate plans for higher usage of renewable energy
sources into their strategies of energetic development and the environment protection, for higher usage of municipal
solid waste energy and for improving efficiency of using energy, as well as for establishing a legislative framework
within which these plans will be realised. According to Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC, one of the methods
to manage waste should include the usage of waste energy, which would lead to reduction of fossil fuel
consumption. The aim of this paper is to consider the economic benefits of the plant construsted for the combustion
of municipal solid and agricultural waste in which both heat and electricity would be simultaneously produced.
Key words: municipal solid waste, agricultural waste, cogeneration plant, heat energy, electrical energy, economic
analysis.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The construction costs of cogeneation plant for the
municipal solid waste are generally high, so that the
investments into such plant are hardly economically
cost-effective. Therefore, this paper considers the
possibility of constructing the cogeneration plant for
municipal solid and agricultural waste, having two
times higher caloric value than the municipal solid
waste itself, in order to enhance the economic costeffectiveness of such plant construction.
Municipal solid waste usually includes solid waste
material from households and municipal facilities,
industrial plants, tourist and commercial facilities,
waste from public areas (parks, construction and other
waste from demolition), as well as agricultural waste
material generated due to various agricultural activities
in suburban areas. Agricultural waste is the waste from
agricultural residues, forestry, food and wood industry,
and it is present in significant amounts. Agricultural
residues can be classified into three main groups: waste
produced during the cultivation of field crops, waste
originating from fruit crops and waste resulting
frombreeding livestock.
Waste incineration is one of the technically most
developed options of waste management available
today. However, capital and operating costs for a
modern incinerator working in accordance with the
emission limitations are high, generally much higher
than the costs of waste disposal to sanitary landfills.
Based on conducted research, as well as available
data in performed studies on the state and prospects of
urban waste [1-9], this paper sets forth the technoeconomic analysis of the justification of constructing a
cogeneration plant for the on the territory of Novi Sad
which would concurrently produce thermal and
electrical energy.

2. SELECTION OF AN COGENERATION
PLANT
2.1. Estimation of waste composition and its
quantity
The project for the constructionof the cogeneration
plant which would concurrently produce thermal and
electrical energy is sustainable only if it is
economically and technically justified. Economic
justification of such a project mostly depends on waste
composition and itsquantity. Every project like this
involves usage of certain components of waste,
therefore these components must be present in
sufficient quantities in the waste intended for use. The
amount of waste is even more important than the
composition because without sufficient quantities of
waste, the investment costs cannot be reimbursed.
According to the Waste Management Strategy of
the Republic of Serbia for the period from 2010 to
2019, every citizen produces approximately 1 kg of
waste on a daily basis [1-3]. According to the results of
the latest official population census in 2011, the total
number of citizens in Novi Sad is 341 625. This means
that the amount of waste produced in Novi Sad per year
is approximately 125 000 tons (341 626 citizens × 1 kg
of waste / citizen ×365 days / year =124 693 490 kg
waste /year ≈ 125 000 tons waste / year).
Based on the recommendations of the World Bank,
key conditions for using waste as fuel in cogeneration
plants are: average low thermal power of waste must
not be smaller than 6 MJ/kg throughout the year and
the yearly average low thermal power must not be
smaller than 7 MJ/kg. These conditions are met on the
territory of Novi Sad, according to the aforementioned
Strategy [1-3].
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Biomass in agriculture represents very important source
of biomass in Serbia, particularly in the region of
Vojvodina. When it comes to biomass in agriculture,
then, first of all, it refers to the processing of residues
from plants, fruits and vineyards. It has been estimated
that total of about 12,5 milllion tons of biomass are
produced in Serbia every year, out of which about 9
million tons (72%) in the region of Vojvodina. The
region of Vojvodina disposes of relatively large
potentials of biomass, which is produced as “surplus”
in the primary productivity of agriculture. The
potentials of biomass produced from some „more
valuable“ energy crops and its thermal potentials are
shown in Table 1[1].
Types of biomass
Wheat straw
Barley straw
Oat straw
Soybean straw
Maize stalks

combustion increases efficiency and decreases
emission of toxic gases.
The actual plant design and plant configuration are
considerably different depending on the applied
technology. Regardless of the type of technology, the
plants for burning waste and obtaining energy consist
of the following elements, Figure 1: waste reception
and handling, combustion chamber, plant for obtaining
energy from waste, treatment of gases produced in the
process of combustion and treatment of ash and
pollution generatedfrom the air pollution control
device.

Lower caloric value, MJ/kg
14.00
14.20
14.50
15.70
13.50

Table 1. Potentials of biomass poduced from some
“more valuable” crops and its thermal
potentials [1]
2.2. Selection of the cogenaration plant

Figure 1. Municipal cogeneration plant [1]

Capital costs of the plant for burning waste directly
depend on the plant capacity. Generally, the costs of
the plant are significantly decreased if the capacity is
increased, from 100 000 to 200 000 tons per year, i.e.
400000 tons per year. The optimal plant capacity is
hard to determine. It is believed that economically
profitable cogeneration plants can burn from 100 000 to
150 000 tons of waste per year; considering the fact
that 125 000 tons of waste are produced in Novi Sad
per year, the cogeneration plant which can burn around
120 000 tons of waste per year has been chosen [1-3].
Moreover, it is estimated that cogeneration plant
would also benefit of the agricultural waste i.e. biomass
produced as „surplus“ in the primary productivity of
agriculture, namely 60 000 tons of agricultural waste
per year. Since the caloric value of agricultural waste
is twice higher than the caloric value of municipal solid
waste, then from 60 000 tons of agricultural waste
approximately the same quantity of heat and electricity
would be produced as from 120 000 tons of municipal
solid waste per year.

3. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

2.3. Selection of the waste burning technology in the
cogeneration plant
The technology of burning waste on a grate has
been chosen since it is most often used for the
incineration of larger quantities of residual waste
(above 100 000 tons of waste per year). The
combustion grate is a reliable and proven technology,
and the various performances provide a relatively high
degree of control and efficiency. Lack of combustion
on a grate is seen in the waste of different quality and
with a high moisture content when achieving even
burning is a special problem. Even and complete
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Incineration of waste involves high investment
costs, as well as high operation and maintenance costs.
The net price of treatment costs per ton of waste treated
by incineration is higher comparing to other options
(usually landfills). Depending on the actual costs
(which considerably depend on the size of the plant), as
well as the income from the energy sales, the net
treatment costs per ton of waste are from 25 € to 100 €,
on average 50 €. At the same time, average costs of
waste disposal at landfills are from 10 € to 40 € per ton
[1, 2].
The costs of constructing an cogeneration plant
plant and the operating costs are high. One of the main
problems of implementing incineration is nonhomogeneity of waste. The composition of waste is
constantly changing over time, therefore it is difficult
to achieve a steady work process. The hardest factor is
to adjust the quantities of moisture and noncombustible materials in waste to the burning process.
Public resistance is also inevitable and it can pose a
serious problem due to the air pollution caused by the
incineration process. This pollution cannot be
completely avoided even in the most advanced plants.
3.1. Total costs of investment in the construction of
the plant for cogeneration
It has been estimated that the total costs of
investment I in the construction of the plant for
cogeneration plant are around 190 000 000 €, which
can be seen in Table 2.

Type of cost

Amount of
cost, €

Costs of land purhase and the
construction of road infrastructure

4 000 000

Costs of building the constructional
part of the facility

24 000 000

Costs of building a waste storage
Costs of acquiring and installing an
incinerator with a boiler

6 000 000
64 000 000

Type of income

Costs of acquiring and installing water
and steam systems

26 000 000

Costs of acquiring and installing
electro-mechanical equipment

16 000 000

Costs of acquiring and installing the
equipment for purification of flue gases

12 000 000

Other investment costs

22 000 000

Designing costs
Total costs of investment in the
construction of the cogeneration plant I

agricultural products, for heating greenhouses, etc.)
which amounts to around 6 936 000 €. It has been
estimated that thermal energy of 0.578 MWh / tons
of waste would be sold per year and that the price of
thermal energy amounts to 0.05 € / kWh
(0.578 MWh / tons of waste × 12 00 00 tons of wast
e × 0.05 € / kWh + 1.156 MWh / tons of waste × 60
000 tons of waste × 0.05 € / kWh = 138 720 MWh
× 0.05 € / kWh = 138 720 kWh × 50 € / kWh =
6 936 000 €).

6 000 000
190 000 000

Table 2. Total costs of investment in the construction of
the plant for cogeneration plant

Amount of
income, €

Income from the fee forthe
disposal of waste

6 000 000

Income from the sales of produced
electrical energy to the distribution
network

6 170 400

Income from the sales of produced
heat energy to the adjacent
commercial sector

693 6000

Total yearly income which the
cogeneration plant B

19 106 400

Table 3. Total yearly income which the plant for
cogeneration plant

3.2. Total yearly gross income
3.3. Total yearly costs
Total yearly gross income B that the cogeneration
plant would achieve approximately amounts to
19 106 400 € and it has been calculated as the sum of
several incomes, which can be seen in Table 3:
 the income from waste disposal reimbursement,
which amounts to around 6 000 000 € per year. It
has been estimated that the reimbursement for waste
disposal amounts to 50 € per ton of waste (120 000
tons of waste / year × 70 € / tons of waste =
6 000 000 €).
 the income from the sales of electrical energy to the
distribution network, which amounts to around
6 170 400 €. It has been estimated that electrical
energy of 0.300 MWh/tons of waste would be sold
per year and that the incentive price of electrical
energy produced in the waste power plant amounts
to 0.0 857 € / kWh (0.300 MWh / tons of waste ×
120 000 tons of waste × 0.0 857 € / kWh +
0.600 MWh / tons of waste × 60 000 tons of waste
× 0.0 857 € / kWh = 72 000 MWh × 0.0 857
€ / kWh = 72 000 kWh × 85.7 € / kWh = 6 170 400
€). In order to encourage the investors and reduce
the investment risk, the Government of the
Republic of Serbia has prescribed Feed-in tariffs,
i.e. the incentive purchase price of electrical energy
produced in waste power plants, which is 0.0 857
€/kWh. The price of heat energy is about
0.05 € / kWh.
 the income from the sales of produced heat energy
to the adjacent commercial sector (for heating the
process steam in the industry, for drying

Total yearly costs Tuk that would be made by the
cogeneration plant amount to around 1 820 000 €, and
have been calculated as the sum of:
Тuk = Tst + Tekspl = 1 020 000 + 6 600 000 = 1 820 000 €
where the following are:
Tzr - total yearly costs for paying wages to workers
Tod- total yearly maintenance costs.
3.3.1. Total yearly costs for paying gross wages to
workers
Total yearly costs for paying gross wages to
workers amount to approximately 1020000 €. It has
been assumed that the plant will work 24 hours a day in
three shifts, seven days a week. It has been estimated
that 80 workers will be employed and that their average
gross wages will be 1000 € per month (160 × 1000 ×
12 = 1 020 000 €).
3.3.2. Total yearly maintenance costs
Total yearly maintenance costs amount to
around 6 600 000 € since it has been estimated that
they make around 3% of the total investment
costs (220 000 000 × 3 / 100 = 6 600 000 €).
3.4. Total yearly net income
Table 4 shows the costs and incomes that the
cogeneration plant.
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Type of cost or income
Total costs of investment in the
construction of cogeneration plant I
Total yearly gross income B
Total yearly costs Tuk
Total yearly net income Z = B - Tuk

Amount of
cost or
income, €
190 000 000
19 106 400
1 820 000
17 286 400

municipal solid waste will become even more attractive
source of energy. In the light of foregoing reasons,
municipal solid waste and agricultural waste are
gaining more and more significance as energy supply
resources.
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Total yearly net income Z that the cogeneration plant
is 17 286 400 €, and is calculated when total yearly
costs Tuk are subtracted from the total yearly gross
income B:
Z = B - Tuk = 19 106 400 - 1 820 000=17 286 400 €
3.5. Repayment period of the investment in the
construction of the cogeneration plant
The repayment period of the investment in the
construction of the cogeneration plant is a time
periodwhich should pass in order to collect the total
investments from the future earnings. It is, in fact, the
number of years N for which the investment in the
construction of the cogeneration plant will be repaid.
The repayment period (the return) of the
investment N in the construction of the cogeneration
plant is calculated if the total costs of investment in the
construction of that plant I are divided by the total
yearly net income Z which the plant would achieve.
I 190 000 000
N 
 11 years
Z 17 286 400
Based on the completed analysis, it may be deduced
that the investment in the construction of the
cogeneration plant would be repaid in 11 years. This
plant’s operation would contribute to the decrease of
fossil fuel consumption, provide about 1600 new job
openings, contribute to environmental protection, etc.
4. CONCLUSION
Based on the research results can be concluded that
the construction of cogeneration plant using the
municipal solid and agricultural waste would become
cost-effective in about 11 years. The construction of
such plant would contribute to the opening of new
working places, then to the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions and thus to the reduction of global heat, as
well as to the reduction of human environment
pollution, since the consumption of fossil fuels would
be reduced.
The use of municipal and agricultural waste
contribute to the increase of security in energy supply
and to the lower import of energy supply products. As
already known, fossil fuels will not last for ever and
when the world spends all its biomass reserves, the
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COMPARABILITY OF LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT RESULTS IN TYPE III
ENVIRONMENTAL DECLARATIONS
Abstract: Environmental declarations type III contain quantitative data of product based on life cycle
assessment (LCA) also known as life-cycle data declarations. ISO 14025 establishes procedures and principles
for validity of type III environmental declarations and ISO 14025 is closely related to ISO 14040 which defines
content and format for LCA studies. For comparability of LCA results, different environmental declarations
must have the same goal and scope, as well as calculation rules. In order to determine all the specific
requirements and achieve the necessary goals, product category rules have been developed. Although the
product category rules are a key part of ISO 14025 for the comparability of the environmental declarations
scheme, differences still exist. Basic goal of this paper is to present discrepancies in some aspects of LCA
results in Type III programs. The representation of LCA results through the number of impact categories and
consumption of natural resources have been examined. Research found that there was no consistency within
LCA results from environmental declarations of different products.
Key words: Environmental declarations, Type III, LCA, PCR

1. INTRODUCTION
A number of misleading “green” environmental
claims have developed the need not only for
standardization of environmental information, but
also transparency of quantitative information on
products and service has become evident [1,2].
Series of standards ISO 1402X has been developed
to support and dissemination of such environmental
aspects of products. This series of standards defines
three type of eco-labelling program (Fig. 1):
• Type I - a voluntary, multiple-criteria based,
third party program that awards a license that
authorizes the use of environmental labels on
products indicating overall environmental
preferability of a product within a particular
product category based on life cycle
considerations;
• Type II - informative environmental selfdeclaration claims, and
• Type III - voluntary programs that provide
quantified environmental data of a product,
under pre-set categories of parameters set by a
qualified third party and based on life cycle
assessment, and verified by that or another
qualified third party.
The regulatory framework for Type III
environmental declarations (better known as
environmental product declarations EPD) are also
included in the ISO 14000 series of standards, more
precisely ISO 14040 (2006) and ISO 14044 (2006)
(Fig. 1) and developed according to a set of predefined product category rules (PCR) [3,4].
In recent years the number of Type III
programme operator and bodies for administration
and verification of Environmental Declaration

Programme (also known as EPD programme or
EPD scheme) has increased [4]. Some of the
programmes that have published the greatest
number of Environmental Product Declarations are
Japan Environmental Management Association for
Industry, Korean Environmental Industry &
Technology Institute, Agency for Environmental
and Energy Management in France (ADEME),
IBU-EPD in Germany or the International EPD at
the European level [5].
Based on LCA, EPDs should enable
comparison between products, fulfilling the same
function [6]. Increasing number of EDP schemes,
on the one hand provides more information and
greater credibility and comparability of products
from different categories. But on the other hand,
because everyone can become a programme
operator to develop PCRs and to verify EPDs [7],
EPD schemes can also lead to trade barriers on the
market because of different requests. All this has
resulted in inconsistencies and absence of a
systematic coordination of PCRs for the same
product categories [8]. Moreover, comparability
between the environmental performances of
products lacks significance and bears to risk the
legitimacy of LCA based claims on the market [6].
Methods for calculation environmental impacts can
also lead to confusion among consumers.
Therefore, in order to analyses the current state
and practical challenges in the field, the objective
of this paper is to examine consistency in LCA
results for some product categories. The
examination of the results was done from the
aspect of the three criteria. The method of research
has been tested on fifteen product categories
including the
International
EPD
system
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Fig. 1 Regulatory framework for environmental certification
(made in: Spain, Swedish, Italy), Norwegian EPD
and EcoLeaf Japan. The basic assumption of the
research was that these EPDs based on LCA study
have some consistency in the results. The aim of
this paper is to explore that assumption on different
product.
2. RESEARCH METHOD
General Programme Instructions defined by
ISO 14025 is crucial and obligatory for every
operative who makes EPD schemes. There are 13
requirements in General Programme Instructions
[11]. Also, in the same standard there are
procedures for developing PCR. All examined
Environmental Declaration Programme in this
work are based on this standard. In order to
determine the consistency of the results, in thise
case which are expected. Also, in line with results,
we determine the certainty for greater
harmonization in process of generating EDP
scheme.
The study included a parallel examination of
fifteen products from different EPD schemes, and
their inclusion of the same parts of the LCA study.
The research method here was to discuss the
experiences from the practical work with the EPDs
and draft text to arrive at consensus guidelines
within the framework of relevant standards and
norms [12,13].
In previous literature, comparation of
Environmental Declaration Programme has been
studied from several perspectives based on
different approaches and parameters of these eco
labels [1,2,3,5,9]. In this study, with in
environmental approach we have considered in
LCA results: the impact categories and
specifications of energy consumption, in the sense
of
the
existence
of
specially
defined
renewable/non-renewable energy resources. We
also took an interested in the existence of system
boundaries that are shown in the results.
The main findings of the programs comparison
and analysis are further presented.
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3. EVALUATION AND OUTCOMES
Overview of EPD schemes, to examine
consistency of LCA results in practices worldwide
are shown in Table 1. The table contains five
products of International EPD System, EcoLeaf,
and five of The Norwegian EPD Foundation.
The results from the investigation show, there is
no consistency in the results. System bounders
include Cradle-to-Gate, Cradle-to-Grave or Gateto-Gate life cycle. There are three LCA studies that
include gate-to-gate system boundaries, although it
is easiest to collect data from manufacturers, there
is still a clear need for more complete data on
resource extraction, consumer use and end-of-life.
Cradle-to-Grave system bounders provide more
comprehensive information about product impact.

Fig. 2. Representation of impact categories in
EDP shemes.

Program name

Country of
program Type
origin

Management
system

Product

System bounders

Specification of
Number
renewable/nonimpact
renewable
categories
energy resources

International
EPD System

Sweden

EPD

ISO 9001, OHSAS
18001, ISO 14001

Mooring chain

Cradle-to-Gate

5

Yes

International
EPD System

Spain

EPD

ISO 14025

Ceramic tiles. Glazed
Stoneware tiles

Cradle-to-Grave

7

No

International
EPD System

Italy

EPD ISO 14040-14044

Beer made from malt

Gate-to-Gate

4

Yes

International
EPD System

Europe

Cradle-to-Grave

4

Yes

International
EPD System

Spain

EDP

EcoLeaf

Japan

EcoLeaf

ISO 14025, ISO
Electricity, steam and
EPD 14040, ISO 14044, hot/cold water generation
PCR 2007
and distribution
ISO 9001,
ISO 14001

Uni CPC Corrugatet paper
and paperboard

Gate-to-Gate

4

Yes

EPD

ISO14001

Data Projector

Cradle-to-Grave

4

Yes

Japan

EPD

ISO14001

Paper Beverage Carton

Cradle-to-Gate

7

Yes

EcoLeaf

Japan

EPD

ISO14001

Flat‐bed/ Sheet‐fed scanner

Cradle-to-Gate

5

Yes

EcoLeaf

Japan

EPD

ISO14001

Network camera

Cradle-to-Gate

5

Yes

EcoLeaf

Japan

EPD

ISO14001

EP and IJ printer

Cradle-to-Grave

4

Yes

Knauf Danogips Secura
Board

Cradle-to-Grave

7

No

The Norwegian
EPD Foundation

Denmark

EPD

ISO 14001, ISO
9001, OHSAS
18001

The Norwegian
EPD Foundation

Norway

EPD

ISO 14001,
ISO 9001

Steel structures

Gate-to-Gate

7

No

The Norwegian
EPD Foundation

Norway

EPD

ISO 14025,
ISO 14044

Permanent Bar Anchor

Gate-to-Gate

7

No

The Norwegian
EPD Foundation

Norway

EPD

ISO 14001,
ISO 9001

Con II - high backrest

Cradle-to-Grave

7

No

The Norwegian
EPD Foundation

Norway

EPD

WPC cladding profiles

Cradle-to-Gate

7

No

ISO 14001,
ISO 9001

Table 1. Issues precluding comparison within EPDs
The number of impact category is also uneven.
Only results of EDP Norway always considered the
same impact categories, which include: global
warming potential, depletion potential of the
stratospheric ozone layer, formation potential of
tropospheric photochemical oxidants; acidification
potential of land and water, eutrophication
potential, abiotic depletion potential for non fossil
resources and abiotic depletion potential for fossil
resources. The other two EDP schemes did not take
into account neither the same number nor the same
impact category within the LCA results (Fig. 2.).
EDP Norwegian labels showed the same system
for displaying LCA results of energy consumption
from renewable and non-renewable resources.
There are summarized, in the sense for example:
renewable/non renewable primary energy resources
used as energy carrier or use of renewable/non
renewable secondary fuels. There are no
distinctness which are specific sources of
renewable/non renewable energy. Japan EcoLeaf
provides a specification of non renewable energy
resources (coal, crude oil, LNG, uranium content of
an ore), but for renewable resources it only appears
in the form of wood and water consumption. In
International EPD System the presence of LCA

results of specification of the energy resource
varies. But if the specification exists accurately
accentuated which are the sources of energy
consumption. For renewable resources there is
hydroelectric, solar, wind, biomass, geothermal; for
non renewable resources there is uranium, fuel oil,
coal, lignite, natural gas.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Environmental labels type III that are
quantitative and based on life cycle of product or
service have a large potential to provide the most
concrete and most accurate data of impacts on
environment. However, like other environmental
claims, they can be subject to wrong management
by the operator of LCA study, without transparent
rules that ensure their complete accuracy and data
content. Ultimately, environmental product
declarations made for a product or service need to
be comparable in terms of LCA results, so potential
buyers or consumers, can make choices based on
legitimate, quantifiable information.
This study has contributed to investigation of
consistency and comparability of LCA results in
EDP scheme and the need for policy improvement.
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It is very important to respect the policy in these in
this area, like ISO standards and product category
rules because they provide the guidance on how
life cycle study should be estimated and reported. It
can be noticed that, within our results, although the
sample is not large, there is a discrepancy in the
processing of the LCA study and also in the way
the results are published.
Future efforts need to be directed toward
aligning of existing policy and developing new one
that can permit consistent comparison of product
environmental declarations at international level,
and will require overcoming the aforementioned
challenges in a consensus process that is
transparent.
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APPLICATION OF A DEFINITIVE SCREENING DESIGN TO MAGENTA DYE
DEGRADATION BY HOMOGENEOUS FENTON PROCESS
Abstract: The homogeneous Fenton process for flexographic Magenta dye removal from synthetic aqueous solution
and real printing effluent was optimized with a recently developed design of experiments method, definitive screening
design (DSD). The effects of four quantitative parameters on Magenta removal rate were investigated: initial dye
concentration, iron concentration, hydrogen peroxide concentration and pH value. The results indicated that
decolorization process was influenced by all four investigated parameters, with the most positive effects of iron
concentration on decolorization efficiency. After the confirmation of the adopted model, DSD was used to explore the
final optimal operating conditions. Model proposed that 97.41% of decolorization efficiency can be obtained under
optimal conditions. Treatment of real printing effluent confirmed obtained results, resulting with 95.91% of
decolorization efficiency under optimal conditions.
Key words: homogeneous Fenton process, definitive screening design, Magenta, dye removal, optimization
1. INTRODUCTION

𝑂𝐻 ∙ + 𝐹𝑒 2+ → 𝐹𝑒 3+ + 𝑂𝐻 −

(4)

Printing industry actualize the major environmental
impact through the pollutants discharge, water
consumption and energy consumption. A principal
source of environmental contamination in printing
industry is a discharge process of colored wastewater
into the receiving media without pretreatment. These
effluents may be considered as highly toxic to the
aquatic biota since they affect the photosynthetic
activity,
aesthetic
appearance,
makes
water
inappropriate for drinking and for the use of domestic
purposes [1]. Therefore, exists a great need for proper
removal and disposal, as well as for the application of
the corresponding treatment that is effective in removing
dyes from large volumes of effluents.
A widely studied for treatment of different
wastewaters, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs)
involves the generation of hydroxyl radicals (·OH) in
sufficient quantity to affect the removal of refractory and
traceable organic contaminants or certain inorganic
pollutants [2]. The ·OH radicals are very nonselective
and rapidly react with numerous species, transforming
them into less and even non-toxic products, thereby
increasing wastewater biodegradability and providing an
ultimate solution for wastewater treatment [3].
One of the most commonly used AOPs is the Fenton
process, where the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide
is catalyzed by ferrous ions, and the second strongest
oxidants after fluorine, hydroxyl radicals, are generated.
The classical Fenton radical mechanisms primarily
involve the following reactions (1-7) [4]:

𝐹𝑒 3+ + 𝐻𝑂2∙ → 𝐹𝑒 2+ + 𝑂2 𝐻+

(5)

𝐹𝑒 2+ + 𝐻𝑂2∙ + 𝐻 + → 𝐹𝑒 3+ + 𝐻2 𝑂2

(6)

2𝐻𝑂2∙ → 𝐻2 𝑂2 + 𝑂2

(7)

Fe2+ + H2 O2 → Fe3+ + OH ∙ + OH −

(1)

𝐹𝑒 3+ + 𝐻2 𝑂2 → 𝐹𝑒 2+ + 𝐻𝑂2∙ + 𝐻 +

(2)

𝑂𝐻 ∙ + 𝐻2 𝑂2 → 𝐻𝑂2∙ + 𝐻2 𝑂

(3)

The optimum pH value for the Fenton process is
about 2,5 - 3,5 since Fe3+ can also react with hydrogen
peroxide at lower pH levels, in which the hydroxyl and
hydroperoxyl radicals are formed, and the catalyst is
regenerated. On the other hand, further precipitation of
iron oxyhydroxide is expected at higher pH values.
Upon adequate adjustment of operational conditions,
taking into account the initial iron and hydrogen
peroxide concentration, pH values and the
characteristics of the treated wastewater, the Fenton
system is relatively easy to monitor and maintain [5].
A recently developed design of experiments method,
the definitive screening design (DSD), enables to
investigate the effect of process parameters including
their interactions or quadratic effects on the process
efficiency, therefore optimizing the degradation process.
Additionally, the statistical model is able to estimate the
model coefficients in the descriptive equation for k
parameters with only 2k + 1 experiments. This strategy
leads to a dramatic reduction in the number of
experiments to be performed, compared to traditional
screening methods, thus enabling a significant saving in
time and reagent costs [6].
The aim of this article is to investigate the effect of
homogeneous Fenton process conditions, such as initial
dye concentration, iron dosage, pH value and hydrogen
peroxide concentration on the decolorization efficiency
of water-soluble azo dye Magenta aqueous solution and
real printing effluent. In addition, the DSD approach was
initially applied to identify the significant main and
interaction effects involved in the reaction system, as
well as to optimize the dye removal process.
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where A0 is initial absorbance of aqueous solution before
homogeneous Fenton treatment, whereas A represents
absorbance of aqueous solution after treatment.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Reagents
The water-soluble azo dye Magenta (C.I.: PR57:1)
was selected for this study, since it has been
commercially important and commonly used in printing
industry. Wastewater sample was obtained from
flexographic facility located in Novi Sad, Serbia, as a
result of daily discharging of a certain wastewater
amount to a recipient, where the effluent amounts and
dye concentrations vary daily. Mašgenta dye was
purchased from Flint group. The molecular structure of
Magenta dye is illustrated in Figure 1 and corresponds
to the chemical formula C18H12N2CaO6S.

2.3 Experimental design and statistical analysis
The DSD proposed by Jones and Nachtsheim (2011)
was adopted to investigate the effects of four continuous
factors (k = 4): initial Magenta concentration (20 - 180
mgL-1), iron concentration (0.75 - 60 mgL-1), pH value
(2 - 10) and hydrogen peroxide concentration (1 - 11
mM), as potentially important for the homogeneous
Fenton process. This implies that 9 experiments are
required for the DSD. However, additional runs were
included to delineate the model and determine the
significance of interactions. For that reason, the number
of experiments is double and two additional central
points were added. Finally, software JMP 13 (SAS
Institute, USA) used for statistical analysis in this study
generates tables of experiment with 28 experimental
runs. DSD requires 3 levels (minimum, center and
maximum) for each factor, to cover a range of values of
practical interest, as well as to detect and identify a
strong nonlinear effect. Therefore, Table 1, presenting
the operating levels of these variables with the
corresponding code (-1, 0, +1), is generated.
Variables

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of Magenta dye
In all experiments, chemicals of analytical grade
were used. Ferrous sulfate heptahydrate - FeSO4 * 7H2O
and sodium hydroxide - NaOH were purchased from
POCH, while the sulfuric acid - ccH2SO4 (>96%) was
produced by J.T. Baker. The hydrogen peroxide - H2O2
(30%) was obtained from NRK engineering, Serbia. All
working solutions were prepared by dilution in
deionized water.
2.2 Experimental procedure
The degradation tests were performed on JAR
apparatus (FC6S Velp Scientific, Italy) in a glass beaker
containing 250 mL of Magenta solution at desired
concentration. After the addition of iron in different
concentrations and the adjustment of the appropriate pH
value with 0.1M H2SO4 and 0.1M NaOH solution, the
Fenton reaction was initiated by adding the required
volume of hydrogen peroxide. The mixture was kept at
a constant stirring of 120 rpm at the temperature of 23
°C for 60 min. Prior to the measurement, a calibration
curve was obtained by using the standard Magenta
solution with known concentrations, and a dye
concentration of 53.92 mgL-1 was determined in a
wastewater sample. The initial, as well as residual dye
concentrations in the reaction mixture were determined
by measuring the absorbance of the aqueous solutions at
573 nm by using UV/VIS spectrophotometer (UV 1800,
Shimadzu, Japan). Decolorization efficiency of aqueous
solution was obtained based on the following equation
(8):
E(%) =
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A0 −A
A0

∗ 100

(8)

Unit

Symbol
coded

-1

Levels
0
+1

Dye
mgL-1
X1
20 100 180
concentration
Iron
mgL-1
X2
0.75 30
60
concentration
H2O2
mM
X3
1
6
11
concentration
pH
X4
2
6
10
Table 1. Factors with coded and natural levels for the
DSD
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The experimental design layout indicates that
decolorization efficiency of synthetic dye solution is in
interval 4.97 – 98.66%, which implies great efficiency
of homogeneous Fenton process, but still largely
dependable on the influence of applied experimental
conditions. DSD analysis was carried out by forward
stepwise regression, as well as by determination of
standard criteria: Akaike Information Criterion (AICc),
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) to determine the model with the
best prediction capability. The coefficient of
determination (R2) was equal to 0.956, R2adj was 0.934,
RMSE was 5.90%, AICc was 205.01, and BIC was
203.17. Although statistical software have chosen model
with 9 terms that best fit the experimental data, the
adopted regression model contained 10 terms. In that
way lack of fit test was insignificant, additionally
confirming the validity of the model. Table 2 and 3
present Analysis of variance (ANOVA) results and
estimated model coefficients for the main, interaction
and quadratic effects of the described model,
respectively.

Source
DF
SS
Model
9 13632.087
Error
18
627.287
C. Total
27 14259.374
Lack of Fit 16
623.246
Pure Error
2
4.041
Total Error 18
627.287
Table 2. ANOVA test

MS
1514.68
34.85
38.953
2.020
-

F ratio
43.463
Prob>F
<0.0001
19.279
Prob>F
0.0504

Term
Estimate
t ratio
Prob> |t|
Intercept
84.858
28.92
< 0.0001
Dye conc
-8.648
-6.55
< 0.0001
Fe conc
10.092
7.64
< 0.0001
H2O2 conc
-8.855
-6.71
< 0.0001
pH
-14.821
-11.23
< 0.0001
Block
1.371
1.21
0.2429
Fe * Fe
-8.456
-2.24
0.0381
Dye conc * pH
-7.838
-3.54
0.0023
Fe conc * pH
6.566
3.68
0.0017
H2O2 conc * pH
-9.429
-4.26
0.0005
Table 3. Estimates of the model coefficients, t-values
and p-values
Table 3 indicates that all main effects are statistically
significant, where catalyst concentration is the most
influential factor and achieve a positive effect on the
decolorization efficiency. Moreover, dye concentration,
Fe and H2O2 concentration are involved in a significant
two-way interaction with pH. Specifically, the positive
role of pH is easy to understand since the pH value is
one of the key factors affecting dye removal efficiency
by Fenton process [5].
To achieve the maximum dye removal performance,
further statistical analysis was directed towards the
optimization of process conditions under the limits of the
tested variables: 20 ≤ x1 ≤ 180, 0.75 ≤ x2 ≤ 60, 1 ≤ x3 ≤
11, 2 ≤ x4 ≤ 10. With the important operational
conditions for dye removal efficiency, optimal
conditions can be obtained from the prediction profiler
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Optimization plot for significant parameters
influencing decolorization efficiency
As illustrated in Figure 2, the maximum
decolorization efficiency was obtained with dye
concentration of 49.4 mgL-1, iron concentration of 37.5
mgL-1, H2O2 concentration of 9 mM and pH value 3,
which predicted decolorization efficiency to be 97.41%
with a high desirability of 0.96901. This confirms the
fact that process is most efficient with the H2O2
concentration at its high level and with the pH at its low
level. The validity of the optimum levels is then

conducted through the confirmation experiment by
manufacturing eight additional runs. Based on eight
confirmation runs (%): 97.6; 97.26; 96.64; 96.92; 97.11;
97.08; 96.87 and 96.97 a 95% confidence interval was
calculated as CI [96.753 - 97.284]. The decolorization
efficiency value of 97.41%, optimized by the adopted
model (Figure 2), obviously fits in the confirmatory run
confidence interval. Thus, the adopted model
successfully passed the confirmation test at the present
stage of investigation.
After the experiments conducted on synthetic dye
solution, real printing effluent was subjected to
homogeneous Fenton process with optimal experimental
conditions, and a dye removal of 95.91% was achieved.
In that way, homogeneous Fenton process presents a
suitable technology to be implemented on the colored
printing wastewater before its disposal into the recipient.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes the application of homogeneous
Fenton process in treatment of synthetic aqueous
solution and real printing effluent generated after the
flexographic printing process with water-soluble
Magenta dye. As reliable and predictive tools with
excellent accuracy, DSD was applied in order to
investigate the influence of operating variables, as well
as to predict optimal process conditions for maximum
removal efficiency. Optimum degradation of Magenta
dye in synthetic aqueous solution was achieved by
applying initial dye concentration of 49.4 mgL-1, iron
concentration of 37.5 mgL-1, H2O2 concentration of 9
mM and pH value of 3, with decolorization efficiency of
97.41%. Under the same conditions real printing effluent
was treated, and excellent 95.91% were obtained.
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ENHANCING BIOGAS PRODUCTION KINETIC OF WASTEWATER BY
MICROWAVE PRE-TREATMENT
Abstract: Pretreatment methods play an important role in the improvement of biogas production from the anaerobic
digestion of industrial wastewater. The effect of microwave pre-treatment on the anaerobic degradation of
industrial wastewater was evaluated through the calculation of performance parameters by using simplified
mathematical models. The models were all used with experimental data from the anaerobic biodegradability tests
fed with microwave pre-treated wastewater. After treating these samples anaerobic biodegradation was carried out.
Experiments indicated that pre-treated samples gave higher yield of biogas compared to Non-pretreated one. In this
study microwave method was performed on industrial wastewater to analyze the effect of pretreatment on anaerobic
digestion by the calculation of performance parameters using Logistic function, modified Gompertz equation, and
transference function.
Key words: wastewater, pre-treatment, biogas, microwave, anaerobic digestion

1. INTRODUCTION
During anaerobic digestion process organic matter
is broken down by a consortium of microorganisms in
the absence of oxygen. This method is used as an
effective technology for converting organic residues
into biogas which mainly consist of methane and
carbon dioxide. Besides energy recovery, it has several
benefits including waste stabilization, reduction of
chemical oxygen demand, production of bio fertilizer
and soil conditioners, reduction of greenhouse gas
emission, decreased levels of deforestation and ease of
the technology with no geographical restriction [1], [2],
[3]. The principal reaction sequences can be classified
into four major groups: hydrolysis, fermentation,
acetogenesis,
methanogenesis.
During
biogas
production, the rate-determining step for the conversion
of complex organic matter is the hydrolysis [4], [5].
BOD
COD
Parameter
[mg/L]
[mg/L]

Different pretreatment methods aid in facilitating the
anaerobic digestion by increasing the rate of organic
matter hydrolysis. [6]. By improving the hydrolysis
step, organic substrates are more accessible to
anaerobic bacteria, accelerating the digestion and
increasing the volume of biogas produced.
Many authors were modeled kinetic of biogas
production but most of them focused only in the
hydrolysis step. Therefore, the establishment of
methodologies to evaluate the effectiveness of pretreatment becomes necessary.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Wastewater
The wastewater used was obtained from a dairy
factory located in Szeged, Hungary producing milk,
cream, cheese, butter, butter cream.
TDS
TSS
TS
[mg/L]
[mg/L]
[mg/L]

672.5
1448.75
1222.5
267.5
1487.5
Value
Table 1. Characteristics of wastewater
BOD(Biological Oxygen Demand), COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand),TDS(Total dissolved Solids), TS(Total
Solids), TSS(Total suspended Solids)
energy transmission the temperature of the material
rises and the dielectric properties change continuously.
2.2 Microwave pre-treating system
Continuous flow microwave pre-treating system
The effect of the microwave energy intake, variable
contains a water-cooled, variable-power magnetron
power, impedance and dielectric relationships are
operating at 2450 MHz. High-voltage power supply
formed in the microwave resonator. Some of these can
feeding the magnetron consists of two transformers,
be measured (eg. power dissipation, reflected power),
one of them produces cathode heating voltage and
some of them can only be determined by calculation,
heating current, the other produces the anode voltage
knowledge of the other parameters [8]. Material is
which can be controlled by the primary circuit of an
transferred in the continues-flow microwave treating
external auto-transformer. With this device the power
system by a peristaltic pump with variable flow.
of the magnetron can be set as well. Electromagnetic
Treatments were carried out at different powers of
energy of the magnetron spread over a resonant slot.
magnetron (PM), at different flows (FR), and different
Getting through this slot the energy gets in the toroidal
treating numbers (NT). Two levels from these
resonator [7]. During the operation of toroid resonator
parameters were used and combined (Table 2.)
energy is given to the treated material. As a result of
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Power of the magnetron (PM)
[W]

Flow rate (FR)
[Lh-1]

Number of treatings (NT)
[-]

300

6

1

25

5

700
Table 2. Factorial design of the experiment
2.3 Fermentation process, biogas measurement
Anaerobic digestion (AD) tests were carried out
under controlled mesophilic temperature range
(35±0,2°C). in 12 mini continuously stirred laboratory
scale reactors with 250 mL total volume, equipped with
Oxitop C. Measuring heads recorded the pressure in the
bottle at 2-hour intervals. Measurement data is
downloaded from the infrared transmitter unit built into
the measuring heads by the device's own software.
Pressure charts can be displayed and converted to MS
Excel compatible formats by the software. Calculating
the volume of the resulting biogas normalized to room
temperature and atmospheric pressure:
𝑝𝑟 ∙ 𝑉𝑟 𝑇𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑉𝑁,𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑔𝑎𝑠 =
∙
(1)
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑇𝑓
where VN, biogas is volume of the resulting biogas
normalized to room temperature and atmospheric
pressure (Nm3), pr is pressure recorded in the reactor
(Pa), Vr the volume of the reactor space above the
sample (m3), patm is atmospheric pressure (Pa), Tnorm
room temperature (K), T f fermentation temperature (K).
2.4 Models for data fit
In this study the kinetic model of biogas production
was predicted using modified Gompertz equation,
Logistic function, and transference function.Originally,
Gompertz equation was used to predict bacterial
growth rate. This equation describing a sigmoidal
growth curve contained mathematical parameters (a, b,
c). These mathematical parameters did not have
biological meaning. Therefore, Zwietering has
rewritten the Gompertz equation to substitute the
mathematical parameter (a, b, c) A, λ and k, where A
was maximum value of population, λ was maximum
specific growth rate, k was lag time [9]. Assuming
biogas production rate has correspondence to
methanogenic bacteria growth rate many authors use
modified Gompertz equation (2) to predict biogas
production rate [10], [11], [12].
𝑹𝒎 ∙ 𝒆
(2)
(𝝀 − 𝒕) + 𝟏)]
𝑩 = 𝑷 ∙ 𝐞𝐱𝐩[− 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (
𝑷
Using logistic function (2) assumes that the rate of
gas production is proportional to the amount of gas
already produced, the maximum production rate and
the maximum capacity of biogas production. This
model fits the global shape of the biogas production
kinetics: an initial exponential increase and a final
stabilization at a maximal production level. [13].
𝑷
𝑩=
(3)
𝟒𝑹 (𝝀 − 𝒕)
𝟏 + 𝐞𝐱𝐩( 𝒎
+ 𝟐)
𝑷
The transference function (Reaction curve-type
model) (4) is used mainly for control purposes, which
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considers that any process can be analyzed as a system
receiving inputs and generating outputs. This type of
model has been implemented in anaerobic digestion in
some cases [14].
𝑹𝒎 (𝒕 − 𝝀)
(4)
𝑩 = 𝑷(𝟏 − 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (−
))
𝑷
In (2) (3) (4) equations B is cumulative of biogas
production (mL), P is biogas production potential (mL),
Rm is maximum biogas production rate (mL/day), λ is
lag phase period or minimum time to produce biogas
(days), t is cumulative time for biogas production
(days) and e is mathematical constant (2,718282).
Kinetic constant of P, Rm and λ was determined using
non-linear regression with help of IBM SPSS software.
Setting parameters for the highest increment were
700W, 25 Lh-1 and 5 treating number.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With regard to microwave pretreatment, maximum
biogas production rate increased by minimum 37% and
maximum 95% compared to the Non-pretreated sample
depending on the adjustment parameters, respectively.
Setting parameters for the highest increment were
700W, 6 Lh-1 and 5 treating number.
The results of the highest biogas yield and the nonpretreated sample are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Cumulative biogas yield of non-pretreated and
treated samples
3.1 Models for Biogas Production
Figure 2 (a-i) shows the three models fit the
experimental data from the anaerobic digestion of nonpretreated and microwave-treated samples.
The sample numbers and estimated values of the
parameters obtained in the optimization process are
summarized in Table 3. All models are fit with
experimental data from anaerobic biodegradability
tests.

a) Sample No.1.

b) Sample No.2.

c) Sample No.3.

d) Sample No.4.

e) Sample No.5.

f) Sample No.6.
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g) Sample No.7.

h) Sample No.8.

i) Sample No.9.
Fig. 2. Models fit with cumulative biogas yield using non-pretreated and microwave-treated samples
No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Non-pretreated

Microwave treated
(700W, 25 Lh-1
5 treating number)
Microwave treated
(700W, 25 Lh-1
1 treating number)
Microwave treated
(700W, 6 Lh-1
5 treating number)
Microwave treated
(700W, 6 Lh-1
1 treating number)
Microwave treated
(300W, 25 Lh-1
5 treating number)
Microwave treated
(300W, 25 Lh-1
1 treating number)
Microwave treated
(300W, 6 Lh-1
5 treating number)
Microwave treated
(300W, 6 Lh-1
1 treating number)

MODEL
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function
Gompertz equation
Logistic function
Transference function

P [mL]
197,023
190,35
290,9
321,583
312,782
421,686
298,177
291,341
376,389
366,268
358,284
459,2
345,251
358,284
451,546
288,253
269,927
561,939
268,65
253,346
451,445
321,614
313,262
402,991
307,957
299,352
378,408

Table 3. Parameters and goodness fit obtained with the evaluated models
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Rm[mL/day]
11,249
12,106
12,941
28,105
28,938
26,806
28,254
28,936
26,811
33,624
34,301
32,496
30,323
34,301
28,886
16,655
17,604
15,381
16,145
16,979
15,745
27,955
28,551
28,539
25,288
25,925
27,422

λ [days]
6,235
6,665
6,565
5,049
4,96
2,96
5,06
5,012
2,92
5,057
5,756
2,878
5,073
5,756
2,965
5,079
5,54
3,124
4,689
4,898
2,99
4,543
4,484
2,807
4,083
4,353
2,615

R2
0,998
0,992
0,981
0,999
0,996
0,964
0,999
0,996
0.96
0,998
0,998
0,955
1,000
0.996
0.964
0,998
0,992
0,983
0,998
0,991
0,984
0,999
0,993
0,969
1,000
0,995
0,974

In general, there was an overall agreement between the
models and the experimental data. Comparing the
performance models, the best fit was obtained using the
modified Gompertz model in both curve shape and
goodness of fit, which in each case received the highest
regression of the coefficients, but the Logistics model
showed almost the same fit in most cases. (R2>0,99)
which means that these models might explain the 99%
(and over) of total variation in the data. Transference
model showed worse but still appropriate fit (R2>0,96)

which made it more useful for prediction.
In order to evaluate the effects of microwave pretreatment on the biogas production potential (P) and on
the maximum biogas production rate (Rm), the increase
with respect to the corresponding untreated sample was
calculated using Eq. (5). [15]. The results obtained are
presented in Fig. 3:
𝑰𝒏𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒆[%] =

(𝑷𝒐𝒓𝑹𝒎 )𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒕 − (𝑷𝒐𝒓𝑹𝒎 )𝒏𝒐𝒏−𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒕
∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎
(𝑷𝒐𝒓𝑹𝒎 )𝒏𝒐𝒏−𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒕

(5)

Fig. 3. Increase of the biogas production (P) and increase of the maximum biogas production rate (Rm) according to
the models for each type of samples used in the experiment.
It can be noted, from Fig. 3, that there was an
increase in both the maximum biogas production (P)
and maximum biogas production rate (Rm) using
microwave pre-treated wastewater. According to set
parameters, microwave pre-treatment had different
effect on the wastewater, reaching an increase close to
90%.
Gompertz model and Logistic model agree with the
experimental data as it was expected of fitting the

measured data.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The use of three simple models in the anaerobic
degradation of non-treated and pre-treated wastewater
showed to be a proper tool used to obtain performance
parameters, allowing for a more reliable comparison
between the non-treated and pre-treated wastewater.
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In spite of the proper results obtained, Modified
Gompertz and Logistic models showed better
agreements with the experimental data than the
Reaction curve model. Hence, by using Gompertz or
Logistic model, the maximum biogas production and
the maximum biogas production rate can be calculated
accurately anaerobic digestion of wastewater.
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CONSTRUCTION WITH BALED STRAW - FIRE SAFETY
Abstract: The paper presents new, characteristic trends in the construction of buildings with a baled straw around
the globe, which, in different ways, improve the ecological parameters of urban spaces. Some specificity of
construction by baled straw and basic fire characteristics of such buildingswere analyzed. Based on several
laboratory tests, their satisfactory safety in the conditions of fire has been confirmed. Representative straw
buildingsin Serbia and the world are also shown in this paper.
Key words: construction with baled straw, technology, fire characteristics
1.

INTRODUCTION

Researchers all around the world are searching for
low-carbon materials used in construction. They are
developing new ways of using wood and other
natural materials, such as hemp, natural fiber
composites and straw. It is estimated that such
materials can help achieve long-term goals in
reducing carbon dioxide emissions, as the impact of
the construction industry on the environment is
enormous. It is known that in the world cement
production participates in the total industrial carbon
dioxide emissions of as much as 10%, hence
alternative solutions are necessary. Straw is a
material that has been used for many years in the
construction industry, and today it is gaining
popularity. Although some challenge its qualities,
claiming that it is insect litter, easily flammable and
not stable enough, previous experiences and tests
have shown differently. Baled straw is used not only
as insulation, but complete walls are built of it. Baled
straw comes in blocks of different sizes, in the form
of a prism or roller, depending on the desired final
shapes.
 PROPERTIES OF BALED STRAW AS
BUILDING MATERIAL
Straw represents dried grains of stems - natural and
healthy material, annually renewable, created by the
process of photosynthesis, with solar energy, and
treated as waste matenial. Annually huge quantities
of straw or spade in the fields are produced, which is
a major environmental problem (for example, 4
million tons in the UK, of which 450,000 houses
could be built with floor area of 150m2). Baled straw
is pressed and bound straw, rectangular shaped
100cm long, about 45cm wide and about 35cm high.
Binding of a bale is performed with a polypropylene
rope or hemp. The safety level of humidity, which
does not result in the development of fungi and

bacteria, is 15% within the bale, while the relative
humidity of the space must not be maintained above
70% over a longer period of time. The use of straw
may lead tolower consumption of environmentally
harmful materials, and in case that the facility
becomes unnecessary, which is unlikely, it can be
recycled or used as compost.
Straw provides high insulation at an affordable
price. Considering the thickness of the bale of about
45 cm, the value of the coefficient of thermal
conductivity of 0.13 W/mK is obtained, which is two
to three times lower than in modern materials and
much lower than required value by the regulations.
The walls built with baled straw are an extraordinary
sound insulator (in the USA there are two music
studies built with this material). The results of the
tests showed that plastered baled straw walls have a
lower fire risk from paneled wooden walls using the
same wall coverings (ASTM tests confirm their fire
resistance with the class F90-F120). The current price
of straw in our region is 3 bales per 1 Euro.
Considering that with 3 bales we get 1 m2 of highly
insulated façade wall, comparing it with classic brick
construction, which requires additional thermal
insulation, the financial justification of baled straw is
obvious. Also, due to the specific construction
technology, people without or with very little
construction experience can participate in the design
and construction of the building, and in this way can
significantly reduce the costs related to the working
staff.
The most significant saving in such facilities is the
long-term reduction of heating costs - outstanding
thermal insulation properties of straw. Heating costs
can be reduced by 75% compared to the cost of
commonly used materials. Because of the above,
savings occur throughout the life-cycle of the
building. In terms of capacity, it can be used for
building two-storey buildings.
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for final work, such as clay, natural pigments and
colors, a completely healthy and comfortable
atmosphere can be created for life. The ambience
inside these buildingsis calm, warm and comfortable.
The following methods of construction are known:
- Nebraska or a self-sufficient method,
- a light frame and self-esteem,
- load bearing frame and a filler of baled
straw,
- Hybrid techniques.
The beginning of using straw as a building
material started at the end of the XIX century, when
the first baling machine was made. More recently,
according to renewed technologies, about 1,000 new
buildings are being built around the world (In Great
Britain, in the 1970s, 70 buildings were built from
baled straw with urban permits. In Russia, many such
buildings were built in the village of Majak on Ural.
In Belarus at the Academy of Ecology two-storey
experimental facility is being built - Figure 3.

)LJXUHForming a wall built of baled straw possible self-construction [1]

)LJXUHDetail of the foundation with concrete
blocks and drainage [1]
Straw does not cause allergies (pollen, etc.) and
represents the ideal material from this aspect. In these
buildings, the air quality is improved because there is
no emission of harmful materials from the walls.
Straw is a material that breathes and allows constant,
natural filtration and air exchange into the room.
Together with the use of non-toxic organic materials
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)LJXUH Strohpolis – the first multi-storey building
of baled straw on three floors in Europe
(World habitat award finalist - 2007) [5]

3. FIRE AND SEIZMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF BALED STRAW
Contrary to beliefs, baled straw buildings are
superior to wood structures when it comes to fire
resistance. This is due to the high straw density, in
which there is not enough oxygen to flame progress.
In the United States, a series of tests were carried out
on the resistance of the walls of straw-baled straw, in
which it was concluded that, depending on whether
they are unprotected or have a layer of plaster, they
represent a barrier against flame lasting for two to
three hours. In testing an independent laboratory in
Texas in 2000, the unplastered straw-baled wall had a
flame spread index 10 (FSI) and a smoke
development index (SDI) 350. According to the valid
regulations (International Building Code and
International Residential Code), a maximum FSI of
25 and maximum 450 SDI for insulation materials
was required, indicating that baled straw could easily
meet the conditions for use in both business and
public buildings.Tests have shown that baled straw
houses have very high fire resistance. On the test, the
stacked bales without mortar were able to withstand
the half-hour effect of the fire, while the plastered
wall was resistant for two hours! This is primarily
because there are no vertical channels and passages
in the wall itself, the wall mass is compact and does
not allow the flame to spread easily. When installing
a thicker layer of mortar (compared to standard
structures), it is clear that straw has better protection.
However, it must be ensured that the straws do not
penetrate the mortar itself or the joints around the
holes, as it practically becomes a fitting. For this
reason, if we want to protect all joints with straw,
special attention should be paid to the corners around
the holes and at the places where the installations
come out of the walls - these places must be carefully
coated with plaster or fire-resistant coatings.
Baled straw buildings are of particular value in
seismic areas. Conventional buildings made of earth,
adobe or stone (80% of homes in the world) are
hazardous in earthquakes and expensive to reinforce.
Compared to to the buildings of these materials,
baled straw has a good ratio of width and height, and
can be easily and effectively reinforced with wood,
bamboo or steel reinforcement.

)LJXUHPrecast panels built of baled straw - fast,
cheap and safe construction [3]
The nature of baled straw, its flexibility and
strength are almost ideal from a seismic point of
view, as long as the connections between the walls of
baled straw, roof structure and foundations are
adequate. Straw-baled walls can absorb earthquakes,
instead of transferring them to the roof as in case of
conventional buildings. The layer of mortar
(reinforced with wire) can further strengthen such
walls. In 1994, architect Bob Theis designed the first
approved load-bearing rice baled straw facility in
California, designed to withstand seismic forces.
4.

OTHER SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS OF
STRAW

Safety of construction sites - ease of construction
The construction of straw-baled walls requires
much less physical work compared to other materials,
such as concrete blocks, brick, adobe or stone, and
require significantly less skills. Many people feel
intimidated by the process of constructing a building
with conventional materials. The complexity, the
skill required, the time needed and the investments
may seem too overwhelming and discouraging. The
construction of baled straw simplifies the whole
process and allows less experienced and skillful
people to get involved directly in the process of
creating their homes. The great advantage is that this
can be done by anyone, including women and
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children, and there is also a social aspect of making
such walls, which has come to life more than once,
joining people from the same communities in such
ventures. There are practically no injuries on such
sites.
Health safety - comfort and aesthetics
The construction with baled straw does not only
imply the use of cereal stems but also hemp, flax and
other industrial plants (the construction use of
recycled materials from paper, plastic, car tires and
other inorganic materials is still in a phase of testing
in a constructive, and in terms of human health and
environment impact way). Combined with their high
insulating properties and breathability, these walls
can produce a sense of comfort, which is impossible
to find in thin flat walls of modern materials. The
straw-baled walls resemble the old stone walls, seen
on European country houses as well as Mediterranean
villas. Finished with plaster and paints, straw-baled
walls can breathe, making the inner air cleaner and
fresher than stagnant air with little oxygen that is
often encountered in houses. High insulation value
also helps to create a stable environment that is easily
cooled and heated and provides far superior living
conditions than most modern homes. Another
advantage of the buildings built from baled straw is
excellent sound insulation, from natural sources of
noise such as winds, as well as from artificial sources
(city noise, traffic, etc.).
Safety of insects and pesticide content
Compared to wood, there are only a few insects
that like straw (in the United States, termites are a
common danger for objects of organic matter). In any
case, it is quite enough to follow the same procedure
as when protecting wood. The bales give insects
much less room for life and movement than for
example bondruksystem, which is normally used in
the United States (although there are more and more
hollow walls with gypsum-cardboard boards). Unlike
hay, straw contains very little nutrients and does not
attract insects. Sufficient, but not necessary, standard
bale protection, which is normally used in
disinfestation. Great concern was due to the pesticide
in the straw itself, which was sprinkled on rice (as the
most common raw material for construction in the
United States).However, this level in the straw itself
is minimal, and compressed bale provides very little
space for their any harmful effect.
Moisture safety and thermal characteristics
Walls of straw bales protected by mortar or clay
mud have the capacity to accumulate and transfer
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heat: during the day, they will collect heat and then
discharge it into the room during the night, while
cooling, hence during the day they can give the room
a freshness collected during the night. This feature
will have great advantages in comfort throughout the
longer summer, but the main advantage is the effect
on energy consumption. The monolithic composition
is of key importance for the extraordinary thermal
insulation properties of straw walls. There are special
advantages in relation to multilayer and masonry
walls: a high degree of friction between the straw
bales keeps them in place without any binders, and
by correct installation, and thanks to the vertical
loading of the roof structure, a very compact
connection (intertwining straps) occurs between the
horizontal rows, but also between the neighboring
bale in one row. In addition, there is a completely
absense of horizontal and vertical joints, which in the
masonry structures become mini-cold bridges (the
thermal conductivity of the coupling is never equal to
the thermal conductivity of the coated element, and
the protection by the thermal insulation layer will not
annul this distinction). One-layer wall ensures proper
exchange and regulation of external and internal
influences of temperature and water vapor, without
risk of condensation inside the wall (steam dam
unnecessary).

)LJXUHIn the idyllic Swiss valley of Val d'Herens,
a new Maya hotel was built from baled straw in a
wooden skeleton
Fungi may occur in straw at high humidity (over
20% dry weight, ie relative humidity 70-80%).
Serious damage occurs only when the straw is
exposed to these conditions for a longer period of

time. Chronic alternate humidity change does not
pose any threat. In California, intense rainfalls follow
the days of dry winds that dry out the walls perfectly.
For this reason, the appearance of moisture on the
walls is very rare, such as, for example in Britain
(however, this disadvantage applies to all other
facade systems). Construction paper, which is often
used in the USA for impregnating plywood walls,
etc., can reduce the ability of the bale to emit
moisture, becoming the surface where concentrated
moisture will be maintained over a longer period of
time. Therefore, vapor-permeable gaskets and
coatings are recommended, which prevents
water/humidity from penetrating through the mortar
and reach within the wall, but at the same time allows
the steam to pass from the inside of the building
through a mortar a wall is coated with.
The statistics for the walls of baled straw show the
importance of the vapor permeability of the wall
covering - the most frequent runoff of such houses
occurred where full sealing/impregnating of the wall
was carried out with parampent coatings, which
allowed the detrimental effect of moisture (this
phenomenon is almost exclusively the result of the
application of modern building materials) . Without
this problem, house can easily be maintained for
several decades under very humid climates (over 60
percent). For example, the Oak Place palace in
Huntsville, Alabama, maintains high humidity in the
US south since 1938. One house near Rockport,
Washington, receives an annual rainfall of up to
190cm, and the house at Tonasket in the same
country without foundation and any reinforcement in
the walls shows no sign of damage to the structure
since 1984. More recent buildings built in this system
in the north New York (wet winters) and New
Scotland (cold wet winters) proved to be very
resistant to climatic conditions. Due to the large
amount of rain-water collected at the lower parts of
the walls, it is recommended to use hydro insulation but only in this part of the wall. The top of the wall is
also sensitive to the moisture due to the evaporation
of the internal moisture to the roof structure.
Consequently, experienced builders of baled straw
recommend that construction paper (waterproofing)
should be placed on the top and bottom of such walls
(where it is also necessary to place a layer of plain
gravel, rather than a waterproofing membrane, which
would ensure the correct regulation of moisture in the
touch surface of the wall and the base plate .
Durability of material
Straw grain is decomposed after six months,
while rice straw lasts twice as long (due to the high

percentage of silicates, which protects it further
against rotting). However, straw has been used for
centuries as an insulation material, and immediate
evidence found at archaeological sites shows that,
under optimal conditions, its lifetime may be over
several thousand years old. Traces of straw in the
Egyptian pyramids confirm this thesis - the straw is
placed in a perfectly preserved condition inside the
tombs - hence, on dry it does not decompose
(positive experiences are our karatavans).
Accordingly, baled straw used in the construction of
buildings can last from three weeks to nine thousand
years, depending on the way it is built in and
maintained.
5.

CONCLUSION

Based on all the analyzed technical and especially
security features of the buildings built of baled straw,
as well as the positive experiences in such built
houses, it can be concluded that they have significant
advantages in relation to the classically built building
of other materials. Their ecological, health,
sociological, energy and, finally, not less important,
overall economic advantages can be emphasized.
Faster integration of such types of buildings into our
construction is necessary, adoption of incentive
standards and appropriate regulations, as well as
more intensive work on their promotion in the media
and educational institutions.
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OPTIMUM DESIGN OF I-SHAPED CROSS-SECTION
USING NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING
Abstract: Built-up welded sections are extensively used as load-bearing structural members due to their high strengthto-weight ratio and the flexibility of cross-sectional shapes and sizes. In the limit state design approach given in the
Eurocodes, the procedure for selecting the final design is often an iterative process, which is largely dependent on the
constructor’s experience. A large number of design possibilities create thereby an important challenge in choosing
the most economical design. The objective of the study presented in this paper is to minimize the mass of an I-shaped
doubly symmetrical built-up welded section for a laterally unrestrained beam subjected to bending around its major
axis. According to design constraints, practical limitations and rules defined in EC3, an algorithm for constrained
nonlinear optimization in MATLAB has been developed. The FEA simulation confirmed the suitability of the algorithm
as a time-consuming tool for achieving the final design.
Key words: optimization, I-shaped cross-section, EC3, MATLAB, FEA

1. INTRODUCTION

2. STATIC SYSTEM

Built-up welded sections are generally used in
situations where rolled steel sections of the required
sizes are not available to span long distances and carry
heavy loads, but also in all other cases where their
application is economically justified. They have a
number of advantages over rolled profiles, such as lower
weight, greater freedom in choice of shape and cross
section dimensions and the possibility of making a
variable height beam with better adjustment to bending
moment diagram. Built-up welded sections have a
slightly larger unit price than the rolled ones, which is
the consequence of the larger volume of works necessary
for their manufacture. Specifically, connecting steel
sheets to the whole and forming a single cross section
requires additional workshops, and thus costs. In spite of
this, considering the lower consumption of steel, as well
as the advantages mentioned above, build-up sections
are in many cases the most economical solution, and
therefore have a very large application in building and
bridge construction. In general, structural design is a
complex, iterative, trial-and-error and decision-making
process. In the design of a new section, the dimensions
are usually unknown factors. In the limit state design
approach given in the Eurocodes, starting dimensions for
built-up profiles are very often chosen by the designer
based on his expertise and past experience. Design check
is then undertaken to evaluate all the constraints,
practical limitations and rules defined in the
corresponding design code. If the cross-section does not
satisfy them, its dimensions are changed and a new
check is performed. Thereby, it is essential that the final
design should also represent the most economical
solution taking into account the amount of material used
or the total cost of the construction. As there are usually
a large number of design possibilities, selection of the
most favorable dimensions can be improved and
accelerated by using the optimum design techniques.

The most common type of built-up welded cross-section
is a doubly symmetrical I-shaped cross-section built up
from two flange plates and one web plate, as shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. I-shaped welded cross-section
The objective of the study presented in this paper is to
automatize the procedure for obtaining dimensions of
the cross-section shown in Fig.1, which minimize the
mass of a laterally unrestrained beam subjected to
bending around its major axis (Fig.2), satisfying thereby
all the practical limitations and constraints according to
the European design guidelines for build-up structural
members [1,2].

Fig. 2. Static system
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VEd Vpl , Rd  1

3. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
The structural design is influenced by various design
parameters and constraints imposed by the design codes.
In Eurocode, the verification of the ultimate limit states
consists of the verification of the condition:
(1)
Ed  Rd
where Ed is the design value of the effect of actions, such
as internal forces and Rd represents the design value of
the corresponding resistance. The design value of an
action effect, at each cross-section, should not exceed
the corresponding design resistance, and if several action
effects act simultaneously, the combined effect should
not exceed the resistance for that combination. In
general, the safety of steel members at ultimate limit
state is ensured by applying partial safety factors M to
the various characteristic values of resistance. The
following three failure modes are considered:
 resistance of cross-sections (M0);
 resistance of members to instability assessed by
member checks (M1);
 resistance of cross-sections in tension to
fracture (M2).
3.1 Cross-section classification
The resistance of cross-sections depends on their class.
In Eurocode 3, cross-sections are placed into one of four
behavioral classes depending upon the material yield
strength, the width-to-thickness ratios of webs and
flanges, and the loading arrangement.
Class 1 cross-sections are fully effective under pure
compression, and are capable of reaching and
maintaining their full plastic moment in bending. The
optimization algorithm developed in this work includes
constraints by which the dimensions of the cross section
are determined so that both flanges and web belong to
class 1 (Fig.1):

c f t f   b  tw  2s   2t f   9

cw tw   h  2t f  2s  tw  72

(2)
(3)

(7)

where the plastic shear resistance is defined as:

Vpl , Rd 



Av f y

M0

3



(8)

The shear area Av is the area of the cross-section that can
resist the applied shear force with a moderate allowance
for plastic redistribution. For welded I-shaped sections,
with load parallel to the web, this is the area of the web:
(9)
Av   hwtw
where the value of coefficient η depends on steel grades.
The resistance of the web to shear buckling need not be
considered provided:

hw

 72
tw


(10)

3.4 Resistance of cross-sections under combined
bending and shear
The effect of shear force on the moment resistance is
negligible and may be ignored if the applied shear force
is less than half the plastic shear resistance of the crosssection:
(11)
VEd  0.5Vpl , Rd
3.5 Lateral torsional buckling resistance
If the beam loaded in its stiffer principal plane does not
have sufficient lateral stiffness or lateral support, then it
may buckle out of the plane of loading, as shown in
Figure 3. The load at which this buckling occurs may be
substantially less than the beam’s in-plane load
resistance. For an idealized perfectly straight elastic
beam, there are no out-of-plane deformations until the
applied moment MEd reaches the elastic buckling
moment Mcr, when the beam buckles by deflecting
laterally and twisting. Real beams differ from the ideal
beams due to the possible impact of many imperfections,
such as initial crookedness, twist, eccentricity of load,
residual stresses or variations in material properties.

where ε depends on material yield strength fy and is
defined as:

  235 f y

(4)

3.2 Bending resistance of cross-sections
The bending resistance about the principal axis Mc,,Rd
represents the in-plane flexural strength of a beam. For
Class 1 cross-sections, it is based upon the full plastic
section modulus and is determined as:

M c , Rd 

Wpl f y

M0

(5)

Fig. 3. Lateral torsional buckling of a simply-supported
beam

where Wpl is the plastic section modulus and M0 is the
partial safety factor, which is equal to 1.0.
The design bending moment MEd must satisfy the
condition:
(6)
M Ed M c, Rd  1

For the EC3 method of designing against lateral
torsional buckling, the design bending moment MEd must
be less than the lateral torsional buckling resistance Mb,Rd
and checks should be carried out on all unrestrained
segments of beams:
M Ed M b, Rd  1
(12)

3.3 Shear resistance of cross-sections
The resistance of cross-sections to shear is satisfied if:

The lateral torsional buckling resistance for Class 1
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cross-sections is defined as:

Minimize:

M b, Rd   LTWy

fy

(13)

 M1

where Wy=Wpl,y for Class 1 cross-sections, χLT is a
reduction factor and γM1 is the safety factor, which is
equal to 1.0.
The reduction factor for lateral-torsional buckling χLT is
described through equation:

 LT 

1

(14)

2

2
LT  LT
  LT

but:

 LT  1.0

where:





2
LT

(16)

αLT is the imperfection factor corresponding to the
appropriate buckling curve.
Relative slenderness for lateral-torsional buckling is
defined as:

Wy f y

(17)

M cr

where Mcr is the elastic critical moment for lateral
torsional buckling based on gross cross-sectional
properties and taking into account the load conditions,
the real moment distribution and the lateral restraints:

M cr  C1
2

 2 EI z

 kL 
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 SR  C z 
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 k  I
 kL  GIT  C z 2
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 2 g
 2 EI z
 kw  I z

(18)

2

(19)

Coefficients C1 and C2 depend on the shape of the
bending moment diagram and on the support conditions.
Terms kw and k are the effective length factor dealing
with warping end restraint and rotation about the y-y
axis. zg is the distance between the level of application
of the loading and the shear center. IT is the torsion
constant, Iw is the warping constant, Iz is the second
moment of area about the minor axis and L is the length
of the beam between points of lateral restraint.
4. FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEM
Optimization can be defined as the process
of finding the conditions that give the maximum or
minimum value of an objective function. The optimum
seeking methods are also known as mathematical
programming techniques and they are useful in finding
the minimum of a function of several variables under a
prescribed set of inequality and equality constraints.
When either the objective or any constraint function is
nonlinear in terms of the variables, it is generally
referred as constrained nonlinear optimization or a
nonlinear programming (NLP) problem.
The optimization problem can be formulated
mathematically as follows [3]:

(20a)

gi  x   0, i  1,..., m

(20b)

h j  x   0, j  1,..., p

(20c)

xkl  xk  xku , k  1,..., n

(20d)

where f(x) is to be minimized. In this study, the aim is to
minimize the mass of the beam, so that the crosssectional area of the I-shaped profile is taken as the
objective function:

f  x   A   h  2t f  tw  2bt f

(15)
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 LT 

subject to:

f  x  , xi  Rn , i  1,..., n

(21)

where:
 x is the vector of design variables,
x = [h,b,tw,tf]T;
 n=4 is the total number of design variables;


xkl and xku are the lower and upper bounds of

the kth design variable xk, respectively;
 gi(x) is the ith inequality constraint and hj(x) is
the jth equality constraint.
In MATLAB, this kind of problem can be solved using
the function fmincon [4]. It attempts to find a constrained
minimum of a scalar function of several variables
starting at an initial estimate using derivative-based
search methods, also known as gradient-based search
methods. In such approaches, we estimate an initial
design, which improves iteratively, until optimality
conditions are satisfied. The general syntax of this
function is:
x=fmincon(fun,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,nonlcon,opt) (22)
where fun is the function to be minimized, and nonlcon
is the function that computes the nonlinear inequality
and equality constraints. The solution process involves
selecting a most suitable optimization technique or
algorithm to find an optimal solution. The algorithm
used in this problem was interior-point algorithm, which
handles large, sparse problems, as well as small dense
problems. The algorithm satisfies bounds at all iterations
and can recover from NaN or Inf results [4]. Both of these
functions fun and nonlcon have been written as separate
.m files, where the constraint functions are formulated
based on previously described design constraints and
EC3 rules presented in paragraph 2.
The required input values for the algorithm are: the yield
strength fy (MPa), Young’s modulus E (MPa), Poisson’s
ratio , the beam span L (m), dead load gk (kN/m), live
load pk (kN/m), limiting value for vertical deflection m
(L/m), C1 and C2 coefficients (depending on the shape of
the bending moment diagram), min. web thickness tw,min
(mm), the weld size s (mm) and the max. ratio of the
flange width and the section height b/H.
The result of the optimization process is the vector of
design variables x=[h,b,tw,tf]T. Based on the obtained
optimized values for tw and tf, the standard sheet metal
thicknesses are adopted and a second cycle of
optimization is performed with a new vector of two
design variables x=[h,b]T and with the same constraints
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as defined in the first cycle. The graphical representation
of the optimization result has also been creating through
MATLAB code, as shown on Fig. 4. The iso-contours of
the objective function, i.e. the area of the cross section
A, are plotted in a two-dimensional design space with the
axes that represent the two design variables, flange
width b and cross-section height h. The optimized
solution is given by point O. The max values of b and h
for which the conditions (2) and (3) are fulfilled are
represented by vertical and horizontal lines bmax and hmax.
The graph also shows the iso-contour corresponding to
the value of the lateral torsional buckling resistance
Mb,Rd, required to fulfill the condition (12), as well as the
iso-contours for the bending resistance about the
principal axis corresponding to the applied moment MEd
and the bending resistance determined for the optimized
cross-section Mc,Rd.
4.1 Numerical example
An example of an optimization of a laterally unbraced
beam with an I-shaped cross-section will be shown for a
simple supported beam with end-fork conditions (Fig.
2). In the represented example, the following values
were used: E=210 MPa, =0.3, L=5 m, gk=4 kN/m,
pk=8 kN/m, L/m =L/300, C1=1.132, C2=0.45, tw,min=6
mm, max. b/H=1.
The following results were obtained:
Height: h = 268mm
Flange width: b = 174 mm
Flange thickness: tf = 9 mm
Web thickness: tw = 6 mm
Surface area of the section: A = 46.32 cm2
Elastic critical moment and corresponding critical loads:
Mcr = 90.28 (kNm), qcr = 28.89 (kN/m),
Fcr = qcr x L = 144.5 (kN)
Conditions for bending and lateral torsional buckling
resistance of the cross-section:
MEd / McRd (kNm): 54.375 / 117.35 = 0.46
MEd / MbRd (kNm): 54.375 / 54.375 = 1.00

4.2 FE simulation
The flexural capacity of the optimized cross-sections in
the numerical example was also studied using FE
buckling analyses performed with SolidWorks
Simulation. The FE model of the beam was developed
using shell elements, with a mesh size of 20 mm. The
analysis showed that the lowest critical load for the
idealized perfectly straight elastic beam with the
optimized cross-section is 145 kN, which corresponds to
the critical load Fcr determined in the Matlab algorithm
according to EC3. The lateral torsional buckling mode is
illustrated in Fig. 3.
5. CONCLUSION
It is important to notice that design in EC3 is often an
iterative process. Initial assumptions about cross-section
dimensions are made and after calculations it might be
necessary to revise them and start from the beginning. A
large number of design possibilities that meet the EC3
design rules create thereby the problem of choosing the
most economical design. In this paper, a procedure for
optimization of an I-shaped doubly symmetrical built-up
welded section for a laterally unrestrained beam
subjected to bending around its major axis has been
presented. The choice of appropriate cross-sectional
dimensions is enabled by the development of MATLAB
programs, which implement constrained nonlinear
optimization methods. The graphical representation of
the optimized values provides thereby a better insight
into the bearing capacity on the bending and lateral
bending of the cross section. Based on the obtained
values, FE analysis was done in SolidWorks Simulation,
which confirmed the results defined by the EC3 design
rules. The developed algorithm can be used as a timeconsuming tool for achieving the final design.
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FLAT BELT FEEDER REGULATION POSSIBILITIES
Abstract: In modern industrial production, feeding is an integral part of any process. There are flow, belt, vibration
and other feeding devices. In continuous feeding processes for bulk materials, one of the possible solutions is a flat
belt feeder. A programmable logic controller (PLC) is used to control flat belt feeder operation, which is located in
the Laboratory of Machine Design, Transport Systems and Logistics. The paper describes the operation of the flat
belt feeder, are presented and explained the functional components that are responsible for the automation of work,
their function and connection diagram.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feeding is an integral part of any process in modern
industrial production. The name of the device or the
machine for feeding is commonly given by the
technical solution which is used for transportation
during the process. There are flow, belt, vibration and
other feeding devices. Flat belt feeder gives the
possibility to transport the desired amount of material
during the given time period, it provides the desired
material flow. The flat belt feeder consists of a short
flat belt conveyor with a mechanism for measuring
mass (weigh scale) and regulation devices. The flat belt
feeder continuously and automatically measures the
flow of the bulk material which is transported by the
conveyor belt, without the disturbance of the flow [3].
Except mass measurement, it is necessary to
simultaneously measure the velocity of the conveyor
belt.
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE FLAT BELT
FEEDER
Flat belt feeder, figure 1, consists of two pulleys,
the driving pulley (1) which transmits pull on the belt
by friction, and the take-up pulley (5). The endless belt
(7) wrapped around these pulleys is at the same time
the drive and the carrying element of the transporter. In
order to provide good conditions for the driving pulley
to obtain a grip on the belt sufficient to drive the
conveyor, a certain amount of initial tension is applied
to the belt through pulling screws (8) which are shown
on the take-up pulley. The driving pulley receives its
rotation from the drive unit (2) through the chain drive.
The belt is on the upper side (conveying) supported by
idlers (4) which prevent big sag of the belt. The
material to be conveyed is loaded onto the belt by the
hopper (6) with a slide gate that provides regulation of
the amount of the loaded material [1]. The weigh scale
is used to measure the transported material on the belt;
it consists of an idler which is connected to the beam
load cell through a teeter mechanism. The control
cabinet (9) is placed next to the frequency converter
(10). The control cabinet contains the PLC, wire runs,

control relays, the motor protection circuit breaker and
it has buttons and control lights on its door. All of the
numbered elements are placed on the frame (3) of the
flat belt feeder. The belt of the conveyor has side walls
which provide a bigger cross-section area of the
transported material, i.e. it provides a bigger capacity
of the conveyor.

Fig. 1. Construction of the flat belt feeder
3. THE WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE FLAT
BELT FEEDER
Pressing the NO start button activates the drive of
the flat belt conveyor whereby the green control light is
turned on, figure 2. If the hopper is empty, capacitive
sensor of the material level, which is positioned on the
bottom of the hopper, detects that there is no material
and according to that, the PLC activates the imagined
material income. The imagined material income is in
the user program and in the practical part of the task
presented by the yellow control light (that would be an
other machine in real production which would deliver
material to the feeder or an another hopper, silo).
During the loading of the material, the hopper is being
filled and in one moment, material covers the
capacitive sensor witch is positioned on the top of the
hopper. When that happens, the PLC gets a signal to
turn off the yellow control light, i.e. the imagined
material income. When the hopper is filled up, it is
necessary that the flat belt feeder operator presses the
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NO button of permission (start button). Pressing the
permission button does not automatically mean that the
drive will start working because that depends on
multiple conditions: the first condition is that the
imagined material income must not be working, which
is fulfilled in this case. The second condition is that
there is no material in the unload bin. The third
condition refers to the safety of the operator and the
equipment – therefore it is necessary that the
emergency (NC) stop button is not pressed, that the
side switches which detect lateral movement of the belt
are in the normal position (NC) and that the backup
contact of the motor protection circuit breaker is
closed. If all of these conditions are met and the
operator presses the start button, drive of the feeder
starts working and the material is being transported
from the hopper to the unload bin.
In that moment data SPIDER 8 HBM can be used in
order to set the desired material flow. When the
material is loaded on the belt, weigh scale, i.e. the beam

load cell measures the weight of the material, the
encoder measures the velocity of the belt and from
those two signals SPIDER is able to calculate the flow.
When the desired amount of material is transported,
SPIDER activates the relay which gives the signal to
the PLC to shut down the drive of the feeder. Under the
unload bin, the weighing load cell is placed. The cell
sends analog signals on which behalf SPIDER
measures if the desired amount of the material was
transported. This will have a great role in the
calibration of the flow weigh scale.
SPIDER 8 is also in charge to process signals from
other sensors. SPIDER 8 is connected with the
contactless inductive sensor which measures rpm of the
driving pulley, and with two pulling screws which have
strain gauges that detect the dilatation of the screws and
on behalf of that they give the information of the
tension in the belt. All of that data SPIDER 8 shows on
the PC via the HBM software CATMAN.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the connection of all elements on the flat belt feeder [6]
4. EQUIPEMENT SELECTION
4.1. Frequency converter
Frequency converters, figure 3, are devices which
control the rotation speed of the asynchronous and
synchronous electric motors by changing the frequency
and voltage in order to achieve the desired rpm. Today
in all automated operations usage of 3-phase motors
with the frequency converters became standard.
Because of that, it is necessary to select the adequate
frequency converter. They are selected based on the
load in accordance with the function they are operating
and based on other techno-economic parameters. In this
case, the drive of the flat belt feeder is the low voltage
3-phase cage asynchrony motor (Sever, catalogue
number ZK80 B-4) with the nominal power of 0,75
kW. The drive is transmitted from the motor to the
driving pulley via the transmission gear reducer and the
chain drive. Frequency converter Danfoss VLT 5000
Series-type 5004 nominal power 2,2 kW is used for the
regulation of the drive.
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Fig. 3. Configuration of the control system
4.2. Programmable logic controller PLC
The PLC is a digital electronic device which uses
programmable memory for remembering commands
which demand performance of specific functions like
logical functions, sequencing, counting, time
measurement, calculating in order of controlling
different machines and processes [2]. When the drive
equipment was defined and described, and the working
principles were established, it was possible to select the
controller and the type of the automation which will be
realized with the help of the SIMATIC S7 PLC family

controller. A simplified model of the project task is
given here, figure 4, in order to provide the
programmer a full picture about what is connected to
the input and output ports of the PLC. On the behalf of
that it is easier to understand what has to be defined in
the ladder diagram so that the PLC could correctly
perform its function and respond to all requirements
during managing the mentioned drive.

6. The second is positioned under the unload bin and
measures the weight of the transported material, figure
7. The third and fourth load cells are the same, they are
made by applying strain gauges on the pulling screws
of the take-up pulley and they give the information of
the tension in the belt, figure 8.

Fig. 6. Beam load cell positioned on the weigh scale

Fig. 4. Simplified model of the project task
4.3. Acquisition data system SPIDER 8 - HBM
Acquisition data system SPIDER 8, figure 5, is a
multichannel electronic unit for parallel measurement
of dynamic sizes by a computer. It is easy to connect
the SPIDER with the computer through the printer port
and it takes no time to prepare for measurements. Each
channel provides impulse for passive 4 pole converters,
filters and its own converter. A small software package,
which is installed in the SPIDER 8 system, works
under the MS Windows operating system and provides
the possibility of data acquisition (continual or
periodic) and to save data files. HBM has developed
the software package CATMAN which provides
arbitrarily defining the way of measurement result
presentation, complete (live and post process) analysis
of the results, arbitrarily interaction between the user
and the software, control and help during
measurements.

Fig. 5. SPIDER 8 HBM
4.4. Load cells
The purpose of load cells is to measure mechanical
values, e.g. forces, and to transform them to electronic
form (voltage). They consist of strain gauges which are
strongly bonded with the spring element. There are
mostly four strain gauges connected in a full
Wheatstone bridge. On the flat belt feeder there are
four load cells. One is the part of the weigh scale and
measures the weight of the material on the belt, figure

Fig. 7. Load cell positioned under the unload bin

Fig. 8. Load cell on the take-up pulley
4.5. Additional equipment
In order to make the flat belt feeder fully functional
and provide the mandatory safety measures, it is
necessary to use additional equipment. Here are
included buttons for starting and turning off the drive,
light signalization, emergency stop button and side
switches which detect lateral movement of the belt. If
they get activated, they shut down the drive of the flat
belt feeder. For the security of the electric motor and
the frequency converter from overcurrent, the motor
protection circuit breaker PKZM0 is used. There are
also capacitive sensors for material level in the hopper
and relays for galvanic isolation of communication
between the PLC and the SPIDER. The rotation
encoder, figure 9, is positioned on the lower (return)
strand of the belt. The encoder rotates due the belt
movement because it lies on the inner side of the belt
[4]. Comparing data of the driving pulley rotation
speed and the belt velocity, it is possible to control and
eventually detect slipping of the belt on the driving
pulley.
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barley on it. That clear weigh scale signal due to barley
alone was compared with the signal from the load cell
under the unload bin.
6. CONCLUSION

Fig. 9. Rotation encoder
5. METHODOLOGY
The aim of the scientific inquiry is to determine the
precision of the feeder, i.e. calibration of the feeder.
Before the feeder could be put into operation, it is
necessary to check all electric connections visually and
with adequate equipment. It is important to set the
proper tension in the belt in order to ensure that the belt
axis matches the feeder axis. Initial starting of the
feeder has to be with the minimal rpm of the electric
motor along with the control of belt position on pulleys
in order to be able to notice if lateral movement of the
belt is happening. It is necessary to check the
functionality of the safety equipment, the emergency
stop button and side switches. When all of the
measuring sensors get connected to the SPIDER 8,
their calibration has to be done – the weigh scale was
calibrated by two different chains and the load cell
under the unload bin was calibrated with standardized
weights [5]. If it is necessary, the tension in the belt is
corrected until both take-up screws get the same load
and the belt gets positioned properly. Only then is
possible to start with the measurement and in this case
for the trial inquiry barley was used. At first, the signal
of the weigh scale due to the empty belt was recorded.
After that, barley was loaded onto the belt from the
hopper and then the signal of the weigh scale due to the
barley and belt was also recorded.

Fig. 10. Putting the flat belt feeder into operation
On the other hand, in order to verify the accuracy of
the measurement of the weigh scale, the load cell under
the unload bin was used. That load cell measured the
transported amount of the barley. The weigh scale
signal due to the barley alone was got by the
subtraction of the weigh scale signal due to the empty
belt from the weigh scale signal due to the belt and the
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In the paper, especial attention was given to the way
of automation and regulation of the work of the flat belt
feeder. All of the necessary control equipment for
regulated work and measurements with the flat belt
feeder was given. Each component of the flat belt
feeder in charge of the automation was carefully and
functionally described. The necessary components were
implemented on the existing flat belt conveyor so they
could together form a functional flat belt feeder.
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TECHNOLOGICAL PREPARATION OF THE ENDOPROSTHESIS PRODUCTION
Abstract: In the metal processing industry the basic goal of manufacturing is a product. In the design and
production process, reduction of product life and frequent changes in the production program lead to the need for a
faster and more efficient transfer of information between engineers and other participants. For insertion of the
implant into the human organism, modern medicine requires faster progress in finding of the new solutions. The
correct selection and proper installation of endoprosthesis ensures the normal functioning of the hip joint itself and,
consequently, of the entire locomotor system. Using computers ensure better conditions for the development of new
implants, their testing and production. Modern computer systems can modeling implants and prosthetic elements,
calculating performing and checking, functionality simulation and preparing of the programs for their producing on
CNC machine tools. In the world these systems are unified under the name CAD/CAM systems. In the paper a
modular endoprosthesis of the hip joint which is produced in small and individual production is presented.
Key words: endoprosthesis, product, CAD/CAM

1. INTRODUCTION
In the design and production process, reduction of
product life and frequent changes in the production
program lead to the need for a faster and more efficient
transfer of information between engineers and other
participants.
The mutually opposing requirements have never
been more prominent, since the product developing
team has to design and manufacture a product that has
the lowest cost in the lifetime as soon as possible, while
having quality and other attributes that are maximally
adapted to the changing demands and needs of
customers.
Contemporary production of machines, equipment,
devices and parts within industrial metal processing is
characterized by continuous expansion of assortments
and increasing volume, raising the technical level of the
product and reducing the deadlines for their production
[1].
For insertion of the implant into the human
organism, modern medicine requires faster progress in
finding of the new solutions. The use of implants and
prosthetic components is very widespread in medicine.
Most of the insertion of the implant into the human
organism have become routine, thanks to decades of
research. In this way, it is possible to replace the
diseased and damaged part of the human body
completely, which contributes to the functionality and /
or aesthetics of the same [2].
The correct selection and proper installation of
endoprosthesis ensures the normal functioning of the
hip joint itself and, consequently, of the entire
locomotor system. In clinical practice, endoprostheses
with different body shapes (which take part in the
function of the femur) are used. They are, according to
their application and form, divided into: primary,
revision and tumor endoprosthesis. In addition, in the
case of revision and tumor endoprosthesis geometry
endoprosthes is body is determined only by the disease,

and they are made according to the measures of the
patient ( "custom-made") [3].
Using computers has created better conditions for
the development of new implants, their testing and
development. Modern computer systems can model
implants and prosthetic elements, perform calculations
and checks, simulate functionality, and prepare
programs for their creation on computer-controlled
machine tools. In the world, these systems are unified
under the name CAD / CAM systems.
In the paper a modular endoprosthesis of the hip
joint which is produced in small and individual
production is presented.
2. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY
Preparation of production in metal processing is
based on technical and operational preparation.
Technical preparation of production consists of two
functions of the production system, one refers to the
design of the product, and the other to the design of the
technological process of manufacturing products,
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The basic structure of the production preparation
function [4,5]
As can be seen from the picture, the product design
function includes all the calculations and designs, that
is, the production of technical documentation for the
product, special machine tools, accessories, tools,
devices and equipment for the realization of the product
manufacturing process.
The function of technological preparation includes
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all the tasks of selecting the most favorable product
technology, specifying the content of the technological
process and product manufacturing operations,
including the precision and selection of accessories,
tools, measuring equipment, processing regimen as
well as determining the norms of the processing and
technological cycle times.
Technical preparation of production must be based
on the application of computers and program systems
suitable for the calculation and design of products, as
well as systems suitable for designing technological
processes for the production of products.
The modern approach in the development of
technical preparation is characterized by a high degree
of automation, both in the part of product design and in
the design of technological processes for the production
and assembly of products.

small-sized and individual production, based on special
geometric requirements. Since endoprosthesis are
special parts, the most economical treatment is cutting,
so within this work, the processing of modular
endoprosthesis will be performed on the CNC turning.
Figure 3 gives the content of the technological
process for the processing of the body, the central and
neck part of the endoprosthesis. Since this is a modular
endoprosthesis, the procedure for producing a body that
begins with the setting and clamping of the rod on CNC
turning is described below. The first operation is
cutting off the testers. After cutting, the second
operation is roughly scraping and then finishing
scraping. The third operation is spot driling and the
fourth drilling. With the completion of the drilling, the
processing of the right side of the endoprosthesis body
was completed.

3. ENDOPROTEX DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGY
3.1 Introductory remarks
Modern medicine requires ever faster progress in
finding new solutions when implanting in the human
organism. Due to the human body's ability to reject
foreign bodies from the body, this method of treatment
requires a great deal of time and resources, as well as
the cooperation of experts in various fields such as
medicine, engineering, design, and others.
There are still a number of questions to be
considered during the construction of an implant.
Experts around the world are working to find optimal
answers to the same. Although a large number of such
operations have become routine, scientists still strive
for even more practical and better solutions. Over the
years, the study of the human body and its defects has
resulted in a number of different implants in all areas of
medicine such as: dentistry, orthopedics, plastic
surgery, cardiology, and others. Figure 2 shows some
of the most commonly implanted implants.

Fig.2. Examples of implants: a)Lens b)Artificial hip
c)Pacemaker d) Bioceramic implants[6,7]
Using computers has created significantly better
conditions for the development of new implants, their
testing and development. Modern computer systems
can model implants and prosthetic elements, perform
calculations and checks, simulate functionality, and
prepare programs for their production on numerically
controlled machine tools. In the world, these systems
are unified under the name CAD / CAM systems [2].
All this is in the function of enabling normal life and
work of users of implants and prosthetic elements.
3.2. The technological process of making modular
endoprosthesis of the hip joint
Endoprosthesis of the hip joint is produced by
cutting, forging and precise casting. They are made in
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Fig.3. The content of the technological procedure for
the processing of the body, the central and neck part of
the endoprosthesis
Before the fifth operation, the release and reclamping of the workpiece are carried out, this time in
soft packs for processing on the left side . The fifth
operation is rough, and then the final scraping. In the
next six operations in the content of the technological
process, final endoprotection, visual inspection, laser
marking is performed, where each prosthesis receives a
unique identification number, cleaning in special
plants, packaging in sterile rooms and finally
sterilization by gamma ray radiation.
As the complex endoprotection body, the most
convenient way of generating the NC code for its
development is by applying one of the CAM software,
based on the previously developed endoprosthesis
model. In this paper we will show the process of
generating the NC code for the scraping operation of
the body as well as the simulation of its processing.
3.3 Simulation
production

of

hip

joint

endoprosthesis

It takes a lot of time and effort to create technical
documentation, modeling and simulating work
processing. The emergence of a computer and its
massive use significantly reduces time and serves as a
place to archive all phases of product design, from
drawings to simulation processing, and to generating a
control program. Nowadays, when designing and
constructing, such analysis and synthesis are made
possible by highly sophisticated software tools.
For the simulation of turning the modular prosthesis
of the hip joint is over used prosthesis CAD model

created in previous research. The CAD model consists
of several components (modules). Individual modules
are: body, central part longer, central part shorter and
neck. As for the preparation, it is defined for each part
separately.
From the previously defined technological
processes, a turning operation of the modular
endoprosthesis body was selected. This operation was
performed in the Machining module, and for some
processing operation to be credibly simulated, it is
necessary to define the following data in detail:
• Preparation and processing models
• The type of processing operation
• Machine tool for processing, optional and
accessories
• Required processing operations
• Required tools for defined processing tasks
• Processing modes
The preparation for the turning operation is defined
in the Assembly module, as a block of each individual
part of the modular endoprosthesis (Figure 4) and the
preparation model. After defining the model of
endoprosthesis and preparation models, it moves to the
Machining module, choosing the type of processing
operation, in this case, Lathe Machining, which
represents a turning operation, in which a large number
of different processing operations are given.

Fig.4. Model of modular endoprosthesis of hip joint
Due to credible processing simulation, the machine
header and packs are also made, which are also
implemented in the virtual machine tool space. Figure
5a shows the virtual machine tool area with a set of
preparation and modification of the body of modular
endoprosthesis for the right hand side. In Figure 5b, a
set of preparation and processing in the chuck head is
shown, for processing the left, after the processing of
the right side.

cutting regimes (Figure 6). In addition, it is also
possible to define in detail the tool gestures before and
after the cutting, ie the path of the tool's access to the
workpiece and the path of its return to the tool change
point. Also, it is necessary to note that one defined tool
is automatically stored in the tool list, and can be
reused by simple calling.

a)
b)
c)
d)
Fig. 6. a) surface and depth of turning b) dimension and
name of the tool c) information on the tool path d)
cutting modes
The second step is a fine turning. The tools used for
this operation are a turning knife. In addition to the
finishing tool, it is necessary to select the processing
and preparation, define the starting point of the
processing and the finishing additive. Also, it is
necessary to define the tool itself, as well as data on
tool paths and processing modes. The definition of the
finishing operation is performed in the same way, the
only difference is in the add-on that remains after
processing, in the used tool and in the processing
modes. After finishing turning, spot drilling then
working on a drilling.
After fully defined all the procedures for turning the
endoprosthesis of the hip joint, it is simple to perform a
simulation of the scraping process. However, as the
process of simulation can not be displayed in the work,
Figure 7 shows the appearance of the workpiece after
all the processing steps.

Fig 7. Appearance of the right side of the preparation of
the body after drilling
3.3.2. Generating a program

a)
b)
Fig. 5. Processing of the a) right side b) left side
3.3.1. Defining operations, tools, and processing modes
The turning of the right side of the endoprosthesis is
performed in four interventions with three different
tools. The first processing operation is a rough turning
of the workpiece and is performed with a knife. For this
procedure, it is necessary to define the depth of turning,
the tool, the contour which defines tool movement and

Software allow you to generate a control NC code
for a CNC machine tool based on simulated processing
(Fig.8). In order to use the NC code in practice, you
need to know the type of control unit installed on the
selected machine tool. By selecting the appropriate
control unit, by clicking the Execute button, a text file
is generated automatically in which the NC code for the
selected machine is written, which is stored in a
predefined place. As the hip joint endoprotection body
is a very complex part, the NC code for its
development on the NC lathe is very extensive, and
therefore will not be shown in this paper.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 8. a) selecting the type of NC data and defining the
code storage location; b) selection of the control unit of
the machine; c) entering the regular program number
4. FINAL REMARKS
The complex requirements that are placed in front
of production systems are to a considerable extent
realized within the development of products and
preparation of production, which is an integral part and
function of technological preparation, which is the
connection between the design process and the
production of products. In order to accomplish the set
tasks, the application of modern engineering methods
and information technologies is necessary.
In this paper a technological preparation of the
production of modular endoprosthesis of the hip joint
as a complex product was carried out. Due to its
characteristic, both in terms of shape and in terms of
the method of installation, the development of
endoprosthesis of thehip joint
requires a close
cooperation between the surgeon who installs the
endoprosthesis and the engineer who projects it. In this
work, the method of turning of modular endoprostheses
on the CNC lathe is selected, that is, the simulation of
the processing of the modeling endoprothesis in the
selected software package, which also enables the
development of the NC code, which can be applied to
the real machine.
In order to be able to talk about endoprosthesis
modeling, modern diagnostic imaging, such as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed
tomography (CT), are required. Contemporary
diagnostic imaging of the diseased extremity, in
addition to high reliability in the diagnosis of the
disease, enables the reconstruction of spatial
computational models of both femur and medullary
canal. Depending on the acquired computer models, the
design of orthopedic implants requires an increasing
accuracy, due to the production of better implants that
fit into the anatomy of the patient. This is reflected in
both the design and the production of type implants, as
well as implants made to the extent of the patient. In
the case of prostheses, a large number of parameters are
determined by the outer and inner surface of the femur.
The obtained computational models make it easy to
create endoprostheses, because using a computer and
the corresponding software packages it is possible to
perform a simulation processing and see any problems
before the production itself. In addition to the
possibility of simulating and removing possible errors,
modern technologies allow, as already mentioned, the
creation of a NC code, which can be easily used on
CNC machines in production facilities.
The current development of endoprostheses is in the
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direction of their modular construction, because in this
case the endoprotection elements would be produced
serially as type elements, and with their appropriate
combinations there would be special endoprostheses,
which would significantly save time needed for their
design, and the price itself production would drop
significantly. In this case, it would be ideal to design
typical
technological processes
for
modular
endoprotection elements, which would reduce the
volume and complexity of tasks that are set before the
technological preparation of the production of complex
products such as hip joint endoprosthesis.
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THERMAL PROPERTIES OF TITANIUM ALLOYS USED IN DENTAL MEDICINE
Abstract: Titanium and its alloys are used in dental medicine because of their resistance to electrochemical
decomposition, excellent compatibility with live tissues, easily combine with bone, are relatively light, and have high
tensile and yield strength. Today almost all manufacturers of dental materials in their certificates of quality
of material give its chemical composition, mechanical properties, process ability in aesthetic
characteristics while information about thermal properties are not available. Within the presented work
measurements of the thermal properties of two selected titanium dental alloys have been carried out.
Measurements were carried out modern and high-quality instrument Hot Disk TPS 2200 in accordance with
the international standard ISO 22007-2, at ambient temperature, and in a temperature range between 0 °C and 45
°C.
Key words: Dental materials, Thermal properties, Measurement.
1. INTRODUCTION
The thermal properties of dentine and tooth
enamel affects the rate of response of the tooth nervous
system to the temperature changes to which the tooth is
exposed on a daily basis. In addition to strength and
aesthetic requirements, artificial dental materials must
also provide a similar thermal protection for the tooth
pulp. Likewise, implants and artificial tooth crowns
must transfer similar heat flow to the bone as is
transferred by a natural tooth, which has a strong
influence on the patient's general acceptance of the
foreign body (Figure 1).

Fig 1. An example of insertion of the dental implant
into the jawbone.
Manufacturers of dental materials in their
certificates of material quality describe chemical
composition, mechanical properties, machinability and
aesthetic characteristics, while thermal properties of the
material are rarely given.
The reported values of human teeth thermal
properties show significant discrepancies, with data for
thermal conductivity of dentine between 0.11 to 0.98
Wm−1 K−1, and 0.7 to 0.8 Wm−1 K−1 for tooth enamel,
while thermal diffusivity varies between 0.058 to 0.269
mm2/s and 0.092 to 0.42 mm2/s for dentin and enamel

respectively. The significant discrepancy between the
reported results may be attributed to several challenges
associated with the measurements, like tooth
heterogeneous
microstructure
and
associative
anisotropic thermal properties, difficulties at
establishing perfect thermal contact or lack of precise
emissivity data when axial heat flow or laser flash
measuring methods are applied. Thermal conductivity,
specific heat and thermal diffusivity are basic thermal
properties of material that determine the heat transfer in
the system under consideration. Despite the remarkable
progress of measuring methods and techniques, it is
still difficult to determine them with an error of less
than ±2 %, even for bulk materials.
In our research, we used one of the most advanced
instruments for determining the thermal properties, Hot
Disk TPS 2200, a product of Hot Disk AB company,
Gothenburg, Sweden. The instrument can be used for
determining thermal properties of various materials
including pure metals, alloys, minerals, ceramics,
plastics, glasses, powders and viscous liquids with
thermal conductivity in the range from 0.01 to 500
W/mK, thermal diffusivity from 0.01 to 300 mm2/s and
heat capacity up to 5 MJ/m3K. Measurements can be
perform in a temperature interval between -50 up to
750 °C.
Hot disk measuring method is a transient plane
source technique (TPS). Based on the theory of TPS,
instrument utilizes a sensor element in the shape of
10 μm thick double spiral (Figure 2), made by etching
from pure nickel foil. Spiral is mechanically strengthen
and electrically insulated on both sides by thin
polyimide foil (Kapton ®Du Pont) for measurements
up to 300 °C or mica foil for measurements up to
750 °C. Sensor acts both as a precise heat source and
resistance thermometer for recording the time
dependent temperature increase. During measurement
of solids, encapsulated Ni-sensor is sandwiched
between two halves of the sample and constant precise
pre-set heating power is released by the sensor,
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followed by 200 resistance recording in a pre-set
measuring time, from which the relation between time
and temperature change is established. Based on time
dependent temperature increase of the sensor, thermal
properties of the tested material are calculated.

Fig 3. Measurements in the Laboratory for
measurements, Chair of Thermal Engineering,
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Engineering,
University of Ljubljana.
Fig 2. Sensor element (yellow - Kapton, gray - Mica)
(above), sensor sandwiched between two
halves of a sample during measurement
(below).
In our study, we measured thermal properties of
five important dental materials, used at the Department
of Dental Prosthesis of the Medical Faculty, University
of Ljubljana. Tested materials were 99 % pure titanium
and titanium alloy TiAl6V4 alloy. Thermal properties
were measured in the temperature interval that teeth are
most frequently exposed, between 7 °C and 45 °C.
2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Measurements and analysis of thermal properties of
selected dental materials were performed in accordance
with ISO 22007-2 standard in the Laboratory for
measurements, Chair of Thermal Engineering, Faculty
of Natural Sciences and Engineering, University of
Ljubljana (Figure 3).

Titanium and its alloys are used in dentistry because
of their resistance to electrochemical decomposition,
excellent compatibility with live tissues, easily
combine with bone (osseointegration), are relatively
light (4,61g/cm3) and have high tensile (450 MPa) and
yield (275 MPa) strength. Titanium forms a very
persistent oxide layer on the surface, formed in a few
nanoseconds. Because of this oxide layer, it is
corrosion-resistant and biocompatible. It is used for
manufacturing of dental implants, crowns, braces,
bridges, partial prostheses and orthodontic wires.
Commercially pure titanium (impurities < 1%) disks
were measured in the temperature interval between 0
°C and 45 °C, and as expected, changes of thermal
properties were negligible.
Table 1. Thermal properties of pure Ti disks (impurities <
1%, temperature interval from 0 °C to 45 °C)
Measurement

Average
SD
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Thermal
conductivity
[Wm-1K-1]

Thermal
diffusivity
[mm2s-1]

Specific
heat
[MJm-2K-1]

22.546

6.7196

3.36

0.356573

0.265174

0.123366

Table 2. Thermal properties of pure Ti disks (impurities <
1%) at ambient temperature (22 °C)

Table 4. Thermal properties of TiAl6V4
(temperature interval form 0 °C to 45 °C)

Thermal
conductivity
[Wm-1K-1]

Thermal
diffusivity
[mm2s-1]

Specific
heat
[MJm-2K-1]

Measurement

1

22.21

6.371

3.486

Average

2

22 16

6.889

3.218

SD

3

22.53

6.448

3.494

Average

22.30

6.569

3.569

Measurement

Table 3. Thermal properties of pure Ti disks (impurities <
1%) at temperature 3 °C
Measurement

1

Thermal
conductivity
[Wm-1K-1]

Thermal
diffusivity
[mm2s-1]

Specific
heat
[MJm-2K-1]

22.49

8.507

2.644

2

22.14

6.831

3.388

3

22.69

7.059

3.214

Average

22.41

7.466

Thermal
conductivity
[Wm-1K-1]

Thermal
diffusivity
[mm2s-1]

disks

Specific
heat
[MJm-2K-1]

6.668286

2.809286

2.375857

0.051146

0.083763

0.073172

Table 5. Thermal properties of pure TiAl6V4 (disks
(impurities < 1%) at ambient temperature (22
°C)
Thermal
conductivity
[Wm-1K-1]

Thermal
diffusivity
[mm2s-1]

Specific
heat
[MJm-2K-1]

1

6.615

2.857

2.315

2

6.687

2.709

2.469

3

6.644

2.899

2.292

4

6.774

2.808

2.412

5

6.684

2.880

2.320

Average

6.681

2.861

2.362

Measurement

3.082

TiAl6V4 (Grade 5: 6% Al, 4% V, 0.25% > Fe and
0,2% > O (bal. Titanium)) is the most commonly used
titanium alloy in dentistry. It is significantly stronger
(Rm > 895 MPa, Rp0,2 > 828 MPa) than commercially
pure titanium while having the same stiffness. This
grade is an excellent combination of strength, corrosion
resistance, weldability and machinability, and has
good osseointegration properties.

Table 6. Thermal properties of TiAl6V4 (disks
(impurities < 1%) at temperature 3 °C
Thermal
conductivity
[Wm-1K-1]

Thermal
diffusivity
[mm2s-1]

Specific
heat
[MJm-2K-1]

1

6.661

2.851

2.337

2

6.613

2.661

2.486

Average

6.637

2.756

2.412

Measurement

3. CONCLUSIONS

Fig 4. Testing disk from TiAl6V4 alloy.
Alloying elements reduce thermal conductivity and
diffusivity considerably compared to commercially
pure titanium. In the temperature interval between 0
and 45 °C thermal properties can be considered as
constant.

Measurements and analysis of the thermal
properties of selected characteristic dental materials
were performed using the Hot Disk method on the Hot
Disk TPS 2200 in accordance with ISO 22007-2 in the
Laboratory for measurement of the Chair of Thermal
Engineering, Department of Materials and Metallurgy,
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Engineering,
University of Ljubljana.
The teeth and dental supplements are most often
exposed to temperatures at an interval between 0 °C
and 50 °C, which was the reason why we selected this
temperature interval to perform our measurements. We
found that for both dental materials there is no
significant difference in thermal properties in this
temperature interval and can be considered as constant.
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With the performed measurements, we have
completed the existing material quality certificates of
dental materials with their thermal properties.
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TESTING BIOCOMPATIBILITY OF BONE SUBSTITUTE BY FLUORESCENT
MICROSCOPY
Abstract: Biocompatibility is the most important property of materials for regenerative dentistry. Any material
intended to be incorporated into the human body must be tested and the safety of the application must be confirmed.
The use of bone substitutes does not mean unconditionally successful bone regeneration. The impact of two bone
implantation material (Bio-Oss, Geistlich; and SmartBone, Ibi) on cell metabolism and proliferation was examined
by cytological testing methods and with fluorescent staining. Results showed the absence of cytotoxicity and the
adhesion of fibroblast to tested implant materials was confirmed by fluorescent staining. Examining the
biocompatibility of implantation materials in vitro using continuous cell lines and fluorescent microscopy, it is
possible to determine the adhesion of cells to the implanting material and predict the success of reconstruction and
remodeling of bone defects.
Key words: biocompatibility, cytotoxicity, fluorescence microscopy
1. INTRODUCTION
In oral surgical interventions based on the
reconstruction of bone defects, the use of autologous
bone substitutes is considered a gold standard because
of the absence of immune response and its structural,
osteoinductive, osteoconductive and osteogenic
properties. When reconstruction of large bone defects is
necessary, taking a large amount of autologous bone
from the patient can lead to complications. Because of
this, homologous bone substitutes have become a
routine alternative. Biomaterials are designed to replace
parts of the living system after implantation in human
body and fulfill the appropriate biological function.
However, they require a number of tests to ensure the
reliability of their application. One of the basic tasks of
biological evaluation of biomaterials is testing their
biocompatibility.
Biocompatibility is the ability of material to
perform a certain function after application in the body,
without causing adverse response to the host tissue.
Biocompatibility implies the harmony of interaction
between the host tissue, the applied material, and the
function it performs [1,2].
For successful application of dental materials to
patients, it is necessary to get acquainted with their
physical, chemical, mechanical and biological
properties. These properties depend on chemical
structure of the material and it’s behavior under
changing conditions in the oral cavity [3,4,5]. The
acceptable response of the host to the application of
biocompatible material, in most cases means that the
reaction of the living system to the presence of
biomaterials is either tolerable or absent.
Any material intended to be incorporated into the
human body must be tested. Which tests will be carried
out for various types of material is determined by the
ISO standard (ISO 10993 and ISO 7405 for dentistry
tests).
The first step in assessing biocompatibility is
laboratory in vitro cytotoxic and genotoxic testing and

assays on cell cultures. In vitro estimation is simpler,
cheaper and can provide faster data on biological
interactions compared to clinical trials. In vitro tests are
designed to simulate the biological response of the
tissue that comes in contact with the test material. If
these experiments give promising results, then more
complex experiments are carried out on experimental
animals and finally human usage tests [6]. Artificial
bone must fulfill biological criteria such as
biocompatibility,
controlled
biodegradability,
osteoconductive and osteogenic potential.
The aim of this paper is to present the method of
cytological analysis in vitro - examining the impact of
bone implants Bio-Oss® (Geistlich) and SmartBone®
(Ibi).
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted on MRC-5 (ATCC CCL
171, American Type Culture Collection) human lung
fibroblasts cell line. We performed three tests to
investigate the cytotoxicity of tested materials. The
successful adhesion of the cells to the material was
tested with fluorescence microscopy.
Dye exclusion test (DET). After the 24 hours
incubation with tested substances, the cells were
reseeded into the fresh medium and incubated for 48h,
72h and 96h. Cells were counted using inverted
microscope (REICHERT) [7].
Colorimetric test with tetrazolium salts (MTT
test). After incubation with the test materials (24h), the
viable cells were seeded into 96-well microplates and
left for the next 48, 72, 96 hours. Absorbance was
obtained on spectrophotometer and cell survival is
expressed as a percentage of control [8].
Agar diffusion test. Neutral-red color was added to
the tested material. The colorless zones around the
tested material and the controls were evaluated using an
inverted microscope with a calibrated barrier. Agar
diffusion test, as the least sensitive, provides
information on the cell membrane preservation [9,10].
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Fluorescent imaging. After incubation of cells with
tested material, 100 μL solution of fluorescent stain
etidium bromide was added to the medium of each
culture and incubated 15 min. Cultures were then
washed with PBS and immediately observed under a
fluorescence microscope. Cells adhered to the material
were detected by the signal of incorporated fluorescent
dye. Microphotographs of cells on the material are
obtained by overlapping double exposures: the inverted
bright field exposure with the material and the
fluorescent cell signal. Images were processed in the
ImageJ
computer
program
(NIH
Image,
http://imagej.nih.gov).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our study of biocompatibility of the bone
substitutes used for bone reconstruction in the orofacial
region has shown complete absence of a cytotoxic
effect of tested materials on cell cultures.
Detection of cell death is identified by a Trypan
blue dye exclusion test, DET [9]. Mosmann's
colorimetric MTT test has a wide application in the
assessment and measurement of the cytotoxic,
antiproliferative effect (especially of potential
antitumor agents) [10]. It provides information on the
mitochondrial function preservation. The MTT test
measured the antiproliferative effect of bone

implantation materials and the rate of cell recovery
after incubation. The results of both tests are given in
Table 1.

Time [h]
24+48
24+72
24+96

DET [%]
1
2
90.23
82.46
96.22
91.43
105.34
97.78

MTT [%]
1

101.58
110.21
125.98

2

81.79
93.62
101.34

Table 1. The results of DET and MTT tests of tested
materials on MRC-5 cell line. 1 – Bio-Oss. 2 –
SmartBone.
The results of agar diffusion test are negative. No
red color was observed in experimental cultures.
Microscopic photographs of the MRC-5 cells
stained with etidium bromide fluorescent dye reveal
good contact between cells and both applied materials
Bio-Oss and SmartBone, which also indicate that the
materials are not cytotoxic. The fibroblasts growing on
the surface of tested bone substitutes are shown on
Figures 1, 2 and 3.
The testing of bone implants in vitro provides
important information on the use of these materials in
vivo. The results of in vitro tests are used to evaluate
the biosecurity of the material.

Fig. 1. Microphotographs of native fibroblasts of the MRC-5 cell line in direct contact with tested material (2010
magnification). Both materials were tested in form of particles and as solid tablets. Arrows indicate the cells
attached to the tested material. A and B – Bio-Oss. C and D – SmartBone.
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence microscopy of MRC-5 cells of human fibroblasts stained with etidium bromide (red color),
bound to the Bio-Oss material. A – Material in form of particles. B – Material in form solid tablet.
Magnification is 1010 for upper and 4010 for lower images.

Fig. 3. Fluorescence microscopy of MRC-5 cells of human fibroblasts stained with etidium bromide (red color),
bound to the SmartBone material. A – Material in form of particles. B – Material in form solid tablet.
Magnification is 1010 for upper and 4010 for lower images.
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With these tests we have the ability to control and
observe the cell-material system in controlled
environment and this gives us insight into how the
tested materials influences the biological system.
The cytotoxic effects of Bio-Oss and SmartBone
materials were tested on the continuous cell line of
human fibroblasts (MRC-5) as prescribed by the ISO
standard [11].
For evaluation of cytotoxic effect, it is necessary to
use several different in vitro methods, which examine
the integrity of different parts of the cells, i.e. different
cell functions. Usage of only one method does not
provide sufficient information on the tested dental
material for a valid conclusion [12]. For this reason, the
cytotoxic effects of the two tested materials were
examined using three tests. The DET test and the agar
diffusion test gave us data that support the preservation
of the cell membrane and in this way the preserved
viability of the cells, while the MTT test showed that
the mitochondrial function in the examined cell line
remained preserved, which, at the same time, gives us
information on the preserved metabolic activity of
cells.
In contemporary research, possible harmful effects
of dental alloys and materials are determined by a large
number of in vitro and in vivo tests. In vivo tests are
performed on animals, which are certainly more
difficult and less humane. Clinical trials have the
advantage of valuable data, but they can last long and
ethical problems can always take place.
The advantage of the tests with cell cultures is that
each agent can be tested on the basis of its effect on cell
growth and division [13]. However, after obtaining
good results for the cytotoxicity of the material in vitro,
the research must continue with animal studies, and the
final response to biocompatibility should be obtained
after clinical testing and long-term administration.
4. CONCLUSION
The results of the biocompatibility testing showed
the absence of cytotoxic effects of the tested materials
on fibroblast cell culture. The adhesion of human
fibroblast cells to implant materials was confirmed by
fluorescent staining.
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TESTING BIOCOMPATIBILITY OF MATERIAL FOR IMPLANTS
Abstract: After the implant insertion many complications may occur, caused by using inappropriate material or
technological process for production. With the aim to provide biocompatibility of material, before production must
be defined protocol for material testing . Testing protocol should contain testing the chemical composition on a
quantimeter, structure testing, shape and grain size on electronic microscope, as well as stress state. After that,
verification of biocompatibility and technological process for manufacturing should be conducted producing
appropriate specimen, and inserting them in experimental animals.
This paper presents results of biocompatibility testing of material for production of a modular hip
endoprosthesis in "Grujić i Grujić" company from Novi Sad. Chemical composition is comparable and identical
with chemical composition, for this kind of material, which is provided producer of semi-finished products as well
with ISO standard. Experimental animals behaviors, after implant insertion, specimen, as well as histologicalpathological analysis of bone and surrounded soft tissue, and implant after extraction indicates reliable
biocompatibility according to the standards set forth for it.
Using an appropriate method for testing a material biocompatibility reduces risk of occurs unwanted
complications during the insertion.
Key words: biocompatibility, hip endoprothesis, implant materials

1. INTRODUCTION
Production of implants of biocompatible materials,
represents market with significant potential for metal
industry. Value on global market of orthopedically
implants is estimated more than 40 billion dollars (2016
market analysis), with potential to be doubled i
upcoming decade [2]. For that reason significant
researches are conducted with aim to upgrade
development and producing process of implants and
material. This particularly refers to implants of which is
expected a long period of exploitation (joint
endoprostheses, internal fixators, etc.) [6].
Implant development and production is complex
engineering process which includes:
 Choosing appropriate material,
 Defining the conception of implant from
aspect of functionality,
 Construction in accordance with engineering
and medical criteria,
 Defining the optimal technological process of
production,
 Immediate production,
 Cleaning and disinfecting implants,
 Packaging according to standards,
 Transport to customer.
In doing so, it must be ensured that the implant as a
product that is instaled and exploited in the body of
living beings meets the appropriate requirements:
 That is not harmful to the body,
 That is indifferent to liquids in the
environment where is exploited,







It is resistant to the electromagnetic field (that
it can be exposed to computerized
tomography, CT, MRI and radiotherapy
devices without harmful consequences for the
patient and the implant)
Not to change the physico-chemical
characteristics during exploitation unless it is
one of the design goals (there are
bioresorptive materials)
To ensure the normal functioning of the
organism part in which one or more elements
are replaced

The problems of testing materials biocompatibility
wich are used in certain areas of orthopedic surgery are
the basis for selecting the appropriate matter for the
specific purpose. Biocompatible materials used in the
implants production are purchased as semi-finished
products and correspond to chemical composition
according to the standards for the production of
implants. In the production process implants are
exposed to various technological processes (casting,
forging, cutting), which may cause, structural and
composition changes in material. In addition, there is a
risk of contamination during the technological process,
using inappropriate equipment and tools or the hygienic
conditions of the workspace and workers. This may
cause implant with different biomedical characteristic
then desired, as well as risk of complications after
implanting in form of metallosis (Figure 1), of
mechanical damage (Figure 2). For that reason during
the implant development material characteristic testing
is necessary.
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the assessment of potential changes in the three time
frames (near, delayed, and permanent). Thereby are
evaluated changes in the tissue and bones, as well as
the blood of experimental animals [5].
2.2 Experimental research
Taking into account that the research was carried
out in order to improve the endoprosthesis of the
locomotor system, the research included the tests of
biocompatibility "In Vivo" by producing appropriate
specimens,
implants
and
incorporation
into
experimental animals. Implants were made in form of
specimen suitable for implantation in the bone [4].
Figure 3 shows the sketch of testing specimen.
Figure 1 Complication after implant insertion metallosis

Figure 3. Implant sketch, testing specimen for adjusted
for implantation into the thigh bone of the
rabbit
Experimental
research
included
the
biocompatibility analysis of three, most commonly
used, materials for making implants in orthopedic
surgery. Those are:
Figure 2 Complication after implant insertion mechanical damage
In this paper has been presented part of researches,
conducted with aim to determinate optimal
technological production process of modular hip
endoprothesis with aim to provide biocompatibility of
implants. Specific part of research refers to the
establishment a protocol for the analysis of implants
biocompatibility.

1. Superalloys steel 316 LVM (Figure 4a)
2. Superalloys Cobalt CoCrMo (Figure 4b)
3. Superalloys titanium TI6AL4V "eli" (Figure 4c)

a)

b)

2. MATHERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Material biocompatibility
Application an appropriate materials is of key
importance for the expected exploitation characteristic
[1]. In biomedical engineering, especially in the
production of implants, the material must, in addition to
its basic mechanical properties, also satisfy a set of
requirements that ensure that the implanted implant
does not cause any unwanted local or global effects in
the organism, which makes it a group of biocompatible.
Biocompatibility testing of the materials for implants is
regulated by set of standards that regulate areas of
biological evaluation of medical devices (ISO 10993),
risk analysis (ISO 14971), and similar.
In the area of implant research, the implication is the
implementation of samples in experimental animals and
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c)
Figure 4 Implants and test specimens prepared for
implantation into experimental animals: a)
Superalloys steel 316 LVM, b) Superalloys
of CoCrMo, c) Superalloys titanium
Ti6Al4V "eli"
Testing specimens are after production but before
implantation washed, packed and sterilized in clinical
condition Figure 5.

surrounding soft tissue for irritation.

Figure 5. Sterilized implants, tubes and tools designed
for incorporation into the butt bone of the
rabbit
Testing was carried out on a group of ten rabbits
from one litter (Figure 6), where three groups of three
rabbits and one control without implants were used to
test the characteristics of each type of material.

a)

b)
Fig. 6 a) Implantation, b) Control Rtg imaging after
implantation
a)

b)
Figure 6 a) Stationary where cages are located with
rabbits, b) cages for transport
After insertion of the implants (Figure 7a), the
control Rtg images were shown in figure. 7b
Testing was carried out in two phases: by
sacrificing the first group of three rabbits after 30 days
of implantation and by sacrificing the remaining rabbits
after 70 days, as well as analyzing implants and

3. RESULTS
During the postoperative period, groups of samples,
i.e. their behavior, the increase in the body weight of
rabbit, were monitored.
Table 1 shows the key data on experimental
animals: physical characteristics (color, mass when is
implanted), implant material and mass at the moment
of implant extraction.
After 30 days of insertion of the implant by the
random sample method, the first group of three rabbits
with different materials was selected and extraction of
the implants was performed, while this procedure was
performed for the remaining rabbit group after 70 days
of implementation.
Implant extraction involved the removal of the
implant tube with surrounding bone and soft tissue.
After the extraction, control samples were taken on all
samples (Figure 8a and 8) indicating the successful
osteointegration of implants, tubes, and the
histological-pathological findings of implants and
surrounding bone and soft tissue were also neat.
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red

Č316LVM

green

blue

CoCrMo

Ti6Al4V

Date

Mass
1750
1700
1700
1620
1630
1750
1400
1720
2000
1780

Date of
extraction

Mass

Growth

2585

885

2350

730

died
10.08.2016.

2020

620

3050

1700

Date of
extraction
II phase

08.10.2017.

Material

08.10.2017
.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Color

23.07.2016.

No.
rabits

Mass

Growth

3400

1700

3360

1730

4000
3650

2000
1950

Tabele 1 Plan and results of measurement experimental rabbit
4. DISCUSION
Experimental animals, rabbits, used to test the
biocompatibility of the material, behaved normally in
the postoperative period, without complications,
caused by surgery or any other cause. Veterinary
control was carried out weekly, and during the entire
observation period the results were regular.
Control Rtg images indicate a satisficing condition
of implants as well as surrounding bone and soft tissue
with present osteointegration without infection.
Observing the increasing the body weight of the
control rabbit no.10, and the rabbit with implanted
implant No.2, No.4, No.7, it appears that after 30 days,
occurred a slower progression of the rabbit with the
implant. In the second group of rabbits No.3, No.5,
No.9, and control rabbit no. 10, there is no significant
difference in weight gain after 70 days. This suggests
that trauma after implantation of implants, early
postoperative recovery, influenced the slow growth of
the rabbit, but after successful osteointegration of the
implant and bone in the later period, the increase in
body weight of the control and rabbit with the implant
implanted is identical as can be seen from Table 1
5. FINAL REMARKS
Laboratory tests performed with the aim of testing
the biocompatibility of hip joint endoprothesis
materials showed that during the investigated period,
which was determined according to ISO 10993, there
was no appearance of collision on implants made of
316LVM alloys, CoCrMo cobalt and titanium Ti6Al4V
"eli". There is also no metallosis or ions of metal in the
surrounding bone and soft tissue. There was no
infection.
On the basis of the obtained results, it can be
concluded that the biocompatibility and implantability
of the material, the technological process of production
and implantation of the implants included in the
research, are satisfactory.
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TRENDS IN PRODUCING PERSONALIZED BONE IMPLANTS
USING ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
Abstract: Additive Manufacturing (AM), formerly known as Rapid Prototyping (RP), enables quick production of
personalized bone implants using different techniques and materials. Therefore, there is a need to examine the
possibilities for AM application in the field of orthopedics and prosthetics and to provide an overview of current
state. Progress done in the area of biomaterials is presented from the perspective of different AM technologies used.
Patient specific implants and prostheses in different branches of surgery and implantology, as well as some
examples in tissue engineering are shown. The results are presented in the form of systematic review, bearing in
mind challenges and future trends related to bone healing and regeneration.
Key words: bone implants, biocompatible materials, AM
1. INTRODUCTION
AM application in medical context is well
documented and described. It is the subject of a large
number of research, especially in orthopedics and
prosthetics [1,2,3,4]. Research status of AM application
and literature review are presented in [5].
Personalized implants production from titan and
shape memory alloys, as well as from biodegradable
metals and some other porous metals using AM
technologies are examined [6,7]. Technology
optimization approach was used for implant design [8].
Challenges and issues in producing implants for bone
reconstruction as a subset of personalized medical
products are presented [9]. Use of AM for production
of patient-specific implants is decribed [10]. The
possibilities of 3D printing technique in patient specific
orthopedic are shown [11].
This paper presents systematic review of current
issues and trends in producing personalized bone
implants from two different aspects such as biomaterial
types
(their
mechanical
properties
and
biocompatibility), and AM technologies used in
accordance to selected material. Concepts for selection
of appropriate materials and design are considered in
order to satisfy implant requirements and allow
refinement of different methods used for obtaining
patient specific models. Biomaterial characteristics and
the process of obtaining the physical model of
personalized implants are presented together with AM
technologies in conjunction with commonly used
biomaterials.
2. PERSONALIZED IMPLANT DEVELOPMENT
With the development of Computer Aided Design
(CAD), Computer Aided Engineering (CAE),
Computer
Aided
Design/Computer
Aided
Manufacturing (CAD/CAM), new trends in medical
technology are emerging and lead to a personalized
approach which allows the construction and production
of personalized implants at an affordable price, within a
reasonable time span [6]. Such systems are based on
advanced visualization tools and 3D modeling, but
obtaining an accurate implant model is a complex

process, conditioned by the patient's disease and degree
of bone damage [12].
Personalized implants are constructed, designed,
and produced to fit the anatomy of a given patient
perfectly and with high accuracy. They are considered
as the best solution for bone reconstruction, especially
in cases of major damage and trauma, as well as large
bone cancers, serious deformities, genetics, complex
implants revisions, arthrosis, infectious disease, some
metabolic conditions and clinical problems when the
geometry and bone size do not allow embedding a
standard implant [9,11,13,14,15].
The main advantages of using personalized
implants are in reducing the time of surgery, and in
decreasing the amount of the resected tissue [6,11,15].
In addition, the patient's quality of life is improved, the
operational flow is facilitated and the success rate of
interventions increases. The design and development of
personalized medical products is based on data of a
particular patient in the form of 3D models of
anatomical structures in order to meet clinical and
technical constraints, using medical imaging,
simulation and 3D modeling [9].
In any case, there are always problems in creating
an implant of the appropriate shape from the selected
material. For an example, in orthopedics, the geometry
of the personalized implant was manually drawn, and
such implants may have errors in geometry [16]. To
avoid such errors and make improvements in the field
of prosthetics and implantation, AM is introduced as a
new approach. It is possible to design and manufacture
patient specific implants with high accuracy from
medical image data using AM technology in a very
short time [1,15]. In order to achieve this goal, it is
necessary to implement the following steps: data
acquisition and processing, formatting the data for AM,
model creation and evaluation, production and
validation [1,3].
The most common modes for data acquisition are
CT - Computed Tomography and MRI - Magnetic
Resonance Imaging. Also, some other imaging
modalities, such as PET - Positron Emission
Tomography, SPECT - Single Photon Emission
Computed Tomography and US - Ultrasonography can
be used [2,15,17,18]. Images are written in a common
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medical file format - DICOM (Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine) and 3D segmentation
and visualization are performed [15]. During these
processes a virtual 3D model is created as an
approximate representation of the real model in STL
(Stereolithography) format1, which is generally
accepted as AM file format [19]. Virtual model is
imported into AM commercial software, specific for
each AM system, and physical model is obtained using
some of the AM technologies [20, 21].
The procedures for obtaining and personalized
implant development are illustrated at the Figure 1.
3D reconstruction

3D model creation

Segmentation

Implant design

MRI

CT
Data
acquisition

DICOM

Visualization
Biomaterial
selection

Virtual 3D model

Physical 3D
model

STL

3D model
evaluation

AM
technology
selection

Figure 1. Workflow in the process of personalized
implant production
3. AM TECHNOLOGIES
AM technologies, in general, include techniques
based on deposition processes or layer-by-layer
manufacturing processes without using tools (so called
additive manufacturing) [2]. The main difference
between these techniques arises from the material
which is used [21, 22]. So far the following procedures
have been identified: stereolithography (STL), where
photosensitive resins are used (e.g. photosensitive
polymers), selective laser sintering (SLS), where
plastic, metal or ceramic powders are used (e.g. nylon
or ceramic powder), laminated object manufacturing
(LOM), where paper or plastic films are used, fused
deposition modeling (FDM) where thermoplastics or
eutectic metals are used, electron beam melting (EBM),
where metal powders are used and 3D printing (3DP)
where fine powders are used [2, 15, 19, 21, 22].
Using AM enables designing, visualization and
evaluation of 3D complex models, but also facilitates
fast fabrication and direct manufacturing of
biocompatible and bioactive implants [6]. The choice
of the appropriate material depends on implant's shape,
purpose, type and properties. Depending on the type of
material, a proper manufacturing process should be also
selected.
SLS is usually used for obtaining metal or ceramic
implants. STL is used for producing 3D structures of
photocurable resin [3]. Some advantages of FDM are
reflected in the application of a large number of
different materials, but producing permanent implants
is restricted to anatomical models made out of white
acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene. These models are used
as templates for personalized implants [1,3,14]. FDM
also could be used for creating polymer-ceramic
composites [3]. Titanium root-form implants (Ti-6Al1

There is a possibility to use another data formats such as Initial
Graphic Exchange Specification (IGES), Standard for the Exchange
of product Model Data (STEP), Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML), etc., depending on the AM system [15,17].
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4VELI), femur hip implants, dental implants and knee
replacement implants are some examples of implants
obtained by EBM process [14].
Cell and scaffold printing and patterning is possible
using ordinary ink-jet and laser printing technology
[3,14]. Because of the fact that the scaffolds will be
implanted in the human body materials used for
producing, scaffolds must be biocompatible2 and must
have adequate macro- and micro-structural properties
(e.g. pore size and shape, mechanical strength) [14,17].
3.1 Materials and utilization
The development of biomaterials is the reason why
utilization of AM for bone implants is growing
exponentially. Biomaterials are divided based on
different criteria, aligned in three generations.
Examples of the first generation are: metals (stainless
steel and cobalt-chrome-based alloys, Ti and Ti alloys),
ceramics (Alumina Al2O3 and Zirconia ZrO2) and
polymers (silicone rubber, acrylic resins). The
representatives of the second generation are bioactive
metals (metal surface is coated with bioactive ceramics
or chemically modified), ceramics (bioactive glass,
glass-ceramics and calcium phosphates (CaPs)) and
natural or synthetic biodegradable polymers
(polyglycolide (PGA), polylactide (PLA)). In the third
generation bioactivity and biodegradability are
combined [23]. According to [24], metals, polymers,
ceramics and composites are the main categories of
biomaterials. This categorization is expanded with
biodegradable polymeric biomaterials [25]. Bhat and
Kumar [26] divide biomaterials in three major classes:
polymers, metals and ceramics. Based on the
physicochemical nature biomaterials could be classified
as metallic, ceramic, polymeric, composite and
biodegradable polymers [27]. Single crystals,
polycrystals, glass, glass-ceramics, polymers and
composites are considered as different groups of
biomaterials [28]. Classification based on the
interaction between a biomaterial and surrounding
tissue reports three kinds of biomaterials: biotolerant,
bioactive and bioinert materials [29].
A variety of different materials (liquid based, solid
based and powder based) are used in medical AM: a)
ceramics (aluminium, zirconia, calcium phosphate
based bioceramics and porous ceramics); b) polymers,
such as biodegradable (e.g. polyvinyl chloride (PVC),
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene (PS), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyesters, polyamides (PAnylon), polyurethanes (PUR), and polysiloxanes
(silicone)), hydrogels and shape memory polymers; c)
polymer-based composite materials (polypropylenetricalcium phosphate (PP-TCP)); d) metals and alloys
(stainless steel, titanium alloys, cobalt-chromium
alloys, shape memory alloys, such as nitinol - consist of
about 50% nickel and 50% titanium, copper based
shape memory alloys); e) bone cement and many others
[2,14,20].
Ceramics (e.g. alumina, zirconia) are often used for
2

Biodegrability and bioacitivity are required in some cases.

joint implants which are exposed to loads, but also for
mold making in metal alloy implants production.
Problems may occur with bone ingrowth and implant
anchoring, due to the fact that alumina ceramics are not
bioactive. In such cases bioactive coating made from
hydroxyapatite is used. Ceramic scaffolds are directly
fabricated and applied in bone tissue engineering,
hydrogels are usually used as scaffolds for cell culture,
porous composites are used for bone tissue
regeneration, nano-hydroxyapatite is used in prosthetic
applications for bone and teeth enamel [3]. Due to its
mechanical properties, polymethyl methacrylate is the
most frequently applied non-metallic implant material
the in orthopedics [6, 21]. Bioceramics, hydroxyapatite
and titanium are often used for bone reconstruction. In
the cases when it is necessary to treat bone fracture,
temporary implants from stainless steels and titanium
alloys are commonly used [6].
In the cases where the great value of specific
strength, as well as corrosion and fatigue resistance are
of primary importance, titan and its alloys are used (e.g.
Ti-6Al-4V). Stainless steel, cobalt-chromium alloys
(Co-26Cr-6Mo), aluminum and aluminum alloy foams
have a certain share in metal implants production [30].
Synthetic bone graft substitutes from biocompatible
materials such as zirconia/hydroxyapatite compositions
are capable of replacing human bones, but some
problems related to osteoconduction, osteoinduction
and osteogenesis which are necessary for bone healing
and regeneration may occur [13].
Mechanical or biological fixation of the
personalized implants to the host bone, is an important
issue to deal with. It is closely related to the disparity
between the values of the elastic modulus (Young’s
modulus) of the bone and implant material [31].
Due to the ability to quickly manufacture complex
3D models and structures from various raw materials
with great precision (from few micrometers to
hundreds of nanometers), AM has a great impact on the
biomedical engineering and industry [14,15,17,18].
There are numerous examples of using AM for
production of patient specific medical prostheses and
implants in craniofacial, oral and maxillofacial surgery,
dental implantology, neurosurgery (incuding spine
surgery), oncology, orthopedic and trauma surgery (e.g.
pelvic surgery), as well as cardiovascular and visceral
surgery [3,14,15,32].
AM technology is used for fabrication of skull and
mandible implants, designed using CAD software [12].
Facial prosthetics, cranioplasty plates, osteointegrated
titanium implants - titanium screws for cranioplasty,
dental implants, 3D-printed titanium mandibular
prosthesis, individual auricular prostheses, vascular
prostheses, joint implants (e.g. hip and knee implant),
orthopedic jigs for arthroplasty of the knee are the
examples of patient specific implants, fabricated by
AM technologies [1,2,14,15,19, 32].
In some case studies the stainless steel implant of
the hip joint made in carbon-dioxide casting process
with pattern from acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic
[33], 3D-printed trabecular titanium personalized
implant for the purpose of revision hip arthroplasty
with serious acetabular bone loss [11], and the

personalized 3D-printed implant in the case of bone
defect after pelvic tumor resection are presented [34].
4. CONCLUSION
AM covers a broad variety of areas in biomedical
engineering and the number of applications is
increasing, driven by material development. It has a
great potential for patient specific implant
manufacturing. The accuracy of obtained products
depends to a large extent on the accuracy of input data
and quality of volumetric image, obtained by some of
the common modes for data acquisition. The second
influencing factor is AM technology involved. The
standard procedures involve integration of Computer
Aided Design (CAD) and 3D medical imaging. But,
there are still some challenges to set up an environment
for producing personalized bone implants with high
accuracy from the materials which can overcome the
problems related to bone healing and regeneration.
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ESTIMATION OF HUMAN BODY PARTS ORIENTATION
USING DATA FROM IMU SENSORS
Abstract: Inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensor consisting of three axis gyroscopes and accelerometers is
becoming increasingly popular in various domains, including biomedical engineering and robotics. This paper
presents an application of an earlier developed numerical algorithm for rigid body attitude estimation to the
problems of the human body motion. The algorithm uses a quaternion representation of orientation to describe the
coupled nature of orientations in three dimensional space. This avoids singularities associated with an Euler angle
representation. In the end, one numerical example is presented to show efficiency of the algorithm.
Key words: attitude estimation, kinematics, Euler angles, inertial measurement unit (IMU)

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of accurate tracking of the attitude of
rigid bodies is very important in different fields
including aerospace, marine and automotive
engineering, robotics and human movement analysis,
see [1,2,3]. Several technologies are available to
produce motion tracking systems, which derive
orientation estimates from electrical measurements of
different types of sensors (inertial, magnetic, optical,
mechanical). In recent years, inertial and magnetic
sensors are often used in biomedical applications, see
[4,5,6]. An IMU (inertial measurement unit) is device
consists of gyroscopes and accelerometers enabling the
tracking of rotational (angular velocity of a body) and
translational (acceleration of its point) motions. The
measured atributes of motion are expressed in the body
reference frame. Some of the devices enable measuring
the Earth’s magnetic field as well, see [7]. From these
data the body attitude needs to be determined.
The algorithm for rigid body position estimation
using the Lagrange-d’Alambert principle from
variational mechanics is analyzed in [8]. For the same
purpose it is possible to use quaternion representation
which is an excellent tool for describing arbitrary
rotations in space, without singularities. The name of
quaternion denotes a quadrinomial expression, where
one term stands for the real part, while the other terms
together represents the imaginary part. The algorithms
for the body attitude estimation based on quaternion
representation are presented in [7,9]. In this paper
quaternions are used in rigid body kinematics, i.e. for
determination of a rotation matrix. We show how to
apply the numerical algorithm for estimation of both a
rigid body orientation and the linear acceleration of an
arbitrary point of the body, based on the quaternion
approach, presented in [9], to the problem of human
body motion.
Input data for the numerical algorithm can be
obtained from IMU sensor measurement or data
obtained on the basis of solution of differential
equation of motion, like in [9]. Some experimental data

obtained by use of IMU sensor, for human arm motion,
are given in [5].
2. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM
Biomechanical model of the human body proposed
in [3] is shown in Figure 1. The body consists of 23
segments and IMU sensor is mounted on each of the 17
segments indicate with bold text.

Fig. 1. Biomechanical model of the human body,
inertial reference frame Oξηζ and moving reference
frame Cxyz.
In this paper the movement of only one part of the
human body will be considered. An IMU sensor is
located at an arbitrary point A, see Figure 1. Two
coordinate systems are introduced: an inertial reference
frame Oξηζ and a moving frame Cxyz which is fixed to
the part of the human body and moves together with it.
The task is to calculate the attitude of the human body
part and the acceleration of the center of mass C
expressed in the inertial reference frame. Input data are
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the projections of the angular velocity ω onto moving
axes x, y and z together with the projections of
acceleration of an arbitrary point A onto moving axes.
These attributes of motion are measured by IMU
sensor. Position vectors of points A and C, in the
inertial reference frame, read

quaternion approach in the following way

c11 = q02 + q12 − q22 − q32 ,

c12 = 2( q1q2 − q0 q3 ),
c13 = 2( q0 q2 + q1q3 ),
c21 = 2( q1q2 + q0 q3 ),

rC = ξC λ + ηC µ + ζ Cν ,

(1)

rA = ξ Aλ + η A µ + ζ Aν.

c22 = q02 − q12 + q22 − q32 ,

c23 = 2( q2 q3 − q0 q1 ),

On the basis of considerations of a rigid body
kinematics following relationship (Rivals theorem)
between accelerations of points A and C can be written

a A = aC + a = aC + ωɺ × r + ω × ( ω × r
C
A

C
A

C
A

),

C

relative to the mass center C, while ω and ωɺ represent the angular velocity vector and angular acceleration
vector. All three vectors are expressed in moving
reference frame Cxyz.
The acceleration of mass center C expressed in the
(I )

inertial coordinate system, marked with aC , can be
determined by multiplying the acceleration expressed
(M )

in the moving frame aC

(see Equation (8) in paper

[9]) with rotation matrix R

aC( I ) = R ⋅ aC( M ) ,

(3)

where the elements of R stand for the cosines of the
angles between corresponding moving and non moving
axes. Determination of the rotation matrix R between
the moving reference frame and inertial reference
frame together with one example are presented in the
next section.
3. SOLUTION AND RESULTS
In order to determine the acceleration of mass
center C in the inertial coordinate system it is necessary
to find the orientation of the moving reference frame
relative to the inertial one. Using the theory of
quaternions represents an efficient way to determine
the rotation matrix R

 c11
R =  c21

 c31

c12
c22
c32

c13 
c23  ,

c33 

(4)

where coefficients cij, i,j ∈ {1,2,3} read

c11 = cos ∡ (λ , i ), c12 = cos ∡ (λ , j ),
c13 = cos ∡ (λ , k ), c21 = cos ∡ ( µ , i ),
c22 = cos ∡ ( µ , j ), c23 = cos ∡ ( µ , k ),

(5)

c31 = cos ∡ (ν , i ), c32 = cos ∡ (ν , j ),
c33 = cos ∡ (ν , k ).
These coefficients can be calculated using the
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c31 = 2( − q0 q2 + q1q3 ),
c31 = 2( q2 q3 + q0 q1 ),
c33 = q02 − q12 − q22 + q32 ,

(2)

where rA stands for the position vector of point A

(6)

where q0, q1, q2, q3,are parameters often called as the
Euler parameters, which are used in the theory of
quaternions, for more details see [10]. The time
derivative of the Euler parameters read

qɺ0 = −

1
( q1ωx + q2ω y + q3ωz ) + λ q0 ,
2

1
( q0ω x + q2ωz − q3ω y ) + λ q1 ,
2
1
qɺ2 = ( q0ω y + q3ω x − q1ω z ) + λ q2 ,
2
1
qɺ3 = ( q0ω z + q1ω y − q2ω x ) + λ q3 ,
2
qɺ1 =

(7)

where ωx, ωy and ωz are projections of angular velocity
to the axis of the body frame, while λ stands for the
correction

factor

λ = 1 − ( q02 + q12 + q22 + q32 ) .

Projections ωx, ωy and ωz represent sensor data. If the
inertial and the body reference frames coincide at the
initial time instant t=0 the initial values of the Euler
parameters read

q0 (0) = 1, q1 (0) = q2 (0) = q3 (0) = 0.

(8)

For practical applications of the presented theory it
is useful to perform a time discretization tn=nh,
(n=0,1,2, ...), where h stands for the time step. In this
way the numerical algorithm for deriving the
acceleration of the center of mass C and the attitude of
a rigid body can be developed, see equations (32) - (37)
in [9].
Numerical example includes analysis of spherical
motion of extended arm. The extended arm will be
modelled by a simplified model consisting
homogeneous rectangular cuboid of mass m and
dimensions l1, l2 and l3. The arm is connected to a
spherical joint, representing the shoulder, at the center
O of the base of the cuboid, with edges l1 and l2. Some
experimental data obtained by IMU sensor are given in
paper [5]. Roll, pitch and yaw angles are presented but
there are no data about acceleration of any point during
motion of a human arm. For this reason, we are not
able to use experimental data from [5] as an input data
in numerical procedure presented in [9]. Instead of

using data from [5], the input data will be obtained by
solving the differential equations of motion as in the
numerical example presented in [9].
Point A, representing the position of the sensor is
defined in the moving frame by coordinates (l1/2, l2/2,
l3), while the center of mass C is determined by
coordinates (0,0, l3/2). For the following values
describing the arm, m=7 kg, l1=l2=0.1 m, l3=0.4 m, and
g=9.81
m/s2,
and
for
initial
conditions
−1

ψ(0)=θ(0)=ϕ(0)=0, ψɺ (0) = θɺ(0) = ϕɺ (0) = 0.1s ,
by solving Lagrange's equations of second kind, the
Euler angles ψ(t), θ(t) and ϕ(t) can be obtained. Now,
using the Rivals theorem the acceleration of point C in
the body reference frame can be determined. By using
equations (47) and (48) from [9] the acceleration of
point C in the inertial reference frame can be
calculated. The projections of this acceleration are
shown in Figures 2,3 and 4 by solid lines.
(I )
C

In order to calculate the same acceleration a

using the algorithm based on quaternion method we use
(M )

the acceleration a A

and the angular velocity

ω , as

input data. These input data are obtained using
equations (44) and (46)1 by use of Euler angles
ψ(t), θ(t) and ϕ(t), which are previously calculated.
(I )

Results for the acceleration aC obtained using the
quaternion approach, with the time step h=0.005 s, are
shown in Figures 2,3 and 4 by dots.

Fig. 4. Projection of acceleration of point C onto ζ
axis, dots present results of the numerical algorithm
while solid line presents results obtained by solving
equations of motion.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show good agreement between the
results of the quaternion approach and the results
obtained by solving the system of differential equations
of motion for spherical motion of extended arm.
4. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper a motion of human body parts is
analyzed in order to determine its attitude and the
acceleration of an arbitrary point of the body part. We
apply the numerical procedure for calculation of the
acceleration of the center of mass, which is proposed in
[9]. The procedure is applied to the problem of motion
of an extended arm. The acceleration of the center of
mass in an inertial coordinate system is calculated.
Instead of using IMU, input data are obtained from the
solution of the diﬀerential equations of motion. The
results for the acceleration of the center of mass are
compared with the ones obtained by the application of
general theory (differential equation of motion and
Rivals theorem), where satisfactory agreement is
achieved.
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IN MEMORIAM
Mr DRAGAN BANJAC (1935─2015)

Suddenly and early, our distinguished M.Sc. Dragan Banjac, a colleague, associate and lecturer at the Faculty
of Mechanical Engineering and the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad passed away in September 2015 after
a short illness.
M.Sc. Dragan Banjac was born on March 6, 1935, in Bara near Bosanski Petrovac. He had attended
elementary school in his native place after he moved to Čelarevo with his parents in 1946 where he finished lower
gymnasium. With excellent grades, he graduated from mechanical technical school in Novi Sad in 1954. As a
mechanical technician, he worked for a year in the companies „Jugodent“ and „Novkabel“ in Novi Sad. He enrolled
on studies at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Belgrade in 1955/56 and graduated from manufacturing
engineering in early 1961. Afterwards, he enrolled on postgraduate studies in 1968/69 at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering in Belgrade. In 1977, he defended his master’s thesis entitled „Investigating drilling process of
polygonal holes„ at the same Faculty.
After finishing his studies, he was employed in the company „Majevica“ in Bačka Palanka where he was a
scholarship holder. In this company, he was employed on a number of responsible functions. He was a chief of
construction bureau, chief of technical control, technical director and acting director of the company. At the same
time, he lectured at the Mechanical technical school in Bačka Palanka. In the autumn of 1962, he joined the military
service, after which he became a captain’s reserve. In September 1963, he started working in the „Institute for
improving production and productivity„ in Novi Sad where he participated as a designer in design and realization of
a number of design and technological projects. Then, he worked as an expert associate in the „Insitute for machine
tools and tools“ in the sector for machine tools and was employed on the delopment of several projects and research
subjects funded by the Provincal Fund for Scientific Research. From 1963 until becoming a permanent teaching
assistant at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Novi Sad in 1966, he was a honorary assistant for the courses
Manufacturing processes and Manufacturing systems. In 1969 he was reelected for a teaching assistant for the
course Manufacturing processes planning and cutting tools. In July 1971, he was elected as a lecturer for the course
Manufacturing processes planning and cutting tools. He spent two months in the Federal Republic of Germany on
improving his German language skills.
Working at the Faculty of Mechnical Engineering in Novi Sad, or at the Faculty of Technical Sciences, in the
period from 1963 until his retirement, Dragan achieved very notable results in all segments of his engagement,
among which the most significant are teaching on academic and master studies, scientific research, personnel
development, cooperation with the economy, social engagement and so on. He invested all his energy, knowledge
and desire in the teaching process in order to share as much knowledge and information with students as possible.
He followed the most recent inovations in technics and technology with much skill and shared them with students.
In addition to course Manufacturing processes planning and cutting tools, he developed and presented the following
courses in the teaching process of basic academic studies: Process planning, Machining tools and Technoeconomic
optimization. Also, he developed and introduced the courses Basics of technoeconomic optimization and
Automation of process planning in the teaching process of master studies. Due to his popularity among students,
fairness and principledness, as well as lavish knowledge, students in manufacturing engineering programs, around a
hundred of them, chose Dragan Banjac as the mentor on their bachelor theses. He was mentoring theses
conscientiously and responsibly and always had time and satisfaction to timely point out certain omissions and
corrections. Most of graduate and master theses he was mentoring were related to tasks from the economy which he,
considering his clear research talent, easily recognized and later determined the frameworks and research directions.
Dragan was a mentor on five master theses which were demanding in terms of experimental research in
manufacturing practice. He was a member of defence committees for a large number of graduate and master theses.
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He wrote two textbooks for courses on regular studies and was a coauthor of two university textbooks. In scientific
research, as an excellent analyst and researcher, he participated in the development of more than seventy scientific
research projects and was a leader of a large number of them, including the most significant: Technoeconomic
optimization, Rationalization of technological preparation of production on the principles of type and group
technologies, Automation of group manufacturing lines. He published over 150 scientific-expert paper in conference
proceedings and journals in the country and abroad. Also, he achieved remarkable results in the development of
personnel potentials for the need of the narrower scientific area, because under his mentorship, three teaching
assistents earned master’s degrees and later completed their PhDs and became lecturers.
Dragan Banjac’s character was charcterized by numerous human and moral values, among which the most
significant ones are honest and principledness, cultural behaviour, willingness to listen and appreciate different
opinions, dignity and justice. He was a witty man, with high general culture, an excellent connoisseur of sports and
music. At work, among colleages and associates he was adorned by construcitveness and readiness for cooperation,
team work, exchange of information and literature. He was well known, recognized and respected in economic
ogranizations and institutions. At the Department, University and public, he belonged to the group of people who are
a symbol of production engineering. In the marriage with his wife Vera, the son Milan and daughter Dragana were
born.
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IN MEMORIAM
Prof. Dr JANKO HODOLIČ (1950─2015)

Prof. dr Janko Hodolič was born on 09. August 1950 in Pivnice, Republic of Serbia. He graduated at
Mechanical faculty in Novi Sad, while he obtained his master and doctor of science diploma on Faculty of Technical
Sciences in Novi Sad. After he graduated he started to work as assistant in scientific field of machine tools, and later
assistant for subjects automatic machine handling at Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad. 21st June 1989 he
becomes assistant professor in scientific field of machine tools, flexible technological systems and automation of
design processes at Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad. In the same scientific field and for flexible
technological systems and machine tools subjects he became associate professor on 27th June 1994. On 06th June
1997 he became full professor in scientific field of metrology and fixtures for measurement and control and fixtures
subjects. His scientific-research activity is mostly oriented on application of computer in various engineering fields
(FTS, CAD, CAM, CAQ). Since 2000 year he intensively works with aspects of measurement and quality in field of
environmental engineering, and from 2008 in field of biomedical engineering.
For a great contribution to scientific development in 2006 he was promoted to honorary doctor of science at
the Technical University in Kosice (Dr.h.c.). In the same period he was elected for a visiting professor at the Slovak
Technical University in Bratislava and the Central European College in Skalica, Slovakia. He performed lectures on
a number of subjects, among of which should be noted: machine tools, automated management of machine tools,
FTS, fixtures, fixture design accessories and measuring machines, measurement and quality, computer integrated
manufacturing - CIM, information technologies in plastic design, environmental technologies and systems,
ecodesign, measurement and control of pollution, and mechanical engineering in environmental protection. Most of
these subjects, he conceived and developed with his closest associates.
He published over 450 scientific papers as author and co-author, of which about half were published at the
international level, in monographs, journals and at conferences. He reviewed a number of books and numerous
scientific papers in his scientific field. He participated in the realization of more than 50 scientific-research national
and international projects, including projects of technological development of Republic of Serbia, projects of
importance for the technological development of AP Vojvodina, CEEPUS, TEMPUS, bilateral, multilateral, etc. For
more than 20 projects he was the manager or coordinator. As a mentor and a member of the commission he
participated in committees for the defence of a large number of a graduate works, master's theses and doctoral
dissertations at universities in Serbia, Slovenia and Slovakia. At the same universities he also participated in a
number of commissions for elections in a collaborative and teaching positions. Even as a student he showed an
affinity for social engagement. He was President of the International Cooperation Student Association of
Mechanical Engineering and Vice President of Student Association. After the employment, he served as a President
of the Council OOUR, director of the Institute for Production Engineering, vice dean for finances and vice dean for
science and international cooperation at the Faculty of Technical Sciences. He was also the head of the study
program environmental management at doctoral studies at the Central European College in Skalica, Slovakia, where
he held the position of vice-rector for research. On the Slovak Technical University in Bratislava he was elected as a
member of the Scientific and Academic Council.
He was a member of several national and international scientific professional associations (JUSK, DAAAM,
SETAC, etc.), editorial boards of national and international journals, as well as organizational, programme, and
scientific committees of national and international conferences. He is the founder of scientific conferences ETIKUM
and CASE LCA network of scientific LCA centres of Central and Eastern Europe. He won the charter "Prof. Dr.
Pavle Stanković" for outstanding contribution to the field of production engineering.
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IN MEMORIAM
Prof. Dr LJUBOMIR BOROJEV (1945─2016)

Our esteemed Dr Ljubomir Borojev, retired full professor of the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad,
suddenly died on Sunday, 4th of September 2016.
Ljubomir Borojev was born on 11 th of June 1945 in Pancevo. He finished his Primary and Secondary School
education in Novi Sad. He graduated from the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Novi Sad in 1970. and
completed postgraduate studies for the degree of Master of Science from the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi
Sad. His Master's thesis entitled “Hydrostatic support of the machine tools elements for finishing machining," was
completed in 1980, and doctoral thesis entitled "Contribution to the development of design methodology of modern
machine tools on the basis of experimental and computer modeling of the hydrostatic bearings for the high-precision
spindles " was done at the same Faculty in 1994.
After graduation in 1970, he joined the Mechanical Engineering Department of the Faculty of Technical
Sciences as an assistant at the Department of metal cutting machining. He became Assistant Professor in 1994,
Associate Professor in 2000 and a Full Professor for the scientific field "Machine tools, flexible manufacturing
systems and automation of process designing" in July 2005.
He has achieved a remarkable and enviable academic career during 40 years of working at the Faculty. In the
course of his career at the Faculty of Technical Sciences, he conducted a large number of practical classes and
lectures within the courses of Machine tools, Exploitation of machine tools, Processing and Technological Systems
and Automatic flexible technological systems, which are remembered by his students for an interesting way of
presenting as well as inspiration they were performed with. He also performed lectures for postgraduate courses,
including Modern Machining Systems and Selected Chapters in Automatic Flexible Manufacturing Systems. During
all those years he actively worked on improving the teaching process, gained a significant experience as a teacher
and became extremely appreciated lecturer by both his colleagues and students. According to many, he was and will
always remain one of the best lecturers of the Faculty of Technical Sciences.
Prof. Borojev gave a great contribution to the development of young scientists. Under his primarily teaching
methods as well as his professional and scientific leadership, dozens of students gained their professional
qualification of mechanical engineer. He also participated in management and in the committees for the defense of
master's and doctoral theses at the Faculty of Technical Sciences. It can be said that Prof. Borojev dedicated his
whole life to his work commitment at the Faculty, Institute, Department, Laboratory and his work with students.
It can be considered that Professor Borojev was one of the pioneers, and one of the few researchers in the
world dealing with the problems of hydrostatic and aerostatic bearing of main spindles for grinding machine tools.
His scientific and technical work is included in over 100 scientific papers published in journals and conference
papers in the country and abroad, over 40 research projects studies, several monographic scientific publications,
textbooks, scripts, and more than 50 technical papers in the form of projects, feasibility studies and specialized
publications. In many companies of the metal complex Vojvodina he was always very welcomed as a product
development consultant, especially in the field of experimental testing of processing systems.
During his professional career at the Faculty, he performed a large number of social functions, including:
Director of the Institute for Production Engineering, President of the Council of the Institute for Production
Engineering, Member of the Council of the Faculty of Technical Sciences, Head of the Laboratory for Machine
Tools, Flexible Technological Systems and Automation of Process Design. He was repeatedly commended and
rewarded for his work.
We, his friends and associates, colleagues, former students, will always remember Professor Ljubomir
Borojev with utmost respect.
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IN MEMORIAM
Teach. Ass. IVAN SOVILJ-NIKIĆ, MSc. Eng. (1981 – 2017)

On Sunday, July 2, 2017, high-minded heart of Ivan Sovilj-Nikić at the age of 37 stopped working. Ivan
Sovilj-Nikić was assistent-master at the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad. He abandoned his colleagues
and associates prematurely, without experiencing the realization of many ideas and goals for which he constantly
advocated. By ethnicity Serb, Ivan Sovilj-Nikić was born on 17.05.1981. in Novi Sad from mother Ljiljana Nikić, a
native of Fruška Gora, and father Bogdan Sovilj, a native of Lika. After finishing elementary school “Ivo Lola
Ribar” and Gymnasium “Isidora Sekulić” in Novi Sad with an average grade of 5.00 and received the Vuk's
diploma, he enrolled at the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad at the Department of Production Engineering.
Graduated-master thesis titled “Application of the genetic algorithm in optimizing the geometrical parameters of the
hob milling tool” was defended on July 10, 2007. He was one of the best students since the founding of the Faculty
of Mechanical Engineering in 1960 and the best student in the promotion of graduate engineers with an average
grade of 10.00 (ten) in December 2007 at the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad. In April, 2015, he planned
to start the procedure for defense of his doctoral dissertation, but on April 6, he started a great battle for his health
and life, which prevented him from defending his doctoral dissertation.
From early childhood he had the gift for making different models of various materials. The title of his
dissertation also begins with the word Modeling. He imagined the last model on the Easter holiday on April 16,
2017. He designed a carriage and made its model from baked bread dough. You can see the photo of this model with
this text.
In the final years of the Gymnasium, Ivan showed affinity for scientific research. His final examination in
physics that was highly rated contained elements of research work and indicated that he was a young and promising
researcher. In October 1999 he presented his first scientific paper as a co-author in Timisoara at a conference of
young researchers. In the autumn of 2000, Ivan was a participant at the First Mediterranean Conference on
Tribology in Jerusalem where he presented his work as a co-author, too. Ivan then picked up the applause of the
attendees at the conference for a witty approach to the presentation of scientific research. As one of the top 100
students of all universities in Serbia, Ivan was a participant in the trip to Europe organized by the European
Movement in 2005.
Along with the steps in education, Ivan cleared his way into the sport. He won a large number of medals in
all ages and in all racing disciplines. He was the champion of the state and the representative of Vojvodina and the
state in the most difficult technical discipline-steeplechase.
In professional work, Ivan has been a research scholar of the Ministry of Science and Technological
Development since 2007 on the project Development of progressive technology for the back machining of profile
tools on CNC machines at the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad. During his doctoral studies, he gained his
first pedagogical experience by engaging in exercises on Cutting tools, Tribology, Tribology and tools for CIM
systems. Ivan was elected in the title assistent-master in 2012 for the narrow scientific field Tribology, maintenance
and cutting tools. Ivan participated in the preparation and teaching in the following subjects: Tribology, Tribology
and Maintenance, Cutting tools, Biotribology, Evolutionary Methods, Tribology and modern tools for CIM systems,
Measurement and tools in precision engineering, Modern tools for CIM systems. Among the students he enjoyed
high reputation, popularity and respect both as an expert and as a human being. He participated in the organization
of several professional excursions for the students of Production Engineering, from which excursions to Prague,
Ljubljana and Boljevac are set out.
Ivan was a young scientific researcher of great potential, which unfortunately did not fully develop. Despite
his academic career premature stopped, Ivan achieved an outstanding number of scientific papers for his young age.
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During his work at the Faculty of Technical Sciences within the Department of Production Engineering at the Chair
of Metrology, quality, ecological-engineering aspect, tools and fixtures he participated in several scientific and
research projects of international and national significance where he achieved significant results. During his
scientific and pedagogical career he has published over 70 scientific papers, from which four monographs of
international importance can be distinguished, 5 original scientific papers in international journals on the SCI list,
more than 50 papers published and presented at international and national congresses, symposiums and conferences,
more than 10 papers published in national journals. In the framework of doctoral studies and engagement at
CEEPUS international projects, he stayed at technical faculties and institutes in Poland, Slovakia, Romania,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Moldova, Macedonia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Ivan Sovilj-Nikič's personality was characterized by numerous human and moral values, among which the
most important honesty, the culture of behavior and behavior, the tendency to listen and appreciate a different
opinion. Ivan was a well-educated, witty young man, an intellectual, a fan of sports and music. In everyday life he
liked socializing, honest and friendly conversations. He had nice manners and spread positive energy. He was
cheerful and well-off. He was a cordial and attentive colleague. Whenever he traveled somewhere, he traveled a lot,
thought about others, and especially liked to treat friends and colleagues with gifts and small signs of attention.
At work among his colleagues at the Chair, Department, Faculty and University he was decorated by
constructiveness and readiness for cooperation, that is, teamwork. His giftedness, intellectual and research capacity
have put him in a group of highly capable and creative researchers. In a mountain called scientific research, Ivan did
not stray, but he deliberately cleared his way to clearly defined goals.
Ivan has contributed immensely to the education and encouragement of young scientists in his country and
abroad. Ivan was an energetic and active expert in the field of tribology. The originality and importance of his work,
the success in applying the results of the research in practice and the promotion of tribology had a great significance
at the national and international level. He constantly encouraged and influenced the scientific research work of
students. As a creative engineer and scientist, he designed, constructed and executed several devices for testing the
tribological characteristics of hob milling tools and gears.
Ivan successfully built a solid bridge between university researchers and engineers in industry. As an
assistant, he significantly contributed to the graduation of engineers in tribology, tribodiagnostics, maintenance and
cutting tools that they are now working in key positions in the Serbian and Republic of Srpska industries. As an
author, Ivan prepared material for two patents that did not succeed to be formalized. Ivan was the first to have the
idea of forming Tribological Society of Vojvodina, but he was not able to carry it out. His influence on the
development of tribology in Vojvodina was significant. Also, Ivan's tireless work on obtaining support for research
projects of national importance and his efforts for the benefit of engineers have a lasting significance in the field of
tribology.
Ivan loved history, theater and literature. He was able to express himself orally and in writing. He wrote and
published novels. In his desk there were more notes and sketches for new novels, and in one of them he pointed out
that he shared his Christian goodness with others without leaving anything to him.
The family, Chair, Department, Faculty and University have lost their valuables and wealth that cannot be
compensated with anything. Ivan was a young man for an example that by his goodness, honesty, work,
responsibility and, above all, high moral, labor and human qualities can never be forgotten and erased from the
memory of parents, sister, colleagues, associates and friends.
A patient, thoughtful and just man, a strong person, a creative and curious intellectual, an outstanding
pedagogue and a scientific researcher left us. His contribution to the education of engineers and the formation of
scientific disciplines is irreplaceable. We will all remember Ivan for a long time.
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ČELIK d.o.o. Bački Jarak

COMPANY ČELIK D.O.O. IS QUALIFIED AND FITTED FOR CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDING AND CRAFT
WORKS, SPECIALIZED FOR THE MANUFACTURING AND INSTALLATION OF STEEL STRUCTURES.

QUALITY AND CERTIFICATION
Our company is trying to achieve maximum customer satisfaction.
We apply a quality management system to monitor the quality of
final production and create better conditions for our employees.
ISO 9001
The quality management system has been standard for several
decades in the civilized world, which is a synonym for quality and
confirms that the company strictly respects and meets the
requirements of the International Organization for Standardization.
This certificate serves as the main criterion for selecting the
company and for guaranteeing the quality of the offered services.
EN ISO 3834 (ISO 3834) is a European (international) standard
created by welding professionals. Standard EN ISO 3834 is not a
comprehensive quality management system, but provides a definite
list of special elements and the organization of controls that is
needed in places where welding is used. It was developed to identify
all factors that could affect the quality of the welded product and
require control at all stages before, during and after welding.

ČELIK DOO
METAL CONSTRUCTIONS – DESIGN,
PRODUCTION AND MONTAGE
Novosadska bb, 21234 Bački Jarak ,
Srbija

www.celikdoo.rs
Tel: +381(0)21/847-606
E-mail: office@celikdoo.rs
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ALEKSANDAR INŽENJERING

Adresa: Novi Sad, Bem Lilike 2a
Tel: 021/547-364 Fax: 021/65-46-297
Mob: 063/532-433
E-mail: info@merniinstrumenti.com

D.O.O.

Prodaja i Servis mernih instrumenata

KATALOG PROIZVODA
1. Instrumenti za merenje električnih veličina
Gossen Metrawatt, Nemačka (www.gossenmetrawatt.com)
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
1.4.
1.5.
1.6.

Multimetri
Miliommetri
Procesni kalibratori
Analizatori snage i energije
Analizatori kvaliteta napona
Instrumenti za ispitivanje
električnih instalacija
1.7. Merila otpora izolacije
1.8. Merila otpora uzemljenja
1.9. Detektori napona
1.10. Ispitivanje medicinskih elektr. uređaja
1.11. Strujna klešta
1.12. Izvori napajanja
2. Instrumenti za merenje osvetljaja i luminanse
Gossen, Nemačka (www.gossen-photo.de)
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.

Luksmetri
Luminansmetri
Spektrometri
Flešmetri za fotografe

3. Instrumenti za merenje buke
Cesva, Španija (www.cesva.com)
3.1. Merila buke - fonometri
3.2. Dozimetri buke
3.3. Merila vibracija zgrada

4. Instrumenti za termovizijsku dijagnostiku
Guide Infrared, Kina (www.guide-infrared.com)
4.1. Termovizijske kamere
4.2. Termovizijske kamere za
dronove

5. Instrumenti za merenje nedestruktivnim metodama
Sonatest, Velika Britanija (www.sonatest.com)
5.1. Ispitivanje bez
razaranja (IBR)
5.2. Ispitivači korozije, EDDY Currentinstrumenti, ispitivanje metala
analizator metalnih legura,
kamera za vizuelnu inspekciju

www.merniinstrumenti.com

8. Instrumenti za merenje vibracija
MMF, Nemačka (www.mmf.de)
8.1. Merila humanih vibracija,
ruka-šaka i celog tela
8.2. Merila mašinskih vibracija
8.3. Analizatori vibracija

9. Instrumenti za merenje parametara mikroklime
Kimo, Francuska (www.kimo.fr)
9.1. Instrumenti za merenje parametara mikroklime
(temperature, vlage, vlage drveta, brzine strujanja
i protoka vazduha kvaliteta vazduha CO/CO2,
pritiska i atmosferskog pritiska)
9.2. Data logeri (žični i bežični) za temperaturu,
vlagu, osvetljaj, struju, napon, impulse i pritisak
9.3. Merni pretvarači (transmiteri) pritiska i atmosferskog pritiska, temperature, vlage, strujanja i
protoka vazduha, osvetljaja, CO, CO2, solarni
10.. Instrumenti za merenje i kalibraciju
AOIP, Francuska (www.aoip.fr)
10.1. Kalibratori: procesni, temperature,
pritiska, vlage i frekvencije
10.2. Testeri kablova za LAN i TELEKOM mreže
10.3. Starteri asinhronih motora

11. Instrumenti za merenje elektromagnetnog polja
Maschek, Nemačka (www.maschek.de)
11.1. Merenje elektromagnetnog polja
11.2. SAR metri
11.3. Dozimetri zračenja mobilnih telefona

12. Instrumenti za merenje čestica prašine-aerosoli
Met One, SAD (www.metone.com)
12.1. Merenje čestica prašine na otvorenom
12.2. Merenje čestica prašine u zatvorenom
12.3. Meteorologija

13. Instrumenti za merenje radiološkog zračenja
Seintl, SAD (www.seintl.com)
13.1. Merenje alfa, beta, γ, x -zračenja
13.2. Dozimetri radiološkog zračenja

6. Instrumenti za prevođenje mernih veličina
Camille Bauer, Švajcarska (www.camillebauer.com)
6.1. Merni pretvarači (transmiteri)
električnih veličina, ugaone
pozicije, konverzije signala,
izolatora signala, temperature,
inklinometri
6.2. Industrijski pisači
6.3. Industrijski termometri
7. Analizatori dimnih gasova (emisija)
IMR, SAD (www.imrusa.com)

7.1. Prenosni analizatori
7.2. Stacionarni analizatori

14. Instrumenti za detektovanje cevi i kablova
Ridgid, SAD (www.ridgid.com)
14.1. Lokatori cevi i kablova pod zemljom

15.. Instrumenti za ispitivanje VN-transformatora
RAYTECH, Švajcarska (www.raytech.ch)

15.1. Prenosni odnos
15.2. Merenje otpora namotaja transformatora
15.3. Mikroommetri
15.4. Softver za merenje transformatora
15.5 Tester strujnih transformatora
15.6 Tester kapacitivnosti i faktora snage, tangensa δ

Adresa: Novi Sad, Bem Lilike 2a Tel: 021/547-364 Fax: 021/65-46-297 Mob: 063/532-433 E-mail: info@merniinstrumenti.com
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Unimet provides its customers with CNC turned and machined parts, sheet metal parts, assembling and testing of parts and
instruments. We employ more than 230 people. Our head office is situated in Kać, next to Novi Sad in north part of Serbia.
We have two manufacturing locations, one in Kać and the other in Rudnik, 80 km south of Belgrade. In Kać we have five
production facilities covering 6500 m2 workspace and in Rudnik approximately 2000 m2.
Our highly productive CNC machines are capable of executing complex and precise demands. Our machines are of
renowned Japanese, American and European brands. We currently have about 50 CNC machines at our disposal. Apart
from the CNC machines, we have a large number of universal machines with accompanying equipment.
Materials that we machine are: Aluminium, Steel, Stainless steel, Brass and bronze, Titanium, Super alloys like Inconell and
cobalt. Services that we offer: Turning from diameter 1 mm up to diameter 400mm, Milling, Sheet metal punching on CNC
press and tool design for our mechanical presses, Grinding, Welding, Laser engraving.
Industries that we deliver our services to are process industries, automotive
and aerospace.
Certficates that we hold are ISO9001, OHSAS18001, ISO14001 and AS9100.
We export all our goods and our main customers are Brovex Precision
Engineering in Sweden, Trox in Germany, Knorr-Bremse Germany, Pratt and
Whitney Canada and Telsonic Ultrasonic in Switzerland.

Unimet d.o.o
Delfe Ivanic 51, 21241 Kac
Telephone: +381 21 6211 194
+381 21 6211 410
+381 21 6211 404
Fax: +381 21 6211 061
www.unimet.rs
Email: info@unimet.rs
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FILLING & PACKAGING
“PRIMAR TEHNO”, company with limited liability has been engaged in design of manufacturing
processes and production of process equipment and machines for the food industry since 1993.
We have focused on engineering, manufacture and installation of machines for filling and
packaging of all types of fluids and other foodstuff products.
DOO PRIMAR TEHNO
Ćirpanova 25 a
Maglić (NS) 21473
Serbia
Telefon: +381 21 785 041
E-Mail: info@primartehno.rs
www.primartehno.rs
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FREZAL company, a family run mold making workshop, was established in 2005. in Ruma, Serbia. During all these
years of continuous growth and development, FREZAL has grown to be a reliable partner in this part of Europe’s
moldmaking market. FREZAL is specialised for the production of termoplast injection molds, duroplast compression
molds and molds for the lost wax process.
Constant searching for new challenges and the customers growing needs, had an impact on the company’s fast
development. FREZAL has established a complete process, necessary for the production of high quality molds.
Frezal can offer mold design service, mold manufacturing, mold testing, maintetance and repair tools and plastic
parts production to the customers.
FREZAL DOO
Adress: Marka Oreskovica 42, 22400 Ruma, Srbija
tel: +381(0)22 49 00 57
cell: +381(0)64 590 18 18
e-mail: office@frezal.co.rs
www.frezal.co.rs
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WE ARE INDUSTRIAL GROUP OF COMPANIES INVOLVED IN MINING,
METALLURGY, ENERGY AND TRADING
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Keynote Speakers
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